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THE MOST IMPORTANT “HEAVENLY MESSAGE”
IN THIS MOST CRITICAL FINAL AGE!
Here, we shall see this most important Heavenly Message, that is “The Testament” (=its original
Arabic title: “Al-Khabaru”) in the light of these 19 most fundamental and miraculous Documents
here:
1) An Awesome Miracle 1
2) An Awesome Miracle 2
3) An Exceptional Miracle
4) An Amazing Miracle
5) A Special Miracle
6) An Extra Miracle
7) A Unique Miracle
8) A Majestic Miracle
9) A Celestial Miracle
10) An Exclusive Miracle
11) A Festive Miracle
12) A Glorious Miracle
13) A Supernal Miracle
14) A Joyful Miracle
15) A Golden Ratio Miracle
16) A Golden Section Miracle
17) A Glittering Miracle
18) A Redeeming Miracle
19) A Delivering Miracle
as all of these most fascinating Miracles are already thus clearly presented to all humanity
by this promised “Messenger of the Covenant,” who is the long awaited and anticipated
descendant of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon both of them) for/within
this most critical Final Age here.
And before this, this most important Heavenly Message, that is “The Testament” again, has
already also clearly been presented there in the light of those --of course, again most essentially
“19” coded-- ultimate and most magnificent 114 Chapters (which is a little bit more advanced
than this, and also requires knowing a little bit basic Arabic, beforehand), and therein we have
therefore translated it in a very (and perhaps, even a little bit) excessively meticulous manner.
So this time, we shall go in a more calm and flexible manner here; but of course, in essence,
we shall again remain totally truthful and faithful to the original Arabic text (=Al-Khabaru), from
the beginning to the end, in the most essential manner also here.
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This most important Heavenly Message, that is “The Testament” (=its original Arabic title:
“Al-Khabaru”) is basically and exactly composed of that Quranic text, which is thus definitively
bequeathed to this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger of the Covenant” by his honorable
ancestors, prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon both of them). (Please,
also certainly see now “A Supernal Miracle,” in this respect here). For this reason, we
sometimes refer to it as “The Testament,” and sometimes as “Quran Testament” here.
But of course, by the permission of our supreme Lord Al-lah, there are also some small but very
critical differences (such as: Chapter 9 has only 127 Verses in total here, some Arabic words
have slightly different spellings; and all the Text is written in a complete new and modern Arabic
style here.)
Because this most important Heavenly Message, that is “The Testament” (=i.e. again its original
Arabic title: “Al-Khabaru”) is thus a pure “Golden Text,” which has thus perfectly been dictated
and taught by our supreme Lord Al-lah unto this promised “Messenger of the Covenant” in this
exact and precise manner here (please, see 98/2-3) in this most critical Final Age, thus perfectly
containing in it each and every of those 19 coded, magnificent Plannings above --(and Al-lah
willing, each and every of those future ones as well; please, see 21/37 in this respect)-- one after
the other!
This long awaited and anticipated “Messenger of the Covenant” shall now, of course, by the
permission of our supreme Lord Al-lah again, thus also deliver the most essential and miraculous
Mathematical and Scientific explanations of this most important Heavenly Message herein,
and shall also present all of its Universal laws, and thus serve as a Mercy to all humanity sent by
this supreme Al-lah, thus in this most critical Final Age (please, see now 21/107 in this regard).
But this “Messenger of the Covenant” shall also totally respect all those Literary and Metaphoric
explanations, and those Regional laws (as all of them properly recorded mainly in Bukhari)
presented by his forefather prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) that were/are most
appropriate only for his main people (=Sons of Ishmael: Saudi Arabs), and henceforward shall
definitely recommend them now to strongly adhere to those Quranic laws till the end among
themselves. And that will be the same with Sons of Israel: Israeli Jews, that henceforward they
also shall strongly adhere to those Torah laws till the end among themselves. (Please, certainly
also see now 5/44-48, 68 in this regard.)
To witness this full permission and authorization of supreme Al-lah, He has thus granted now
unto His long awaited and anticipated “Messenger of the Covenant” here, and the full support of
his two righteous ancestors, prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon both of
them) unto him, in this most critical regard here, please, also certainly see now “An Awesome
Miracle 1 & 2,” and then also all those subsequent most Miraculous Documents therein, one
after the other, in the first place.
Metin, “Messenger of the Covenant”
September 2012
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CHAPTER 1
1- In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
2- Praise be to Al-lah, Lord of the multitudes.
3- (He is) the gracious, the merciful.
4- Ruler of the Day of Religion (82/17-19).
5- You alone we serve, and You alone we ask for help.
6- (So please) guide us into the standing path (24/46).
7- The path of those upon whom You have blessed; not of those upon whom the wrath (has thus
been brought down; 5/60), nor of these strayers (56/51)!

CHAPTER 2
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Alef, Lam, Mim.
2- This is a “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Written
Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here, in the first
place: 39/23), there is no doubt in it; thus also a “Guidance” (39/23) for the pious!
** In this respect, we should immediately go and see now “An Awesome Miracle 2” document,
thus to witness therein that “19 coded, magnificent Planning,” based on all of these most specific initials
(=Alef, Lam, Mim & …) in a most Wise and most High manner by our supreme Lord therein.
And henceforth, we should thus clearly understand why our supreme Lord entitles this “19 coded,
magnificent Planning” (which is thus uniquely designed therein by Him in a perfectly matching manner,
within those --left & right-- two sides) thus a “Written Document” (=Ketaab here; 39/23), and then also
thus specifically a “Guidance” (=Hudaa here again; 39/23), in the first place.

3- Those who believe in the Unseen (6/103 & 56/85 & …), and they are observing the Support
prayer (2/238), and (thus) distributing (2/215) of what We have provided for them.
4- And those who believe in what is “sent down” to you (=thus a reference here to that most
specific “Written Document” again, which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” as it is “sent down” thus here again, in the first place: 39/23) and in what was sent
down before you (=Torah, Gospel, and Quran; 3/3-4), and with regard to the Last Epoch (=thus a
reference to this most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 here, and then of course,
also to that Eternal Last Epoch in the hereafter; 6/92) they are attaining certainty!
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5- Those are (the ones who are) upon a “Guidance” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 39/23) from their Lord, and those them are the prosperers (23/1-11)!
6- Certainly, those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27), it is the same for them; whether you
warn them, or not warn them, they do not believe.
7- Hence, Al-lah has sealed upon their hearts and their hearing (now), and upon their eyes
there are veils; and for them --(because of their own betrayal here; 2/26-27)-- (there will
eventually thus come) a great retribution.
** Our supreme Lord thus only seals the hearts of those who, by their free will themselves choose to seal
their own hearts against His Message, in the first place (please, see 61/5 & 9/127); He never acts unjustly
and so do not seal no one’s heart and their hearing unfairly here, in the first place (10/44)!
And if these stray people by their free will again themselves choose then --(before it is too late here;
4/18)-- to open their own hearts now to His Message, in the first place, consequently, He will thus
immediately forgive them and thus open and guide their hearts here, at once (please, see 25/71 = 64/11)!

8- And among the people (there are those) who say: We have believed in Al-lah and the Last
Day (=thus a reference to this most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 here, and
then of course, also to that Eternal Last Day in the hereafter; 2/62); but in fact, they have not
believed.
9- They are (thus trying to) cheat Al-lah and the believers (2/25-26), but in fact, they are (thus)
not cheating only their own souls, but they do not perceive!
10- In their hearts (there is such) an illness (74/31), and hence, Al-lah has augmented their
illness. And for them --(in this case here; 4/18)-- (there will eventually thus come) a painful
retribution, because that they are (thus) lying.
11- When it is said to them (now): Do not (thus) commit evil (2/27) on the earth, they said:
We are only peace makers!
12- Pay heed; certainly they, (here), they are (thus) evil committers (2/27), but they do not
perceive!
13- When it is said to them (now): Believe, as the (other) people have thus believed (2/25-26),
they said: Shall we believe (now), as those fools have believed? Pay heed; certainly they,
(here), they are the fools (2/130), but they do not know!
14- When they meet (these) believers (2/25-26), they said: We have believed! But when they are
alone with their (jinn and human) satans (6/112), they said: Certainly, we are with you; we were
only mocking!
15- Al-lah is thus --(because of their own mockery here, thus in the first place)-- mocking them
(now), and so He is leading them on in their transgressions (7/185-186), blundering.
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16- (Because) those are the ones who have (thus) bought the straying (34/8), at the expense of
the “Guidance” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), and so their
trade cannot prosper, and they cannot be guided ones!
17- Their allegory is like the allegory of the one who has kindled a fire, and when it begins to
shed light around him, Al-lah has taken away their light, and (thus) abandoned them in darkness;
they do not see.
18- (Because they themselves have thus preferred to remain utterly)-- deaf, dumb, and blind
--(against it, in the first place); and so --(as long as they continue to act thus senselessly and
foolishly; 2/171)-- they do not come back.
19- Or like a rainstorm from the sky, in which (there is) darkness, and thunder, and lightning.
They are putting their fingers into their ears because of the thunder claps, being alarmed of the
death! And Al-lah is (thus) encompassing over these disbelievers (2/26-27).
20- The lightning almost snatches away their eyesight. Whenever it lights for them, they walk
in it, but when it turns dark upon them, they stand still! If Al-lah wanted, He could (completely)
take away (now) their hearing and their eyesight. Certainly, Al-lah is best Measurer upon
every wanted thing.
21- O people, so you shall (thus) serve (only) your Lord (12/40), the One who has created you
and those before you, so that you may (henceforth thus) be pious (39/33)!
22- The One who has made the earth a dwelling place for you, and the sky a structure. And He
has sent down water from the sky and brought forth therewith from (all) the “fruits,” (=thus
a reference here also to all those 19 coded “fruits,” as all of them are already thus clearly
presented within “A Festive Miracle” document)-- as a “provision” for you! So (henceforth),
do not set up any (such) rivals (3/80 & 9/31 & 6/76-78) to Al-lah, and (now that) you know
(16/73)!
** In every Religious issue, the “Judgment” (=Hukm) shall only belong to our supreme Lord,
as He has thus made it very clear to all humanity in His most miraculous and singular Scripture
here (28/70 = 4/105); so after this, to seek and follow any other sources --whether they are thus fabricated
in the name of an Angel, or a Prophet, or a Scholar, or any other Person or Thing-- for the “Judgment”
(=Hukm) means to unjustly set them up as “Rivals” (=Andaad) to supreme Al-lah in His “Judgments”
(=Hukm) and hence thus also to set them up as false “Lords” (=Arbaab) beside this supreme Al-lah,
here (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31 & 6/76-78)!

23- And if you have any doubt regarding what We have “sent-down” (=thus a reference here
to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” as it has been “sent down” thus here again, in the first place: 39/23)
to Our servant (=Messenger of the Covenant; 7/158), then bring forth a CHAPTER like it,
and call upon your own witnesses against Al-lah, if you are truthful ones!
24- But if you cannot do -and you can never do- then guard yourselves against the Fire, whose
fuel is people and rocks; it is (thus) prepared for these disbelievers (2/26-27)!
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25- (O “Messenger of the Covenant”), so give good news (now) to those who will (thus) believe
and work for these “Righteous Deeds!” That certainly, for them (will be) the Gardens with
flowing rivers (in the hereafter)!
So --while working on these “Righteous Deeds” here-- whenever they are provided (now)
from “it” (=that “CHAPTER,” as it has already thus clearly been pointed out in the above 23rd
Verse) from a “fruit” (=a “word”) as a “provision,” they said: This is the one we have also been
“provided” before! And (thus) they are given with “them” (=those “provisions:” i.e. again
those “words”) as similar ones! And for them (there will be) “pure couples/pairs” therein (=in
that CHAPTER again), and (thus) they will be therein eternal ones (here, and in the hereafter)!
** To clearly witness this greatest “Heavenly Secret” thus granted to us by our supreme Lord within that
most critical and unique “allegory” above, we should immediately see now “A Festive Miracle”
document, in the first place! And of course, all the other 19 coded, magnificent Plannings (presented in
those subsequent documents) are all together --(each of them thus as separate and individual
CHAPTERS therein)-- are henceforth thus the clear manifestations of this greatest “Heavenly Secret”
in this most critical Final Age here! And so we should also immediately see then “An Awesome
Miracle 1” document in the first place, in this regard.

26- Certainly, Al-lah does not shy away from citing any “allegory,” neither a mosquito
(=baudat) nor what is above it (=the allegory that has already thus been cited by our Lord
above, based on that fruit (=thamarat) therein).
So those who believe (in this; 2/25) shall know that certainly it is the “Truth” from their Lord;
but those who disbelieve shall say: What is it that Al-lah has (really) intended by this “allegory?”
He will (thus) mislead thereby many, and He will guide thereby many. But He will not mislead
thereby except the betrayers;
27- The ones who violate Al-lah’s pledge after His Covenant, and they are (thus) severing what
Al-lah has commanded --(on those 19 coded Tables, on that “left” and “right” side)-- thus to be
joined (therein), and they are thus committing evil (2/205) on the earth! Those them shall be
the losers!
** To clearly witness these most critical and basic Verses above, in which our supreme Lord has thus
introduced His most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” that He has now
thus unmistakably and evidently sent in this Last Day/Millennium here,
and how it has also already thus clearly been foretold again in most Miraculous manners by all of
His great Prophets (=here, first of all by Noah, then Abraham, then Moses, then David, then Jesus, then
finally Muhammad; peace be upon each of them), and all those great rewards and eternal happiness
promised for all those Jews, and Christians, and Arabs, and all Peoples, who will thus believe and shall
work for these “Righteous Deeds” now (2/25-26), and all those serious consequences and eternal misery
promised for all those Jews, and Christians, and Arabs, and all Peoples, who will thus ungratefully reject
and disregard this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” now (2/26-27),
please, immediately see again “A Festive Miracle” document here also in this regard, in the first place!
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28- How can you disbelieve in Al-lah, and (before coming to this world) you were dead, and
He gave you life (here)? Then He puts you to death (here again), then --(immediately after this
death here, thus in the other world, in that Hell, or in that Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32 thus
instantly)-- He gives you life (therein again); then (therein thus) to Him you are being brought
back (36/48-55)!
29- He is the One who created for you all that is in the earth; then He turned towards the sky,
and (thus) perfected them as seven skies. And He is the knower of all wanted things.
** Our supreme Lord, in the very beginning, thus in that “conceptual phase” has thus created this earth,
even before the Big bang, within those of His four Days (=four Thousand Years therein; 22/47)
and then those seven skies within those of His two Days (=two Thousand Years therein; 22/47) thus
in a most Wise and powerful manner there, in the first place (please, see 41/9-12),
and after this, He has then thus in that “actual phase” immediately started the Big bang here by His most
powerful command: “Be!” and so everything has thus actually come into being here in accordance with
His universal laws, that He has thus created and ordained by His most accurate and precise Mathematical
calculations (please, see 7/185), thus in a most Wise and powerful manner, in the very beginning,
and it has thus actually come into being in about 14 billion years --at every moment thus under
His watchful eyes and full supervision and control; 10/61-- and is still thus expanding and evolving in the
exact way He wants (please, see 21/30 = 51/47)!
Because that our supreme Lord has no need to leave His glorious Throne (25/59) to create something
at anytime He may will, and thereby, to create this earth and all this universe, He has thus ultimately and
only given again His most powerful command “Be” (please, see 2/117),
so therefore, we should definitely understand that specific phrase: “thumma astavaa” (=then He turned
towards the sky, etc.) in the above Verse and elsewhere in the Quran Testament always thus as symbolic
depictions, which thus specifically indicates to us His “contemplative actions” in His superb Mind within
that “conceptual phase” only, thus in the very beginning. (Please, also certainly see again now 41/9-12
in this regard.)

30- When your Lord said to the angels: I am about to make a successor on the earth (now)!
They said: Will you make therein (someone) who will commit evil therein, and shed blood? And
we (always) celebrate Your praise, and we are exalting You. He said: Certainly, I know what you
do not know!
31- And (then) He taught Adam the names, every of them. Then He presented them to those
angels, and said: Inform me (then) by the names of these, if you are truthful!
32- They said: Be You glorified, (there is) not a knowledge for us, except what You have
(already) taught us. Certainly You, (here), You are the knower, the wise!
33- (Al-lah) said: O Adam, (then) inform them by their names (now)! So when he informed
them by their names, He said: Did I not say to you that certainly I know (all) the unseen of the
skies and the earth? And certainly, I know (all) what you are revealing, and what you are
concealing!
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34- And when We said to the angels: Prostrate before Adam! So they (all) prostrated, except
Iblees. He refused and acted arrogantly, and (thus) became (one) of the disbelievers.
35- And We said: O Adam, (then) dwell, you and your spouse, in the garden, and eat therefrom
generously, wherever you want; but do not approach this tree, lest you become (one) of the
unjust ones!
36- But the Satan (=Iblees) caused them to slip therefrom. So he thus drove them out of (the
good state) they were in it. So We said: Go down (then), some of you as enemies to some (35/6).
And for you (there will be) a settlement and goods on the earth until a while!
37- So (then) Adam received from his Lord (some) “words,” and --(because that he
immediately and rightfully returned towards his Lord by these “words”)-- He returned
towards him. (Because) certainly He, (here), He is --(in this case; 4/17 thus)-- the returner,
the merciful!
** Here, first of all, we should pay attention and notice that this specific term “successor” (=khaleefatan)
in the above 30th Verse has thus been used by our supreme Lord later on e.g. also in this Verse (7/69)
thus clearly indicating a human population “succeeding” (=khulafaae) a previous human population there,
in this Quran Testament.
So in that above Verse, the fact that although those Angels absolutely cannot know the future here, they
still argue and fear that this new “successor” Adam might again be a little bit wild and blood shedding
creature there, thus clearly points out to us that our supreme Lord will thus be creating Adam and his wife
(and all their people) through a most Wise and wondrous “evolutionary creation” procedure here, before
the very eyes of these Angels, from those previous a little bit wild and blood shedding population (in
Scientific literature, Homo Habilis: Dexterous Man), and thus making him a “succesor” (=khaleefatan) to
them here. And now by granting him the ability to talk and name all those things, and then the ability to
receive special “words” from our supreme Lord (please, see again 31-33, 37th Verses above) He is thus
making them fully humane and peacemaking first modern humans (in Scientific literature, Homo Erectus:
Upright Man).
And then in the above 36th Verse, our Lord by thus using a general plural form (=in Arabic, this can only
refer to at least three people, and never less than that in no occasion) when He is addressing Adam is thus
definitively indicating to us again that Adam and Eve are not the only two persons there, but they will
thus be serving there as a Prophet and his wife among that fully humane and peacemaking first modern
human population there.
So that “garden” (=aljannat) where this first modern human population have thus lived must be a
“garden” on this earth again (as this same term: “jannat” is thus used by our supreme Lord to indicate a
“garden” on a high fertile soil, later on here in this same Chapter again: 2/265-266); and when Adam and
his wife made that mistake and thus sinned against our supreme Lord therein, this first modern human
population must have thus all together been evicted to a low and less fertile area on this earth therein.
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38- We said: (Then) go down therefrom (now), all together! And when a “Guidance” comes to
you from Me, whoever follows My “Guidance” (=thus also a prospective reference here to this
most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23), (there will be) no fear upon them, and they will not grieve.
39- But those who disbelieve and reject Our “Signs” (=thus a prospective reference here again to
each one of these most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), those are the community of the Fire, they
will be therein eternal.
40- O Children of Israel, you shall commemorate My blessing, which I have blessed upon you,
and fulfill My Pledge (please, see: Torah-Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-3), that I may fulfill your pledge
(please, see: Torah-Deut. 28/2-6), and --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, for/on that
left side-- reverence Me alone!
41- So you shall believe in what I have “sent down” (=thus a reference here to this most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” as it is
“sent down” thus here again, in the first place: 39/23) thus fulfilling what is with you (please,
see: Torah-Deut. 32/1-4)! Do not be the first to disbelieve in it, and do not trade away
My “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) for a cheap price, and --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
for/on that right side-- fear Me alone!
42- And do not confound the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to this most specific “Truth,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
39/41) with the “falsehood” (2/78-79), and (do not) conceal the “Truth” (39/41), knowingly!
** To clearly understand why all these Children of Israel must recognize and be the first to believe in and
support now this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” that our supreme
Lord has thus unmistakably and evidently sent here, in this most critical Final Age, we should certainly
see again “A Festive Miracle,” and then “A Joyful Miracle” documents, and all those related most
miraculous prophecies of prophet Moses, and David, and Isaiah (peace be upon each of them) therein
in this regard, in the first place.

43- And you shall observe the Support prayer, and give the Cleansing rate (please, see:
Torah-Deut. 6/4-7 & 14/28-29), and --now, also on the 19 coded Tables here-- thus “bow down”
(to Him) with (all) those who thus “bow down” (to Him here; 48/29)!
44- Do you exhort the people (to be) kind and (while) forgetting your (own) souls, and (though)
you are (constantly) reciting the Written Document (=Torah)? So will you (still) not comprehend
(21/10)?
45- And you shall seek help through steadfastness and (by observing) the Support duty (33/56);
and it is difficult (indeed), but not so for the reverent.
46- (These are) the ones who perceive that certainly they will meet their Lord, and certainly they
--(immediately at the time of their death here; 16/32 thus instantly)-- will go back to Him
(56/83-91)!
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47- O Children of Israel, you shall commemorate My blessing, which I have blessed upon you,
and certainly, I have (thus) favored you upon (those) multitudes (please, see: Torah, Deut.
4/32-35).
48- So you shall guard yourselves against the day when no soul can avail another soul in the
least, and no intercession will be accepted from it, and no ransom will be taken from it; and they
will not be helped.
49- And (recall) that We saved you from Pharaoh’s people, who afflicted you with the worst
retribution; they were slaughtering your (newborn) sons, and leaving alive in shame your women
(=their mothers). And in this (there was) a great trial from your Lord.
50- And (recall) that We parted the sea for you, and (thus) saved you; and (then) We drowned
Pharaoh’s people, and (while) you were watching by.
51- Yet, when We summoned Moses for forty nights, then you took the calf (as a god) in his
absence, and you were (thus) unjust ones!
52- Still, We pardoned you thereafter, that you may be appreciative.
53- And (recall) that We gave Moses the “Written Document” (=Torah; 5/44) and the --left &
right side-- “Parting” (therein), so that (thus also here and now) you may be “guided” (=thus a
significant reference to this most specific --left & right side-- “Guidance” here, which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)!
** To clearly witness how this “Torah” granted to prophet Moses (peace be upon him) by our supreme
Lord is already thus designed therein by our supreme Lord in a most High and most Wise manner, thus
to be a most credible Source which is thus clearly and most miraculously pointing out to this --left & right
sided--“Guidance” here (please, see 39/23) now in this most critical Final Age for all Children of Israel,
and also for all humanity in this respect, we should also definitely see now “the Words of Moses”
document, in its entirety, here in the first place!

54- And when Moses said to his nation: O my nation, certainly, you have (thus) been unjust
to your own souls by taking the calf --(as a god here; 28/88-91)! So (now, immediately) return to
your Initiator, and (thus) kill your souls (=by removing all the bad traits and provocations of their
souls; 12/53 and thus cleansing it; 91/7-9); this is better/best for you in the sight of your Initiator!
So (thereby), He returned to you. For certainly, He is --(in this case; 4/17 thus)-- the returner,
the merciful.
55- And when you said: O Moses, we will not believe you until we see Al-lah, manifestly!
So (consequently), the lightning overtook you, and (while) you were looking on.
56- Then We awoke you after your death, that you may be appreciative.
57- And We shaded you with the clouds, and (also) sent down to you the manna and the quails.
(And We said): Then eat from (all) the clean ones of what We have (thus) provided for you!
And they did not act unjustly to Us, but in fact, --(by thus again and again rebelling and sinning
therein)-- they were acting unjustly (only) to their own souls!
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58- And when We said: Enter this city, and eat therefrom however you want, generously. And
enter the gate, prostrating (before Al-lah), and say: “Thanks,” so that We may forgive you
your wrong doings, and We will augment (the rewards) for the nicely acting ones!
59- But those who were unjust (immediately) changed the saying (=“Thanks”) to a
different/opposite one of (that was) said to them. So We sent down upon those who (thus) acted
unjustly a pestilence from the sky, because that they were (thus) betraying.
60- And when Moses sought water for his nation, We said: Strike the rock with your staff!
And twelve springs gushed out therefrom. Definitely, every people (thus) knew their
drinking place. (And We said): So eat and drink from the provisions of Al-lah. And never
wander on the earth as evil committers!
61- And when you said: O Moses, we will not tolerate one kind of food! So call upon your Lord
for us, that He may bring forth for us of what the earth produces: from (those) beans and
cucumbers and garlic and lentils and onions! He said: Do you (thus) seek to change the one that
is the lower with the one that is the best? Go down to Egypt (then); certainly, (it is there) for you,
what you have asked for. And (thereafter), the humiliation and poverty were struck upon them,
and they received a wrath from Al-lah. This is because they were disbelieving in the “Signs” of
Al-lah, and were killing the informers based on (the sources that were) different than the Truth
(2/78-79)! This is because they disobeyed, and were (thus) acting hostile!
62- Certainly, those who have (thus) believed (2/25-26), and those who repented (=Jews; 7/156)
and the helpers (=Christians; 61/14) and the converts (=Arabs; 9/99), whoever believes in Al-lah
and the Last Day (=thus a reference to this most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47
here, and then of course, also to that Eternal Last Day in the hereafter) and work for a “Righteous
Deed” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all
believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26);
for them their payment is with their Lord! And (there will be) no fear upon them, and they will
not grieve!
** This specific term “Sabieen” (=Converts) in the above Verse was a term used to refer to all those
Children of Ishmael (=Saudi Arabs) who immediately “converted” and followed prophet Muhammad
(peace be upon him) in his time. (please, see Bukhari) So the fact that our supreme Lord has thus used this
specific term “Sabieen” (=Converts) in this Quran Testament thus to refer again first and foremost to
these Children of Ishmael (=Saudi Arabs) now, this time in this new context above, in this most critical
Final Age, is thus a most prescient and Wise usage by our supreme Lord here.

63- And (recall) that We took your covenant (2/83-84) and raised the Mount above you, (saying
to you): So you shall uphold what We have (thus) given to you (here), firmly, and commemorate
what is therein, so that you may be pious!
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64- Then you turned away thereafter. So if it were not for Al-lah’s favor upon you, and
His mercy, you would have (all together) been of the losers!
65- And definitely, you know those who (thus) acted hostile from among you (7/163-166)
against the Sabbath (please, see: Torah-Deut. 5/12-15). So We said to them: Be you crouching
apes!
66- And We have (thus) made it an exemplary penalty for (those) in front of it, and also those
behind it (=future generations), and (thus) a preaching for the pious --(who would always
rightfully guard themselves against this kind of a penalty)!
** First of all, we should clearly understand here that our supreme Lord may thus requite all those who
would transgress against His commandments with such a reverse “evolutionary creation” method
by thus turning them into apes in the past and also now. (please, see 66th Verse above, and now 4/47).
And the fact that it is now also scientifically clearly understood that in genetic context such a
transformation is highly imaginable and conceivable --definitely not by the hands of humans, of course,
but only by a supreme Power-- must be another most miraculous aspect of the above Verse.
And in this other Verse (5/60), turning these kind of transgressing people there into “apes and pigs”
by our supreme Lord may only thus be in “allegorical” mental sense there, and here turning them
only into apes may thus also be in “real” physical sense --definitely not by the hands of humans,
of course, but only by our supreme Lord again-- when/if He so wills! So thereby, we should clearly
perceive that if some people (by needlessly and unwarrantably acting like and imitating apes) transgress
against His commandments here and now, our supreme Lord may thus again in only “allegorical” and
mental sense, and/or also in “real” and physical sense may thus turn them into apes again (2/65-66 =
4/47)! (Please, in this respect certainly also see here now: 32/7)

67- And when Moses said to his nation: Certainly, Al-lah commands you to sacrifice a heifer.
They said: Are you mocking us? He said: I seek refuge in Al-lah, from being (such)
ignorant ones!
68- They said: (Then) call upon your Lord for us, that He may make clear for us, what is it?
He said: Certainly, (Al-lah) says: It is a heifer neither too old, nor too young, an intermediate one
between these. So do (now), what you are commanded!
69- They said: Call upon your Lord for us, that He may make clear for us, what is its color?
He said: Certainly, (Al-lah) says: It is a yellow heifer, whose color is bright, pleasing (all) the
beholders!
70- They said: Call upon your Lord for us, that He may make clear for us, what is it?
(Because) certainly, (all) the heifers (still) look alike to us. And certainly we, if Al-lah wants,
will be the guided ones!
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71- He said: Certainly, (Al-lah) says: It is a heifer, never humiliated in plowing the land, and not
watering the crops, free, not a blemish on her. They said: Now you have come with the truth!
and they sacrificed her; but --(after so many questions and demands, because of their consequent
tiredness and weariness therein)-- they would almost not do it.
72- And when you killed a soul, and (by blaming each other) you argued about it. And Al-lah
was (thus) to expose what you were concealing.
73- So We said: Strike him (now) with part of her (=heifer)! Like this, Al-lah gives life to
the dead! And He is (thus) showing you His “Signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those most specific “Signs,” --(here, first of all and especially to that “A Joyful Miracle,”
in which He has thus placed --on the left side-- those heifers, and then to that “A Redeeming
Miracle,” in which He has thus given life --on the left side-- to those dead)-- which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), so that
(thus also here and now) you may (thus) comprehend (21/10)!
74- But your hearts hardened after this, and so (now) they are like the rocks (again), or even
worse in hardness. For certainly, of the rocks (there are those) from which the rivers gush out,
and certainly, of them (there are those) that split and the water comes out of them, and certainly,
of them (there are those) that fall down for the fear of Al-lah! So Al-lah is not unaware of
(here and now again) what you are (thus) working for (5/41)!
75- So do you expect that they will believe you (here)? And (though) definitely, a party of them
are listening to the “Word” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Word,” which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 14/24-25)
of Al-lah, and then they are thus (by changing their rightful places) distorting it (4/46), even after
they have (clearly) comprehended it, and (while) they know --(what they are thus deliberately,
crookedly and unjustly doing; 4/46)!
** To see all those most miraculous and informative Verses together, by which our supreme Lord
in a most Wise manner has already thus clearly foretold about and unmistakably described all these kind
of willful people from among Jews, who will thus try to unjustly impair and nullify now His “19 coded,
magnificent Plannings” through some such fully deliberate, ill and crooked techniques, we should also see
now “A Celestial Miracle” document, in this context, in the first place. And then to see all those most
miraculous prophecies of prophet David (peace be upon him), in which he clearly speaks about and
strongly condemns all these fully deliberate, ill and crooked actions of these kind of willful Jews now
against his descendant, this “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here, we should also see “A Supernal
Miracle” document, and then also “the Words of David” document, in its entirety, here in the first place.

76- When they meet those who have (thus) believed (2/25-26), they said: We have believed!
But when some of them are alone with some, they said: Are you (still) telling to them what
Al-lah has revealed (only) to you, so that they may argue with you about it --(by thus rightfully
and conclusively nullifying their false doctrines here; 2/78-79 & 3/78)-- before your Lord?
So will you (still) not comprehend?
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77- Do they not know that certainly Al-lah knows what they are hiding, and what they are
declaring?
78- And (here), among them (there are) unlettered ones, they do not (truthfully) know the
Written Document (=Torah, Gospel, and Quran; 3/3-4), except (their own) wishful thinkings, and
they only conjecture.
79- So woe to those who write --(other than this Torah, Gospel, and Quran here; 3/3-4)-- the
written document with their own hands, and then say: This is from Al-lah; (thus) to sell it for a
cheap gain. And so woe to them for what their hands have (thus) written, and woe to them for
what they are (thereby) earning!
80- And they said: The fire will not touch us, except for a limited (number of) days! Say: Have
you taken (such) a pledge from Al-lah -and Al-lah never breaks His pledge- or are you (thus)
saying upon Al-lah what you do not know?
81- Yes indeed, whoever gains (such) a badness (2/26-27), and his wrongfulness (thereafter,
thus totally and constantly) surrounds him (4/18), those are the community of the Fire; they will
be therein eternal!
82- And those who believe and work for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference here to all
of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again,
on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), those are the community of the Garden;
they will be therein eternal!
** This specific term “Righteous Deeds” (=alSalehaat) in the above Verse (and in many other Verses
throughout the Quran Testament) has thus been used by our supreme Lord in the most basic sense
thus to “make peace” (=eslah) between two people, or two parties, in the first place. (e.g. please, see
4/128 & 2/224) So because what we have to do on all of these 19 coded Tables is always thus most
basically thus to look for and locate and finally and conclusively “make peace” (=aslaha) this time
between two groups of words, or letters therein within a most accurate, precise and perfect Mathematical
Calculation on all of those 19 coded, magnificent Plannings of our supreme Lord here, He has thus
described it as “to work for Righteous Deeds” (=amilu alSalehaat) in this most critical and basic Verse
here (2/25) thus in the very beginning!

83- And when We took the covenant of the Children of Israel: You shall not serve except (thus
only) Al-lah (12/40 & Torah-Deut. 4/2);
and be kind to the parents, and to the close ones, and the orphans, and the poor, and talk to
(all) people kindly, and observe the Support prayer and give the Cleansing rate (Torah-Deut.
6/4-7 & 14/28-29). But then you turned away, except a few of you, and you were (thus) ignorers.
84- And then (additionally) We thus took your covenant: You shall not shed your blood, and
you shall not evict your souls from your homes! Then you agreed upon it, and (while) you bore
witness.
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85- (But) then you are these (people): You are killing your souls, and evicting a party of you
from their homes, and you are backing each other up against them in guilt and hostility. And if
they come to you as captives, you are demanding ransom from them, and it was (totally)
prohibited for you to evict them, (in the first place)! So are you (thus) believing in some of
the Written Document (3/119) and disbelieving in some? The reward of (the one) who is doing
this from among you (now) will not be except a disgrace in this worldly life, and on the Day of
Resurrection they will be sent back to the most severe retribution. And so Al-lah is not unaware
of what you are (thus) working on (23/63)!
86- (Because) those are the ones who have (thus) bought this worldly life at the expense of
the Last Epoch. So --(in this case here; 4/18 thus eventually)-- the retribution will never be
lightened for them, and they will not be helped.
87- And definitely, We gave Moses the Written Document (=Torah; 5/44), and (also) dispatched
the Messengers (=Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, …) after him. And (then) We gave Jesus, son of
Mary, the Clear Proofs, and We strengthened him with the holy Spirit (=Gabriel; 16/102).
But whenever (such) a Messenger came to you with (a Heavenly Message) that your souls did
not desire, you acted arrogantly; then you rejected some of them, and some of them you were
killing!
88- And they said: Our hearts are wrapped up (against your Message)! No, Al-lah has cursed
them (now) for their disbelief! And so --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27
and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/89)-- do not believe, except a few!
(please, in this respect also certainly see now: Isaiah 10/21-22)!
89- (Here), when a “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Written
Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 39/23) has thus come to them from Al-lah, (thus) fulfilling what is with them
(please, see now Torah-Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-4 here, first of all), and they were praying for help
against those who (thus totally) disbelieved (in Torah; 11/110) before (it); but when it has thus
come to them (now), that they (thus) recognize (2/146), they have disbelieved in it.
So (consequently), the curse of Al-lah --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27
and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/87-89)-- (will be) upon these
disbelievers (2/26-27)!
** To clearly understand now why these Children of Israel should immediately recognize and
believe in and fully support this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,”
that our supreme Lord has thus unmistakably and evidently sent, here, in this most critical Final Age,
we should also immediately see now all those related most miraculous prophecies of prophet Moses and
David and Isaiah (peace be upon each of them), and how this most specific “Written Document” (39/23)
has thus unmistakably and manifestly “fulfilled” (=saddaqa) now (2/89) all these most miraculous
prophecies of Torah and the Psalms, we should certainly see now “A Festive Miracle,” and then
“A Joyful Miracle,” and then “A Redeeming Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.
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90- Ugly indeed is what they have sold their souls for it (now), by (thus) disbelieving in what
Al-lah has “sent down” (here; 39/23), out of sheer resentment, because that Al-lah has (thus) sent
down of His “Favor” (10/57-58) upon whomever He wants from among His servants (57/29)!
And (consequently), they have incurred wrath upon wrath. So for these disbelievers (2/26-27)
(there will eventually thus come) a shameful retribution.
91- (Here), when it is said to them (now): Believe in what Al-lah has (thus) “sent down” (here;
39/23), they said: We only believe in what was sent down upon us; and they (thus) disbelieve in
what is (“sent down” here) after it, and (though) it is (thus) the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to
that most specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/41) thus fulfilling what is with them (please, see again
Torah-Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-4)! Say: For what (reason) were you killing (then) those Informers
of Al-lah before (this), if you were believers?
92- And definitely, Moses came to you with Clear Proofs, (but) then you took the calf (as a god)
in his absence (20/88-91); and you were (thus) unjust ones!
93- And when We took your covenant (5/12), and raised the Mount above you, (saying to you):
You shall uphold what We have thus given to you, firmly, and hear! They said: We have heard
and disobeyed! And thereby, they were made to suck up (the love of) the calf (20/91) into their
hearts, because of their (such) disbelief. Say: Ugly indeed (then) is what your belief is (thus)
commanding you, if you are (such) believers.
94- Say: If the (eternal) abode of the Last Epoch with Al-lah is specially for you to the exclusion
of (all) other people, then (you should immediately) long for the death --(thus to reach there
sooner), if you are truthful ones!
95- But they will not long for it, forever, because of what their hands have (thus) sent forth now
(please, also certainly see here: Isaiah 30/8-14 & 50/10-11)! Certainly, Al-lah is knower of those
--who have thus rebelled against Him now, by ungratefully rejecting this “Guidance” (39/23),
which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here-- (thus) unjust ones
(39/23-24)!
96- So you will find them of (all) people, the most covetous of life, and (even more) than those
who have (thus) made partners (=hindus, buddhists, atheists, agnostics, etc. here; 22/17). (Each)
one of them wishes that he may be granted a lifespan of a thousand years (now). But (eventually)
it can never save him from the retribution, (even) if he were given that lifespan (now).
And (because) Al-lah is seer of what they are (thus) “working” for (4/46 & 41/40 & …)!
97- Say: So whoever is an enemy (now) to Gabriel, (should, first of all, definitely know that)
certainly, he has (thus) brought “It” down (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 39/23) upon your heart, by the permission of Al-lah, (thus) fulfilling what is
before it (=Torah, and Psalms, and Gospel, and Quran here; 3/3-4 & 4/163), and (thus) as a
“Guidance” (39/23) and a good news for (all) those believers (2/62)!
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** To clearly understand now why these followers of the Written Document (=Jews, Christians, Arabs;
3/3-4) should immediately recognize and believe in and fully support this long awaited and anticipated
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” that our supreme Lord has thus unmistakably and evidently
sent, here, in this most critical Final Age, we should also immediately see now all those related
most miraculous prophecies of prophet Moses and David and Jesus and Muhammad (peace be upon
each of them), and how this most specific “Guidance” (39/23) has thus unmistakably and manifestly
“fulfilled” (=saddaqa) now (2/97) all these most miraculous prophecies of the Torah, and the Psalms,
and the Gospel, and the Quran, we should certainly also see now “An Awesome Miracle 1 & 2” and then
“A Supernal Miracle,” and then “A Joyful Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.

98- So whoever is an enemy (now) to Al-lah, and His Angels, and His Messengers (4/163-164
& 33/40), and Gabriel and Michael, (then) certainly, Al-lah will (consequently thus) be an enemy
to these disbelievers (2/26-27)!
99- And definitely, We have (thus) sent down to you clear “Signs” (=thus a reference here to
each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5); and (none) disbelieves in them except these
betrayers (2/26-27)!
100- (For) whenever they pledge a pledge, do not a party of them throw it away (thereafter)?
No, (then) most of them --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus
sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/86-89)-- will not believe.
101- (Here), when a Messenger --(of the Covenant; 7/158) has (thus) come to them (now) from
Al-lah (2/23-26), thus fulfilling what is with them (=the Torah, and the Psalms, and the Gospel,
and the Quran; 3/3-4 & 4/163), a party of those who were given the Written Document (=Jews,
Christians, and Arabs) have immediately thrown away the “Written Document” (=thus a
reference here to this most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) of Al-lah behind their backs,
as if they do not know (nothing about it; 2/97)!
102- And they followed what the satans were (thus) reciting (please, see 1 Kings 11/1-10)
regarding the ruling dominion of Solomon. But Solomon did not disbelieve --(as they thus
falsely claimed therein), but in fact, (only) those satans --(by reciting these kind of lies therein)-disbelieved. And they (=those kind of jinn and human satans; 6/112) were (then) also teaching
the people the sorcery, and what was sent down unto those two angels in Baabel, Haroot and
Maroot. (But) they (=those two Angels) were not teaching anyone, until they say: We are
but a trial (from Al-lah); so do not disbelieve now --(by using these teachings in bad ways that
Al-lah definitely condemns)! But they were (still) learning from them which would cause
division between a person and his spouse! But they could not harm anyone with it except --(only
when/if Al-lah wants to test some of His servants also with such a trial here; 57/22-23 thus
only)-- by the permission of Al-lah (58/10).
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But they were (still) thus learning what was harming them, and not benefiting them. And
definitely, they knew that whoever --(thus to use it in bad ways, which Al-lah definitely
condemns)-- bought it, (there would) not (be) any share for him in the Last Epoch.
And ugly indeed is what they have --(now also thus here)-- sold for it their souls (113/4),
if they only knew.
103- But if they (thus) believe (2/25-26) and be pious (2/177) (now), the wage from Al-lah will
be better/best; if they only knew.
104- O those who have believed, so do not say: “Be our shepherd,” but say: “Watch over us,”
and hear! And for these disbelievers (2/26-27) (there will eventually thus come) a painful
retribution.
** This specific term: “Be our shepherd” was rightfully used in the previous Scriptures in a positive
sense thus to indicate therein a righteous Prophet (especially, prophet David there) guiding all those
righteous servants of Al-lah to the right path only under His perfect commandments and teachings therein.
(e.g. please, see Psalms 78/70-72) But because some willful Jews now would deliberately distort the
rightful meaning of this specific term here and would thus use it as a derogatory term against this
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” the descendant of prophet David, in this most critical Final Age,
our supreme Lord has thus again totally banned it here, and thus changed it with a more righteous and
best term: “Watch over us” in the above Verse.
And we should also certainly remember that before this, in the time of prophet Jeremiah, again because
that these kind of willful Jews also deliberately distorted there the rightful meaning of that specific term:
“the burden of the Lord,” our supreme Lord totally banned it there, and then changed it with a more
righteous and best term: “the answer of the Lord” thus also therein, in the first place! (please, see
Jeremiah 23/33-40)

105- These disbelievers (2/26-27) from among the followers of the Written Document (=Jews,
Christians, and Arabs: 98/1) and -from among- these partner makers (=Hindus, Buddhists,
Atheists, Agnostics, etc. 98/1) do not like that any good thing be sent down (now) upon you
from your Lord. But Al-lah bestows His “Mercy” to whomever He wants. For Al-lah is (thus)
possessor of the great “Favor” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Favor,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
10/57-58)!
106- Whatever We abrogate --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables, within those lowest regions,
on the left side-- from those “signs” (=those similar “words/letters”), or abolish (them)
--again within those lowest regions, on the right side--; We bring forth --within those
upper regions, on the left side-- a good one than them, or --on the right side-- a same one
(as) them!
So did you not (hereby) know that certainly, Al-lah is --(here, especially thus in Mathematical
respect)-- a best “Measurer” upon every wanted thing?
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** To clearly witness here, first of all, thus also in connection with this other most basic and critical
Verse (=74/28), how our supreme Lord has thus --each and every time, within exactly parallel and
perfect logic-- thus abrogated and abolished --within those lowest regions, thus on those left and right
sides-- all those “signs” (=those similar “words/letters”) in all of His 19 coded, magnificent Plannings,
we should first of all see “An Awesome Miracle 1 & 2” documents, and then all those other subsequent
most Miraculous documents --(up until now, thus in total 19 most basic and fundamental documents,
by our Lord’s great favor)-- one after the other, that we may thus most assuredly and certainly answer that
significant “question” of our supreme Lord at the end of the above Verse, in the affirmative!

107- So did you not (hereby) know that certainly Al-lah, (thus also) to Him (belongs) the
ruling dominion of the skies and the earth (12/105)? And (there is) not for you other than Al-lah
any master (18/102), and not a helper (3/160)!
108- But are you intending to question your Messenger --(of the Covenant; 2/23-27) here, like
Moses was (thus) questioned before (this) (please, see: Torah-Exds. 17/1-7)?
And (henceforth), whoever chooses the disbelief (2/26-27) instead of the belief (2/25-26),
definitely, he has (thus) strayed off the straight path!
109- Many of the followers of the Written Document (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs; 98/1)
wish that they could turn you back after your belief (2/25-26) into disbelievers (2/26-27),
due to jealousy in their own souls, (even) after the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most
specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 39/41) has thus become manifest to them! But (still) you shall pardon (them)
and leave (them) till Al-lah brings His command (40/78). Certainly, Al-lah is best measurer
upon every wanted thing.
110- And you shall (thus always) observe the Support prayer (2/238) and give the Cleansing rate
(8/41). Whatever you send forth for your own souls (now) of a “Goodness” (=thus also a
reference here to that most specific “Goodness,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 16/30), you will (eventually thus) find it
with Al-lah (73/20)! For certainly, Al-lah is (thus) Seer of what you are “working” on (2/25)!
111- But they said: None shall enter the Garden except whoever is a Repenter (=Jew) or a
Helper (=Christian)! This is only their wishful thinking. Say: Bring your evidence (from within
Torah or Gospel) then, if you are truthful ones (please, in this respect also see now: Isaiah 42/6-7
here, first of all).
112- So indeed, whoever (thus) surrenders his face to Al-lah (here; 3/84), and (while) he is
--by righteously working on this nicest Utterance (39/23), which consists of these 19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place-- (thus) a nicely acting one (39/34),
for him his payment (will be) with his Lord; not a fear upon them, and they will not grieve!
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113- And the Repenters (=Jews) said: The Helpers (=Christians) are not on any basis! And
the Helpers (=Christians) said: The Repenters (=Jews) are not on any basis!
And (though) they are (thus) reciting the Written Document (please, see Gospel-Mthw. 5/17 &
9/16-17 now in this respect). Those (=Arabs, who have thus rejected Torah and Gospel; 28/48,
and so) do not know (the Truth in this regard here) said like this, same as their sayings!
So Al-lah will (thus) judge between them on the Day of Resurrection (3/84-85 = 5/44 & 5/47 &
5/48 & 5/68) in what they are (now) thus contradicting therein!
114- Who is more unjust than (the one) who prohibits “prostration places” (17/1) of Al-lah,
so that His name may not be commemorated therein, and (thus) strive for their destruction?
Those are (the ones), (henceforth) it cannot (be) for them to enter therein except fearfully.
So for them in this world (there will be) a disgrace --(because of their such tyranny and atrocity;
60/2 & 85/4-8 & …), and for them in the Last Epoch --(here in this case again; 4/18)-- (there will
eventually thus come) a great retribution.
115- To Al-lah belongs the east and the west; and wherever you turn, there is the face of Al-lah!
Certainly, Al-lah is encompassing, knower.
** Our supreme Lord, in His majestic Person, is always on His Throne (=Dominion; 25/59), which is
thus beyond and above all universe/universes, that the Spirit (=Gabriel) and all the Angels can only reach
therein thus in fifty thousand years. (please, see 70/4)
But with His immense powers, like seeing and hearing and watching over every place, and every thing,
and every being, and every person from there, at every moment (please, see 20/46 = 57/4 = 6/59),
His face (=presence) is --(thus in allegorical sense here)-- everywhere, at every moment, thus in
His majestic --(not Person here, but thus only)-- Powers, in the above Verse.
So here, we must be very careful not to be duped by some very wrong and disastrous assertions as some
Jewish (especially, some Kabbalist) and Christian (especially, some Gnostic) and Islamic (especially,
some Sufi) sects have been doing, by claiming that: “So then Al-lah must be everywhere in His --(not
Powers according to them, but thus directly)-- Person, and so every thing and every person is thus to be
a direct manifestation of the “physical” face (=entity) of Al-lah here;” and so from there they have turned
some Prophets and Shcolars (especially, Ezra and Jesus and Ali) thus into Gods (=i.e. humanly
manifestations of Al-lah) here! Because these kind of false and disastreous assertions are thus clearly and
only from Satan and thus the “Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjalic) ideologies (5/17 & 9/30 & …), in this
most critical Final Age.
(*Here, of course, we will never try to personally accuse or target any person/s from any Religion, but we
will only thus be dealing with these kind of satanic assertions and the “Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjalic)
doctrines (5/17 & 9/30 & …), and we shall eventually thus always invite all the people on this earth to
this --in a most superb and matchless Mathematical way-- supported one and only true “Message”
from one and only true “GOD” (=AL-LAH) herein (=112/1-4), in this most critical Final Age, in a nicest
and modest manner always, under this most straightforward, honest and equitable Heavenly Principles
thus taught to us by our supreme Lord here; 16/125 & 2/256 & 109/6 & 60/8)!
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116- And they said: Al-lah has begotten --(Jesus, thus as in His own physical image)-- a child
(19/34-36)! Be He glorified; never! To Him belongs whatever in the skies and the earth;
all of them --(not as such “children,” as they have thus falsely and disastrously claimed; 19/88,
but thus as “servants;” 19/92-93)-- are to Him subservient!
117- (He is) the Initiator of the skies and the earth; and when He decrees a command, (then) He
just says to it “Be,” and it --(in the manner He has thus decreed in the first place, and in the time
period He has thus deemed appropriate therein)-- is!
** Here, first of all, we should thus clearly see in this most specific phrase: “when He decrees a
command” (=iza qada amran) in the above Verse thus definitely this “conceptual stage” again (2/29),
in which our supreme Lord has thus decreed (=qada) the creation of all the universe and this earth
in His six Days (=six Thousand Years therein; 22/47) before the Big bang, by those of His most accurate
and superb Mathematical calculations, in the very beginning; and then thereafter, He has thus
immediately started His “actual stage” by His most powerful command “Be” (=kun), and it has thus
actually come into being (and still thus continues to expand; 51/47 and coming into being) since
approximately 14 billion years.
So here, we must be very careful again not to be duped by some very wrong and disastrous assertions
as some Jewish (especially, some Orthodox) and Christian (especially, some Evangelical) and Islamic
(especially, some Heretical) sects have been doing, (by their wrongful interpretations of the Torah,
Gospel, and the Quran again) by claiming that: “So Al-lah must have actually created this universe and
the earth only in six days (=six Twenty Four hours) in the very beginning here!” And so then they are
waging a war now against Big bang and Evolutionary creation facts, in this most critical Final Age,
by unjustly and wrongfully accusing and libeling both of them to be exclusive products of atheistic world
view. And because they are thus acting in the name of God against atheism, it seems good in the eyes of
many, and thus Satan deceives on this earth many by this “Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjalic) ignorant
(fanatical anti Big bang and anti Evolutionary creation) ideologies, thus showing them evil as pretty
in their eyes! (please, also certainly see here now in this respect 15/39 = 7/30)!
Because here, our supreme Lord again thus clearly and unmistakably informs us that He has thus actually
created all the universe and the earth, and then all living beings through His most Wise and powerful
Big bang and Evolutionary creation methods, by His most accurate and superb Mathematical calculations,
thus one after the other, in this most Miraculous Verse here, in the first place (please, see 21/30)!

118- And those who do not know --(this Torah-Deut. 18/16-18)-- said: Why does Al-lah not
speak to us (now), or (such) a “Sign” (21/5) come to us? Those before them had said like this,
same as their sayings; their hearts are (thus) similar.
Definitely, We have made clear the “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most
specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) for a people who will (thus) attain certainty!
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119- Certainly, We have (thus) sent you with the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most
specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 39/23) thus as a bearer of good news (2/25) and a warner (14/44)!
And --(after this; 5/99), you are not answerable for (the actions of the) community of the
Blazing fire (72/23)!
120- Those Repenters (=Jews) and those Helpers (=Christians) will not be pleased with you
until you follow their (false) practice (here; 9/31). Say: Certainly, the “Guidance” (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) of Al-lah, it is the “Guidance!”
And if you follow their desires (9/31), after what has (thus) come to you of the “Knowledge”
(4/166), (there cannot) be for you against Al-lah any (guiding, protecting) master (7/196), and
not a helper (17/75)!
121- Those to whom We have (thus) given the Written Document (=Torah, and Gospel, and
Quran; 3/3-4), (who) are reciting it (now) with a truthful recitation, those are (the ones who will
thus) believe in “It” (=that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 2/25-26). And whoever disbelieves
(2/26-27) in it, those them are (thus) losers!
** To witness how this most specific “Guidance” (39/23) has already thus clearly been foretold
in Torah and Gospel and Quran before this, and so why all these followers of the Scripture (=Jews,
Christians, Arabs) must truthfully and carefully read and thereby immediately recognize and believe in
and fully support now this most critical “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” that our supreme Lord
has thus unmistakably and evidently sent here, in this most critical Final Age, we should see again
“An Awesome Miracle 1 & 2,” and then “A Festive Miracle,” and then “A Joyful Miracle” documents,
and all those related most miraculous prophecies of prophet Moses and Jesus and Muhammad (peace be
upon each of them) therein in this respect, here in the first place.

122- O Children of Israel, you shall commemorate My blessing, which I have blessed upon you,
and certainly, I have (thus) favored you upon those multitudes (Torah-Deut. 4/32-35).
123- And guard yourselves against the day when no soul will avail another soul in the least,
and no ransom will be accepted from it, and no intercession will benefit it (2/254); and they will
not be helped.
124- And when his Lord tested Abraham with (some specific) words, and he completed them!
(Then Al-lah) said: Certainly, (henceforth), I will make you a leader for the people!
(Abraham) said: And from among my descendants? (Al-lah) said: (But) My pledge does not
include the unjust ones (39/24)!
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** We should certainly pay attention and notice here the fact that our supreme Lord is now, in this
most critical Final Age, also testing again all righteous believers by these 19 coded, magnificent words
here, and He has thus promised all these righteous believers, who will thus complete (6/115) them here
in the hereafter the eternal “leadership” (=imaman) posts among all the believers again, and with being
closest friends to all these great Prophets (here, especially to father Abraham, as he has thus specifically
been chosen and appointed as an eternal “leader” of all these believers in this most specific context,
by our supreme Lord, in the above Verse! (please, see now: 25/71-76 = 3/68 = 4/69 here, in this respect).

125- And when We made the House (in Makkah) a sanctuary for the people, and a (place of)
security. And (We said to them): Then take (for yourselves) now from the station of Abraham
a Supporting prayer place! And We commissioned Abraham and Ishmael: You shall purify
My House for (all) the walkers around and the meditators (therein), and those who bow down,
those who prostrate (therein)!
126- And when Abraham said: My Lord, so (please), make this Town (=Makkah, Arabia)
a secure place, and provide for its people from the “Fruits” (=thus also a prospective reference
to these 19 coded, similar words/letters “Fruits” here again, in the first place: 2/25-26) whoever
believes from among them in Al-lah and the Last Day (=thus a reference to this most critical
Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 here, and then again of course also to that Eternal
Last Day in the hereafter; 6/92)! (Al-lah) said: And whoever (thus) disbelieves (2/26-27), I will
(still) give goods to him (for) a short (time), but then --(here in this case again; 4/18 thus
eventually)-- I will drive him to the retribution of the Fire; and ugly indeed is (that) destination!
** To witness all those most miraculous and critical prophecies of prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
him) clearly foretelling about these disbelievers, who will fiercely reject and fight now against this most
critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” his descendant (through his grandson
Hassan) here, in this most critical Final Age, from among his own nation (=Children of Ishmael: Saudi
Arabs), and --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully
return to Al-lah here; 9/99)-- the consequent severe retribution they will thus incur here and in the
hereafter (9/97-98), we should also certainly see now “A Delivering Miracle” document, in this regard
here, in the first place.

127- When Abraham raised the foundations of the House (in Makkah), and Ishmael, (saying):
Our Lord, (please), accept from us; certainly You, (here), You are the hearer and the knower!
128- Our Lord, and (please), make us surrenderers to You, and from our descendants a
surrendering society to You! And (please), show us our (religious) rites (22/34), and (thus) return
to us! Certainly You, (here), You are the returner, the merciful!
129- Our Lord, and (please), raise up in them a Messenger (=prophet Muhammad, pbuh), from
among them, reciting to them Your “Signs,” and (thus) teaching them the Written Document
(=Quran) and the “Wisdom” (=thus also a prospective reference here to this most specific
“Wisdom,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 13/37) and (thus) cleansing them! Certainly You, (here), You are --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- the Mighty, --on the right side-- the Wise!
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** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him)
in which he thus clearly foretold about and unmistakably taught this most specific “Wisdom” (13/37),
that our supreme Lord has thus manifestly sent down here to his descendant, this “Messenger of the
Covenant,” in this most critical Final Age, for his main nation (=Children of Ishmael: Saudi Arabs),
and also thus primarily for all the Nations on earth now (13/7), we should see again “An Awesome
Miracle 1 & 2,” and then “A Supernal Miracle,” and then “A Joyful Miracle” documents, in this respect
here, in the first place.
And thereafter, we should also certainly see “the Words of prophet Muhammad” document, in its entirety,
thus to witness therein all those most miraculous Words of prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) that
our supreme Lord has thus exclusively taught him within the Quran, clearly foretelling about and
unmistakably teaching again this most specific “Wisdom” (13/37) also therein, in the first place.

130- So who would forsake (now) this practice of Abraham (6/161), except (the one) who fools
his own soul. And definitely, We have chosen him in this world, and certainly, he is in the
Last Epoch with the righteous (16/120-122)!
131- When his Lord said to him: Surrender! And he said: I have surrendered to the Lord of
the multitudes!
132- And Abraham (thus) recommended it to his sons (Ishmael and Isaac; 14/39), so (then)
Jacob (also said): O my sons, certainly, Al-lah has (thus) chosen for you the (same) Religion;
so do not die, except you are (thus to Him) surrenderers (3/84)!
133- Were you witnesses when death came to Jacob, when he said to his sons: What will you
serve after I (die)? They said: We shall serve your Ilah (=God) and the Ilah (=God) of your
fathers, Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac, (thus) one Ilah (28/70); we are (only) to Him
surrenderers!
134- This is a society that has (thus) passed away; for them (shall be) what they have earned,
and for you (shall be) what you earn. And you will not be questioned for what they were working
on (40/17).
135- And they said: Be repenters (=Jews) or helpers (=Christians), that you may (thus) be
guided (9/31)! Say: No, (we shall thus only follow) the practice of Abraham, monotheist (6/161);
and he was not of those partner makers (42/21)!
136- Say: (Here), we have (thus) believed in Al-lah, and in what is “sent down” (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs” as it is thus “sent down” here again, in the first place: 39/23) to us,
and in what was sent down to Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob and (his sons,
thus in total twelve; 7/160) Descendants,
and in what was given to Moses (32/23) and Jesus (5/46),
and in what was given to those Informers (after Moses; 5/44) from their Lord.
We will never --(by disbelieving or rejecting some)-- make distinction between any of them
(4/150-152); and (in this manner), we are (thus) to Him surrenderers!
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** To witness all those most important “Messages,” which were thus sent down by our supreme Lord
unto these ancestor Prophets (=Abraham, and Ishmael, and Isaac, and Jacob, and twelve Descendants,
peace be upon all of them) in the first place, and thereafter those most important “Scriptures,” which were
thus given to Moses and Jesus (peace be upon each of them), as they are already thus manifestly
presented now by this promised “Messenger of the Covenant” in a most straightforward, rightful and clear
manner, in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “the Words of Patriarchs & Moses & Jesus &
David & Muhammad” documents, in their entirety here, in the first place.

137- And if they believe in the same (manner), as you have (thus) believed in it (here; 2/136),
(then) definitely, they are guided. But if they (still) turn away, certainly, they are in opposition.
And Al-lah will (thus) suffice you (then) against them (4/150-152). And He is the hearer,
the knower.
138- (Such is) the “Planning” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Planning,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)
of Al-lah; so who is nice as Al-lah --(that could bring forth such a nice)-- “Planning” (here;
39/23)? So --(hereby; 112/4)-- we are thus (only) to Him serving ones (22/77)!
139- Say: Do you (still) argue with us about Al-lah, and (though) He is (thus) our Lord and your
Lord (here; 42/10)? And for us (shall be) our works, and for you (shall be) your works (21/24)!
And we are thus (only) to Him devoted ones (39/2-3)!
140- Or are you saying that certainly, Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob and the
Descendants were Repenters (=Jews) or Helpers (=Christians)? Say: Do you know better, or
Al-lah? So who is more unjust than (the one) who has (thus) concealed now (such) a witnessing
(2/146) with him, --(though he has thus already been seeking for it; 2/89)-- from Al-lah?
So Al-lah is not unaware (now) of what you are (thus) “working” on (23/63 & 41/40 & …)!
141- This is a society that has (thus) passed away; for them (shall be) what they have earned,
and for you (shall be) what you earn. And you will not be questioned for what they were working
on (40/17).
142- The fools among the people will say: (Then) what has turned them away (now) from their
Front Direction that they were towards it --(when observing their Support prayers)?
Say: To Al-lah (belongs) the east and the west, (and) He --by that most specific “Guidance”
(39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first
place-- (thus) “guides,” whomever He wants (13/27), to a standing path (6/161)!
143- Like this, We have made you a modest society, that you may thus be witnesses among the
people, and the Messenger (of the Covenant; 7/158) may thus be a witness among you (22/78).
And We have not made (it) the Front Direction (now), that you were towards it (up until now),
so that We may know (those) who will (rightfully) follow the Messenger (of the Covenant;
7/158) (here), from (those) who will (immediately) turn back on their heels. And it is (surely)
a difficult (test), but not for those whom Al-lah has --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23),
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-(thus) “guided!”
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And Al-lah will never put your belief (2/25-26) to waste. (For) certainly, Al-lah --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here, for all their righteous “works” (2/25) on the left side-- is
Compassionate, and --for all their righteous “works” (2/25) on the right side-- Merciful to those
(believing) people!
144- Definitely, We see (you) turning your face (now) to the sky. So We will surely turn you
(now) to the Front Direction, that you will be pleased with it. So turn your face (now) towards
the sacred Prostration Place (in the west; 2/142)! And wherever you are, turn your faces
(henceforth) towards it --(most especially, while observing those Support prayers; 2/238)!
And those who were given the Written Document (=Jews, Christians, Arabs; 3/3-4) will surely
know that it is (thus) the Truth from their Lord! And Al-lah is not unaware of what they are
working on.
** To witness how this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” has already
thus clearly been foretold in Torah, Gospel, and Quran, in the first place, thus to come out now in this
most critical Final Age, from (not the East but definitely) the West (as it is already thus strongly and
most Wisely indicated by our supreme Lord in this above Verse; 2/142), and how this holy City
in the West, in which this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” has thus
come out now, in this most critical Final Age, shall be deemed as holy as that Jerusalem and Makkah
in the East, and even more so than them, in the sight of our supreme Lord, we should certainly see now
all those related most critical and miraculous prophecies of prophet David and Jesus and Muhammad
(peace be upon each of them), within “A Supernal Miracle,” and then “A Miraculous Seal” documents,
in this respect, here in the first place.

145- But (even) if you bring to those who were given the Written Document (=Jews, Christians,
Arabs; 3/3-4) every “Sign” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
6/4 = 26/5), they will not follow your Front Direction. And you will not be following their
Front Direction. And they do not follow each other’s Front Direction. But if you follow their
desires (2/120) after what has (thus) come to you (here) of the “Knowledge” (4/166), certainly,
you would be, then, of the unjust ones (2/113)!
146- Those to whom We gave the Written Document (=Torah, Gospel, Quran; 3/3-4) shall
recognize him (=Messenger of the Covenant here; 2/23-27), as they recognize their own son.
But certainly, a party of them are still concealing the Truth, knowingly!
** Because that this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” has been
promised by our supreme Lord, within Torah, Gospel, and Quran, thus to come out from the progeny of
prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon both of them) in this most critical Final Age,
these Children of Jacob (=Israeli Jews) and these Children of Ishmael (=Saudi Arabs) shall clearly
recognize him now by his physical appearance, and primarily the most critical and important “Message of
the Covenant,” he has thus unmistakably and evidently brought from Al-lah here, as they recognize their
own son. So we should certainly see now all those related most miraculous prophecies of prophet David
and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon both of them) within “An Awesome Miracle 1 & 2,” and then
“A Supernal Miracle,” and then “A Miraculous Seal” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.
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147- So the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Truth,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41) is from
your Lord; so do not be of those suspicious ones (41/54).
148- For each of them (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) (there is) a Face Direction that they
are (thus) to turn towards it --(most especially, while observing their Support prayers) (5/48);
But you shall (all) race towards the “Goodnesses” (=thus a reference here to these most specific
“Goodnesses,” which consist of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place:16/30); wherever you may be, Al-lah will (eventually) thus bring you
all together (45/27-31)! Certainly, Al-lah is best measurer upon every wanted thing.
** Because that this promised “Messenger of the Covenant” shall fully believe in and confirm now
all those previous great Prophets (=first of all, prophet Moses, and David, and Jesus, and Muhammad
here, peace be upon each of them) and their rightful Commandments based on those great Scriptures
(=Torah, and Psalms, and Gospel, and Quran) as granted by our supreme Lord to each of them, to thus
rightfully practice it among their own nations, this promised “Messenger of the Covenant” shall strongly
recommend them to exactly continue to uphold and follow all these “Scriptural Commandments” among
themselves, in this most critical Final Age, and so (for those Israeli Jews, and Roman Christians) to
exactly turn again towards that holy Temple in Jerusalem, and (for those Saudi Arabs) towards that
holy Mosque in Makkah, while observing their Support prayers. (please, certainly see 5/48 = 2/148)
But all the other Nations shall turn henceforth towards that holy Prostration Place (3/96), while observing
their Support prayers, that will be built by the permission of our supreme Lord, in this holy City (27/91)
in the West (2/142), wherein this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant”
has thus unmistakably and evidently come out now, in this most critical Final Age (2/145-146).
To witness the full permission and authorization thus granted to this promised “Messenger of the
Covenant” by our supreme Lord, in this respect, and the affirmation and the full support of these great
Prophets (=first of all, prophet Moses, and David, and Jesus, and Muhammad here, peace be upon each of
them) unto him in this respect also, we should certainly see again “An Awesome Miracle 1 & 2,” and then
“An Amazing Miracle,” and then “A Supernal Miracle” documents, in this regard now, in the first place.

149- So (henceforth), from wherever you go, you shall turn your face --(most especially, while
observing these Support prayers; 2/238)-- towards the sacred Prostration Place (in the West;
2/144); and it is (thus) the Truth from your Lord! And Al-lah is not unaware of what you are
working on.
150- And (henceforth), from wherever you go, you shall turn your face --(most especially, while
observing these Support prayers; 2/238)-- towards the sacred Prostration Place (in the West;
2/144), and wherever you are, you shall (henceforth) always (thus) turn your faces towards it,
so that there will not be for the people against you any argument, except the ones who --by
ungratefully rejecting this “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs”-- (thus) acted unjustly (39/24) from among them. So do not fear them, but
(only) fear Me; then I will complete My “Blessing” (93/11) upon you, and so that you may --by
that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- (thus) be “guided” (39/23)!
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151- As We have (thus) sent to you a Messenger --(of the Covenant; 7/158) (here), from among
you, (thus) reciting to you Our “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) and (hereby) cleansing you, and (thus)
teaching you the “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Written
Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 39/23) and the “Wisdom” (54/5), and (thus) teaching you what you never
knew (before this) (11/49).
152- So you shall (thus) remember Me (7/205), that I may remember you. And be appreciative
of Me, and --by ungratefully rejecting now this “Guidance” (39/23-24)-- do not disbelieve
in Me (76/3)!
153- O those who have believed, (then) you shall (always) seek help through steadfastness
and (by thus observing) the Support duty (33/56). For certainly, Al-lah is (thus) with the
steadfast (3/146).
154- And do not say of (those) who are killed in (this) Way (9/111) of Al-lah: (They are) dead!
No, (they are) alive (in His presence); but (here) you do not perceive (it yet; 3/169-170).
155- So We will surely (thus) test you (2/286 & 57/22) through some fear and hunger, and loss
of properties, and souls, and fruits. And give good news to the steadfast.
156- Those are (the ones) when (such) an affliction afflicts them, they say: Certainly, we belong
to Al-lah; and certainly, we will (eventually) go back to Him!
157- Those are (the ones), upon them (there will thereby thus come) the supports from their
Lord, and a mercy! And those them are --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-the “guided” ones (39/23)!
158- Certainly, --on the left side-- the “Chosen,” and --on the right side-- the “Selected” are of
the rites (decreed) by Al-lah! So whoever visits the House (2/197), or tours (therein), not a sin
upon him, if he walks around two of them. And whoever willingly does a “Goodness” (=thus
also a reference here to that most specific “Goodness,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 16/30), certainly, Al-lah is
appreciative, knower!
** Because each of those “19 coded, magnificent Plannings” of our supreme Lord have always thus
been designed by Him in/as perfect pairs, thus on all of those “left & right” sides, and because thereafter,
all these magnificent Plannings can also thus perfectly be paired off with one another (for example,
please, see now “An Awesome Miracle 1 = An Awesome Miracle 2,” and then “A Festive Miracle =
A Joyful Miracle,” and then “A Golden Ratio Miracle = A Golden Section Miracle,” etc.)
thus according to their most specific literal and methodical aspects, our supreme Lord is thus clearly
pointing out to us here those most special two protective Pillars, i.e. on the left side that “Chosen”
(=Al-Safa) and on the right side that “Selected” (=Al-Marwa) above, that should thus be built and erected,
in which all these “19 coded, magnificent Plannings” of our supreme Lord will thus be placed
as perfect “couples,” facing one another, within/around that promised sacred House (3/96) in that
holy City, in the West (2/144), in this most critical Final Age.
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159- But certainly, those who are concealing (now) what We have (thus) sent down of
the “Clear Proofs” (2/185) and the “Guidance” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 39/23), after We have (thus) made it clear for (all) the people in this
“Written Document” (39/23), those are (the ones) Al-lah will (therefore) condemn them, and
(all) the condemners will (therefore) condemn them.
160- Except those who return and (thus) work for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference here
to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again,
on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), and (thus) make clear (3/187)!
(Al-lah said): And those are (the ones) I return to them; and (because) I am --(in this case; 4/17
thus)-- the returner, the merciful!
161- But certainly, those who have disbelieved (2/26-27) and died as they are (thus) disbelievers
(2/26-27); those are (the ones) upon them (there will therefore come) the condemnation of
Al-lah, and the angels and the people, all together.
162- As eternal ones therein! The retribution will not be lightened for them, and they --(because
of this; 6/27-28)-- will not be reprieved.
163- And your Ilah (=God) is only one Ilah; there is no Ilah (=God) but thus (only) He (28/70)!
(He is) the gracious, the merciful (59/22).
164- Certainly, in the creation of the skies and the earth, and the succession of the night and
the day, and the ships running in the sea with that which benefits the people, and the water
that Al-lah has (thus) sent down from the sky and gave life with it to the earth, after its death,
and (thus) spread therein from every creature, and the manipulation of the storms, and the clouds
that are subdued between the sky and the earth are thus --mathematical-- “Signs” (41/53) for
a people who will comprehend!
** All those most accurate and precise “Mathematical” calculations --(here, first of all and most
specifically based on that Fibonacci sequence, which is crowned by our supreme Lord again by this most
special number “19” here)-- our Lord has thus implemented in the creation of all these natural phenomena
in a most Wise and effective manner thus in His book of Nature and then also in His book of Religion
now thus in a perfectly parallel manner are thus among the most powerful “Signs” (41/53 & 12/105) of
His unmistakable existence, magnificent Wisdom and incredible Power here. In this context,
for example, we should also see now those succeeding “Night” and “Day” here (=A Celestial Miracle),
those revived “Plants” here (=A Festive Miracle), and those spread “Creatures” here (=A Joyful Miracle)
thus in His book of Religion here, in the first place!

165- But among the people (there are those) who take (other/partner false lords) as equals
outside/beside Al-lah (9/31 & 6/76-78), and (then) they love them like the love of Al-lah;
but those who have believed are strongest in the love of Al-lah (as their one and only Lord
here; 42/10)! So if those who have --by ungratefully rejecting this most specific “Guidance”
(39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs”-- (thus) acted unjustly
(here; 39/24) could see (now), when they will see the retribution, that certainly, the power
belongs to Al-lah, totally! And Al-lah is (then) severe in retribution!
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166- When those who were followed (here) will disown (then) those who followed (them), and
they will (thus) see the retribution; and (all) ties among them will be severed.
167- And (then) those who followed (them here) will say: If we could only return (to the world
now), we would (immediately) disown them, as they have (thus) disowned us (here)! Like this,
Al-lah will show them their --(by rejecting and mocking this most specific “Written Document”
(39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here)-- (bad) “works”
(thus) as a sorrow for them (39/55-59), and they --(because of this; 6/27-28)-- will never exit
the Fire!
168- O people, so you shall eat of (all) that is on the earth, (those which are) lawful and clean;
and do not follow the steps of the satan (6/121); for certainly, he is to you (thus) a clear enemy.
169- (Here), certainly he (thus) commands you (to commit such) badnesses (17/31-38 & 9/37
& …) and the excessiveness (4/22 & 7/80-81 & …), and that you may say upon Al-lah --(which
is not in His Scripture; 2/78-79 & 3/78 therefore thus)-- what you do not know.
170- And when it is said to them: Follow what Al-lah has thus “sent down” (=thus a reference
here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” as it is thus “sent down” here again, in the first place: 39/23), they said:
No, we only follow what we have found our fathers upon it! But what if their fathers did not
comprehend any wanted thing (then), and (because in those days) they were not (yet) “guided”
(by this; 39/23)?
171- And the allegory of those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27) is like the allegory
(of a parrot) who repeats what he does not really hear (and understand); so (they only repeat)
--now, thus on those 19 coded Tables, against that left side-- “sounding” (like a parrot), and
--against that right side-- “shouting” (like a parrot) (8/35 & 104/1). (Then they remain totally)
deaf, dumb, and blind --(to this most important and critical Message here; 39/23-26); so they
do not comprehend!
172- O those who have believed, so you shall eat of (all) those clean ones that We have provided
for you, and be thankful to Al-lah, if you are (henceforth) thus (only) to Him serving (39/14).
173- (Here), certainly He has only prohibited for you (all) the dead (animals), and the blood,
and meat of the pig, and (an animal) dedicated to other than Al-lah. But whoever is in dire need,
without being deliberate and hostile, not a guilt upon him --(when/if he eats from these thus to
survive). For certainly, Al-lah is (then) forgiver, merciful.
174- Certainly, those who are concealing (now) what Al-lah has (thus) sent down of the
“Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23),
and trading it away for a cheap price, those are (the ones) who do not eat into their bellies (thus)
only the fire. (Because) Al-lah will not speak to them on the Day of Resurrection, and He will
not cleanse them. And for them --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26 and thus
sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/86-89)-- (there will come) a painful retribution.
175- (Because) those are the ones who have thus bought the straying (39/22) instead of this
“Guidance” (39/23), and thus the retribution (34/5) instead of this forgiveness (34/4).
But why are they (still) so insistent upon (going into) this Fire!
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176- This is because certainly, Al-lah has (thus) sent down the “Written Document” (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) as the Truth;
so certainly, those who have contradicted (now) against (this) “Written Document” (39/23)
are (thus) in a deep opposition!
177- (And you should know that) the (real) kind action is not turning your faces towards
Front Direction of the east and the west (now). But in fact, the (true) kind action is: Whoever
(thus) believes (now) in Al-lah and the Last Day (2/62), and the Angels (70/4) and the “Written
Document” (=thus also a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)
and the Informers (6/83-89), and gives the money upon love of it to the close ones and the
orphans and the poor and son of the way (=homeless, wayfarer) and the beggars and for the
staff (=hirelings, laborers, or workers) (2/219), and observes the Support prayer (2/238) and
gives the Cleansing rate (8/41), and (they are) the keepers of their pledge when they pledged,
and the steadfast in the distress and the hardship, and in the stress. Those are the ones who have
(thus) been truthful --(to their most specific pledge here; 7/172), and those them are the pious!
178- O those who have believed, the (equitable) retaliation is written for you in the matter of the
murder. So (if the murderer) is a free one, (then you shall only deal) with that free one, and (if
the murderer) is a serving one, (then you shall only deal) with that serving one, and (if the
murderer) is a female, (then you shall only deal) with that female (in the court of Law).
And whoever is pardoned (therein) by his (=the victim’s) kin, willingly, then following (it) in a
recognized attitude, and delivering (the compensation) to him in a nice manner (is thus definitely
required from that aggressor). This is (thus) an alleviation from your Lord, and a mercy. But
whoever (still) acts hostile after this, for him (there shall consequently come) a painful
retribution.
179- And for you in (this kind of equitable) retaliation (there is) “life,” O possessors of the
understanding, so that you may be pious!
** Because that regardless of a person’s social status (free one/employer, or serving one/worker)
and gender (male, or female), every person shall thus directly be responsible for such a murder, he or she
might commit, and because that every person will thus also know in advance that the final judgment will
be made in the court of Law, based on the final decision of the victim’s aggrieved closest kins shall also
thus be a good deterrent from the very beginning, and thus will bring “life” to this society and not
the death, in the very first place!

180- It is written upon you, when death approaches one of you, if he leaves (some) goods,
(immediately and properly writing) the will (for the benefit) of the parents and the
close relatives, in recognized attitude, (henceforth) as a true (responsibility) upon the pious
(2/177).
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181- And whoever alters it (=the will), after he has heard it, certainly, its guilt will be upon
those who would (thus) alter it. Certainly, Al-lah is hearer, knower.
182- But whoever fears on the part of the testator of a bias or a guilt, and --(before he writes
the will, by giving him good and friendly advice)-- thus righteously conciliate between them,
not a guilt upon him. Certainly, Al-lah is (then) forgiver, merciful.
183- O those who have believed, the fasting is (also) written upon you (here), like it was written
upon those before you (Torah-Deut. 16/3) (Gospel-Mthw. 9/15) (Quran-Baqarah 2/183), that you
may be pious.
184- (For) a counted (number of) days (=thus in total, 7 days here). But whoever is ill among
you, or on a journey, (he may fast and thus fulfill) the counting on the later days. And upon those
who can do it only in great difficulty, --(if they hence choose not to fast, there is) a ransom:
feeding a poor person (in each of those 7 days, instead of fasting). And whoever willingly does
a “Goodness” (=thus also a reference here to that most specific “Goodness,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 16/30), it will be
best for him! And your fasting --(when/if a person has no disabilities; 24/61 but totally healthy
and able in this respect)-- is better/best (than preferring that ransom only) for you, if you only
knew.
185- The month of Sanctity (=9th Month), in which this “Reading” (=thus an exclusive
reference here to this most specific “Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69) has (thus) been sent down as a
(source of) Guidance for all people, and (thus presenting) clear proofs of this “Guidance” (39/23)
and the --left & right-- “Parting” (25/1)! So whoever of you witnesses this Month, he shall fast it
--(thus within those specifically “counted” days above; 2/184). But whoever is ill, or on a
journey, (he may thus fulfill) the counting on the later days (2/184).
Al-lah (thus) desires for you the ease (here), and He does not desire for you the difficulty.
So you will fulfill the “counting” (=7), and magnify Al-lah for that He has --by that most specific
“Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place-- (thus) “guided” (39/23) you, so that you may be appreciative!
** All the peoples on earth who will truly believe in and follow now this promised “Messenger/Message
of the Covenant” shall fast henceforth always in this Month of Sanctity (=9th Month: September)
each year, as our supreme Lord has thus clearly pointed out in the above Verse, in its most specific
“counted” days (=henceforth thus: 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22nd days) in this rightful and easy manner
here (2/185). But because that this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger of the Covenant” shall thus
fully believe in and affirm now all those previous great Prophets (=Moses, and Jesus, and Muhammad,
peace be upon each of them) and their rightful Commandments based on those great Scriptures (=Torah,
and Gospel, and Quran) thus granted by our supreme Lord to each of them, to thus rightfully practice it
among their own nations, this promised “Messenger of the Covenant” shall strongly recommend them to
exactly continue to uphold and follow these “Scriptural Commandments” among themselves, in this most
critical Final Age; and so for those (Israeli Jews, and Roman Christians, and Saudi Arabs) to exactly fast
again in their respective holy Months and within those most specific days (Torah-Deut. 16/3) (GospelMthw. 9/15) (Quran-Baqarah 2/183)! (Please, also certainly see again 5/48 = 68 in this respect.)
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To witness the full permission and authorization of our supreme Lord, that He has thus granted to
His promised “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here in this respect, and the total affirmation and
support of these great Prophets (=Moses, and Jesus, and Muhammad, peace be upon each of them)
unto him here in this respect also, we should see again “An Awesome Miracle 1 & 2,” and then
“An Amazing Miracle” documents, also in this regard now, in the first place.

186- (Al-lah said): When My servants ask you about Me: (Here), certainly I am (always) near.
I (thus) respond to the call of the calling one, when he thus (in this righteous manner) calls on
Me (40/14). So (first of all), they shall thus (in this righteous manner) respond to Me (13/18-19)
and (thus) believe in Me (3/84), that (henceforth), they may (thus always) go correctly!
187- Made lawful for you in the night of fasting is the (sexual) intercourse with your women;
(thus) they are a garment (of chastity) for you, and you are a garment (of chastity) for them.
Al-lah knew that certainly, you were betraying your own souls --(by totally forbidding
yourselves the sexual intercourse in the nights of fasting), so He has returned upon you (now),
and pardoned you. So now you may have intercourse with them (also in the nights of fasting),
and (thus) seek what Al-lah has (lawfully) written for you. And eat and drink until the white
thread becomes clear for you from the black thread of the dawn. Then complete the fasting to
the night. And do not have intercourse with them, when you are retreaters (thus to serve Him)
in the “prostration places” (17/1)! These are the limits of Al-lah; so do not approach them (to
transgress them).
Like this, Al-lah is making clear His “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of those
19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) for the people, that
they may be pious!
188- And do not devour your property among yourselves illicitly, and (by) bribing the judges
in order (thus) to devour a part of the property of the people sinfully; and (henceforth), you
know --(this Heavenly perfect Justice and truth here; 11/85-86)!
189- They are asking you about the phases (of the sky), say: They are (thus) timing devices
for the people, and the Visitation (2/197). And the kind action is not your coming to the
households (arrogantly and crookedly) from their tops; but in fact, the kind action is whoever
(thus) acts piously (2/177)! So (henceforth), you shall (always) go to the households (humbly
and straightforwardly) from their doors, and (thus) be pious (39/33) with Al-lah, so that you may
(eventually and absolutely thus) prosper (23/1-11)!
190- And (now, you shall also thus here) “fight” in (this) Way (=9/111) of Al-lah against those
who are (therein thus) “fighting” against you, but do not act hostile. Certainly, Al-lah does not
love the hostile ones.
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191- So --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- “kill” them, wherever
you caught them, and --on the right side-- “evict” them, from where they evicted you.
And (this) persecution (85/4-10) is worse than killing. And do not fight with them at the
sacred “Prostration Place” (17/1), until they fight with you therein. And if they fight with you,
(then) --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here again, in that lowest region-- you may “kill”
them. Such is the reward of the “disbelievers” (therein)!
192- And if they (=all these people, thus after clearly witnessing all these Mathematical
greatest Miracles here) stop (being disbelievers and aggressors), certainly, Al-lah is (then thus)
forgiver, merciful (3/89)!
** To witness the most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of these above Verses (2/190-192),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Special Miracle,” and then “A Glorious Miracle”
documents, and especially, how all those “hypocrites” and “disbelievers” have thus totally been defeated
therein in the lowest region --on that left & right side-- by all these righteous believers therein!
And then, we should also certainly see, thereafter, all those related most miraculous prophecies of
prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon both of them), and therein, how they have already
thus clearly and unmistakably foretold that the “actual Physical war” shall not --(except in some very rare,
extraordinary situations, and only when/if it becomes absolutely necessary in self defense then)-- shall not
occur for those who will sincerely believe in and follow this most critical and important
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” in this Final Age, but thus all these sincere believers shall
henceforth attain higher ranks and great rewards, and the most valuable approval of our supreme Lord
by basically always waging this “allegorical Mathematical war” on these 19 coded Tables herein!

193- So (now, thus) “fight” against them (=9/111) until there is no (such) persecution (85/10),
and the “Religion” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Religion,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 48/28) thus
--(with all of it; 8/39)-- belongs to Al-lah! And if they stop (being disbelievers and aggressors),
not a hostility (then), except only upon (such) unjust ones (60/9).
194- This sacred Month -of yours- (2/185) is (henceforth) like the sacred Month -of those Jews,
and Christians, and Arabs- (Deuteronomy 16/1) (Luke 5/35) (Quran 2/185)! And (all) the
sacred Things (shall thus be under/by the Law of) retaliation. So whoever acts hostile to you,
you may act hostile to him within the same (degree) as he acted hostile to you. But (thus always)
be pious (2/177) with Al-lah; and know that certainly, Al-lah is (henceforth thus always) with
the pious (39/33)!
195- And distribute (of your wealth) in the Way (9/111) of Al-lah, and do not throw yourselves
by your own hands (like these people; 9/42) into the destruction!
And (thus) act nicely; for certainly, Al-lah loves --by righteously working on this nicest
Utterance (39/23), which consists of these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again,
in the first place-- (thus) the nicely acting ones (39/34)!
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196- And you shall (thus) complete the (formal) Visitation (of this sacred House; 3/96 in its
specific months; 2/197), or the (casual) touring (therein, in any other time of the year) for Al-lah.
And if you are prevented, (you shall send) what is easy (for you) of an offering. And do not
shave your heads until that offering (=the average price of any regular sacrificial animal) reaches
its lawful place. And whoever is ill among you, or has a suffering on his head, a ransom (is
required from him) by fasting, or a charity (9/60), or a (religious) rite (22/34). And when you are
secure, whoever enjoys with the (casual) touring, until this (formal) Visitation (2/197), (he shall
send again) what is easy (for him) of an offering. And whoever cannot find, fasting three days
in this (formal) Visitation (period; 2/197), and seven (days) when they return (home) --this is
perfect ten. This is for (the one) whose family is not resident around this sacred Prostration Place
(in the West; 2/142-144). And (henceforth), thus (always) be pious (2/177) with Al-lah, and
know that certainly, Al-lah is --(in this case; 65/8-10)-- severe in the consequence.
197- The (formal) Visitation (of this sacred House; 3/96) is (to be observed henceforth)
in the known (=9th September & 10th October & 11th November & 12th December) months.
So whoever performs therein the Visitation, (should know that) there shall not be any (sexual)
intercourse, and not a betraying, and not a dispute in the Visitation.
And whatever you do (now) of a “Goodness” (=thus also a reference here to that most specific
“Goodness,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 16/30), Al-lah knows it. And make provision (for yourselves), and (know that)
the best provision is (thus) the piety (2/177)! So (henceforth, thus always) be pious (39/33)
with Me, O possessors of the understanding (65/10)!
198- Not a sin upon you in seeking --(by also sightseeing, or shopping and trading etc. therein)-a favor from your Lord. And when you file from the Heights --(which thus surrounds especially
the northern part of this holy City in the West; 27/91), commemorate Al-lah at the sacred
Ritual Place --(which shall be in the lower plain of this City), and commemorate Him for that
He has --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- (thus) “guided” (39/23) you, and you were
before it of the strayers.
199- Then file whence (all) the people are filing, and (here again) seek forgiveness of Al-lah.
Certainly, Al-lah is --(henceforth, in this case; 6/54 thus always)-- forgiver, merciful.
200- And when you have thus performed (all) your religious rites, (again) commemorate Al-lah,
like your commemoration of your parents, or with stronger/strongest commemoration!
And among the people, (there are those) who say: Our Lord, give us (only, immediately) in this
world! So (consequently, there will) not (be) any share for him in the Last Epoch!
201- And among them, (there are those) who say: Our Lord, give us in this world a niceness,
and (also) in the Last Epoch a niceness! And (please), save us from the retribution of the Fire!
202- Those are (the ones), for them (there will therefore thus come) a share due to what they
have earned (40/17). And Al-lah is (thus) swift in reckoning (40/40)!
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203- And thereafter, --(again within the borders of this holy City, in the West; 27/91)
commemorate Al-lah in a counted (number of) days; and whoever hastens (to do this) in
two days, not a guilt for him, and whoever stays longer, not a guilt for him, for (the one) who
acts piously. And (henceforth, thus always) be pious (2/177) with Al-lah, and know that you are
--(immediately after this death here, in the other world; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- before
Him gathered (56/83-94)!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Isaiah, and David, and Jesus, and
Muhammad (peace be upon each of them) that are clearly foretelling and informing about this holy City
in the West (27/91), and also this most significant practice of Visitation to here, that our supreme Lord
has thus clearly described and firmly commanded now in these above Verses (2/196-203) thus for all
peoples on the earth (3/97), who will truly believe in and wholeheartedly follow this most critical and
important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” now, in this most critical Final Age, we should see
again “A Special Miracle,” and then “A Supernal Miracle,” and then “A Miraculous Seal” documents,
in this respect, here in the first place.

204- And among the people, (there is the one) who may impress you by his sayings in this
worldly life, and (because) he also (even thus) calls upon Al-lah to witness as to what is in his
heart; but (in fact), he is a most ardent enemy.
205- And when he turns away, he (immediately) runs about on the earth to commit evil therein,
and (thus) he ruins the plantation and the progeny. And Al-lah does not love (this) evil
committing!
206- And when it is said to him: (Repent, and henceforth thus) be pious with Al-lah (4/17)!
the pride (instantly) took him away (again) to the guilt (45/6-7). So --(then, in this case; 4/18)-Hell will be sufficient for him; and ugly indeed is that cradle!
207- And among the people, (there is the one) who would sell himself, (thus) seeking
the pleasure (48/29) of Al-lah! And Al-lah is most compassionate to these servants (25/63-64)!
208- O those who have believed, you shall enter into the peaceful surrender (3/84) totally!
And do not follow the steps of the satan (6/112 & 121); for certainly, he is to you (thus) a clear
enemy (17/61-62).
209- And if you slip, after the “Clear Proofs” (=thus a reference here to those most specific
“Clear Proofs,” which consist of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 6/157) have (thus) come to you, know that certainly, Al-lah is --(by being never
and absolutely in no need of anyone and anything here; 14/8)-- Mighty, Wise!
210- Are they (still) waiting for but that Al-lah should come to them (now) in the shadows of
the clouds, and the Angels (along with Him), and so the command (thus immediately) be decreed
(6/158)? And to Al-lah, (all) the commands are (thus) sent back (32/5).
211- So ask the Children of Israel (now), how many clear “Signs” --(that are thus foretelling
and manifestly describing these most specific “Signs,” which consist of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, thus in the first place: 45/17-18) We have given to them?
So whoever changes now (this) “Blessing” (93/11) of Al-lah --(for disbelief; 14/28), after it has
(thus) come to him (here), certainly, Al-lah is (then) severe in the consequence!
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212- This worldly life is adorned to those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27), and they
despise (now) those who have (thus) believed (2/25-26). But those who have (thus) acted piously
(2/177) will (thus) be above them on the Day of Resurrection (83/29-36). And Al-lah provides
for whomever He wants without reckoning.
213- (Formerly) the people were one (godless, and/or faithless) society, and (then) Al-lah has
raised the Informers (3/84) as bearers of good news and as warners. And He has sent down
with them the Written Document (=here, first of all and especially thus the Torah, and the
Gospel, and the Quran; 3/3-4) as the Truth, (thus) to judge between the people in what they were
contradicting therein. And (thereafter) none contradicted therein, except those who were given
(these Scriptures), after the Clear Proofs came to them, because of egotism among themselves.
And (here), Al-lah has (thus) guided (now) those who (thus) believe (2/25-26) to the “Truth”
(=thus a reference here to that most specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41) by His will, in what they
contradicted therein. And (because) Al-lah (now) guides (thus) whomever He wants (13/27)
to a standing path (6/161)!
214- Or do you think that you would (immediately) enter the Garden, and the same (trials)
as of those who (thus) passed away before you has not come to you yet? The distress and the
hardship touched them, and they were shaken, until that Messenger and those who believed
with him (therein) said: When (will) the help of Al-lah (come)? Pay heed; certainly, the help of
Al-lah is (thus) near (12/110)!
215- They are asking you, what they should distribute (for charity)? Say: Whatever you
distribute as a goodness; (here), it shall be (first of all) for the parents, and (then) the close
relatives, and the orphans, and the poor, and son of the way (=homeless, wayfarer). So whatever
you do (now) of (such) a Goodness (2/272-273), certainly, Al-lah is knower of it.
216- The “Fighting” (=thus a reference here to that mathematical “Fighting,” which shall thus
be performed on these 19 coded Tables, here again, in the first place: 9/111) is thus written upon
you, and (though) it may be dislikable for (some of) you. But perhaps, you may dislike a thing,
but it will (thus) be best (9/111) for you, and perhaps, you may love a thing, but it will (thus) be
worst (9/38-39) for you! So Al-lah knows, but you do not know.
217- They are asking you about this sacred Month (2/194), and thus “Fighting” in it?
Say: Thus --mathematical-- “Fighting” in it (=9/111) is a great (righteous deed)!
But (thus) repelling from this Way (9/111) of Al-lah, and disbelieving in it, and this sacred
Prostration Place (17/1), and evicting its family from there are greatest (sins) in the sight of
Al-lah! And the persecution (85/4-10) is (thus) a greater (sin) than killing. They will not cease
fighting with you --(thus by their hands or tongues; 60/2) until they revert you from
your “Religion” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Religion,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 48/28), if they can!
So whoever from among you (obeys them and) reverts (now) from his “Religion” (48/28), and
(then) dies and (while) he is (such) a disbeliever (2/26-27), those are (the ones) their works will
be vain in this world and in the Last Epoch. And those are the community of the Fire, they will
be therein --(because of this; 6/27-28)-- eternal!
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218- Certainly, those who have (thus) believed (2/25-26), and those who have (thus) emigrated
(4/100) and striven in the Way (9/111) of Al-lah; (here), those are (the ones) who may hope
for the mercy of Al-lah! And Al-lah is --(henceforth, in this case; 6/54 thus always)-- forgiver,
merciful.
219- They are asking you about the intoxicants and the gambling. Say: In two of them (there is
thus) a great guilt (5/91), and also (some) benefits for the people. But (thus) their guilt (5/91)
are much greater than their benefits. And they are asking you, what they should distribute (to
charity; 2/215)? Say: The excess!
Like this, Al-lah is making clear for you the “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7), so that
you may reflect!
220- In this world and the Last Epoch! And they are asking you about the orphans. Say:
Bringing them up righteously is the best (you can do for them). And if you adopt them (into your
family), they are your brothers/sisters. And Al-lah knows the evil committer (2/27) and the
righteous (2/25)! Had Al-lah willed, He could have made it harsh for you. But certainly, Al-lah
--(by thus always desiring the ease for you; 2/185 & 22/78)-- is Mighty, Wise!
221- O (believing men), do not marry those partner making women (42/21), until they
believe (in Him, thus as one and only Judge; 42/10). And a believing maidservant is better than
(such) a partner making woman, even if she may impress you (by her looks, and wealth, etc.).
O (believing women), do not marry yourselves to those partner making men (42/21), until they
believe (in Him, thus as one and only Judge; 42/10). And a believing manservant is better than
(such) a partner making man, even if he may impress you (by his looks, and wealth, etc.).
(Because) those (partner making men and women; 42/21, 9/31, 41/37, …) are (thus) calling to
the Fire; and Al-lah is (thus) calling (you) to the Garden, and to the forgiveness (34/4), by
His will!
And He is making clear His “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of those 19 coded,
similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) for the people, so that they
may (thus) take “Commemoration” (here; 39/23)!
222- They are asking you about the menstruation? Say: It is a distress --(for men, because that
they will also thus taste some deprivation in this period; and for women, because that they will
thus also taste some discomfort in this period). So you shall keep away from the women (in
sexual sense) during the menstruation, and do not go near them (in sexual sense), until they get
purified of it. And when they get purified of it, you may (thus) go to them (in sexual sense)
whence Al-lah commanded you (2/223). Certainly, Al-lah (thus) loves the returners (25/70), and
He loves (thus) the purified ones (9/108)!
223- Your women are a (fruitful and beautiful) tilth for you. So (now) you may go to your tilth,
however you --(thus always by mutual consent and in lawful manner)-- want.
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O (believers, so all of you) shall send forth --(of these righteous “works;” 2/25, which consist
of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place)-- for your
own souls (here; 59/18), and thus (always) be pious (2/177) with Al-lah. And know that
certainly, you will (eventually thus) meet Him (56/83-91)! So give good news (now) to
(all) these believers (2/25-26)!
224- And never use (the Name of) Al-lah as an obstacle in your oaths, so that --(by thus
misusing His Name therein, by thus setting it as an obstacle to)-- your acting kindly, and be
pious (2/177), and (always) righteously conciliate between the people (4/114). And Al-lah is
hearer, knower.
225- Al-lah does not hold you responsible for (unintentional) utterances in your oaths;
but in fact, He only holds you responsible for what your hearts have (intentionally) earned.
And Al-lah is --(henceforth, in this case; 6/54 thus always)-- forgiver, clement.
226- Those who (vow to) abstain from their women shall wait four months. But if they
go back (to their normal sexual relationship within this period), certainly, Al-lah is forgiver,
merciful.
227- But if they decide for the divorce, certainly, Al-lah is (then) hearer, knower.
228- And the divorced women shall wait in their souls for three periods. And it cannot be lawful
for them to conceal what Al-lah creates in their wombs, if they have (thus) believed in Al-lah
and the Last Day (2/62). And their husbands are most rightful (then) in going back to them
in this (pregnancy situation), if they (=those husbands and wifes sit together first and mutually)
intend (there) for a righteous reconciliation. And upon them (=women) (there is) a same
(responsibility) as the (rights) for them, in recognized attitude, but upon the men (there is thus)
a degree (of more responsibility here; 2/233) for them (=pregnant women). And (thus)
Al-lah is mighty, wise.
229- The divorce may be (pronounced) twice; (after this) keeping (the spouse) in a recognized
attitude, or leaving in a nice manner (is required). And it cannot be lawful for you to take away
anything from what you have already given to them, except if the two of them (=the divorced
husband and wife) fear that they cannot observe the limits of Al-lah. And if you fear that they
(=this divorced husband and wife) cannot observe the limits of Al-lah, not a sin upon them,
in what she may (willingly) give back --(whatever she may want from some of the belongings
that were given to her in the beginning of the marriage as dowry, or from some of the properties
that may have been given to her during the marriage as possession; 4/24) thereby.
These are the limits of Al-lah; so do not act hostile to them. Whoever acts hostile to (these) limits
of Al-lah, those them are the unjust ones!
230- And if he divorces her (again, for the third time; perhaps, we may also remember here
the story of prophet Moses, and how he was given there again also basic “three” chances; 18/66-78),
she cannot be lawful for him after this, until she marries a spouse other than him. And if he
divorces her, not a sin upon them in coming back to each other, if they think that they can (now)
observe the limits of Al-lah.
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And these are the “Limits” of Al-lah, He is (thus) making them clear (=thus also a reference here
to those most specific “Limits,” which consist of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in
pairs,” here again, in the first place: 58/4-5) for a people who know!
231- And when you divorce with the women and they reach their appointed time (2/228),
(if they do not have the means or properties of their own) you shall keep them (in your houses)
in a recognized attitude, or (if they do have the means or properties of their own) you shall
let them go (to their own houses) in a recognized attitude. But do not keep them (in your own
houses) in a hurting (their feelings) manner, so that you may (thus) act hostile --(because of
a resentment that may have thus still remained in their hearts from a previous argument between
them). And (know that), whoever does this, definitely he (thus) acts unjustly to his own soul!
And do not take (these) “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah in vain! And remember the blessing of
Al-lah upon you, and what He has (thus) sent down to you of the “Written Document” (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) and the “Wisdom” (54/5),
He is (thus) preaching you (here) therewith! And (henceforth thus always) be pious (2/177)
with Al-lah. And know that certainly, Al-lah is knower of every wanted thing.
232- And when you divorce with the women and they reach their appointed time (2/228),
do not prevent them from marrying their (new) spouses (then), when/if they agree (therein)
between themselves in a recognized attitude.
(Here), with this (narration) is (thus) being “Preached” (11/120), whoever among you
(henceforth) thus believes in Al-lah and the Last Day (2/62)!
(Because) this (recognized attitude) is more/most clean for you (then), and more/most purifying.
And Al-lah knows, and you do not know.
233- And the (divorced) mothers will nurse their children for two full years, for those (=fathers)
who (thus) wish to (fully) complete the nursing --(by thus rightfully paying her again for her
labor and care here; 65/6). And for the father, (here), upon him (again is the responsibility of
providing) their (=mothers) provisions and clothings in a recognized attitude. But no soul is
burdened beyond its capacity (65/7). So no mother will be harmed because of her child, and not
a father, that is (also) for him his child. And (if the father passes away at this time, then) upon
the inheritor (=his closest kin) there will be a same (responsibilty of providing those mothers’
provisions and clothing here) like this. And if they (=mother and father) want to wean (the child
earlier) by mutual agreement among themselves and a consultation, not a sin upon them. And if
you wish to hire nurses for your children, not a sin upon you, when you (rightfully) deliver what
you will pay (to them) in a recognized attitude. And (henceforth, thus always) be pious (2/177)
with Al-lah, and know that certainly, Al-lah is seer of (all) that you are working for.
234- And (as for) those of you who die and leave spouses; (here), they shall wait in their souls
for four months and ten (days). And when they reach their appointed time, not a sin upon you
in what they may (righteously) do for their own souls (2/235) in a recognized attitude.
And Al-lah is aware of (all) that you are working on.
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235- And not a sin upon you if you give a hint thereby regarding the proposing to these
(widowed) women, or kept it (totally) secret (for now) in your souls; Al-lah knew that you would
(thus) think about them (for marriage). But do not meet them secretly (now), except to talk in
a recognized talking (with them). And never determine (at this time, for directly and openly
proposing to them and) tying the marriage, until that written document reaches its appointed time
(2/234). And know that certainly, Al-lah knows what is in your souls; so (always) observe Him.
And know that certainly, Al-lah is --(henceforth, in this case; 6/54 thus always)-- forgiver,
clement.
236- Not a sin upon you, if you divorce the women, that you have not (in sexual sense) touched
yet, and have not set for them any dowry. But give goods to them; upon the rich, according to
his measure, and upon the poor, according to his measure, (nice and sufficient) goods in a
recognized attitude; (thus) as a true (responsibility) upon (all) the nicely acting ones (39/34)!
237- But if you divorce them before you have (in sexual sense) touched them, but you have
(already) set for them a dowry, (then) you shall give half of what you have set. Except if
they (=those women) pardon, or the one (=her guardian, i.e. one of her parents, closest kins, etc.
if that woman is not adequately capable here in knowing and protecting her own rights) thus
in whose hand is the tie of marriage. But your pardoning (and thus giving to them the half
or all of the dowry) is closer to the piousness. And (thus) do not forget the favor among
yourselves. Certainly, Al-lah is seer of (all) what you are “working” on (2/25)!
238- And you shall (always) protect those Support prayers (of the dawn and the evening; 24/58),
and (here) the Support prayer of the middle -time- (=noon), and (always) stand up (to observe
those Support prayers) before Al-lah, subserviently!
239- And if you (are in a state of) fear, (you may observe those Support prayers) while walking
or riding. And when you are secure (again), you shall commemorate Al-lah, as He has (thus)
taught you, what you (up to now) did not know (1/1-7 & 2/255 & 17/110-111 & …)!
240- And those of you who die and leave spouses; (here, they shall make) a will for their
spouses, (thus to make) provision (for them) -at least- to the (next) year, without being sent out
(of their houses). But if they (themselves want to) go out (during this time period), not a sin upon
you in what they may (righteously) do for their own souls in a recognized attitude. And (thus)
Al-lah is mighty, wise.
241- And for (all) the divorced women (among you), (you should also make) provision in a
recognized attitude, (henceforth, thus) as a true (responsibility) upon the pious (2/177)!
242- Like this, Al-lah is making clear for you His “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each
one of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) so that
you may comprehend (21/10)!
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243- Did you not see those who have gone forth from their homes --(because of some disasters,
or persecutions)-- and they were thousands, (thus) being alarmed of the death? And Al-lah said
to them: Die! then He has given them life (again) --(by returning them to their home places, or
by giving them shelter and new homes in other places). Certainly, Al-lah is possessor of a favor
upon the people, but most of the people do not (rightfully) appreciate it (6/63-64).
244- And you shall “fight” (=thus also a reference here to that mathematical “fight,” that shall
thus be performed on those 19 coded Tables, here again, in the first place: 9/111) in the Way
of Al-lah (9/111); and know that certainly, Al-lah is (thus) --on the left side-- Hearer (all those
righteous “Works” that you will have thus fulfilled), and --on the right side-- Knower!
245- So who is the one that would lend Al-lah (such) a nice loan (8/41) (now), and He will
multiply its (reward) for him manifold! And Al-lah (thus) reduces and increases (34/36-37);
and --(immediately after this death here, in the other world; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- to
Him you are brought back (56/83-94)!
246- Did you not see the chiefs of the Children of Israel after Moses? When they (thus) said
to an Informer (who was sent) to them: Raise up for us a Ruler, so that we may fight in the Way
of Al-lah! He said: Perhaps you, if the fighting is written upon you (now), (what if) you would
not fight? They said: Why should we not fight in the Way of Al-lah, and definitely, we have
(thus) been expelled from our homes and our sons? But when the fighting was written upon
them, they (immediately) turned back, except a few of them. And Al-lah is knower of those
unjust ones.
247- And their Informer said to them: Certainly, Al-lah has (thus) definitely raised up Taloot
(=Saul) for you as a Ruler (now)! They said: How can the ruling belong to him (now) over us,
and (though) we are more rightful than him for the ruling, and he is not (even) granted much
wealth? He said: Certainly, Al-lah has (thus) chosen him over you (now), and (thus) He has
augmented for him the capacity in knowledge and body. And Al-lah (thus) gives His ruling
to whomever He wants. And (thus) Al-lah is encompassing, knower.
248- And their Informer said to them: Certainly, the sign of his ruling is that the Ark will
come to you, in it (there is) an assurance from your Lord, and lasting relics of what the house of
Moses and the house of Aaron have left; the Angels will be carrying it!
Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Sign” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those most specific “Signs,” --(here, first of all and especially to that “An Exclusive Miracle,”
in which “Moses” and “Aaron” is thus specifically mentioned therein, and then “A Glorious
Miracle,” in which all those “Angels” are thus specifically mentioned therein)-- which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5)
for you, if you are (henceforth thus) believers (8/2)!
249- When Taloot (=Saul) set out with the armies, he said: Certainly, Al-lah will test you (now)
with a river. So whoever drinks from it (now), he is not of me; and whoever does not taste it,
certainly, he is of me; except whoever tastes (only) with his hand (just) a handful (of it). But they
(all) drank from it, except a few of them.
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When he crossed it, he and (all) those who believed with him, (many of) them said: (There is)
no power for us today against Jaloot (=Goliath) and his army! But those who perceived that they
would (certainly) meet Al-lah said: How many a small unit has defeated a large unit by the
permission of Al-lah! And Al-lah is (always) with the steadfast!
250- And when they faced Jaloot (=Goliath) and his army, they said: Our Lord, (please),
pour down upon us a steadfastness, and make stable our feet; and (thus) help us against this
disbelieving people!
251- And they have (thus) routed them by the permission of Al-lah, and David killed (there)
Jaloot (=Goliath). And (thereafter), Al-lah gave him the Ruling and the (Psalmic; 4/163)
“Wisdom,” and He has (thus) taught him of whatever He wants!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet David (peace be upon him) that our
supreme Lord has thus inspired and taught him within those Psalmic “Wisdom” (17/55), that are clearly
foretelling and informing about his descendant, this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of
the Covenant” here, in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “the Words of David” document,
in its entirety, in the first place. And then to witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon him) that are clearly referring to prophet David and the Psalms, in this most
specific context, and thus clearly foretelling and informing about again his descendant, this most critical
and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here, and how he has thus fully approved and
supported him also in this most specific respect here --(as he is thus a descendant of prophet David and
a descendant of prophet Muhammad, together, peace be upon both of them)-- we should see
“A Supernal Miracle” document, thereafter, in the first place.

If it were not for Al-lah’s repelling of those people, some of them (thus) with some (6/65),
the earth would have (totally) be ruined; but (thus) Al-lah is possessor of a favor upon the
multitudes (22/40).
252- (Here), these (=thus also a reference here to all of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,”
in pairs, here again, in the first place: 2/25) are thus “signs” (3/7) of Al-lah; We are reciting them
to you (thus) as the “Truth” (39/41)! And certainly, you are thus (one) of the Messengers.
253- These Messengers (before you); here, We have favored some of them (thus in different
aspects, different miracles) upon some. So here, from them, to whom Al-lah has (thus) spoken
(4/164), and He has (thus) raised some of them in degrees (of rank) (6/83). And (then) We have
given Jesus, son of Mary, the Clear Proofs, and (thus) strengthened him with the holy Spirit
(=Gabriel; 16/102). Had Al-lah willed, those (who came) after them would not have fought
with each other, after the Clear Proofs came to them; but in fact, they contradicted (among
themselves). And from among them (there were those) who believed, and from among them
(there were those) who disbelieved. Had Al-lah willed, they would not have fought with each
other; but in fact, Al-lah --(thus to reveal the true intentions of all the people; 47/29 & 3/154,
and then to repay everyone in accordance with their words and deeds, thus in a most just,
equitable and rightful manner; 40/17, 40)-- does whatever He wills!
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254- O those who have believed, you shall distribute --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables,
on that left side, and on that right side-- of what We have (thus) “provided” (2/25-26) for you,
before a day comes to you, in which (there will be) no trade, and no friendship, and no
intercession! And these disbelievers (2/26-27), they are the unjust ones!
255- Al-lah (=The God), there is no Ilah (=God) but only (thus) He (28/70); the Living, the
Eternal! Never a moment of slumber and sleep overtakes Him. To Him belongs whatever in the
skies, and whatever on the earth. (Then) who is the one that would intercede with Him, except by
His permission (21/28)! He knows (all) what is between their hands, and (all) what is behind
them. And they apprehend nothing of His knowledge, except whatever He wants. His dominion
has encompassed (all) the skies and the earth, and their protection never wearies Him.
And (thus) He is the high, the great!
256- There shall be no compulsion in the Religion (50/45); (for) definitely, the Correct (way)
(72/1-2) has thus become distinct (now) from the deviation! So (henceforth), whoever
disbelieves in the transgressor (7/185-186) and (thus) believes in Al-lah (2/136), definitely, he
has (thus) grasped the strongest bond (now), one that never breaks! And Al-lah is hearer,
knower.
257- Al-lah is the Master (7/196) of those who have believed, He (thus) brings them out of
the darknesses into the “Light” (=thus also a reference here to that most specific “Light,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 64/8)!
And those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27), their master are the transgressors (7/185-186),
they (thus) bring them out of the light into the “darknesses” (2/78-79 & 3/78)! Those are the
community of the Fire, they are therein --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27
and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/86-89)-- eternal!
258- Did you not see the one who argued with Abraham about his Lord, for that Al-lah gave him
the ruling? When Abraham said: My Lord is the One who gives life and causes death. He said:
I (also) give life and cause death --(by his pardoning or execution orders therein). Abraham said:
Certainly, Al-lah brings the “Sun” --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right
side-- from the east, so can you bring it (then) --on the left side-- from the west! (=17/88)
So the one who disbelieved was stumped. And so Al-lah --by that most specific “Guidance”
(39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first
place-- does not “guide” (now thus also here again) these unjust (39/24) people!
** To witness those most Miraculous mathematical Reflections of this Verse above (2/258),
we should certainly see now “A Celestial Miracle” document, in this specific context, in the first place.
** And this above Verse may here thus also strongly be indicating that the rotation of our planet,
hence the rising of the Sun from the east phenomenon will never be changed --(unless an extraordinary
permission and knowledge --when/if-- is given to humans only by His will here again, of course; 2/255)-by this kind of a disbelieving and tyrant person, or people neither now, nor till the Day of Resurrection
here.
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259- Or like the one who passed by a city, which had fallen down upon its roofs. He said:
How can Al-lah give life to this (now), after its death? So Al-lah put him to death for a hundred
years, then He awoke him. (Then) He said: How long have you stayed (here)? He said: I have
stayed (just) for a day, or part of a day. (Al-lah) said: No, you have (thus) stayed (here) for a
hundred years! Yet, look at your food (now) and your drink, they have not spoiled; and (also)
look at your donkey! We will (thus) make you a “Sign” (=thus also a reference here to each one
of those most specific “Signs,” --(here, first of all and especially to that “A Festive Miracle,”
in which all those “edibles” are thus specifically mentioned, and then “A Joyful Miracle,”
in which all those “animals” and also this “donkey” are thus specifically mentioned therein)-which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first
place: 6/4 = 26/5) for the people! And look at the bones --(which are again created by our
supreme Lord thus in perfect Symmetry, in pairs, and thus Mathematically designed on both
sides based on that unique Fibonacci sequence, which is thus crowned by code 19 again here;
51/21) how We are constructing them; then We are (also) covering them (with) flesh! When (all
these things) have thus become clear to him, he said: (Now) I know that certainly, Al-lah is
--here, first of all and especially thus also in Mathematical respect-- best Measurer upon every
wanted thing!
260- And when Abraham said: My Lord, so (please), show me (now) how You give life to
the dead? (Al-lah) said: Have you not believed? He said: Yes, but so that my heart may (thus
always) be at ease! (Al-lah) said: So take “four” (kinds) of birds (now), and train them to
(follow) you. Then place upon every hill a piece of them. Then call them, they will --now, thus
also here, as “four” kinds of birds (=raven, hoopoe, pigeon, and quail) on that 19 coded
magnificent Table, presented within “A Joyful Miracle” document-- come to you, in a hurry!
And (then) know that certainly, Al-lah is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the
left side-- Mighty, --on the right side-- Wise! (=11/120)
261- Allegory of those who (thus) distribute their possessions (2/219) in (this) Way (12/108)
of Al-lah is like the allegory of a grain: (thus) it has produced seven spikes, (with) a hundred
grains in each spike! Al-lah (thus) multiplies (the rewards) for whomever He wants (57/11).
And Al-lah is encompassing, knower.
262- Those who (thus) distribute their possessions (2/215) in (this) Way (12/108) of Al-lah,
then do not follow up what they have distributed with any insult and hurting, for them their
payment is with their Lord; and not a fear upon them, and they will not grieve!
263- A kind saying and a forgiveness is better than a charity that is followed by a (physical,
or emotional) hurting. And Al-lah is rich, clement.
264- O those who have believed, so do not nullify your charities (9/60) with any insult and
hurting, like the one who distributed his possessions (only) to be seen by the people, and
(though) he does not believe in Al-lah and the Last Day (here; 2/62)! His allegory is like the
allegory of a rock, with a (thin layer of) soil upon it; and a heavy rain fell on it, and left it bare!
So they will not measure upon any wanted thing of what they have earned. For Al-lah --by that
most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in
pairs,” here again, in the first place-- does not “guide” (39/23) such disbelieving (39/59) people!
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265- And allegory of those who (thus) distribute their possessions (9/60) (in His Way)
thus seeking the pleasure (48/29) of Al-lah, and to make stable their souls, is like the allegory of
a garden on a high ground: (here), a heavy rain fell on it, so it gave --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- its “edibles,” twofold! And if heavy rain does not fall
on it, with (only) a light rain --(thus it gave its “edibles” --on the left side-- onefold)!
And Al-lah is (thus) Seer of what you are “working” on (here; 2/25-26)!
** To witness those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of this above Verse (2/265),
in this most critical Final Age, we should certainly see now “A Festive Miracle” document, in this
specific context --(please, by certainly paying attention here and clearly noticing that all those “edibles”
on the right side on that 19 coded magnificent Table of our supreme Lord are thus exactly “twofold”
in number, i.e. total number of occurrences, on both of those two regions as (=19 and 38 & 19 and 38)
therein-- in the first place!

266- Does any of you wish that a garden should belong to him (now) of palm trees and grapes,
with rivers flowing beneath it, and for him (there would be) therein (thus) of every fruits.
But (then) the old age would afflict him, and for him (there would be) weak children (then).
And (then) a fiery whirlwind would smite it, and it would (eventually) thus be all burnt (57/20)?
Like this, Al-lah is making clear for you His “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7), so that
you may reflect!
267- O those who have believed, you shall distribute (for charity; 2/215) from the clean ones
of what you have earned, and from what We have brought forth for you (as produce, or all kinds
of products) from the earth. And do not be inclined towards the dirty ones (thus) to distribute
therefrom, and (though) you (yourselves) would never take it, except closing your eyes about it!
So know that certainly, Al-lah is rich, praiseworthy.
268- The satan is (thus) promising you the poverty, and he is commanding you (to commit)
the excessiveness (7/28). And Al-lah is (thus) promising you a forgiveness from Himself, and
(such) a “Favor” (10/58)! And Al-lah is encompassing, knower.
269- He gives the “Wisdom” (=thus also a reference here to that most specific “Wisdom,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 13/37)
(thus) to whomever He wants (13/27)! And whoever is given (now) this “Wisdom” (13/37), he is
definitely (thus) given a great good! But still only (those) possessors of the understanding will
thus (truthfully) “Commemorate” (here; 39/23)!
270- And whatever you have distributed of any (such) distribution (2/215), or vowed of any
vow (22/29), certainly Al-lah knows it. And (there will) not (be) any helpers for those --by
having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of
these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again”-- (thus) unjust ones (39/24-25)!
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271- If you declare (your) charities (9/60), it is (still) good; but if you conceal it, and (thus) give
it to the poor, it is better/best for you. For (in return for this) He will (also) remit from you
your badnesses. And Al-lah is aware of (all) that you are working on (39/34-35).
272- Not upon you is their guidance; but in fact, (only) Al-lah --by that most specific
“Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place-- will (thus) “guide” (39/23), whomever He wants!
** Because that our supreme Lord has granted humans a mind and a free will, in the first place,
whoever rightfully uses (now) his mind and free will to search, perceive and sincerely turn towards Him,
those are the ones, consequently, He will thus guide them to the right path (=13/27), as they wish;
but whoever wrongfully uses (now) his mind and free will to idle, reject and sternly turn away from Him,
those are the ones, consequently, He will thus guide them to the wrong path (=9/127), as they wish!

And whatever you (thus) distribute as a good deed (2/215), it shall be for (the benefit of) your
own souls. And you do not distribute except (thus) seeking the face (=approval) of Al-lah!
So whatever you (thus) distribute as a good deed (2/215), it will be repaid to you, and you will
never be treated unjustly.
273- (These charities shall also go to) the poor who are confined --now, here also thus while
righteously “working;” 2/25 on those 19 coded Tables here-- in this Way (=9/111) of Al-lah!
So they cannot freely move about on the land (please, in this respect also see now: The Words of
David; 55/32-34)! The ignorant ones think that they are rich, due to (their) dignity. You
recognize them by their appearance; they never ask the people (for their needs) impudently.
So whatever you distribute --(also to these kind of poor people here now; 2/273 & 9/122) thus
(as) a good deed (2/219), certainly Al-lah is knower of it.
274- Those who (thus) distribute (2/219) their possessions (in His Way; 2/261) night and day,
secretly and publicly, for them their payment is with their Lord; and not a fear upon them, and
they will not grieve!
275- Those who charge usury are not standing (now) except like the one (who) is standing
whom the satan has (thus) smitten him with inanity (6/71)! This is because they said:
“The trade is same as the usury!” But Al-lah has (thus) made lawful the trade, but has forbidden
the usury! So to whomever (thus) comes a Preaching from his Lord (now), and he refrains from
(charging usury), for him (will be all his previous earnings) what has (up to now) already passed,
and its command (will thus belong) to Al-lah (3/135-136)! But whoever (still) turns back (to
charging usury), those are the community of the Fire, they will be therein --(because of this;
6/28)-- eternal!
276- (For) Al-lah (thus) condemns the usury, but He increases the charities (9/60)! And Al-lah
does not love every (such) disbeliever, guilty (45/6-7)!
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277- Certainly, those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus
a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus
work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), and observe the
Support prayer (2/238) and give the Cleansing rate (8/41), for them their payment is with their
Lord; and not a fear upon them, and they will not grieve (35/33-34)!
278- O those who have believed, so you shall be pious (2/177) with Al-lah, and (immediately)
give up (now) whatever may have remained (payable to you) of the usury --(the moment you
have thus seen and learned these Laws here; 2/275-276), if you are (henceforth) thus believers
(2/25-26)!
279- But if you do not do (this), (then) expect (such) a war --(thus in the very end here; 8/50-51)
from Al-lah and His messenger (=Gabriel, and all those Angels with him; 22/75). But if you
(immediately thus) return (to Him now; 4/17), with you (will remain) your capitals. So (thus)
you do not treat (the debtor) unjustly, and you are not treated (yourself) unjustly.
280- And if he (=the debtor) is in (financially) difficult circumstances, (you should) wait for a
better time. But (your) giving up (part or all of the loan) as charity --(provided that you are not
thus acting in an extravagant or excessive manner; 17/26-29)-- is better/best for you (here), if
you only knew.
281- And guard yourselves against the day when you will (thus) be brought back to Al-lah.
Then every soul will (thus and immediately) be repaid (there) for what it has earned (56/83-94),
and they will not be treated unjustly (21/47)!
282- O those who have believed, when you lend each other a loan to a named appointed time,
you shall make it written. And a writer among yourselves shall write it equitably. Writer will not
avoid writing it, as Al-lah has (thus) taught him, so he will write. And the one who owes the debt
will dictate. And he will be pious with Al-lah, his Lord, and he will not reduce from it anything.
But if the one who owes the debt is mentally incapable or weak, or he cannot dictate, then his
guardian (=one of his parents, or closest kin, etc.) will dictate it equitably. And you shall call in
to witness from among your men two witnesses, and if there are not two men, then one man
(may also suffice therein). And two women with whom you are pleased from among the
witnesses (are also in exactly same status as those two men). So --(the wisdom of thus requiring
two male witnesses, and/or two female witnesses, in the first place, as the ideal way here is
that): If one of them (=those two male, or two female souls) errs, one of them will certainly
remind the other. So the witnesses will not avoid when they are called. And do not get tired
about writing it, small or big, to its appointed time. This is more/most fair in the sight of
Al-lah, and more/most upright for the witnessing, and more/most near for (your) not being
doubtful. But if it is a ready transaction that you are (thus) executing it among yourselves on the
spot; not a sin upon you for not writing it. And (also) make it witnessed when you (thus) trade
with one another. And no writer will be harmed, and not a witness. And if you do (such a harm),
certainly, it is a betray from you; so (always) be pious with Al-lah (2/177)!
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And Al-lah --(thus in a most Wise manner again, by using all those 19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs, in all of those Chapters and also thus herein again, in the first place:
2/25)-- is (thus) teaching you (this; 55/2)! And Al-lah is (thus) knower of every wanted thing!
** Because that this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” has thus
clearly been sent here by our supreme Lord now universally for all nations on earth, in this most critical
Final Age, his language shall thus basically be a most miraculous universal Mathematical language, and
shall also thus clearly refer herein to all those most marvelous Scientific truths, and explain the most
appropriate and equitable Laws for all believing people on earth. And because that the honorable ancestor
(=prophet Muhammad, peace be upon him) of this promised “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” was
sent there by our supreme Lord then regionally for his own nation (=Children of Ishmael: Saudi Arabs),
in that previous Age, his language was thus basically a most miraculous regional Literary language, and
clearly referred therein to all those most marvelous Metaphoric truths, and explained the most appropriate
and equitable Laws for his own nation there. For example, in this respect, we should firstly recall here
how prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) within that Quran
=explained that those Arab women shall be in half status in some critical testimonial and ritual practices,
by also thus referring to Baqarah 282 therein;
=explained that only those Arab men shall be chosen for administrative positions in all those chief
governmental institutes, by also thus referring to Nesa 34 therein;
=explained that only those Arab men shall be mainly in charge in familial issues, by also thus again
referring to Nesa 34 therein;
=explained that the hands of Arab male or female thieves shall be cut off, by also thus referring
to Maedah 38 therein;
and from all his other such Quranic explanations (which are thus firmly recorded mainly in Bukhari),
we thus clearly understand again the Regional quality of that Quran that was/is most appropriate and
equitable for his own nation (=Children of Ishmael: Saudi Arabs) therein only.
And thereafter, we should firstly recall here again how prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) within
that Quran again
=explained that the Sun was moving in the sky every day in its known course, from the east to the west,
and in the sunset it was going away beneath the throne of Allah, and the next day was coming back again
from there by His permission, by also thus referring to Yaseen 38 therein;
=explained that the first woman (=Eve) was created from the rib of the first man (=Adam), by also thus
referring to Nesa 1 therein;
=explained that no one would know or see then the exact time of the rainfall or the specific genders of
the babies in the wombs, by also thus referring to Luqman 34 therein;
=explained that the womb of a woman once ran and spoke to Allah in a parabolic conversation, by also
thus referring to Muhammad 22 therein;
and from all his other such Quranic explanations (which are thus firmly recorded mainly in Bukhari),
we thus clearly understand again the Metaphoric quality of that Quran that was/is most appropriate and
equitable for his own nation (=Children of Ishmael: Saudi Arabs) therein only.
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So all these Regional commandments and Metaphoric explanations of prophet Muhammad (peace be
upon him) that he has thus made by the full permission and authorization granted to him by our supreme
Lord in that Quran, in the first place (please, see in this respect: Nahl 44 & Nesa 64-65, 105) thus for
his main nation (=Children of Ishmael: Saudi Arabs; please, see in this respect: Baqarah 127-129 =
Shoora 7 = Fussilat 3) therein, cannot be refused or changed for/among them by no one after him.
And it is again clearly pointed out in that Quran that whosoever would raise his own voice above the
voice of prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) and thus would contradict him during his time, or after
him from among his main nation, all his works shall thus be nullified (please, see in this respect:
Hujurat 2)! And prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) himself has clearly stated again in his hadiths
that those who would thus transgress any of his commandments and explanations during his time, or after
him from among his main nation (=Children of Ishmael: Saudi Arabs) would be turned into (again in
Proverbial sense here) braying donkeys (please, see in this respect: Bukhari) here, and in the hereafter.
But on the other hand, prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) has also clearly foretold about his
descendant, this “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here, that would thus be sent by Allah in this
most critical Final Age, and he has thus already given unto him his full consent and support thus to
explain this Quran Testament here in a most miraculous Mathematical way, with all of its Universal
commandments and Scientific explanations by the full permission and authorization granted to him
by our supreme Lord in this Quran Testament, here in the first place (please, see in this respect: 74/30-31
& 13/7 & 42/7 & …) for all the nations on earth now --provided that he would fully believe in and affirm
all those Regional commandments and Metaphoric explanations by his honorable ancestor prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon him) for his main nation (=Children of Ishmael: Saudi Arabs) therein, and
thus strongly recommend them now to always continue to firmly uphold among themselves all those
“Quranic Commandments,” in the first place, therein.-So to witness all these related most miraculous prophecies of prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him)
in this regard, and his full consent and support unto his descendant, this “Messenger/Message of the
Covenant” here, also in these most critical repects herein, we should see now “An Awesome Miracle
1 & 2,” and then “An Amazing Miracle” documents, here in the first place.

283- And if you are on a journey, and you could not find a (qualified) writer, (then) a security
(may be) taken. And if you entrusted, (thus) one of you to other, the one who is (thus) entrusted
will deliver his trust, and he will be pious with Al-lah, his Lord. And do not conceal the
witnessing. And whoever conceals it, certainly he is guilty in his heart (2/140). And (never forget
that) Al-lah is knower of (all) that you are working on (58/7)!
284- To Al-lah (belongs) whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth. If you reveal what is
in your souls, or keep it hidden, Al-lah --(by thus absolutely knowing it in either case; 67/13-14)
calls you to account for it. And He forgives (thus) whomever He wants (6/54), and He retributes
(thus) whomever He wants (88/23-24)! And Al-lah is best measurer upon every wanted thing.
285- The Messenger (of the Covenant; 7/158) has (thus) believed in what is “sent down” (=thus
a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” as it is “sent down” thus here again, in the first place: 39/23)
to him from his Lord, and (all those) believers (2/25-26)! Every (of them) has (thus) believed in
Al-lah (3/84), and His Angels (70/4), and His Written Documents (3/3-4), and His Messengers
(6/83-87)!
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And (they said): We will never --(by disbelieving or rejecting some)-- make distinction among
any of His Messengers (2/136). And they said: We have heard and obeyed; so forgive us,
our Lord; (thus) to You is the (ultimate) destiny (56/83-91)!
286- Al-lah never burdens a soul beyond its capacity. For it (shall be) what it has earned (99/7),
and upon it (shall be) what it has committed (99/8). And (they said): Our Lord, so (please),
do not hold us responsible, if we (thus) forget or act wrongly (33/5). Our Lord, (please) do not
lay upon us any heavy duty, like You laid it upon those before us (7/157). Our Lord, (please)
do not force upon us what we do not have any capability for it (4/28). And (please) pardon us,
and forgive us, and have mercy on us (6/54); You are (thus) our (guiding and protecting) Master
(7/196). And so (please), help us (now) against (such) disbelieving (2/26-27) people!

CHAPTER 3
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Alef, Lam, Mim.
2- Al-lah, there is no (other) Ilah (=God) but only (thus) He (28/70); the Living, the Eternal!
3- He has sent down upon you the “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that most
specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23) as the “Truth” (here; 39/41), (thus) confirming what is
before it! So He (thus) sent down the Torah and the Gospel-4- before (this), thus as a (source of) “Guidance” (39/23) for the people, and (in this same
context again) He also (thus) sent down the Parting (=Quran) --thereafter!
** To witness how all these previous great Scriptures (=Torah, and Gospel, and then Quran) was thus
sent down and taught by our supreme Lord to those major Prophets (=Moses, and Jesus, and Muhammad,
peace be upon each of them) in a most Miraculous manner thus to clearly inform about and unmistakably
describe this most specific “Written Document” (=39/23) here, and thereby thus to be a source of
“Guidance” (=39/23) to all humanity in this most specific respect here, in this most critical Final Age,
we should see now “the Words of Moses, and Jesus, and Muhammad” documents, in their entirety, here
in the first place.

But certainly, those who have disbelieved in the “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of
those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah, for them (there will come) a severe
retribution. And Al-lah is mighty, --(against these kind of ungrateful and despotic disbelievers
here; 2/26-27 thus)-- possessor of revenge (32/22)!
5- Certainly Al-lah; (here), nothing can hide from Him on the earth, and not in the sky (10/61).
6- He is the One who (thus) shapes you in the wombs, as He wills (23/13-14). There is
no (other) Ilah (=God) but only (thus) He (28/70); the Mighty, the Wise!
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7- He is the One who has (thus) sent down to you the “Written Document” (=thus a reference
here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)!
(Here), of them (some are) established “signs” (=thus a reference here to each of those similar
“words/letters” that are thus placed within those upper regions therein --on the left & on the right
side-- as pairs, on that 19 coded “Written Document”), they are (thus) the mother/essence of
the “Written Document” (=39/23);
and the others are evasive “ones” (=thus a reference here to each of those similar “words/letters”
that are thus fallen within those lowest regions therein --on the left & on the right side-- as pairs
again, on that 19 coded “Written Document”)!
(Here), those in whose hearts (there is) a deviancy will (deliberately) follow (now) those which
are evasive from them (=i.e. each of those similar “words/letters” that are thus fallen into those
lowest regions therein) thus seeking a discord, and demanding its explanation! And only Al-lah,
and those well founded in this “Knowledge” (4/166) will thus know its (most clear and
unmistakable) explanation (therein)! And (then) they (=all His knowledgeable servants) say:
We have believed in it! Every (of them) --first, with all of those established ones within those
upper regions, and then the evasive ones within those lowest regions-- are (thus rightfully)
from our Lord! But only those possessors of understanding (39/9) will (thus) take
“Commemoration” (here; 39/23)!
** To witness all these established (=muhkamat) “signs,” and then the evasive (=mutashabehat) “signs”
which are thus created by our supreme Lord on all of His 19 coded, magnificent Tables, each and every
time within a perfectly parallel and equal and flawless logic thus on the left & on the right sides, therein,
and then to clearly see all those related most miraculous Verses (first of all, this above one therein again)
one after the other, all together there, we should see again now “A Celestial Miracle” document, in this
respect, here in the first place.

8- And they (=all His knowledgeable servants) say: Our Lord, so (please), let not our hearts
deviate after You have --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- (thus) “guided” (39/23)
us! And (please), grant us from Yourself a mercy (4/175); certainly You, (here), You are
the best Grantor!
9- Our Lord, certainly You will gather the people for a Day, that (there is) no doubt about it.
Certainly, Al-lah never breaks the promise (3/194).
10- Certainly, those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) (now), their wealth and their children
will not avail them in the least against Al-lah. And those them will be --(here in this case; 22/72
& 85/4-10 & …)-- the fuel of the Fire.
11- Like the case of the people of Pharaoh, and those before them. They rejected Our “Signs;”
and (eventually) Al-lah (thus) punished them for their wrong doings (7/132-136)! Because Al-lah
is --(in this case; 40/5 thus)-- severe in the consequence.
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12- Say to those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) (now): You will (eventually thus) be
defeated (3/196-197), and --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus
sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/86-89 thus)-- be summoned to Hell (8/50-51);
and ugly indeed is that cradle!
13- Definitely, there has been a “Sign” for you (now) in those “two units” who met each other!
One (=believing) unit was --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, within those upper
regions, on the right side-- fighting in the Way of Al-lah, and the other one was --within that
lowest region, on the right side again-- a disbeliever! They were seeing them “twice” as many as
themselves (there), by (average) seeing of the eye! And Al-lah (thus) strengthens with His help
whomever He wants.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there has been a “Lesson” (=thus an exclusive reference here
to that most specific “Lesson,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in
pairs,” here again, in the first place: 12/111) for (all) possessors of the vision!
** To witness those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (3/13), in this
most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Glorious Miracle” document --(please, by especially
paying attention here and clearly noticing that on that 19 coded magnificent Table of our supreme Lord
therein that “believing” unit within the upper region, on that right side are (with regard to their total
number of occurences there) “twice” as many as that “disbelieving” unit, within the lowest region, on that
right side (as it has already thus specifically been emphasized by our supreme Lord in the above Verse)
by the “average” seeing of a human eye (=raya alayn) (285 / 129 = 2.2) thus also therein now!

14- Adorned for the people are the love of desires, (such as marrying) women, and (having)
children, and (owning) the piled up piles of gold and silver, and the trained horses/vehicles, and
the livestock, and the crops. (But) these are (only) the goods of this worldly life. And Al-lah;
(eventually) with Him is the nicest abode!
15- Say: So shall I inform you (now) of much better (rewards) than these?
For those who (henceforth thus) act piously (39/33) at their Lord, (there will be) Gardens
beneath which the rivers flow, as eternal ones therein, and pure spouses (36/55-56); and --(as
the greatest reward, thus attaining)-- the pleasure of Al-lah (therein; 9/72)! And Al-lah is seer of
the servants.
16- Those who say: Our Lord, certainly, we have (thus) believed (2/25-26); so (please), thus
forgive us (all) our wrong doings (3/135-136), and save us from the retribution of the Fire
(52/27-28)!
17- (These are) the steadfast (76/24), and the truthful (2/177), and the subservient (39/9),
and (thus) the distributers (out of their wealth) (2/261) (in His Way), and (thus) the seekers of
(His) forgiveness (3/147) at dawns.
18- Al-lah bears witness: Certainly, there is no (other) Ilah (=God) but thus (only) He (28/70)!
and (so do) the Angels and (all) possessors of the Knowledge (34/6), thus (all together)
maintaining the justice: There is no (other) Ilah (=God) but thus (only) He (28/70), --now, thus
also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- the Mighty, --on the right side-- the Wise!
(=14/52)
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19- Certainly, the (only) Religion (approved) by Al-lah is (thus) the Surrender (3/84-85)!
But those who were given the “Written Document” (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs; 3/3-4)
have disputed (this fact) only after this “Knowledge” (4/166) has (thus) come to them (now),
because of egotism among themselves. And so whoever disbelieves in the “Signs” (=thus a
reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah, (should know
that) certainly, Al-lah is --(in this case; 2/26-27 thus)-- swift in reckoning (17/7 & 3/55-56 &
9/98)!
20- If they (still) argue with you, say: I have (thus) surrendered my face to Al-lah (3/84), and
(all) those who (thus) follow me (3/31)! And say to those who were given the Written Document
(=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs; 3/3-4) and those (in this regard) unlettered ones (=Hindus,
Buddhists, Atheists, Agnostics, etc.): Have you also (thus) surrendered (3/84)?
And if they (thus) surrender (3/84) (now), definitely they will --by that most specific “Guidance”
(39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place-- (thus) be “guided” (39/23)! But if they turn away, upon you is only (thus)
delivering (this Message; 5/67). And Al-lah is (after this, thus) Seer of (each of) those servants
(25/63-64 X 36/30)!
21- Certainly, those who disbelieve in these “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah, and (seeking to) kill
the informers based on (those sources that are) different than the “Truth” (45/6-7), and (seeking
to) kill those who (thus) advocate the justice (3/18) from among the people; (then) give good
news to them with (such) a painful retribution (22/72 & 85/10)!
22- Those are the ones, their works (23/63) will (thus) be nullified in this world and the Last
Epoch; and for them (there will be) no helpers (7/197)!
23- Do you not see those who were given a portion of the “Written Document” (=Jews) (now)?
(Here), they are being called to (this) “Written Document” (39/23) of Al-lah, that it may (thus)
judge among them (4/105 = 5/68), then a party of them is (thus) turning away (5/43), and (while)
they are (thus) ignorers (26/5)!
24- This is because they said: The fire will not touch us, except for a limited (number of) days!
And (thus) deceived them (now) in their religion what they are fabricating (2/78-81)! (Please,
in this respect also see now: Isaiah 50/10-11)
25- And how (will it be then), when We gather them for a Day, about which (there is) no doubt?
And every soul will (then) be repaid (thus) for what it has earned (40/17, 40); and they will not
be treated unjustly (21/47)!
26- Say: Our Al-lah, the (absolute) Ruler of the Ruling Dominion (17/111); You give the ruling
dominion (here) to whomever You want, and You remove the ruling dominion from whomever
You want. And You elevate whomever You want, and You humiliate whomever You want.
In Your hand is the Goodness (16/30)! And You are upon every wanted thing a best Measurer!
27- So You join --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- the “night,”
--on the right side-- with the “day,”
and You (again) join --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables, on the right side-- the “day”
--on the left side-- with the “night!”
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And You bring forth --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables, on the right side-- the “living,”
--on the left side-- from the “dead,”
You (again) bring forth --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables, on the left side-- the “dead,”
--on the right side-- from the “living!”
And You --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, in the upper regions-(thus) “provide” (=14/24-25) for whomever You want, --in the lowest region-- also (thus)
without (19 coded) “calculation” (=14/26)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (3/27),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Celestial Miracle,” and then “A Redeeming
Miracle,” and then “A Festive Miracle” documents, in these respects, here in the first place.

28- Let not the believers take these (kind of aggressive and despotic) disbelievers (60/1-2) as
friends, rather than these believers (5/55). And whoever does this, he is not on any basis
from Al-lah (60/9), except for/when guarding (yourselves) from them (thus) with a (righteous)
guarding (25/63). And Al-lah is (thus) making you cautious of His soul; and (here), to Al-lah is
the (ultimate) destiny (56/83-94)!
29- Say: If you keep hidden what is in your chests, or reveal it, Al-lah knows it. And He knows
whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth (10/61). And Al-lah is upon every wanted thing
a best Measurer (54/49)!
30- The day (when) every soul will find what it has (thus) “worked” (here; 2/25-26) of
a “Goodness” (=thus also a reference here to that most specific “Goodness,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 16/30) brought
forth (there)! And what it has (thus) “worked” (2/26-27) of a “badness,” he will wish that there
were a far distance between it (=those “badnesses” he has thus committed; 9/37 & 13/33 & …)
and him! And Al-lah is (thus) making you cautious of His soul (15/49-50)! And Al-lah is (thus)
compassionate to those servants (25/63-64)!
31- Say: If you (really) love Al-lah, you shall (thus) follow me (6/50, 151-153), so that Al-lah
may love you, and (thus) forgive you (all) your wrong doings (39/53)! And Al-lah is
--(henceforth, in this case; 6/54 thus always)-- forgiver, merciful.
32- Say: You shall (thus) obey Al-lah and the Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97)! But if they (still)
turn away, certainly, Al-lah does not love these disbelievers (2/26-27)!
33- Certainly, Al-lah has chosen Adam and Noah, and the family of Abraham and the family
of Amram upon/for (the benefit of) the multitudes.
34- So --(all those subsequent Prophets are also thus)-- descendants (of them), some of them
(has thus descended) from some (19/58)! And (thus) Al-lah is hearer, knower.
35- When the wife of Amram said: My Lord, I have vowed to You what is in my belly (now)
as a dedicated one (to You); so (please), accept from me! Certainly, You are the hearer, the
knower.
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36- So when she gave birth to her, she said: My Lord, I have given birth to a girl! And Al-lah
already knew best what she would (thus) give birth to; and (for) the male --(thus within
the womb; 53/32 especially with regard to those most specific chromosoms, genetic units, etc.
from the very beginning therein)-- is not the same as the female. And (she said): Certainly,
I have named her Mary. And certainly, I invoke for her (now) Your protection, and for her
descendant, from the rejected satan!
37- And her Lord has (thus) accepted her with a nice acceptance, and made her grow up as a
beautiful plant. And He made Zachariah a guardian for her. Whenever Zachariah entered the
sanctuary to (visit) her, he found with her a provision. He said: O Mary, how does this (come) to
you? She said: It is from Al-lah! (For) certainly, Al-lah provides for whomever He wants without
calculation.
38- There, Zachariah has called upon his Lord, and he said: My Lord, (please) grant me from
Your station a good offspring! Certainly, You are the hearer of the call!
39- And the Angels replied to him, while he was standing, observing (his) Support prayer in the
sanctuary: Certainly, Al-lah is giving good news to you of John, --(he will prepare the way and
thus be)-- confirming a Word (=prophet Jesus; 4/171 who will thus be sent)-- from Al-lah,
and pious, and a noble one; and (thus) an Informer among the righteous (6/85)!
40- He said: My Lord, (but) how can a boy be (born) to me (now)? And definitely, the old age
has (already) come upon me, and my wife is sterile? He said: Like this, Al-lah does whatever
He wills!
41- He said: My Lord, so (please) give me a sign! He said: Your sign is that you will not speak
to the people for three days, except through signals. And commemorate your Lord frequently,
and glorify (Him) in the evening and in the early hours.
42- And when the Angels said: O Mary, certainly Al-lah has chosen you and purified you, and
He has (thus) chosen you --(thus as a prominent role model; 66/11-12)-- upon/for (the benefit of)
the women of the multitudes.
43- O Mary, (then) be subservient to your Lord (66/12), and prostrate (before Him), and bow
down (before Him), with (all) those who bow down (before Him)!
44- These (=thus also a reference here to all of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs,
here again, in the first place: 2/25) are of the informations of the “Unseen” (81/24-27), We are
(thus) inspiring them to you (here)!
And (also) you were not with them when they cast their pens (thus to choose) which of them
would be the guardian of Mary, and you were not with them when they (thus) argued with one
another.
45- And then, the Angels said: O Mary, certainly Al-lah is giving good news to you of a
Word (=prophet Jesus; 4/171 who will thus be sent)-- from Him; his name is the Messiah, Jesus,
the Son of Mary. A prominent (servant of Al-lah) in the world and the Last Epoch, and (one) of
those (servants) who are (thus) brought near (towards Al-lah) (83/21, 28).
46- And he will speak to the people from the cradle and (also) as an adult; and (he is) thus
among the righteous (6/85)!
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47- She said: My Lord, how can a child be (born) to me (now), when no (male) human has
not touched me yet? He said: Like this, Al-lah creates whatever/however He wants. When He
decrees a command, (then) He only says to it “Be,” and it --(in the manner He has thus decreed
in the first place, and in the time period He has thus deemed appropriate therein; 77/21-23)-- is!
48- And He will teach him the Written Document (=all these Scriptures; 3/119) and the
“Wisdom” (=thus also a significant reference here to this most specific “Wisdom,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 13/37),
and the Torah, and the Gospel.
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) that our
supreme Lord has thus inspired and taught him within that Gospel, that are thus clearly foretelling and
unmistakably describing this most specific “Wisdom” (=13/37) which has thus clearly been revealed now
to this promised “Messenger of the Covenant” by our supreme Lord here, in this most critical Final Age,
we should see now “the Words of Jesus” document in this respect, in its entirety, here in the first place.

49- As a Messenger to the Children of Israel, (thus saying to them): Certainly, I have brought
to you a Sign from your Lord:
(Here), certainly, I can create for you from clay the shape of a bird, and then I blow into it,
and it becomes --now, also on these 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- a “bird,” by the
permission of Al-lah!
And I can heal --now, also on these 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- the “blind” and
the “leprous,” and I can give life --on the left side-- to those “dead,” by the permission of Al-lah!
And I can inform you of whatever --now, also on these 19 coded Tables here again, in the
upper regions-- you may “eat,” and whatever --in the lowest region-- you may “dispose,”
within your houses!
Certainly, in this (narration style) there has been a “Sign” (=thus also a significant reference here
to each one of those most specific “Signs,” --(here, first of all and especially to that “A Joyful
Miracle,” and then “A Redeeming Miracle,” and then “A Festive Miracle”)-- which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) for
you, if you are (henceforth thus) believers (2/25-26)! (=11/120)
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Reflections of these Words of prophet Jesus
(peace be upon him) that our supreme Lord has thus inspired and taught him here, and also in the Gospel
before this, thus in a most Wise and prescient manner, thus to be revealed by their most Miraculous
mathematical Manifestations here, in this most critical Final Age, we should see now each of those
most Miraculous documents referred to above, in these respects, one after the other, here in the first place.

50- And (thus) confirming what is before me of the Torah, and that I may (thus) make lawful
for you some of those that were forbidden upon you (please, in this respect, for example, see
now: Gospel-Mthw. 12/11-13 & 15/20 & …). And so I have (thus) brought to you (now) a Sign
from your Lord; so (henceforth) be pious with Al-lah, and (thus) obey me!
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51- Certainly, Al-lah is my Lord and your Lord; so you shall (henceforth thus) serve (only) Him
(please, in this respect also see now: Gospel-Mthw. 4/10)! This is the standing path (6/161).
52- But when Jesus sensed their disbelief, he said: (Then) who are my helpers (now) towards
Al-lah? The disciples said: We are the helpers of Al-lah; we have (thus) believed in Al-lah! And
bear witness that certainly, we are (thus to Him) surrenderers.
53- Our Lord, we have (thus) believed in what You have sent down (herein), and we have (thus)
followed the Messenger (Jesus); so (please), write us among the witnesses (57/19)!
54- And (then) they (=those disbelievers) schemed, and (in return for their wrongful scheme)
Al-lah (rightfully) schemed (against them). And (because) Al-lah is --(against/upon these kind of
wrongful schemers)-- the Best of schemers.
55- Then, Al-lah said: O Jesus, certainly, I will put you to death (now), and (thus immediately)
raise you towards Me (16/32), and I will (thus) purify you from those who have disbelieved
(here). And (then) I will make those who --(by clearly recognizing and believing in this promised
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here, who has thus clearly been foretold about and
fully supported by prophet Jesus in Gospel)-- thus followed you (5/82-83) above those who --(by
strongly rejecting and disbelieving in this promised “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here,
and still insisting to idolize prophet Jesus against his will)-- thus disbelieved (5/17) --(now in this
most critical Final Age here)-- towards/until the Day of Resurrection! Then to Me is your
(ultimate) destiny, and I will judge among you in (all) what you are contradicting therein.
56- So those who have (thus) disbelieved (herein; 2/26-27), I shall --(in this case; 4/18
eventually thus)-- retribute them with a severe retribution in the world and the Last Epoch; and
for them (there will be) no helpers!
57- But those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a
reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers (here, thus
first of all and especially all of those truthful Christians) shall thus work for, here again, on those
19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), He will (thus) give them their rewards (5/83-85)!
But Al-lah does not love those --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific
“Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again-- (thus) unjust ones (39/23-24)!
58- These, that We are (thus) reciting to you herein, are (thus) of the “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5),
and --thereby thus all referring again to-- this wise “Commemoration” (=thus a reference here to
that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him), in which
he has thus unmistakably informed about and clearly described this most critical and important
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here, and exhorted all truthful Christians to clearly recognize
and firmly believe in this Message now, that they may thus totally be redeemed and saved in this
most critical Final Age, by thus truthfully following him (5/83-85 & Gospel-Jhn. 6/27, 40-45) under this
one and only approved Religion (3/84) by our supreme Lord here (2/136-137), we should see now
“A Festive Miracle,” and then “A Joyful Miracle,” and then “A Glorious Miracle” documents, in this
respect, here in the first place.
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59- Certainly, the “allegory/image” of Jesus, as far as Al-lah is concerned, is (exactly) like
the “allegory/image” of Adam! For He (thus) created him (=Adam) (before Jesus) from
dust (=from all those same elements present in the earth crust), then He (also) said to him: “Be,”
and he --(in the same manner again He has thus decreed in the first place, and in the time period
He has thus deemed appropriate therein, thus in the womb of his mother; 77/21-23)-- was (3/47)!
** Because that this specific term: “allegory/image” (=mathala) in the above Verse has thus specifically
been used again by our supreme Lord thus to clearly indicate the appearing of Gabriel thus in the
“allegory/image” (=tamaththala) of a perfect human here (please, see 19/17), we can thereby thus clearly
conclude herein that the physical “allegory/image” (=mathala) of Jesus was/is thus exactly same as the
physical “allegory/image” (=mathala) of Adam in the sight of our supreme Lord, thus in the first place,
here. And so therefore, we may perhaps also thus clearly conclude herein that Jesus has thus been created
by our supreme Lord via a most Wise and miraculous “cloning” procedure, wherein angel Gabriel has
thus brought a human body cell from Adam and thus blown it into the human egg cell of Mary therein,
thus by the permission of Al-lah therein (please, in this respect see: 66/12 & 19/20-21).
(*Here, we should also thus clearly see that such a most Wise and miraculous “cloning” procedure would
also thus perfectly be lawful and legitimate there, because thus only a body cell was taken from Adam
and not a sperm cell, in which case it would totally be unlawful and illegitimate under the perfect and
unchangeable Laws of our supreme Lord therein, in the first place.)
And thereafter, we should also thus clearly see again from the above Verse that Adam and Jesus are both
thus created in exactly similar manner from the same dust (=i.e. from all those same elements present in
the earth crust) and then both of them were thus created again in the womb of their mothers (=Adam’s
mother must have been a righteous woman from among those previous humanoid population that were
already thus present on earth then; 2/30-37 and Jesus’ mother is thus Mary; 19/23-27) by the command:
“Be!” of our supreme Lord --(in the manner He has thus decreed in the first place, and in the time period
He has deemed appropriate therein; 77/21-23)-- thus in a most Wise and miraculous exactly similar
creation method (77/21-23) of our supreme Lord herein (3/47 = 59)!

60- The “Truth” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Truth,” which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41) is
from your Lord; so do not be of those suspicious ones (41/54)!
61- And whoever argues with you about it, after what has (thus) come to you of this
“Knowledge” (4/166), say: (Then) let us call (now) our children and your children, and our
women and your women, and our souls and your souls, then (let us) pray and invoke the
condemnation of Al-lah upon the liars (16/105)!
62- Certainly, this is the narration of the “Truth” (39/41)!
And so there is no such (other) Ilah (=God) (5/116) but only (thus one and only) Al-lah (28/70)!
For certainly Al-lah, (only) He is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left
side-- the Mighty, --on the right side-- the Wise! (=14/52)
63- But if they (still) turn away, (then) certainly, Al-lah is knower of those --by having thus
ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Provision” (2/25), which consists of these
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) evil committers (2/26-27)!
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64- Say: O followers of the Written Document (=Jews, Christians, Arabs; 3/3-4), let us come
to an equitable word between us and you: that we shall not serve (anyone) except (thus only)
Al-lah (12/40), and we shall not make partners to Him nothing (18/26), and we shall not take
some of us others (thus) as (false) Lords (9/31) beside Al-lah! And if they (still) turn away,
say: (Then) bear witness that certainly, we are (thus only to Him) surrenderers (3/84-85)!
65- O followers of the Written Document (=Jews, Christians; 3/3), (then) why are you arguing
about Abraham, and the Torah and the Gospel were not sent down except after him? Do you
(still) not comprehend?
66- Here you are, these (people); you have argued in that (there is) for you about it (some)
knowledge, but why are you (still) arguing in that (there is not) for you about it (any)
knowledge? And Al-lah knows, but you do not know.
67- So (here), Abraham was not a Repenter (=Jew) --(who thus followed the Laws in Torah
with Moses; 7/156), and not a Helper (=Christian) --(who thus followed the Laws in Gospel
with Jesus; 3/52); but in fact, he was (thus) a monotheist surrenderer (6/161) --(who thus only
followed the Laws of the Scripture thus given to him by Al-lah therein, at that time; 53/37)!
And he was not of those partner makers (42/21)!
68- Certainly, (in this respect) the nearest of people to Abraham are those who (thus) followed
him (60/4) (at that time), and (now) this Informer (=of the Covenant; 7/158) and those who have
(thus) believed (with him here; 12/108)! And Al-lah is thus (guiding, protecting) Master (7/196)
of (all) these believers!
** Because that all those believers who thus followed with prophet Moses (peace be upon him) the Laws
of Torah at that time were thus collectively named as “Jews” (=Yahodeyyan, Hadoo) here (7/156), and
then all those believers who thus followed with prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) the Laws of Gospel
at that time were thus collectively named as “Christians” (=Nasraneyyan, Ansaru) here (3/52) then;
(5/44-47) and because that prophet Abraham (peace be upon him) lived long before these two Prophets
and Scriptures were thus sent down, and thereby thus he only followed at that time the Laws of that
specific Scripture (87/19) which was thus sent down to him by our supreme Lord then, and he never made
partner anyone/anything with Him in His judgments (18/26) but he always thus firmly acted only with all
of His judgments therein (6/161), this promised “Messenger of the Covenant” now, who is thus also
a descendant of Abraham in the first place (please, in this respect see Torah-Gns. 22/18 = Isaiah 42/1-7)
and all those believers with him now will thus follow this exactly same principle (6/114, 161)
--as his honorable ancestors prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon them) also exactly
did thus in their time-- they are thus described in the above Verse as the “nearest of people to Abraham”
by our supreme Lord, in these respects, here in this most critical Final Age.

69- A party of the followers of the Written Document (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs; 3/3-4)
wish to lead you astray; but they --(here, because of their own betrayal, in the first place; 2/26
thus)-- are not leading astray (now) except their own souls (2/26-27), but (still) they do not
perceive!
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70- O followers of the Written Document (3/3-4), (then) why are you (still) disbelieving in
the “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of
Al-lah, and (though) you bear witness (that this is the Truth)?
71- O followers of the Written Document (3/3-4), (then) why are you (still) confounding
the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Truth,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41) with the
falsehood (2/78-79 & 3/78), and you are (still) concealing the “Truth” (39/41), and (though) you
(thus) know (it; 2/146)?
72- And a party of the followers of the Written Document (3/3-4) said: Believe in what is (thus)
“sent down” (39/23) upon those who have believed, in the (early) part of the day, and disbelieve
in it at the end of it, so that perhaps they may revert!
73- And do not believe (anyone) except (those) who (thus) follow your religion (9/31)! Say:
Certainly, the (true) Guidance is thus the “Guidance” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that
most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23) of Al-lah! So (are you thus troubled now) because that he
(=Messenger of the Covenant, and all believers with him; 7/196) is given (now) the like of what
you were given, or because that they are (thus) arguing with you (6/148-149) before your Lord?
Say: Certainly, the “Favor” (10/58) is in the hand of Al-lah, He gives it (thus) to whomever
He wants (13/27)! And Al-lah is encompassing, knower.
74- He selects for His “Mercy” (10/57) (thus) whomever He wants (13/27)! And Al-lah is
(thus) possessor of the great Favor!
75- And among the followers of the Written Document (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs;
3/3-4) (there are the ones) who, if you trust with a large amount, he returns it to you. And among
them who, if you trust with a small coin, he does not return it to you, unless you keep standing
over him! This is because they said: There is no sin upon us --(even if they thus be dishonest,
when dealing)-- with the unlettered ones (=those who are not Jews, or Christians, or Arabs)!
And they are (thus) saying upon Al-lah the lie, and (though) they know (it) (please, e.g. see
in this respect now: Torah-Exodus 23/9 & Gospel-Matthew 5/46-47 & Quran-Mumenoon 23/8)!
76- Yes indeed, whoever (thus always) fulfills his pledge and be pious (2/177), certainly, Al-lah
loves the pious!
77- But certainly, those who are trading away (now) the “Pledge” (=thus also a reference here
to that most specific “Pledge,” which has thus been taken from them, from the very beginning,
that they would certainly believe and work now for these 19 coded “Righteous Deeds” thus here
again, in the first place: 2/25-27) of Al-lah and their oaths for a cheap price, those are,
(consequently, there will) not (be) any portion for them in the Last Epoch! And --(unless they
immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here;
3/86-89)-- Al-lah will not speak to them, and will not look at them on the Day of Resurrection,
and will not cleanse them. And for them (there will come) a painful retribution!
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78- And certainly, among them is a party who twist their tongues towards the Written Document
(=Torah, and Gospel, and Quran), so that you may think that it is from the Written Document,
but it is not from the Written Document (=Torah, and Gospel, and Quran)! And they say: It is
(thus) from Al-lah; and it is --(as they distort the rightful and straightforward actual meaning
thereof based on their own wrongful and crooked desires therein)-- not from Al-lah! And they
are (thus) saying upon Al-lah the lie, knowingly!
79- Never would a (righteous) human to whom Al-lah gave the Written Document and the
Wisdom, and the Informing, say to the people (then): Be servants to me (now) beside Al-lah
(12/40)! But in fact, (he only says): Thus be Educators (5/44), for that you are teaching the
“Written Document” (=thus also a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
39/23) and for that you (yourselves) are studying (and learning it here, in the first place)!
80- And he will never command you to take (neither) the Angels and (nor) the Informers
--(thus outside/beside Him, as other/partner false)-- Lords (9/31)! (Because) he will never
(thus) command you (such) disbelief, after when you have become surrenderers (to Him, thus
as your one and only Lord here; 42/10)?
81- And when Al-lah took the Covenant of these Informers (=33/7) --(saying thus to them:
When I gave you from the Written Document and the Wisdom, then a Messenger will come
to you, confirming what is with you. So you shall certainly believe in him, and you shall
certainly help him!
(Then) He said: So do you agree and take (now) this heavy responsibility (upon you)?
Those (Informers; 33/7) said: (Yes), we have agreed! Then (Al-lah) said: So bear witness (then),
and I am with you among the witnesses!
82- So whoever --(when this most critical “Covenant” will thus be fulfilled by our supreme Lord
in the future)-- turns away thereafter, those them are the betrayers!
** This most critical and prominent “Covenant,” which shall thus be fulfilled by our supreme Lord
in the future, near the end times of this world, has thus initially been taken by our supreme Lord --even
before the foundation of this world-- from these (including this initial and prime “Messenger of the
Covenant” here) five prominent Informers (=Noah, and Abraham, and Moses, and Jesus, and Muhammad
peace be upon each of them) (please, in this respect see now: 3/81-82 = 33/7-8)!
So later on, we shall see in these Verses (18/83 & 33/7-8) a little bit more detailed and clear informations
about the identity and this most critical and prominent Mission of this final and chief “Messenger of the
Covenant,” who is also thus already foretold and fully supported again by all those prominent Prophets
herein.

83- But do they (still) seek (different religions) other than (this) Religion (3/84-85) of Al-lah?
And (though) to Him has (all) surrendered whoever in the skies and the earth, willingly or
unwillingly? And (all of them here finally thus) to Him will be brought back (56/83-94)!
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84- Say: We have believed in Al-lah, and in what is “sent down” to us (=thus a reference
here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” as it is “sent down” thus here again, in the first place: 39/23),
and in what was sent down to Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob and (his sons,
thus in total twelve; 7/160) Descendants,
and in what was given to Moses (17/2) and Jesus (5/46), and to the Informers (after Moses 5/44)
from their Lord.
We will not (by disbelieving or rejecting some) make distinction between any of them, and we
are (thus) to Him surrenderers!
85- So whoever (still) seeks other than this Surrender (thus clearly defined above) as a Religion,
it will not be accepted from him, and he will be in the Last Epoch (thus) of the losers
(4/150-151)!
** To witness all those most important “Messages,” that were thus sent down by our supreme Lord to
these ancestor Prophets (=Abraham, and Ishmael, and Isaac, and Jacob, and twelve Descendants, peace be
upon all of them), and then those most prominent “Scriptures,” that were thus given to Moses and Jesus
(peace be upon each of them), as they are already thus clearly presented now by this promised
“Messenger of the Covenant” in a most straightforward, rightful and clear manner, in this most critical
Final Age, we should see now “the Words of Patriarchs & Moses & Jesus & David & Muhammad”
documents, in their entirety, here in the first place.

86- So how shall Al-lah guide a people (now) who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27), after their
belief, and (though) they have (thus) born witness that the Messenger (of the Covenant; 7/158)
is certainly the Truth, and the “Clear Proofs” (=thus a reference here to those most specific
“Clear Proofs,” which consist of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 6/157) has (thus) come to them! So Al-lah --by that most specific “Guidance”
(39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first
place-- does not “guide” (such) unjust (39/23-24) people!
87- Those are (the ones), their reward is: Consequently, the condemnation of Al-lah (will thus
come) upon them, and of the Angels and of the People, all together!
88- As eternal ones therein; the retribution will not be lightened for them, and --(because of this
again; 6/27-28)-- they will not be reprieved.
89- Except those who (immediately) return (to Him here; 4/17) after this and --by righteously
“working” on those 19 coded Tables, here again, in the first place-- thus act “Righteously”
(2/25)! Certainly, Al-lah is (then) forgiver, merciful.
90- (But) certainly, those who have (thus) disbelieved (now) after their belief (2/26-27), then
they (deeply) augmented in disbelief, their returning (to Him, thus on their deathbed here; 4/18)
will never be accepted (then). And those them are the strayers!
91- Certainly, those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) (now) and then died (while) they are
still (thus) disbelievers (41/5), an earthful of gold will not be accepted from any of them, even if
he could ransom it (to save himself). Those are, for them (consequently, there will thus come) a
painful retribution; and for them (there will be) no helpers!
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92- You cannot attain the kindness until you distribute (in His Way) from what you love.
And (thus) whatever you distribute (2/215, 271-273) (in His Way) from any wanted thing,
certainly, Al-lah is knower of it.
93- All food was lawful for the Children of Israel, except what Israel forbade to his own soul,
before the Torah was sent down. Say: Bring the Torah (now) and recite (and immediately see) it
(therein), if you are truthhful!
** Because in that fifth Book which was thus given to prophet Moses (peace be upon him) by our
supreme Lord, this most specific term: “Torah (=in hebrew, it basically means: Law)” was thus many
times and predominantly mentioned therein, thus in the above Verse our supreme Lord is referring to this
fifth Book as “Torah (=Law)” again, in which all “Law” has thus clearly and precisely been ordained
by His Command for all the Children of Israel therein;
and in that first Book which was thus given again to prophet Moses (peace be upon him) by our supreme
Lord, only all those most specific stories and the Words of ancestor Prophets (=Abraham, Ishmael, Isaac,
Jacob, and the Descendants, peace be upon all of them) was thus taught by Him, it is thus defined as
“before “Torah (=Law)” was sent down” era in the above Verse by our supreme Lord. So now thereby
we can go and clearly witness this fact thus in this first Book (=Genesis 32/32-33), as our supreme Lord
has unmistakably thus referred all of us to in the above Verse.

94- So whoever (still) fabricates upon Al-lah (thus) the lie (2/78-79) after this, those them are
the unjust ones!
95- Say: Al-lah has proclaimed the truth: So you shall (thus) follow the practice of Abraham,
monotheist (6/161); and he was not of those partner makers (42/21)!
96- Certainly, the first (to be visited) House (now) that is (thus) appointed for the people is
the one in the Valley-Land (=Becca), which is thus sanctified, and as a (source of) “Guidance”
(=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) for the
multitudes!
97- In it (there are) clear “Signs” (=thus an exclusive reference here again to each one of those
most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), and (by) standing style/place of Abraham (6/161 &
26/75-83)! So whoever enters it, will be secure. So visiting the House (is henceforth thus
obligated) upon (all) the people (in reverence) for Al-lah, whoever (among them) can find/afford
(now) towards it a way! But whoever disbelieves in (this), certainly, Al-lah is Rich --(by being
absolutely and never in no need of anyone and anything)-- above the multitudes.
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be
upon both of them), in which this “holy City” in the West (27/91) wherein this most critical and important
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant” has thus come out now --promised descendant of these two
honorable Prophets-- has thus already been foretold and pointed out as “Baca” (=in hebrew, it basically
means: Cactus) “holy Valley” by prophet David (peace be upon him) (please, see Psalms 84/6-7),
and then as “Madena (=in arabic, it basically means: “holy City” in the West) by prophet Muhammad
(peace be upon him) (please, see Bukhari),
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and this “sacred House” that shall thus be established therein, in this most critical Final Age, thus by this
most specific permission and instruction of our supreme Lord above, for all the nations on earth now,
we should certainly see “A Supernal Miracle,” and then “A Miraculous Seal” documents, in this respect,
here in the first place.

98- Say: O followers of the Written Document (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs; 3/3-4),
so why are you (still) disbelieving in these “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah? And (while) Al-lah is
(thus) a Witness upon what you are working on (23/63)!
99- Say: O followers of the Written Document (3/3-4), then why are you (still) repelling from
this Way (9/111) of Al-lah (those) who have believed, by (thus) seeking (to make) it crooked,
even (though) you are witnesses (to its perfectness)? So Al-lah is not unaware of what you are
thus (crookedly) working for (5/41)!
** To see all those most miraculous and informative Verses, together, in which our supreme Lord
in a most Wise manner has already thus clearly foretold about and described all these kind of willful
people from among these Jews, and Christians, and Arabs who will thus try to unjustly impair and nullify
now His “19 coded, magnificent Plannings,” in which there is thus --neither logical, nor mathematical
aspects-- absolutely no flaw and no contradiction (4/82 & 18/1-2) through some fully deliberate, ill and
crooked techniques, and all those complete and perfect answers of our supreme Lord, which has already
thus been given in advance, thus in a most Wise and accurate manner again (3/7 & 13/33 & 9/37 & …),
we should also see now “A Celestial Miracle,” and then “A Supernal Miracle” documents, in this respect,
here in the first place.

100- O those who have believed, (but) if you (still go and) obey a party of those who were given
the Written Document (3/3-4), they will revert you, after your belief (2/25-26), into disbelievers
(2/26-27) (like themselves)!
101- And how can you (thus) disbelieve (2/26-27), and you are, when (these) “Signs”
(6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah are (thus) being recited to you (now), and (thus) among you is
His Messenger (of the Covenant; 57/9)? So (henceforth), whoever holds fast to Al-lah (here),
definitely, he is --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- (thus) “guided” (39/23) to (such)
a standing path (6/161)!
102- O those who have believed, so you shall be pious (2/177) with Al-lah in a truthful piety
with Him, and never die except you are (thus to Him) surrenderers (3/84-85)!
103- And (here) hold fast to the rope of Al-lah, totally, and do not be divided (42/13).
And remember the blessing of Al-lah upon you: When you were enemies and He has (thus)
reconciled between your hearts, and you have (thus) become by His “Blessing” (93/11)
brothers/sisters (here)! And you were at the brink of a pit of Fire, and He has (thus) rescued you
therefrom.
Like this, Al-lah is making clear for you His “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7), so that you
may (henceforth thus) be “guided” (39/23)!
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104- So let there be a community of you (now) who are calling to the “Goodness” (16/30),
and (thus) recommending the recognized attitude (42/10 & 32/4 & …), and forbidding the
strange attitude (3/80 & 18/102 & …). And those them will be the prosperers (23/1-11)!
105- And do not be like those who have parted away (now) and contradicted, after the
“Clear Proofs” (=thus a reference here to those most specific “Clear Proofs,” which consist of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 2/185) have (thus)
come to them! And those are, for them --(because of this; 6/157)-- (there will thus come) a great
retribution.
106- The day (when) some faces will be brightened (with joy), and some faces will be darkened
(with sorrow). And then (it will be said) to those whose faces are darkened (with sorrow):
Did you (thus) disbelieve (2/26-27) after your belief? So taste the retribution (now), for that you
were (thus) disbelieving (22/72)!
107- But those whose faces are brightened (with joy): (They will thus be) in the “Mercy”
(4/175) of Al-lah; they are therein eternal ones!
108- These (=thus also a reference here to all of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs,
here again, in the first place: 2/25) are (thus) the “signs” (3/7) of Al-lah; (here), We are (thus)
reciting them to you as the “Truth” (39/41)! And Al-lah does not wish (hereby) any injustice
for the multitudes (21/107).
109- And to Al-lah belongs whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth; and to Al-lah
(all) the commands are (thus) sent back (32/5).
110- You are a best society that is (thus) raised up for (the benefit of) the people; (for) you are
(thus) recommending the recognized attitude (28/70 & 32/4 & …), and forbidding the strange
attitude (16/51 & 10/18 & …), and you (thus) believe in Al-lah (2/136)!
And if the followers of the Written Document (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs; 3/3-4) believed
(2/136), it would be better/best for them. From them (there are) the believers (2/25-26), but
many of them are (thus) the betrayers (2/26-27)!
111- They cannot harm you except with (thus) hurting (3/186). And if they fight against you,
they will (eventually) turn (their) backs to you (and flee), then they will not be helped.
112- The humiliation has been struck upon them, wherever they are found; (then) only by a
rope/grant from Al-lah, or by a rope/grant from the people (they are freed). And they have (thus)
received a wrath from Al-lah, and (thus) the disgrace has been struck upon them. This is because
they have (thus) disbelieved in these “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah, and (are seeking to) kill
these givers of information (18/103-105) based on (those sources that are) different than the
Truth (45/6-7)! This is because they have disobeyed, and are (thus) acting hostile.
113- But (they are) not all the same; (here), among followers of the Written Document (=Jews,
and Christians, and Arabs; 3/3-4) (there is) an upright society; they are (thus) reciting the “Signs”
(=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah
during the night, and they are thus --(in great awe and reverence for Him)-- prostrating (before
Al-lah; 32/15)!
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114- They (thus) believe in Al-lah and the Last Epoch (2/62)! And they are (thus)
recommending the recognized attitude (42/10 & 32/4 & …), and forbidding the strange attitude
(9/31 & 10/18 & …)! And they are (thus) hastening (to do) the “Goodnesses” (16/30); and so
those are (thus) among the righteous (4/69)!
115- So whatever they do (now) of (such) a “Goodness” (16/30), they will never be denied it
(21/94). For Al-lah is (thus) Knower of the pious (39/33-34)!
116- But certainly, those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27), their possessions and their
children will not avail them in the least against Al-lah. And those --(unless they immediately
regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/86-89)-will be the community of the Fire; they are therein eternal ones!
117- Allegory of what they are distributing (now) in this worldly life is like an allegory of a
storm, in it (there is) a freezing cold; and (here), it has (thus) hit the harvest of a people who have
(thus) acted unjustly (39/24) to their own souls, and has (completely) destroyed it! And Al-lah
did not act unjustly to them, but in fact, to their (own) souls they were (from the very beginning,
by thus betraying Him; 2/26-27 thus) acting unjustly (39/24)!
118- O those who have believed (2/25-26), do not take outside of you --(these kind of hostile
and aggressive disbelievers; 60/2)-- as intimate friends; (for) they will not cease to annoy (you),
they like what disturb you. Definitely, the hatred has (thus) gushed out of their mouths, and what
their chests are keeping hidden is bigger.
Definitely, We have (thus) made clear for you the “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each
one of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7)
if you comprehend (21/10)!
119- Here you are, these (people); you are (still) loving them, but they do not love you.
And you believe in the Written Document, (thus) every of it (3/84)! And when they meet you,
they say: We have believed; but when they are alone, they bite their fingers out of rage towards
you. Say: (Then) you shall die in your rage! (Because) certainly, Al-lah is (thus) Knower of
(all) content of those chests (40/56).
120- So if a niceness touches you (now), it makes them bad, and if a badness afflicts you
they (immediately) rejoice with it. And if you remain steadfast (3/186) and guard yourselves
(3/28), their snare will not harm you at all. For certainly, Al-lah (totally) surrounds what they are
working for.
121- And (remember) when you went forth early (in the morning) from your family (thus) to
assign to the believers (their) positions --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here-- for that
--mathematical-- “Fight” (9/111)! And (thus) Al-lah is hearer, knower!
122- Then those “two groups” from among you tended to fail (therein); and Al-lah is their
(guiding, protecting) Master (7/196). And (thus) only in Al-lah (all) the believers shall (always)
trust.
123- And definitely, Al-lah (already) helped you (before this) also at that Plain, and (when) you
were (initially) weak --therein! So thus (always), be pious with Al-lah (39/33), that you may be
appreciative!
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124- Then, you were saying to the believers: Does it not suffice you that your Lord will
assist you --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- with three thousand
of those sent down “Angels?”
125- Yes, if you remain steadfast and be on your guard, and those (disbelievers) come upon
you (there) in your sudden moment, in this (situation) your Lord will assist you --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- with five thousand of those well trained
“Angels!”
126- And Al-lah has not made this except as (such) a “Good News” (27/1-2) for you (now),
and so that your hearts --(by these most wonderful Mathematical greatest Miracles here)-may be at ease thereby! And the help is only from Al-lah, --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on the left side-- the Mighty, --on the right side-- the Wise!
127- So He will surely --now, thus also on the left side-- cut off the might of those who
“disbelieved,” or He will --on the right side-- repulse those (hypocrites; 9/73), so that they will
go back --into the lowest region there-- as failed ones!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (3/124-127),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now
--that three thousand on the left side, and that five thousand on the right side-- “An Extra Miracle,”
and then --those “Angels” on the left side-- “A Majestic Miracle,”
and then --those “Angels” on the right side, and those defeated “hypocrites” and the “disbelievers”
in the lowest region, on the left and the right side-- “A Glorious Miracle” documents, in the first place.

128- But here, (there is) not any say for you in the command; (after these greatest Miracles)
He may (thus) return to them (due to this; 3/89), or He may (thus) retribute them, because that
certainly they --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23),
which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) were
unjust ones (39/24)!
129- And to Al-lah belongs whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth. He forgives (thus)
whomever He wants (3/89), and He retributes (thus) whomever He wants (3/91)!
And Al-lah is --(in this case; 4/17 always)-- forgiver, merciful.
130- O those who have believed, do not devour usury (2/275-276), multiplied manyfold!
And (instead) thus (always) be pious with Al-lah (2/278-280), so that you may (eventually thus)
prosper (23/1-11)!
131- And guard yourselves against the Fire, which is (thus) prepared (2/23-24) for (these)
disbelievers (2/26-27)!
132- And (thus) obey Al-lah and the Messenger (of the Covenant here; 5/92), so that you may
(thus) attain mercy (4/175).
133- So eagerly race (now) towards a forgiveness from your Lord, and a Garden whose width
is as of the skies and the earth (=all this universe here), that is (thus) prepared for the pious
(2/177)!
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134- Those who (thus) distribute (out of their wealth, thus in His Way; 2/274) in prosperity and
in adversity; and (they are) suppressors of anger, and pardoners of the people (42/40 & 4/149)!
And Al-lah loves --by righteously working on this nicest Utterance (39/23), which consists of
these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place-- the nicely acting
ones (39/34)!
135- And those who, when they do an excessiveness, or act unjustly to their souls, they
(immediately) remember Al-lah and seek forgiveness for their wrong doings. And who forgives
--(henceforth, in this case; 6/54)-- (all) these wrong doings except (thus) Al-lah (39/53)!
But they do not insist upon what they are doing, and (when) they know --(herein that they are
thus wrong; 17/31-38 & …)!
136- Those are, their reward (therefore) will be a forgiveness from their Lord, and Gardens
beneath which the rivers flow, as eternal ones therein. And (what) a blessed payment for these
“workers” (2/25)!
137- Definitely, the (same Heavenly) principles have (thus) come to pass before you (8/38);
so roam the earth and watch (now) how was the consequence of those rejecters (22/42-45)!
138- So (here), this is (thus) a “Clear Statement” for the people, and a “Guidance” (=thus an
exclusive reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), and (thus) also a
“Preaching” for the pious (39/33)!
139- So do not waver, and do not grieve, for you (will eventually thus be) the victors
(3/106-107), if you are (henceforth thus) believers (2/25-26)!
140- If a hardship has touched you (now), definitely, a similar hardship has also touched that
(disbelieving) people. And these are the (good and bad) days, We are (thus) alternating them
among the people. So that Al-lah will (thus) know those who have (truly) believed (29/2-3),
and He will (also) take from among you (some) witnesses (3/169-170)! And Al-lah does not love
those --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which
consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) unjust ones
(39/24)!
141- And Al-lah will (thus) strengthen those who have believed (2/25-26), and He will weaken
these disbelievers (2/26-27)!
142- But do you think that you will (immediately) enter the Garden, and (while) Al-lah has not
known yet those who (thus) strive (25/52) from among you, and (has not) known yet the
steadfast (3/186)?
143- And definitely, you used to long for “death,” before you met it. And definitely,
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- you have (thus) seen “it”
(within that “A Redeeming Miracle” document), and you are looking on!
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144- Praised one (=Messenger of the Covenant here; 61/6) is but a Messenger; definitely,
(many) Messengers have (already) passed away before him. So if he dies or is killed (now),
will you turn back on your heels? And whoever turns back on his heels, will not harm Al-lah
in the least. And Al-lah will reward those --by having gratefully accepted now this most specific
“Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place-- (thus) appreciative ones (76/3)!
** This long awaited and anticipated “Messenger of the Covenant” is thus also named as “Muhammad”
(=“Praised” servant of Al-lah) by our supreme Lord in the above Verse (then also mainly here: 48/29),
essentially because he has thus worked many years and long hours each and every day and night (73/1-6)
to prepare this most specific and blessed “Way” of Al-lah (9/111) that will thus exalt and praise Him
immensely and eternally in this world and in the hereafter (17/88 & 18/1), and will thus be a salvation for
all peoples, generation after generation, who will thus believe in and righteously work on it here (2/25)!
To witness those most miraculous prophecies of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
both of them) by which they have already thus clearly foretold and fully supported again this promised
“Messenger of the Covenant,” their descendant, thus also by this most specific name now: i.e. as
“Judah” (=in hebrew, it basically means: “Praised” servant of Al-lah) and as “Muhammad” (=in arabic,
it basically means: “Praised” servant of Al-lah), we should see now “An Awesome Miracle 1,” and then
“A Supernal Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.

145- And no soul can die except by the permission of Al-lah, thus (within) a written appointed
time (63/11)! And whoever seeks the wage of this world, We (thus) give him from it (2/200),
and whoever seeks the wage of the Last Epoch, We (thus) give him from it (2/201-202).
And (eventually), We will (thus) reward (76/5-22) those appreciative ones (76/3)!
146- And how many an Informer, that numerous Educators (3/79) fought along with him
--(against these kind of hostile and despotic disbelievers; 60/9). And they never wavered because
of what afflicted them in the Way of Al-lah, and they never weakened, and they never stooped.
And Al-lah loves these steadfast.
147- Their saying was only that they said: Our Lord, (please) forgive us (all) our (unintentional)
wrong doings, and our (inadvertent) excesses in our conduct (3/135-136), and make stable
our feet; and (please), help us against this disbelieving people!
148- And (thereupon), Al-lah gave them the wage of this world, and (also) the nicest wage of
the Last Epoch. And Al-lah loves (now, also here again thus) the nicely acting ones (39/34)!
149- O those who have believed, (but) if you (still go and) obey those who have disbelieved
(2/26-27), they will (thus) revert you (from His Way) on your heels (3/99-100), and (then) you
will turn back as losers (2/27) (like themselves)!
150- No, Al-lah is (thus) your -one and only- (guiding, protecting) Master (7/196); and He is
--(against all of their deliberate, ill and crooked actions, and aggressive conducts; 41/40 &
22/72)-- the Best of helpers (40/51-52)!
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151- We will throw anxiety into the hearts of those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27),
for that they have (thus) made partners to Al-lah what He has not sent down about it any
evidence (16/86-88). And --(in this case; 4/18)-- their abode will be the Fire; and ugly indeed
is the destiny (39/25-26) of those --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific
“Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here
again-- (thus) unjust ones (39/24)!
152- And definitely, Al-lah fulfilled to you His promise, when you were defeating those
(disbelievers) --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, into the lowest region-- by His
permission (9/111)! Until when you wavered, and disputed about the “Command” (=thus also
a reference here to that most specific “Command,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 42/52), and you (thus) disobeyed after
He showed you what you loved (=this mathematical Victory)! Among you (there were those)
who sought for --on that left side-- this worldly time, and among you (there were those) who
sought for --on that right side-- the last epoch! Then He diverted you from those (disbelievers)
--in the lowest region-- so that He may (thus) test you (therein)! And definitely, He has (now)
pardoned you. For Al-lah is possessor of a Favor upon these believers (2/25-26)!
153- Then you were retreating and you were not paying attention to anyone, and the Messenger
(of the Covenant; 7/158) was calling from behind you! And (then) He disciplined you --on the
left side-- with sorrow, --on the right side-- upon sorrow, so that you may not grieve for what
you missed --on that left side, in the lowest region--, and not for what afflicted you --on that right
side, in the lowest region--! And Al-lah is (thus) aware of (all) what you are “working” on
(=9/111)!
154- Then He sent down upon you, after the sorrow, a security, a comfort that was ensuring
a group of you. And (another) group, (here), definitely their souls had made them anxious, they
were guessing about Al-lah based on (those sources that were) different than the “Truth” (39/41),
by guessing of the ignorance (45/6-7)! They were saying: Is there for us from the “Command”
(42/52) any wanted thing? Say: Certainly, the “Command” (42/52), --now, thus also with all
that are in the upper regions, and then with all that are in the lowest region-- every of it, (thus)
belongs to Al-lah (3/7)! But they were keeping hidden in their souls what they would not reveal
to you. They were saying: If there were any wanted thing for us from the “Command” (42/52),
we would not have been killed --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables, in the lowest region-right here! Say: Even if you had been in your houses, those who were written upon them
the “fighting” would have (already) gone forth (therein) --now, thus in that lowest region-- to
their deathbeds (=9/111)!
For Al-lah (hereby) will test --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-what is in your chests, and He will purge --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the
right side-- what is in your hearts! And Al-lah is (thus) Knower of (all) content of the chests.
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (3/152-154),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Glorious Miracle,” and then “A Special Miracle,”
and then “An Exclusive Miracle” documents, in these respects, here in the first place.
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155- Certainly, those who turned back from among you on the day --(here, first of all and
especially within that “A Majestic Miracle,” and then “A Redeeming Miracle” documents)---now, thus on those 19 coded Tables, in the upper regions-- when those “two gatherings” met;
(because) certainly, the satan (thus) wanted to dupe them (6/111-112) because of some of
what they earned. But definitely, Al-lah has (now) pardoned them. For certainly, Al-lah is
--(in this case; 6/54 thus)-- forgiver, clement.
156- O those who have believed, do not be like those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27)
and said of their (believing) brethren, when they move about on the earth (now) or mobilize
--(now, thus also for this mathematical “War” again) (=9/111): Had they been with us,
they would not have died, and not have gotten killed! Al-lah will make this a (source of) sorrow
in their hearts. And (here), only Al-lah gives life, and causes death (57/22-23)! And Al-lah is
Seer of (all) that you are working on.
157- And if you get killed (now) --when thus striving-- in this Way (9/111) of Al-lah, or die,
a forgiveness from Al-lah and a mercy will be far better than what they are hoarding (18/46).
158- For if you die or get killed (now), (you should know that) thus before Al-lah you are
--(immediately, at the time of this death here, thus in the other world, in that Hell, or in that
Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- being summoned!
159- And due to a mercy from Al-lah, you were compassionate towards those (believers).
And had you been harsh and mean hearted, they would have gone away from around you.
So you shall pardon them (now) and seek forgiveness for them (47/19), and (thus) consult them
in (matters of administrative) conduct (42/38). And (then) when you have decided, trust (only)
in Al-lah. Certainly, Al-lah loves (thus) the trusters (in Him) (42/10)!
160- If Al-lah helps you, none can defeat you! But if He abandons you, (then) who is the one
that can help you beside Him? So the believers (3/84) shall (only) trust in Al-lah!
161- It cannot be for any Informer --(by going beyond what is specifically written thus for him
herein; 59/7)-- to confiscate. And whoever confiscates, he will bring what he (unjustly)
confiscates, on the Day of Resurrection. Then every soul will be fully paid for what it has earned,
and they will not be treated unjustly (21/47).
162- So is (the one) who has (thus) followed the pleasure of Al-lah (here; 48/29) the same
as (the one) who has (thus) incurred the wrath (48/6) from Al-lah, and --(in this case; 4/18)-his abode will be Hell? And ugly indeed is that (ultimate) retreat!
163- They (=those pious ones; 39/33, and those impious ones; 39/32 will thus be rewarded;
56/88-91, or will thus be retributed; 33/67-68) within (their) degrees (of rank) before Al-lah!
And so Al-lah is Seer of what they are (thus) “working” on (2/25, 35/32 X 29/4, 34/33) (now)!
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164- Definitely, Al-lah has (thus) conferred a gift upon the believers, by raising among them
a Messenger --(of the Covenant; 7/158) from among themselves; (for here), he is reciting to them
His “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5), and (thus) cleansing them, and he is (thus) teaching them the “Written
Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) and the
“Wisdom” (54/5)! And they were in a clear straying before (this).
165- And when an affliction has afflicted you (now), and definitely, you have (already) afflicted
(those disbelievers) with twice as much (=3/13), you said: Why has this (happened to us)?
Say: It is because of your own souls (42/30). Certainly, Al-lah is best Measurer upon every
wanted thing!
166- What has afflicted you --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in the upper
regions-- when those “two gatherings” met (therein) is by the permission of Al-lah, and that He
might (thus) know the believers,
167- And that He might (thus) know those who --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables again,
in the lowest region-- acted hypocritically! And (when) it is said to them: Come up, (thus)
“fight” --on the left side-- (those hypocrites) in the Way of Al-lah (9/111), or “repel” --on the
right side-- (those disbelievers) (9/73)! they said: If we knew (this) “fighting” (=9/111),
we would have followed you! They were on that day (thus) closer to the disbelief than the belief,
(for that) they were (thus) saying with their mouths what was not in their hearts. And Al-lah
knows best what they conceal.
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (3/165-167),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Glorious Miracle” document, in these respects, here
in the first place.

168- Those who said of their (believing) brethren, as they (themselves) stayed behind: Had they
obeyed us, they would not have been killed! Say: Then avert the death from your own souls,
if you are truthful (62/8)!
169- And do not think that those who are killed --when thus striving-- in (this) Way (9/111) of
Al-lah are dead. No, (they are) alive; they are (thus) being provided (with many blessings) in the
presence of their Lord.
170- And they are rejoicing with what Al-lah has (thus) given them (therein) from His favor,
and they are giving good news to each other about the (believing) ones (on this earth) who have
not joined them (therein) yet, behind them, that (there will not be) any fear upon them, and
they will not grieve!
171- They are (thus) giving good news to each other of a blessing from Al-lah, and (therein
again) this “Favor” (10/57-58)! And that certainly, Al-lah will not waste (the nicest) payment
(29/58) of these believers (2/25-26)!
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172- (These are) the ones who have responded (here) to Al-lah and the Messenger (of the
Covenant) after that hardship (3/165) afflicted them. For those who have --by righteously
working on this nicest Utterance (39/23), which consists of these 19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs, here again, in the first place-- (thus) acted nicely (39/34) among them, and are (thus)
pious (2/177), (there will come) a great payment.
173- When the people said to them: Certainly, the people have gathered against you; so you
should fear them! But this has only augmented them in belief (74/31), and they said: Al-lah
suffices us; and a most blessed Guardian (is He)!
174- So they have come back with a blessing from Al-lah, and (this) “Favor” (10/57-58);
no badness touched them. And they have (thus) followed the pleasure of Al-lah (here; 48/29)!
And Al-lah is possessor of a great Favor.
175- Certainly, this satan can only make fear his own friends (7/30). So you shall not fear them;
but fear Me instead, if you are (henceforth thus) believers (2/25-26).
176- Let not those who are hastening (to fall) into the disbelief (2/26-27) grieve you; (for)
certainly, they will not harm Al-lah in the least. Al-lah is (thus) only intending --(because of their
betray; 2/26-27)-- not to make for them any portion in the Last Epoch; and for them --(unless
they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah
here; 3/86-89)-- (there will come) a great retribution.
177- Certainly, those who have bought the disbelief (2/26-27) instead of the belief (2/25-26)
will not harm Al-lah in the least. And for them --(in this case; 4/18)-- (there will eventually thus
come) a painful retribution.
178- Let not those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) think that Our granting respite for
them is good for their souls (23/55-56). (For) We are only granting respite for them --(as long as
they thus obdurately insist on their disbelief; 41/5 and their betray; 2/26-27)-- so that they may
(thus) augment (their) guilt (45/6-7)! So for them --(in this case; 4/18)-- (there will eventually
thus come) a shameful retribution.
179- Al-lah would not leave the believers (in the state) that you are in (now), until He (thus)
distinguishes the dirty from the clean (29/2-3)! And Al-lah would not reveal you the “Unseen”
(=thus also a reference here to that most specific knowledge of the “Unseen,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 81/24); but in fact,
Al-lah selects --(to inform about this most specific “Unseen” now)-- of His Messengers (thus)
whomever He wants (81/19-27)! So (henceforth), you shall (thus) believe in Al-lah and (all)
His Messengers (3/84). And if you (thus) believe (2/25-26) and be pious (2/177), for you (there
will eventually thus come) a great payment.
180- Let not those who (thus) withhold (41/7) what Al-lah has given them of His favor think
that it is good for them; no, it is bad for them! (For) they will (thus) be collared with what they
are withholding (now) on the Day of Resurrection (9/35). And to Al-lah belongs (all) the
inheritance of the skies and the earth (19/40). And Al-lah is fully aware of (all) what you are
“working” on (2/25 X 29/4)!
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181- Definitely, Al-lah has heard the saying of those who have said: Certainly, Al-lah is poor,
but we are rich! So We will write (now) what they have (thus) said, and their killing those givers
of information (18/103-105) based on (those sources that are) different than the “Truth” (45/6-7),
and (then) We will say: So taste (now) retribution of the burner!
182- This is because of what your hands have (thus) sent forth (22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-10 & …)!
And certainly, Al-lah is never unjust to the servants (40/17).
183- And those who have said: Certainly, Al-lah has pledged us that we should not believe
any Messenger, until he brings us a “(bull) offering,” that a “fire” will consume it!
Say: Definitely, the Messengers have come to you before me with the Clear Proofs, and with
what you have said. (Please, see 1 Kings 18/32-39)! So why did you (seek to) kill them, if you
are truthful?
** This specific miracle that these Children of Israel has thus demanded above were thus already fulfilled
through prophet Elijah (peace be upon him) in the past thus in physical and literal sense therein by the
will of our supreme Lord, in the first place. (Please, see now 1 Kings 18/32-39 in this regard.)
And we can clearly see then within those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Moses and prophet
David (peace be upon each of them) that this specific miracle will thus be fulfilled again now through
this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” thus also and specifically
a descendant of prophet David here again, thus in allegorical and mathematical sense herein, as a
“Wonderful Mathematical Miracle,” in this most critical Final Age, by the will of our supreme Lord now.
(So please, see now the Words of Moses 33/9, and then the Words of David 39/19 in this regard.)
So firstly, we should see then “A Joyful Miracle” document here to witness that “(bull) offering,” and
thereafter “A Redeeming Miracle” document to witness that consuming “fire” (by especially paying
attention and clearly noticing that in that first 19 coded magnificent Planning of our supreme Lord there
--on that left side-- that “(bull) offering” is few in number, and in that second 19 coded magnificent
Planning of our supreme Lord there --on that left side-- that “fire” is much bigger in number and so
can easily and wholly “consume” it also in this Mathematical respect) here, in the first place!

184- But if they (still) reject you, (remember that) definitely, (many) Messengers before you
were also rejected. They (also) came with those Clear Proofs (20/133), and the Psalms (26/196),
and the enlightening Written Document (5/44 & 5/46 & …)!
185- Every soul will taste (here) the death. And certainly, --(immediately after this death here,
thus in the other world, in that Hell; 16/28-29 or in that Paradise; 16/32 thus instantly)-your payments will be given to you (therein) on this Day of Resurrection (here; 36/51-54)!
So whoever is saved from the Fire, and admitted into the Garden (then), definitely, he has (thus)
succeeded (48/5)! And this worldly life is nothing but a deceptive enjoyment (57/20).
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186- And you will be tested (here) in your possessions and your souls (2/155), and you will hear
from those who were given the Written Document before you (=this kind of Jews, and
Christians, and Arabs; 98/1), and from those who made partners (=this kind of Buddhists,
Hindus, Atheists, etc. 98/1) many insults. But if you (always) thus remain steadfast (76/24) and
be pious (2/177), certainly, this is of the best conducts!
187- And when Al-lah (thus) took the covenant of those who were given the Written Document
(=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs; 3/3-4): You shall (always) make it clear to the people, and
you will never conceal it! And they have thrown “It” (=this most specific “Written Document,”
which consists of those 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place:
39/23) thus behind their backs (now) (2/101), and they have (thus) traded it away for a cheap
price (2/174)! Ugly indeed is (then) what they are (thus) buying (2/175)!
188- Do not think that those who are rejoicing (now) with what they have (thus) brought
--(which is thus different than the “Truth” here; 40/75), and are loving to be praised though they
have not done --(this “Good Deeds” here; 3/115); so do not think that they will (thus) be secure
from the retribution! (Because) for them --(in this case; 4/18)-- (there will thus eventually come)
a painful retribution!
189- And to Al-lah belongs (all) the ruling dominion of the skies and the earth; and Al-lah is
upon every wanted thing (thus) a best Measurer (54/49)!
190- Certainly, in the creation of the skies and the earth, and the alternation of the night and
the day, (there are thus many) --19 coded, Mathematical-- “Signs” for possessors of the
understanding (2/164)!
191- (Those are) the ones who remember Al-lah (while) standing, and sitting, and on their sides,
reflecting upon --(again thus basically based on all those 19 coded, most precise and accurate
Mathematical computations; 21/30)-- creation of the skies and the earth, (and saying): Our Lord,
You have not created (all) these for (the sake of) this falsehood (29/52); be You glorified!
And so (please), save us from the retribution of the Fire (52/26-28)!
192- Our Lord, certainly whomever You send into the Fire, You have (thus) definitely disgraced
him (9/63)! So for those --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific
“Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here
again, in the first place-- (thus) unjust ones (39/24) there will (consequently thus) be no helpers!
193- Our Lord, certainly, we have heard a caller (=Messenger of the Covenant; 7/158) (who) is
(thus) calling (us) to the belief: You shall (thus) believe in your Lord (3/84); so we have (thus)
believed (2/285)! Our Lord, so (please), forgive us our wrong doings (3/135-136), and remit
from us our badnesses (39/35), and let us die with the kindly acting ones (76/5-22)!
194- Our Lord, and (please), give us what You have (thus) promised us (9/111) through --(those
most miraculous Messages of all)-- Your Messengers (3/84), and (please), do not disgrace us
on the Day of Resurrection (66/8). Certainly, You never break the promise (39/20)!
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195- And their Lord has (thus) responded to them: Certainly, I will not waste any “work”
(=thus a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall
thus “work” for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26) of a “worker”
from among you, male or female, you are (thus) from one another.
So those who have (thus) emigrated (4/100), and have been evicted from their homes (59/8),
and have (thus) been (physically, or emotionally) hurt in My Way (3/186),
and --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side, in the lowest region-- have
(in this “allegorical war” here; 9/111 thus mathematically) “killed,” and --on the right side, in the
lowest region-- (in this “allegorical war” here; 9/111 thus mathematically) got “killed” (=9/111);
I will surely (thus) remit from them their badnesses (39/35), and I will surely admit them into
Gardens beneath which the rivers flow, (thus) as a wage from Al-lah! And Al-lah, (thus) with
Him is the nicest wage!
196- Let not the moving about --(thus arrogantly and boastfully; 8/47 & 34/35)-- of those who
have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) in the towns deceive you.
197- (Because) it is only a (worldly) enjoyment for a short time (23/113-114), then their abode
--(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return
to Al-lah here; 3/86-89)-- will be Hell; and ugly indeed is (that) cradle!
198- But those who have (thus) been pious (2/177) with their Lord, for them (there will be)
Gardens beneath which the rivers flow, as eternal ones therein; an award from Al-lah.
And (thus) what is with Al-lah is (always) the best for those kindly acting ones (2/177)!
199- And certainly, among the followers of the Written Document (=Jews, and Christians, and
Arabs; 3/3-4) (there are those) who (thus) believe in Al-lah (3/84), and what is (thus) “sent
down” upon you, and (also) what is (thus) “sent down” upon them (=21/24), as reverent ones
(here) for Al-lah (17/107-109)!
They do not trade away the “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah for a cheap price (2/41). So those are, for them their payment
will be (thus) with their Lord (28/52-55)! Certainly, Al-lah is swift in reckoning.
200- O those who have (thus) believed (2/25-26), so you shall (thus always) remain steadfast
(2/155-157), and steadfastly act (76/24), and thus be united --(in His Way here; 61/4)!
And (henceforth, thus always) be pious with Al-lah (2/177), so that you may (eventually thus)
prosper (23/1-11)!
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CHAPTER 4
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- O people, be pious with your Lord, the One who has created you --(here thus especially,
in anatomical and genetic respect, thus basically all of them as exactly similar/same)-as/from one soul (=man kind), and He has created therefrom (=thus basically from exactly the
same anatomic and genetic material again) its spouse (=woman kind); --(please, also see in this
respect now: 31/28)-- and He has (thus) spread from two of them (=from those two kinds) many
men and women. So thus (always) be pious (2/177) with Al-lah, the One in Whose (Name) you
are (thus) asking from one another (16/91), and regarding the (ties of) the kinship (8/75).
(And never forget that) certainly, Al-lah is over you (thus) a Watcher (10/61).
2- And you shall give to the orphans their possessions, and never substitute the dirty for the
clean. And do not devour their possessions (by adding them) into your possessions. For certainly,
it is a huge mistake (4/10)!
3- And if you fear that you may not do justice among (all of) these orphans --(in your society),
(then) you may marry --(from their widowed mothers)-- that are lawful for you from among
those women --(thus for each family in your society who may have many sons; then thus for
their two, or three, or four sons)-- as two, and three, and four (brides, with their orphans).
But if you fear that you may not be fair --(among this many widowed mothers and their orphans
in one family)-- then --(for each family in your society who may have one available son for this;
then thus for their one son) only a single (bride, with her orphans); or (you shall be content with
those women in need) that your right hands may have already (thus) accommodated --(through
marriage again here, in the first place) (4/25). These (Commandments) are (thus) most
appropriate that you never deviate (from His Way).
4- And you shall give the women (you have thus married) their gifts (for all their daily, or
weekly needs) in full amount. But if they willingly give back to you any part of it (in some days,
or every day), (then) you may accept it justly, rightfully.
5- And do not give the fools (=those who irresponsibly and uncontrollably follow their own
desires and lust, or those who are mentally handicapped) your possessions that Al-lah has (thus)
made for you a standing (income). But (always) provide for them (=those mentally handicapped
ones) therefrom, and clothe them; and (always) speak to them with compassionate words
(2/263).
6- And you shall test those orphans, when they attain (the age of) marriage. And if you perceive
in them a maturity, (immediately) give to them their possessions. And you shall never devour it
extravagantly and in a hurry, because that they are growing up! And whoever is rich will (totally)
abstain, and whoever is poor may eat (therefrom) in a recognized (minimum, conscientious)
attitude --(as a moderate payment for his guardianship therein). And when you deliver to them
their possessions, make (it) witnessed for them. And Al-lah suffices as a Reckoner.
7- For the men (there will be) a share of what the parents and the close relatives left behind;
and for the women (there will be) a share of what the parents and the close relatives left behind;
whether it is a small (inheritance) there, or a large (one). An obligated share.
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8- And when the close ones, and the orphans, and the poor are present at the distribution (of
the inheritance), provide for them --(thus in an adequate manner; 2/219)-- therefrom, and speak
to them with compassionate words (2/263).
9- Those who have left behind them weak offspring should be mindful, fearing for (the
well being of) them. So they should be pious with Al-lah, and speak (in advance) preventive
--(every kind of injustice that may be done to them)-- statements.
10- Certainly, those who devour the possessions of the orphans unjustly, certainly, they are
(thus) devouring into their bellies a fire; for --(in this case; 4/18 thus eventually)-- they will get
into burner.
11- Al-lah (thus) recommends (a will) for (the benefit of) your children (here): for the male
same portion as the two females (please, also certainly see in this respect now: 4/34). And if they
are women more than two, for them (shall be) two thirds of what (the deceased) has left behind.
And if there is one, for her (shall be) one half. And for his parents, for each one of them
(shall be) one sixth of what he has left behind, if there is a child of him. And if there is not
any child of him, and inheriting him (only) the parents, for his mother (shall be) one third.
And if there are brothers/sisters of him, for his mother (shall be) one sixth, after (the payment of)
a recommendation that he (in advance thus) recommends it (in/as a will) (2/180), or a loan.
Your parents and your children, you do not perceive which of them may be more beneficent
to you. (So all these Commandments are thus) an obligation from Al-lah! Certainly, Al-lah is
knower, wise.
12- And for you (shall be) half of what your spouses have left behind, if there is not any child
of them. And if there is a child of them, for you (shall be) one fourth of what they have left
behind, after (the payment of) a recommendation that they (in advance thus) recommend it (in/as
a will) (2/180), or a loan. And for them (shall be) one fourth of what you have left behind, if
there is not any child of you. And if there is a child of you, for them (shall be) one eighth of
what you have left behind, after (the payment of) a recommendation that you (in advance thus)
recommend it (in/as a will) (2/180), or a loan. If a man (whose property) is being inherited is a
loner (with no parents and no children), or a female person (with no parents and no children),
and (there is) a brother or a sister of him, for each one of them (shall be) one sixth. If they are
more than this, they will be partners in one third, after (the payment of) a recommendation that is
(in advance thus) being recommended (in/as a will) (2/180), or a loan; (thus) without harming
anyone (all these Commandments shall thus carefully be observed). (These are thus) a
recommendation from Al-lah! And Al-lah is knower, clement.
13- These (=thus also a reference here to all of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs,
here again, in the first place: 2/25-26) are (thus) the “Limits” (9/97) of Al-lah! And (henceforth),
whoever (thus) obeys Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97), He will admit him into the
Gardens beneath which the rivers flow, as eternal ones therein. And this is the great success!
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14- And whoever (thus) disobeys Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/98), and acts hostile
against His “Limits” (9/97), He will admit him into the Fire, as eternal one therein. And for him
--(because of this; 45/9)-- (there will thus come) a shameful retribution.
15- Those who (openly) commit the extravagance (=homosexuality) among your women,
you shall call to witness upon them four (persons) from among you (first of all). And if they
(truly and publicly) bear witness, then you shall keep those (women) in the (rehabilitation)
houses until the death (at the end of their normal life here) takes them away (to Heaven; 32/11),
or Al-lah makes for them a way --(through a decent marriage, having children, or/and a healthy
and happy occupation, a good job, activity, etc. here).
16- And those who (openly) commit it (=homosexuality) among your (men), you shall (in the
rehabilitation centers again, thus in order to help them overcome it fast and wholly heal there,
by also preaching and reminding them of these Verses; 7/81-84 & … in the first place,
thus intellectually and emotionally) agitate them. And (thereafter), if they return (towards Him)
and act righteously, leave them alone (and do not bother them). For certainly, Al-lah is (then)
thus Returner (towards them), Merciful (6/54).
17- Certainly, the returning (to Him, thus would be acceptable) by Al-lah is for those who work
for the badnesses out of ignorance, and then they return (to Him) soon after (3/135)! Those are
(the ones) Al-lah will (thus) return to them! And Al-lah is knower, wise.
18- But the returning (to Him) is definitely not (acceptable by Al-lah) for those who work for
the badnesses, until when the death comes to one of them, then he said: Certainly, I have
returned (to Him) now! And not for those who die while they are (thus) disbelievers (2/26-27)!
Those are (the ones) We have prepared for them a painful retribution.
19- O those who have believed, it is not lawful for you to inherit (all the possessions of) those
women (you are thus married with), against (their) will (4/12)!
And do not force them (=those women you have already been divorced with) that they give up
what you have (already) given them --(thus as a dowry in the beginning of the marriage, or as a
gift or possession thereafter; 4/4 & 4/24); except that if they commit a manifest extravagance
(=adultery, or homosexuality; 17/32 & 4/15). And (always) befriend them (=those women you
are married with) in a recognized attitude. And if you (especially, thus in sexual sense here)
dislike them, (remember that) perhaps you may dislike something, and Al-lah may make in it
a lot of goodness (=such as a virtuous spouse who is thus sincerely devoted to Him here, and
righteous children; 25/74).
20- And if you intend --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- to change a “spouse”
--which should actually be on the left side therein-- in place of a “spouse,” --which should
actually be on the right side therein-- and you have already (thus) given to one of them --that
which should have actually been on the right side therein, in the first place-- much value, do not
take back from it anything (thereafter). Would you (totally) take it back (now) by fraudulence,
and a clear guilt?
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21- And how can you take it back, and definitely --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here-- some of you --on the left side-- have already consorted with some --on the right side-(thus as perfect “spouses” therein)? And they (=those “spouses”) have already taken from you
(in the very beginning, thus) a solemn “Covenant” (=2/25-27)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (4/20-21),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Glorious Miracle” document (please, by especially
paying attention and clearly noticing within that second 19 coded, magnificent Table of our supreme Lord
therein that most specific changing the place procedure between these “spouses” (=alabkar & albakarat)
at the very end therein --(as it is thus clearly presented in pages 21-24 therein), in this respect here, in the
first place.

22- And do not marry (the women) whom your fathers thus (already) married (in the past) from
among the women --(when/if they are thus divorced, or widowed now), except what has
(already) passed --(before hearing this Commandment here). But certainly, (henceforth) it is
(thus) an extravagance and an abhorrence; and (what) a bad way!
23- Prohibited for you (in marriage) are your mothers, and your daughters, and your sisters,
and your paternal aunts, and your maternal aunts, and daughters of the brother, and daughters of
the sister, and your foster mothers who have nursed you, and your foster sisters of the nursing,
and mothers of your women, and stepdaughters that are under your roof from your women, those
you have already married them –but if you have not married them yet, not a sin upon youand the (divorced, or widowed) wifes of your sons of your loins, and having two sisters together
(in marriage); except what has (already) passed --(before hearing this Commandment here).
Certainly, Al-lah is --(henceforth, in this case; 6/54 thus always)-- forgiver, merciful.
24- And (all) those guarded ones (by their own husbands through marriage) from the women
--(are thus prohibited for you in marriage), except (those who may have thus run away from their
hostile and violent disbelieving husbands to take refuge with you) and your right hands have thus
accommodated (60/10).
These are (thus) a written commandment of Al-lah to you. And made lawful for you thereafter
are (all those believing -maiden or widow- women; 5/5); you may thus seek (to marry them) by
means of your possessions, maintaining (your morality) not committing (adultery).
So for that you have --(thus in spiritual, mental and physical senses so much)-- benefitted
through this (marriage) from them, you shall give to them their (dowry) payments (ideally to be
set thus in the beginning of the marriage) thus as an obligation (2/237). And not a sin upon you
in what you may mutually agree about it --(as a new or additional adjustment to it)-- after that
obligation. Certainly, Al-lah is knower, wise.
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25- And whoever among you cannot afford to marry those guarded (by their families) believers,
then (he can marry) from (within your society) what your right hands have (thus) accommodated
--(thus by giving them shelter and all their needs and their daily wages therein)-- from among
your believing attendants. And Al-lah knows best your belief, you are --(thus always based on
this straightforward Heavenly criterion; 34/36-37 thus here and in the hereafter only based on
this; 34/36-37 to be thus valued and recompensed by your Lord)-- from one another!
So you may marry them by the permission of their families, and give them their (dowry)
payments in a recognized attitude, maintaining (their morality) not committing (adultery), and
not having secret lovers. And when they have thus been guarded (by you through this marriage),
if they commit an extravagance (=adultery, or homosexuality; 17/32 & 4/15) upon them will be
half of what is upon those guarded ones (by their families) of the punishment (24/2 & 4/15).
These (Commandments) are thus for (those) who may fear a disturbance (because of not getting
married) from among you. And (primarily) your remaining steadfast --(thus by sincerely and
diligently following His --19 coded-- Commandments; 76/24)-- is better/best for you (76/12-22)!
And Al-lah is --(henceforth, in this case; 6/54 thus always)-- forgiver, merciful.
26- Al-lah is (thus) intending to make clear --thus also all of those 19 coded, similar
“words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place-- for you (57/17), and (thus) to guide you
to the principles of those before you (please, see again in this respect now: “the Words of Moses
& Jesus & David & Muhammad” documents, in their entirety), and (thus) to return to you
(25/71)! And Al-lah is knower, wise.
27- And Al-lah is intending (thus) to return to you (6/54); but those who follow (their) lusts
(19/59-60) are (thus) intending that you may deviate (with) a great deviation.
28- Al-lah is (thus) intending to lighten your (burden) (73/20 & 2/286), for the human is created
(mentally and physically) weak.
29- O those who have believed, do not devour your possessions among yourselves falsely,
but only (you may earn) by (honest and truthful) trade with mutual consent among you. And
do not kill (by committing a homicide or a suicide) your souls; for certainly, Al-lah is merciful
towards you.
30- And whoever commits these (sins), (thus) acting hostile and unjustly, We will get him into
the Fire. And this is --(in this case; 4/18 thus rightfully)-- easy for Al-lah.
31- If you (always) refrain from the gross (sins) which you are (thus) forbidden (6/151-152 &
25/68 & …), We will (thus) remit (all) your (other/minor) badnesses from you (6/54), and
We will admit you an honorable admittance.
32- And do not covet (the qualities) that Al-lah has favored therewith (in various aspects,
different subjects) some of you upon some (6/165). For the men (there is) a share of what they
have earned, and for the women (there is) a share of what they have earned.
So (all together) you shall ask Al-lah (now) of His “Favor” (10/57-58)! Certainly, Al-lah is
Knower of every wanted thing.
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33- And for each (of you), We have (thus) appointed heirs (4/7-12) of what the parents and
the close relatives have left behind. And those to whom (you have made a promise) by your
oaths (among your friends, colleagues, etc.) you shall also give them their share (33/6) (as you
have promised to them). Certainly, Al-lah is a Witness upon every wanted thing.
34- The men are (financially) sustaining ones --(because those properties are already thus defined as
sustaining (income) here; 4/5)-- for the women, for that Al-lah has (thus) favored (in different aspects)
some of them upon some, and (thus) for that they (are responsible to) distribute (for the benefit
of the women) from their properties. So the righteous women (who will thus be a free and happy
housewife) shall (accordingly) be subservient (to Him) (3/43) (also for His such great favor
here), and they will guard the unseen (=their chastity) that Al-lah has thus (commanded to be)
guarded. But those that you fear their (unchastely) conduct (from among the women, who may
have thus gone astray because of carelessness or unawareness): So (first) you shall (nicely)
preach them, (then) you may (also) forsake them in (their) beds (for sometime), and (then, if they
still do not hearken to none of these messages in no way, finally) you shall --(with these most
critical and important two examples, that Al-lah has thus struck them for all people in this regard
here; 66/10 & 66/11 thus after reciting them loudly, then with that paper --(definitely not with
any other object or hands, but certainly and only with this paper)-- of which these Verses are thus
written on each side, only in a symbolic manner thus very lightly)-- strike them (on their left
ears; 66/10 once, and on their right ears; 66/11 once)! And (after this), if they (perceive the
importance of this symbolic Message and finally hearken to His most critical and important
Commandments here; 66/10-11 and thus) obey you (in this regard), do not seek any (other) way
(=divorce; 2/226-227) against them. Certainly, Al-lah is high, great.
** Our supreme Lord has thus basically appointed and made the men responsible here thus to always
work and provide for their wifes and children, because that He has thus granted them some advantages
(e.g. their not being pregnant, being physically a little bit stronger and fit for many kinds of work, etc.).
But because that our supreme Lord thus only in a basic and ideal sense recommends this in the above
Verse, and He does not make it in the form of an absolute obligatory Commandment constantly and
for all, we can easily and legitimately infer here that if some women freely choose to work from early
ages or later on, (of course, ideally after also reaching a mutual agreement and consent of their families
and husbands in this regard), they can always lawfully do this, abiding with all the Laws and Regulations
of our supreme Lord herein. And in this instance, we can again easily and legitimately infer here that
all these working women may also thus be entitled to the same share of the inheritance as their brothers
(4/11), in the first place then.

35- And if you fear a breach between them (=husband and wife), you shall (immediately)
appoint a judge from his family and a judge from her family. If they (=those judges) intend for
a righteous reconciliation (here), Al-lah may (again) restore harmony between two of them.
Certainly, Al-lah is knower, cognizant.
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36- And you shall serve Al-lah, and do not make partner with Him --(in His judgments; 18/26)-nothing! And be kind to the parents, and to the close ones, and the orphans, and the poor, and
the close neighbor, and the distant neighbor, and the friend by (your) side, and son of the way
(=homeless, wayfarer), and what your right hands have accommodated (=hirelings, laborers, or
workers). Certainly, Al-lah does not love (the one) who is arrogant, boastful.
37- (These are) the ones who are stingy, and commanding the people to be stingy, and (thus)
they are concealing what Al-lah has given them of His favor (41/7)! So We have prepared
for these disbelievers (2/26-27 eventually thus) a shameful retribution.
38- And (these are) the ones who are distributing (out of) their wealth (only) to be seen by
the people, and they do not believe (thus) in Al-lah (2/136-137), and not (this) Last Day (2/62)!
And whoever the satan (thus) becomes for him (now) a companion (43/36), (what) a bad
companion!
39- And what is (the matter) with them; shouldn’t they have (thus) believed in Al-lah (2/136)
and (this) Last Day (2/62), and (thus) distributed (in His Way) of what Al-lah has provided
for them (16/75)? So Al-lah is knower of them (11/5).
40- Certainly, Al-lah does not treat (anyone) unjustly even so much as the weight of a
particle (21/47). And if it is a nice action, He (thus) multiplies it (6/160); and He gives from
Himself a great payment.
41- And how (will it be then), when We will bring from every society a witness, and We will
(thus) bring you (then) upon these (people) as a witness?
42- On that day, those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27) and disobeyed the Messenger
(=Gabriel; 2/97-98) will wish that they were level with the ground! And they will not conceal
from Al-lah (then) any utterance (17/13-14)!
43- O those who have believed, do not go near the Support prayer (2/238) while you are (thus)
dizzied (16/67), until you (clearly) know what you are saying. And not in an impure condition
(due to ejaculation), except that (when) you are traveller on the way, until you (thus) wash
yourselves (first) (5/6). And if you are ill or on a journey, or one of you came from the
(main) toilet, or you (in sexual sense) touched the women and could not find water (in any of
these instances), then (immediately) contact a clean soil, and wipe your faces and your hands
(therewith). Certainly, Al-lah is (then) pardoner, forgiver.
44- Do you not see those who were given a share of the Written Document (=Jews, or
Christians, or Arabs; 3/3-4), and (how) they are (still) buying the straying (2/16), and intending
that you (too) thus stray off (3/69) the Way (9/111)!
45- And Al-lah knows best your enemies (60/2); and Al-lah (thus) suffices as a (guiding,
protecting) Master (7/196), and Al-lah (thus) suffices as a (one and only) Helper (3/160)!
46- From among those who Repented (=Jews; 7/156) (there are the ones) who are distorting
(now) the “Words” --on those 19 coded Tables here-- out of their (rightful) places!
and saying: We have heard and disobeyed! (So you too) hear (us), (the one) without hearing!
and: Shepherd us! (thus) twisting with their tongues, and mocking the “Religion” (=thus an
indication here to this most specific “Religion,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 48/28).
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But had they said: We have heard and obeyed! (So you too) hear (us); and Watch over us!
it would be better/best for them (now), and more/most standing. But Al-lah has condemned
them (now) because of their disbelief (2/26-27). So they --(as long as they thus act ungratefully
and continue to betray His Covenant here; 2/26-27)-- will not believe, except a few --(who may
thus act gratefully and thus be perfectly loyal to Him here; 4/162)! (Please, in this respect also
certainly, see now: Isaiah 10/21-22)!
** To see all those most miraculous and informative Verses, together, in which our supreme Lord
in a most Wise manner has already thus clearly foretold about and described all these kind of willful
people from among these Jews, who will thus try to unjustly impair and nullify now His “19 coded,
magnificent Plannings,” in which there is thus --neither logical, nor mathematical aspects-- absolutely
no flaw and no contradiction (4/82 & 18/1-2) through some fully deliberate, ill and crooked techniques,
and all those complete and perfect answers of our supreme Lord, which has already thus been given
in advance, thus in a most Wise and prescient manner here (4/46 & 5/41 & 13/33 & …),
we should again see now “A Celestial Miracle,” and then “A Supernal Miracle,” and then “A Redeeming
Miracle” documents, in these respects, here in the first place. And then we should specifically pay
attention and thus also clearly see therein all those most miraculous and critical prophecies of prophet
David and Isaiah (peace be upon each of them), in which they clearly speak about and strongly condemn
all these fully deliberate, ill and crooked actions of these kind of willful Jews now against his descendant,
this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here, in this most critical
Final Age.

47- O those who were given the Written Document (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs; 3/3-4),
so you shall believe in what We have “sent down” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
as it is “sent down” thus here again, in the first place: 39/23) thus fulfilling what is with you
(=Torah, and Gospel, and Quran here; 2/101), before We erase (some) faces and turn them on
their backs, or condemn them as We have condemned (those) people of the Sabbath (here; 2/65).
And the command of Al-lah is (always) accomplished!
48- Certainly, Al-lah does not forgive to be made partners with Him --(anyone, or anything
in His judgments; 18/26), and He may forgive what is other/lesser than this --(thus in this
case; 4/17)-- for whomever He wants. But whoever --(thus stubbornly and lifelong; 4/18)-make partners with Al-lah --(someone, or something in His judgments; 42/21 & 41/37 & …),
definitely, he has (thus) fabricated a great (unforgivable) guilt!
49- Did you not see those who are (thus) cleansing their own souls (19/73)? No, Al-lah (thus)
cleanses (2/151) whomever He wants (13/27); and they will not be treated unjustly even
a whit (21/47).
50- See how they are (still) thus fabricating upon Al-lah the lie (16/86-87); and it suffices
as a clear guilt!
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51- Do you not see those who were given a share of the Written Document (=Jews,
or Christians, or Arabs; 3/3-4), and (how) they are (still) believing in that invention and the
transgressor (7/185-186), and saying of those who have (thus) disbelieved (=among Hindus,
or Buddhists, or Atheists, etc. here; 98/1): (Even) these (people) are better guided than those who
have (thus) believed (here; 2/25-26) in the way!
52- Those are the ones whom Al-lah has (therefore) condemned. And whomever Al-lah (thus)
condemns (3/86-87), --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely
and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/88-89)-- you will not find for him any helper.
53- Or for them (is there) a share in the ruling dominion (38/10-11)? Then they would not give
the people even a bit.
54- Or do they envy the people (now) for what Al-lah has (thus) given them of His “Favor”
(here; 10/57-58)? Definitely, We have (thus) given to the family of Abraham (29/27) the
Written Document and the Wisdom, and We have (thus) given them a great ruling dominion.
55- And among them (there are the ones) who have (thus) believed in it (3/199), and among
them (there are the ones) who have (thus) repelled from it (3/99). So Hell will suffice as a burner
(for these)!
56- (For) certainly, those who have (thus) disbelieved in Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to
each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), (consequently), We will get them into Fire!
Whenever their skins are burnt (therein), We will give them new skins, so that they may thus
(constantly) taste the retribution (therein). Certainly, Al-lah is mighty, wise.
** In the most equitable and fair Justice system of our supreme Lord, every person is requited only and
exactly by/for what he does here (40/17); so no one is ever to be punished or burned unjustly, in the
hereafter (40/17, 40).
So because that those disbelievers described in the above Verse are themselves thus despotic and cruel
here, who do every kind of evil, severely punish and even bomb and burn His believing servants here
--and if they were capable would thus always really intend or/and actually do it here continuously and
forever (85/4-8 & 6/27-28),
so in the hereafter they themselves shall thus be punished and burnt continuously and forever thus as a
most equitable and just requital for them there (8/50-51 & 10/27 & 22/22 & …).
But of course, the mercy and forgiveness of our supreme Lord will still be attainable here even by these
kind of despotic and cruel disbelievers, if they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus
sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here (4/17 & 8/38 & 85/10), thus before it is too late here
then (4/18)!

57- And those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a
reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work
for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), We will admit them into
Gardens beneath which the rivers flow, as eternal ones therein, forever. With them are pure
spouses therein (36/56-57). And We will (thus) admit them into a blissful shade.
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58- Certainly, Al-lah commands you (thus) to deliver those trusts to those entitled to it (2/283),
and when you judge between the people, (thus) to judge (4/105) with equity (4/135)!
Certainly Al-lah, (here), blessed indeed is what He is (thus) “Preaching” (11/120) you thereby!
Certainly, Al-lah is hearer, seer.
59- O those who have believed, you shall --in all Religious matters-- (thus) obey Al-lah (28/70
& 12/40), and --in all Security matters-- (thus) obey the Messenger (of the Covenant here; 59/7)
and those in charge among you (4/83)! And if you dispute in any matter, (thus immediately)
bring it back to Al-lah and the Messenger (of the Covenant here; 4/65), if you (henceforth
thus) believe in Al-lah and the Last Day (2/62)! This will be better/best; and nicest in
conclusion.
60- Do you not see those who claim that they have (truly) believed in what is “sent down”
to you (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” as it is “sent down” thus here again, in the first
place: 39/23), and what was (thus) “sent down” before you (here; 3/3-4), (how) they are (still)
intending towards that transgressor (7/185-186) that it might judge (between them)?
And definitely, they are (thus) certainly commanded to disbelieve in it (45/6-7)! And the satan is
(thus) intending to lead them astray in a far straying (6/112-113)!
61- And when it is said to them: Come (now) to what Al-lah has (thus) “sent down” (39/23)
and to the Messenger (of the Covenant here; 39/41), you saw those hypocrites (immediately)
turning away from you with (utter) turning away.
62- And how (will it be then), when an affliction afflicts them because of what their hands
have sent forth (24/63), then they come to you swearing by Al-lah, (saying): We have not
intended but for a nice action and a conciliation!
63- Those are the ones Al-lah knows what is in their hearts. So you shall keep away from them
(now); but (always) thus “Preach” (11/120) them, and say to them in their souls an influent
saying.
64- And We have not sent any Messenger except (thus) to be obeyed (5/92) by the permission
of Al-lah! And if certainly they, when they have (thus) acted unjustly (now) to their own souls,
(immediately) come to you and sought forgiveness of Al-lah, and (this) Messenger (of the
Covenant; 7/158) thus sought forgiveness for them, they would certainly find Al-lah (thus)
a Returner (4/17), Merciful.
65- Never indeed, and by your Lord; they do not (truly) believe until they (thus) make you
a judge (4/105) in (all) that they dispute among themselves, then they do not find in their souls
any hardship regarding what you --(in fact, thus exactly and only by Al-lah’s judgments here
again, of course; 6/114)-- decreed, and (thereby thus) surrender (to Him here; 3/84) in (total)
surrender.
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66- And had We written upon them: You shall (instantly) kill your souls! or, (immediately)
Leave your homes (for the sake of Al-lah now)! they would not have done it (47/36-37), except
a few of them. So (thus as a much easier and attainable Commandment here), if they did (for the
sake of Al-lah now) what they are (thus) being “Preached” with it (=thus a reference here to that
most specific “Preaching,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 11/120), it would be better/best for them (here), and most prompt
in strengthening (their faith).
67- And then We would give them from Us a great payment.
68- And We would --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- (thus) “guide” (39/23)
them into a standing path (6/161)!
69- So whoever (thus) obeys Al-lah and the Messenger (of the Covenant here; 5/92), they (will
eventually thus belong) with those upon whom Al-lah has (thus) blessed: (all) those Informers,
and the Truthful, and the Witnesses, and the Righteous! And a nicest company indeed are these!
70- This is (thus) a “Favor” (10/57-58) of Al-lah, so Al-lah suffices as the Knower (of it)!
71- O those who (have) believed, you shall take your precautions; and go forth --now, thus
on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- as/in units, or go forth --on the right side-- as/in
masses!
72- And certainly, among you (there are the ones) who are tarrying behind; if an affliction
--now, thus therein again, in that lowest region-- afflicts you, he says: Definitely, Al-lah has
(thus) blessed upon me, that I was not a witness (to that affliction) --therein-- with them!
73- And if a favor --now, thus also therein again, in that upper regions-- comes to you from
Al-lah, he says, as if no friendship ever existed between you and him: Alas, (I wish) I was with
them, and succeeded --therein-- with a great success!
74- So those who have sold this worldly life (now) for the Last Epoch shall --in Mathematical
respect-- thus “fight” in the Way of Al-lah (9/111)! And whoever --in Mathematical respect-thus “fights” in the Way of Al-lah (9/111), and --now, on those 19 coded Tables, on the left side,
in that lowest region-- gets “killed,” or --on the right side, in that upper region-- “defeats,”
We will (thus) give him a great payment (=9/111)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (4/71-74),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Glorious Miracle,” and then also “A Special
Miracle” documents in these respects here, in the first place.
** Because that throughout the Quran Testament this specific pronoun: “huve” (=he) is thus basically
and essentially used by our supreme Lord thus referring to a male and also a female equally (e.g. please,
see now: 16/97) we do not need to use such forms as (=s/he & he/she) in nowhere here, because whenever
we see this specific pronoun: “huve” (=he), we shall thus always clearly and rightfully understand it as
referring to a male and also a female equally, in all of these Verses (2/112 & … & 101/7) throughout
this Quran Testament.
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75- And why should you not --in Mathematical respect-- thus “fight” in the Way of Al-lah
(9/111), for (the benefit of) the weak ones from among those men and the women and the
children? Those who are saying: Our Lord, (please), take us out from this city whose people are
--by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists
of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) unjust ones (39/24);
and so (please), make for us --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables, regarding that left side-a friend (8/73) from Your station, and (please), make for us --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables, regarding that left side-- a helper (8/74) from Your station!
76- Those who have believed are --in Mathematical respect-- thus “fighting” in the Way of
Al-lah (9/111); and those who have disbelieved are (thus) “fighting” in the way of the
transgressor (7/186)! So you shall thus “fight” against the friends of the satan (7/30) --now,
thus on those 19 coded Tables, thus to take them down there into those lowest regions-certainly, the snare of the satan is weak (8/48)!
77- Did you not see those to whom it was said: Draw your hands back, and observe the
Support prayer (2/238) and give the Cleansing rate (8/41)! But when this --mathematical-“fighting” (9/111) is written for them (now), then a party of them fear the people like (their) fear
of Al-lah, or deeper in fear (2/150). And they said: Our Lord, why have You written for us this
--mathematical-- “fighting” (9/111)? If only You respite us to a near appointed time!
Say: The materials of this world are nil, and the Last Epoch will be better/best for (those) who
are (thus) pious (39/33)! And you will not be treated unjustly even a whit (21/47).
78- Wherever you are, the death will catch up with you, even if you are in (such) formidable
castles (85/1). And if --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-a “niceness” touches them, they say: This is from Al-lah! And if --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- a “badness” touches them, they say: This is from you!
Say: Every of them is from Al-lah! So what (is the matter) with this people, that they will almost
not understand any “Utterance” (=thus also an exclusive reference here to each one of those most
specific “Utterances,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/23)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (4/78),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Redeeming Miracle” document --(please,
by especially paying attention and clearly noticing there within that second region of that 19 coded
magnificent Table of our supreme Lord, this “badness” (=sayyeat) on the left side, and this “niceness”
(=hasanat) on the right side thus first of all therein)-- in this respect, here in the first place.

79- (Thereafter), whatever touches you (in this worldly life) of a niceness, it is from Al-lah,
and whatever touches you of a badness, it is (thus) from your own soul (42/30)!
And We have (thus) sent you to (all) the people as a Messenger --(of the Covenant here; 7/158),
and (in this regard, thus) Al-lah suffices (here again) as a Witness (13/43)!
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80- Whoever obeys the Messenger (of the Covenant here), is (indeed thus) obeying Al-lah
(5/92)! But whoever turns away, (then) We have not sent you over them as a protector.
** Because that this “Messenger of the Covenant” shall thus always act only in accordance with and
under these most equitable and superior “Judgements” (=Hukm) of Al-lah now (4/105), in this
most critical Final Age, and thus also firmly command all the people to act only in accordance with and
under these most equitable and superior “Judgements” (=Hukm) of Al-lah now (6/114),
whoever thus obeys this “Messenger of the Covenant” now is thus indeed only obeying Al-lah, who is
thus the one and only Creator and Prescriber of all these most equitable and superior “Judgements”
(=Hukm) in the first place here (5/91-92 & …)!

81- And they are saying: Obedience! But when they go out of your presence, a group of them
(immediately) schemed different than --(this “Saying;” 13/33)-- you were (thus) saying!
And Al-lah is writing what they are (thus) scheming. So (now) keep away from them, and trust
(only) in Al-lah; and (thus) Al-lah suffices as a trusted Advocate (3/160).
82- Do they (still) not (carefully) study the “Reading” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that
most specific “Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 36/69)? If it were from (anyone) other than Al-lah, they would have
found in it many contradictions!
** To clearly see and unmistakably perceive here the perfect nature of all those 19 coded, magnificent
Plannings of our supreme Lord, that He has thus sent down --up to now, as clearly presented within
those 19 most basic and essential documents-- for all peoples on earth, in this most critical Final Age,
thus by His promised “Messenger of the Covenant” here, we should see again “A Celestial Miracle”
document, and then all those other most Miraculous documents as well, carefully and one by one,
thus to clearly see and unmistakably perceive there how our supreme Lord has thus created --even from
before the foundation of this world-- each of them --in logical or mathematical aspects-- without any
contradiction, thus each and every time within those most straightforward and clear, flawless and perfect
Principles, on both sides (18/1-2), thus as matchless and magnificent “Readings” (17/88 & 36/69) here,
in the first place!

83- When there comes to them a rumor (whether) of the security or the fear, they immediately
spread it. But had they brought it to the Messenger (of the Covenant; 7/158) (first), and to those
in charge among them, those who search for it from among them would (actually) know it.
And if it were not for the Favor of Al-lah upon you, and His Mercy (10/57-58), you would have
(thus) followed the satan (here), except a few.
84- So you shall --in Mathematical respect-- (thus) “fight” in the Way of Al-lah (9/111)!
You are responsible only for your own soul; and exhort (all) those believers (to do the same).
Perhaps, Al-lah will --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here-- restrain the might of the
“disbelievers!” For Al-lah is stronger/strongest --thus also therein, on the left side-- in Might,
and stronger/strongest --thus also therein, on the right side-- in Prowess!
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** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (4/84),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Glorious Miracle,” and then also “A Special
Miracle” documents in these respects here, in the first place.

85- Whoever intercedes (for a good deed) with a nice intercession, there will be a share for him
thereof; and whoever intercedes (for an evil deed) with a bad intercession, there will be a portion
for him thereof. And Al-lah is upon every wanted thing a Nourisher (41/10).
86- When you are greeted with a greeting, you shall greet with a nicer (greeting) than that, or
(at least) return it (with an equal one). Certainly, Al-lah is upon every wanted thing a reckoner.
87- Al-lah; there is no Ilah (=God) but (thus) only He (28/70)! He will (thus) gather you to
the Day of Resurrection, not a doubt in it (39/67-69). And who is more truthful than Al-lah
in (such) an “Utterance” (=39/23) (now)?
88- But what (is the matter) with you, that you are divided into two parties (now) regarding
those hypocrites? And (though) Al-lah has (thus) condemned them for what they have earned.
So are you (still) intending --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- (thus) to “guide”
(2/25-26), whom Al-lah has (thus) sent astray (2/26-27)? And whomever Al-lah --(thus because
of their own betrayal, in the first place; 2/26-27)-- sends astray, you will not find for him
thereafter --(in this case; 18/57)-- any way!
89- They wish that you disbelieve as they have disbelieved (2/26-27), and you become equal!
So you shall not take from among them any friends, until they --(regretting their betrayal; 2/26
and thus sincerely and rightfully returning to Al-lah here; 4/17)-- emigrate in the Way (9/111)
of Al-lah. And if they turn away, you may --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left
side-- take them and --by throwing them into that lowest region, mathematically-- “kill” them,
wherever you find them --therein!
And (henceforth), you shall not take from among them --(in this case; 60/9)-- any friend, and
not a helper.
90- Except those who join a people between you and them (there is) a covenant. Or (those who)
have come to you, and their chests are straitened against fighting you, or fighting their people.
And had Al-lah willed, He could have enabled them against you (to test you therewith), and
(then) they would have (thus) fought you. So if they leave you alone (now) and do not fight you,
and (thus) accept from you (the terms of) the Surrender (here; 2/256 & 60/8), (then) Al-lah has
not made for you any way --(for no kind of attack)-- against them (60/8).
91- You will find others wishing to be secure from you, and be secure from their own people.
But whenever they are called to (take part in such) a persecution (85/10), they (immediately)
get pulled into it. So if they do not leave you alone (now), or (thus) accept from you (the terms
of) the Surrender (here; 2/256 & 60/8), and do not draw their hands back, you may --now, thus
on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- take them and --by throwing them into that
lowest region, mathematically-- “kill” them, wherever you encounter them --therein!
And those are (the ones) We have (thus) made for you upon them --here, thus in Mathematical
respect-- a clear evidence!
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92- It does not behove a believer to kill a believer, unless it be by mistake. And whoever kills
a believer by mistake, (its atonement will be) freeing a staff (=hireling, laborer, or a worker)
believer --(from his labor at least for two months, by paying him his wages for two months
therein)-- and (then he must also pay) a compensation to be delivered to his (=deceased person’s)
family, except that they may forfeit it as a charity --(thus for expiation of their own sins; 5/45).
But if he is from a people that is hostile to you, while he is a believer, then (only) freeing a staff
(=hireling, laborer, or a worker) believer --(from his labor at least for two months by paying him
his wages for two months therein at once)-And if he is from a people between you and them (there is) a covenant, (first he must pay)
a delivered compensation to his (=deceased person’s) family and (then) freeing a staff (=hireling,
laborer, or a worker) believer --(from his labor at least for two months by paying him his wages
for two months therein)-And whoever cannot find (these), then fasting for two months, consecutively, (is required from
him). (This is thus a means for) returning (to him; 4/17) by Al-lah! And Al-lah is knower, wise.
93- But whoever kills a believer, on purpose, his reward is Hell, as eternal one therein. And
Al-lah is angry with him and condemns him, and --(here, if he does not immediately regret his
grave sin now, and thus very seriously and urgently return to Al-lah here; 85/10 = 4/17)-- He has
(thus) prepared for him a great retribution.
94- O those who have believed, when you proceed in the Way of Al-lah, (first, you must
always) clearly (understand)! And never say to (those) who accept from you (these terms of)
Surrender (here; 2/256 & 60/8-9): (But) you are not a believer! thus seeking (some) benefit of
this worldly life. (And never forget that) the abundant acquisitions (48/19-20) are (thus) with
Al-lah! (And never forget that) you were like this before, but Al-lah has (thus) conferred a gift
upon you (3/164); so you shall thus (always) clearly (understand) --(whether they are civil and
peaceful; 60/8 or wild and hateful; 60/9 first, thus to respond to them in a suitable and humane
manner then). Certainly, Al-lah is aware of what you are working for (17/84).
95- The sitting ones among the believers without having (any such) handicap (9/91 & 24/61),
and (thus) the striving ones in the Way (9/111) of Al-lah with their possessions and their souls
are not equal. Al-lah has favored (thus) the striving ones (25/52) with their possessions and their
souls upon those sitting ones a (higher) degree. And for every (of them) He has promised the
nicest. But Al-lah has favored (thus) the striving ones (25/52) upon those sitting ones with a
great payment.
96- (Highest) degrees (of rank) from Him (3/163), and a forgiveness and mercy (for them, and
thus also for all those handicapped here, along with them; 9/91-92 & 24/61). And Al-lah is
--(in this case; 25/70 thus always)-- forgiver, merciful.
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97- Certainly, those whom the Angels (thus) put to death while (they are) --by having thus
ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) unjust ones (39/23-25) to their own
souls; and those (Angels) said (therein): What was (the matter) with you? They said: We were
weak ones on the earth! Those (Angels) said: Was not the earth of Al-lah spacious enough that
you could (thus) emigrate (4/100) therein? So those are (the ones), their abode --(because of their
such disbelief and lies here; 4/141-142)-- will be Hell; and (what) a bad destiny!
98- Except those (really) weak ones from among the men and the women and the children, who
could not find any solution, and could not be guided to any way (to emigrate).
99- And those are (the ones), perhaps Al-lah will (thus) pardon them. For Al-lah is --(within
this most equitable and fair Principle; 2/286 in this case always)-- pardoner, forgiver.
100- And whoever --(if he is thus persecuted in his own home; 16/110 because of his belief;
3/84)-- emigrates (now) in the Way of Al-lah (9/111) will find on the earth many places of
refuge and resources. And whoever goes forth (now) from his house --(here, especially also
for such a Visitation; 3/96-97 thus)-- emigrating to Al-lah and His Messenger (of the Covenant;
27/91), then the death catches up with him (therein), definitely, his payment is (thus) reserved
with Al-lah (3/157)! And Al-lah is forgiver, merciful.
101- And when you proceed on the earth, not upon you any sin in shortening the Support
prayers (2/238), if you feared that those who have disbelieved may (thus) persecute (85/4-10)
you. (For) certainly, these disbelievers (2/26-27) are clear enemies to you.
102- And when you are with those (believers), and lead the Support prayer for them;
(first of all), a group of them shall stand with you, and they will also take their arms (with them).
And --(after reciting all these Verses; 1/1-7 & 59/22-24 & 17/111 & … and thus supported Him,
and in the very end after thus magnifying Him again; 17/111)-- when they (thus) prostrate (55/6)
(and thus fulfilled their Support prayer), they will (go and) stay behind you.
Then, other group will come forward, who has not Supported yet, and they will --(by reciting
all these Verses; 1/1-7 & 2/255 & 112/1-4 & … thus exactly and immediately with you again)-thus Support (Him) along with you, and they will take their precautions and arms. For those who
have disbelieved (2/26-27) wish that you neglected your arms and equipments, so that they may
attack you in a (sudden) attack. And not a sin upon you, if there is a hardship for you because of
the heavy rain --(that is unique in certain months within this holy City in the West; 27/91), or
you are ill, in putting down your ams (then). But you shall (always) take your precautions.
Certainly, Al-lah has prepared for these disbelievers (2/26-27) --(unless they immediately regret
their betrayal and aggresion; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here;
3/88-89)-- (in the very end thus) a shameful retribution (8/50-51)!
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103- And when you have (thus) performed the Support prayer, you shall (thereafter again)
remember Al-lah while standing, sitting, and (laying) on your sides. And when you are secure
(from all danger), you shall --(then all of the believers, at each and every time, while they are
alone or in congregation, by reciting all those Verses above, one after the other, within each of
those two units of Prayer above, thus wholly and perfectly)-- observe the Support prayers;
certainly, the Support prayer is --(henceforth, thus three times a day)-- written (obligation)
(11/114 & 2/238) upon (all) these believers (5/48)!
** Because that this promised “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” has already thus clearly been
foretold about and supported within all of those most miraculous prophecies of those great Prophets,
that he would thus mainly be similar with his honorable ancestor prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
him) with regard to “khuluq” (=Quranic text), but would thus essentially be different with regard to
“khalq” (=Heavenly commandments) here, in this most critical Final Age, he shall thus set forth now
all these essential and Universal commandments (thus with regard to Support prayers, Fasting, and all
those others here; 5/48) for all nations on earth by the permission of our supreme Lord, and with the full
consent and support of his honorable ancestors prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
both of them) in the first place, here in this regard --provided that he would fully believe in and affirm
all those Regional commandments that they thus set forth for their main nations (=Children of Jacob:
Israeli Jews & Children of Ishmael: Saudi Arabs) therein again in this rightful manner now; 2/185)-So to witness all those related most miraculous prophecies of prophet David and prophet Muhammad
(peace be upon both of them) in this regard, and thus their full consent and support unto their descendant,
this promised “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here, also in these most important issues herein,
we should again see now “An Awesome Miracle 1 & 2,” and then “An Amazing Miracle” documents,
in this respect, here in the first place.

104- And do not waver --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, on each side-- in pursuing
those (aggressive) people --thus to take them down there, into that lowest region-- (48/16)!
If you suffer, certainly they also are suffering --(by thus striving in his way here; 4/76), as you
suffer --(by thus striving in His Way here; 4/76). And (eventually) you expect from Al-lah what
they never expect (61/10-13)! And Al-lah is knower, wise.
105- Certainly, We have sent down to you the “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to
that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) as the Truth, that you may judge among the people
(only) with that Al-lah has (thus) shown you here (6/114)! So (henceforth), never be a disputant
on behalf of those traitors (4/60).
106- And thus (always) seek forgiveness of Al-lah (47/19)! Certainly, Al-lah is --(in this case;
3/147-148 always)-- forgiver, merciful.
107- And do not argue on behalf of those who are (thus) acting traitorously to their own souls.
For certainly, Al-lah does not love any (such) traitor, guilty (45/6-7).
108- (Here), they are keeping hidden from the people, but they do not keep hidden from Al-lah!
For He is with them (58/7) when they are (thus) scheming what He does not approve (=those
void/exempt ones) of the “Saying” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Saying,”
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which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first
place: 13/33)! And Al-lah (totally) surrounds what they are (thus crookedly) working on (41/40)!
109- Here you are, these (people); (some of) you have (still) argued on behalf of them in this
worldly life; but who will argue with Al-lah on behalf of them on the Day of Resurrection
(41/40), or who will be an advocate for them (there) (45/34-35)?
110- But whoever (thus) works for a badness (out of ignorance), or acts unjustly to his soul,
then (immediately returns) and seeks forgiveness of Al-lah, he will find Al-lah (thus) forgiver,
merciful (3/135-136)!
111- And whoever earns a guilt (4/50 & 2/219 & 2/283 & …), he (thus) only earns it against
his own soul. And Al-lah is knower, wise.
112- And whoever earns a wrong, or a guilt, then casts (the blame) thereof unto an innocent one;
definitely, he has (thus) committed a fraud, and a clear guilt!
113- And if it were not for the Favor of Al-lah upon you, and His Mercy (10/57-58), a group
of them (already) tried to lead you astray. And they cannot (thus) lead astray except their own
souls; and they cannot harm you in the least. For Al-lah has (thus) sent down to you the “Written
Document” (39/23) and the “Wisdom” (54/5), and He has (thus) taught you what you never
knew (11/49)! And the “Favor” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Favor,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
10/58) of Al-lah upon you has (thus) been great!
114- (There is) nothing good in many of their private conferences, except whoever commands
with (such) a charity (9/60), or a recognized attitude (3/110), or a righteous conciliation (2/224)
among the people. And whoever does this (therein), thus seeking the pleasure of Al-lah, We will
give him a great payment.
115- And whoever opposes the Messenger (of the Covenant; 7/158), after the “Guidance” (=thus
a reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) has (thus) become manifest to him,
and follows a way that is different than that of the believers (here; 6/151-153), We will turn him
away (then), wherever he (himself) has thus (willfully) turned away, and --(in this case; 4/18 thus
eventually)-- We will get him into Hell; and (what) a bad destiny!
116- Certainly, Al-lah does not forgive to be made partners with Him (anyone, or anything
in His judgments; 18/26), and He may forgive what is other/lesser than this --(thus in this
case; 4/17)-- for whomever He wants. But whoever --(thus deliberately and lifelong; 4/18)-make partners with Al-lah (someone, or something in His judgments; 9/31 & 41/37 & …),
definitely, he has (thus) strayed a far (unforgivable) straying!
117- They are not (thus) calling on besides Him except (such) females (53/27), and (in fact),
they are not (thus) calling on except (that) rebellious satan!
118- Al-lah has condemned him. And (thereupon) he said: I will surely (thus) recruit a definite
share of Your servants (38/82-83)!
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119- And I will lead them astray, and I will (thus) lead them into wishful thinking (2/78)!
And I will command them so that they will --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables,
on the left side-- cut off the ears of the “cattle,” and I will command them so that they will
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables, on the right side-- alter the “creation” of Al-lah!
So whoever (thus) takes (for himself) the satan as a master (7/30) instead of Al-lah (7/196),
definitely, he has lost with a clear loss!
120- Here, (the satan) is promising them, and he is (thus) leading them into wishful thinking
(2/78-79); and (in fact), the satan is not promising them except (thus) a deceit (6/112-113)!
121- So those are (the ones), their abode --(here in this case; 4/18 thus)-- will be Hell; and
--(because of this; 6/27-28)-- they will not find any escape from it!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (4/119),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Joyful Miracle,” and then “A Supernal Miracle”
documents --(please, by especially paying attention and clearly noticing within that first 19 coded
magnificent Table of our supreme Lord that “alnaam/alanam” (=cattle/cattles) on the left side there;
and then within that second 19 coded magnificent Table of our supreme Lord that “alKhaleq” (=Creator)
on the right side there, and how those willful people described in the above Verse will try to deliberately
“cut off” now, and then “alter” these phenomena by the command of satan here; 4/119-120)-- in these
respects, here in the first place.
** And in this above Verse (4/119) our supreme Lord is thus also pointing out and thus miraculously
informing us about some willful people, who may thus try to deliberately alter those DNA codes (which
are again thus created by our supreme Lord from the very beginning in a perfect “Symmetrical Design,”
basically based on that Fibonacci sequence, which is crowned by number “19” again by our supreme Lord
thus on both sides; 36/36), and thus may cause deformation (including the loss of those “ears,” as
particularly stressed above) in these cattles, and also many other animals, in this most critical Final Age,
and then again many other unwarranted alterations (which would ignorantly break and spoil this
perfect Symmetry in DNA, and whole bodies, and would thus produce fundamentally spoiled and altered
ceations) among all of these intact creations of our supreme Lord now. So every sincere believer must
also thus be well aware now of all these kind of satanic distortion attempts, and first of all, must
themselves thus certainly stay away, and then also strongly recommend the people (22/41) to certainly
stay away from all such satanic distortion and ignorant alteration attempts (4/119-120) altogether
here, in the first place.

122- And those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a
reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work
for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), We will admit them into
Gardens beneath which the rivers flow, as eternal ones therein, forever!
(This is) a promise of Al-lah as the Truth! So (hereby) who is more truthful than Al-lah
in (such) a “Saying” (=69/40-43) (now)?
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123- Not in accordance with your wishes, and not in accordance with the wishes of (those)
followers of the Written Document (3/3-4); but (in fact), whoever works for a badness (9/37),
he will be requited for it. And --(because of all these badnesses; 9/37 & 13/33 & … he has
thus unjustly and crookedly committed here, thus eventually)-- he will not find for himself
against Al-lah any (guiding, protecting) master, and not a helper (10/27)!
124- But whoever works of the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference here to all of those
most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those
19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), whether male or female, and (while) he is (thus)
a believer (2/285), those will enter the Garden; and they will not be treated unjustly (even) a bit!
125- So who is nicer in Religion (now) than (the one) who has (thus) surrendered his face
to Al-lah (3/84), and (while) he is --by righteously working on this nicest Utterance (39/23),
which consists of these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place-(thus) a nicely acting one (39/34), and has (thus) followed the practice of Abraham (6/161)
a monotheist! And Al-lah has chosen Abraham --(also because of his righteous practice here
again; 6/161)-- as a beloved friend.
126- And to Al-lah belongs (all) whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth (16/49). And
Al-lah is a surrounder of every wanted thing.
127- And they are asking you for an advice concerning the women? Say: Al-lah is (thus) giving
the advice to you regarding them: Here, what is being recited to you, in this Written Document,
regarding those orphaned women, that you have not given to them --(because they have not
attained their maturity yet; 4/6)-- what is written --(as an inheritance from their parents,
close relatives, etc.)-- for them, and you are wishing to marry them (with your sons, after they
have matured and received their inheritance, when/if they are pleased with it and truly willing
to do so then), and (also) regarding (all) the weak ones from the children, and that you shall
(also) deal with (all) the orphans (in your society) with justice. And (then) whatever you do
of a “Goodness” (16/30), certainly, Al-lah is knower of it!
128- If a wife senses (an inclination towards) an (unchastely) conduct from her husband, or an
estranging, not a sin upon them in righteously reconciling between themselves with a righteous
reconciliation. For the righteous reconciliation is better/best; and the souls are ready for the
selfishness (64/16). And (then) if you (also thus) act nicely (39/34) and be pious (39/33),
certainly, Al-lah is (thus) fully aware of what you are working on (2/25)!
129- And you can never preserve (in your social relations) a perfect balance between the women
(in your family), even if you desired it (so much). So do not incline now (in your social relations)
with total inclination (towards your wife, and daughter, etc.) to leave her (=your mother, and
sister, etc.) like suspended. And (then) if you (also thus) righteously work (2/25) and be pious
(2/177), certainly, Al-lah is forgiver, merciful.
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130- And if they (=that wife and husband) --(especially, because of this particular reason here,
i.e. the husband could not keep a normal balance, but inclined and hearkened too much to his
mother’s voice and advices over his wife’s in all social relations and issues, etc.)-- part company,
Al-lah will provide for each (of them) --(after their separation, through other opportunities and
means)-- of His bounties. And Al-lah is encompassing, wise.
131- And to Al-lah belongs (all) whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth (16/49).
And definitely, We have recommended to those who were given the Written Document before
you (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs; 3/3-4), and (here) to you: You shall (thus) be pious
with Al-lah (2/177)! But if you (thus) disbelieve (2/26-27), (know that): certainly, to Al-lah
belongs (all) whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth (16/49)! And Al-lah is
--(by being absolutely and never in no need of anyone and anything; 14/8 thus always)-- Rich,
Praiseworthy.
132- And to Al-lah belongs (all) whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth (16/49-50).
And Al-lah (thus) suffices as a trusted Advocate (3/160).
133- If He wants, He may make you go away, O people (6/38), and --(thus as a “new creation”
here)-- may (thus) bring forth others (14/19)! And Al-lah is upon every wanted thing (thus)
a best Measurer!
** When we perceive this important address in the above Verse thus as including all people first, and
then thus also all those other living congregations here, all together (6/38), as they are thus created and
defined by our supreme Lord --(especially, in anatomic and genetic respects)-- as “congregations that are
exactly similar/same as you” in these respects here (6/38), we can easily see that our supreme Lord is thus
also miraculously informing us about that Scientific fact now, which clearly observes that: When some
(or all) members of a population within any species leaves their original living place and “goes away”
to another (geographically different) living place, thus a “new creation” (with some different genetic and
anatomic features) may thus come out --(under the Command and full supervision of our supreme Lord,
if/when our supreme Lord thus wills)-- there!
(*This specific term: “yudhebkum” (=make you “go away”) our supreme Lord has thus specifically used
in the above Verse is also unmistakably used by Him again thus basically and clearly to refer to
“going away, i.e. migrate from some place to another place” e.g. also in these Verses; 27/28 & 12/13, 87
& 60/11 & …), in the first place.)
And then, we should also certainly know here about some very critical new Scientific discoveries, which
have thus observed a precise Mathematical computation within the DNAs of all of these magnificent
creatures --(before and after such a miraculous “micro” and/or “macro” evolutionary creation process)-which thus certainly shows us that all these miraculous evolutionary processes are governed by a precise
Mathematical planning within all of those DNAs by our supreme Lord, which is eventually and always
thus designed in perfect Symmetry, with exactly equal numbers of certain genetic units therein,
overall thus most Wisely and marvelously planned basically based on code 19 again by our supreme Lord
thus on both sides therein; 41/53)-- here, in the first place, as He has thus specifically emphasized His
grand Name: “Qadeer” (=best Measurer) also thus in the above Verse!

134- So whoever seeks the wage of this world now (should, first of all, know that), thus with
Al-lah is the wage of this world and the Last Epoch (3/147-148)! And Al-lah is hearer, seer.
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135- O those who have believed, be standing ones with justice as (truthful) witnesses for Al-lah,
even if it be against your own souls, or the parents, and the close relatives. Whether the (accused)
is rich or poor, Al-lah (equally) takes care of both. So do not follow the desire in order not to
treat equal (among them). But if you twist (your words) or turn aside, (know that) certainly,
Al-lah is fully aware of what you are working on (99/8)!
136- O those who have believed, so you shall (thus) believe in Al-lah and His Messenger (of the
Covenant; 7/158), and the “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/23) that He has (thus) sent down to His Messenger (of the Covenant;
39/41), and the Written Document that He (thus) sent down (=Torah, and Gospel, and Quran;
3/3-4) before. But whoever (thus) disbelieves in Al-lah (now) (67/6-9), and His Angels (2/98),
and His Written Documents (3/119), and His Messengers (4/150), and the Last Epoch (4/38),
definitely, he has (thus) strayed far astray!
137- Certainly, those who have believed, then disbelieved, then believed, then disbelieved,
then have (thus) augmented the disbelief (2/26-27); Al-lah will not forgive them --then (3/90),
and --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again-- will not “guide” them to a (straight) way (4/168-169)!
138- So give good news to those hypocrites: For them --(in this case again; 4/18)-- (there will
eventually thus come) a painful retribution!
139- Those who are (thus) taking these (hostile and aggressive) disbelievers as friends (60/9)
rather than the believers? Do they (thus) seek the dignity with them? And certainly, the dignity
thus (belongs) to Al-lah, totally (63/8)!
140- And He has definitely (thus) sent down to you in (this) Written Document: When you hear
the “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of
Al-lah being denied and mocked at, do not sit with them until they delve into another subject.
Certainly, (if you still sit with them) you would be then (as guilty) as them! Certainly, Al-lah
--(in this case again; 4/18 eventually)-- will (thus) gather those hypocrites and the disbelievers
(74/31) into Hell, all together!
141- Those are the ones who watch you (and wait); (here), if there is a victory for you from
Al-lah, they said: Were we not with you? But if there is a share for the disbelievers, they said:
Did we not side with you, and (thus) protected you from the believers? So Al-lah will judge
among you on the Day of Resurrection. And Al-lah will not make (then) for these disbelievers
(2/26-27) upon these believers (2/25-26) any way (83/29-36)!
142- Certainly, the hypocrites are deceiving Al-lah, and (so in return for this), He is (equally)
deceiving them (40/40). And (here), when they stand up for the Support prayer (2/238),
they (only) stand up reluctantly. They are (thus) only showing off (in front of) the people (4/38),
and they do not (really) remember Al-lah, except a little.
143- They waver in between; not (belonging) to these (disbelievers; 2/26-27), and not to these
(believers; 2/25-26)! So whomever Al-lah --(because of their such treachery and lies; 9/75-77
in the first place)-- sends astray, you will not find for him --(here, in this case; 4/18)-- any way.
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144- O those who have believed, do not take these (hostile and aggressive; 60/9) disbelievers
as friends (60/9) rather than the believers. Do you (thus) wish to make for Al-lah a clear evidence
against you (60/1-2)?
145- Certainly, the hypocrites --(here, in this case again; 4/18)-- are in the lowest pit of the Fire;
and you will not find for them any helper.
146- Except those who thus (immediately) return (to Him here; 4/17) and act “Righteously”
(=thus a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall
thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26) and hold fast
to Al-lah, and (thus totally) devote their Religion (only) to Al-lah (39/2-3); and so they will be
with these believers (2/25-26)! And Al-lah will (thus eventually) give to (all of) these believers
(2/25-26) a great payment (29/58)!
147- Why should Al-lah retribute you, if you (thus) appreciate (76/3) and believe (2/25-26)?
And (then) Al-lah is (thus) Appreciative (76/22), Knower!
148- Al-lah does not like the utterance of bad language, unless one is treated with (gross)
injustice. And Al-lah is hearer, knower.
149- If you (thus) make public a good deed, or keep it secret (2/271), or (if you) pardon a
badness (3/134); certainly, (then) Al-lah is (thus) Pardoner (24/22), Measurer.
150- Certainly, those who disbelieve in Al-lah and His Messengers (3/84), and intending
--(by thus disbelieving and rejecting some)-- to make distinction between Al-lah and His
Messengers (2/136), and (hence) saying: We (only) believe in some (of them), and disbelieve
in some! And they are (thus) intending to take a way between this --(kind of belief and
disbelief);
151- So those them are truly the disbelievers (in the sight of Al-lah)! And We have prepared
for these disbelievers a painful retribution.
152- But those who have (thus) believed in Al-lah and His Messengers (3/84), and
--(by disbelieving or rejecting some)-- do not make distinction between any of them (2/136);
those are (the ones), He will (thus) give to them their payments (29/58)! And Al-lah is forgiver,
merciful.
153- Those followers of the Written Document (=Jews; 3/3) are asking you (now) to bring down
to them a Written Document from the sky! Definitely, they asked Moses (something) bigger than
this, and they said: Show us Al-lah, manifestly! So the lightning overtook them (therein),
because of their unjustness. Then they took the calf (as a god) after the Clear Proofs had come
to them (20/88-98). But (then) We (thus) pardoned (even) this (2/54); and We gave Moses
a clear evidence.
154- And We raised the Mount above them, (as We took) their covenant (2/83-84), and We said
to them: Enter the gate, prostrating (before Al-lah)! And We said to them: Do not desecrate
the Sabbath (7/163)! And We (thus) took from them a solemn Covenant (5/12).
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155- And for violating (thus also now) their Covenant (here; 2/27), and disbelieving in
the “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5)
of Al-lah, and killing the givers of information (5/60) based on (sources that are) different than
the Truth (45/6-7), and saying: Our hearts are wrapped up (against this Message)! No, Al-lah
has sealed upon them (now), because of their disbelief; so they --(as long as they thus act
ungratefully and continue to betray His “Covenant” here; 2/26-27)-- will not believe, except
a few --(who may thus act gratefully now, and thus perfectly be loyal to Him here; 4/162)!
(Please, in this respect also certainly see here again: Isaiah 10/21-22)
** To witness all those most miraculous and critical prophecies of prophet David and prophet Isaiah
(peace be upon each of them), in which they clearly inform about and strongly condemn all these
deliberate, ill and crooked actions of these kind of willful Jews now, who thus violate their “Covenant”
here (2/27) and hence fiercely reject and fight against prophet David’s descendant, this long awaited and
anticipated “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here, in this most critical Final Age, we should see
again now “An Awesome Miracle 1,” and then “A Supernal Miracle,” and then “A Redeeming Miracle”
documents, in this respect, here in the first place.

156- And because of their disbelief, and (still) their uttering against Mary (here) thus a gross
calumny (19/27-28)!
157- And (still) their saying: Certainly, we killed the Messiah, Jesus, son of Mary, the
Messenger of Al-lah! And they could not kill him, and they could not crucify him; but in fact,
this was only resembled to them. And certainly, those who have contradicted about him (=Jesus)
now are (thus) in a doubt concerning him (=his genuine Prophethood and all his accurate
Prophecies, which are thus inspired and taught to him absolutely and only by supreme Al-lah).
So (there is) not for them any “Knowledge” (=thus also a significant reference here to this
most specific “Knowledge,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 4/166), except (still) following the conjecture! And for certain,
they never killed him.
158- No; (because) Al-lah has (thus) raised him towards Himself (here; 3/55)! And Al-lah is
Mighty, Wise.
** We can clearly see here that our supreme Lord Himself has thus put His servant Jesus to death here,
in the first place (3/55), and thereafter immediately thus raised him towards Himself, just before those
disbelieving and despotic kind of Jews had him crucified and killed there (3/55 & and in this respect
please, also see now: Gospel-Mthw. 26/64)!
And to witness now all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him), which
was thus all inspired and taught to him absolutely and only by Al-lah, before and up until to his last breath
therein, and how each of these most miraculous prophecies are clearly informing us about and
unmistakably describing this most critical and important “Knowledge of the Covenant” here, in this
most critical Final Age, we should see now “An Awesome Miracle 1,” and then “A Festive Miracle,”
and then “A Joyful Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.
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159- So (there is none) among followers of the Written Document (=Jews, and Christians,
and Arabs; 3/3-4) --(but that each and every one of them)-- must (thus) certainly believe
in him (=prophet Jesus), before his/her own death (here); and (then) on the Day of Resurrection,
he (=prophet Jesus) will (thus) be upon them a witness (5/117)!
** So in order to clearly witness now that “Gospel” (=Injeel; 5/46) which was thus sent down to
prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) by our supreme Lord then, in its most Miraculous, most accurate and
precise and perfect form now, as it has already thus clearly been presented for all humanity here by His
promised “Messenger of the Covenant,” in this most critical Final Age, and thus henceforth to rightfully
believe in him here (=4/159), thus to be among these righteous believers here and in the hereafter (3/84),
we should certainly see now “the Words of Jesus” document, in its entirety, here in the first place.

160- Because of the unjustness of those who repented (=Jews; 7/156), We (later on) prohibited
for them (some of) the clean ones that were made lawful for them (in the beginning), and for
their repelling many from the Way of Al-lah.
161- And for their taking the usury, and definitely they were (thus) forbidden it (please, in this
respect also see now: Psalms 15/4-5), and their devouring the properties of the people falsely.
And We have prepared for these disbelievers (now) from among them (2/25-27) == (Torah-Deut.
32/1-6 thus) a painful retribution!
162- But those who are well founded in this “Knowledge” (4/166) (now) from among them,
and the believers; they are (thus) believing in what is “sent down” to you (=thus a reference here
to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” as it is “sent down” thus here again, in the first place: 39/23), and what
was “sent down” before you (=Torah, and Gospel, and Quran; 3/3-4). And (henceforth), they are
(thus) the observers of the Support prayers and the givers of the Cleansing rate (please, in this
regard see now: the Words of Moses 6/4-9 & 14/22-23), and (thus) the believers in Al-lah and
the Last Epoch (2/62)! Those are (the ones), We will (thereby) give to them a great payment!
163- Certainly, We have (thus) inspired to you (43/43-44), as We inspired to Noah and
the Informers after him. And (thereafter) We inspired to Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac and
Jacob and (his sons, thus in total twelve; 7/160) Descendants, and Jesus and Job and Jonah and
Aaron and Solomon; and We gave --(your ancestor)-- David the Psalms!
** So in order to clearly witness now that “Psalms” (=Zaboor; 17/55) which was thus sent down to
prophet David (peace be upon him) by our supreme Lord then, in its most Miraculous, most accurate and
precise and perfect form now, as it has already thus clearly been presented for all humanity here by His
promised “Messenger of the Covenant,” prophet David’s long awaited and anticipated descendant, in this
most critical Final Age, and thus henceforth to rightfully believe in him here (=4/163), thus to be among
all these righteous believers again here and in the hereafter (3/84), we should also certainly see now
“the Words of David” document, in its entirety, here in the first place.

164- And these Messengers, We have thus mentioned them (by name) to you above; and these
Messengers, We have not mentioned them (by name, here) to you (=e.g. Isaiah, Jeremiah, and all
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those others after prophet Moses; 2/87). And Al-lah spoke to Moses with (direct) speaking.
165- Here, (all these) Messengers (3/84) (thus) as bearers of good news (here), and as warners,
so that there will not be for the people any excuse before Al-lah (for their disbelief) after these
Messengers (4/150-152)! And Al-lah is mighty, wise.
166- But in fact, Al-lah (thus) bears witness (here) for what He has “sent down” to you (=thus
a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” as it is “sent down” thus here again, in the first place: 39/23)
that He has (thus) “sent it down” with His Knowledge! And the Angels bear witness (as well).
And Al-lah (thus) suffices as (one and only) Witness (11/13-14)!
167- But certainly, those who have (still) disbelieved (2/26-27) and (thus) repelled from the
Way of Al-lah (3/98-99); definitely, they have (thus) strayed far astray.
168- Certainly, those who have (still) disbelieved (2/26-27) and (thus) acted unjustly (39/23-24),
Al-lah --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully
return to Al-lah here; 3/88-89)-- will not forgive them, and He will not guide them to a
(straight) path,
169- Except to the path of Hell; as eternal ones therein, forever! And this is for Al-lah --(within
this most equitable and just Principle; 40/40 thus)-- easy (3/86-91)!
170- O people, definitely, the Messenger (of the Covenant; 7/158) has thus come to you (here)
with the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Truth,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41) from your Lord!
So believe (in this “Truth”) here, for your own good! But if you still (thus) disbelieve (39/59),
(know that) certainly, to Al-lah belongs (all) whatever in the skies and the earth (16/49).
And Al-lah is knower, wise.
171- O followers of the Written Document (=Christians; 3/3), (henceforth), do not exceed the
limits in your Religion, and do not say about Al-lah except the Truth! For certainly, the Messiah,
Jesus, son of Mary, was (only) a Messenger of Al-lah, and (a simple fulfillment of) His “Word”
(=Be), that He has (thus) sent it towards Mary (here; 3/47), and a “Spirit” (=because that he has
thus completely delivered that “Spirit,” i.e. that “Message” of Al-lah, henceforth thus in this
respect he was basically a “Message” there) from Him (please, in this regard also certainly see
now: 42/52 & Gospel-Jhn. 6/63)!
So you shall (thus) believe in Al-lah and (all) His Messengers (here; 3/84), and (henceforth),
never say: “Trinity.” Absolutely refrain from it, for your own good (here)!
For certainly, Al-lah is (thus) only One Ilah (=God)! (please, in this respect also certainly see
now: Gospel-Mrk. 12/29 X 10/18)!
Be He glorified, (and is thus far above) having a child (6/101)!
To Him belongs (all) whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth (16/49). And Al-lah
suffices thus as (one and only) trusted Advocate (3/160)!
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172- The Messiah (=this “Messenger of the Covenant” here, as foretold by prophet Jesus
in Gospel also as “Son of Man,” who would thus be sent now by Al-lah here in this Last Day;
please, see Gospel-Jhn. 6/27) will never disdain from being a servant of Al-lah (here; 2/23-26),
nor would those (highest ranking) Angels who are brought near (towards Al-lah; 37/164-166).
But whoever disdains (now) from serving Him (here; 2/26-27) and acts arrogantly (39/59), then
He will (thus) summon them before Him, all together (7/37-38)!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet David, and prophet Jesus, and prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon each of them) in which they have thus clearly foretold about and described
this promised “Messenger of the Covenant” who would thus certainly be sent now by our supreme Lord
here, in this most critical Final Age, as thus also a “Messiah” (=“Consecrated” servant of Al-lah) therein,
we should see now “An Awesome Miracle 1,” and then “A Supernal Miracle,” and then “A Glorious
Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.

173- So those who have (thus) believed (now) and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus
a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus
work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), He will give to them
their payments (29/58), and He will (also) augment for them of His favor!
But those who have (thus) disdained (now) and acted arrogantly (39/59), He will --(here,
in this case again; 4/18 eventually thus)-- retribute them with a painful retribution. And they
will not find for themselves against Al-lah no (guiding, protecting) master (18/102), and not a
helper!
174- O people, definitely, a “Proof” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Proof,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 21/24)
has (thus) come to you (here) from your Lord, and We have (thus) sent down to you a clear
“Light!”
175- So those who have (thus) believed in Al-lah (3/84) and held fast to Him (3/103);
He will admit them into a Mercy from Him, and Favor; and He will --by that most specific
“Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place-- (thus) “guide” (39/23) them towards Himself in a standing path
(6/161)!
176- They are asking you for an advice? Say: Al-lah is (thus) giving the advice to you
concerning the loner --(one who has no parents, and no children): If (such) a person dies, and
(there was) not any child of him, but (there was) a sister of him, for her (shall be) half of what
he has left behind. And (if she dies first), he will (totally) inherit from her, if (there was) not any
child of her. And if they are two (sisters), for them (shall be) two thirds of what he has left
behind. And if they are brethren, men and women, for the male (will be) the same portion as of
the two females. (Please, in this respect we should certainly see again: 4/34)!
Al-lah is (thus) making clear --thus also each of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs,
here again, in the first place-- for you (3/103), that (henceforth) you never go astray!
And (thus) Al-lah is Knower (4/166) of every wanted thing!
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CHAPTER 5
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- O those who have believed, you shall fulfill (your) assurances (5/89). Made lawful for you
are the livestock, except what is (thus) recited and (prohibited) for you (5/3), without making
lawful the hunting, when you are --(in these prohibited/sacred Months; 2/197)-- thus prohibited
(from hunting). Certainly, Al-lah (thus) judges, for whatever He wills.
2- O those who have believed, do not violate the religious rites (2/158) (thus decreed) by Al-lah,
and not the sacred Month (2/185), and not the (monetary) offerings (2/196), and not their tickets,
and not the touring ones of (this) sacred House (in the West; 3/96-97), thus seeking a “Favor”
(=thus a reference here to that most specific “Favor,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 10/57-58) from their Lord, and (thus)
(His) pleasure (98/7-8)!
And when you become lawful (again) --(at the end of these prohibited/sacred Months; 2/197)-you may hunt. But let not the enmity of a people provoke you (now), for that they have (thus)
repelled you from the sacred Prostration Place (8/34), to act hostile. And thus (always) cooperate
in (matters of) the kind action (2/177) and the piousness; and never cooperate in (matters of)
the guilt (45/6-7) and the hostility! And (henceforth, thus always) be pious (2/177) with Al-lah;
for certainly, Al-lah is severe in the consequence.
3- Prohibited for you are (all) the dead (animals), and the blood, and the meat of pigs, and
(all animals) that are dedicated to other than Al-lah. And (those dead animals include) the
strangled ones, and the struck (with an object) ones, and the fallen (from a height) ones, and the
gored ones, and what the beasts have eaten, except if you have come upon --(and mercifully and
immediately sacrificed them therein by commemorating His Name upon them, just before their
death; 6/38), and those that are slaughtered upon/around the altars --(which are built so that those
ignorant people may thus pray and seek help and seek intercession; 10/18 from those dead ones
therein; 16/20-21)-- and allotting by (using) those -fortune/jinn- arrows (72/6). These are (all)
betrayings (against Al-lah)!
Today (2/62) those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) despaired --(concerning the
eradication)-- of your “Religion” (48/28). So do not fear them, but (always and only) fear Me
(instead)!
Today (=thus also a reference to this most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 here
again, in the first place: 6/92) I have perfected for you your “Religion” (=thus a reference here to
this most specific “Religion,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 48/28), and I have (thus) completed for you My “Blessing” (93/11)!
And I have (thus) chosen for you (this) “Surrender” (3/84-85) as (one and only rightful and
acceptable) Religion (here; 3/84-85)!
And whoever is in dire need, in hunger, without being wilfully inclined to a guilt, then --(when
he eats even from these, thus to survive; 6/145)-- certainly, Al-lah is (then) forgiver, merciful.
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4- They are asking you what is made lawful for them? Say: Made lawful for you are (all)
the clean ones (20/81). And what you have taught from those trained hunter (dogs and birds);
you are (thus) teaching them (now) of what Al-lah has taught you. So you may eat from what
they have (thus properly) caught for you (now), and commemorate the Name of Al-lah upon
them --(when mercifully and adequately sacrificing those hunted animals therein, just before
their death; 6/38). And thus (always) be pious with Al-lah (2/177); certainly, Al-lah is fast
in reckoning.
5- Today (2/62) made lawful for you are (all) the clean ones (7/32). And the food of those who
were given the Written Document (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs; 3/3-4) is lawful for you,
and your food is lawful for them. And (all) the guarded (single women) among the believers
(16/97), and the guarded (single women) among those who were given the Written Document
before you (3/199) --(are thus lawful for you to mannerly propose to them), when/if you (thus)
give them their (dowry) payments (4/24). As maintainers of (your chastity), without committing
(adultery), and never taking secret lovers!
But whoever (still) denies the Belief (3/84), definitely, (all) his work will be in vain. And he shall
be in the Last Epoch (thus) of the losers (3/85)!
6- O those who have believed, when you stand up (to observe) the Support prayer (2/238), you
shall wash your faces, and your hands to the elbows, and wipe your heads, and your feet to the
ankles. And if you are in an impure condition (due to ejaculation), (immediately) be purified
--(with hygienic substances, and/or ideally with water; 74/4 & 8/11 in all those affected areas).
And if you are ill, or on a journey, or one of you came from the (main) toilet, or you (in sexual
sense; 3/47) touched the women, and (in any of these instances) could not find water (thereafter),
(then) contact a clean soil, and wipe your faces and your hands therewith.
Al-lah is not intending (hereby) to make upon you a hardship, but He is (thus) intending to purify
you (9/108), and (thus) to complete His “Blessing” (93/11) upon you (here), so that you may
appreciate (it)!
7- So you shall commemorate the “Blessing” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Blessing,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 93/11) of Al-lah upon you, and His “Covenant” that He has (thus) made with you
(here; 2/25-27); when you said: We have heard and obeyed! And so (henceforth, thus always)
be pious with Al-lah (2/177); certainly, Al-lah is knower of (all) content of the chests.
8- O those who have believed, so you shall be standing ones for Al-lah (thus) as witnesses
with justice (3/18)! And let not a people’s enmity provoke you (5/2) not to act equitably.
You shall (always) be equitable; (for) it is nearer/nearest to the piety! And thus (always) be pious
(2/177) with Al-lah; certainly, Al-lah is fully aware of (all) that you are working on.
9- Al-lah has promised to those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds”
(=thus a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall
thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), for them (there
will come) a forgiveness, and a great payment (29/58)!
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10- But those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) and rejected Our “Signs” (=thus
a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5); they will --(in this case;
22/72 thus eventually)-- be the community of the Blazing fire!
11- O those who have believed, so you shall remember the blessing of Al-lah upon you:
When a people (of those “hypocrites,” and the “disbelievers;” 4/138-139) intended --now, thus
also on those 19 coded Tables here-- to extent their hands (to aggress) against you --therein,
He withheld --on the left side & on the right side-- their hands from you!
So thus (always) be pious (39/33) with Al-lah! And (all) the believers shall thus (always) trust
(only) in Al-lah (3/160).
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (5/11),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Glorious Miracle” document, in this respect
here, in the first place.

12- And definitely, Al-lah had taken the covenant of the Children of Israel, and (thereby)
We raised among them twelve leaders. And Al-lah said: Certainly, I am with you! If you
(always) observe the Support prayer and give the Cleansing rate (Torah-Deut. 6/4-7 & 14/22-23),
and believe in My Messengers and (thus) assist them (Torah-Deut. 18/18-19), and (thus) lend
Al-lah a nice loan, I will surely remit from you (all) your badnesses (39/35), and I will admit you
into Gardens beneath which the rivers flow! But whoever disbelieves (then) from among you
after this (=Torah-Deut. 18/18-19), definitely, he has (thus) strayed off the right path!
13- And for thus violating (now) their Covenant (2/23-27) == (Torah-Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-6),
We have condemned them, and We have made their hearts hardened. (Because) they are --now,
thus on those 19 coded Tables here-- distorting the “Words” out of their (rightful) places (4/46)!
For they have (thus) forgotten (now) to take heed (here) of what they are “Commemorated”
with it (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)!
So you will not cease to perceive a treachery in them, except a few of them (who are thus truly
sincere and righteous here) (4/162) == (Isaiah 10/21-22)!
But (still) you shall pardon them, and --(until Al-lah thus brings His command here; 17/7-8)-disregard (them) (2/109). Certainly, Al-lah loves (thus) the nicely acting ones (39/23)!
14- And from those who said: We are Helpers (=Christians; 3/52), We had (thus) taken their
Covenant (2/23-27) == (Gospel-Jn. 6/27 = Lk. 8/11-15)!
But they have (thus) forgotten (now) to take heed (here) of what they are “Commemorated”
with it (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)!
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So (therefore), We have caused among them (now) a hostility and a hatred (thus) towards/until
the Day of Resurrection (3/55)! And Al-lah (then) will inform them of what they are (now thus
good or bad) doing (here; 3/56 X 3/57)!
15- O followers of the Written Document (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs; 3/3-4), definitely,
Our Messenger --(of the Covenant; 7/158) has (thus) come to you, (thus) making clear to you
many of what you were keeping hidden from the Written Document (=Torah, and Gospel, and
Quran; 3/3-4), and (thus) pardoning many --(of your sinful acts and aggressions; 5/13 & …).
Definitely, a “Light” has (thus) come to you (now) from Al-lah, and a clear “Written Document”
(=thus a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)!
16- Al-lah is (thus) guiding with “It” (=39/23) (those) who seek His pleasure (here; 48/29) to
the ways of Peace (36/55-58), and He (thus) brings them out of the darknesses (2/78-79 & 3/78
& …) into the Light (42/52) by His will; and He is --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23),
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-(thus) “guiding” them to a standing path (6/161)!
17- Definitely, they have disbelieved (now), who (still) say: Certainly, Al-lah -- He is the
Messiah, Jesus, son of Mary! Say: Then who can rule with anything against Al-lah (now), if He
willed to annihilate the Messiah, son of Mary, and his mother, and whomever on the earth,
all together? So (only) to Al-lah (belongs) the ruling dominion of the skies and the earth, and
whatever between them. He creates (in) whatever (manner) He wills! And Al-lah is upon every
wanted thing a best Measurer.
** Here, first of all, we should certainly see those most critical and basic utterances of prophet Jesus
(peace be upon him) in this regard, by which he clearly describes therein Al-lah as one and only “Good,”
but he definitely rejects to be called himself as “Good” therein! So he thus unmistakably makes it clear
that he is definitely not “Good,” and so also definitely not “God,” thus in the first place therein! (please,
see Gospel-Mrk. 10/18)
Then we should certainly see and clearly understand now the Wisdom of our supreme Lord, when He
created His servant Jesus in that specific manner as He willed (5/17), i.e. without a father there,
and the most Wise and exact reasons for His such a miraculous Creation technique here (please, see
3/59 = 19/20-21)!
So henceforth, all righteous Christians must clearly see and understand, in this most critical Final Age,
by certainly hearkening to this promised “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here, who has already
thus clearly been foretold and fully supported by prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) in Gospel (John 6/27,
40-45), and they should thus immediately and totally renounce that “Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjal)
ideology, which falsely and disastrously claimed that “Jesus came into being through God’s direct
relation with Mary, thus as a real son of God, and hence thus as an exact image of God Himself there!”
So to see all those most critical and miraculous prophecies of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him),
in which he categorically rejects such false and disastrous “Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjalic) claims,
but clearly foretells and fully supports now this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of
the Covenant” here (4/171) == (Gospel-Jn. 16/12-13), we should also certainly see right now “A Majestic
Miracle” document, in this respect, here in the first place.
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18- The Repenters (=Jews), and the Helpers (=Christians) said: We are sons of Al-lah and
His beloved ones! Say: Then why is He retributing you (now) thus for your wrong doings
(Torah-Deut. 28/15-19 & 32/23-25)? No, (then) you are humans like all --(again via
His most Wise and wondrous “evolutionary creation” technique here; 71/14, 76/1)-- He has
(thus) created. So (henceforth), He forgives (thus) whomever He wants (6/54), and retributes
(thus) whomever He wants (88/23-24)! And to Al-lah belongs (all) the ruling dominion (17/111)
of the skies and the earth, and whatever between them. And to Him is the (final) destiny.
** That false and disastrous “Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjal) ideology, that we have basically thus seen
in the above Verse (5/17) thereafter thus also claimed that “God created first humans directly (without
any “evolutionary creation” stages before that, and so without any biological, genetic relation or similarity
at all with those other living beings on earth) in an instant and perfectly in His own image --(just like
a human father begets here sons instantly and perfectly in his own image)-- therein!” So for this reason,
many Jewish (especially Israeli Orthodox) and Christian (especially American Evangelical) sects have
been ardent opponents of this most Wise and wondrous “evolutionary creation” technique of our
supreme Lord here, even for more than a century, because it will thus unmistakably shake and definitely
refute their false claim that “humans are real sons of God, thus created in an instant and perfectly in
His own image therein,” which they thus concluded based on their deeply mistaken interpretations of
some Biblical allegorical Verses again, in the first place.
So this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” will now present all those
most miraculous aspects of this most Wise and wondrous “evolutionary creation” technique of our
supreme Lord here, and thus call all righteous Jews and Christians thus to immediately and totally
renounce that “Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjal) ideology, which thus falsely and disastrously claimed that
“first humans came into being instantly without any evolutionary creation stages before that, thus as real
sons of God, and hence thus as perfect images of God Himself therein!” and instead certainly thus invite
them now to this one and only true God (=Al-lah) who has thus created all humans via His most Wise and
wondrous “evolutionary creation” technique as His precious “servants” (definitely Not “sons”) here,
and He has thus bestowed upon them many great skills, capabilities and superior understanding (which
has not been granted to any other creature before that) that they may be appreciative and wholeheartedly
and sincerely worship this one and only true God (=Al-lah) here, who in fact, has not begotten any “son”
here, and has not created anyone in His own “image” at all (112/1-4 & 42/11)!
To see all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Jesus and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
each of them) in which they have already thus clearly foretold about and fully supported this promised
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant” also in this most critical regard here, against these false and
disastrous “Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjalic) claims above (5/18), in this most critical Final Age,
we should also certainly see now “A Redeeming Miracle” document, in this respect, here in the first
place.

19- O followers of the Written Document (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs; 3/3-4), definitely,
Our Messenger --(of the Covenant; 7/158) has (thus) come to you, (thus) making clear to you,
after a period of time from those Messengers (4/164-165), lest you say: No bearer of good news
and no warner came to us! Definitely, (thus) has come to you (now) a bearer of good news
and a warner (here; 2/119)! And Al-lah is upon every wanted thing a best Measurer.
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20- And when Moses said to his nation: O my nation, remember the blessing of Al-lah upon
you. (Here), He has appointed from among you Informers, and made you rulers; and (thus) He
has given to you, what He never gave to anyone among (those) multitudes!
21- O my nation, so enter the holy land (please, see Torah-Deut. 11/24) that Al-lah has (thus)
written for you! And do not turn on your backs, for then you will return as losers!
22- They said: O Moses, certainly (there is) a powerful nation therein. So we will not enter it
unless they get out of it. And if they get out of it, we will enter!
23- Two men from among those who fear -thereby Al-lah blessed upon two of them- said:
Just enter upon them by the gate. And if you (immediately) enter it, certainly you will be
victorious! And trust (only) in Al-lah, if you are believers.
24- But they said: O Moses, we will not enter it, forever, so long as they are in it! So go (now),
you and your Lord, and fight! Certainly, we will be here, sitting!
25- (Moses) said: My Lord, certainly I cannot rule except my (own) soul and my brother (here).
So (please), part (now) between us and this betraying nation!
26- (Al-lah) said: Certainly, it (=that holy land; please, also see now the Words of Moses: 11/24)
forbidden to them for forty years; so (in their rebellion and heedlessness) they will wander about
on the earth!
So do not grieve over --(now, also thus here again)-- these betraying (2/23-27) == (Torah-Deut.
18/18-19 = 32/1-6) nation!
27- So recite to them (now) the information of (those) two sons of Adam (here) with truth.
When they both offered (to their Lord) an offering. And it was accepted from one of them,
but was not accepted from the other. And he said: So surely, I will kill you (now)! And he said:
But Al-lah only accepts from the pious (2/177)!
28- And if you extend your hand (now) towards me to kill me, I will never extend my hand
towards you to kill you. For certainly, I fear Al-lah, the Lord of the multitudes!
29- Certainly, I (thus) anticipate that you may bear the guilt of (unjustly killing) me (here),
and your (all other) guilts (as well), and may (eventually thus) be of the community of the Fire.
Because this is --(here in this case again; 4/18)-- the (most equitable and just) recompense of
(all) those unjust ones (40/17, 40)!
30- So his soul thus provoked him (12/53) into killing his brother, so he --(instead of rejecting
the provocation of his soul, and by immediately getting rid of it and cleansing his soul therein
and thus be pious; 91/7-9 by willfully accepting and obeying it; 91/10 thus instantly)-- killed him
(there). And (consequently), he ended up with the losers.
31- Then Al-lah sent a raven scratching the soil, to (thus) show him how he shall bury the corpse
of his brother. And he said: O woe to me, have I (really) failed to be (as intelligent) as this raven
(now) and bury the corpse of my brother? And he ended up with the remorseful.
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32- Because of this, We have written upon the Children of Israel: Certainly, whoever kills a soul
unless it be for thus (killing) a soul (5/45), or (for such) an evil committing on the earth (2/205),
it shall be as if he killed all the people! And whoever spares it, it shall be as if he spared the lives
of all the people! And definitely, Our Messengers (2/87) thus came to them with the Clear Proofs
(20/133). Then certainly, many of them are, after this (=39/23), still extravagantly acting ones
on the earth!
33- Certainly, the punishment of those who (thus) wage war (60/9) against Al-lah and His
Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97), and running about on the earth as evil committers (2/205), is to be
--(for the evil they thus commit; 42/40)-- killed, or crucified, or their hands and feet be --(not
by amputating but only by thus marking)-- cut (12/31) on alternate sides, or to be expelled from
the land. This is for them --(as a most equitable and just requital for their tyranny and aggression
that they thus wilfully initiate against the Messenger and all the believers here; 9/13 & 60/9)-a disgrace in this world, and for them in the Last Epoch --(again as a most equitable and just
requital for all their unwarranted tyranny and aggression; 40/40)-- (there will eventually thus
come) a great retribution.
34- Except those who (thus) return (to Him here; 4/17) before you overcome them. Know that
certainly, Al-lah is (then) thus (again) forgiver, merciful (3/88-89)!
35- O those who have believed, so you shall (always) thus be pious with Al-lah (2/177),
and seek towards Him --(by thus distributing out of your wealth here in His Way; 9/99)-- the
means --(of nearness towards Him) (17/57)! And (thus) strive in His Way (9/111), so that you
may prosper (23/1-11)!
36- (But) certainly, those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27), if whatever on the earth
totally (belonged) to them (here), and the like of it with it, (and) they offered it as ransom (to
escape) the retribution of the Day of Resurrection, it would not be accepted from them (therein)!
And for them (there will come) a painful retribution.
37- They will intend to go out of the Fire (therein), but they will never be goers out of it (32/20)!
And for them (there will thus come) a lasting retribution.
** Because that our supreme Lord thus knows very well here (11/5) all the bad intentions and
the deep hate and animosity of these kind of disbelievers, and that they would thus do all kinds of evil,
tyranny and oppression against His Religion and all His righteous and peaceful servants here (60/8)
--(if it were possible for them thus eternally here)-- (22/72 & 85/4-9 & 6/28 & …);
so as a most equitable and just requital, He shall punish them exactly in the same ways (40/17, 40) thus
eternally again (6/28) in the hereafter, as the absolute Justice thus demands (2/81).
But we should never forget that if these kind of disbelievers by their own free will change their hearts
here and stop harboring and/or actually doing all those kinds of evil, tyranny and oppression (60/2, 9 &
85/4-10) against His Religion and all His righteous and peaceful servants here (60/8),
and immediately regret their betrayal (2/26-27) and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah
here (3/88-89) before it is thus too late here (4/18 & 16/28-29), our supreme Lord may thus immediately
forgive them by His immense Mercy, and thus count them among the righteous here (4/17 & 16/32)!
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38- The male thief and the female thief, you shall --(not by amputating, but only by thus
slightly marking)-- cut their hands (12/31), as a punishment for what they have earned; a requital
--(thus primarily to be a benevolent and clear determent, and so also thus exhorting them to
immediately repent and sincerely and rightfully reform themselves; 4/17)-- from Al-lah.
And Al-lah is mighty, wise.
39- And whoever thus returns (to Him here; 4/17) after his unjustness (=theft) and acts
righteously --(first of all, by immediately giving back whatever he or she thus stole therein, or if
he or she is no more able to do it in no way, by doing some other kind of righteous act; 4/114)-certainly, Al-lah (thus) --(perhaps, even without execution of that symbolic punishment for those
who have surrendered and repented before getting caught and arrested therein, and after the
execution of that symbolic punishment for those who have surrendered and repented only after
getting caught and arrested; 5/34)-- returns to him (4/17). Certainly, Al-lah is --(in this case;
3/135-136 always)-- forgiver, merciful.
40- Did you not know that certainly Al-lah, thus to Him (belongs) the ruling dominion (17/111)
of the skies and the earth? He retributes (thus) whomever He wants (4/18), and forgives (thus)
whomever He wants (4/17). And Al-lah is upon every wanted thing (thus) a best Measurer
(54/49)!
41- O you Messenger (of the Covenant; 7/158), those who are (thus) hastening (now) in (this)
disbelief (2/26-27) should not grieve you from among those who said: We have believed! with
their mouths; but their hearts have not believed.
And from among those who Repented (=Jews; 7/156), who are listening to the lies, listening to
the other nation (=these kind of Arabs; 9/97) that have not come to you.
(For) they are distorting the “Words” --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here-- out of its
(rightful) places! (75/16-19)
And they are saying: If you are given this, take it, but if you are not given it, beware (2/120)!
And whomever Al-lah (thus) intends to divert him, you cannot rule with anything for him
against Al-lah. For those are the ones, Al-lah --(because of this; 2/90-91)-- is not intending (now)
to purify their hearts. And (consequently), for them in this world (there will be) a disgrace, and
for them --(here, in this case again; 4/18)-- in the Last Epoch (there will eventually thus come)
a great retribution.
42- (For) they are (still) listeners of the lies (3/78) and eaters of the illicit earnings (9/34).
And if they come to you (now), you shall (thus) judge (4/105) among them, or disregard them.
And if you disregard them, they cannot harm you in the least. But if you judge, you shall (thus)
judge (5/68) among them with justice! Certainly, Al-lah loves those who are just.
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43- And how do they make you a judge (here), and though (therein) with them is the Torah,
in it --(still thus perfectly valid and intact for all those Jews; 5/68)-- the judgements of Al-lah,
then they are (still) turning away after this? So those are not believers.
44- For certainly, We have sent down the Torah, in it a “Guidance” (=thus a significant
reference here to this most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) and a “Light!”
** To witness how this great Scripture “Torah” was thus sent down and taught by our supreme Lord
to prophet Moses (peace be upon him) (17/2) thus in a most Miraculous manner thus also to specifically
and clearly inform about and precisely describe this most critical and important “Message of the
Covenant,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here (39/23),
and thus to serve as a most prominent source of “Guidance” (=39/23) and a “Light” here to the Children
of Israel and then in this most specific respect to all humanity now, in this most critical Final Age,
we should certainly see now “the Words of Moses” document, in its entirety, here in the first place.

(All) those Informers --(who were sent by Al-lah thus after prophet Moses here; 2/87)-- who
surrendered (to Him) were judging with it (=Torah) among those Repenters (=Jews; 7/156),
and also (all) those Educators and the Teachers, for that they were (thus) protecting the Written
Document (=Torah) of Al-lah, and they were upon it (thus) witnesses. (O Children of Israel)
so (now) do not fear the people, but fear Me instead! And do not trade away My “Signs” (=thus
a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) for a cheap price!
And whoever does not judge by what Al-lah has (thus) sent down (within that “Torah” for all
those Jews; 5/68), those them are --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, regarding that
left side-- (thus) the disbelievers (2/26-27)!
45- And We have written upon them in it: Certainly, the soul for the soul, and the eye for
the eye, and the nose for the nose, and the ear for the ear, and the tooth for the tooth, and
for (all) injuries (there shall be) an equitable retaliation (Torah-Deut. 19/19-21). But whoever
pardons it as a charity, it will be an atonement for his own (sins).
And whoever does not judge by what Al-lah has (thus) sent down (within that “Torah” for all
those Jews; 5/68), those them are --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, regarding that
right side-- (thus) the unjust ones (39/23-24)!
46- And We have sent (after them) in their footsteps Jesus, son of Mary, (thus) confirming
what is before him of the Torah. And We gave him the Gospel, in it a “Guidance” (=thus a
significant reference here to this most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), and a “Light!”
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** To witness how this great Scripture “Gospel” was thus sent down and taught by our supreme Lord
to prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) (17/2) thus in a most Miraculous manner thus also to specifically
and clearly inform about and precisely describe this most critical and important “Message of the
Covenant,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here (39/23),
and thus to serve as a most prominent source of “Guidance” (=39/23) and a “Light” here to the
Christians and then in this most specific respect to all humanity now, in this most critical Final Age,
we should also certainly see now “the Words of Jesus” document, in its entirety, here in the first place.

And confirming what is before him of the Torah; and as a “Guidance” (=thus a prospective
reference here again to this most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) and (thus) a (source of) “Preaching”
for the pious (here; 39/33)!
47- So followers of the Gospel shall judge (now) by what Al-lah has (thus) sent down in it.
Whoever does not judge by what Al-lah has (thus) sent down (within that Gospel, for all those
Christians; 5/68), those them are --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, regarding that
left and right side-- (thus) the betrayers (2/25-27)!
48- And (here), We have sent down to you the “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to
that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) thus as the “Truth” (17/105),
(thus) confirming what is before it of the Written Document (=Torah, and Gospel, and Quran;
2/101), and (thus) as a guardian (Cornerstone) over them! (Please, in this respect also certainly
see now: Psalms 118/22-26)!
So you shall judge among them (=all those believing Peoples on earth that will henceforth thus
follow this “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here; 110/2) by what Al-lah has (thus) sent
down (here)! And do not follow their (=those Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) (these kind of
false) desires (2/113 & 120) after what has come to you of (this) “Truth” (here; 39/41)!
(Because) for each (of you) We have (thus) made (different) statutes and ordinances.
Had Al-lah willed, He could have made you a single society (also in this respect here); but (with
these differences, regarding these kind of statutes and ordinances here; 2/148-150 & 183-185
& …) He will (thus) test you through what He gave you (=Torah, and Gospel, and Quran,
and here Quran Testament)!
So you (=all believing Peoples on earth, also including all of those Jews, and Christians, and
Arabs here) shall (henceforth) compete in the “Good Deeds” (=thus a reference here to these
most specific “Good Deeds,” which consist of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 16/30)! Then to Al-lah will be your final destiny, all together;
and He will inform you of what you are (thus) contradicting therein (78/3-5)!
49- So you shall judge among them (=all those believing Peoples on earth that will henceforth
thus follow this “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here; 110/2) by what Al-lah has (thus)
sent down (here), and do not follow their (=those Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) (these kind of
false) desires (2/113 & 120).
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And beware lest they divert you from some of what Al-lah has (thus) sent down (17/73) to you.
But if they (still) turn away, know that Al-lah is (therefore) intending to afflict them (with such
retributions now) for some of their wrong doings (17/7 & 3/56 & 9/98)!
And (because) certainly, many of (those) people are (thus) betrayers (2/26-27)!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Moses, and prophet Jesus, and prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon each of them), in which they have already thus clearly foretold and fully
supported this promised “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” also with regard to his rightfully judging
among all believing Nations on earth, in accordance with these Universal Laws of our supreme Lord here
in this Quran Testament now (5/48-49), in this most critical Final Age (6/92), and fully confirming and
continuing to judge among those Children of Jacob (=Israeli Jews), and those Nazarenes (=Rome
Christians), and those Children of Ishmael (=Saudi Arabs) in accordance with their Torah, and Gospel,
and Quranic Laws (5/68), as rightfully set forth to them by prophet Moses, and prophet Jesus, and
prophet Muhammad (peace be upon each of them) here (5/44-48), we should also certainly see again now
“An Awesome Miracle 1 & 2,” and then “An Amazing Miracle” documents, in these respects, here
in the first place.

50- (But) are they (still) seeking the judgements of the ignorance (4/60)? And who is nicer than
Al-lah in judgement (here; 4/105 & 6/114) for a people who will (henceforth thus) attain
certainty (2/4)?
51- O those who have believed, so do not take (these kind of scoffer and aggressive; 5/57)
Repenters (=Jews) and the Helpers (=Christians) as friends! Some of them are friends of some.
And whoever takes them as friends (now) from among you, (then) certainly, he belongs with
them (4/140). For certainly, Al-lah --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- will not “guide”
(39/23) (such) unjust people (39/24-26)!
52- And you will see those in whose hearts (there is such) an illness (74/31) hastening towards
them (now), saying: (Because) we fear lest a calamity befall us! But perhaps, Al-lah will (thus)
bring a Victory (48/27), or a Command from Himself (4/47), and they will be regretting for what
they (thus) hid in their souls.
53- And those believers will say (then): Are these the (same) people who swore by Al-lah with
their most solemn oaths, that certainly they were with you? So their works are in vain (now); and
they are (thus) losers (2/27)!
54- O those who have believed, so whoever reverts from among you (after this) from his
“Religion” (48/28) (should know that), Al-lah will substitute (in his place) such people (48/29),
that He loves them, and they love Him; (they will be) humble to those believers (2/25-26),
firm against those disbelievers (2/26-27). They will (thus) be striving in the Way (9/111) of
Al-lah, and not be fearing the blaming of any blamers.
This is a “Favor” (=thus also a reference here to that most specific “Favor,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 10/57-58) of
Al-lah, He gives it (thus) to whomever He wants (13/27)! And Al-lah is encompassing, knower.
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55- Certainly, your friend is Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97), and those who have
believed (2/25-26), who observe the Support prayer (2/238) and give the Cleansing rate (8/41),
and they are --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- thus “bowing” down (to Him;
48/29)!
56- So whoever takes Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97), and those who have believed
(2/25-26) as friends, (then) certainly, (this) party of Al-lah, they are the victors (58/22)!
57- O those who have believed, so do not take as friends those who take your “Religion” (48/28)
--now, thus on those 19 coded Tables, on the left side-- for a mockery, and --on the right side-for a jest, from among those who were given the Written Document before you (=such Jews, and
Christians, and Arabs here; 98/1), and among those disbelievers (=such Hindus, Buddhists,
Atheists, etc. here; 98/6). And (henceforth), thus (always) be pious with Al-lah (2/177), if you
are believers (49/15).
58- (Here), when you call (the people) to this Support duty (33/56), they (immediately) take it
--now, thus on those 19 coded Tables, on the left side-- for a mockery, and --on the right side-for a jest! This is because they are a people, who do not comprehend (2/171)!
59- Say: O followers of the Written Document (=such Jews, and Christians, and Arabs here;
98/6), do you hate us for that we have (thus) believed in Al-lah, and in what is (thus) sent down
to us (6/156-157), and in what was (thus) sent down before (=Torah, and Gospel, and Quran;
3/3-4); or because that certainly, many of you are (thus) betrayers (now; 2/26-27)?
60- Say: So shall I inform you of (those who are) worse than this, in (incurring) punishment
from Al-lah? The one whom Al-lah has (thus) condemned and sent wrath upon him, and He has
made from them (who freely follow their lust and desires as) the apes and the pigs (here; 9/34),
and (thus) servants of the transgressor (7/185-186). These are more/most wicked in place, and
more/most astray from the straight Way (12/108)!
61- When they come to you, they say: We have believed! But they have (thus) entered with
the disbelief (2/26-27), and gone out (again) with it! And Al-lah knows best what they are
hiding.
62- And you see many of them hastening towards the guilt (45/6-7) and the hostility, and (thus)
their eating the illicit earnings. Ugly indeed is what they are --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables-- “working” (41/40) --thus to make distortion on the left side-- (therein) (4/46)!
63- If only those Educators and the Teachers enjoin them from their saying of the guilt (45/6-7),
and (thus) eating the illicit earnings! Ugly indeed is what they are --now, thus also on those 19
coded Tables-- “devising” (11/16) --thus to make distortion on the right side-- (therein) (4/46)!
64- And those Repenters (=Jews) said: The hand of Al-lah is tied down! (No, it is) their hands
that are tied down, and they are condemned (now) for what they have (thus) said. No, (because)
His “two hands” are --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables, on those “two sides”-wide open, He distributes --thus also therein now all those “provisions” (=2/25)-- as He wills!
But what is “sent down” to you from your Lord (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” as it is
“sent down” thus here again, in the first place: 39/23) will still augment many of them (thus)
in transgression (7/185-186) and disbelief (2/26-27)!
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And (therefore), We have cast among them (now) the hostility and the hatred (thus) towards/until
the Day of Resurrection (please, in this respect also certainly see now: Isaiah 28/9-12 & 30/8-14
& 65/12-15 & 10/21-22). Whenever they kindle a fire for war, Al-lah puts it out. And they
(=these kind of greedy and aggressive disbelievers among them; 4/161) are running about
on the earth for evil committing. And Al-lah does not love such evil committers (2/27 & 205)!
65- If the followers of the Written Document (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs here; 3/3-4)
thus believed (2/25-26) and be pious (2/177), We would remit from them their badnesses, and
We would admit them into Gardens of bliss.
66- And if they (thus) observed the Torah (please, see Deuteronomy 18/18-19 = 32/1-4), and the
Gospel (please, see John 6/27 = Matthew 4/4 & Luke 8/11-15), and what was sent down to them
from their Lord (Quran) (please, see Ali Imraan 81 = Ahzaab 7-8 & Naml 93 = Abraham 24-25),
they would eat (many provisions) from above them and from beneath their feet (now)!
From among them (there is) a moderate society (3/199), but many of them are ugly indeed
what they are (thus) “working” for (3/98-99)!
67- O you Messenger --(of the Covenant; 7/158), you shall deliver what is “sent down” to you
from your Lord (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” as it is “sent down” thus here again, in the
first place: 39/23)! And until you do (so), you have not delivered His messages. And Al-lah will
--(till His Messenger thus basically and clearly delivers it to all humanity here)-- protect you
from the people (3/144). But certainly, Al-lah --(by this “Guidance;” 39/23 here again)-- does not
“guide” (such) disbelieving (2/26-27) people!
68- Say: O followers of the Written Document (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs here; 3/3-4),
(henceforth) you are not on any basis, until you --(by thus seeing all these Heavenly Commands,
that are thus clearly informing about and unmistakably describing this most critical and
important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here)-- thus observe the Torah (please, see
Deuteronomy 18/18-19 = 32/1-4), and the Gospel (please, see John 6/27 = Matthew 4/4 & Luke
8/11-15), and what was sent down to you from your Lord (Quran) (please, see Ali Imraan 81 &
Ahzaab 7-8 = Naml 93 & Abraham 24-25)!
But what is “sent down” to you from your Lord (=thus a reference here again to that most
specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
as it is “sent down” thus here again, in the first place: 39/23) will (still) augment many of them
(thus) in transgression (7/185-186) and disbelief (2/26-27)! So do not grieve (then) for (such)
disbelieving people (7/93).
69- Certainly, those who have believed (3/84), and those who Repented (=Jews; 7/156), and
those Converts (=Arabs; 9/99), and those Helpers (=Christians; 3/52); whoever (thus) believes
in Al-lah and the Last Day (=thus a reference to this most critical Last Day, that is the
Millennium; 22/47 here, and then of course, also to that eternal Last Day in the hereafter; 6/92),
and work for a “Righteous Deed” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables,
in the first place: 2/25-26), not a fear upon them, and they will not grieve (35/34-35)!
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70- Definitely, We had (thus) taken the covenant of the Children of Israel (2/83-84), and
(thereafter) We sent to them (many) Messengers (2/87). But whenever (such) a Messenger came
to them with (an important Message from Al-lah) that their souls did not desire, they
(immediately) rejected some (of them), and some (of them) they were killing.
71- And (because) they thought that there would never be any “test” --(thus to expose and
eliminate the liars, and determine and reward the truthful among them thereby; 7/155),
so they turned blind and turned deaf; then Al-lah (thus) returned towards them (20/85-98).
But then they --(now by this most critical and important “Test;” 74/31 here, in this Final Age)-have turned blind and turned deaf (here again), many of them. And so Al-lah is (thus) Seer of
what they are “working” on (3/98-99 & 4/46)!
72- Definitely, they have disbelieved (now), who (still) say: Certainly, Al-lah -- He is the
Messiah, son of Mary! But the Messiah himself said: O Children of Israel, you shall (thus) serve
(only) Al-lah, my Lord and your Lord (please, also see in this respect now: Gospel-Mthw. 4/10)!
For certainly, whoever (thus) makes partners with Al-lah --(thus especially in His “judgements”
here; 42/21), (should know that) definitely, Al-lah (henceforth) has (forever) forbidden to him
the Garden (please, also see now: Gospel-Mthw. 15/3-9, 14)! So --(in this case; 4/18)-- his abode
will be Fire; and (there will) not (be) any helpers for (such) unjust ones (6/27-28)!
** So here, our supreme Lord has thus perfectly clarified and unmistakably taught us above the real
meaning of those specific allegorical utterances of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) in Gospel, when he
thus says there: “my Father and your Father,” (e.g. please, in this respect see now: Matthew 15/13 & 6/14)
here in real sense as “my Lord and your Lord,” in this Quran Testament, in this most critical Final Age.
For we have already seen in this previous Verse (2/104) that whenever some willful people from among
those Jews mistakenly or deliberately changed or distorted the real meaning of some specific allegorical
terms (e.g. “shepherd us,” 2/104) therein, our supreme Lord immediately forbade it and commanded a
better and perfectly truthful one that would give us its real meaning in the most rightful manner therein
(e.g. “watch over us,” 2/104)! So because that some willful people from among those Christians,
after the passing away of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) therein (5/77) thus mistakenly or deliberately
changed or distorted the real meaning of these specific allegorical terms: “my Father and your Father,”
--(which was also thus already used by our supreme Lord in Torah and Psalms only in “allegorical sense”
again before that)-- and thereby falsely and disastrously claimed that “Jesus was a real Son of a
real Father God there!” so our supreme Lord thus immediately forbids it and commands a better and
perfectly truthful one that will give us its real meaning in the most rightful manner (i.e. “my Lord and
your Lord”) here! So all righteous believers from among all Abrahamic Religions henceforth should
never use these old specific allegorical terms (=Father and Son), but must always and only use
henceforward these new specific real terms (=Lord and Servant) instead, each and every time, forever!
So in this context, to witness this great Scripture Gospel that was thus sent down to prophet Jesus (peace
be upon him) by our supreme Lord here (5/46) in its most Miraculous, most accurate and precise and
perfect form now (with all of these new specific real terms: “Lord,” and “Servant,” and “Watch over us,”
etc. therein) as it has already thus clearly been presented by this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger
of the Covenant” for all righteous Christians (please, in this respect also see now: John 6/27, 44-45) and
for all humanity now, in this most critical Final Age, we should certainly see “the Words of Jesus”
document, in its entirety, in this respect, here in the first place.
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73- Definitely, they have disbelieved (now), who (still) say: Certainly, Al-lah is a third
of a trinity! But (in fact), there is no (other) Ilah (=God), but thus (only) one Ilah (=Al-lah
112/1-4)! (please, also see in this respect now: Gospel-Mrk. 12/29)! So if they (still) do not
refrain from what they are thus (blasphemously) saying (19/88), a painful retribution will touch
those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) from among them.
74- So will they (still) not return to Al-lah (here; 112/1-4), and (immediately) ask
His forgiveness? And Al-lah is --(henceforth, in this case; 4/17 thus)-- forgiver, merciful!
75- For the Messiah, son of Mary, is no more than a Messenger, and definitely, (many)
Messengers passed away before him. And his mother was a truthful (woman), they both used to
eat the food (X 6/14)!
See how We are (thus) making clear (here) for them the “signs” (=thus also a reference here to
each one of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7),
then see how they are (still) being deviated!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) by which
he clearly informs about and precisely describes this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of
the Covenant,” that our supreme Lord has already thus unmistakably sent here, in this most critical
Final Age, and so how all those sincere and righteous Christians may wholeheartedly hearken to the voice
of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) and thus be his genuine disciples and followers here (5/46-47)
by thus clearly recognizing and fully supporting this promised “Messenger/Message of the Covenant”
now (5/83), and by totally and immediately renouncing henceforth that “Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjal)
ideology (5/17) and its fabricated “trinity” doctrine (4/171), and they shall henceforward thus totally and
immediately embrace this one and only true God (=Al-lah) and His honorable servant Jesus, and
His honorable message Gospel in this most rightful, accurate and perfect manner (here; 5/46-47), in this
most critical Final Age, we should also certainly see now “A Majestic Miracle,” and then “A Redeeming
Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.

76- Say: But will you (still) serve --(as other/partner false gods)-- beside Al-lah (12/40) (these
Messengers) who cannot rule for you any harm, and not a benefit (7/188) (please, also see in this
respect now: Gospel-Lk. 4/23-27 & 22/42)? And Al-lah, He is the hearer, the knower.
77- Say: O followers of the Written Document (=Christians; 3/3), so do not exceed the limits
in your Religion based on (those sources that are) different than the Truth (45/6-7)! And
(henceforth), do not follow the (false) desires of a people who went astray before, and they (thus)
led astray many (6/112 = 18/4-5)! And they went astray from (this) straight way (43/64).
78- Those who disbelieved --(now also thus here; 2/26-27)-- from among the Children of Israel
are already (thus) condemned by the tongue of David and Jesus, son of Mary (please, see Psalms
28/1-5 & Gospel-Mthw. 23/29-36)! This is because they disobeyed, and were acting hostile.
79- They were not enjoining one another from the strange attitude (5/63) that they were doing.
Ugly indeed is what they are --(now also thus here again)-- doing!
80- You see many of them befriending (now) those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27).
Ugly indeed is what their souls have (thus) sent forth for themselves; and so Al-lah is (therefore)
angry with them. And so --(here in this case; 4/18)-- they will be eternal in the retribution.
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81- And had they believed in Al-lah and (His) Informer (of the Covenant here; 7/158) and
in what is “sent down” to him (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” as it is “sent down” thus
here again, in the first place: 39/23), they would not have befriended them. But many of them are
(thus) betrayers (2/26-27)!
82- You will find that the most ardent of people in hostility against those who have (thus)
believed (2/25-26) are --(these kind of greedy and aggressive; 4/46, 161)-- Repenters (=Jews),
and also those who have (thus) made partners (42/21). And you will find that the closest of them
in friendship to those who have (thus) believed (here; 2/25-26) are those who said: Certainly,
we are --(these kind of humble and peaceful)-- Helpers (=Christians; 3/52)! This is because
from among them (there are) Searchers (of the Truth) and Abstainers (of the greed), and they
do not act arrogantly.
83- And (here), when they have heard (now) what is thus “sent down” (39/23) to the Messenger
(of the Covenant here; 7/158), you see their eyes flooding with tears because of what they have
(immediately) recognized of the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Truth,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
39/41); and they are saying: Our Lord, we have believed; so (please), write us among the
witnesses (57/19)!
84- Why should we not believe in Al-lah, and what has (thus) come to us of the “Truth” (39/41),
and while we hope that our Lord will (thus) admit us with these righteous (2/25-26) people?
85- And Al-lah has rewarded them (now) for what they said, with Gardens beneath which
the rivers flow, as eternal ones therein! And this is the reward of those --by righteously working
on this nicest Utterance (39/23), which consists of these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,
here again, in the first place-- (thus) nicely acting ones (39/34)!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) by which
he clearly informs about and precisely describes this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/Message
of the Covenant,” that our supreme Lord has already thus unmistakably sent here, in this most critical
Final Age, and so how all these sincere and righteous Christians may thus clearly recognize and
wholeheartedly believe in and fully support this promised “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” now
(5/83-85), thus to be among those genuine and truthful disciples and followers of prophet Jesus (peace
be upon him) here, in this most critical Final Age (5/46-47) == (Gospel-Jn. 6/27, 44-45),
we should see now “A Festive Miracle,” and then “A Joyful Miracle,” and then “A Glorious Miracle”
documents, in this respect, here in the first place.

86- But those who have (thus) disbelieved and rejected Our “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5), those will
--(here, in this case; 22/72 eventually thus)-- be the community of the Blazing fire (3/56)!
87- O those who have believed, do not prohibit the clean ones of what Al-lah has (thus) made
lawful for you (5/4-5); and do not act hostile. Certainly, Al-lah does not love the hostile ones
(6/119).
88- And eat from (all) that Al-lah has (thus) provided for you, lawful and clean (6/145).
And thus (always) be pious with Al-lah, in Whom you are (henceforth thus) believing (3/84)!
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89- Al-lah does not hold you responsible for the mere utterance of your oaths, but He holds you
responsible for (all) that you have (knowingly) assured by the oaths. And (when/if you violate it)
its atonement will be feeding ten poor (people) from average (amount/quality) of what you are
feeding your own families with, or clothing them, or freeing a staff (=a hireling, laborer, or
a worker) --(from his labor at least for three days by paying him his due wages therein)-But whoever cannot find, (then) fasting for three days (is required from him). This is (thus)
an atonement for (violating) your oaths, when you swore (to keep them). And (thereafter),
you shall (always earnestly try to) keep your oaths --(when/if you swear again to keep them).
Like this, Al-lah is making clear (here) for you His “signs” (=thus also a reference here to
each one of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7),
that you may be appreciative!
90- O those who have believed, (know that) certainly, the intoxicants, and the gambling, and
the altars --(which are built that those ignorant people may thus pray and seek help and
intercession around them; 10/18 from the dead ones; 16/20-21)-- and those -fortune/jinn- arrows
--(that are thus superstitiously used to allot the goodies; 5/3) are abominations from work of the
satan! So you shall (totally) avoid them, that you may prosper.
91- (For) certainly, the satan is seeking to provoke among you the hostility and the hatred
through the intoxicants and the gambling, and (thus) to distract you from the “Commemoration”
(=thus also a reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) of Al-lah, and
from the Support prayer (2/238). Will you then refrain?
92- So you shall obey Al-lah and obey the Messenger (of the Covenant; 7/158), and beware (of
each of those abominations above)! But if you turn away, know that (the sole responsibility)
upon Our Messenger (of the Covenant; 7/158) here is only the clear delivery (of these
Commandments, that thus wholly and only belong to Al-lah here; 6/114)!
93- There is no sin upon those who believe and (thus) work for the “Righteous Deeds” (2/25-26)
in what they (thus) eat (6/145), --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables,
within that first region, on the left side-- when they act piously,
and (then) --within that first region, on the right side-- believe and work for the righteous deeds!
(and) then --within that second region, on the left side-- be pious and believe,
(and) then --within that second region, on the right side-- be pious and act nicely!
For Al-lah loves those --by thus righteously working on this nicest Utterance (39/23), which
consists of these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place-- (thus)
nicely acting ones (39/34)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Reflections of the above Verse (5/93),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Festive Miracle” document --(please, by especially
paying attention and thus clearly noticing therein that 19 coded magnificent Table of our supreme Lord,
which thus exactly consists of two main regions and --left & right-- four sides therein)-- in this respect,
here in the first place.
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94- O those who have believed, Al-lah will test you with some “game” that --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables, on the left side-- your hands and --on the right side-- your arrows
may reach it! Thereby, Al-lah will know (those) --(now, thus also therein again, by refraining
from unjustly “hunting” them down into that lowest region there)-- who shall (rightfully) fear
Him in secret! But whoever acts hostile (to His Limits; 2/229) --now, thus also therein, again-after this, for him (there will come) a painful retribution!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Reflections of the above Verse (5/94),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Joyful Miracle” document --(please, by
especially paying attention and thus clearly noticing therein all those “game” animals, that can thus
unjustly be “hunted” down into that lowest region --on the left and the right side-- by some ignorant or
deliberate people here (=4/119 & …) on that 19 coded magnificent Table of our supreme Lord therein)-in this respect, here in the first place.

95- O those who have believed, do not kill any game when you are (thus) prohibited (5/1-2).
And whoever kills it among you intentionally, (its) fine will be (the) like of what he killed,
from the livestock, judging about it two equitable (persons) from among you, (the price of such
a livestock) as a (monetary) offering to reach the Temple --(which will thus be built; 3/96-97
in this holy City in the West; 27/91). Or (whoever cannot immediately do this, then there may
be) an atonement by (over a period of time) feeding the poor, or fasting equal (amount/days) of
this --(food supply, that unlawfully hunted animal would provide). Thus he will taste the
consequence of his (spiteful) deed. Al-lah has pardoned what was committed in the past.
But whoever returns to it --(by wilfully and totally rejecting this Commandment here), Al-lah
will take revenge on him. For Al-lah is --(here, in this case; 43/25)-- Mighty, possessor of
revenge.
96- Made lawful for you is the game of the sea and its food, as a provision for you and for
(all) travellers. And prohibited for you is the game of the land, so long as you are (thus)
prohibited (5/1-2). And thus (always) be pious with Al-lah, before Whom you will
--(immediately at the time of your death here; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- be summoned
(56/83-93)!
97- Al-lah has appointed the Temple --(which will thus be built; 3/96 in this holy City in the
West; 27/91) as a sacred House, (henceforth) thus standing for (all) the people (3/96-97),
and the sacred Month (2/185), and the (monetary) offerings (2/196), and their tickets (5/2).
This is so, that you may (henceforth) know that certainly, Al-lah knows whatever in the skies
and whatever on the earth. And certainly, Al-lah is --here, thus especially and first of all
in Mathematical respect-- Knower of every wanted thing (12/105)!
98- So you should know that certainly, Al-lah is --(in this case; 40/5)-- Severe in consequence;
but certainly, Al-lah is --for all His servants, who will thus righteously work; 2/25 on those
19 coded Tables, on the left side here-- Forgiver, --who will thus righteously work; 2/25 on those
19 coded Tables, on the right side here-- Merciful! (6/54)
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99- There is no (responsibility) upon the Messenger --(of the Covenant here; 7/158) except thus
(a clear) delivery (5/67). And (thereafter), Al-lah knows (all) that you are revealing, and (all) that
you are concealing.
100- Say: The dirty and the clean are not the same, even if the abundance of the dirty ones
(8/36-37) may impress you. So (henceforth) thus (always) be pious (2/177) with Al-lah,
O possessors of the understanding (65/10), that you may (eventually thus) prosper (23/1-11)!
101- O those who have believed, do not ask about matters which, if they are revealed to you,
may --(by overburdening you)-- trouble you. But if you (still) ask about them when the
“Reading” (=thus also a reference here to that most specific “Reading,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69) is being
sent down, it will be revealed to you. But Al-lah --(by knowingly overlooking them in the first
place)-- has (thus) pardoned them. Al-lah is (thus) forgiver, clement.
102- Definitely, a people (in a similar manner) had asked about them before you, then they
became disbelievers therein!
** If our supreme Lord does not give a much detailed “Judgement” (=Hukm) about a specific matter
here, in this Quran Testament, this is because of His mercy, and thus because He does not want to burden
the believers beyond their strength (5/6 = 22/78). So in all of these specific matters, first we should
carefully reflect on it, also taking into consideration the whole Quran Testament in this regard, and then
choose and follow the “easiest” path each and every time, by the permission of our supreme Lord here
(92/5-7). And we should never forget here that those who would never be content with these most Wise,
equitable and easy Judgements (=Hukm) of our supreme Lord, that He has thus in a most Merciful and
clear and easy manner (22/78) revealed and taught through His Messenger of the Covenant here (4/105 &
6/114), but always ask and search for further details and then always choose and follow the most
“difficult” path each and every time may thus unduly overburden themselves and may even end up
ignoring or rejecting even those most Wise, equitable and easy Judgements (=Hukm) that our supreme
Lord has thus clearly pointed out, in the first place (42/10), altogether, in the end (please, in this respect
see again: 2/67-71)!

103- Al-lah has not decreed --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, for the left side-of any “baheerat” (=marked camels), and --for the right side-- not any “saaebat” (=freed cattles),
and --for the left side-- not any “vaseelat” (=destined camels), and --for the right side-- not
any “haam” (=retained cattles)!
But those who have disbelieved (74/31) are --(by trying to include these (not decreed) animals
into the 19 coded Tables, in order thus to unjustly spoil this magnificent Planning here; 13/33)-fabricating the lie (16/86-87) upon Al-lah. And many of them (thus) do not comprehend (2/171)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (5/103),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Joyful Miracle” document --(please, by especially
paying attention and thus clearly noticing therein all these (not decreed by our supreme Lord)
“animals,” that are hereby thus excluded and excepted, based on this most fundamental Verse (74/28),
--on the left and the right side-- in that lowest region therein)-- in this respect here, in the first place.
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104- And when it is said to them: Come to what Al-lah has “sent down” (=thus a reference here
to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” as it is “sent down” thus here again, in the first place: 39/23), and
(thus) to the Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97), they said: What we have found our fathers upon it
is sufficient for us! But (what) if their fathers did not know any wanted thing --(regarding this
“Written Document;” 39/23 in those times), and so were not even (thus) “guided” (39/23) then?
(Please, in this respect also certainly see now: Psalms 118/22-23 = Gospel-Mthw. 21/42-43 =
Quran-Naml 93)
105- O those who have believed, so (you shall take care of) your own souls. For when you
--by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- are (thus) “guided” (39/23), those
who have gone astray cannot harm you. To Al-lah is your (ultimate) destiny, all together, and He
will inform you --(all those who thus go astray now; 2/26-27, and all those who thus go guided
now; 2/25-26)-- of what you are (thus) “working” on (29/4 X 34/4)!
106- O those who have believed, when death comes to one of you, witnessing among yourselves
(shall be done) by two equitable (persons) from among you during (when/if there is) a
recommendation --(of a new or final version of such a will here; 2/180 & 2/240), or (by) two
others not from among you, if you are travelling on the earth, and the affliction of death has
(thus) come to you (there); you will summon two of them after the Support prayer (2/238), and
they will (thus) swear by Al-lah, if you doubt: We will not trade it away for any amount, even if
(the beneficiary) be a close one (to us), and we will not conceal the witnessing of Al-lah;
certainly, then, we would be of the guilty!
107- But if it be discovered that they have (thereafter) thus (still) acted sinfully, (then) two
others will stand in their places, from among those who have thus been acted (sinfully) against
them, the two nearest in relation. And they will (thus) swear by Al-lah: Our witnessing is more
truthful than their witnessing, and we have not acted hostile; certainly, then, we would be of
the unjust ones!
108- This is nearest for them that they may (thus) do the witnessing properly, or fear that
the (other) oaths may (thus) be called for, after their oaths.
And thus (always) be pious with Al-lah (2/177), and hear! And Al-lah --by that most specific
“Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place-- does not “guide” (39/23) (such) betraying (2/26) people!
109- On the day (when) Al-lah will summon (all) the Messengers (4/164-165), and He will say:
What was (the answer) given to you? They said: Not a knowledge for us (now). Certainly You,
(only), You are the knower of the unseens!
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110- Then Al-lah said: O Jesus, son of Mary, remember My blessing upon you and upon your
mother. When I strengthened you with the holy Spirit (=Gabriel; 26/193); you were speaking to
the people in the cradle, and as an adult. And then I taught you the Written Document (=all of
these Scriptures here; 3/119) and the “Wisdom” (=thus a prospective reference here to this
most specific “Wisdom,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 13/37), and the Torah, and the Gospel!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) that our
supreme Lord has thus inspired and taught him within that Gospel, that are thus clearly informing about
and unmistakably describing this most specific “Wisdom” (=13/37) which is thus manifestly presented
now by this promised “Messenger of the Covenant” here, in this most critical Final Age, for the eternal
Salvation and benefit of all humanity (3/84-85), we should see now “the Words of Jesus” document,
in this respect, in its entirety, here in the first place.

And when you created like the shape of a bird by My permission, and you blew into it,
and it became --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables, on the right side here-- a “bird,”
by My permission;
and you healed --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables, on the left side here-- the “blind”
and the “leprous,” by My permission!
And you revived --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables, on the left side here-- the “dead,”
by My permission!
(Please, in these respects also certainly see again: 3/49)
(=11/120)
And then I prevented the Children of Israel from (hurting) you. When you came to them
with the Clear Proofs, but those who disbelieved from among them said: This is nothing but a
clear magic!
111- And then I inspired to the disciples: You shall believe in Me and My Messenger (here)!
(Gospel-Mthw. 16/15-17) They said: We have believed (O our Lord)! So you (too) bear witness
(O Jesus) that certainly, we are (henceforth) surrenderers (only to Him)!
112- Then the disciples said: O Jesus, son of Mary, can your Lord send down upon us (now)
a feast from the sky? He said: Be pious with Al-lah, if you are believers.
113- They said: We wish to eat from it, and so that our hearts may be reassured with it, and
we may (thus) know that you have definitely spoken the truth to us; and that we may (thus) be
upon it of the witnesses!
114- Jesus, son of Mary, said: O Al-lah, our Lord, so (please), send down upon us (now)
a Feast from the sky, that it may (thus) be for us a Celebration, for our first generations (in the
present) and later generations (in the future) and (thus) a “Sign” from You! And (please), provide
for us; and You are --now, thus also here again-- the best Provider (=2/25)!
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115- Al-lah said: I am sending it down --(therein, and also now herein again thus; 2/25-26)-upon you! But whoever disbelieves from among you after this, I will certainly retribute him
with a retribution, that I never retributed anyone among the multitudes!
** To witness those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) by which
he has clearly foretold about such a wonderful Feast, that will also thus --in Mathematical respect-be sent down to all humanity through that promised “Son of Man” (=this “Messenger of the Covenant”),
in this most critical Last -Third- Day (=Millennium) here (please, see Gospel-Mthw. 4/4 = John 6/27, 40)
and thus will be made by our supreme Lord a most wonderful “Sign” and an eternal Celebration
for all believing peoples on earth here, we should certainly see now “A Festive Miracle” document,
in this respect, here in the first place.

116- And then, Al-lah said: O Jesus, son of Mary, did you say to the people: Take me
and my mother as two ilahs (=gods) beside Al-lah? He said: Be You glorified! it can never be
for me, that I say (such a blasphemy), that there is not a truth (in it) for me! Had I said it,
definitely You would have known it. You know what is in my mind, and I cannot know what is
in Your mind. Certainly You, (only), You are the knower of the unseens!
117- Here, I did not say to them except what You (thus) commanded me with it: You shall thus
serve (only) Al-lah, my Lord and your Lord! (please, also see in this respect now: Gospel-Mthw.
4/10 & Mrk. 12/29-30) And I was a witness over them, as long as I remained among them;
(but) when You (thus) put me to death (=3/55), You were the only “Watcher” over them. And
(thereafter), thus only You were upon every wanted thing a “Witness!”
** Here, first of all, we can thus clearly understand that after our supreme Lord thus put him to death,
before those despotic and cruel disbelievers could crucify and kill him there, and thus saved him
by thus immediately raising him to Heaven (=3/55) therein, prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) never
returned to this world again, and will never return, until the Day of Resurrection, when he will thus
openly bear witness before our supreme Lord here then (5/116-117), but only our supreme Lord remained
thus one and only “Watcher” over all people and one and only “Witness” over all things (5/117)
and only our supreme Lord will thus remain one and only “Watcher” over all people and one and only
“Witness” over all things, until the Day of Resurrection here (5/116-117)!
So then we can hereby also clearly understand that all those --some mistaken, or some deliberate-- claims
of some early Christians mistakenly asserting that prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) returned to this
world immediately after his being raised to Heaven, and thus seen here by some disciples, and then heard
by some followers like Paul etc. and thus delivered to them some additional heavenly Messages,
so then prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) will in person return again to this world in this Final Age now
are definitely Not true, but in essence, they are only such satanic inspirations and deceptions, in the first
place. (Please, see 6/112-114) (Please, also certainly see now in this respect Gospel-Jhn. 12/35-36 &
13/33 & 16/10 thus to clearly witness therein how prophet Jesus already clearly indicated and strictly
warned his disciples against these kind of satanic inspirations and deceptions i.e. darkness that would
come right after his departure; and then how this promised “Son of Man” will thus bring the Truth herein
also with regard to this most critical issues now, here in this most critical Final Age)!
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And then to witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him)
in which he has clearly foretold about this “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” that will be sent by
our supreme Lord as a “Son of Man,” and will also bear the name “Jesus” (=Salvation given Servant of
Al-lah) as a special title on him here, in this most critical Final Age,
and then also all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him)
by which he has clearly foretold about this “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” that will be sent by
our supreme Lord as a “Mahdee and Messiah,” and hence will also bear the name “Jesus” (=Salvation
given Servant of Al-lah) as a special title on him here, in this most critical Final Age,
we should certainly see now “An Awesome Miracle 1,” and then “A Special Miracle,” and then
“A Miraculous Seal” documents, in these respects, here in the first place.

118- (Jesus then said to Al-lah): If You retribute them (now), certainly they are Your servants.
And if You forgive them, certainly You, (only), You are the mighty, the wise!
119- Al-lah said: This is a day when (only) their “truthfulness” (=thus a reference here to that
most specific “Truthfulness,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/33) will (thus) benefit the truthful ones (39/33-34)!
For them (there will be) Gardens beneath which the rivers flow, as eternal ones therein, forever!
Al-lah is (thus) pleased with them, and they are (thus) pleased with Him (98/7-8). This is the
great success!
120- To Al-lah belongs (all) the ruling dominion (17/111) of the skies and the earth, and
whatever in them. And He is (thus) upon every wanted thing a best Measurer (54/49)!

CHAPTER 6
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- All praise be to Al-lah, the One who has created the skies and the earth, and made the
darknesses and the light. Then those who have (thus) disbelieved (67/6-9) are (still) setting up
--(these persons, or things)-- as equals with their Lord (9/31 & 41/37)!
2- He is the One who has created you from clay (=thus a reference again to all those basic
elements present in the earth crust), then decreed an appointed time (as a lifespan here; 63/11).
And a named appointed time is (thus) with Him (71/4)! Then you are (still) being suspicious
--(about this “Truth” here; 2/147)!
3- And He is (one and only) Al-lah in the skies, and on the earth (43/84)! He knows (all) your
secrets and your declarations. And He knows (all) what you are earning.
4- But there does not come to them a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most
specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
each of which is also thus specifically called a “Commemoration” here, in the first place: 26/5),
(thus) of the “Signs” of their Lord, but they are turning aside from it!
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5- Definitely, they have rejected the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 39/41), when it came to them. So informations of what they are mocking at (now)
will soon (thus) come to them (21/1 & 44/10-16)!
6- Do they not see how many generations We have annihilated before them? We established
them on the earth as We have not established you (now). And We sent (all the benefits, rains of)
the sky upon them generously, and We made the rivers flowing beneath them. And (then) We
annihilated them because of their wrong doings (29/39-40)! And We built after them another
generation.
7- Even if We sent down to you the “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that
most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) (manifestly from the sky) in paper, and they
touched it with their own hands, those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) would (again) say:
This is nothing but a clear enchantment!
8- And they said: Why has not an Angel been sent down to him? Had We sent down an Angel,
the command (of retribution) would have (immediately) been decreed, then they would not be
respited.
9- And had We made him an Angel, We would have made him (in the form of) a human. And
We would have (thus) confused them, as they are (thus still deliberately) confusing (themselves
here, in the first place)!
10- Definitely, (all) those Messengers before you were also mocked at. And (then) what they
were mocking at have (thus) engulfed those who despised (the Truth) among them (6/5).
11- Say: Roam the earth, then see how was the consequence of the rejecters (22/42-45)!
12- Say: To whom belongs what is in the skies and the earth? Say: To Al-lah (4/132)!
He has written on His own soul the mercy (for all His such servants here; 6/54). Then
He will (thus) gather you to the Day of Resurrection (39/67-68), not a doubt in it. Those who
lose their souls (are the ones) who do not believe (in His “Signs” here; 16/104)!
13- And to Him belongs whatever dwells in the night and the day. And He is the hearer,
the knower.
14- Say: Shall I take any (guiding, protecting) Master other than Al-lah (7/196), (when He is)
the Initiator of the skies and the earth, and He (always) feeds, but never (needs to be) fed?
Say: So certainly, I am commanded (now) to be first (of those) who have (thus) surrendered (to
Him; 3/84), and, do not be of those partner makers (42/21)!
15- Say: Certainly, I fear, if I disobey my Lord (10/15), the retribution of a grievous day!
16- Whoever is spared that (retribution), on that day, definitely He has (thus) had mercy on him.
And this is the clear success (48/5)!
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17- And if Al-lah touches you with adversity, none can relieve it except He (10/107). And if He
touches you with happiness, He is upon every wanted thing a best Measurer.
18- And He is the Supreme over (all of) His servants (6/61); and He is the wise, the cognizant.
19- Say: Which thing is greatest in witnessing? Say: (Here), Al-lah is a Witness between me
and you: this “Reading” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Reading,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
36/69) has been inspired to me, that I may (thus) warn you with it, and whomever it reaches!
But are you (still) bearing witness that certainly with Al-lah (there are) other ilahs (=gods)?
Say: I never bear witness (to this). Say: For certainly, He is (thus) one Ilah (=God) (28/70)!
So I (totally) disown what you are --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “gods”
outside/beside Al-lah here)-- making partners (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43 & 41/37)!
20- Those to whom We gave the Written Document (=Torah, and Gospel, and Quran; 3/3-4)
will recognize that (=Messenger/Message of the Covenant), as they recognize their own son
(2/146)! But those who lose their souls (are the ones) who still do not believe (in His
Messenger/Message here; 2/26-27)!
21- So who is more unjust than (the one) who has (thus) fabricated upon Al-lah a lie (16/86-87),
and has (thus) rejected (as a lie) His “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most
specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5)? So certainly, these unjust ones (39/24) will not prosper!
22- And on the day (when) We will summon them all together, then We will say to those who
made partners: Where are your Partners (now), the ones you acclaimed --(by thus adopting them
as other/partner false Judges outside/beside Al-lah here; 42/21)?
23- Then their excuse will be nothing, but they said: By Al-lah, our Lord, we were never
partner makers!
24- See how they (thus) lied upon their own souls; and have (immediately) gone away from
them (now) what they were fabricating (2/166-167)!
25- And among them (there are those) who give ear to you (now), but We have made upon their
hearts --(because of their own deliberate hardness and deafness therein; 41/5)-- veils, so that they
--(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return
to Al-lah here; 3/89 in the first place)-- may not comprehend it, and on their ears a heaviness.
And --(so long as they insist on their own deliberate hardness and deafness therein; 41/5)-even if they see every “Sign” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
6/4 = 26/5), they will not believe in it.
(Here), when they come to you (now), they are arguing with you, those who have (thus)
disbelieved (2/26-27) are (still) saying: These are not, except regular statements of those past
ones (=previous Messengers; 21/5)!
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** Here, our supreme Lord is thus in a most Wise and prescient manner informing us about those
willful disbelievers, who will thus deliberately try to cloud here the clear fact that all those 19 coded
magnificent Plannings of our supreme Lord (as each of them are already thus clearly presented to all
humanity in those 19 most basic and fundamental documents by His promised Messenger of the Covenant
here), which are thus each and every time designed in a most Wise perfectly corresponding manner,
--on those left & on those right sides-- have already thus unmistakably been foretold and clearly and
exactly been described again by all His great Prophets (=here, especially and first of all by Moses, and
then David, and then Jesus, and then Muhammad again, peace be upon each of them) in their most
miraculous prophecies, which are thus directly inspired and taught to them by our supreme Lord in a
most Wise and prescient manner therein again; these kind of willful disbelievers will thus try to portray
all of them as if they were only traditional, regular “statements” (=asateer; 6/25) -(mastuuran; 17/58 &
…)- of those great Prophets, which have nothing to do with these 19 coded magnificent Plannings of
our supreme Lord here, at all, in this most critical Final Age here (6/25)!

26- And (therefore), they are --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-keeping away from it, and --on the right side-- turning away from it!
And (thus) they are not destroying except their own souls, but they do not perceive!
27- And if you could only see, when they are brought before the Fire, they said:
O woe to us, (we wish), we were sent back (now)! And (then) we would never reject the “Signs”
(=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of our Lord,
and we would be of the believers!
28- No, what they were keeping hidden before has (now) been exposed to them (here).
And if they were sent back (now), they would (immediately) go back to what they were (thus)
forbidden it (here; 3/98-99 & 3/21)! And (because) they are (still) liars!
29- And they said: It is only our worldly life (here); and we will not --(to account for this;
39/23 thus immediately after this death here, in the other world, in that Hell, or in that Paradise;
16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- be awakened (36/48-54)!
30- And if you could only see, when they are brought before their Lord, and He said:
Is “this” (=thus also a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) not
the “Truth” (39/41)? They said: Yes, by our Lord! He said: So taste the retribution (now)
for that you were (thus) disbelieving (2/26-27)!
31- Definitely, those who have (thus) rejected the meeting of Al-lah (here; 10/15) are losers!
So when the Hour (33/63) comes to them suddenly, they will say: O our sorrow for what
we have (thus) neglected therein (39/55-56)! And (therefore), they will bear their loads (of sins)
on their backs. Be careful, ugly indeed is what they are (thus) bearing (20/99-101)!
32- This worldly life is nothing but a play and vanity (57/20). And the abode of the Last Epoch
is better/best for those who will (thus) act piously (39/33); so will you (still) not comprehend
(21/10)?
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33- Definitely, We know that what they are saying (21/5 & …) grieves you. But certainly,
they are (thus) not rejecting you, but those unjust ones are (in fact, thus) struggling against
the “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of
Al-lah (here; 29/47, 49)!
34- Definitely, those Messengers before you were also (thus) rejected, but they remained
steadfast upon what they were (thus) rejected and insulted (therein), until Our help came to them.
And there is none to change --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left & on the
right side-- these (complete and perfect) “Words” (6/115) of Al-lah!
And definitely, there has (thus) come to you (now) of the “information” of those Messengers!
** To witness all those most Wise and perfectly corresponding --on the left & on the right sides-miraculous informations of prophet Moses, and Jesus, and David, and Muhammad (peace be upon each of
them) by which they have already thus clearly informed about and precisely described these “19 coded
magnificent Words” of our supreme Lord here --on the left & on the right sides-- that He has thus
revealed to His long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here for the eternal
Salvation and benefit of all humanity, in this most critical Final Age, we should certainly see now
“the Words of Moses, and Jesus, and David, and Muhammad” documents --(please, first of all and
especially witnessing therein now; Moses 24/18 & 22, and then Jesus 4/24 & 26, and then David 44/10,
and then Muhammad 18/15)-- in their entirety then, in the first place.

35- But if their (still) turning away (5/68) is hard on you; (then) if you can seek (to dug) a tunnel
(now) into the earth, or a ladder (to climb) into the sky, and (thus try to) bring (such) a “Sign”
to them --(as they challenge you here; 17/90-93) …!
So had Al-lah willed, He could have gathered them upon the “Guidance” (=thus a reference here
to this most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)! (=13/27)
So (then) you shall never be of those ignorant ones (6/111-113)!
36- For certainly, only those who listen will (thus rightfully) respond (to Him) (2/186)!
And the dead; (here), Al-lah is --(immediately at the time of their passing away here, thus in the
other world, in that Hell, or in that Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- awakening them,
then to Him they are --(therein again thus immediately)-- brought back (36/48-53)!
37- They said: Then why has not (such) a “Sign” (like of those previous Messengers here; 21/5)
from his Lord been sent down to him? Say: Certainly, Al-lah is best Measurer (54/49) upon
sending down (here such) a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of those most specific
“Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 6/4 = 26/5); but many of them (still) do not know --(the reason and Wisdom of this
here; 6/124)!
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38- And not a creature on the earth, and not a bird that flies with its two wings (in the sky),
are societies --(here, thus especially in genetic and anatomic respect)-- that are similar/same
as you. So --(also of all these “creatures” and “birds” here)-- We have not left out anything in
the “Written Document” (=thus also a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first
place: 39/23)!
And then --(immediately after their death here, thus in the other world, in that Paradise; X 11/119
all of them are thus instantly)-- to their Lord being summoned!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (6/38),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Joyful Miracle” document --(please, by
especially paying attention and thus clearly noticing therein all those “creatures” and “birds” that are thus
perfectly placed --on the left and the right side-- on that 19 coded magnificent Table, by our supreme
Lord, without leaving out any of them therein)-- in this respect, here in the first place.
** And our supreme Lord is also thus most Wisely and precisely pointing out to us here again that
all those other creatures and birds (thus first of all and especially in anatomic and genetic respects here)
are exactly “similar/same” (=amthalukum) communities like us, which is thus already scientifically
observed by comparing (of course, also in the light of that most Wise “evolutionary creation” fact of our
supreme Lord here again; 21/30 & 71/14 & 76/1 & …) all those anatomic and genetic --(here, especially
each of those magnificent DNAs which are thus created by our supreme Lord in perfect Symmetry and
exact pairs again)-- traits of all living beings on earth now.
And here, we should also thereby thus clearly perceive that our supreme Lord by thus describing all those
creatures and birds (thus first of all and especially in anatomic and genetic respects here) as exactly
“similar/same” (=amthalukum) communities like us, and again by emphasizing that He has thus created
all these creatures and birds as “nice” (=ahsana) creatures (please, see 32/7), He is thus honoring all
His creatures and birds here in this Quran Testament, thus in the first place.
And then by emphasizing that He has --(through His most Wise “evolutionary creation” technique
here again; 21/30 & 71/14 & 76/1 & …)-- created thereafter humans in the “nicest upright” (=ahsane
taqveem) form (please, see 95/4), and by bestowing on them therein the ability to talk that they may also
thus specifically communicate with Him through language (2/31-33, 37), He has thus made them
most privileged, favored and honorable “successors” of the earth (=khalaefa alard; 6/165) here, in these
respects, here in the first place (please, see 17/70)!

39- But those who have (still) rejected Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those
most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) are (thus) deaf and dumb (here; 2/171), in the darknesses!
So (henceforth), Al-lah sends astray whoever wants (to go astray), and He (thus) leads in a
standing path (43/43) whoever wants (to go guided)!
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40- Say: Do you see, if the Retribution (44/10-11) of Al-lah comes to you, or the Hour (54/1)
comes to you, will you call upon (anyone) other than Al-lah (then), if you are truthful?
41- No, (only) upon Him you will be calling; and He will (thus) relieve --(for a specific period
of time)-- what you have (thus) called upon (Him) for --(then; 44/12-16), if He wants.
And --(is it not a fact that in every deep trouble and adversity)-- you forget what you are (thus)
making partners (29/65).
42- And definitely, We have sent (many Messengers) to those societies before you. And We
afflicted them with adversity and hardship, so that perhaps they may implore.
43- If only they implored when Our punishment came to them! But (on the contrary) their hearts
were (even more) hardened, and (because) the satan (thus) adorned to them what they were
working for (43/36-37).
44- So when they (totally) forgot what they were “Commemorated” (=thus also a reminder to
this most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) with it, We opened for them the gates of every
wanted thing. And when they (thus) rejoiced with what they were given, We overtook them
suddenly; and then they were (utterly) hopeless.
45- So the roots of the people who (thus) acted unjustly (39/24) were cut off!
And (all) praise be to Al-lah --(here; 6/1), Lord of the multitudes.
46- Say: Do you see, if Al-lah takes away your hearing and your eyesight (now), and seals upon
your hearts, who is an ilah (=god), other than Al-lah (28/70), --(by creating it anew from
scratch)-- can bring it back to you?
See how We are circulating the “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of those
19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7), then they are (still)
deviating!
47- Say: Do you see, if the Retribution of Al-lah comes to you (now) suddenly or openly, will
(any) be annihilated --(for eternal requital therein; 40/40)-- except (thus) the unjust (39/24-26)
people?
48- We do not send the Messengers except as bearers of good news and as warners.
So (henceforth), whoever believes and (thus) acts Righteously (=2/25), not a fear upon them,
and they will not grieve (35/34-35)!
49- But those who have (still) rejected Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those
most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5); the retribution will touch them, for that they are (thus)
Betraying (=2/26)!
50- Say: I do not say to you that the treasures of Al-lah is with me, and I do not know the unseen
(of the future), and I do not say to you that I am an angel.
Here, I am only following what is (thus) being inspired (43/43-44) to me (by my Lord)!
Say: So (henceforth) can the blind --(to this; 10/43) and the seer --(of this; 34/6) be same?
So will you (still) not reflect (34/46)?
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51- So you shall (thus) warn with it (7/2) those who reverence the summoning before their Lord,
that there is no (guiding, protecting) Master for them other than Him (7/196), and not an
intercessor (39/44), so that they may guard themselves --(from adopting other/partner false
“masters” and “intercessors;” 18/102 & 21/28 outside/beside Him here, now and forever)!
52- And do not dismiss those who call upon their Lord in the early times and the evenings,
(thus) seeking His face (=pleasure, approval). You are not responsible for their reckoning, and
they are not responsible for your reckoning. And if you dismiss them, you would be of
the unjust ones!
53- And like this, We have tested some of them by some, that they say: Are these (the ones)
that Al-lah has (really) conferred a gift upon them among us (3/164)? But does not Al-lah
know best the appreciative ones (76/3)?
54- And when those who have believed in Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of
those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) come to you (now), say: Peace be upon you; your Lord
has (thus) written on His own soul the Mercy (for you). So whoever works for a badness from
among you, out of ignorance, then --(as soon as he perceives its badness here; 3/135
immediately)-- returns (to Him) thereafter, and (thus) acts Righteously (=2/25) (2/220 & 4/114
& …), He is (then) certainly forgiver, merciful (3/135-136)!
55- And like this, We are separating --for/on the left side and the right side-- the “signs” (=thus
also a reference here to each one of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again,
in the first place: 3/7), so that this (crooked) way (16/9 & 3/99) of those criminals may (thus)
become clear!
56- Say: Certainly, I am forbidden from serving (12/40) those whom you --(by thus adopting
them as other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Him here)-- are (thus) calling upon other than
Al-lah (9/31 & 3/80 & 41/37)! Say: I do not follow your desires. Definitely, I would go astray
then, and could not be of those --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- (thus) “guided”
ones (39/23)!
57- Say: Certainly, I am on a “Clear Proof” (=thus an exclusive reference to that most specific
“Clear Proof,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 6/157) from my Lord, but you have rejected it. What you are hastening for it
(37/176-179) is not with me! The judgement (thus always and only) belongs to Al-lah (18/26);
He (thus) tells the “Truth” (39/41)! And He is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-the best Separator (of all those “signs” here again; 6/55) --for/on the left side and the right side-(therein)!
58- Say: If what you are hastening for it (10/50-51) were with me, the command (thereof) would
have (immediately) been decreed between me and you! So Al-lah knows best those --by having
thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) unjust ones (39/24)!
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59- With Him are the keys of the Unseen; none knows it except He. And He knows whatever
in the land and the sea. And not a leaf falls but He --(based on and beyond all those natural and
physical laws, that He has thus most Wisely and powerfully created in the very beginning
by all of His most accurate and precise Mathematical calculations here; 7/185)-- He knows it.
And neither a grain in the darknesses of the earth, (nor anything) wet or dry, but (all of them are
thus counted and recorded; 72/28) in a clear Written Document (with Him).
60- And He is the One who puts you to death in the night, and He knows what you achieve
in the day. Then He is awaking you therein (every morning), so that a named appointed time may
(thus) be fulfilled. Then to Him will be your (ultimate) destination, then He will inform you of
(all) that you are (now, here also thus) “working” on (34/4 X 29/4)!
61- And He is the Supreme over (all of) His servants, and He sends upon you protectors (86/4).
And when the death comes to one of you, Our (angel) Messengers (32/11) (thus immediately)
put him to death, and they never fail.
62- Then they are (thus instantly) brought back to Al-lah (16/28-29 X 32), their true (one and
only) Master (7/196)! Pay heed, (now therein) to Him (belongs) the Judgement; and He is (thus)
the Swiftest of reckoners (18/102)!
63- Say: Who is saving you (now) from (all) darknesses of the land and the sea, (while) you are
(thus) calling upon Him loudly and secretly: “If He saves us from this, we will surely be of the
appreciative ones!”
64- Say: Al-lah is (thus) saving you from it, and from every (other) trouble; but (still) you are
--(by thus adopting other/partner false “intercessors” outside/beside Him here)-- making partners
(10/18)!
65- Say: So He has the power to send upon you a retribution (now) from above you, or from
beneath your feet, or He may confuse you into sects and (thus) make some of you taste the
violence of others.
See how We are circulating the “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of those
19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7), so that they may
understand!
66- But your people have (still) rejected it, and (though) it is the “Truth” (=thus a reference here
to that most specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/41)! Say: Then I am not an advocate (39/41) over you.
67- Every information --(here; 38/87-88)-- will (thus) take place. So you will soon know!
68- And when you see those who are babbling about Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to
each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), you shall turn away from them until they
delve into another subject. But if the satan causes you to forget (this for a moment) therein,
you shall never sit, as soon as (you) remember, with (such) unjust (39/24) people! (=4/140)
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69- And those who are pious (39/33) are not responsible for their babbling; but (they can convey
such) a reminding (39/23-26, 55-58), that perhaps they may --(therefore by thus immediately
repenting and sincerely returning to Him; 3/89)-- be pious.
70- So you shall disregard those who have taken their “Religion” (=thus a reference here to that
most specific “Religion,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 48/28) (as if it is) --on the left side-- a play, and --on the right side-a vanity (please, see 2/171), and (because) this worldly life has (thus) deceived them (now)!
And (again) thus “Commemorate” with it (=39/23), lest a soul be tormented with what it has
earned (39/24)! There will not be any (guiding, protecting) master (18/102) and not any
intercessor (21/28) then for him against Al-lah. And even if he could offer any (kind of) ransom,
it would not be taken from him. Those are the ones who are tormented for what they have (thus)
earned (here; 39/24)! So --(in this case; 4/18 thus eventually)-- for them (there will be) a boiling
drink, and a painful retribution, for that they are (thus tyrannically) disbelieving (here; 2/26-27)!
71- Say: Shall we call upon --(other/partner false “intercessors;” 10/18)-- beside Al-lah (now)
those who can never benefit us, and not harm us (5/76), and (thus) be brought back on our heels,
after Al-lah has --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- (thus) “guided” (39/23) us (here)?
Like the one those satans (6/112-113) have (thus) possessed him (now) on the earth, bewildered.
For him (there is) a community (of followers) introducing him --(as if he is a true guiding priest,
or rabbi, or imam, etc. perfectly guided by Al-lah; 7/30)-- to give the guidance, (and thus inviting
all the people, saying): So come forth to us (to follow him)!
Say: Certainly, the Guidance of Al-lah, it is thus (one and only) “Guidance” (=thus a reference
here to this most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)! So we are commanded (thus) to surrender (3/84)
to the Lord of the multitudes (here)!
72- And (thus) to observe the Support duty (33/56), and (always) be pious (2/177) with Him!
And He is the One before Whom you are --(immediately at the time of this death here; 16/28-29
X 32 thus instantly)-- being summoned (56/83-94)!
73- And He is the One who created the skies and the earth (thus) truthfully. And (because)
the day (when) He says: “Be,” so --(those skies and earth thus)-- is (2/117)!
** Our supreme Lord thus clearly and unmistakably informs us in this Quran Testament, that He thus
created all the skies and the earth (=all universe and matter) in the first place, by His own supreme power
thus truthfully (=belhaqq), even long before He created us on this earth (14/19 & 40/57), and then He thus
created the (sun) light here, and then He created and bestowed us eyes here (17/12 & 16/78), that we may
thus rightfully observe all this universe and matter in an adequately precise manner as they are already
thus concretely created outside of us truthfully (=belhaqq) by Him!
So we should beware of all those baseless and delusional claims of some Christian (here, especially some
Gnostic), and Judaic (especially some Kabbalist), and Islamic (especially some Sufi) sects, that are still
delusively claiming that “in essence, there is no universe and matter outside of human beings, in “truth,”
but everything is only an “illusion” that are thus simulated in our brains as a result of those simple electric
impulses reaching therein!”
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So we should clearly perceive that these are only (in Religious and Scientific respects) baseless
and delusional claims that only these kind of bewildered and uninformed people under the influence of
these satans here (6/112-113) can thus mistakenly be attached to here (6/71)! So in essence, these are thus
again only the fabrications and the deceiving tools of that satanic “Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjal)
ideology in this most critical Final Age.
And thereafter, we should also certainly beware of those shrewd attempts of satan, who is thus trying to
adorn these kind of baseless and delusional claims in the eyes of many naive believers by presenting it as
a rightful and wonderful thing, because (as if) it is thus truly refuting materialism, by thus destroying the
foundations of atheism and materialism, declaring that there is no matter in “truth,” everything is illusion!
In fact, it is thus a wrongful and disastrous thing, which is thus only foolishly denying the existence of
real world and all matter which Al-lah has thus created truthfully (=belhaqq) in the first place!
And satan is thus trying to turn all those naive people who are easily duped by these kind of baseless and
delusional claims into bewildered followers of many false guides, who are thus promising them
illusionary paradises and fake happiness, if they thus blindly surrender and follow them, now and forever!
So we should clearly perceive that these are all deceiving tools and simple techniques of satan, who
always approaches all the believers thus in “sheep’s clothing,” though he is a “ravenous wolf”
underneath, who is thus trying to dupe and destroy them for eternity. (please, see in this respect 15/39 =
6/112-113 = 7/30)
So we should hereby also thus clearly know that all those naive people who would thus easily be duped
and deceived by these satanic “Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjal) illusionary and false ideologies and thus be
turned into bewildered followers of those satans (6/112-113) will thus be sharply awakened by our
supreme Lord’s this rebuke (52/14-16) in the hereafter, and then --(unless they immediately regret their
bewilderment; 6/71 and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 4/17)-- be sent into eternal
condemnation because of this baseless and delusional satanic lies and deceptions (52/14-16) and thereby
their all those foolish, wrong and bad actions here (6/71 & 17/64 & 22/72 & …), in the first place!

His “Saying” (69/40-43) is (thus) the Truth! And to Him belongs the Ruling Dominion
(22/56-57) on the day (when) the horn is blown (36/51-54)! Knower of the unseen (=thus also
a reference here to all those subatomic particles and rays that can never be seen by human eye),
and (all) the witnessed. And He is the wise, the cognizant.
74- And when Abraham said to his father Azar: Are you taking (these) idols --(which they thus
carved by their own hands, to represent some angels; 37/91-96)-- as ilahs (=gods)?
Certainly, I see you and your nation in a clear straying!
75- And like this, We showed Abraham the ruling dominion of the skies and the earth, and that
he might be of those certainty attainers.
76- So when the night darkened upon him, he saw a planet. He said: (Is) this my lord! But when
it disappeared, he said: I cannot love those who disappear!
77- When he saw the moon rising, he said: (Is) this my lord! And when it disappeared, he said:
Unless my Lord guides me, I will surely be of the straying nation --(who thus adopted those
planets and moon as other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Him therein)!
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78- And when he saw the sun rising, he said: (Is) this my lord; and this is the biggest one!
And when it disappeared, he said: O my nation, then I (totally) disown what you are --(by thus
adopting all those celestial bodies as other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Him therein)-making partners!
79- And certainly, I have turned my face (only) towards the One who has initiated the skies and
the earth, as a monotheist --(thus totally devoted to Him here; 6/161). So I am not of those
partner makers (42/21)!
80- But his nation argued with him, and he said: Do you (still) argue with me about Al-lah?
And (here), He has thus (rightfully) guided me. So I do not fear what you are still (thus) making
partners with Him (6/74), (for nothing can happen to me) except (when/if) my Lord may want
a thing (6/17). My Lord encompassed every wanted thing in knowledge! So will you (still) not
“Commemorate” (39/23)?
81- And how can I fear what you have (thus) made partners (42/21), and you (still) do not fear
that you have (thus) made partners with Al-lah what He has not sent down to you any evidence
about it (45/6-7)? So which party is more deserving of being secure (now), if you know?
82- Those who believe and do not pollute their belief with any injustice (31/13); (here), those
are (the ones), for them is the security, and they will (thus) be the “guided” ones (39/23)!
83- And (here), this is Our “Argument,” that We have (thus) given it to Abraham against his
nation. We exalt in degrees (of rank) thus whomever We want (4/95-96). Certainly, your Lord is
wise, knower.
84- And (then) We granted to him (his son) Isaac and (grandson) Jacob, and each (of them)
We guided. And We guided Noah before (them), and from his descendants:
David and (his son) Solomon, and Job and Joseph and Moses and Aaron. And like this, We
reward --(thus also here)-- (all) those nicely acting ones (39/34-35)!
85- And Zachariah and (his son) John, and Jesus and Elias. Every (of them) are of the righteous.
86- And Ishmael and (his son) Alyasha, and Jonah and Lot. Every (of them) We have (thus)
favored upon/for (the benefit of) the multitudes.
87- And (also) from their ancestors, and descendants, and siblings; We have (thus) chosen them,
and guided them to a standing path (6/161)!
88- So this is the “Guidance” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)
of Al-lah; He guides with it (thus) whomever He wants (13/27) from among His servants.
But if they made partners (42/21 & 13/33), (all) what they are (thus) working on (2/25) would be
in vain!
89- Those are the ones to whom We gave the Written Document and the “Wisdom” (=thus
a significant reference here to this most specific “Wisdom,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 3/48) and (thus) the Information!
But if these (people) are (still) disbelieving in it (=39/23), We have (thus) definitely appointed
for it (such) a people (5/54) who will not be disbelievers in it!
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90- Those are the ones Al-lah has (thus) guided; so you shall (thus) follow their “Guidance”
(3/3-4 & 87/18-19)! And say: I do not ask you for it any payment. It is only a “Commemorative”
(=thus a reference here to that most specific “Commemorative,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 74/31) for the
multitudes!
91- But they never valued Al-lah as He should be valued; thus they said: Al-lah has not sent
down (here) to a human anything (67/9)! Say: Then who sent down that Written Document,
the one that Moses came with it (thus) as a Light and a (source of) “Guidance” (39/23) for
the people (5/44)? You are (still) making it on paper and revealing it, and concealing much of it?
And (thus) you have been taught (here; 55/2) what you never knew, you and your fathers (at that
time) (please, see in this respect now: Torah-Deut. 29/28 = Isaiah 30/20)!
So you shall say: Al-lah; then leave them in their heedlessness, playing (21/1-2)!
92- And (here), this is a “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23), We have (thus) sent it down, sanctified;
(thus) fulfilling of those (Heavenly promises) that is before it (Torah-Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-4)
(Gospel-Jn. 6/27 = Mthw. 4/4 & Lk. 8/11-15) (Quran-Ali Imraan 3/81 = Ahzaab 33/7-8 &
Naml 27/93 = Ibrahim 14/24-25), so that you may thus warn (all) mother/main cities (around the
globe) and whomever around them (13/7). And those who believe in the Last Epoch (=thus also
a reference to this most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 here, in the first pace)
(please, in this respect also certainly see now: Hosea 6/2-3) (Gospel-Lk. 18/33 = Jn. 6/44-45)
(Quran-Zukhruf 43/61-62) will believe in it; and they are upon their Support duties (33/56)
protecting!
93- So who is more unjust than (the one) who has (thus) fabricated a lie (3/78) upon Al-lah,
or he said: It is (thus) inspired to me (by Al-lah), and (though) nothing is inspired to him
(by Al-lah), and who said: So I will send down (now) the same as what Al-lah has “sent down”
(=thus an indication here to this most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” when it is “sent down” thus here again, in the first
place: 39/23)!
And if you could only see, when these unjust ones (39/24) will be in the agonies of death,
and the Angels will (thus) be extending their hands, (saying to them): Let go of your souls!
Today, you will be requited with the shameful retribution, for that you were saying upon Al-lah
(those utterances that were) different than the “Truth” (45/6-7), and you were (thus) acting
arrogantly against His “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 6/4 = 26/5)! (=22/72)
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94- And definitely, (now) you have come to us as individuals, just as We created you the first
time, and you have left what We bestowed upon you behind your backs. And (today), We do not
see your “intercessors” with you (21/28), of whom you claimed that certainly they would be
(thus) partners for you (10/18)! Definitely, (all ties) are cut off (now) between you, and have
gone away from you what you were (thus) claiming --(by thus adopting them as other/partner
false “intercessors” outside/beside Him here; 10/18)!
** All those Angels and Prophets can only “intercede” for a person in the hereafter, only when/after
that person is judged by Al-lah, and can get His permission therein, in this regard, in the first place,
due to all his repentance and righteous works he may have already thus accomplished here (please, see
21/28 & 53/26 & 20/109).
But henceforth, whoever thus ungratefully rejects this 19 coded, most critical and important
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here (please, see again 6/93 above) in this most critical Final Age,
will never get Al-lah’s permission in this regard, in the first place (20/109), and so no Angel and Prophet
can or will never wish to “intercede” for them in the hereafter (53/26 & 21/28)! To witness all those
most critical prophecies of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon each of them),
in which they clearly inform about and unmistakably confirm this most critical fact here, we should also
certainly see now “A Supernal Miracle” document in this respect, here in the first place.

95- Certainly, Al-lah causes the grains and the (date) stones to crack (and germinate).
He brings forth --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- the “living,”
--on the left side-- from the “dead,” and so He is (thus) bringing forth --on the left side-the “dead,” --on the right side-- from the “living” (3/27)! This is Al-lah; so how can you still
(thus) be deviated (45/6-7)?
96- He causes the dawn to crack (and emerge). And He has made the night for rest, and --now,
thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- the “Sun,” and --on the left side-the “Moon” (by) a calculation (55/5)! This is the measurement of the Mighty, the Knower!
97- And He is the One who has made for you --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the left side-- the “Stars,” that you may be guided in the darknesses of the land and the sea!
Definitely, We have (thus) separated --for/on the left and the right side-- the “signs” (=thus also
a reference here to each one of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the
first place: 3/7) for a people who --therein, on the left side-- know!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (6/96-97),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Celestial Miracle” document, in these respects,
here in the first place.

98- And He is the One who has built you (thus) as a single soul (4/1); and (then in this world,
there is such) a settling place (2/36), and (in the end, from here) a departing place.
Definitely, We have (thus) separated --for/on the left and the right side-- “signs” (=thus also
a reference here to each one of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the
first place: 3/7) for a people who --therein, on the right side-- understand!
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99- And He is the One who has sent down from the sky water; so We bring forth therewith
plants of every kind, and We bring forth with it green (foliage), whereby We bring forth piled up
grains. And from the palm trees, out of its sheaths, hanging clusters, and gardens of grapes and
the olives and the pomegranate, as similar, and not similar. So look at their fruits when they
bear fruit, and the ripening thereof.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one
of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) for a people
who (thus) believe (2/25-26)!
100- But they have made the jinns --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “masters”
outside/beside Him here)-- as partners (6/112-114) to Al-lah, while He created them (7/191)!
And they have (thus) assigned for Him sons and daughters (43/16) without “Knowledge”
(4/166)! Be He glorified, and is exalted far above what they are (thus) concocting.
101- (He is) the Initiator of the skies and the earth. He never had a child; and He did not have
any spouse (72/3-4 & 112/1-4)! And He created every wanted thing, and He is the knower of
every wanted thing.
** This specific term: “Badeu” (=Initiator) in the above Verse is thus referring to ultimate power of
our supreme Lord, who has thus “initiated” all the universe, energy and matter out of nothing in the very
beginning, just before and at the moment of Big bang; and this specific term: “Khalequ” (=Creator)
in this Verse (10/3) is thus referring there to immense power of our supreme Lord, who has thus “created”
all the universe, using those raw materials (=subatomic particles, and photons, etc.) in the very beginning,
--(after He has thus already brought them into existence)-- just at the moment and a little bit after
Big bang.
For this reason, this specific term: “Badaa” (=Initiate) is thus always used to refer exclusively and only
to Al-lah in the Quran Testament, because no one else can never “initiate” something out of nothing
as He does above; but this specific term: “Khalaqa” (=Create) is sometimes (thus in small sense) also
used to refer to someone who can thus “create” something using some raw materials (e.g. please, see
when Jesus thus “creates” (=akhluqu) the shape of a bird, by permission of Al-lah, using a raw material
i.e. clay here; 5/110)

102- Such is Al-lah, your Lord! There is no Ilah (=God) but (thus) only He (28/70)!
Creator of every wanted thing (23/14). So you shall (thus) serve (only) Him (12/40)! And He is
upon every wanted thing (thus) a trusted Advocate (3/160).
103- The eyes can never perceive Him, but He perceives (all) the eyes!
And He is the compassionate, the cognizant.
** Because that our Lord is thus one and only Supreme Being, who dwells beyond and above all the
universe/universes, matter and energy, who can never be seen here by no eyes, and He can never be
compared with anyone or anything on the earth or in the heavens (42/11) all believers shall thus believe
in Him, in the “unseen” (=belgayb) here, in the first place (please, see 2/2 & 35/18).
But because that our supreme Lord henceforth is thus clearly and unmistakably seen here through all of
His magnificent “Mathematical Plannings,” that He has thus most Wisely and most Powerfully executed
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both in His book of Nature and in His book of Religion, thus in a perfectly parallel magnificent manner,
this faith is definitely not a “blind faith” here, but it is thus certainly a “clearly and unmistakably
seeing faith” here, henceforward (please, see 41/53 & 51/49 & 51/20-21 & …)!

104- Definitely, the “Visual Proofs” (=thus a reference here to those most specific
“Visual Proofs,” which consist of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 7/203) have (thus) come to you from your Lord! So whoever sees, (it will be)
for his own soul, and whoever remains blind, (it will be) against him (11/22-24)! And I am not
over you a protector.
105- And like this, We are circulating the “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one
of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7), but
those (disbelievers; 29/47 will still) say: You studied (it) up! and so that We may (thus) make it
clear --(thus as profound “Signs” here; 29/49)-- for a people who know!
106- So you shall follow what is (thus) being inspired (43/43-44) to you from your Lord;
there is no Ilah (=God) but (thus) only He (28/70)! And disregard those partner makers (42/21 &
13/33)!
107- Had Al-lah willed --(to stop them immediately and forcibly here; 38/79-85)-- they could
never (thus) make partners (42/21 & 13/33). So We have not appointed you over them as a
protector (now), and you are not over them an advocate (39/41).
108- But do not abuse those whom they are calling upon --(by thus adopting them as
other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Him here)-- other than Al-lah (9/31 & 6/76-78), lest
they abuse (the Name of) Al-lah with hostility, in ignorance! Like this, We have adorned to
every society their works --(in accord with their own decision, that they make with their own
free will here, in the first place; 41/40). Then to their Lord (will be) their (ultimate) destination,
and He will inform them of (all) what they are “working” on (29/4 X 34/4)!
109- And they swear by Al-lah with the strongest of their oaths, that if there came to them
a “Sign,” they would surely believe in it!
Say: Certainly, the “Signs” are (thus) only with Al-lah. And what you perceive is: When they
come, they (thus) still do not believe (6/4 = 26/5)!
110- We are confounding their minds and their visions, for they have not --(by thus studying it
with an honest and rightful heart here; 4/82)-- believe in it (the) first time, and We will
--(as long as they thus insist on their betrayal; 2/26 and obduracy here; 41/5)-- leave them
in their transgressions (7/185-186), blundering.
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111- And even if We sent down to them --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the
right side-- the “angels,” and --on the left side-- the “dead” spoke to them, and We (thus)
summoned before them --19 coded-- every wanted thing --therein (16/89), directly, they would
not believe, except that --(if/when they thus honestly and rightfully want to return to Him; 13/27
in the first place, and therefore also thus)-- Al-lah wants --(to accept their returning and thus to
guide them in a right path; 6/39). But many of them are (instead of doing this now; 25/71
still) acting ignorantly.
112- And here (because) thus We made for every Informer (=here, especially prophet Moses,
and Jesus, and David, and Muhammad, first of all) enemies from satans of the humans and
the jinns, some of them inspiring to some fancy sayings --(that were thus fabricated in the name
of these Informers), as a deception (please, see in this respect now: Torah-Deut. 31/26-29)
(Gospel-Mthw. 7/15 = 7/22-23) (Quran-Furqan 25/25-30)! And had your Lord willed, they
would not have done it; so you shall leave them and what they are (thus) fabricating.
113- So that the minds of those who do not believe in (this) Last Epoch (6/92) will incline
towards them (=those satanic deceptions, that were thus fabricated in the name of these
Informers by misinterpreting some of their original sayings, or by concocting totally pseudo
sayings that they have actually never said), and they will (thus) be pleased with them, and they
will thus (continue to) commit what they are committing (6/120)!
114- But shall I seek a Judge --(who will thus perfectly and unmistakably show us here now
what is right and what is wrong on these most critical subjects)-- other than Al-lah, when
He is the One who has sent down to you the “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that
most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), well “separated” --on the left & the right sides!-And those to whom We gave the Written Document (=Torah, and Gospel, and Quran; 3/3-4)
shall know that it is thus definitely a revelation from your Lord as the “Truth” (here; 2/146)!
So you shall never be of those suspicious ones (41/54).
115- And the --19 coded-- “Words” (14/24-25) of your Lord are (thus) complete in truthfulness
(=when counting from top to bottom, on those Tables), and equity (=when counting on left and
right sides, on those Tables). None can change His “Words” (28/68)! And He is --now, thus also
on the left side therein-- the Hearer, --on the right side therein-- the Knower!
116- But if you obey many of those on earth, they will lead you astray from the Way (12/108)
of Al-lah. (Because) they only follow the conjecture, and they only talk nonsense.
117- Certainly, your Lord knows best (those) who have (thus) strayed off His Way (2/26-27),
and He knows best (thus) the guided ones (2/25-26) (now)!
118- So you shall eat from that upon which the name of Al-lah has been pronounced, if you are
believers in His “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5)!
119- And why should you not eat from that upon which the name of Al-lah has been
pronounced? And definitely, He has (thus) detailed for you what He prohibited for you (5/3),
except when you are (thus) in dire need therein (5/3)! And certainly, many (people) are
(still) leading astray with their (false) desires, without “Knowledge” (4/166)! (Then) certainly,
your Lord knows best the hostile ones --(against His Commandments herein).
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120- And you shall avoid (all) obvious guilts, and the hidden of it. Certainly, those who are
earning (such) guilts (45/6-7 & 2/219 & 4/112 & …) will be requited for what they are
committing.
121- And do not eat from that upon which the name of Al-lah has not been pronounced, and
certainly, it is (thus) a betrayal (5/3)! And certainly, the satans are (thus) inspiring to their friends
(6/112-113) that they may argue with you. And if you (ignorantly) obey them, certainly you
would be (thus) partner makers (42/21 & 13/33)!
122- And is (the one) who was dead and We have granted him life, and (thus) made for him
a “Light” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Light,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 42/52) that he is thus
(rightfully) walking with it (now) among the people, (equal) to (the one) whose allegory is:
(he is) in the darknesses, and would never exit it (2/257)? Like this, what they are working
for (9/37 & 13/33 & …) --(because of their betrayal here; 2/26)-- are (thus) adorned (now) to
these disbelievers (2/26-27)!
123- And thus We have let in every city (some of its) arrogant ones to be its criminals (now),
because that they are (thus) scheming (13/33 & 8/30) therein! And (in fact), they are (thus) not
scheming except against their own souls, but they (still) do not perceive.
124- And when a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of those most specific “Signs,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
6/4 = 26/5) comes to them, they said: We will not believe until we are given (the) like of what
was given to (previous) Messengers (28/48) of Al-lah! But Al-lah knows best in what manner
He will make His Message (here; 29/50-51)! So a humiliation before Al-lah will afflict those
who have (thus) acted criminally (now), and a severe retribution for what they are (thus)
scheming (13/33 & 8/30) therein!
125- And whomever Al-lah --(because of his honesty and sincerity here; 13/27)-- thus intends
to guide him, He relaxes his chest to this Surrender (3/84); and whomever He --(because of his
duplicity and betrayal here; 2/26)-- thus intends to send him astray, He makes his chest straitened
(and) uncomfortable (against this Surrender; 3/84), as if he is climbing towards the sky!
Like this, Al-lah places a filth upon those who --(thus ignorantly; 22/72 and arrogantly; 39/59)-do not believe --(in His Signs; 16/104)!
126- And (here), this (=6/161) is the Path of your Lord, (forever) standing one!
Definitely, We have (thus) separated --for/on the left and the right side-- the “signs” (=thus also
a reference here to each one of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again,
in the first place: 3/7) for a people who will (thus) “Commemorate” (here; 39/23)!
127- For them is the abode of peace with their Lord; and He is their (guiding, protecting)
Master, for what they are (thus) “working” on (2/25)!
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128- And (on the day) when He will summon them all together, (and say): O society of
the jinns, you have possessed (many) of the people. And their friends from among the people
said: Our Lord, we have (thus) profited, some of us from some (6/112-113). And (now) we have
reached our appointed time, that You (thus) appointed for us. (Al-lah) said: So the Fire is your
destination (now), as eternal ones therein; only whatever Al-lah wants (is done). Certainly,
your Lord is wise, knower.
129- Because thus We have made some of those unjust ones (39/24) (such) friends (7/30) of
some (6/112-113), for what they are (thus) earning (39/51)!
130- (Al-lah said): O society of the jinns and the humans, did not (those) messengers from
among you come to you, (thus) relating to you My “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of
those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) and warning you about meeting this day of yours?
They said: We bear witness upon our souls! But this worldly life (thus) deceived them; and they
have (thus) born witness upon their own souls, that they were (thus) disbelievers (2/26-27)!
131- This is because your Lord never annihilates the cities unjustly, and (while) their people
were unaware (17/15)!
132- And every (of them) will attain degrees (of rank), for what they are working on (3/163).
And your Lord is not unaware of what they are “working” on (41/40)!
133- And your Lord is Rich, possessor of (all) mercy. If He wants, He may make you go (now),
and may make successors after you, whatever He wants (14/19), just as He raised you (as
successors) -before this- from the progeny of another people!
** This specific term: “qavman akhareen” (=another people) in the above Verse may thus be referring to
those “previous people” (in Scientific literature; homo habilis: skillful humans) from whom Adam and
all those first modern humans with him have thus been raised and made “successors” to them by our
supreme Lord via His most Wise and wondrous “evolutionary creation” procedure herein (2/30-37), in the
first place.
(This specific term: “akhar” (=another) is thus also especially used again by our supreme Lord in this
Verse (38/58) thus to refer to “another thing, that is basically similar/same in shape, but somewhat
different in some aspects” (=akharu, men shaklehe; 38/58).
So in this respect, our supreme Lord by thus describing those “previous people” (=homo habilis: skillful
humans) as “qavman akhareen” (=another people, that were basically similar/same in shape as modern
humans, but somewhat different in some aspects) is thus also making a most Miraculous, concise and
accurate description of those “previous people” for us, in the above Verse.

134- Certainly, what you are (thus) promised (20/113) shall come to pass; and you can never
enfeeble (Him; 34/5)!
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135- Say: O my people, (then) work upon your places (23/63 & 41/40); certainly, I will (thus)
be “working” (2/25)! And you will know for whom will be the (nice) consequence of the abode.
Certainly, those --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance”
(39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-(thus) unjust ones (39/24) will not prosper (39/25-26)!
136- But they have assigned for Al-lah a (fabricated) share from what He has produced
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- of the “tilth,” and the “livestock!” And they
said: So these are --on the left side-- for Al-lah, with their claims, and these are --on the right
side-- for our partners! But what is --on the right side-- for their partners do not reach --on the
left side-- to Al-lah, but what is --on the left side-- for Al-lah (then) is reaching --on the right
side-- to their partners! Bad indeed is what they are (thus) judging (13/33)!
137- And like this, their partners have adorned to many of those partner makers even (thus) to
kill their own children (42/21 = 19/46 & 9/10), thus to ruin themselves and to (totally) confuse
for them their religion. And had Al-lah willed --(to stop it immediately and forcibly; 38/79-85)-they would not have done it. So you shall leave them (now) and what they are (thus) fabricating
(6/112).
138- And they said: These are livestock and tilth that are prohibited; none can eat them except
whomever we want, with their claims (10/59)! And (there are) “livestock” that --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- their backs are forbidden (by them); and
“livestock” that --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- they do not
pronounce the name of Al-lah over them; (thus) fabricating upon Him. So He will requite them
for what they are (thus) fabricating (4/119)!
139- And they said: What is in the bellies of these livestock is (reserved) exclusively --now, thus
also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- for our males, and it is prohibited --on the
right side-- upon our spouses (10/59)! But if it be --thus also herein, in the lowest region-- dead,
they will be partners therein! He will requite them for their (thus) concocting (10/59)! Certainly,
He is wise, knower.
140- Definitely, those who have killed their own children foolishly (6/137), due to (their willful
and deliberate) lack of “Knowledge” (6/148); and forbidden --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here-- what Al-lah has (thus) “provided” (2/25) for them, (thus) fabricating upon Al-lah
(10/59)! They have (thus) definitely gone astray, and --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23),
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-are not “guided” ones (39/23-24)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Reflections of the above Verses (6/136-140),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Joyful Miracle,” and then “A Festive Miracle,”
and then “A Unique Miracle” documents, in these respects, here in the first place.
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141- And He is the One who has established gardens, trellised and not trellised; and the palm
trees and the crops, with their various tastes; and the olives and the pomegranate, as similar and
not similar. So you shall eat from their fruits when they bear fruit, and give its due alms (2/219)
on its day of harvest. And do not act excessively --(neither when eating thereof; 20/81, nor
when distributing therefrom; 17/26-27)-- certainly, He does not love the excessive.
142- And of the livestock (some of them supply you) with transportation (16/7) and also with
bedding materials. So you shall eat from what Al-lah has (thus) provided (5/4) for you, and
do not follow the footsteps of the satan (6/121); certainly, he is (thus) a clear enemy to you
(7/16-18).
143- Eight, in pairs; --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- from
the “sheep,” two, --and on the right side-- from the “goats,” two! Say: Has He prohibited (now)
the two males or the two females, or what the wombs of the two females contained?
Then inform me based on (such) a “Knowledge” (4/166), if you are truthful!
144- And --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- from the “camels,”
two, and --on the left side-- from the “cattle,” two! Say: Has He prohibited (now) the two males
or the two females, or what the wombs of the two females contained? Were you witnesses
when Al-lah enjoined this on you?
Then who is more unjust than (the one) who has (thus) fabricated a lie (16/86-87) upon Al-lah,
(thus) to lead astray the people without “Knowledge” (4/166)? (Then) certainly, Al-lah --by that
most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- will not “guide” (such) unjust (39/24) people!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (6/143-144),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Joyful Miracle” document, in this respect, here
in the first place.

145- Say: I do not find in what is (thus) inspired (43/43-44) to me (herein) any prohibited (food)
for an eater that will eat it, except -if- it is a dead (animal), or running blood, or meat of the pig
-certainly it is (in sanitary respects) dirty- or a betrayal that is (thus) dedicated to other than
Al-lah (5/3)! But whoever is in dire need, without being deliberate and not hostile, certainly,
your Lord is --(when he eats even from all of these, in a moderate manner, thus to survive)-forgiver, merciful.
146- And for those who Repented (=Jews; 7/156) We prohibited all (animals) with undivided
hoofs (Torah-Deut. 14/6), and of the cattle and the lambs We prohibited for them their fat
(Torah-Lvt. 7/23), except that which is carried on their backs, or in the viscera, or mixed with
bones. Like this, We have requited them for their rebellion. And certainly, We are (thus)
Truthful.
147- But if they (still) reject you, say: Your Lord is possessor of immense Mercy; but --(when
that promise thus comes)-- His punishment (4/47 & 17/7) will not be turned back from (such)
a criminal (7/40) people!
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148- Those who have made partners will say: Had Al-lah willed, we would not (thus)
make partners (now), nor would our parents, and (without His consent) we would not (thus)
prohibit anything (42/21)! Like this, those before them had rejected, until they (eventually) tasted
Our punishment. Say: Do you have any (such) “Knowledge” (4/166) with you --(thus as a valid
Argument before Al-lah)-- that you can bring it forth to us (now)? (Then) you are only following
the conjecture, and you are (thus) only talking nonsense.
149- Say: (Here), with Al-lah is the valid “Argument” (=thus a reference here to that most
specific valid “Argument,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 14/52)! Had He willed --(immediately and forcibly; 34/51-53)-He would have (thus) “guided” (2/25-26) you (now), all together! (=14/27)
150- Say: (Then) bring your witnesses (now) who will bear witness that Al-lah has prohibited
these (6/148)! And if they bear witness, you shall never bear witness with them (42/21)!
And do not follow the (false) desires of those who have rejected Our “Signs” (=thus a reference
here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) and those who do not believe
in (this) Last Epoch (6/92); and (because) they are --(by thus adopting other/partner false “lords”
outside/beside Him here)-- thus making equals to their Lord (9/31)!
151- Say: Come, let me recite to you what Al-lah has prohibited for you: You shall not make
partners with Him --(thus especially in His “judgements” herein)-- nothing (18/26);
and be kind to the parents; and you shall not kill your children from (fear of) poverty -(for) We
are providing for you and for them- and you shall not commit the extravagance (4/22 & 4/25 &
7/80-81 & …), whatever are obvious from them and whatever are hidden; and you shall not kill
the soul that Al-lah has forbidden, except (thus) with the truth (2/178-179).
Here, these (=thus also a reference here to all of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs,
here again, in the first place: 2/25) He has (thus) recommended you with them, so that --now,
thus also therein, for/on the left side-- you may comprehend!
152- And you shall not touch the properties of the orphans except in the manner it is (thus)
nicest (4/6), until they reach their maturity (4/6); and you shall give full weight and full measure
with justice -We do not burden any soul beyond its capacity- and when you speak, you shall
be equitable, even if it be (against) a close one (=a relative, or a friend) (4/135); and you shall
fulfill the pledge (13/20) of Al-lah!
Here, these (=thus also a reference here to all of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs,
here again, in the first place: 2/25) He has (thus) recommended you with them, so that --now,
thus also therein, for/on the right side-- you may commemorate!
153- And (say): Certainly, this is my Path, thus (forever) standing one (6/161); so you shall
follow it! And you shall not follow any (other) ways, lest they divert you from His Way (here;
12/108).
Here, these (=thus also a reference here to all of those similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here
again, in the first place: 2/25) He has (thus) recommended you with them, so that --now,
thus also therein, for/in that lowest region-- you may take care! (=3/7)
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154- Then We gave Moses the Written Document (=Torah; 5/44) (that is) complete for those
who act nicely, and as a separation --on the left & the right sides-- of every wanted thing,
and thus as a (source of) “Guidance” (=thus a prospective reference here to this most specific
“Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 39/23) and a “Mercy,” so that they may believe in --(now, thus also here)-the meeting of their Lord (84/6-12)!
** To witness how this great Scripture “Torah” which was thus inspired and given by our supreme Lord
to prophet Moses (peace be upon him) (17/2) thus in a most Miraculous manner thus also to specifically
and clearly inform about and precisely describe this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/Message of
the Covenant,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here (39/23),
and thus to serve as a most prominent source of “Guidance” (=Hudan; 39/23) and a “Mercy (=Rahmatan)
here to the Children of Israel and then in this most specific respect to all humanity now (please, also see
28/43), in this most critical Final Age, we should certainly see again now “the Words of Moses”
document, in its entirety here, in the first place.

155- And (here), this is a “Written Document” (=“The Quran Testament,” original arabic title:
“Al-Khabaru”), We have (thus) sent it down (here) sanctified (98/2-3)! So you shall follow it,
and (thus) be pious (2/177), so that you may attain mercy (4/174-175).
156- Lest you say: The Written Document (=Torah and Gospel, and Quran; 3/3-4) was only sent
down upon (those) two groups (=Jews and Christians in the line of prophet Isaac, and Arabs
in the line of prophet Ishmael) before us. And so we were unassociated of their teachings!
157- Or lest you say: If only a “Written Document” could come down to us, we would be better
guided than them! So definitely, a “Clear Proof” has (thus) come to you from your Lord, and
a “Guidance” (=thus a reference here to this most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) and a “Mercy!”
Then who is more unjust than (the one) who has (thus) rejected now (these) “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5)
of Al-lah, and diverted from them! So We will requite those who have (thus) diverted from
Our “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) with the worst retribution (4/47), for that they are --(thus in despotic,
crooked and aggressive manners; 22/72)-- diverting (3/98-99)!
** This long awaited and anticipated “Messenger of the Covenant” has now thus clearly been given
by our supreme Lord basically that old Scripture (=Quran) in a new light and perfect modern script here,
with a few most critical modifications herein, thus under His full supervision and direction (98/2-3),
in this most critical Final Age. And thus all those “19 coded, magnificent Plannings” of our supreme Lord
have already thus come out and clearly been presented to all humanity exclusively and only within this
new “Cornerstone” --(please, also certainly see again in this respect now: Psalms 118/22-26)-- Scripture
(=i.e. Quran Testament) here, and so all the believing nations of the earth shall henceforth follow this
19 coded great “Guidance” and “Light” and all the Universal Laws of this Quran Testament here,
and all those previous nations will continue to follow all those Regional Laws that were delivered to them
by their great Prophets (=Moses, and Jesus, and Muhammad, peace be upon each of them) within their
most honorable Scriptures (=Torah, and Gospel, and Quran; 3/3-4),
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but all these Israeli Jews, and Galilean Christians, and Saudi Arabs will also follow here and righteously
work on each of these “19 coded, magnificent Plannings” of our supreme Lord, for their own eternal
Salvation and benefits, now and forever (2/25-26). So to witness all those most miraculous prophecies
of prophet Moses, and Jesus, and David, and Muhammad (peace be upon each of them) by which they
have already thus clearly and unmistakably foretold about and fully supported this most critical and
important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” also in these most important regards above, we should
certainly see again “An Awesome Miracle 1 & 2,” and then “An Amazing Miracle” documents, in these
respects, here in the first place.

158- But are they (still) waiting that the Angels should come to them, or your Lord should come,
or some signs of your Lord should come? The day (when) some “signs” (52/44-47) of your Lord
will (thus) come, its belief will not benefit any soul that did not (thus) believe (2/25-26) before,
and earned with its belief (such) a “Goodness” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Goodness,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 16/30)! Say: So wait (then); certainly, we too are waiting!
159- Certainly, those who have (thus) divided their religion into sects (23/53-54), you do not
belong with them in nothing. Their judgement (thus) only rests with Al-lah, then He will
(thus) inform them of what they are doing (23/53-56)!
160- Whoever comes with the nice action, for him (on that day) there will be given ten times
as much thereof; and whoever comes with the bad action, he will not be requited except with
the like of it. And they will not be treated unjustly (21/47).
161- Say: Certainly, my Lord has guided me (here) to a standing Path, thus (forever) “standing
Religion” (12/40), practice of Abraham, monotheist. For (here), he was not of those partner
makers (42/21)!
** In all Religious matters the “Judgement” (=Hukm) always and only belongs to Al-lah here and
in the hereafter (please, see 28/70)! So our supreme Lord does not make partner with Him no one
(=no Angel, or a Prophet, or a Scholar, etc.) in His “Judgements” here, never (18/26)!
So all those Angels, and Prophets, and Scholars can “judge” among the people only in accordance with
His “Judgements” (=Hukm), that He has thus clearly and perfectly taught in His Scripture (please, see
4/105 & 5/44-48)!
Because that this most rightful, clear and straightforward “Heavenly Principle” has thus perfectly been
practiced especially by prophet Abraham (peace be upon him) here, in this regard, in the first place,
it is thus specifically called “millata Ibrahem” (=practice of Abraham) by our supreme Lord, in the above
Verse.
And so all the nations of earth shall now be called to immediately stop practicing all kinds of such
partner making (42/21 & 9/31 & 41/37) and immediately and rightfully return to this forever standing
Religion (12/40) here, by thus “judging” among the people only in accordance with these “Judgements”
(=Hukm) of Al-lah, that He has thus clearly and perfectly taught for each of those nations in these most
honorable Scriptures (=Torah, and Gospel, and Quran; 5/44-47 and for all nations this Quran Testament
here; 5/48-50), by this promised Messenger of the Covenant and all those righteous Believers who will
thus follow him also in this respect here, in this most critical Final Age, thus from now on (please, see
6/161 & 2/135)!
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162- Say: Certainly, (all) my Support prayers (2/238) and my Religious rites (22/34), and
my life and my death is (totally and absolutely devoted only) to Al-lah, the Lord of the
multitudes!
163- There is no partner with Him (17/111)! So (here), with this (=43/43-44) I am commanded,
and (henceforth), I am the first of those surrenderers (to Him here; 3/84)!
164- Say: Shall I seek any (such) Lord (3/80 & 9/31 & 6/76-78) other than Al-lah (42/10), and
(though) He is (thus) the (one and only) Lord (7/54) of all things?
And no soul earns (an evil) except against itself (2/286). And no bearer of load can bear the load
(of sin) of another (35/18). Then to your Lord (will be) your (ultimate) destination, and He will
inform you of (all) that you are contradicting therein.
165- And He is the One who has (thus) made you successors (2/30) of the earth. And He has
(thus) raised some of you above some in degrees, that He might test you (now) in what He has
given you. Certainly, your Lord is --(in this case; 40/5 thus)-- Swift in the consequence.
And certainly, He is --(in this case; 4/17 thus always)-- forgiver, merciful.
** We already know that our supreme Lord has thus favored men and women (in physical and mental
respects) in various subjects and different aspects over each other in certain areas (please, see 4/32).
So we should certainly see and clearly perceive here again our supreme Lord has favored various peoples
(in physical and mental respects again) in various subjects and different aspects over each other in certain
areas and in various degrees here, that He may thus test them (6/165) through these kind of different
favors and abilities, that He has thus bestowed upon each of them,
whether we will thus humbly and righteously use it in the Way of Al-lah, and for the benefit and peace
and well being of all humankind on earth (please, see 49/13 & 4/36 & 4/114 & …) and thus succeed
forever; or we will thus arrogantly and sinfully use it in the way of satan, and for the harm and mischief
and destruction of all humankind on earth (18/34-36 & 28/78-81 & 2/205-206 & …) and thus lose
forever!

CHAPTER 7
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Alef, Lam, Mim, Sad.
2- (This is) a “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/23) that is (thus) “sent down” to you --(by Him here; 39/23)!
So let there be no trouble in your chest regarding it, that (henceforth) you shall (thus
definitely) warn with it (6/51)! And (also) thus a “Commemorative” (74/31) for (all) these
believers (2/25-26)!
3- So you shall follow what is (thus) “sent down” to you from your Lord (7/196), and do not
follow any other (guiding, protecting) masters besides Him (18/102)! (But) except a little,
you (still) do not “Commemorate” (here; 74/31)!
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4- And how many a city, We have annihilated it; and Our punishment came to them (while they
were) asleep, or (when) they were wide awake.
5- When Our punishment came to them, their cry was nothing but that they said: Certainly,
we were unjust ones (39/24)!
6- And We will (thus) question those to whom (the Messengers) were sent (6/130), and We will
also (thus) question the Messengers (5/109).
7- And (then) We will (openly) relate to them (all their deeds), with Knowledge (45/28-31);
for We were never absent (10/61).
8- And the balance will be true, on that day! So whose “balances” (42/17) are thus heavy, those
them will be the prospered ones!
9- And whose “balances” (42/17) are thus light, those are the ones who have lost their souls
for that they were (thus) acting unjustly (6/157) against Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to
each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5)!
10- And definitely, We have established you on the earth, and We have provided for you
livelihoods therein. But (except) a little, you (still) do not appreciate (76/3)!
11- And definitely, We have created you, then shaped you; then We said to the Angels: You
shall prostrate before Adam! So they (all) prostrated, except Iblees; he was not with the
prostrators.
12- (Al-lah) said: What prevented you from prostrating, when I commanded you? He said:
For I am better than him; You have created me from fire, and You have created him from clay!
13- (Al-lah) said: (Then) go down hence! (For) it cannot be for you to act arrogantly herein.
So go out (now); for certainly, you are of those debased ones!
14- He said: Then respite me till the Day, that they will (thus) be awakened --(here on this
ultimate Day of Resurrection; 39/67-68)!
15- Al-lah said: Then certainly, you are of the respited ones.
16- He said: Since You have thus caused me to deviate --(because Al-lah has thus seen the
arrogance and willful deviation in his heart, in the first place again; 61/5)-- (then) I shall surely
skulk for them on Your standing path.
17- Then I will come to them from before them (=by adorning their future in their eyes; 41/25)
and from behind them (=by adorning their past in their eyes; 41/25), and from their right sides
(=by promising that they will certainly be among those blessed community of the right side;
56/27 in the hereafter, if they listen to his voice here; 4/120) and from their left sides
(=by promising that they will certainly be among those cursed community of the left side;
56/41 if they do not listen to his voice here; 3/175)!
And so You will not find many of them --(because that they listen to his voice and are thus
deceived by his army here; 6/112-113)-- appreciative (76/3)!
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18- (Al-lah) said: Get out therefrom, reproached and banished! So whoever follows you from
among them, I will fill Hell with you all!
19- O Adam, so you shall dwell (now), you and your spouse, in the Garden, and eat therefrom
as you want, but do not approach this tree, lest you be of the unjust ones.
20- But the satan whispered to them in order to expose to them what was hidden from them
of their ugly (parts). And he said: Your Lord never forbade you from this tree; --(so here, if you
freely eat from it now)-- you will (immediately) be two Angels, or you will be of the eternal ones
(in this Garden)!
21- And he swore to them: Certainly, I am thus a (good) advisor to you!
22- So he (thus) duped them by deceit. When they tasted the tree, their ugly (parts) were
(immediately) exposed to them, and they began to cover themselves with the leaves of the
Garden. And their Lord called upon them: Did I not forbid you from this tree, and said to you:
Certainly, the satan is a clear enemy to you?
** Here, first of all, we should clearly see that Adam was thus easily duped by Satan here because
(after a certain period of time) he totally “forgot” this commandment of his Lord (please, see 20/115)
regarding this tree and not to eat therefrom.
Our supreme Lord is thus referring to sexual organs --in allegorical sense-- as “savata” (=ugly parts)
in these above Verses (7/20, 22) perhaps only and specifically because He already knows well that
many humans, the descendants of Adam will thus be driven to “sae” (=ugly acts) such as adultery (17/32)
by these specific organs. But then He makes it very clear to us that He has --in actual sense-- created
the human beings totally in the “ahsana” (=nicest) form, without exception, from head to toe, in this
Verse (95/4).

23- Then (Adam and Eve) said: Our Lord, we have acted unjustly to our souls. So if You do not
forgive us (now), and have mercy on us, we will be of the losers!
24- (Al-lah) said: Then go down (hence; 2/36-37), some of you as rivals to some (25/20)! And
for you on the earth (there will be) a settlement and goods for a while.
25- (Al-lah) said: Therein you will live, and therein you will die; and therefrom you will --(on
this ultimate Day of Resurrection)-- thus be brought out (39/68-69)!
26- O children of Adam, definitely We have (thus) sent down upon you a garment --(to protect
you from every kind of indecency and adultery)-- covering your ugly (parts), as well as for
luxury. But the garment of piousness (here; 2/177), it is better/best!
These (=thus also a reference here to all of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs,
here again, in the first place: 2/25) are of the “signs” (3/7) of Al-lah, so that they may (thus)
“Commemorate” (here; 39/23)!
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27- O children of Adam, do not let the satan lure you, as he expelled your parents (by such a
deceit; 7/20-22) from the Garden, removing from them their garments, in order to show them
their ugly (parts). Certainly, he sees you (now), he and his tribe (of those jinns and the humans),
while you do not see them. Certainly, We have thus --(because of this; 6/111)-- made those
satans (6/112-113) as friends (now) for those who do not believe --(in these “Signs” of Al-lah;
16/104)!
28- And (here), when they commit an extravagance, they said: We have found our fathers
upon it, and so Al-lah has (thus) commanded us (to do) it (6/148)! Say: Certainly, Al-lah does
not command (such) extravagance (3/21)! So are you (still) saying upon Al-lah what you do not
know (2/78-79 & 3/78)?
29- Say: My Lord has (thus) commanded (to do) the justice (3/18)! So you shall keep upright
your faces in every Prostration Place, and you shall (thus) call upon Him (therein), (thus totally)
devoting the Religion (only) to Him (39/2-3)! Just as He initiated you (32/7), you will (thus
eventually) go back (to Him here; 32/11)!
30- He has --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- (thus) “guided” (39/23) a party,
and the “straying” (39/24) has (thus) been due upon a party (now). (Because) certainly, they have
taken (for themselves) these satans (6/112-113) as friends (now) instead of Al-lah, but they (still)
think that they are (thus perfectly) guided ones (by Al-lah here; 6/71)!
31- O children of Adam, so you shall wear your pretty (clothes, ornaments, etc.) (when you go)
to every Prostration Place; and eat and drink. But do not act excessively (20/81); for certainly,
He does not love the excessive.
32- Say: Who forbade (all) those pretty (garments, ornaments, etc.) of Al-lah, that He has (thus)
brought them out for His servants, and (all) those clean ones from the provisions?
Say: These are (made lawful by Him) for those who have (thus) believed (in Him; 2/285) in this
worldly life, and will (thus) exclusively (be) for them on the Day of Resurrection (76/11-22).
Like this, We are separating --for/on the left and the right side-- the “signs” (=thus also a
reference here to each one of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the
first place: 3/7) for a people who know (41/3)!
33- Say: My Lord has only forbidden the extravagance (4/22 & 4/25 & 7/80-81 & …), those of
them that are obvious therefrom, and (also all those) that are hidden; and the guilt and the
rebellion based on (those sources that are) different than the “Truth” (45/6-7); and your making
partners with Al-lah what He has not sent down any evidence about it (3/78); and (thus) your
saying upon Al-lah what you do not know (2/78-79)!
34- And for every society (there is) an appointed time. And when their appointed time comes,
they cannot delay (it) by one hour, nor advance (it).
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35- O children of Adam, when those messengers come to you from among you (6/130),
relating to you My “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first
place: 6/4 = 26/5), whoever takes heed and (thus) acts Righteously (2/25) (2/220 & 4/114 & …),
not a fear upon them, and they will not grieve (35/34)!
36- But those who have rejected Our “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) and (thus) act arrogantly against them
(22/72), those are the community of the Fire, they will be therein --(because of this; 6/27-28)-eternal!
37- And who is more unjust than (the one) who has (thus) fabricated upon Al-lah a lie (16/86),
and rejected His “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first
place: 6/4 = 26/5)? Those are (the ones), their share from the Written Document (39/23-26) will
(thus) seize them! (Here), when Our (angel) Messengers come to them to put them to death, they
said: So where are those whom you were (thus) calling upon --(by thus adopting them as
other/partner false “masters” and “intercessors” outside/beside Him here; 18/102 & 21/28)-other than Al-lah? They said: They have gone away from us! And they have (thus) born witness
upon their own souls, that certainly they were (thus) disbelievers (74/31)!
38- (Al-lah) said: Then enter into the Fire (now) with (those) societies that passed away before
you, from among the jinns and the humans! Whenever a society (thus) enters therein, it has
(immediately) cursed its sister (society). When they are (thus) added into it, all together, last ones
said of the previous ones: Our Lord, these (are the ones who) led us astray; so (please), give them
a multiplied retribution (now) of the Fire! (Al-lah) said: For each (of them) it is multiplied --(in
accordance with their deeds here; 3/163), but you do not know.
39- And the previous ones said to the last ones: There has not been any favor for you upon us
(here); so (you too) taste the retribution (now), for what you were (thus) earning (10/27)!
40- Certainly, those who have rejected Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those
most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) and (thus) acted arrogantly against them (22/72),
the gates of the sky will not be opened for them, and they will never enter the Garden until the
camel passes through the eye of a needle!
For thus We requite these criminals --who have thus acted arrogantly against His “Signs” (29/47)
on the left side of those 19 coded Tables now!-41- For them (there will be) cradle of Hell, and above them barriers!
For thus We requite the unjust ones --who have thus acted arrogantly against His “Signs” (29/49)
on the right side of those 19 coded Tables now!-42- But those who (thus) believe and work for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference here
to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again,
on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26); (here), We do not burden any soul beyond
its capacity (48/17); so those are the community of the Garden (29/58-59), they will be therein
eternal!
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43- And We have (totally) removed whatever (may have remained) in their chests of any
resentment (between each other), the rivers are flowing beneath them. And they said:
All praise belongs to Al-lah, the One who has (thus) guided us to this! And we could not
possibly be guided, if it were not that Al-lah has --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23),
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-(thus) “guided” (39/23) us! Definitely, (all) those Messengers of our Lord (37/37) have (thus)
come with the “Truth” (39/41)! And they are called: This is the Garden to which you have (thus)
been made heirs (now), for what you were (thus) “working” on (2/25)!
44- And the community of the Garden will call out to the community of the Fire: We have (thus)
definitely found what our Lord has promised us (13/20-24) to be the truth. So have you found
what your Lord has (thus) promised you (13/25) to be the truth? They said: Yes indeed!
And (then) an announcer has (thus) announced between them: Certainly, the condemnation of
Al-lah is upon those --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance”
(39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-(thus) unjust ones (39/24)!
45- Those who are (thus) repelling (3/99) from the Way (9/111) of Al-lah, and (thus) seeking
to make it crooked (5/41 & 13/33 & …); and they are with regard to the Last Epoch (=thus also
a reference to this most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 here again, in the first
place; 6/92) disbelievers!
46- And between them (there are) barriers (now), and upon the heights (there are) people (on
foot) who recognize everyone by their looks. And they (thus) called out to the community of the
Garden: Peace be upon you! They have not entered (the Garden) yet, but they hope (to enter
therein)!
47- And when their eyes are turned towards the direction of the community of the Fire, they
said: Our Lord, (please), do not place us with these unjust (39/24) people!
48- And (then) the community of the Heights called out to the people (on foot), that they
recognize them by their looks, they said: Your crowds (19/73) have not availed you (here), and
not your acting arrogantly (34/35)!
49- Are these the ones (about whom) you swore that Al-lah would never bestow upon them any
mercy (in the hereafter)? (But here, it is thus said to them): So enter the Garden (now); not a fear
upon you, and you will not grieve (2/62)!
50- And (then) the community of the Fire (thus) called out to the community of the Garden:
Pour upon us from the water, or of what Al-lah has (thus) provided for you (therein)! They said:
But Al-lah has forbidden them for these disbelievers (2/26-27)!
51- (Because those are) the ones who have taken their “Religion” (=thus a reference here to that
most specific “Religion,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 48/28) (as if it is) --on the left side-- a vanity, and --on the right
side-- a play (please, see 2/171); and this worldly life has (thus) deceived them.
So today, We shall forget them, just as they forgot meeting this day of theirs, and for that they
were --(thus crookedly and arrogantly; 22/72)-- struggling against Our “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5)!
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52- Definitely, We have (thus) brought them a “Written Document” (39/23) which We have
separated --on the left and the right side-- with Knowledge; as a “Guidance” (=thus a reference
here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) and a “Mercy” for a people who will (henceforth
thus) believe (2/25-26)!
53- But are they (still) waiting only for the fulfillment (of warnings therein)? The day (when)
its fulfillment (of such warnings herein; 38/87-88) will thus come, those who have forgotten it
before will say (then): Definitely, (those) messengers (6/130) of our Lord (thus) came with
(this) “Truth” (39/41)! So are there any intercessors (now) that would intercede for us (43/86)?
Or can we be sent back and work for a --(Righteous deed; 2/25)-- instead of (what) we were
(thus) “working” for (therein; 23/63)? Definitely, they have lost their souls, and have gone away
from them what they were fabricating --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false
“intercessors” outside/beside Him here; 10/18)!
54- Certainly, your Lord is Al-lah, the One who created the skies and the earth (thus) in
six Days (41/9-12), then He dominated upon the Throne (20/5)! He is veiling the night over
the day, as it pursues it constantly. And --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the
right side-- the “Sun,” and --on the left side-- the “Moon;” and --on the left side-- the “Stars” are
(thus) committed to service by His command! Pay heed, thus (only) to Him (belongs) this
creation and the command! So most exalted is Al-lah, the Lord of the multitudes!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (7/54),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Celestial Miracle” document, in this respect,
here in the first place.

55- So you shall call upon your Lord humbly and in secret; certainly, He does not love the
hostile ones (83/12-13).
56- And do not commit evil (2/205) on the earth, after it has been righteously conciliated!
And call upon Him in fear and in hope; (for) certainly, the mercy of Al-lah is near to (these)
nicely acting ones (39/34)!
57- He is the One who (thus) sends the winds as good news before His mercy. And (thus) when
they gather heavy clouds, We drive them to a dead land, and send down therefrom the water
and We (thus) bring forth with it --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left and
the right side-- of every “fruit” (2/25)! Like this, We (also) bring forth --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here again, on the left side-- the “dead” (3/27), so that you may (thus)
“Commemorate” (39/23)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (7/57),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Festive Miracle,” and then “A Redeeming Miracle”
documents, in these respects, here in the first place.
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58- And the good land; (here), it brings forth --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
in the upper regions-- its “vegetation,” by the permission of its Lord (14/24-25);
and the one that is bad; (here), it cannot bring forth --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables,
in that lowest region-- except (thus) the “trash” (14/26)!
Like this, We are circulating the “signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those
19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) for a people who
--(will thus clearly see all of these great Miracles here and thus be)-- appreciative (76/3)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (7/58),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Festive Miracle” document, in this respect,
here in the first place.

59- Definitely, We sent Noah to his nation, and he said: O my nation, you shall (thus) serve
(only) Al-lah (12/40), for there is no Ilah (=God) for you other than Him (28/70)!
Certainly, I fear for you the retribution of a great day!
60- But the chiefs of his nation said: Certainly, we see you in a clear straying!
61- He said: O my nation, there is no straying in me; but I am (thus) a Messenger from the Lord
of the multitudes!
62- I am delivering to you the Messages of my Lord, and I am (thus) giving you (good) advice;
and (because) I know from Al-lah what you do not know.
63- Do you wonder that a “Commemoration” (=thus also a prominent reminder here to this most
specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23) from your Lord has (thus) come to you (now) through a man
from among you, so that he may (thus) warn you, and you may be pious; and that you may (thus)
attain mercy!
64- But they (still) rejected him. So We saved him and those with him in the ship; and (then)
We drowned those who rejected Our “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5)! (Because) certainly, they were (such)
a (deliberately) blind nation (41/17)!
65- And to Aad (We sent) their brother Hood; and he said: O my nation, you shall (thus) serve
(only) Al-lah (12/40), for there is no Ilah (=God) for you other than Him (28/70)! So will you
(still) not be pious?
66- But the chiefs of those who disbelieved from among his nation said: Certainly, we see you
in a stupidity. And certainly, we think that you are of the liars!
67- He said: O my nation, there is no stupidity in me; but I am (thus) a Messenger from the Lord
of the multitudes!
68- I am delivering to you the Messages of my Lord; and I am to you (thus) a faithful advisor.
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69- Do you wonder that a “Commemoration” (39/23) from your Lord has (thus) come to you
(now) through a man from among you, so that he may (thus) warn you? And remember that
He has made you successors thus (immediately) after the nation of Noah, and He has (thus)
augmented you (all) in the creation in capacity (here). So remember the “gifts” (53/55) of Al-lah,
that you may prosper!
** By using this specific term: “augmented you in the creation with capacity” (=zadakum fee alkhalqe
bastatan) in the above Verse, our supreme Lord may also thus most Wisely and miraculously be referring
us again to His wondrous “evolutionary creation” action on those generations, thus specifically beginning
from nation of Noah above, and immediately all these generations after them, by thus advancing them
into (in Scientific literature; homo sapiens: “upright wise man”) by augmenting them --(again through
His perfect Symmetrical and in exact pairs “Mathematical Calculations” within DNA first of all; 4/133)-especially in volume of the brains here, after those previous generations who were also essentially
(homo erectus: “upright intelligent man”) on earth, up to then.
And we should clearly see and distinguish here that when our supreme Lord wants to indicate only a
usual augmentation in body and height, that He may thus have bestowed upon some people within a
population, He specifically use “augmented him in knowledge and body with capacity” (=zadahu bastatan
fee alilm va alcism; 2/247), but when He wants to indicate also a specific evolutionary augmentation
in body and volume (=here, especially thus in the volume of brains) He specifically use “augmented you
in the creation with capacity” (=zadakum fee alkhalqe bastatan; 7/69) in this Quran Testament!
And then in this respect, we can clearly see that our supreme Lord has thus specifically used this exactly
same term: “yazeedu fee alkhalqe” (=He augments in the creation), when He clearly indicates the
augmentation of some organs (here, especially thus in the number of the wings) of those Angels here,
in the first place (35/1)!

70- They said: Did you come to us that we may (henceforth thus) serve Al-lah alone, and
(totally) abandon what our fathers used to serve (12/40)? Then bring to us what you have (thus)
threatened us with, if you are of those truthful ones!
71- He said: Definitely, a filth will fall upon you (now) from your Lord, and a wrath! (Because)
are you (still) arguing with me for (those) names, that you (yourselves) have named them, you
and your parents? Al-lah has not sent down any evidence for them (12/40)! So wait (then);
certainly, I am with you among those who wait!
72- Then We saved him and those with him, by mercy from Us. And We cut off the roots of
those who --(thus despotically and arrogantly; 41/15)-- rejected Our “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) and
were not believers!
73- And to Thamoud (We sent) their brother Saaleh; and he said: O my nation, you shall (thus)
serve (only) Al-lah (12/40), for there is no Ilah (=God) for you other than Him (28/70)!
Definitely, a “Clear Proof” has (thus) come to you (here) from your Lord. (Here), this
“she camel” of Al-lah is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- a Sign for you!
(=11/120) So leave her alone, that she may (freely) eat on the land of Al-lah. And do not touch
her with any harm, lest a painful retribution overtake you!
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74- And remember that He has made you successors thus (immediately) after Aad, and
established you on the earth. So you build mansions in its plains (now), and you carve houses
from its mountains. Then remember the “gifts” (55/77) of Al-lah, and do not wander about
on the earth as evil committers (2/205)!
75- But the chiefs who acted arrogantly among his nation said to those who were deemed weak
from among them, who believed: How do you know for certain that Saaleh is a Messenger from
his Lord? They said: (Because) certainly, we are believers in that (Message) he has (thus) been
sent with!
76- Those who acted arrogantly said: (But) certainly, we are disbelievers in that (Message),
which you have (thus) believed in it!
77- So they (immediately) --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, into that lowest
region-- dismembered the “she camel,” and have (thus) rebelled against the command of their
Lord! (=4/119)
And (then) they said: O Saaleh, then bring to us (now) what you have (thus) threatened us with,
if you are (indeed) of the Mesengers!
78- So (consequently), the quake overtook them, and they became in their own homes fallen
ones! (=37/176-179)
79- And (Saaleh) turned away from them, and said: O my nation, definitely I have delivered
to you the Message of my Lord, and I (faithfully) advised you; but you do not love (such)
advisors!
80- And Lot, when he said to his nation: Are you still (thus) committing an extravagance (to
the extent) that (even) no one from among the multitudes never surpassed you therein (before)?
81- For certainly, you are (still) thus coming to the men with lust, instead of (legitimately
seeking marriage with) the women? No, you are an excessive nation!
82- But the respond of his nation was only that they said: Then (immediately) evict them
from your city! For certainly, they are a people who thus --(by refraining from homosexuality)-purify themselves!
83- So We saved him and his family, except his wife; she was --(because of this; 66/10)-- of
those doomed ones.
84- And (then) We showered them with a (painful) shower (11/81-83)! So see (now),
how was the consequence of those criminals (7/40)!
85- And to Midyan (We sent) their brother Shuaib; and he said: O my nation, you shall (thus)
serve (only) Al-lah (12/40), for there is no Ilah (=God) for you other than Him (28/70)!
Definitely, a “Clear Proof” (6/157) has (thus) come to you (here) from your Lord!
So you shall give full weight and full measure; and do not (deceitfully) reduce to people their
things, and do not commit evil (2/205) on the earth, after its righteous conciliation.
This is better/best for you, if you are believers.
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86- And do not sit on every path, (thus) intimidating and repelling from the Way (3/99) of
Al-lah those who have believed in it, and by (thus) seeking to make it crooked (7/45)!
And remember when you were few and He multiplied you. And see (now), how was the
consequence of those evil committers (2/27)!
87- And if a group among you have believed in this (Message) that I am sent with (now), and
the (other) group have not believed, (then) be patient until Al-lah judges between us; and He is
the Best of judges!
88- But the chiefs who acted arrogantly among his nation said: We will evict you (now),
O Shuaib, and (all) those who have believed with you from our city, or you will (immediately)
come back to our practice! He said: Even when we are detesting (it)?
89- (Because) if we come back to your practice, after Al-lah has (thus) saved us from it, (then)
we have definitely fabricated upon Al-lah a lie! So it can never be for us to come back into it
against the will of Al-lah, our Lord! Our Lord has encompassed every wanted thing with
knowledge. So thus (only) in Al-lah we have trusted (3/160)! Our Lord, (so please), decide
between us and our nation with the Truth; and You are the Best of deciders!
90- And the chiefs of those who disbelieved among his nation said: If you (still) follow Shuaib,
certainly, then you will be losers!
91- And (consequently), the quake overtook them, and they became in their own homes
fallen ones!
92- Those who rejected Shuaib (thus vanished), as if they never existed therein; those who
rejected Shuaib, they (themselves) were the losers!
93- So (Shuaib) turned away from them, and said: O my nation, definitely, I have delivered
to you the Messages of my Lord, and I (faithfully) advised you; so how can I grieve (now) for
(such) a disbelieving (2/26-27) people?
94- And We did not send any Informer into a city, but We (also) certainly overtook its people
(then) with (some) adversity and hardship, so that perhaps they may --(immediately and
rightfully return to Him and)-- implore.
95- And then We substituted niceness in place of that badness, until they populated, and said:
(This was not a Sign from Al-lah), because definitely, (such) adversity and (then) the prosperity
(also) touched our parents before (this)! So (consequently), We overtook them --(because of
their such heedlessness, arrogance and tyranny therein; 14/9-13)-- suddenly (when) they did not
perceive!
96- And had the people of those cities believed and acted piously (2/177), We would have
opened for them (all) the blessings of the sky and the earth. But they --(thus heedlessly,
arrogantly and despotically; 40/5)-- rejected; and so We overtook them, for what they were
earning (39/51)!
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97- Did the people of these cities feel secure (now) that Our punishment --for that they have thus
unjustly and arrogantly rejected those “Signs;” 7/40 on those 19 coded Tables, on the left side-will not come to them in the night and (while) they are sleeping?
98- Did the people of these cities feel secure (now) that Our punishment --for that they have thus
unjustly and arrogantly rejected those “Signs;” 7/41 on those 19 coded Tables, on the right side-will not come to them in the morning and (while) they are playing?
99- Did they feel secure (now) against the scheme of Al-lah? But none feels secure against
the scheme of Al-lah --(after they have already thus wilfully and crookedly schemed against His
“Messenger” and His “Signs” here; 8/30 & 10/21)-- except (such) a loser (2/27) people!
100- Did it (still) not guide those who have inherited the earth, after its (previous) residents,
that if We want, We can (also) thus (immediately) afflict them (now) for their wrong doings
(67/10-11), and --(because of this; 41/5)-- We can (consequently) lock upon their hearts, so they
cannot hear (18/57)!
101- These are the cities, We are (thus) relating to you (here) from their informations.
And definitely, their Messengers came to them with the “Clear Proofs” (20/133), but they would
not believe in what they thus --(ignorantly and tyranically; 41/14-15 & …)-- rejected before!
So Al-lah --(again because of this; 41/5)-- thus (consequently) locks upon the hearts of
--(thus also here and now again such)-- disbelievers (2/26-27)!
102- And so We did not find many of them (faithful) to this Pledge (36/60-61); but We have
certainly found many of them --(thus also here and now again)-- as betrayers (2/26)!
103- Then We raised, after them, Moses with Our “Signs” to Pharaoh and (all) his chiefs; but
they acted unjustly against them. So see (now), how was the consequence of those evil
committers (2/27)!
104- And Moses said: O Pharaoh, certainly, I am (thus) a Messenger from the Lord of the
multitudes.
105- So (it is) incumbent upon me that I do not say about Al-lah except the Truth! Definitely,
I have (thus) come to you with a “Clear Proof” (20/133) from your Lord. So let the Children of
Israel go with me!
106- He said: If you have (indeed) come with a “Sign;” then bring it (now), if you are of the
truthful ones!
107- So he threw down his staff, and then it was --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the left side-- a clear “serpent!”
108- And he took out his hand, and then it was --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the right side-- “bright” to the beholders! (=11/120)
109- The chiefs of Pharaoh’s people said: Certainly, this is a knowledgeable magician!
110- He is (thus) intending to take you out of your land! So what do you recommend?
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111- They said: Respite him and his brother, and send into every city summoners;
112- so that they may bring to you every knowledgeable magician!
113- And (thus) the magicians came to Pharaoh, and said: Certainly, (will there be) a payment
for us, if we are the winners?
114- He said: Yes indeed; and certainly, you will be (then) of those who are brought close
(to me)!
115- They said: O Moses, (then) either you throw, or we are throwing.
116- He said: You throw! So when they threw (their staffs), they tricked the people’s eyes,
and (thus) they frightened them; and they (thus) came with a great magic.
117- And (thereupon) We inspired to Moses: Throw your staff! And it (instantly) swallowed
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, into that lowest region-- what they were
concocting (therein)! (=13/33)
118- And --now, thus also here again-- the “Truth” (39/41) has prevailed, and what they were
(thus) “working” on (41/40) became null!
119- And (thus) they were defeated therein; and they were humiliated.
120- And the magicians fell down, prostrating (before Al-lah);
121- and they said: We have believed in the Lord of the multitudes;
122- the Lord of Moses and Aaron!
123- Pharaoh said: You have believed in him, before I give you permission?
(Then) certainly, this is a scheme that you have (thus) schemed it in the city, (thus) to take out
therefrom its people! So you will soon know.
124- I will cut off your hands and your feet on alternate sides, then I will surely crucify you
all together!
125- They said: Certainly, we will (then) go back to our Lord!
126- And you are not (thus) taking revenge on us, except that we have believed in those “Signs”
of our Lord when they (thus) came to us. Our Lord, so (please), pour upon us steadfastness, and
let us die (here) as surrenderers (to You)!
127- And the chiefs of Pharaoh’s people said: Will you leave Moses and Aaron to commit evil
on the earth, and forsake you and your gods? He said: We will kill their sons, and (thus) let
their women (=their mothers) live in shame; and certainly, we will (thus) be above them
ascendant!
128- Moses said to his nation: (Then) you shall seek help from Al-lah, and remain steadfast.
Certainly, the earth (belongs) to Al-lah, He grants it as a heritage to whomever He wants
from among His servants (24/55). And the (nicest) consequence (will thus be) for the pious
(2/177)!
129- They said: But we were persecuted before you came to us, and (even) after you came to us!
He said: Perhaps, your Lord will annihilate your enemies, and (thus) make you successors
on the earth, and (then) He will see, how you shall work!
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130- And definitely, We afflicted Pharaoh’s people with years (of drought), and a shortage of
“fruits,” so that they may --now, thus also here again, hence-- take “Commemoration”
(14/25-26)!
131- And when a niceness came to them, they said: This is for us! And if a badness afflicted
them, they (immediately) attributed the misfortune thereof on Moses and those with him.
Pay heed, their misfortune --(because that they have already thus clearly been warned with
His “Message,” but have thus unjustly and stubbornly rejected it)-- was (decreed) by Al-lah; but
many of them (still) do not know --(this; 36/19)!
132- And they said: Whatever you bring to us of (such) a “Sign,” thus to enchant us with it, (O
Moses), we will never be believers to you!
133- So We sent upon them the flood, and the locusts, and the lice, and the frogs, and the blood,
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, for/on the left and the right side-- as
well separated “Signs!” But they (still) acted arrogantly, and (thus) became a criminal (7/40-41)
nation!
134- And whenever a filth fell upon them, they said: O Moses, call upon your Lord for us
for that He pledged with you. If you remove this filth from us, we will believe with you. And
we will (immediately) send with you the Children of Israel.
135- But when We removed from them that filth within an appointed time which they had to
reach, then they were (instantly) breaking (their promise).
136- So (consequently), We took revenge on them, and drowned them in the sea. (This is)
for that certainly, they rejected Our “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) and became (deliberately and totally)
unaware thereof.
137- And (then) We let the nation who were oppressed (thus) inherit the eastern parts of the land
and the western parts thereof, that We sanctified in it.
And --19 coded-- “Words” that are nicest (39/23 = 2/23-25) of your Lord (now also here and
thus) became complete upon (those sincerely believing) Children of Israel, for that they (now
also thus) remained steadfast (here; 4/162)!
--(Please, in this respect also certainly see now: Torah-Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-4) (Psalms
118/22-26) (Isaiah 10/21-22 = 59/19-21)-And We annihilated (all) that which Pharaoh and his nation were constructing (therein) and what
they were erecting.
138- And (then) We delivered the Children of Israel across the sea, and they came upon a people
who were clinging to their idols --(which they thus carved with their own hands again; 37/95
thus to represent some angels; 23/24)! They said: O Moses, (then) make for us an ilah (=god)
like (there are) gods for them. He said: Certainly, you are a nation who are (thus) acting
ignorantly.
139- For certainly these, what they are (thus clinging to) therein will be utterly tumbled, and
what they are (thus) working for is totally vain.
140- And he said: So shall I seek an ilah (=god) for you (now) other than Al-lah (20/97-98),
and (when) He has (thus) favored you upon those multitudes --(by thus instantly saving them
from such worthless and blasphemous idolatry therein)?
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141- And when We saved you from Pharaoh’s people, they were inflicting upon you the worst
retribution, they were killing your sons, and (thus) letting your women (=their mothers) live
in shame. And in this (there was) a great test for you from your Lord (2/155-157)!
142- And We summoned Moses for thirty nights, and completed it (by adding) ten. And the
appointed time of his Lord was (thus) complete as forty nights. And Moses said to his brother
Aaron: Succeed me (here) in my nation, and maintain righteousness, and do not follow the way
of those evil committers (2/27, 205)!
143- When Moses (thus) came at Our appointed time, and his Lord spoke to him, he said:
My Lord, (please), show (Yourself) to me, that I may look at You (in awe)! (Al-lah) said:
But you cannot see Me (6/103)! So look at the mountain (now), if it remains firm in its place,
you will see Me (then)! And when his Lord (thus) manifested Himself to the mountain (therein),
this made it utterly crumbled; and Moses fell unconscious. And when he came to, he said:
Be You glorified; I have returned to You, and I am (thus) first of the believers --(there, in this
respect also among his nation)!
** Because that our Lord is thus one and only Supreme Being, who is beyond and above all
universe/universes (70/4), who cannot be likened or compared to anyone and anything here (42/11),
we should understand this specific term: “tajallaa Rabbuhu leljabale” (=his Lord manifested Himself to
the mountain) in the above Verse, thus as a unique “power and light” of Him (24/35) that cannot be
likened and compared with any ordinary “power and light” here again (42/11) and so cannot be perceived
or seen by human senses here again (6/103) thus being beamed down (from Himself, from upon
His Throne that is beyond and above all universe/universes here again; 70/4) and thus focused by Him
on that Mountain above only for a shortest moment here!

144- Al-lah said: O Moses, certainly I have (thus) chosen you upon/for (the benefit of) the
people with My messages and with My word; so take (now) what I have (thus) given to you, and
(thus) be of the appreciative ones!
145- And We wrote for him on the Tablets a “Preaching” (=thus also a prospective reference
here to this most specific “Preaching,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 11/120) of every wanted thing, and (thus) a separation
--on the left and the right side-- of every wanted thing (6/154)! So you shall uphold them
strongly, and exhort your nation to uphold them (always), in the nicest manner!
I will soon show you the abode --(now especially also here again)-- of those betrayers (2/26-27)
== (Torah-Deut. 32/1-6 & 19-25)!
146- For I will divert from My “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) those who are acting arrogantly on the earth,
based on (those sources that are) different than the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to this
most specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/41)! So --(as long as they thus ignorantly and treacherously insist on
following these false teachings; 2/78-79 & 3/78)-- if they see every “Sign” (6/4 = 26/5) (now),
they will not believe. And if they see the way of correctness, they do not adopt it as (their) way;
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and if they see the way of deviation, they adopt it as (their) way. This is because they have (thus)
rejected Our “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5), and (then) become (deliberately and totally) unaware
thereof!
147- And those who have (thus) rejected Our “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) and the meeting of the
Last Epoch (=thus also a reference to this most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47
here again, in the first place; 6/92), their work are nullified (18/105-106). Shall they be requited
except for what they are (thus) “working” on (41/40 & 40/40 & …)?
148- And the nation of Moses took, in his absence, from their jewelry a statue of a calf, which
gave a mooing sound. But did they not see that certainly it was not speaking -Words- to them,
and so was not guiding them in a (rightful) way (10/35)? But they (still) took it --(thus as an
other/partner false “god” for themselves outside/beside Him here)-- and (thus) became
unjust ones.
149- Then when they were smitten in anguish, and saw that certainly, they thus (indeed)
went astray, they said: If our Lord does not have mercy on us (now), and forgive us, we will
certainly be of the losers!
150- And when Moses came back to his nation, angry and disappointed, he said: What ugly
indeed you have (thus) succeeded me, after me! Have you (thus) hastened (against yourselves)
the (punitive) command of your Lord? And he threw down the Tablets, and took hold of his
brother’s head, pulling him towards himself; but he said: O son of my mother, certainly this
nation have weakened me, and they would almost kill me. So let not the enemies rejoice over me
(now), and do not count me with the unjust nation!
151- (Moses) said: My Lord, so (please), forgive me and my brother (here), and admit us
into Your mercy. For You are the Most Merciful of merciful ones!
152- Certainly, those who took the calf --(thus as an other/partner false “god” for themselves
outside/beside Him here), a wrath from their Lord will overtake them, and a humiliation in this
worldly life. For thus We reward the fabricators (6/112)!
153- But those who worked (in ignorance) for (such) badnesses (29/4 & 17/38 & …), and then
(regretted it and thus immediately and sincerely) returned (to Him) thereafter (4/17) and (thus)
believed (2/25-26), certainly, your Lord is, thereafter, forgiver, merciful (25/70-71).
154- And when the anger of Moses subsided, he took those Tablets again, and on its
--two sided, in pairs-- document (style) there was a “Guidance” (=thus also a significant hint here
to this most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/154) and a “Mercy” for those who will (now, also thus
here again) reverence their Lord!
155- And (then) Moses selected from among his nation seventy men for Our appointment.
And when the quake shook them (therein), he said: My Lord, You could have annihilated them
before (this), and me too, if You so willed. But will You annihilate us (now) for what the fools
among us are doing? It is only Your “Test;” You (thus) send astray with it whomever You want,
and You guide whomever You want (=74/31)! You are our (one and only) Master.
So (please), forgive us (now), and have mercy on us; and You are the Best of the forgivers!
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156- And (please), write for us in this world a niceness, and in the Last Epoch. Certainly,
we have (thus) repented to You! (Al-lah) said: My retribution, I do inflict it (thus) on whomever
I want (88/23-24), but My mercy has encompassed every wanted thing. So I will write
(My mercy) for those who are (thus) pious (2/177) and give the Cleansing rate (8/41), and those
who will (thus) believe in Our “Signs” (=thus a significant reference here to each one of these
most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5)!
157- Those who are (thus) following (now) this Messenger, --(because that he is never
instructed by no religious men or religious institution here, in this regard)-- the uninstructed
Informer (please, also see in this respect now: Gospel-Mthw. 11/25-27) (Psalms 8/2-3), the one
they find him (thus) written with them in the Torah (please, see Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-4) and
the Gospel (please, see Jn. 6/27 = Mthw. 4/4 & Lk. 8/11-15)!
(Henceforth), he is (thus) commanding them (to act) with the recognized attitude (5/44 & 5/47),
and forbidding them (to commit) the strange attitude (9/31). And he is (thus) making lawful for
them the “clean ones” (14/24-25), and forbidding them the “dirty ones” (14/26)! And he is (thus)
unloading (all) their burdens and shackles that were thus --(mostly through those false and
fabricated ways thus factitiously imposed)-- upon them (42/21 & 57/27)!
So those who will (thus) believe in him (here), and respect him, and help him (now), and follow
the “Light” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Light,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 42/52) that is (thus)
“sent down” (here; 39/23) with him, those them shall be the prospered ones (23/1-11)!
158- Say: O people, certainly I am (thus) a Messenger --(of the Covenant; 2/23-27) of Al-lah
to you all; (He is) the One to Whom belongs (all) the ruling dominion of the skies and the earth!
There is no Ilah (=God) but (thus) only He (28/70)! He gives life, and causes death (2/28).
So you shall believe in Al-lah and His Messenger, --(because that he is never instructed
by no religious men or religious institution here, in this respect)-- the uninstructed Informer
(Gospel-Mthw. 11/25-27) (Psalms 8/2-3), the one who (thus) believes in Al-lah and (all)
His --19 coded, similar, in pairs-- “Words” (2/25-26 = 39/23 = 74/26-31); so you shall follow
him (now), that you may always (thus) be “guided” (by Al-lah here; 10/9-10)!
159- And among the nation of Moses, (there is) a society guiding with the “Truth” (=thus a
reference here to this most specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41), and they are (henceforth) with it
(thus) doing justice (4/162)!
160- And (when) We divided them into twelve (tribal) descendants, as (distinct) societies.
And We inspired to Moses when his nation asked him (there) for water: Strike the rock with your
staff! So twelve springs gushed out therefrom, and each community (thus) knew their drinking
place. And We shaded them with the clouds, and We sent down upon them the manna and
the quails, (saying to them): So you shall eat from the clean ones of what We have (thus)
provided for you! But --(by rejecting and thus time and again violating and rebelling against
these Heavenly Commandments)-- they did not act unjustly to Us, but in fact, they were (thus)
acting unjustly to their own souls (2/60-61).
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161- And when it was said to them: Reside in this city, and eat therefrom as you please,
and say: “Thanks,” and (thus) enter the gate (therein), prostrating (before Al-lah), that We may
forgive you (all) your wrong doings; (and) We will augment (the rewards) --now, thus also here
again-- for the nicely acting ones (39/34)!
162- But those who acted unjustly from among them changed the saying (=“Thanks”) to
a different/opposite one than (that of) was said to them. So We sent upon them a filth from the
sky, for that they were --now, thus also here again-- acting unjustly (39/24)! (=44/10-11)
163- And ask them about the city which was (founded) by the sea. When they desecrated the
Sabbath (Torah-Deut. 5/12-15); (because) on the day of their sabbath, their fish were coming to
them abundantly, but the day when they were not observing the sabbath, they were not coming!
Thus We tested them, for that they were --(from the beginning thus)-- betraying (therein;
16/124).
164- And then a party among them said: Why are you (still) preaching to (such) a (desecrating)
people, that Al-lah will (soon) annihilate them, or He will retribute them with a severe
retribution? They said: (Thus) as an apology towards your Lord (6/69), and perhaps, they
--(after hearing these sincere reminders; 6/69 by immediately repenting and rightfully returning
to Him here; 4/17)-- may be pious!
165- But when they (totally) forgot what they were (thus) reminded thereof, We saved those
who were (thus) forbidding the badness. And We overtook those who acted unjustly with a
terrible retribution, for that they were --(from the beginning thus)-- betraying (therein; 7/163)!
166- So when they (insistently) rebelled against what they were (thus) forbidden thereof,
We said to them: Be you crouching apes (2/65)!
167- And then, your Lord (thus) announced (at that time): He will certainly raise up against
them towards the Day of Resurrection (those) who will inflict upon them the worst retribution
(please, in this respect also certainly see now: Torah-Deut. 31/29 = 32/18-25)!
Certainly, your Lord is (thus) Swift in the consequence; and (after this) certainly, He is
--(towards all those Children of Israel, who will thus immediately repent and rightfully return
to Al-lah here; 4/162)-- forgiver, merciful (17/7-8)!
(please, in this respect also certainly see again now: Torah-Deut. 32/34-39)!
168- And (when) We scattered them on the earth as (distinct) societies; among them (there
were) righteous ones, and among them (there were those) other/less than this. And We tested
them with the nicenesses and the badnesses, so that perhaps (by giving thanks, or by imploring)
they may (rightfully) come back (to Al-lah)!
169- Then there came after them a new generation, they (thus) inherited the Written Document
(=Torah; 40/53). But here, (some of) them are (still) taking the (unlawful) materials of this world
(now), and saying: It will be forgiven us! And if a similar (unlawful) material come to them,
again they are (freely) taking it! But was not the covenant of the Written Document taken from
them, that they would never say about Al-lah except the truth (Torah-Deut. 4/2 & 6/6-8)?
So did they (still) not study (and see) all that is (written) therein?
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And the abode of the Last Epoch will be better/best for those who are pious (2/177)! So will you
(still) not comprehend (this; 21/10)?
170- So (henceforth), those who will hold fast by the “Written Document” (=thus a reference
here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) and observe their Support duty
(33/56); then certainly, We will not waste the payment of these righteously acting ones (here;
2/25)!
171- And when We raised the Mountain above them as though it were a covering, and they
thought it was going to fall upon them; (and We said to them): So you shall uphold what
We have (thus) given to you (here), strongly, and (always) commemorate what is therein, that
you may be pious (2/177)!
172- And when your Lord brought forth from the Children of Adam, from their backs, (all) their
descendants, and He had them (thus) bear witness upon their own souls:
Am I not (thus) your --(one and only)-- Lord (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31 & 6/76-78)?
They said: Yes indeed; we bear witness!
Hence, you cannot say on the Day of Resurrection: Certainly, we were unaware of this!
173- Nor can you say: Certainly, our fathers (thus) made partners (42/21) before (us), and we
were descendants after them. So will You annihilate us (now), for what those innovators did!
** Thus we should clearly understand here that many people on the earth have a strong tendency and
most basic instinct in themselves now to believe in (the existence and the absolute power of) the Lord,
because we have thus already stood in the presence of our supreme Lord --thus most probably even before
coming to this world-- and we have thus born witness upon our own souls and thus given our most
important and critical pledge to our supreme Lord therein, in the first place! So we should also certainly
follow our second most basic instinct, that our supreme Lord has thus already put in all of us here
(30/30-31) and thus immediately and rightfully return to Him now as our one and only Lord, thus without
making partners with Him nobody and nothing here (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31 & 6/76-78) thus to rightfully
fulfill our pledge to Him now! But those who would not listen to this most critical and important Message
and invitation here, in this Quran Testament, will henceforth have no excuses in the presence of our
supreme Lord, in the hereafter!

174- And like this, We are separating --for/on the left and the right side-- the “signs” (=thus also
a reference here to each one of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in
the first place: 3/7), so that they may (rightfully) come back (to Al-lah)!
** After having thus bestowed upon all of these people this strong tendency and most basic instincts,
thus to believe in Him and to take Him as our one and only Lord here (7/172-173 = 30/30-31),
now our supreme Lord has also thus sent down to all humanity this absolutely superb and Singular
19 coded, most important and critical “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” (=17/88) in this most critical
Final Age, and thereby He has thus clearly and unmistakably shown to all of us one and only legitimate
way to immediately return to Him, and thus to rightfully take Him as our one and only Lord thus only
here (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31 & 6/76-78), in order to attain the eternal Salvation and benefits thus only
here (7/157-158), henceforward!
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175- And you shall recite for them the information of one to whom We have (thus) given
Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), but
he disregarded them. And the satan (thus) pursued him (6/71), and he (thus) became of the
deviated ones.
176- If We willed, We would have elevated him therewith, but he (rejected them and
deliberately) inclined to the earth (instead), and (thus) followed his own (false) desire (6/71)!
So (henceforth), his allegory is like the allegory of a dog: If you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables, by the left side-- approach him, he barks (at it), or if you --by the right side-leave him, he barks (at it)! (please, in this respect also certainly see again now: 2/171)
This is the allegory of those people who have (thus) rejected Our “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5)!
So narrate them (now) this narration, so that they may reflect.
177- Bad indeed is the allegory of those people who have (thus) rejected Our “Signs”
(6/4 = 26/5), and (thus) acted unjustly (39/24) to their own souls!
178- Whomever Al-lah --(because of their honesty and sincerity; 13/27 thus)-- guides (2/25-26),
he is the guided one; and whomever --(because of their crookedness and betrayal; 2/26 thus)-sends astray (2/26-27), those them --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27
and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/88-89)-- will (thus) be the losers (2/27)!
179- And definitely, We have directed towards Hell many of the jinns and the humans.
(Because) for them (are) hearts, (but) they (deliberately) do not comprehend (Al-lah’s Way) with
them,
and for them (are) eyes, (but) they (deliberately) do not see (Al-lah’s Way) with them,
and for them (are) ears, (but) they (deliberately) do not hear (Al-lah’s Way) with them.
Those are like (wild) animals; no, they are (in this regard) even more astray.
Those them are unaware --(of this; 7/172)!
** We have already seen all those people, descendants of Adam, who stood --thus probably, even before
coming to this world yet-- in the presence of our supreme Lord, and thus been “aware” of His existence
and absolute power therein, in the first place (7/172-173)!
In the above Verse, we can see that there are also other people (and jinns) who did not stood
--(because our supreme Lord thus knew that they were totally indifferent even then to His existence
and pledge, and so even if they stood there, they would have certainly say “no” then to that most critical
and important question; 7/172 and pledge of our supreme Lord therein; 8/23)-- in the presence of our
supreme Lord, and thus left “unaware,” in this respect.
And so we should also remember here that, when our supreme Lord thus teaches us His most Wise
“evolutionary creation” will, within that most miraculous story of Adam (peace be upon him) here
(2/30-33, 37), He has thus also clearly pointed out that in order for us to be perfectly civilized, humane
and peaceful human beings, after those previous a little bit wild and aggressive natured generations
on earth then, we should absolutely hearken to His Message (=Names, Words) herein, in the first place!
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So the fact that some atheistic and agnostic people, who have totally disregarded the existence and
the Message of our supreme Lord here, in recent history, and by thus fundamentally misinterpreting the
most Wise “evolutionary creation” fact, considering it as a godless, totally purposeless and random deed,
and consequently seeing human beings as accidentally propagated mere animals through such a blind
and fortuitous evolutionary process, they have thus founded most cruel, wild and despotic administrations
on earth, shedding tremendous amount of innocent human and also animal blood. And ironically, they
have thus unknowingly but perfectly proved right the Word of our supreme Lord here, who has already
thus clearly taught and warned us that after His most Wise “evolutionary creation” deed --(which is thus
perfectly programmed and executed by Him from the very beginning within His most precise and
accurate Mathematical Calculations in every step of it again; 4/133), only when/if all these humans
wholeheartedly hearken to His Message here, first of all, can thus be perfectly civilized, humane and
peaceful human beings thereafter on the earth, who are thus created in the nicest form by Him through
His most Wise and wondrous “evolutionary creation” will here (2/30-37 & 95/4 X 7/179)!
But of course, this definitely does not mean that all atheist and agnostic people would totally and
inevitably act in this wild and aggressive animalistic manners on earth, and then also none of them would
never come back to Al-lah here forever. So all the truthful and sincere believers should always be in nice
and amicable relations with these kind of civilized, humane and peaceful many atheist and agnostic
people here, first of all (60/8), and by delivering them this matchless and Singular 19 coded, most critical
and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” now (=17/88) should also thus openly invite them
in this most critical Final Age to this one and only true Lord (=AL-LAH), by making it perfectly clear
that, when/if ever they want to come back to Him, our supreme Lord will instantly admit them into
His mercy and will make them fully “aware” of His existence and power here (41/53), and will thus bless
them here, and in the hereafter, forever (25/70-71 & 98/7-8)! But even when/if they do not accept the
invitation for now or perpetually here, still nice and amicable relations should thus always continue again
under this most basic Heavenly Principle here (60/8) to the end of this world.

180- And to Al-lah belongs --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left and
on the right side-- (all) those nicest “Names;” so you shall call upon Him therewith! And
disregard those who are making distortion about His “Names!” They will be requited for what
they are (thus) “working” on (41/40)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (7/180),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Supernal Miracle” document --(please, by
especially paying attention and clearly witnessing all those nicest “Names” of our supreme Lord therein,
firstly, and then how those willful people will deliberately try to make distortion now therein about them,
thereafter)-- in this respect, here in the first place.

181- And among those We have created are a society (3/110) guiding with the “Truth” (=thus
a reference here to that most specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41), and (henceforth), they are with it
(thus) doing justice (3/110)!
182- But those who have still (thus) rejected Our “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5), so We will draw them
--(to their destination, in this case; 22/72)-- by degrees, whence they do not know.
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183- But (now) I am --(for this reason; 8/38)-- giving them respite; but certainly, --(in this case;
86/15-17)-- My snare is formidable!
184- So do they (still) not reflect and (clearly understand) that their friend (=Messenger of the
Covenant here) is not possessed by the jinns (26/210-211)? But he is only (thus) a clear
warner (34/46)!
185- So do they (still) not look at the “ruling principles” (=malakuut; thus also a most specific
reference to all those “natural laws” and “physical constants,” which are thus created and
ordained by our supreme Lord, in the very beginning, by His most precise and accurate
19 coded Mathematical Computations here) of the skies and the earth, and what Al-lah has
created (thereby) from all (these) things (51/49)? And that perhaps, their appointed time has
--(again also in accordance with these “ruling principles” and beyond here)-- definitely drawn
near --(by Him; 21/1 & 54/1)? So in which utterance, after this (=nicest Utterance here; 39/23),
will they (still) believe (2/78-79 & 6/112-114)?
186- So whomever Al-lah --(because of their crookedness and betrayal; 2/26 thus)-- sends
astray, there will be no guiding one (39/23) for him! And He --(unless they immediately regret
their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/89) leaves them
in their (such) transgressions (45/6-7), blundering.
187- They are asking you about (that) Hour (33/63), (and) when it will come to pass?
Say: Its knowledge is only with my Lord. None can manifest it, at its (exact) time, except He!
It will be heavy in the skies and the earth; and (thus) it will not come to you except suddenly.
They are (still) asking you as if you are an investigator on it. Say: Its knowledge is (thus) only
with Al-lah (42/17-18); but many of the people (still) do not know (this)!
188- Say: I cannot rule (even) for my own soul with any benefit, and not a harm, only whatever
Al-lah wants (happens to me). And if I knew the unseen (of the future), I would have (speedily)
increased the Goodness (=thus also a reference here to that most specific “Goodness,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 16/30),
and no badness (=sickness, trouble, mishap, etc.) would have touched me (here).
So I am only (thus) a warner and a bearer of good news (19/97) for a people who will
(henceforth thus) believe (2/25-26)!
189- He is the One who created you from/as --(in anatomic, genetic respects basically all of
them thus exactly similar/same)-- a single soul (=male kind), and He made from it (=from that
exactly same/similar anatomic, genetic materials) its spouse (=female kind) (4/1), so that he may
(thus) find tranquility with her. So when he approaches her (=his wife) now, she has carried a
light load and walked about with it. And when she grows heavy, they have (immediately) thus
called upon Al-lah, their Lord: If You give us a good (child) now, we will surely be of the
appreciative ones!
190- But when He gives them a good (child) now, they have (immediately) made partners
with Him (42/21) in/for what He has (thus) given them! And exalted is Al-lah (far above) what
they are --(thus by adopting them as other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Him here)-making partners (9/31)!
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191- So will they (still) make partners (42/21) --(in His judgements; 18/26)-- those that cannot
create any wanted thing, and are themselves created (16/20-21)?
192- And they cannot give them any help (5/76), and --(in this case; 21/29)-- they cannot help
(even) their own souls!
193- And if you call them to the “Guidance” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 39/23), they do not follow you. It is the same upon you whether you call them, or
remain silent --(they do not follow now, because of this here; 18/57)!
194- (O partner makers), certainly, those whom you are calling upon --(by thus adopting them
as other/partner false “intercessors” outside/beside Him here; 10/18)-- other than Al-lah (now)
are thus (only) servants (21/26) like you. So call upon them, and let them respond to you
(16/21 = 5/117 & …), if you are truthful ones!
195- (Because) do they have feet (here) with which they would walk, or do they have hands
with which they would hold, or do they have eyes with which they would see, or do they have
ears with which they would hear (16/21)? Say: Then call upon your partners --(whom they have
thus adopted as other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Him here; 9/31)-- and then snare me,
and do not respite me!
196- For certainly, my (one and only) Master is Al-lah, the One who has (thus) sent down
the “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
39/23); and He will thus be (one and only) Master --(with this “Written Document” again)-of (all) the righteous (here; 2/25)!
197- But those whom you are calling upon --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false
“masters” outside/beside Him here; 18/102)-- other than Him (now) cannot give you any help
(5/76), and --(in this case; 21/29)-- they cannot help (even) their own souls (21/29)!
198- But if you call them to the “Guidance” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 39/23), they do not hear you. And you see them looking towards you, but they
--(because of this; 10/42-43)-- do not see!
199- So you shall resort to pardon, and advocate (that which is thus) “successional” (77/1);
and keep away from (such) ignorant ones (39/64).
200- And if/when an aggravation from the satan aggravates you, (immediately) seek refuge
in Al-lah! For certainly, He is hearer, knower.
201- Certainly, those who are pious (2/177); when (such) a provocation touches them from the
satan, (first of all), they (immediately) thus commemorate (7/3), and then they (become) seers (of
the rightful course that they shall follow, therein)!
202- But their brethren (=those jinn and human satans; 6/112) thus lead them on into the
deviation (6/71), then they do not cease.
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203- When you --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- do not bring forth to them
a “sign” (=19 coded “word,” or a numeric “unit”), they said: Why have you not put it up (there)?
Say: I am only following what is (thus) being inspired (43/43-44) to me from my Lord.
And these (=thus an exclusive reference here to each one of those most specific “Plannings,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place)
are “Visual Proofs” from your Lord, and (thus) a “Guidance” (=39/23) and a “Mercy” for a
people who will (henceforth thus) believe (74/26-31)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (7/203),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Golden Ratio Miracle” document, in this respect,
here in the first place.

204- And so when the “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Reading,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69)
is read out, you shall hear it and take heed, that you may attain mercy!
205- And you shall remember your Lord in your soul, humbly and fearing (Him), and in a low
voice, in the early hours and the afternoons; and never be of those unaware ones (10/7-8)!
206- Certainly, those at your Lord are never too proud to serve Him (4/172), and they (always)
glorify Him (21/19-20), and (always thus) before Him they prostrate (16/49-50)!

CHAPTER 8
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- They are asking you about the acquirements. Say: The acquirements are (thus) for Al-lah and
the Messenger (8/41). So you shall be pious (2/177) with Al-lah, and (thus) righteously conciliate
among yourselves (2/224 & 4/114 & …). And (thus) obey Al-lah and His Messenger (of the
Covenant here; 5/92), if you are believers.
2- The (true) believers are those whose hearts tremble when Al-lah is mentioned, and when
His “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) are
recited to them, they (thus) augment them in belief (74/31)! And they (thus always) trust in their
Lord.
3- (These are) the ones who (thus) observe their Support duties (33/56), and of what We have
“provided” for them, they --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left and the
right side-- (thus) distribute (16/75)!
4- Those them are the believers, in “Truth” (39/41)! So for them (there will be granted) degrees
(of rank) at their Lord (4/96), and a forgiveness, and an honorable provision (38/50-54)!
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5- When your Lord brought you forth from your house with the “Truth” (=thus a reference here
to that most specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/41); and (though) a party of the believers were (then) reluctant.
6- They disputed with you regarding the “Truth” (39/41), even after it (thus) became clear
(therein), as if they were (thus) being driven to the death --therein, and (while) they were
watching (it).
7- And (because) here, Al-lah promised you --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here-one of those “two groups,” that certainly it would be yours! And you wished that only (those
“hypocrites”) who do not have the might --in that lowest region, on the left side-- could be yours.
But Al-lah was intending --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables again, in the upper region,
on the left and the right side-- to establish the “Truth” (39/41) with His Words, and (also thus)
cut off the root of the “disbelievers” --in that lowest region, on the right side!-8- That He may establish --now, thus also therein again, in the upper region, on those both
sides-- the “Truth,” and will demolish --in the lowest region, on those both sides-- the
“falsehood,” even if the criminals (thus) dislike (it; 9/32-33)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (8/5-8),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Glorious Miracle” document --(please, by
especially paying attention and clearly noticing therein on that 19 coded magnificent Table of our
supreme Lord those “hypocrites” therein in that lowest region, on the left side who are fewer in number
and so do not have the might, and those “disbelievers” therein in that lowest region, on the right side
who are much bigger in number and so do have the might therein)-- in this respect, here in the first place.

9- When you implored your Lord (to come to your rescue), so He (thus) responded to you:
Certainly, I will assist you --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- with a thousand of
those “Angels,” in succession!
10- And Al-lah has not made this except as a “Good News” (=thus a reference here to that
most specific “Good News,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 27/1-2), and so that your hearts may (thus) be reassured thereby!
And the help is (thus) only from Al-lah! For certainly, Al-lah is --now, thus also on that left side
here-- Mighty, --on that right side here-- Wise!
11- Then He caused peaceful slumber to come upon you as a (sign of) security from Him.
And He (thus) sent down upon you from the sky “water” (7/57) --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, in the upper region-- to purify you therewith, and --in that lowest region-to remove from you the filthiness of the satan; and --thus in that upper region, on the left side-to unite upon your hearts, and --in that upper region, on the right side-- to stabilize thereby
(your) feet!
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12- Then your Lord inspired --now, thus also therein-- to those “Angels,” (saying to them):
Certainly, I am with you; so you shall strengthen those who “believed!” And I will throw into
the hearts of those who “disbelieved” the anxiety (therein); so (O believers), you shall strike
--now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- above their “necks,” and strike
--on the right side-- all their “fingers!” (=9/111)
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (8/9-12),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Glorious Miracle” document, in these
respects, here in the first place.

13- This is because they have (thus) opposed Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel here; 2/97).
And whoever (thus) opposes Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel here; 2/97), (then) certainly,
Al-lah is (thus) Severe in the consequence (2/98)!
14- Thus; so taste it! And certainly, for these disbelievers (22/72) --(in this case; 4/18 thus
eventually)-- (there will come) retribution of the Fire!
15- O those who have believed, so when you encounter --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here-- those who “disbelieved,” marching (against you), you shall not turn your backs to
them!
16- And whoever turns his back to them, on that day, except to carry out (a new plan) --on the
left side-- for the --mathematical-- “Fight,” or to join a (new) unit --on the right side-- (therein),
definitely, he (thus) incurs wrath of Al-lah! And his abode --(here, in this case again; 4/18 thus
eventually)-- will be Hell; and ugly indeed is (that) destination!
17- So --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here again, on the left side-- you did not kill them;
but in fact, Al-lah --(thus in Mathematical respect)-- killed them (therein, in the lowest region);
and you did not smite when you smote; but in fact, Al-lah --(thus in Mathematical respect
again)-- smote (them therein, in the lowest region)! That He might test the believers with a
nice (=39/23) Test from Him! For certainly, Al-lah is --now, thus also on that left side here-Hearer, --on that right side here-- Knower!
18- Thus; and certainly, Al-lah will frustrate the snare --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables
here again, in that lowest region, on both sides-- of those “disbelievers!”
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (8/15-18),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Glorious Miracle,” and then also “A Special
Miracle” document, in these respects, here in the first place.

19- If you seek victory, (O disbelievers), definitely, the Victory --now, thus on those 19 coded
Tables here, in the upper regions, on those both sides-- has (thus) come to you! So --(after thus
clearly witnessing these great Miracles here)-- if you refrain from (your aggression and disbelief;
22/72), it will (thus) be better/best for you (3/89). But if you return (to aggression here; 60/2),
We will return (to requital). And your forces will not avail you at all, no matter how numerous
(54/44-46)! For certainly, Al-lah is with these believers (74/30-31)!
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20- O those who have believed, you shall (thus) obey Al-lah and His Messenger (of the
Covenant here; 5/92); and do not turn away from Him (=Al-lah) and (while) you are hearing.
21- And do not be like those who said: We have heard! but (in fact), they are not hearing.
22- Certainly, the worst creatures in the sight of Al-lah are --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, regarding that left side-- the deaf, --regarding that right side-- the dumb;
(for those are) the ones who (thus deliberately and ignorantly) do not comprehend (2/171)!
23- Had Al-lah known in them any good, He would have certainly make them hear (it).
Even if He made them hear (it) now, they would --(because of this; 41/5 & 25/44 & …)-- thus
(immediately) turn away in aversion!
24- O those who have believed, so you shall respond to Al-lah and to the Messenger (of the
Covenant), when he calls you to what will (thus) give you life (6/122)! And know that certainly,
Al-lah --(thus to know all of his thinkings and opinions, and thereby to guide him into the path
he thus freely chooses for himself therein, in the first place; 13/27)-- goes in between a person
and his heart (64/11). And (then) certainly, to Him you will --(here, at the time of this death;
16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- be summoned (56/83-94)!
25- And you shall (always) guard yourselves --(by thus taking all your necessary precautions;
4/71, 102)-- against (such) a persecution (85/10 & 4/91 & …), for its (consequences) may not
afflict only (in a limited manner) those who (thus) acted unjustly (60/9) from among you!
And know that certainly, Al-lah is --(thus to requite thereafter those unjust and aggressive
disbelievers; 13/32 & 16/126)-- Severe in the consequence.
26- And remember, when you were few, deemed weak on the earth, fearing that people may
snatch you! But He sheltered you and strengthened you with His help, and --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left and the right side-- “provided” for you (2/25) from
the clean ones (14/24-25), that you may appreciate (it)!
27- O those who have believed, do not act traitorously against Al-lah and the Messenger (of the
Covenant here; 4/105), and do not act traitorously against your --(19 coded; 74/30)-- trusts (63/9)
and (now that) you know (them)!
28- And know that your possessions and your children are only a test. And certainly Al-lah,
(here), with Him is the great payment (29/58)!
29- O those who have believed, if you (thus) be pious (2/177) with Al-lah, He will make for you
--on the left & the right side-- (such) a “Parting” (17/106), and will (thus) remit from you (all)
your badnesses (39/35), and (thus) forgive you (6/54). Al-lah is possessor of the great Favor.
30- And when those who (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) were scheming to confine you, or kill you,
or evict you --(from this holy Town here; 90/1-2). And they were scheming, and so (in return for
this) Al-lah was scheming. For Al-lah is --(against these kind of schemers; 3/54)-- the best
Schemer!
31- And when Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
6/4 = 26/5) are recited to them, they said: Definitely, we have heard! If we wanted, we could
--on the left and the right side-- say the like of it now (11/13-14)! These are nothing but the
usual fabrications of the past ones (=Bahais, etc.) (23/83)!
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32- And then they said: O Al-lah, if this is thus (really) the “Truth” (39/41) from You,
(then) shower us with rocks from the sky, or pour upon us a painful retribution!
33- But Al-lah is not (immediately) to retribute them while you are (still) among them (here);
and Al-lah is not to retribute them (=those hidden believers among them; 48/25) while they are
(thus) seeking forgiveness (therein).
34- And what (is there) for them, that Al-lah should not retribute them --(when their time will
thus come; 44/10-16 & 8/50-52), and (here), they are (still) repelling from the sacred Prostration
Place --(that is thus established in the West; 3/96-97), and (though) they are not guardians of it?
Its (true) guardians are (henceforth thus) only the pious (2/177), but many of them (still) do not
know (this).
35- Their support with regard to this (sacred) House (3/96-97) now is nothing but (thus) only
--regarding the left side-- a mockery, and --regarding the right side-- a repelling (thereof; 2/171)!
So --(when their appointed time will thus come, it will be said to them then): Taste the
retribution (52/44-47 & 16/28-29), for that you were --(thus crookedly and despotically; 22/72)-disbelieving (2/26-27)!
36- Certainly, those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) are distributing (out of) their wealth
in order to repel from the Way (9/111) of Al-lah, and they will (thus) distribute it.
But then it will be a sorrow for them, then they will be defeated. And those who have (thus)
disbelieved (2/26-27) will --(here, in this case again; 4/18 eventually thus)-- be into Hell
summoned (7/37-38)!
37- So that Al-lah will (thus) sift away (here) the dirty ones from the clean ones. And He will
make the dirty ones some of them upon some, and will (thus) pile them all together; and (then)
--(here, in this case again; 4/18 thus eventually)-- will put them (all together) into Hell (7/37-41)!
Those them are the losers (2/27)!
38- So say to those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) now: If they refrain (from their
aggression and disbelief; 22/72 & 60/1 & …) all their past will (thus) be forgiven them
(3/86-89). But if they (still) return (to aggression and disbelief here; 22/72 & 60/2 & …), then
definitely, the principles of the past ones (29/40) will (thus) occur!
39- And you shall fight against them until there is no (such) persecution (on earth; 85/10), and
the “Religion,” all of it, (thus) becomes --(under this most equitable, straightforward and
peaceful Heavenly Principles)-- for Al-lah (=2/256 & 109/4-6 & 60/8)!
So if they refrain (from their aggression; 60/9), then certainly, Al-lah is (thus) Seer of what they
are working on (60/8).
40- But if they (still) turn away --(from these most basic, straightforward and peaceful Heavenly
Principles here; 2/256 & 109/4-6 & 60/8), know that certainly, Al-lah is your (guiding,
protecting) Master (against them); so (He is) --now, thus also on that left side here-- best Master,
and --thus also on that right side here-- best Helper!
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41- And know that whatever thing you gain (in a lawful trade, as an honest and legitimate
net profit thereof), certainly, one fifth of it shall (thus) go
1) to Al-lah and (so) for --spending in the cause of-- the “Sent” Message (=“Truth” here; 2/119),
2) and the close relatives,
3) and the orphans,
4) and the poor,
5) and son of the way (=homeless, wayfarer);
if you believe in Al-lah and what We have thus “sent down” (=39/23) upon Our servant
(=Messenger of the Covenant; 7/158) on the day of the “Parting,” the day when --now, thus
on those 19 coded Tables here-- the “two gatherings” have (thus) encountered!
And Al-lah is upon every wanted thing (thus) a best Measurer!
42- When you were --on the right side therein-- in the nearest part (of the Valley), and they were
--on the left side-- in the farthest part, and the “caravan” was --in that lowest region-- below you!
Had you made an appointment (for this), you would have (inevitably) missed the appointment.
But thus Al-lah will (perfectly) accomplish a “Command” (=thus a reference here to that most
specific “Command,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 42/52) that is to be done! So whoever vanishes shall vanish --on the left
side-- on a “Clear Proof” (6/157) (after this), and whoever lives shall live --on the right side-on a “Clear Proof” (6/157)! And certainly, Al-lah is hearer, knower.
43- Then Al-lah showed them to you, in your memory, --on the left side-- as few (in number).
Had He showed them to you (all of the time therein) --on the left side-- as many (in number),
you would have failed and disputed about the “Command” (42/52); but Al-lah (thus) gave peace!
Certainly, He is knower of (all) content of the chests.
44- And so He (thus) showed them to you, when you met, --on the left side-- few (in number)
in your eyes, and (also sometimes) He made you --on the right side-- few (in number) in their
eyes. Thus Al-lah will (perfectly) accomplish a “Command” (42/52) that is to be done!
And to Al-lah (all) the commands are (thus) sent back.
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (8/41-44),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Redeeming Miracle” document --(please, by
especially paying attention and clearly noticing therein all those “living” ones on the right side, and all
those “vanishing” ones on the left side, and then their specifically being (“few,” or “many”) in numbers,
(as each of them are thus precisely mentioned and decreed by our supreme Lord therein, on the left and on
the right sides, based on their most specific “number of occurrences” within the whole Quran Testament)
on that 19 coded magnificent Table of our supreme Lord therein)-- in these respects, here in the first
place.

45- O those who have believed, when you --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the left side-- encounter a party, you shall --on the right side-- be firm, and commemorate
Al-lah frequently; so that you may (thus) prosper (23/1-11)!
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46- And you shall (thus) obey Al-lah and His Messenger (of the Covenant here; 5/92), and
do not dispute among yourselves, lest you falter and your strength scatters. And remain steadfast;
for certainly, Al-lah is (thus) with the steadfast (3/146)!
47- And do not be like those who left their homes boastfully, only to show off (in front of) the
people, and (while) they were (thus) repelling (3/99) from the Way (9/111) of Al-lah!
And Al-lah is surrounder of what they are “working” for (41/40)!
48- And then the satan (thus) adorned to them their (bad) “works” (9/37 & 13/33 & …), and
--(by introducing himself thus as if he was a truthful adviser, or an honorable angel again;
7/20-21 & 34/40-41 & 17/64 and thus as if he was delivering good news to them from Al-lah,
deceivingly)-- said (to them): None can defeat you today from among the people; and certainly,
I am your supporter (here)! But when --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- those
“two units” faced each other, he (immediately) turned back on his heels, and said: I (totally)
disown you! For certainly, I see what you do not see. Certainly, I fear Al-lah! And (because)
Al-lah is --(in this case; 40/5 thus)-- Severe in the consequence!
49- Then the hypocrites and those in whose hearts (there is such) an illness (74/31) were saying:
Their “Religion” (=thus an indication here to this most specific “Religion,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 48/28) have (thus)
deceived these (people)! But whoever trusts in Al-lah, (then) certainly, Al-lah is --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here, on that left side-- Mighty, --on that right side-- Wise!
50- If you could see, when the Angels --(in the end of their specific lifespan here; 63/11)-- put
to death those who have (thus) disbelieved (74/31), beating them on their faces and their backs,
(and saying to them): So taste (now) the retribution of the burner!
51- This is (a consequence) of what your own hands have (thus) sent forth (22/72 & 60/2 &
85/4-8 & …)! For certainly, Al-lah is never unjust to the servants (36/54)!
** To witness all those most miraculous and critical prophecies of prophet David and prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon both of them) by which they have already thus clearly foretold and evidently
informed about the painful retribution that these kind of ungrateful, cruel and aggressive disbelievers
will thus consequently --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and
rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/89)-- taste by the hands of those Angels at the time of their death here,
and then eternally in the hereafter, for their ungrateful, cruel and hostile rejection of this most critical
and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here (2/23-27), in this most critical Final Age,
we should also see again “A Supernal Miracle” document, in this respect, here in the first place.

52- Like the doom of Pharaoh’s people, and those before them. They disbelieved in the “Signs”
(=thus also a significant reminder here to each one of these most specific “Signs,” which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of
Al-lah, and (therefore) Al-lah (thus) overtook them for their wrong doings (7/124-127 &
7/134-136 & …)! Certainly, Al-lah is powerful, --(when requiting thus in a most equitable, fair
and just manner; 36/54)-- Severe in the consequence!
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53- This is because certainly, Al-lah never changes a Blessing which He has blessed upon a
people, until (when/if) they change what is in their souls (47/38). And certainly, Al-lah is hearer,
knower.
54- Like the doom of Pharaoh’s people, and those before them. They rejected the “Signs”
(6/4 = 26/5) of their Lord, and (therefore) We annihilated them for their wrong doings; and
We drowned the people of Pharaoh. And because all (of them) were (thus) unjust ones
(7/124-127 & 7/134-136 & …)!
55- Certainly, the worst creatures in the sight of Al-lah are those who have (thus) disbelieved
(98/6), and who --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely
and rightfully decide to return to Al-lah here, first of all; 8/38)-- do not believe.
56- Those from whom you have taken a pledge, but then they are --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, in those upper regions-- violating their pledge (therein) in every time,
and they do not fear.
57- So if you encounter them (now) in (this) --mathematical-- “War” (=9/111), you shall
(thus) deter with them --by immediately sending them down into that lowest region therein-(those) that are behind them, that perhaps (thereby) they may (now) take “Commemoration”
(=thus a reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 74/28-31)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (8/56-57),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Glorious Miracle,” and then also
“A Special Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.

58- And if you fear treachery from (such) a people (33/14-15), you shall (thus) send back
to them (their pledge) upon equal terms (4/91)! For certainly, Al-lah does not love the
treacherous.
59- Let not those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) think that they will defeat (Us; 29/4);
for certainly, they can never enfeeble (Us; 22/50-51)!
60- So you shall prepare for them whatever you can --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the left side-- of “force,” and --on the right side-- of “brave” horses, that you may (thus)
frighten thereby the enemies of Al-lah, and your enemies (59/13-14), and others besides them
that you do not know them (yet), but Al-lah knows them (9/101).
And whatever thing you (thus) distribute in the Way (2/261-262) of Al-lah, it will be repaid
to you in full, and you will never be treated unjustly.
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (8/60),
in this most critical Final Age, we should also see now “A Joyful Miracle” document, in this respect,
here in the first place.
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61- And if they resort to peace, you shall resort to it (60/8), and trust in Al-lah. Certainly He,
(here), He is the hearer, the knower.
62- But if they intend (thus) to cheat you, (then) certainly, Al-lah will suffice you. He is the One
who has (thus) strengthened you with His help, and those “believers!”
63- And He has reconciled between their hearts. Had you distributed all whatever on the earth,
you could not --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- reconcile between their hearts;
but Al-lah has --on the left and the right side-- reconciled between them!
For certainly, He is --thus also on that left side here-- Mighty, --on that right side here-- Wise!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (8/62-63),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Glorious Miracle,” and then also
“A Special Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.

64- O Informer, thus Al-lah is sufficient for you, and (for those) who have (thus) followed you
of (all) these believers (7/196)!
65- O Informer, so you shall exhort the believers --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here-for (this) --mathematical-- “Fight” (=9/111)! If there are --on the right side-- twenty of you that
are steadfast, they will defeat --on the left side-- two hundred! And if there are --on the right
side-- hundred of you, they will defeat --on the left side-- a thousand of those who “disbelieved;”
because that they are a people who do not understand!
66- Now Al-lah has lightened your burden, for He knows that there is a fatigue in you.
So (in this instance), if there are --on the right side-- hundred of you that are steadfast, they will
defeat --on the left side-- two hundred! And if there are --on the right side-- a thousand, they will
defeat --on the left side-- two thousand, by the permission of Al-lah! And Al-lah is (always) thus
with the steadfast (3/146).
** Discovering all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (8/65-66),
in this most critical Final Age, may thus be granted unto this “Messenger of the Covenant,” and/or all
those righteous believers who will thus rightfully follow him in this respect (7/196), in the near future,
thus by the permission and great Favor of our supreme Lord again, if/when He thus wills here (21/37)!
(3/144 & 25/4)

67- It cannot be for an Informer --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, in that lowest
region-- to take “captives” for himself (therein), until (first) he is --in the upper regions-victorious on the land! You are thus (immediately) seeking the materials of this world, but Al-lah
is thus (essentially) seeking (for you) the Last Epoch (3/148)! And Al-lah is --now, thus also
on the left side here-- Mighty, --on the right side here-- Wise!
68- If it were not for a “Written Document” (=thus also a reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 3/7) from Al-lah (that has specifically thus been ordained; 3/7) before,
a great retribution would have touched you (now) for what you have (thus) taken --in that lowest
region-- (as “captives”)!
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69- So you shall eat from whatever you have (legitimately) gained, lawful and clean (5/87-88),
and thus (always) be pious (2/177) with Al-lah! Certainly, Al-lah is --(in this case; 6/54 thus)-forgiver, merciful.
70- O Informer, then say to (those) who are in your “hands” (now) of those “captives:”
If Al-lah knows any good in your hearts, He will give you a better one --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, in the upper regions-- than what has been taken from you --in the lowest
region-- (therein), and (thus) He will forgive you! And Al-lah is --(in this case; 3/89 thus)-forgiver, merciful.
71- But if they intend to deal treacherously with you, definitely they have (already) acted
treacherously against Al-lah before, and He has --now, by thus sending them down into that
lowest region-- defeated them! And Al-lah is --now, thus also on the left side here-- Knower,
--on the right side here-- Wise!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (8/70-71),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Glorious Miracle,” and then also
“A Special Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.

72- Certainly, those who have (thus) believed (2/25-26), and emigrated (28/57), and (thus)
striven with their possessions and souls in the Way (9/111) of Al-lah, and those who have given
(them) shelter and helped; (here), those are friends of one another! And those who have (thus)
believed (2/25-26) but have not emigrated, there is not any responsibility for you of their
guardianship, until (first) they (thus) emigrate (4/100). But if they seek help from you in the
matter of “Religion” (48/28), the help is (a responsibility) upon you, except against a people
between you and them (there may be) a covenant. And Al-lah is seer of (all) that you are
working for.
73- And those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27), (here), those are friends of one another!
So if you don’t do this (5/55-56), then there will be (such) a persecution (85/8-10) on the earth,
and also (thus) a grievous evil committing (2/205)!
74- And those who have (thus) believed (2/25-26), and emigrated (4/100), and (thus) striven
in the Way (9/111) of Al-lah, and those who have given (them) shelter and helped; (here), those
them are the believers, in “Truth” (39/41)! So for them (there will come) a forgiveness, and
an honorable provision (38/50-54)!
75- And those who have (thus) believed (2/25-26) afterwards, and emigrated (4/100), and (thus)
striven (25/52) with you, they belong with you. And kindred of the wombs (=blood relatives),
they are (in such specific cases; 33/6) nearer to each other, in (this) Written Document (33/6)
of Al-lah. Certainly, Al-lah is (thus) Knower (4/166) of every wanted thing!
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CHAPTER 9
1- (This is) an ultimatum from Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97) to those with whom
you have made an agreement of those partner makers!
2- Then you shall go about on the earth --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, in the upper
regions-- for “four” months (9/36), and (thus) know that you can never enfeeble Al-lah!
For certainly, Al-lah will disgrace --now, thus also therein again, in the lowest region-- those
“disbelievers!”
3- And (this is) an announcement from Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97) to all the
people, on the Day of Greatest Visitation (3/97): Certainly, Al-lah (henceforth thus totally)
disowns these partner makers (42/21 & 13/33), and His Messenger (of the Covenant here;
12/108)! So if you thus (immediately and sincerely) return (to Him), it will (thus) be better/best
for you (3/89). But if you (still) turn back (to such aggression and disbelief here again; 60/1-2,
9), know that you can never enfeeble Al-lah! So give good news to those disbelievers (22/72)
with --(here, in this case again; 3/90-91 eventually thus)-- (such) a painful retribution (44/10-16
& 8/50-51)!
4- Except those with whom you have made an agreement of those partner makers, then they
have not failed you in anything, and have not aided anyone against you.
So you shall complete for them their agreement till their date --(which may thus also continue
lifelong, within these mutually civilized, peaceful and equitable manners here; 60/8). For
certainly, Al-lah loves the pious (3/76)!
5- And when those sacred months (2/197) have passed, you may kill those (hostile and
belligerent) partner makers (60/9) --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here-- wherever you find
them! And you will --on the left side, into the lowest region-- take them down, and --on the right
side, into the lowest region-- pull them down, and (thus) sit in wait for them --in those upper
regions-- on every lookout!
And --(after thus witnessing these great Miracles here)-- if they (thus immediately and sincerely)
return (to Him; 4/17) and observe the Support duty (33/56) and give the Cleansing rate (8/41),
leave their way --in those upper regions-- free! For certainly, Al-lah is --(in this case; 3/89 thus)-forgiver, merciful.
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (9/2-5),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “An Amazing Miracle,” and then “A Glorious
Miracle,” and then also “A Special Miracle” document, in these respects, here in the first place.

6- And if anyone of those partner makers (9/31 & 6/78) seek protection of you, you shall
grant him protection, so that he may hear the “Word” (=thus a reference here to that most
specific “Word,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 14/24-25) of Al-lah! Then you shall (amicably) send him back to his place
of security. This is because they are a people who (still) do not know (this here; 39/23)!
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7- But how can there be an agreement (now) for (such hostile and belligerent; 60/9) partner
makers (42/21 & 41/37) with Al-lah and with His Messenger (of the Covenant here; 2/23-27),
except (such equitable and peaceful; 60/8) ones with whom you have (thus) made an agreement
at this sacred Prostration Place (2/144)? So as long as they act truly to you, you shall act truly
to them (60/8). For certainly, Al-lah loves the pious (3/76)!
8- How (can it be), and thus if they (=hostile and belligerent; 60/9 partner makers) prevail
against you, they would not observe any rights of kinship and not any pledges for you. They are
pleasing you with their mouths (now), but their hearts are rejecting; and (because) many of them
are (from the beginning, thus) betrayers (2/26-27)!
9- (Here), they have (thus) traded away the “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those
most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah for a cheap price, and (thus) repelled (3/99)
from His Way (9/111)! Bad indeed is what they are (thus) “working” for (41/40 & 13/33 &
9/37 & …)!
10- So they do not observe any rights of kinship, and not any pledges for a believer. And
(because) those them are (thus) hostile ones (60/9)!
11- But if they --(immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus rightfully and sincerely)-return (to Him) here (3/89) and observe (their) Support duty (33/56) and give the Cleansing rate
(8/41), they are (thus) your brethren in the “Religion” (48/28)!
And We are (thus) separating --for/on that left and the right side-- the “signs” (=thus also a
reference here to each one of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the
first place: 3/7) for a people who know!
12- But if they break their oaths, after their agreement, and attack (you) because of your
“Religion” (48/28), --(to defend yourselves)-- you shall --(thus in equal and likewise manner;
2/194)-- fight with these leaders of the disbelief! For certainly, (there is) not any (valid) oath for
them; so that they may refrain --(from their hostile and belligerent manners here; 60/2, 9)!
13- Will you not --(thus in equal and likewise manner; 2/194)-- fight a people who broke their
oaths, and (thus) tried to banish the Messenger (of the Covenant here; 8/30), and they started it
(=such aggression and hostilities here; 60/1-2, 9) against you in the first place? Are you afraid of
them? But Al-lah is more/most worthy that you should (only) fear Him, if you are (henceforth
thus) believers (8/2)!
14- So you shall --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, in Mathematical respect-- “fight”
(=9/111) with them, that Al-lah may (thus) retribute them --therein-- by your “hands;”
and --thus within that first region, on the left side-- will disgrace them, and --within that first
region, on the right side-- will help you against them;
and --thus within that second region, on the left side-- will heal the chests of a believing people,
15- And He will --within that second region, on the right side-- remove the rage of their hearts!
And --(thereafter, in this case; 3/89)-- Al-lah may (thus) return to whomever He wants (25/71)!
And Al-lah is --now, thus also on the left side here-- Knower, --on the right side here-- Wise!
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** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (9/12-15),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Glorious Miracle,” and then also
“A Special Miracle” document, in these respects, here in the first place.

16- Or do you think that you would (thus) be left alone (29/2-3) while Al-lah has not (yet)
known those who will (truly) strive (25/52) from among you, and do not take (anyone) other than
Al-lah and His Messenger (of the Covenant), and the believers (here) as allies (5/55-56)?
And Al-lah is fully aware of (all) that you are working on.
17- It cannot be for these partner makers (42/21 & 13/33) to maintain Prostration Places (17/1)
of Al-lah, and (while) they bear witness upon their own souls by (such) disbelief (74/31)!
Those are (the ones) their works will (thus) be vain (18/105-106)! So --(in this case; 4/18 thus
eventually)-- in the Fire they will be eternal!
18- Only those who (thus) believe in Al-lah (3/84) and the Last Day (=thus a reference to this
most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 here, and then of course, also to that Eternal
Last Day in the hereafter; 6/92), and (thus) observe the Support prayers (2/238) and give the
Cleansing rate (8/41), and who do not fear except Al-lah (3/173) can maintain the Prostration
Places (17/1) of Al-lah. And surely, these shall be of those “guided” ones (by Al-lah here;
10/9-10)!
19- Do you consider the watering of the visitors (in Makkah and/or Jerusalem), and maintenance
of the sacred Prostration Place (in Makkah and/or Jerusalem) like the one who has (thus)
believed in Al-lah (3/84) and the Last Day (=thus a reference to this most critical Last Day,
that is the Millennium; 22/47 here again, and then of course, also to that Eternal Last Day in the
hereafter; 6/92), and has (thus) striven in the Way (9/111) of Al-lah? (These) will not be equal
in the sight of Al-lah (11/24)! And (because) Al-lah --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23),
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-will not “guide” such unjust (39/24) people --(from among these Arabs and/or these Jews here;
9/97 & 4/46)!
20- Those who have believed, and (thus) emigrated (4/100), and (thus) striven in the Way
(9/111) of Al-lah with their possessions and their souls will be greater/greatest in degree (of
rank) --(than those who have believed but then sit though they are not handicapped here; 4/95)-in the sight of Al-lah. And those them are thus the (greater/greatest) prosperers (4/95-96)!
21- Their Lord (thus) gives good news to them (here) of mercy from Him, and (His) pleasure;
and (those) Gardens wherein for them (there shall be) everlasting bliss.
22- As eternal ones therein, forever! Certainly Al-lah, (thus) with Him is (such) a great payment
(29/58)!
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23- O those who have believed, do not take your parents and your siblings --(here, in this case;
60/9)-- as friends, if they (thus) love the disbelief (2/26-27) upon the belief (2/25-26).
So whoever (still) takes them as friends (now) from among you, those them are (thus) the unjust
ones (60/9)!
24- Say: If your parents and your children and your siblings and your spouses and your kinsfolk,
and the properties you have acquired, and a business you are worrying about its dullness,
and the residences you cherish are more beloved to you (now) than Al-lah and His Messenger
(=Gabriel; 2/97), and (thus) striving in His Way (9/111); then just wait until Al-lah brings about
His command (14/22)! And (because) Al-lah --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-will not “guide” such betraying (2/26) people!
25- Definitely, Al-lah has helped you in many situations, and (also) on the day of Pincers!
When --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, in the upper region-- your great number made
you proud (there), but (then) it did not avail you with any wanted thing. And the earth became
straitened upon you (there), though it was spacious. Then you turned back retreating.
26- Then Al-lah sent down His contentment --now, thus also on that left side-- upon His
Messenger (of the Covenant), and --on that right side-- upon those “Believers,”
and He (also) sent down armies (of “Angels”) which (up until then) you did not see them,
and He (thus) retributed --in that lowest region, on those both sides-- those who “disbelieved.”
And (here), this is the requital --now, thus also in that lowest region again, on the right side-of those “Disbelievers!”
27- Then Al-lah may (thus) return, after this, to whomever He wants (25/71)! For Al-lah is
--(in this case; 25/70 thus)-- forgiver, merciful!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (9/25-27),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Glorious Miracle” document --(please, by
especially paying attention and clearly noticing therein the great number of those “Believers” in the upper
region, on the right side, comparing to that smaller number of those “Disbelievers” in the lowest region,
on the right side; and then only after that special reinforcement of our supreme Lord by those “Angels”
therein, the ultimate Victory has thus been granted to us on that 19 coded magnificent Planning of our
supreme Lord therein)-- in this respect, here in the first place.

28- O those who have believed, (such) partner makers (9/31 & 13/33 & 6/78) are thus (morally)
polluted (here; 9/7-10). So they shall not approach the sacred Prostration Place --(that is thus
established in the West; 3/96-97)-- after this year of theirs. And if you fear poverty, Al-lah will
enrich you by His favor, if/when He wills (110/1-3). Certainly, Al-lah is --now, thus also
on that left side-- Knower, --on that right side-- Wise!
29- So you shall --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, in the upper regions-- fight back
against those who do not believe in Al-lah and (this) Last Day (9/18), and do not forbid what
Al-lah and His Messenger (of the Covenant) has (thus) forbidden (7/157), and do not abide by
(this) true “Religion” (3/85) among those who were given the Written Document, until they pay
the due tax, properly, and (while) they are --thus, in that lowest region-- debased (therein)!
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30- Those Repenters (=Jews) said: Ezra is the son of Al-lah! and those Helpers (=Christians)
said: The Messiah is the son of Al-lah! These are only their (false) sayings with their mouths.
They are (thus) imitating the (false) sayings of those who (thus) disbelieved before (5/77).
So Al-lah condemns them, how can they still (thus) be deviated!
31- They have (thus) taken their (religious) Teachers and Scholars (=their Rabbis and Priests
and Imams) as (false) Lords (42/10) besides Al-lah, and the Messiah, son of Mary.
But they were not commanded except to serve only One God (=Ilah)! (please, see in this respect
now: Torah-Deuteronomy 4/2) (Gospel-Markos 7/6-8) (Quran-Joseph 12/40)!
There is no God (=Ilah) but only (thus) He (28/70)! So be He glorified, (far above) what
they are --(by thus adopting their religious Leaders, and Prophets as other/partner false “lords”
and “gods” outside/beside Him here)-- thus making partners (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31)!
** This most critical and important specific term: “Lord” (=Rabb) in the Quran Testament is thus defined
as an “Authority” who can dictate and establish “Judgements” (=Hukm) in the Religion, here in the
first place. (please, see 42/10) And because that all the “Judgements” (=Hukm) of our one and only
supreme Lord are thus clearly and unmistakably stated and established by Him in this Scripture (please,
see 4/105 & 6/114), whoever attempts to obey thereafter or dictate “Judgements” (=Hukm) in the
Religion outside/beside this Quran Testament will indeed thus be following henceforth or claiming to be
a false “Lord” (=Rabb) outside/beside one and only Lord Al-lah, here in the first place! (please, see
42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31)
So this promised “Messenger of the Covenant” shall always judge now among the people only in
acordance with Al-lah’s “Judgements” (=Hukm) here in this Quran Testament (4/105 & 6/114), and thus
will take Him as one and only “Lord” (=Rabb) and “God” (=Ilah) for himself, and for all those righteous
believers who will thus rightfully follow him here (please, see 42/10 & 28/70) in this most critical
Final Age. And He shall strongly recommend to those previous nations to uphold only those
“Judgements” (=Hukm) of Al-lah that were thus clearly delivered to them by those great Prophets
(=Moses, and Jesus, and Muhammad; peace be upon each of them) within those great Scriptures (=Torah,
and Gospel, and Quran) and thus to take Al-lah as their one and only supreme Lord (5/68), also and
especially under His unerring and absolute Supervision henceforth in this Quran Testament here (5/48),
and thus to immediately and totally leave all those false “Judgements” (=Hukm) and “Teachings” that are
fabricated in the name of those Religious Leaders, and Prophets (thus also especially fabricated in the
name of Jesus there, first of all, in this respect; 6/112-113 & 5/117), and henceforth by thus immediately
and rightfully returning to Al-lah as their one and only supreme “Lord” and “God” here (42/10 & 28/70),
they may thus certainly attain the forgiveness of Al-lah, and the eternal Salvation and benefits here, in this
most critical Final Age. (please, see 5/44-48, 68)

32- But they are (still) seeking to put out (this) “Light” (=42/52) of Al-lah with their mouths.
And Al-lah insists upon (thus) completing (6/115) His “Light” (=42/52); even if those
disbelievers --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, regarding that left side-- dislike (it)!
33- He is the One who has (thus) sent His Messenger --(of the Covenant here; 7/158) with (this)
“Guidance” (=39/23) and (thus) the true “Religion” (3/84-85), so that He may establish it upon
the Religions, thus every of it (5/48); even if those partner makers --now, thus on those 19 coded
Tables here, regarding that right side-- dislike (it)!
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34- O those who have believed, certainly, many of the (religious) Teachers and the Scholars
(=such Rabbis and Priests and Imams; 9/31) are devouring the properties of the people illicitly,
and (thus) repelling (3/99) from the Way (9/111) of Al-lah! And those who are hoarding the gold
and the silver, and not distributing them --(here thus; 8/41)-- in this Way (12/108) of Al-lah;
so you shall give good news to them --(in this case; 4/18 thus eventually)-- with a painful
retribution!
35- On the day (when) it will be heated in the fire of Hell, and (then) their foreheads and their
sides and their backs will be branded therewith, (and it will be said to them): This is what you
have (illicitly) hoarded for your own souls; so taste (now) what you were (thus) hoarding!
36- Certainly, the count of months, as far as Al-lah is concerned, is “twelve” months
--now, thus also in this 19 coded-- “Written Document” of Al-lah, since the day when He
created the skies and the earth --(again thus by His most precise and accurate Mathematical
Computations therein; 2/117)! (Now) four of them (=9th, and 10th, and 11th, and 12th) are
(thus) sacred (months; 5/1-2)! This is the standing Religion (12/40)! So do not act unjustly
--(by desecrating these forbidden/sacred things therein; 5/1-2)-- to your souls in them!
And --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, on that left side-- “fight” against the partner
makers, in unison; as they are --on that right side-- thus “fighting” against you, in unison (9/111)!
And know that certainly, Al-lah is (always) with the pious (2/177)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (9/36),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “An Amazing Miracle,” and then “A Glorious
Miracle,” and then also “A Special Miracle” document, in these respects, here in the first place.

37- The altering is only an augmentation in the disbelief; those who have (thus) disbelieved
(74/31) are (further) led astray thereby. (Because by thus willfully distorting it; 28/68)
they are making it lawful --on that left side-- at a time, and forbidding it --on that right side-at a time, in order (thus) to spoil the “count” (=74/31) of what Al-lah has (thus) made sacred
--now, thus on those 19 coded Tables, on both sides! So (by thus willfully fabricating; 13/33)
they are (thus wrongfully) making lawful --therein-- what Al-lah has (thus) forbidden! And the
badnesses of their “works” (3/99 & 41/40) are (thus) adorned to them. And (because) Al-lah
--by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- will not “guide” (such) disbelieving
(74/31) people!
** To see all those most miraculous and informative Verses together, in which our supreme Lord
in a most Wise and proficient manner has already thus clearly foretold about and described all these kind
of willful people, who will thus try to unjustly impair and nullify now His “19 coded, magnificent
Plannings,” in which there is thus --neither logical, nor mathematical aspects-- absolutely no flaw and
no contradiction (4/82 & 18/1-2) through some fully deliberate, ill and crooked techniques, and all those
complete and perfect answers of our supreme Lord, which has already thus been given in advance, thus
in a most Wise and prescient manner again here (4/46 & 5/41 & 13/33 & …), we should also see now
“A Celestial Miracle,” and then “A Supernal Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.
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38- O those who have believed, what (is the matter) with you, that when it is said to you:
Mobilize --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, on those both sides-- in the Way (9/111)
of Al-lah, you have heavily sunk towards the earth? So are you contented (now) with this
worldly life instead of the Last Epoch? But the goods of this worldly life is but little (compared)
to the Last Epoch!
39- So if you (still) do not mobilize --now, thus on those both sides again-- He may retribute you
with a painful retribution, and (then) may substitute (such) a people (5/54) in your place. And
you can never harm Him in the least! And Al-lah is upon every wanted thing a best Measurer.
40- And if you do not help him (=Messenger of the Covenant here; 7/157), (you should know
that) definitely, Al-lah has already (thus) helped him, when those disbelievers expelled him
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- as he was one of the two (therein)! When they
were --in that lowest region-- in that cave, and he was saying to his friend: Do not grieve; for
certainly, Al-lah is with us! And (then) Al-lah has (thus) sent down upon him His contentment,
and He (thus) strengthened him --in that upper region, on the right side-- with an army (of
“Angels”) which (up until then) you did not see it (9/26)! And He has (thus) made the word of
those who “disbelieved” --now, thus also in that lowest region, on those both sides-- the lowest;
and the Word of “Al-lah,” (here), it is --in that upper region, on those both sides-- the Highest!
And Al-lah is --now, thus also on that left side here-- Mighty, --on that right side here-- Wise!
41- So (henceforth), you shall mobilize --now, thus on the left side-- “light,” and --on the right
side-- “heavy,” and (thus) strive with your possessions and your souls in the Way (9/111) of
Al-lah! This is better/best for you, if you only knew!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (9/38-41),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Glorious Miracle” document --(please, by
especially paying attention and clearly noticing that the most prominent and basic Name of our supreme
Lord, that is “Al-lah” thus located at the “highest” place in that upper region, on those both sides,
and then those who “disbelieved” thus located at the “lowest” place in that lowest region, on those both
sides; and thereafter, all those “believers” in the upper region, on the right side are thus always greater
in number and hence “heavy” in this regard, on that 19 coded magnificent Table of our supreme Lord
therein)-- in these respects, here in the first place.

42- If there were --now, thus on the left side-- a quick (worldly) “gain,” and --on the right side-a short (worldly) “journey” (for them), they would have followed you. But the --mathematical-striving (here) seemed too far upon them! And (still) they will swear by Al-lah: If we could,
we would have surely gone forth --(to this mathematical “Fight;” 9/111)-- with you! They are
(thus) ruining their own souls; for Al-lah knows that certainly they are liars!
43- Al-lah has pardoned you (now); but why did you (hastily) give them permission (to stay
behind), until those who are truthful became clear to you (therein), and you could thus (clearly)
know the liars?
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44- (Because) those who have thus (truly) believed in Al-lah and (this) Last Day (6/92) do not
seek permission from you in order not to strive with their possessions and their souls (9/41).
And Al-lah is knower of the pious (2/177)!
45- Only those who have not (truly) believed in Al-lah and (this) Last Day (6/92) seek
permission from you, and whose hearts have (thus) doubted and they are wavering in their
doubts.
46- Had they really wanted to go forth --(to this mathematical “Fight;” 9/111)-- they would have
counted for it by a (thorough) counting (here, in the first place; 74/30-31)! But Al-lah disliked
their participation (now), and kept them back; and it was said: Sit (idly) then with (all) those who
sit (idly)!
47- (Because) had they gone forth with you, they would not have augmented you except by
disturbance; and they would have circulated among you, (thus) seeking in you (for such) a
discord (3/7)! And from among you (there were) hearers towards them; and Al-lah is knower of
those --by thus ungratefully rejecting now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists
of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) unjust ones (39/24)!
48- Definitely, they sought (another) discord before (this), and devised plots against you, until
the “Truth” came, and the “Command” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Command,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
42/52) of Al-lah (thus) prevailed (again), while they were --(regarding those both sides again,
thus)-- disliking (it) (9/32-33)!
49- And from among them (there are) those who say: Give me permission (to stay behind);
and do not persecute me --(by exhorting him to perform this mathematical “Fight” here; 9/111)!
Pay heed, (thus) they have just tumbled down into the persecution (51/13-14)! And (because)
certainly, Hell will be surrounding these disbelievers (4/141-145)!
50- And (because) if a niceness touches you (now), it makes them bad; and if an affliction
touches you, they say: Definitely, we took our precaution beforehand! And they thus turn away,
and (while) they are rejoicing.
51- Say: Nothing can afflict us, except what Al-lah writes for us; He is our (guiding, protecting)
Master! So (only) in Al-lah (all) these believers (2/285) shall (always) trust!
52- Say: Are you awaiting for us except for --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the left and the right side-- one of those “two nicenesses” (39/23)? So we are awaiting for you
(then) that Al-lah may afflict you with (such) a retribution from Himself (44/10-11), or --now,
thus on those 19 coded Tables again, in that lowest region-- thus by our hands! So wait (then);
certainly, we are along with you (thus) waiting (44/10-16 & 4/47 & 8/50-51 & …)!
53- Say: Distribute (out of your wealth; 2/264) willingly or aversely, it will not be accepted
from you; (for that) certainly, you are (thus) a betraying (2/26) people (now)!
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54- What prevented the acceptance of their distributions (out of their wealth; 2/264) from them
is that they have certainly (thus) disbelieved in Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97);
and they do not come to the Support prayer (2/238) except lazily, and they do not distribute (out
of their wealth; 2/264) except reluctantly.
55- So do not be impressed by their possessions and their children (now). For Al-lah is --(here,
in this case; 4/141-145)-- thus intending to retribute them therewith in this worldly life, and that
--(here, in this case; 4/18)-- their souls may (thus eventually) depart and (while) they are (thus)
disbelievers (2/26-27).
56- And they (still) swear by Al-lah that certainly they belong with you, while they do not
belong with you! But in fact, certainly they are a divisive people.
57- If they could find a refuge (now), or caves, or a hiding place, they would immediately
turn towards it, rushing!
58- And among them (there are) those who criticize you with regard to (distribution of) the
charities. Because (here), if they are given therefrom (now), they become satisfied; but if they are
not given therefrom, then they are getting angry.
59- But they should be satisfied with what Al-lah has (thus) given them and His Messenger (of
the Covenant here; 59/7)! So they should have said: Al-lah is sufficient for us! So Al-lah will
(thus) give us by His favor, and His Messenger (of the Covenant here; 59/7); certainly, we are
(only) towards Al-lah leaning!
60- So these charities (2/219) will only go to the poor, and the needy, and the workers (who
collect) them, and those whose hearts will be reconciled (towards the Religion of Al-lah, and
towards all other believers; 8/63), and for (all) the staff (=hirelings, laborers, or workers), and
those in debt, and (thus to spend) in (preaching) this Way (12/108) of Al-lah (to all humanity),
and son of the way (=homeless, wayfarer); (thus) an obligation from Al-lah. And Al-lah is
knower, wise.
61- And among them (there are) those who are hurting the Informer (of the Covenant; 7/158),
by saying: He is all ears! Say: (He is) thus an ear of goodness for you. For he (thus) believes
in Al-lah (3/84) and trusts (all) those believers (8/4), and he is (by that Message of the Covenant)
a “Mercy” (thus sent from Al-lah here; 21/107) for all those who have believed among you!
And those who are (thus) hurting the Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97) of Al-lah, for them (there will
thus come) a painful retribution (2/98)!
62- They (still) swear by Al-lah to you, (thus) to please you. But Al-lah and His Messenger
(=Gabriel; 2/97) is most worthy, that they (thus) please Him (=Al-lah, thus in the first place here;
39/7), if they are (thus) believers (26/192-193)!
63- Did they not know that whoever (thus) opposes (now) Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel;
2/97-98), certainly for him --(in this case; 4/18 thus eventually)-- (there will come) fire of Hell,
as eternal one therein. This is the great humiliation!
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64- The “hypocrites” worry that a “Chapter” (=thus a reference here to each one of those
most specific “Chapters,” --here, first of all and especially to that specific Chapter presented
within “A Glorious Miracle” document-- which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 2/25) may be sent down upon them that
will (thus) inform --now, also in that lowest region, on the left side-- what is in their hearts (of
disbelief therein)! Say: Go ahead and mock (then); but certainly, Al-lah will (thus) bring forth
what you are worrying about (9/124-125 & 127)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (9/64),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Glorious Miracle” document, in this respect,
here in the first place.

65- But if you ask them, they will say: We were only --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here,
regarding that left side-- joking, and --regarding that right side-- kidding! Say: (Do you realize
that) thus you were (indeed) mocking Al-lah and His “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) and His Messenger
(=Gabriel; 2/97)?
66- So do not apologize (now); for definitely, you have (thus) disbelieved after your belief!
So --(due to this here; 4/146)-- if We pardon some of you (now), --(because of this here; 4/142)-We will retribute the others, for that they have (thus) been criminals (7/40)!
67- The hypocrite men and the hypocrite women, they belong with each other. (For) they
(thus) recommend the strange attitude (9/31 & 10/18 & …), and forbid the recognized attitude
(42/10 & 39/44 & …), and (thus) withhold their hands (4/37). They have forgotten Al-lah,
and so He has forgotten them (59/19). For certainly the hypocrites, they are (thus) the betrayers
(2/26-27)!
68- So Al-lah has promised (now) to those hypocrite men and the hypocrite women, and
the disbelievers (2/26-27) the fire of Hell, --(because of this; 6/27-28)-- as eternal ones therein;
it will suffice them. And (therefore), Al-lah has condemned them (now); and so for them
--(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return
to Al-lah here; 3/88-89)-- (there will thus come) an everlasting retribution!
69- Like those (hypocrites and disbelievers) before you; they were stronger than you in power,
and richer in possessions and children, and they enjoyed their lot. And so you (O hypocrites and
disbelievers here; 4/141-145 & 2/26-27) have (thus) enjoyed your lot (now), like those
(hypocrites and disbelievers) who enjoyed before you their lot; and you have (thus) babbled
--(against Our “Signs” here; 6/68), like those who babbled (before you). So these are (the ones),
their works shall (thus) be vain in this world and the Last Epoch (18/105-106); and so these will
be the losers (2/27)!
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70- Has not the news of those before them (already) come to them, nation of Noah and Aad
and Thamoud, and nation of Abraham, and community of Midyan, and those Deviated ones?
Their Messengers came to them with the “Clear Proofs” (20/133); so Al-lah did not act unjustly
to them, but they were (thus) acting unjustly to their own souls (22/42-45 & 29/39-40)!
71- And the believing men and the believing women, they are friends of one another. (For) they
(thus) recommend the recognized attitude (28/70 & 7/196 & …), and forbid the strange attitude
(16/51 & 18/102 & …). And they (thus) observe the Support prayer (2/238) and give the
Cleansing rate (8/41), and (thus) obey Al-lah and His Messenger (of the Covenant here; 5/92)!
So these are (the ones), Al-lah will (hence) have mercy on them (4/175)! Certainly, Al-lah is
mighty, wise.
72- Al-lah has promised to the believing men and the believing women the Gardens beneath
which the rivers flow, as eternal ones therein, and perfect residences in the Gardens of Eden.
And (thus attaining) the pleasure of Al-lah (here; 48/29 & 98/7-8) is the greatest (achievement)!
This (fact), it is the great success!
73- O Informer, you shall (thus) strive against --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the right side-- the “disbelievers,” and --on the left side-- the “hypocrites,” and --by taking
both of them down into that lowest region therein-- be firm against them!
And their (=such hypocrites and disbelievers here; 9/67-68) abode is Hell; and (what) an ugly
destination!
74- They (still) swear by Al-lah that they have never said (it). But they have already said
the word of disbelief (5/41), and they have (thus) disbelieved after their surrender (to Him; 3/85).
And they (also) devised what they could not attain (9/48). And they did not (thus) resent, only
for that Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97) has (thus) enriched them (=all those
believers) by His Favor (10/58)! So if they (immediately) return (to Him) now, it will (thus) be
better/best for them (4/17). But if they (still) turn away, (then) Al-lah --(in this case; 4/18
eventually)-- will (thus) retribute them with a painful retribution in this world and the Last
Epoch; and (there will) not (be) for them on the earth any (guiding, protecting) master (18/102),
and not a helper (7/197)!
75- And among them (there are those) who (thus) pledged to Al-lah: If He gives us from
His favor (now), we will surely (thus) give to charity (9/60), and we will surely (thus) be of those
righteous (2/25)!
76- But when He gave them from His favor, they became stingy therewith, and they
(immediately) turned away in aversion.
77- So He requited them with hypocrisy in their hearts --(unless they immediately and sincerely
turn and do this here, at once; 4/146)-- till a Day they will meet Him, for that they (thus) broke
their promises to Al-lah, and for that they were --(thus only to deceive Him here again; 4/142)-thus lying.
78- So do they (still) not know that certainly, Al-lah knows (all) their secrets and their
conspiracies (58/7)? And certainly, Al-lah is knower of the unseens (10/61)!
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79- Those who deride the givers in large amount (2/219) from among the believers in charities
(9/60), and those who cannot find but only (a small amount 2/219, of the earnings of) their toil,
and despising (both of) them, so Al-lah has (thus) despised them (2/15). And so (consequently),
for them --(because of this; 2/16)-- (there will eventually come) a painful retribution.
80- Ask forgiveness for them, or do not ask forgiveness for them; even if you ask forgiveness
for them (now) seventy times, Al-lah will not forgive them. This is because certainly --(in such
betrayal; 2/26)-- they have (thus) disbelieved in Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97).
And so Al-lah --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and
rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/89)-- will not “guide” (39/23) such betraying (2/26) people!
81- Those who (wilfully sought to be) left behind have rejoiced with their (thus) staying behind
the Messenger (of the Covenant; 7/158) of Al-lah, for they hated (thus) to strive (9/73) with their
possessions and their souls in (this) Way (9/111) of Al-lah! And they said: Do not mobilize
(9/41) in this heat --(here; 95/3)! Say: The fire of Hell will be most severe in heat; if they could
only comprehend!
82- So let them laugh a little (now), and (then) they will cry a lot; as a --(most equitable and fair;
40/17)-- requital, for what they are (thus) earning (here; 39/24)!
83- Therefore, if Al-lah brings you back to a group of them and they --(thus only to deceive Him
and show off again; 4/142)-- ask your permission to go forth (to this mathematical “Fight;”
9/111), say: You will not go forth with me, forever, and so you --now, thus on those 19 coded
Tables here, on those both sides-- will not (thus) “fight” (9/111) with me against an enemy
(9/73)! For certainly, you have (thus) chosen to sit back in the first place. So --(unless they
immediately and sincerely thus return to Him here; 4/146)-- sit back (now) with those who
remain behind!
84- So you shall not pray for any of them (who) dies --(as such a hypocrite here; 4/141-145)-forever, nor shall you stand at his grave. For certainly, they have (thus) disbelieved in Al-lah
and His Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97), and died (while) they were (thus) betrayers (2/26-27)!
85- So do not be impressed by their wealth and their children (now). For Al-lah is --(here, in
this case; 4/142-143)-- thus intending to retribute them therewith in this world, and that --(here,
in this case; 4/18)-- their souls may (thus eventually) depart and (while) they are (thus)
disbelievers (74/31)!
86- And when (such) a “Chapter” is (thus) sent down (9/64) (now): So you shall believe
in Al-lah, and (thus) strive (9/73) with His Messenger (of the Covenant here; 9/73)!
(some) possessors of the means among them (immediately) asked your permission, and said:
Leave us, that we may be with those who sit back!
87- They have (thus) chosen to be with those who (wilfully) remain behind; and --(because they
have thus locked up their own hearts here, in the first place; 61/5)-- their hearts are
(consequently) locked up (now), so they do not understand.
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88- But the Messenger (of the Covenant) and those who (thus) believed with him (12/108) have
(thus) striven --(in His Way here; 9/73) with their possessions and their souls. And those are
(the ones) for them (will come) the good (rewards); and those them shall (thus) be the prospered
ones (23/1-11)!
89- Al-lah has prepared for them the Gardens beneath which the rivers flow, as eternal ones
therein. This is the great success!
90- And (some) apologizers from among the Arabs have come, that a permission might be given
to them, and those who (thus) lied to Al-lah and His Messenger (of the Covenant here; 48/11-13)
have (thus) stayed behind. So (such) a painful retribution (9/98) will (thus) afflict those who have
(thus) disbelieved (9/97) from among them.
91- Not a blame upon the weak, and not upon the ill, and not upon those who --(because that
they may thus physically or mentally be handicapped or incapable now, in this regard)-- cannot
find what they may (thus) “distribute” (here; 2/3 & 25), when they (wholeheartedly) affirm
Al-lah and His Messenger (of the Covenant here; 7/157). Not a way upon any of --by righteously
working on this nicest Utterance (39/23), which consists of these 19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs, here again, in the first place-- these nicely acting ones (39/34)! And Al-lah is --(for all
these believers above, in this case; 6/54 henceforth thus always)-- forgiver, merciful.
92- And not (a blame) upon those, when they came to you, so that you could --(especially
unto one of these righteous Works here; 2/25-26)-- assign them, you said: I cannot find what I
can (specifically) assign you (now) thereto. So they turned back while their eyes overflowed with
tears, in grief, that they could not find --(also because of this again; 9/91)-- what they may (thus)
“distribute” (here; 2/3 & 25)!
93- The way (of blame) is only upon those who asked your permission, and (though) they were
--(physically and mentally quite healthy and capable)-- rich. But they still (thus) chose to be
with those who (wilfully) remained behind. And --(because they have thus locked up their own
hearts; 9/127)-- consequently, Al-lah has (now) locked up their hearts, so they do not
comprehend.
94- But they (still) apologize to you, when you return to them! Say: Do not apologize; we do not
believe you. For definitely, Al-lah has (already) informed us of your news. So Al-lah will (thus)
see your “works” (41/40 & 23/63), and His Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97); then you will be
brought back to the Knower of the unseen and the witnessed (10/61), and He will inform you
(therein) of (all) that you are working on (99/8).
95- But they will (still) swear by Al-lah to you, when you return to them, that you may disregard
them. So you shall disregard them; for certainly, they are (morally) thus polluted (here; 4/141).
And --(unless they immediately and sincerely return to Al-lah here; 4/146)-- their abode will
(thus) be Hell (4/18), as a (most equitable and just) requital, for what they are (thus) earning
(here; 4/141-142 & 33/13-14 & …)!
96- But they will (still) swear (by Al-lah) to you, that you may (thus) be pleased with them.
And even if you are (deceived and thus) be pleased with them, certainly, Al-lah is never
(deceived; 4/142 and) be pleased with (such) a betraying (2/26) people!
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97- The Arabs (=some of those Children of Ishmael, i.e. Saudi Arabs here, in the first place) are
the most severe in (such) disbelief (2/26-27) (now) and opposition, and most likely not to know
the “limits” of what Al-lah has (thus) “sent down” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” as it is
“sent down” thus here again, in the first place: 39/23) to His Messenger (of the Covenant here;
39/23)! And Al-lah is knower, wise.
98- So among the Arabs (=those Children of Ishmael, i.e. Saudi Arabs here again) (there are
those) who are taking (now) what they have (thus) distributed --(thus to repel from the Way of
Al-lah here; 8/36)-- as a burden, and (thereby) waiting in anticipation of the circles (of
badnesses) upon you; so (consequently), upon them (will come) the circle of (these) badnesses
(4/47 & 6/65 & 44/10-16 & 8/50-51)! And Al-lah is hearer, knower.
** Although this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” is thus clearly and
unmistakably sent here, by our supreme Lord, in this most critical Final Age now, thus from the progeny
of prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) here, as prophet Muhammad himself has already thus clearly
and unmistakably foretold that first of all these kind of willfull Arabs --(by exactly following in the
footsteps of these kind of willfull Jews before them; 4/46)-- shall thus together ignorantly and fiercely
fight now against this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” the descendant
of prophet Muhammad and prophet David (peace be upon each of them) here, using all kinds of such
deliberate, ill and crooked methods (5/41 & 13/33 & 9/37 & 41/40 & …) here!
So to witness all those most miraculous and critical prophecies of prophet Muhammad and prophet David
(peace be upon both of them) by which they have already thus clearly and unmistakably warned
all these kind of willfull Arabs and Jews now --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27
and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/88-89)-- of such a painful and eternal retribution
(4/46-47 & 9/97-98) from Al-lah, in this most critical Final Age here, we should see now “A Supernal
Miracle,” and then “A Celestial Miracle” documents, in these respects here, in the first place!

99- And among the Arabs (=those Children of Ishmael, i.e. Saudi Arabs here again, in the first
place) (there are those) who believe in Al-lah and (this) Last Day (2/62), and so taking (now)
what they have (thus) distributed --(thus to support the Way of Al-lah here; 2/261)-- as a (means
of) nearness towards Al-lah, and as a (means of) supporting the Messenger (of the Covenant
here; 7/157)!
Pay heed, then certainly, it will be a (means of) nearness (towards Al-lah) for them;
for Al-lah (thereby) will (thus) admit them into His mercy (4/175)! Certainly, Al-lah is (for them,
here in this case again; 6/54 henceforth thus always) forgiver, merciful.
** Now to witness all those most miraculous and critical prophecies of prophet Muhammad and prophet
David (peace be upon both of them) by which they have already thus clearly and unmistakably informed
about all these sincere Arabs and Jews now (9/99 & 4/162), because that they will thus firmly believe and
wholeheartedly and strongly support this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the
Covenant,” the descendant of prophet Muhammad and prophet David (peace be upon both of them) here,
of such a blissful and eternal Salvation (9/99 & 4/162) from Al-lah, in this most critical Final Age now,
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we should see now “A Supernal Miracle,” and then “A Glittering Miracle” documents, in these respects,
here in the first place!

100- And as for the foremost (among the believers), the first of these emigrants and the helpers
(8/72), and (all) those who have (thus) followed them in niceness (39/34), Al-lah is pleased with
them, and they are pleased with Him! And He has prepared for them the Gardens beneath which
the rivers flow, as eternal ones therein, forever. This is the great success!
101- And from among (those) around you, of those Arabs, (there are) hypocrites, and (also)
from among the people of the City --(wherein this “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” thus
resides henceforth, in the West; 27/91)-- there are some who are accustomed to hypocrisy.
You do not know them, but We know them. So We will retribute them --on account of that left
and that right side here-- twice (7/97-98), then --(in this case; 4/18 thus eventually)-- they will be
sent back to a grievous retribution!
102- And (these) others; for that they have confessed their wrong doings. They have mixed
(such) a righteous work (2/25) and (thereafter) with (such) a badness (9/37)!
Perhaps, Al-lah --(due to their sincere confession, and then thus immediately and rightfully
returning to Him; 25/71)-- will return to them. For certainly, Al-lah is --(in this case; 25/70
thus)-- forgiver, merciful.
103- So you shall take from their possessions (such) a charity (9/60), that you may (thus) purify
them and cleanse them therewith. And you shall --(especially also by thus reminding them this
“support” of Al-lah and His angels upon all those believers here; 33/43)-- pray for them;
for certainly, your (such) “support” is a (source of) relief to them. And Al-lah is hearer, knower.
104- Do they (still) not know that certainly Al-lah, He may (thus) accept the returning from His
servants (25/70), and thereby (thus) take the charities (here; 9/60). And certainly Al-lah, He is
--(after this; 25/71 thus)-- the returner, the merciful.
105- Say: So you shall work (now); and Al-lah will see your “works” (2/25), and His Messenger
(=Gabriel; 2/97), and the believers (here). (Then) you will be brought back to the Knower of
the unseen and the witnessed (10/61), and He will inform you (therein) of (all) that you are
working on (99/7).
106- And (these) others; they are to wait for the command of Al-lah; He may --(because of this;
88/23-24)-- retribute them, or He may --(due to this; 25/70-71)-- return to them (now). And
Al-lah is knower, wise.
107- And those who have built a (false) “prostration place,” (thus) to cause harm and for
disbelief (9/37), and dividing the believers, and (thus) abetting for (the one) who has waged war
against Al-lah and His Messenger (of the Covenant; 108/3) before (this).
And they will swear: We have not intended except for the niceness (39/34)! And Al-lah
bears witness that certainly they are liars (16/86-87)!
108- So you shall not stand therein, forever! For this (true) “Prostration Place” (17/1) which is
(thus) established upon the piety (39/33) from the first day is more/most worthy that you stand
(rightfully) therein! Therein (are those) people who love to purify themselves. And Al-lah loves
those who (thus) purify themselves (8/11)!
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109- So (is the one) who has established his building upon a piety (2/177) from Al-lah,
and (seeking His) pleasure (here; 48/29) better, or who has established his building upon the
brink of a crumbling cliff, and (thereupon) it has crumbled with him into the fire of Hell?
So Al-lah --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- will not “guide” (39/23) (such) unjust
(39/24) people!
110- So their “building” that they have --(by these kind of deliberate, ill and crooked methods)-(thus) “built” (13/33) will ever continue to be a (source of) doubt in their hearts, unless their
(ill) hearts (74/31) stop beating! So Al-lah is --now, thus also on the left side here-- Knower,
--on the right side here-- Wise! (6/34, 115)
111- Certainly, Al-lah has bought from (all) the believers (now) their souls and their possessions
(promising) that (in return) surely for them (will be) the Garden!
Thereby, they --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, mathematically-- “fight” in the Way of
Al-lah; and (thus) they are --on the left side, in that lowest region, in Mathematical respect-“killing,” and --on the right side, in that lowest region, in Mathematical respect-- being “killed!”
(As) a promise upon Him that is “Truth” (before this) thus in the Torah, and the Gospel, and
the Quran! So who is more faithful to his pledge than Al-lah (now)?
So you shall rejoice (now) in your exchange, that you have just made (here) therewith!
And this (fact), it is the great success!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (9/111),
--(and all those most wondrous prophecies of prophet Moses, and Jesus, and Muhammad (peace be
upon each of them) by which they have already --in exactly similar manners-- thus unmistakably foretold
and clearly described this 19 coded magnificent Plannings of our supreme Lord above, within Torah,
and Gospel, and Quran, before this)-- in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Special
Miracle,” and then “A Glorious Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.

112- (All these believers are those henceforth who are thus) returning (to Him; 66/8),
serving (Him; 12/40), praising (Him; 28/70), travelling (in His cause; 4/101),
--now, thus also on that left side-- (thus) “bowing” down (before Him), --on that right side-(thus) “prostrating” (before Him; 48/29), and they recommend the recognized attitude (28/70 &
7/196 & …), and forbid the strange attitude (16/51 & 18/102 & …), and protecting (all) the
limits of Al-lah (2/229); so you shall (henceforth thus) give good news to (all) these believers
(74/31)!
113- It cannot be for the Informer and those who have (thus) believed (with him; 12/108)
to seek forgiveness (now) for (such) partner makers (9/31 & 13/33 & 6/78), even if they were
close ones (=relatives, friends, etc.), after it has (thus) become clear for them, that certainly
they are --(because of this; 4/116 & 9/7-10 & …)-- community of the Blazing fire!
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114- Asking forgiveness of Abraham for his father was only because of a promise, that he had
promised it to him --(thus in the first place here; 19/46-48). But (then) when it became clear
to him that certainly, he was (such) an (insistent and despotic) enemy of Al-lah (19/46), he ran
away from him (19/48-49). For certainly, Abraham was (towards Al-lah) very responsive,
clement.
115- Al-lah never sends a people astray, after when He has guided them, until He makes clear
for them (in the first place) what they shall (thus) guard themselves against --(thus to never
go astray therein; 16/51 & 3/80 & 18/102 & 10/18 & …)! Certainly, Al-lah is knower of
every wanted thing.
116- Certainly Al-lah, to Him belongs (all) the ruling dominion (17/111) of the skies
and the earth. He gives life, and causes death (2/28). And there is not for you other than Al-lah
any master (18/102), and not a helper (7/197)!
117- Definitely, Al-lah has returned to the Informer (of the Covenant; 7/158) and the emigrants
and the helpers (8/72) who have (thus) followed him in the hour of hardship, after the hearts of
some of them almost wavered (therein). Then He has (thus) returned to them; for certainly, He is
towards them most compassionate, merciful (6/54).
118- And upon the “three;” who were --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, initially,
on that left side-- (thus) left behind! So when the earth (because of this) became straitened
upon them, though it was spacious, and their souls were straitened upon them (therein);
and --(then by thoroughly and rightfully reflecting on it)-- they perceived that (there could) not
(be) any escape (in this case) from Al-lah, except --now, thus on that right side-- towards Him!
Then He has (thus) returned to them (therein), so that they may also (thus) return (to Him)!
For certainly Al-lah, He is --now, thus also on that left side-- the Returner, --on that right side-the Merciful!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (9/118),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “An Extra Miracle” document --(please, by especially
paying attention and clearly noticing therein on that 19 coded magnificent Table of our supreme Lord
that number “three” which is initially and originally to be left behind and so placed on the left side
therein, but by our supreme Lord’s most Wise and prescient commandment thus only --(again based on
this most fundamental Verse in this regard; 16/101 and the related most precise and accurate
Mathematical actions by our supreme Lord therein)-- when we thus bring it forward (thus also by
His most specific permission above) and place it on the right side, we can thus clearly and perfectly reach
therein those 19 coded magnificent results on both sides)-- in this respect, here in the first place.

119- O those who have believed, so you shall (henceforth thus) be pious (39/33) with Al-lah,
and (always) be with the truthful (2/177)!
120- The people of the City --(wherein this “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” thus resides
henceforth in the West; 27/91), and those around them, of those Arabs (9/99), should never
stay behind the Messenger (of the Covenant here; 7/157) of Al-lah,
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and should never seek (the worldly benefit of) their own souls over (supporting) him (in religious
matters) (33/6). This is because there does not afflict them (now) any thirst, and not a tiredness,
and not a hunger in this Way (9/111) of Al-lah; and (thereupon) they do not track --now, thus
also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- any “track,” that enrages the disbelievers,
and they do not gain --on the right side-- from those enemies any “gain,” except that it is (thus)
written for them as a righteous work (2/25)! For certainly, Al-lah will not waste the payment of
those --by righteously working on this nicest Utterance (39/23), which consists of these 19
coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place-- nicely acting ones (39/34)!
121- And they do not distribute of (such) a “distribution” (8/3), small or big, and cross (such)
a “valley” (13/17), except that it is (thus again) written for them (2/25)!
So that He will (thus) reward them with the nicest of what they are (thus) working on (2/25)!
122- And the believers shall never go forth all together! So why, then, does not a group from
every section of them (thus) go forth to carefully study in the “Religion” (48/28), that they
may (thus) warn their people when they come back to them, so that they may thus (always
attentively) refrain --(from violating all these various clear Commandments and prohibitions of
Al-lah here; 3/28 & 3/30 & 5/92 & …)!
123- O those who have believed, so you shall --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here,
mathematically-- “fight” (=9/111) against those who attack you of those “disbelievers,” and
(thus) they shall find in you --in that lowest region-- a firmness (9/73)! And know that certainly,
Al-lah is (henceforth thus always) with the pious (2/177)!
124- And when a “Chapter” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Chapters,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 2/25) is (thus) sent down (now), from among them (there are those) who say:
Which of you has this (Chapter) augmented (now) in belief? But those who have believed,
(here), it has indeed (thus) augmented them in belief (=74/31), and they rejoice!
125- But those in whose hearts (there is such) an illness (=74/31), it has indeed (thus)
augmented them in uncleanness upon their uncleanness, and they have died and (while) they are
still (thus) disbelievers (74/31)!
** For that our supreme Lord has thus clearly pointed out and named all of His 19 coded magnificent
Plannings, He has thus sent down to His promised “Messenger of the Covenant” here, in this most critical
Final Age --(up to now in total 21, as they have already thus clearly been presented in those 19 most basic
and fundamental documents)-- each of them thus as a separate and unique “Chapter” (=Suratun)
in the above Verses, we may clearly infer hereby that all these 19 coded magnificent Plannings of our
supreme Lord may be in total 114 ultimately, with Him!
So our supreme Lord may thus continue to clearly show us all His other 19 coded “Signs,” one by one,
in future (21/37) by His Messenger of the Covenant, and/or by all those righteous believers who will thus
rightfully follow him here (7/196) again! (3/144 & 25/4) But here, first of all, we should definitely know
that only when/if those Plannings are presented thus in a most straightforward, correct and perfect manner
(18/1-2), without any flaw or contradiction in them (4/82) can and should then absolutely be accepted as
genuinely from our supreme Lord here, in the first place (18/1-2 & 4/82)!
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Secondly, we should definitely know that all those believers who may thus rightfully discover and clearly
present these prospective Signs by the favor of our supreme Lord (21/37) thus in future (3/144 & 25/4)
to all humanity, only when/if they also rightfully follow this “Messenger of the Covenant” in all of this
most critical and fundamental respect, and thus always and only act in accordance with these most basic
and straightforward “Heavenly Principles” of our supreme Lord here (6/114 & 4/105 & 12/108) can thus
rightfully belong with him as righteous believers here (7/196)! But those who would disregard these most
basic and straightforward Heavenly Principles here, and instead follow their own false desires can never
belong with the righteous, neither here nor in the hereafter (26/215-216 & 49/2)!

126- Do they not see that certainly they are --(through such calamities and/or disasters; 6/65
thus)-- tried in every year, once or twice? But then they (still) do not return (to Him here; 4/17),
and (thus) do not take “Commemoration” (here; 74/31)!
127- And whenever a “Chapter” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Chapters,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 2/25) is (thus) sent down (now), they have looked at one another (asking in a mocking
manner): Does any One --(who has thus sent this Message down from Heaven; 67/9)-- see you?
Then they have turned away. So (consequently), Al-lah has turned away (now) their hearts for
that certainly, they are a people --(here in this case; 41/5)-- who do not understand (2/171)!

CHAPTER 10
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Alef, Lam, Ra.
So these (three letters above) are thus “signs” (3/7) of the “Written Document” (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) -full- of wisdom!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (10/1),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “An Awesome Miracle 2” document, in this
respect, here in the first place.

2- Is it too much of a wonder for the people that We have (thus) inspired to a man (=Messenger
of the Covenant here; 43/43-44) from among them, (saying):
So you shall warn the people, and give good news to those who (thus) believe (2/25-26), that
certainly for them (there will be granted) a rank of truthfulness at their Lord!
These disbelievers (2/26-27) said: Certainly, this is a clear enchanter!
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3- Certainly, your Lord is (thus) Al-lah (42/10), the One who created the skies and the earth
(thus) in six Days (41/9-12), then He dominated upon the Throne --(that is thus beyond and
above all universe/universes; 70/4). He (thus for all eternity) regulates (all) the command (32/5).
There is no intercessor, except (thus) after His permission (53/26). This is Al-lah (thus) your
(one and only) Lord (42/10); so you shall (thus) serve (only) Him (12/40)! So will you (still) not
(thus) “Commemorate” (here; 39/23)?
4- To Him is your (ultimate) return, all (of you); (this is) the truthful promise of Al-lah.
Certainly, He initiates the creation, then repeats it. So He will reward those who have believed
and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference here to all of those most specific
“Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables,
in the first place: 2/25-26), equitably (29/58)! And those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27),
for them (there will be) drinkings from a boiler, and a painful retribution for that they were (thus
arrogantly and despotically) disbelieving (22/72)!
5- He is the One who made the Sun radiant, and the Moon a light, and He measured its phases.
Thus you may know (via this Sun and/or Moon) the count of the years and --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here-- the calculation (7/54)! For Al-lah did not create this except
(thus) as the “Truth” (39/41)!
So He is (thus) separating --for/on the left and the right side-- the “signs” (=thus also a reference
here to each one of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place:
3/7) for a people who know!
6- Certainly, --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- in the succession of --on the left
side-- the “Night” and --on the right side-- the “Day,” and what Al-lah has (thus) created in the
skies and the earth (6/38) (there are) --mathematical-- “Signs” (=thus a significant reference here
to all those magnificent designs, heavenly structures therein, and all bodily designs here, etc.
which are created by our supreme Lord thus in perfect Symmetry, and exact “pairs” again,
by His most precise and perfect “Mathematical Calculations” on both sides, based on that unique
Fibonacci sequence, which is thus essentially crowned by code 19 here again; 41/53) for a people
who will (henceforth thus) be pious (39/33)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (10/6),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Celestial Miracle,” and then “A Golden Ratio
Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.

7- But certainly, those who do not expect (thus) meeting with Us (here; 10/15), and (instead)
are pleased with this worldly life, and are content with it, and those that (because of this) they are
(thus totally and deliberately) unaware (now) of Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one
of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5);
8- So these are (the ones), their abode --(unless they immediately regret their deliberate
heedlessness and betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/89)-will be Fire for what they are (thus) earning (here; 22/72 & 20/126)!
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9- And certainly, those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus
a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus
work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), their Lord is (thus)
“guiding” them (therein; 39/23) by virtue of their belief; so (thereupon, in the hereafter) the
rivers will be flowing beneath them in the Gardens of bliss!
10- Their prayer therein (will be): Be You glorified, our Al-lah! And their greeting therein
(will be): Peace! And the conclusion of their prayer (will be): All praise be to Al-lah, Lord of the
multitudes!
11- If Al-lah hastened the evil consequences (incurred) by the people, the way they (always)
hasten for the good (for themselves), He would have (immediately) decreed for them their
appointed time. But We leave --(for this reason; 3/89, 178)-- those who (still) do not expect
(thus) meeting with Us (here; 10/15) in their transgressions (7/185-186), blundering.
12- And when adversity touches the human, he (immediately) calls on Us while (lying) on his
side, or sitting, or standing. But when We remove from him his adversity, he (immediately)
walks away as he never called on Us to (remove) the adversity that (thus) touched him. Like this,
what they are (thus) “working” on (9/37 & 13/33 & …) has (thus) been adorned (now) to the
excessive ones (20/127)!
13- Definitely, We have annihilated those generations before you, when they (thus) acted
unjustly (29/40). And their Messengers came to them with the Clear Proofs (20/133), but they
would not believe. So (consequently), thus We requite (such) a criminal (7/40) people!
14- Then We have made you successors on the earth after them, so that We may see (now)
how you will “work” (2/25 X 29/4)!
15- And when Our clear “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 6/4 = 26/5) are recited to them, those who do not expect meeting with Us (here) said:
Then bring --now, thus on the left side here-- a Reading other than this, or --on the right side-change it!
Say: It cannot be for me to change it of my own accord; for (here), I only follow what is (thus)
being inspired (43/43-44 & 75/17-19) to me (from my Lord)!
And certainly, I fear, if I disobey my Lord (6/34), the retribution of a grievous day!
** To see all those most miraculous and informative Verses together, by which our supreme Lord
in a most Wise and prescient manner has already thus unmistakably informed about and evidently
described all these kind of willful people, who will thus try to unjustly impair and nullify now all His
“19 coded, magnificent Plannings,” in which there is thus --neither logical, nor mathematical aspects-absolutely no flaw and no contradiction here (4/82 & 18/1-2) through some such fully deliberate, ill and
crooked challenges, and all those complete and perfect answers of our supreme Lord, which has already
thus been given in advance, thus in a most Wise and prescient manner here again (4/46 & 5/41 & 13/33
& …), we should also see again now “A Celestial Miracle,” and then “A Supernal Miracle” documents,
in these respects, here in the first place.
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16- Say: Had Al-lah willed, I could not have --now, thus on the left side-- recited it to you,
nor would He have --thus on the right side-- taught it to you! Definitely, I have lived among you
--(when thus totally unaware of this Information here; 11/49)-- a lifetime, before it. So will you
(still) not comprehend (this; 21/10)?
17- So who is more unjust than (the one) who has (thus) fabricated upon Al-lah a lie (16/86-87),
or he has (thus) rejected (as a lie) His “Signs” (here; 6/4 = 26/5)? Then certainly, these criminals
(7/40) will not prosper.
18- And they are (still) serving other than Al-lah (12/40) what cannot harm them, and cannot
benefit them (5/76)! And they are saying: These are our “intercessors” with Al-lah! Say: Are you
(thus) informing Al-lah of what He does not know in the skies or the earth? Be He glorified,
and is most Exalted (far above) what they are --(by thus adopting these Angels and/or Prophets
as other/partner false “intercessors” outside/beside Al-lah here)-- thus (still) making partners
(21/28)!
19- The people (initially) were but one society; but (then) they disputed. If (it were) not (for)
a word that (thus already) gone before from your Lord, it would have (immediately) been
decided (now) among them in what they are (thus) contradicting therein (6/164).
20- But they are (still) saying: Why has not (such) a “Sign” (21/5) been sent down upon him
(now) from his Lord? Say: The Unseen (81/24-27) only belongs to Al-lah! So wait then (6/158);
certainly, I am with you among those who wait!
21- But when We make the people taste of mercy (now), after adversity has touched them,
then they are still (wrongfully) scheming against Our “Signs” (=thus an indication here to each
one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5)! Say: (Then) Al-lah is far Swifter in thus
(rightfully) scheming (6/115)! Certainly, Our (angel) Messengers are (thus) writing (50/17-18)
what you are thus (wrongfully) scheming (here; 13/33)!
22- He is the One who moves you across the land and sea. And when you get onto the ships,
and they sail smoothly in a pleasant breeze, and (then) while they are (thus) rejoicing therein,
(suddenly) a violent wind comes to it, and the waves (thus) comes to them from every side; and
when they (thus) certainly perceive that they are thus (completely) surrounded therein,
they (immediately) call upon Al-lah, (thus totally) devoting (only) to Him the Religion (39/2-3)
(praying): If You save us from this (now), we will certainly be of the appreciative ones!
23- But when He saves them, then they are (again) corrupting on the earth based on (those
sources that are) different than this “Truth” (45/6-7)! O people, (thus) your corruption is (only)
against your own souls. For it is (only temporary) goods of this worldly life, then to Us (will be)
your (ultimate) return, and We will inform you of (all) what you are (thus) “working” on
(23/63 & 41/40)!
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24- The allegory of this worldly life is like water which We send down from the sky, and the
plants of the earth grows therewith of which the people and (also) the livestock eat; then when
the earth (thus) takes on its ornament and looks pleasant, and its people think that certainly they
are (thus) in full control thereof, Our command comes to it by night or by day, and We (thus)
make it (like utterly) harvested, as if it never existed yesterday!
Like this, We are separating --for/on the left and the right side-- the “signs” (=thus also a
reference here to each one of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the
first place: 3/7) for a people who reflect!
25- And Al-lah is (thus) calling (all His servants) to the abode of the peace (5/16); and He --by
that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- thus “guides” (39/23), whomever He wants (=13/27),
to a standing path (6/161)!
26- For those who --by righteously working on this nicest Utterance (39/23), which consists of
these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place-- (thus) act nicely
(39/34) (there will be) the niceness, and the augmentation (4/173)! No disease or humiliation
shall cover their faces. Those are the community of the Garden, they will be therein eternal!
27- But those who have earned these badnesses (9/37 & 13/33 & …), (then) the punishment
of (such) a badness shall (only) be a badness that is the like/equal of it; so humiliation will cover
them. (There will) not (be) for them any defender against Al-lah. Their faces will be like covered
with a patch of the night (thus especially on one side therein), overwhelmed. Those are the
community of the Fire, they will be therein eternal!
** Because that these kind of willful people will try here thus to unjustly impair and nullify now all of
His “19 coded, magnificent Plannings,” in which there are thus --neither logical, nor mathematical
aspects-- absolutely no flaw and no contradiction here (4/82 & 18/1-2) through some such fully
deliberate, ill and crooked methods (13/33 & 9/37 & 5/41 & …) in order thus totally to render them
as defective, unbalanced and unequal, thus especially and eventually on their one sides, at the end,
our supreme Lord may thus requite these kind of willfull people --(unless they immediately regret

their crookedness and betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here;
3/88-89)-- in the hereafter, when He will create all humans therein with/in their new bodies that will
exactly be same even to the fingertips as our physical bodies here (75/4) --(with again those unique
new DNA codes that will be created in perfect Symmetry and in exact pairs therein again)-- thereafter by
immediately making them defective, unbalanced and unequal, thus especially on their one sides therein,
thus as a most equitable and just requital for their such deliberate badnesses (10/27), crookedness and
betrayal here (2/26-27)!
(*All genetic diseases and disabilities in this world here, of course, are not such punishments, in no way,
but they are thus only normal and regular means of test in this worldly life (2/155-157 & 57/22-23).
So all of us who may have any such genetic or other disabilities here (24/61) shall be created in whole,
perfect and ultimate manner by our supreme Lord, and shall be admitted into eternal Paradise and bliss,
when we always remain patient, happy and steadfast (57/22-23) and thus wholeheartedly follow and
support this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here, henceforth (95/4-6
& 9/91 & 48/17)!
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28- And the day (when) We will summon them all together, then We will say to those who have
(thus) made partners (here; 9/31): (Stand) in your places (now), you and your partners! And
We have (thus) separated between them. And their partners said: You were not serving to us!
29- Al-lah suffices as a Witness between us and you; we were (totally) unaware (46/5) of your
(thus) serving (to us) (3/79-80)!
30- Here, every soul will (thus) examine what it has done previously (here). And they are (thus)
brought back (now) to their true Master (7/196), and have gone away (now) from them what they
were --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “masters” outside/beside Him here)-- thus
fabricating (18/102)!
31- Say: Then who is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- thus “providing” (2/25)
for you from the sky and the earth? And who is --now, thus also therein again-- ruling over
the hearing and the eyesight? And who is --now, thus also therein again-- thus bringing forth
the “living” from the “dead,” and bringing forth the “dead” from the “living” (3/27)?
And who is (thus) managing the “Command” (=thus also a reference here to that most specific
“Command,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 42/52)? They will say: Al-lah! Say: So will you (still) not (thus) be pious
(here; 2/177)?
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (10/31),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Festive Miracle,” and then “A Redeeming Miracle”
document, in these respects, here in the first place.

32- And this is Al-lah, your true Lord (42/10)! So what is there after the “Truth” (=thus an
exclusive reference here to that most specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 45/6), except (such) straying (45/7)?
So how can you (still) thus be deviated?
33- Like this, the --19 coded, similar, in pairs-- “Words” (14/24-25) of your Lord have truly
occurred (now) against those who (thus) betray (here; 2/26); that certainly, --(unless they
immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully decide to return to
Al-lah here; 3/89)-- do not believe (2/25-27)!
34- Say: Is there (anyone) among your partners (42/21) who can initiate the creation, then repeat
it? Say: (Here), Al-lah --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- initiates
the “creation,” then --on the right side-- repeats it! So how can you (still) thus be deviated by
(such) inventions (45/7)?
35- Say: Is there (anyone) among your partners (9/31) who can guide to the Truth? Say: Al-lah
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- guides to the “Truth” (39/41)! So is the One
who (thus) guides to the “Truth” (39/41) more/most worthy to be followed --(thus as one and
only Master here; 7/3), or those who cannot guide, and (because) that they (also thus need) to be
guided --(by Him here, in the first place; 18/102)? So what (is the matter) with you, how can you
(still) thus (foolishly) judge (6/136)?
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36- And (because) many of them are (thus) following (only) the conjecture (6/112-113). And
certainly, the conjecture (6/116) will avail naught against the Truth (39/41)! Certainly, Al-lah is
knower of what they are doing.
37- And this “Reading” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Reading,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
36/69) could not possibly be authored by other than Al-lah. But it is (thus) fulfillment of (the
prophecies of those Scriptures) that is before it (=Torah, and Gospel, and Quran; 3/3-4), and
(thus) a separation --for/on the left and the right side-- of the “Written Document” (here; 39/23)!
So there is no doubt about it, (that it is thus absolutely) from the Lord of the multitudes!
38- But are they (still) saying: He has fabricated it? Say: Then bring forth a “Chapter” (=thus a
reference here to each one of those most specific “Chapters,” --most especially and first of all
to such a biggest one here; 2/23-- which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 2/25) (that would be) the like/equal of it, and call upon
whomever you can, other than Al-lah, if you are truthful!
39- No, they have (thus) rejected (now) what they do not (really) grasp its knowledge (4/166),
and the news thereof (38/88) has not (yet) come to them! Like this, those before them rejected.
So see (now), how was the consequence of the unjust ones (39/24-26)!
40- And of them (there are those) who (thus) believe in it (2/25-26), and of them (there are
those) who (thus) do not believe in it (2/26-27). And so your Lord knows best these evil
committers (2/27)!
41- And if they (still) reject you, say: Then my “work” (2/25) is for me, and your “works”
(23/63) are for you. You are distant of what I am (thus) “working” on (2/25), and I am distant of
what you are (thus) “working” on (23/63)!
42- And of them (there are those) who give ear to you; but will you make hear the deaf, even
though they --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, at the right side-- do not (hear
and) comprehend?
43- And of them (there are those) who look towards you; but will you guide the blind, even
though they --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, at the right side-- do not (look
and) see?
44- Certainly, Al-lah never acts unjustly to the people at all (21/47). But the people are --by thus
ungratefully rejecting now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) acting unjustly (39/24) to their own
souls!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Reflections of the above Verses (10/42-43),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Redeeming Miracle” document, in these respects,
here in the first place.
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45- On the day (when) He will summon them, (they will feel) as if they did not stay (here
in this world) except an hour of the day, they will (thus) recognize (therein) each other.
Definitely, those who rejected (thus) meeting with Al-lah (here; 10/15) will be losers (then),
and they --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- (thus) did not become “guided” ones (here;
39/23-24)!
46- And if We show you (now) some of what We have (thus) promised to them (44/10-16 &
17/7-8 & 9/97-98 & …), or cause you to die (before this), to Us (will be) their (ultimate) return;
then Al-lah will be a witness upon what they are doing (here; 58/7).
47- And for every society (there is such) a messenger (here; 6/130). And when --(in the hereafter
thus before Him)-- (all) their Messengers (4/163-165) come forward, it will be (thus) decided
(by Al-lah) between them with justice, and they will not be treated unjustly (39/68-69)!
48- But they are (still) saying: When (will) this promise (10/46) (come to pass), if you are
truthful ones?
49- Say: I cannot rule (even) for my own soul with any harm, and not a benefit, but (always)
only whatever Al-lah wills (takes place). For every society (there is) an appointed time.
And when their appointed time comes, they cannot delay (it) by one hour, and they cannot
advance (it).
50- Say: Did you see, if His retribution (52/45-47) thus comes to you (soon) by night or by day,
(but) why are these criminals (7/40) hastening for it (now)?
51- Is it then, when it befalls, you will believe in it? (Or) is it now (6/158)? But you were
definitely hastening for it!
52- Then it will be said to those who --by thus ungratefully rejecting now this most specific
“Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here
again-- have (thus) acted unjustly (39/23-24): Taste the retribution of eternity (here; 8/50-51)!
Are you not (thus precisely) requited (now) for what you were (thus) earning (39/24)?
53- And they are (still) asking you to inform (them): Is it really the truth? Say: Be sure,
by my Lord, certainly it is (thus) the “Truth” (10/55); so you will never be enfeeblers (34/5)!
54- Even if whatever on the earth were to belong to each soul who --by thus ungratefully
rejecting now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs” here again-- has (thus) acted unjustly (here; 39/24), he would (readily)
offer it as ransom (therein)! And --(here, in this case again; 4/18 thus eventually)-- they will hide
their remorse when they see the retribution! And it will (thus) be decided (by Al-lah) between
them with justice, and they will not be treated unjustly (10/44).
55- Pay heed, certainly to Al-lah belongs (all) whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth
(16/49-50). Pay heed, certainly the promise (9/111 & 10/46) of Al-lah is (thus) the Truth;
but many of them (still) do not know.
56- He gives life, and causes death; and --(immediately at the time of this death here; 16/28-29
X 32)-- to Him (each of) you will (thus instantly) be brought back (56/83-93)!
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57- O people, definitely (thus) a “Preaching” has come to you (here) from your Lord, and
a “Healing” for (all worries or troubles) in the chests, and (thereby) a “Guidance” (=thus
a reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) and (thus) a “Mercy” for (all) these
believers (2/25-26)!
58- Say: Then with (this) “Favor” of Al-lah (here) and with His “Mercy,” (only) with these
they shall rejoice; (for) it is far better than what they are hoarding (18/46)!
59- Say: Did you see (now) what Al-lah has (thus) sent down for you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here-- of (all) “provisions” (2/25), but you have made (now) from them
(some) --for the left side-- forbidden, and (some) --for the right side-- lawful (exempt/invalid
extra “words: provisions,” though Al-lah has never intended them)? Say: So did Al-lah give you
permission (to do this), or are you (thus) fabricating (here; 13/33) upon Al-lah?
60- So what is the guess of those who are (thus) fabricating upon Al-lah the lie (here; 16/86-87)
of the Day of Resurrection (11/18-19)? Certainly, Al-lah is possessor of a “Favor” (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “Favor,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 10/58) upon the people, but many of them
(still) do not appreciate!
61- And you are not engaged in anything (now), nor do you recite from Him (any portion)
of (this) “Reading” (36/69), nor do you do any work, except that We are (always) witnesses upon
you, when you do it. And not a heaviness of a particle on the earth, and not in the sky, can go
hidden from your Lord. And not a smaller one than this, and not a bigger one, are --(thus all
counted and recorded; 72/28 & 19/94)-- in a clear written document.
62- Pay heed, certainly the (servant) friends of Al-lah --(by having thus taken Him as one and
only (Master) Friend for themselves here; 7/196)-- not a fear upon them, and they will not
grieve.
63- (These are) the ones who have (thus) believed (here; 2/25-26), and (henceforth) are
(thus) pious (2/177)!
64- For them (there will thus come) the good news in this worldly life, and in the Last Epoch
(41/30-32). There is no changing --here, thus also 19 coded, similar, in pairs-- “Words” (6/115)
of Al-lah! This (fact), it is the great success!
65- And let not their sayings (15/6 & 21/5 & …) grieve you (now). For certainly, the Might is
totally belongs to Al-lah! So He is --now, thus also on that left side-- the Hearer, on that right
side-- the Knower (here; 6/115)!
66- Pay heed, certainly, to Al-lah belongs whomever in the skies and whomever on the earth
(16/49-50). And those who are (thus) calling upon --(by thus adopting them as other/partner
false “masters” outside/beside Him here; 18/102)-- other than Al-lah are (in fact) thus not
following their partners (here; 18/102); but they are (thus) following only the conjecture
(6/112-113)! And they are (thus) only talking nonsense.
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67- He is the One who has made for you the night that you may rest therein, and the day
(via the Sunlight) as a sight giver (17/12).
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one
of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) for a people
who hear!
68- But they said: Al-lah has begotten a child! Be He glorified --(thus far above having a
child; 6/101); He is --(by thus being Self Sufficient One; 112/1-4)-- the Rich! To Him belongs
whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth. (There is) not any evidence about this with you.
So are you (thus) saying upon Al-lah what you (still) do not know (the Truth of this matter thus
here; 19/88-93)! (And please, also certainly see in this respect now: Gospel-Mrk. 12/29)
69- Say: Then certainly, those who are (still) fabricating upon Al-lah (such) a lie (19/88-91)
will not prosper!
70- Only a (temporary) enjoyment in this world. Then to Us (will be) their (ultimate) return,
then We will make them taste the severe retribution, for that they are still (thus arrogantly and
unjustly) disbelieving (5/72-75)!
71- And recite to them the information of Noah. When he said to his nation: O my nation, if
my standing and my (thus) reminding (you) of the “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah is hard on you,
(know that) only in Al-lah I have trusted! So gather your command (now) and your partners,
then let not your command remain obscure upon you, then execute it to me, and do not
respite me!
72- And if you (still) turn away, I have not asked you for any payment. For my payment is
only with Al-lah. And I am (thus) commanded to be (one) of the surrenderers (to Him; 3/84-85)!
73- But they (still) rejected him. And We saved him and (those) who were with him in the ship,
and We (thus) made them the successors (11/48). And (then) We drowned those who rejected
Our “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5)! So see (now), how was the consequence of those warned ones
(34/46)!
74- Then We raised (many other) Messengers after him to their nations, and they (all) came
to them with the “Clear Proofs” (20/133). But they would not believe in what they had rejected it
before, (in the first place). So like this, (consequently) We lock upon the hearts of the hostile
ones (41/28)!
75- Then We raised after them Moses and Aaron to Pharaoh and his chiefs with Our “Signs”
(=thus again also a significant reminder here to each one of these most specific “Signs,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first
place: 6/4 = 26/5). But they acted arrogantly, and (thus) became a criminal (7/40) nation!
76- When the “Truth” (39/41) thus came to them from Us, they said: Certainly, this is only
a clear enchantment!
77- Moses said: Are you saying about the “Truth” (39/41), when it (thus) came to you,
is this (only) an enchantment? But the enchanters can never prosper (7/117-120)!
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78- They said: Did you come to us (thus) to divert us from what we have found our parents
upon it, and so the prominence may (henceforth thus) belong to two of you on the earth?
So we will never be believers in two of you!
79- And Pharaoh said: Then bring to me (now) every knowledgeable enchanter!
80- When the enchanters came, Moses said to them: Throw (then) whatever you will throw!
81- When they threw (their staffs; 20/65-69), Moses said: What you have (thus) come with it
is (only) an enchantment! Certainly, Al-lah will make it fail (now). For certainly, Al-lah will not
let the work of the evil committers (2/27) succeed!
82- And Al-lah will establish the “Truth” --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on those both sides-- with His “Words” (8/7), even if the criminals --now, concerning those both
sides again-- (thus) dislike (it) (9/32-33)! (=11/120)
83- But none believed with Moses except a few of his people, because of a fear from Pharaoh
and his chiefs, that he would (thus) persecute them. For certainly, Pharaoh was a tyrant on the
earth, and certainly, he was (thus) of the excessive ones (28/4).
84- And Moses said: O my nation, if you have (really) believed in Al-lah (here), (then) only
in Him you shall trust, if you are (henceforth thus) surrenderers (to Him).
85- And they said: (Then) only in Al-lah we have trusted! Our Lord, (so please), do not let us
be (continuously) persecuted by this unjust nation!
86- And (immediately) deliver us by Your mercy from this disbelieving nation!
87- And We inspired to Moses and his brother: So you shall establish (now) for your nation
houses in Egypt, and make your houses facing (Jerusalem), and you shall (thus) observe the
Support prayer (therein). And give good news to the believers!
88- And Moses said: Our Lord, You have given to Pharaoh and his chiefs (many) luxuries
and possessions in this worldly life. Our Lord, but they thus only lead astray (therewith) from
Your way (19/75). Our Lord, (so please, immediately) wipe out their possessions, and harden
their hearts, for (it is already thus clear) that they will never believe (7/132) until they see
the painful retribution!
89- (Al-lah) said: Definitely, your prayer has (thus) been answered (O Moses and Aaron);
so (henceforth), you two shall (always) be upright. And never follow the way of those who do
not know.
90- And (then) We delivered the Children of Israel across the sea. And Pharaoh and his army
followed them in aggression and hostility. But when the drowning overtook him (there), he said:
(Now) I believe that certainly, (there is) no Ilah (=God) except the One in Whom the Children of
Israel have believed; so I am (one) of the surrenderers (to Him) now!
91- Is it now (4/18)? And definitely, you have (always) disobeyed before, and you were (thus)
(one) of the evil committers (2/27, 205)!
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92- So today, We will save you, your (notorious) body, so that you may thus serve --now, thus
also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- as a “Sign” for (all) those after you!
But certainly, many of the people are (still) unaware of Our “Signs” (=thus also a reference here
to each one of those most specific “Signs,” --here, especially to that 19 coded magnificent
Planning presented within “A Unique Miracle” document, in which this “Pharaoh” is thus
mentioned therein by his notorious nickname: “possessor of the stakes” (=dhuu alavtaad)
thus specifically in that upper region, on the left side (56/41-42), by our supreme Lord-- which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
6/4 = 26/5)!
93- Definitely, We have established the Children of Israel --(in this promised Land to them;
5/21)-- in a true establishment, and We have provided for them from (all) clean (provisions).
But they have contradicted when this “Knowledge” (4/166) thus came to them (now)! So
certainly, your Lord will (thus) judge between them (4/161 X 4/162) on the Day of Resurrection,
in what they are (thus) contradicting (among themselves) herein (42/14)!
94- And if you have any doubt regarding what We have (thus) “sent down” (39/23) to you,
(then) ask those who are reading the Written Document (=Torah, and Gospel, and Quran)
before you (2/146). For definitely, the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 39/41) has (thus) come to you (here) from your Lord! So never be of those suspicious
ones (41/54)!
95- And never be of those who have (thus) rejected the “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah, lest you
be among these losers (2/27)!
96- Certainly, those against whom the --19 coded, similar, in pairs-- “Word” (14/24-25) of your
Lord has (thus) truly occurred --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus
sincerely and rightfully decide to return to Al-lah here; 3/89)-- do not believe.
97- Even if there come to them every (such) “Sign” (6/4 = 26/5) (now), until they see this
painful retribution (34/51-54)!
98- Why was there no city, that believed, and its belief would have benefited them (here), except
nation of Jonah! When they (thus) believed, We removed from them the retribution of that
disgrace in this worldly life, and We gave them goods for a while --(until each of them were thus
brought back to Him at the end of their good and blessed life here; 56/86-91)!
99- Had your Lord willed, (all) who are on the earth, every of them, would have (forcedly)
believed (now), all together (X 13/27)! So will you (still try to) force the people (now; 88/21-22)
until they become believers (2/25-26)?
100- And it cannot be for any soul to (thus) believe (2/25-26), except by the permission of
Al-lah. For He places a filth upon those who (by their free will, thus ignorantly and deliberately)
do not comprehend (2/171)!
101- Say: Look (and see now), what are there in the skies and the earth (12/105)? But (again)
these “Signs” (41/53) and these “Warnings” (74/36) will not avail a people who --(unless they
immediately regret their betrayal and obduracy here, first of all; 2/26 & 41/5)-- will not believe
(2/26-27)!
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102- So what are they (still) waiting for, but (only) the like of the days of those passed away
before them (29/40)? Say: Wait (then); certainly, I am with you among those who (thus) wait
(44/10-16)!
103- Then We save Our Messengers and (all) those who have believed (with them).
For thus, it is a truth upon Us that (eventually) We (thus always) save the believers (16/32)!
104- Say: O people, if you are (still) in doubt regarding my Religion (3/84), (then know that),
I do not serve those whom you are --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “lords”
outside/beside Him here)-- thus serving other than Al-lah (9/31)! But in fact, I only (thus) serve
Al-lah (12/40), the One who will (eventually thus) put you to death here (16/28 X 16/32)!
And so I am (thus) commanded to be of these believers (2/285)!
105- And (I am also thus commanded): You shall keep upright your face towards this
“Religion” (48/28) thus as a monotheist (6/161); and never be of these partner makers (42/21 &
13/33)!
106- And do not call upon other than Al-lah (23/117) who/what cannot benefit you, and
cannot harm you (5/76)! But if you do (these), certainly, then, you would be of these unjust ones
(31/13 & 39/24)!
107- And if Al-lah touches you (now) with a hardship, none can relieve it except He. And if He
intends for you any good, none can prevent His favor. He bestows it upon whomever He wants
from among His servants. And He is --(henceforth, in this case; 6/54 thus always)-- the forgiver,
the merciful.
108- Say: O people, definitely, the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Truth,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
39/41) has (thus) come to you (here) from your Lord! So whoever (thereby thus) becomes
“guided” (39/23), he will only become guided for (the good of) his own soul; and whoever
(thereby thus) goes “astray” (39/23-24), he will only go astray to (his own detriment)!
And I am not an advocate over you (17/54).
109- So you shall follow what is (thus) inspired to you (43/43-44), and be steadfast (76/24)
until Al-lah (thus) gives (His) judgement (6/57)! And He is (thus) the Best of judges (95/5-8)!

CHAPTER 11
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Alef, Lam, Ra.
(This is) a “Written Document” (39/23) whose “signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place, which will
all thus be placed within this most specific “Written Document” here; 3/7) are thus established
(herein beforehand by Al-lah), then are separated --for/on the left and the right side-- (therein),
thus from the Wise, the Cognizant (Al-lah)!
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2- Proclaiming: You shall not serve (anyone else; 9/31 & 41/37) but (thus) only Al-lah (12/40)!
So certainly, I am to you (thus) a warner (14/44) and a bearer of good news (2/25) (sent)
from Him!
3- So you shall seek forgiveness of your Lord, then (thus) return to Him (25/71)! That He may
provide for you a nicely provision to a named appointed time --(when each believer will thus
immediately be brought back to Him at the end of his good and blessed life here; 56/86-91),
and He will give to every possessor of favor (thus from) His “Favor” (10/57-58)!
But if you (still) turn away, (then) certainly, I fear for you the retribution (44/10-16) of (such) a
great day!
4- And (in this case), thereafter (thus again immediately) to Al-lah (will be) your (ultimate)
return (56/92-94)! And He is upon every wanted thing a best measurer.
5- Pay heed, certainly they are (still) folding up their chests, that they may (thus) remain
curtained from Him (22/9). Pay heed, (even) when they (thus) cover themselves with their
clothes (of rebelliousness; X 7/26), He knows whatever they are hiding, and whatever they are
declaring. For certainly, He is knower of (all) contents of the chests (40/56)!
6- And there is not a creature on the earth (6/38) except (thus) upon Al-lah is its provision.
And He knows their (every) settling place, and their (every) passing place. And every (of them)
are --(thus counted and recorded; 19/94)-- in a clear written document.
7- And He is the One who --(initially, in that conceptual phase)-- created the skies and the earth
(thus) in six Days (41/9-12), and (thereafter) His throne (=afterwards, in that actual phase; 2/117
His creative power and activity) was (thus in the beginning) upon the water (21/30)!
So He will surely test you now (to know) which of you will be the nicest in “working” (2/25)!
But if you say: Certainly, you will --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables, on that right side-(thus) be “awakened” after --on that left side-- the “death,” those who have (thus) disbelieved
(74/31) will say: This is naught but a clear enchantment!
8- And if We delay for them the retribution (44/10-11) until/towards a specific time/society,
they will say: What is holding it back (now)? Pay heed, the day (when) it (thus) comes
(44/10-16) to them, it will not be averted from them. And what they are mocking at (=that
Smoke now; 6/5) will thus haunt them (then; 44/10-16)!
9- And if We make the human taste of mercy from Us, then --(thus to test him; 89/16)-- take it
away from him, certainly, he (immediately) turns despondent, ungrateful.
10- And if We make him taste of blessings, after that adversity that (thus) touched him, (this
time) he says: The badnesses have (all) gone away from me! Certainly, (now) he becomes
exultant, boastful (31/18)!
11- Except those who (thus) remain steadfast (2/155) and work for the “Righteous Deeds”
(=thus a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall
thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26). These are,
for them (there will thus come) a forgiveness, and a great payment (29/58)!
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12- And perhaps, you would (for a moment, tend to) abandon (now) some of what is (thus)
inspired to you (43/43-44), and (because) your chest is straitened therewith, for that they are
saying: Why has not a treasure been sent down upon him, or an Angel come down with him?
(So know that), you are only (thus) a warner (7/2); and Al-lah is (thus one and only) trusted
Advocate (3/160) upon every wanted thing (17/73-75).
13- Or are they (still) saying: He has fabricated it? Say: (Then) bring ten “Chapters” (=thus a
reference here to each one of those most specific “Chapters,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 2/25) (that would be) the like/equal
of it, as fabricated (by you), and call upon whomever you can, other than Al-lah, if you are
truthful ones!
14- And if they do not respond to you, (then) know that certainly, it is sent down by this
--(matchless, most magnificent and superb)-- Knowledge (4/166) of Al-lah! And that (hereby
you may thus surely know that) there is no Ilah (=God) but only (thus) He (14/52)! So are you
(thus) surrenderers (to Him; 3/84 now)?
** These “ten Chapters” that are thus specifically stressed by our supreme Lord above must be referring
to His most specific five pairs of 19 coded magnificent Plannings, which has thus most Wisely and
wondrously been created by Him --even before the foundation of the world-- thus in a complementary
perfect manner here:
An Awesome Miracle 1
An Awesome Miracle 2

A Festive Miracle
A Joyful Miracle

An Exclusive Miracle 1
An Exclusive Miracle 2

A Golden Ratio Miracle
A Golden Section Miracle

A Redeeming Miracle
A Delivering Miracle

Then all those other 19 coded magnificent Plannings of our supreme Lord, that He has thus revealed to
His promised “Messenger of the Covenant” up to now here, and all those prospective 19 coded
magnificent Plannings, that He may thus reveal to all those righteous Believers (7/196) in future (21/37)
may have already thus all been created --even before the foundation of the world again-- by Him thus
in “twain/pairs,” that will ultimately thus be in such a --in all numeric, logical and structural aspects-complementary perfect manner here again (=51/49), in the first place!

15- Whoever pursues (only) this worldly life (now) and its material vanities, We will pay them
for their works therein, and they will not be wronged therein.
16- But these are the ones, (henceforth) there will be (nothing) for them in the Last Epoch but
the Fire; and what they are generating herein will be vain, and what they are (thus) working
(23/63 & 41/40) will fail!
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17- So is the one (=Messenger of the Covenant) who is (thus) upon a “Clear Proof” (6/157)
from his Lord, and a witness (=Gabriel; 2/97) (sent) from Him is (thus) reciting it, and before it
(there is) the Written Document of Moses (please, see in this respect now: Torah-Deut.
18/18-19 = 32/1-4 here, in the first place) thus as a Leader and a Mercy (therein)! So those (are
the ones who henceforth thus) believe in it (herein; 2/23-26)! But whoever (still) disbelieves in it
of those (opponent) parties, --(in this case; 22/72 eventually thus)-- the Fire will be their
promised place! So do not be in any suspicion about it; for certainly, it is the “Truth” (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41) from your Lord, but many of the
people --(because of such betrayal, ignorant and deliberate rejection or indifference; 2/26 & 10/7
& 25/44 & …)-- do not believe.
18- So who is more unjust than (the one) who has (thus) fabricated a lie (16/86-87) upon Al-lah?
Those will be presented to their Lord, and the witnesses will say: These are the ones who have
(thus) lied against their Lord (16/86)! Pay heed, so the condemnation of Al-lah will be upon
those --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which
consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- thus unjust ones (39/24)!
19- (These are) the ones who are (thus) repelling from the Way (3/99) of Al-lah, by (thus)
seeking to make it crooked (13/33 & 9/37 & …); and they are regarding the Last Epoch (=thus
also a reference to this most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 here again, in the
first place; 6/92), they are disbelievers.
20- Those will never enfeeble (Us) on the earth (34/5)! And consequently, (there will) not (be)
for them any (guiding, protecting) masters against Al-lah (18/102)! --(Because of their such
arrogance and hostilities; 22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-10 & …)-- the retribution will be multiplied for
them. (For) they could not (even) bear to hear (this; 39/23), and they could not see (18/100-101)!
21- Those are the ones who have (thus) ruined their souls; and what they were (thus) fabricating
(6/112 & 16/87) have gone away (now) from them!
22- There is no doubt that certainly they will be in the Last Epoch, they will --(here, in this case
again; 4/18 thus eventually)-- be the worst losers (18/102-106)!
23- But certainly, those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus
a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus
work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26) and have thus
submitted to their Lord, those are the community of the Garden, they will --(here, in this case
again; 49/15 thus eventually)-- be therein eternal!
24- Allegory of (these) two parties is like that of the “blind” and the “deaf,” and the “seer” and
the “hearer!” So can they --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on that left side, and
on that right side-- (thus in qualitative and quantitative respects) be equal (therein), in allegory?
So will you (still) not take “Commemoration” (here; 39/23)?
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (11/24),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Redeeming Miracle” document, in this respect,
here in the first place.
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25- And definitely, We sent Noah to his nation, (and he said to them): Certainly, I am (thus)
a clear warner to you.
26- So (henceforth), you will not serve (anyone) but thus (only) Al-lah (12/40)! (If you do not
hearken to this warning) then certainly, I fear upon you the retribution of a painful day!
27- But the chiefs who disbelieved among his nation said: We do not see you except as a human
that is (just) like us. And we do not see (anyone) following you, except those that are the lowliest
of us, the rabble in (our) eyes. And we do not see for you upon us of any favor (specifically
granted from Al-lah). No, (then) we think that you are of the liars!
28- (Noah) said: O my nation, do you see, if I am on a “Clear Proof” (=thus also a significant
reminder here to this most specific “Clear Proof,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/157) from my Lord (now), and He has
(thus) given me a “Mercy” (10/58) from Himself, but --(because they have thus preferred to
remain deliberately and utterly blind to it, in the first place; 41/17)-- it is blinded on you (now)?
So shall we force it upon you (2/256) now, and (though) you (thus) dislike (47/9) it?
29- O my nation, so (here), I do not ask you for it any reward; (for) my payment is only with
Al-lah. And I am not going to dismiss those who have believed, (for) certainly, they will
--(at the time of their death here; 16/32 thus immediately)-- meet their Lord (56/86-91)! But I see
that you are still (thus) an ignorant (6/111) nation!
30- O my nation, so who will help me against Al-lah, if I dismiss them (now)? So will you (still)
not take “Commemoration” (39/23)?
31- And I do not say to you that the treasures of Al-lah are with me; and I do not know the
unseen (of the future); and I do not say that I am an Angel; and I do not say regarding those
whom your eyes despised, Al-lah will not give them any good; (for) Al-lah knows best what is in
their souls (6/53)! (Had I said these kind of absurdities; 23/24-25 & 71/22-23 & …) certainly,
then, I would be (like you) of the unjust ones (29/68)!
32- They said: O Noah, definitely, you have (thus) argued with us, and kept on arguing with us!
So bring to us (now) what you have (thus) threatened us with (11/26), if you are of the
truthful ones!
33- He said: Only Al-lah will bring it to you, if/when He so wills; and (then) you can never
enfeeble (Him; 35/44)!
34- And my advice cannot benefit you (now), even if I intend to (thus) advise you, if Al-lah
is intending --(because they have thus rebelled against Him and preferred to remain deliberately
and utterly deviated, in the first place; 61/5 & 9/127 thus consequently)-- to let you deviate.
He is your Lord; and --(unless they immediately regret their deviation, and thus sincerely and
rightfully decide to return to Al-lah here; 4/17-18 thus eventually)-- to Him you will
--(at the time of their death here; 16/28-29 thus immediately)-- be sent back (56/92-94)!
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35- But are they (still) saying: He has fabricated it? Say: If I have fabricated it, its crime shall be
upon me. But --(if it is thus absolutely from Al-lah here; 11/13-14), then I am innocent of
what you are (thus) committing crime (7/40)!
36- And (then) it was inspired to Noah: Certainly, (it is thus clear that, henceforth) none will
believe from among your nation (11/32) except (those) who have already believed. So do not be
saddened by what they are doing.
37- And construct the ship (now) before Our eyes and with Our inspiration, and do not address
Me concerning those who have acted unjustly (39/24); for certainly, they --(because of their such
unjustness and tyranny; 71/21-25)-- will be drowned.
38- And he was constructing the ship; and every time the chiefs of his nation passed by him,
they were despising him. He said: If you are (thus) despising us, (know that), certainly we are
despising you, just as you are despising (us).
39- So you will soon know on whom will come a retribution that will disgrace him, and (thus)
upon whom will fall an everlasting retribution!
40- And when Our command came, and the fountains gushed forth, We said: Carry on it (now)
from every (animal) --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left and the right
side-- as couples, in twos, and your family; except (those) that the Word has (already) gone forth
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, in that lowest region-- against them;
and (those) who have believed! And there did not believe with him, except a few.
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Reflections of the above Verse (11/40),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Joyful Miracle,” and then also “A Glorious
Miracle 2” document, in these respects here, in the first place.

(=11/120)
41- And (Noah) said: Come on board. In the name of Al-lah (shall be) its sailing, and its
mooring! Certainly, my Lord is (thus) forgiver, merciful.
42- And it was (thus) sailing with them in the waves like hills, and Noah called out to his son,
who was isolated: O my son, come ride with us; and do not be with the disbelievers!
43- But he said: I will take refuge on (top of) a hill, and it will protect me from the water.
(Noah) said: There is no protector today from the command of Al-lah, only (those) on whom
He has mercy (shall be saved). And (then) the waves came in between them, and so he was
among those who drowned.
44- And (then) it was said: O earth, swallow your water, and O sky, cease! And (thus) the water
subsided, and the command was (thus) fulfilled! And (the ship) eventually rested on (the hills of)
Judea. And it was said: Perished be the unjust (39/24) nation!
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45- And (then) Noah implored his Lord, and said: My Lord, certainly my son is of my family;
and certainly, Your promise is the truth! And You are the Wisest of the wise ones.
46- (Al-lah) said: O Noah, certainly he is not of your family; for certainly, he (has done) a work
that is different than righteous (2/25-27)! So do not ask Me (now) what (there is) not for you
about it any knowledge. Certainly, I am (thus) preaching you, lest you be of the ignorant ones
(9/23-24)!
47- He said: My Lord, certainly I seek refuge in You, lest I ask You (again) what (there is) not
for me about it any knowledge. And if You do not forgive me (now), and have mercy on me,
I will be of the losers (2/27)!
48- It was said: O Noah, disembark (now), with peace from Us, and (many) blessings upon you,
and upon the societies (that will come to this world from the progeny) of those with you (17/3).
And there are (thus many) societies to whom We will give goods, but then --(in this case, for also
here these ones again; 17/3-10 thus)-- a painful retribution from Us will touch them!
49- These (=thus also a reference here to all of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs,
here again, in the first place: 2/25) are of the informations of the “Unseen” (81/24-27), We are
(thus) inspiring them to you (here). You did not know them, neither you and nor your people,
before this. So remain steadfast (76/24); for certainly, the (nicest) consequence will (thus) be for
the pious (39/33-35)!
50- And to Aad, (We sent) their brother Hood, and he said: O my nation, you shall (thus) serve
(only) Al-lah (12/40), (for) there is no Ilah (=God) for you other than Him (28/70)! You are only
fabricating (now).
51- O my nation, I do not ask you for it any payment; for my payment is only with the One
who (thus) initiated me (30/30). So will you (still) not comprehend (21/10)?
52- O my nation, so seek forgiveness of your Lord, then (thus) return to Him (25/70-71);
He will (thereby) send the sky (=its rains, all other benefits) upon you, generously, and He will
augment for you strength upon your strength. And do not turn away (from Him now) as
criminals (7/40)!
53- They said: O Hood, you have not come to us with a “Clear Proof” (11/28); and so we are not
going to abandon our “gods” (=those “idols,” which they have carved out with their own hands
thus to represent some “angels” therein again; 71/23 & 41/13-14) by your word. And so we will
never be believers with you!
54- So we only say (now) that some of our gods have afflicted you with a badness!
(Hood) said: Then certainly, I call Al-lah to witness, and you (also) bear witness (here), that
certainly, I disown what you are (thus) making partners-55- besides Him (3/80)! So snare me all together (now), then do not respite me!
56- For certainly, I have trusted in Al-lah, (thus) my (one and only) Lord and your (one and
only) Lord (3/80)! There is no creature but He holds it --(at every moment under His full control
and watch; 57/4 thus whenever He wills)-- by its forelock (96/15-16)! Certainly, my Lord is
(thus) on a (forever) standing path (6/161)!
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57- But if you (still) turn away, I have definitely (thus) delivered to you what I am sent with it
to you. And (in that case), my Lord will make successor a people other than you, and you cannot
harm Him in the least. For certainly, my Lord is (thus) upon every wanted thing a protector.
58- And when Our command came, We saved Hood and those who believed with him by mercy
from Us; and We (thus) saved them (therein) from a terrible retribution (69/6-7)!
59- And this was Aad; they (thus) disregarded the “Signs” (=thus also a significant reminder
here to each one of these most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of their Lord and disobeyed
His Messengers! And (instead) they (thus) followed the command of every stubborn
tyrant (26/128-130).
60- So they were pursued in this worldly life by a curse, and on the Day of Resurrection.
Pay heed, for certainly Aad (thus) disbelieved in their Lord (41/14)! Pay heed, (then) perished be
Aad, --(such ungrateful, arrogant and hostile; 41/15)-- nation of Hood (41/16)!
61- And to Thamoud, (We sent) their brother Saaleh; and he said: O my nation, you shall (thus)
serve (only) Al-lah (12/40), for there is no Ilah (=God) for you other than Him (28/70)!
He has built you up from the earth (=all those elements present therein), and (thus) given you
a lifespan on it (35/11). So you shall seek forgiveness of Him (now), then (thus immediately)
return to Him (25/70-71). For certainly, my Lord is --(here, in this case; 2/186 thus always)-near, responsive!
62- They said: O Saaleh, definitely, you were among us a respected one before this. But do you
forbid us (now) from serving what our fathers served (=those kind of “idols,” which they have
carved out with their own hands to represent some “angels” therein again; 71/23 & 41/13-14)?
So certainly, we are in (deep) hesitation (now) concerning what you are (thus) calling us to it,
doubters!
63- He said: O my nation, do you see, if I am on a “Clear Proof” (6/157) from my Lord, and
He has (thus) granted to me from Himself a “Mercy” (10/57)? Then who will help me against
Al-lah, if I (unjustly and arrogantly) disobey Him (now)? So you will not augment me (then)
only in loss!
64- O my nation, then (here), this is the “she camel” of Al-lah --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- (to serve) as a “Sign” for you! So leave her (now) that
she may (freely) eat from the earth of Al-lah (20/53-54). And do not touch her with any badness,
lest an immediate retribution overtake you!
65- But they --now, again thus also into that lowest region here-- dismembered her (4/119)!
(=11/120) And (Saaleh) said: Then enjoy yourselves in your homes for three days! (But know
that) this is a promise (from Him) that will not be belied!
66- So (consequently) when Our command came, We (thus) saved Saaleh and those who
believed with him by mercy from Us, and (thus) from the disgrace of that day (69/5).
For certainly, your Lord, He is --now, again thus also on that left side here-- the Powerful,
--on that right side here-- the Mighty!
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67- And the cry overtook those who acted unjustly (39/24), and (thus) they became in their
homes fallen ones!
68- (It was) as if they never dwelt therein! Pay heed, certainly, Thamoud (thus) disbelieved
in their Lord (41/14-17). Pay heed, (then) perished be Thamoud --(because of their such
deliberate blindness, arrogance and hostility; 41/17)!
69- And definitely, Our (angel) Messengers came to Abraham with the good news. They said:
Peace! He said: Peace! Then he made no delay in bringing a roasted calf.
70- But when he saw that their hands did not touch it, he found it strange, and so was filled
from them with fear. They said: Do not fear! (For) certainly, we have (thus) been sent to the
nation of Lot (51/32-34)!
71- And his wife was standing, and she “laughed” (please, in this respect also see now:
Torah-Gns. 18/9-15)! And (thereby) We gave good news to her with (her son) Isaac, and after
Isaac, (her grandson) Jacob.
72- She said: Woe to me, shall I bear a child (now), and (though) I am feeble, and this my
husband is old! Certainly, this is a wondrous thing!
73- They said: Are you (thus) wondering of (this) command of Al-lah? The mercy of Al-lah
and His blessings are (thus) upon you, O family of the house! Certainly, He is praiseworthy,
glorious.
74- When the perplexity subsided in Abraham, and the good news (thus) came to him (10/71),
he was (then) arguing with Us on behalf of the nation of Lot.
75- For certainly, Abraham was (thus) a clement one; and (towards Al-lah) very passionate and
obedient.
76- (Those Angels said): O Abraham, but (now) refrain from this; (for) certainly, the command
of your Lord has already (thus) come! So certainly, a retribution that cannot be averted will
(thus) come to them!
77- And when Our (angel) Messengers came to Lot, he was grieved for them, and became
straitened for them, anxious. And he said: This is a difficult day!
78- For his nation came to him, running towards him; and before (this) they were already (thus)
doing these badnesses (7/80-81)! He said: O my nation, (here), these are my daughters, they are
purer for you --(to seek and marry them now in a lawful and decent manner). So be pious with
Al-lah (now), and do not disgrace me in front of my guests. Is there not (even) one correct man
among you?
79- They said: You definitely know that (there is) not in us towards your daughters any true
(desire); and certainly, you know what we are intending for (here)!
80- He said: Would that I had power (to prevent) you (right now), or that I could (immediately)
resort to a strong shelter!
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81- (At that moment) they said: O Lot, certainly we are --(thus; 6/9)-- (angel) Messengers of
your Lord; and they will not be able to reach you. So depart (now) with your family in a part of
the night. And let not anyone of you look back, except your wife; (for) certainly, what will afflict
them --(because of this; 7/83)-- will also afflict her (now). Certainly, their promised time is
the morning. (And) is the morning not near (37/177)?
82- So when Our command came, We (thus) turned it upside down; and We rained upon them
rocks of burning ones, poured down.
83- As designated by your Lord. And it is (thus) not far off --(now also here; 52/44-45)-- from
(such) unjust ones (39/24-26)!
84- And to Midyan, (We sent) their brother Shuaib; and he said: O my nation, you shall (thus)
serve (only) Al-lah (12/40), for there is no Ilah (=God) for you other than Him (28/70)!
Do not give short measure and short weight; certainly, I see you in prosperity. But (if you do not
hearken to these Heavenly Warnings) certainly, I fear for you the retribution of a surrounding
day!
85- O my nation, so you shall give full measure and full weight, with justice, and do not defraud
the people of their things; and (henceforth), do not move about on the earth as evil committers
(2/27, 205)!
86- For the (lawful and honest) profits of Al-lah is better/best for you, if you are believers. And
I am not a guardian over you.
87- They said: O Shuaib, does your Support prayer command you (now) that we should
(immediately) abandon what our fathers served (=those kind of “idols,” which they have thus
carved out with their own hands to represent some “angels” therein again; 71/23 & 41/14),
or (that we should not) do with our properties whatever we want? Certainly you, (here), you were
the clement, the correct one, (before this)!
88- He said: O my nation, do you see, if I am on a “Clear Proof” (6/157) from my Lord (now),
and He has (thus) provided for me from Himself a nice “provision” (2/25)? And I am not
intending to contradict you in what I (thus) forbid you from it; I am not intending except for the
righteousness, as best as I can. And my achievement is only with Al-lah. In Him I have trusted,
and to Him I turn obediently.
89- O my nation, let not your opposition to me (utterly) drag you (now) to crime, (and then)
what afflicted nation of Noah will also afflict you, or nation of Hood, or nation of Saaleh. And
nation of Lot is not too far from you!
90- So seek forgiveness (now) of your Lord, then (thus immediately) return to Him (3/89).
For certainly, my Lord is --(here, in this case; 25/70-71 thus always)-- merciful, loving.
91- They said: O Shuaib, we do not understand much of what you say, and certainly, we see you
among us as weak. And if it were not for your tribe, we would (immediately) stone you (to death
now). And you are not mighty upon us!
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92- He said: O my nation, is my tribe mightier to you than Al-lah, that you have (thus) cast His
(Commandments) behind your backs (now) as neglected? (Then) certainly, my Lord is
surrounder of what you are (thus) working on.
93- O my nation, (then) work upon your places (23/63); certainly, I too will be working (2/25)!
And you will soon know on whom will come the retribution that will disgrace him (23/64-67),
and who is (such) a liar (16/105)? So wait (then); certainly, I am along with you waiting!
94- And when Our command came, We (thus) saved Shuaib and those who believed with him
by mercy from Us. But the cry overtook those who acted unjustly (39/24), and (consequently),
they became in their homes fallen ones!
95- (It was) as if they never dwelt therein! Pay heed, (then) perished be Midyan, like Thamoud
perished (before; 11/68)!
96- And definitely, (thereafter) We sent Moses with Our “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) and (thus) a clear
evidence,
97- to Pharaoh and his chiefs. But they (still) followed the command of Pharaoh, and (though)
the command of Pharaoh was not correct!
98- So he will go before his nation on the Day of Resurrection, and he will (thus) lead them into
the Fire. And (what) ugly indeed is (that) ultimate abode!
99- And they were pursued in this (life) by a curse, and on the Day of Resurrection (40/45-50).
(What) ugly indeed is (that) final gain!
100- These are of the informations of the cities, We are (thus) reciting them (here) to you. From
them (some are still) standing, and (some are totally) vanished!
101- And We did not act unjustly to them, but they acted unjustly (7/37) to their own souls.
So their gods that they were (thus) calling upon other than Al-lah (9/31 & 71/23 & 27/24) could
not avail them in the least, when the command of your Lord came. And they did not augment
them only in doom!
102- And such is the overtaking of your Lord, when He (thus) overtakes the cities, when they
are (thus) unjust (29/68)! Certainly, --(in this case; 65/8-9)-- His overtaking is (thus) painful,
severe.
103- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of
those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) for (those) who fear the retribution of (this) Last Epoch!
This is a Day that the people will be gathered for it, and this is a Day that will be witnessed!
104- And We do not delay it except (thus) for a specific appointed time (44/10-16)!
105- The day (when) it will (thus) come, no soul will speak (before Him) except by His
permission. Then (some) of them shall be miserable (therein; 16/28-29), and (some) shall be
happy (16/32).
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106- And those who are miserable, --(thus immediately after their death here; 16/28-29 shall
thus be)-- in the Fire; for them therein (there will be) sighing and wailing!
107- As eternal ones therein, as long as these skies and the earth endures --(until that ultimate
Day of Resurrection; 39/67-68 when all the universe will be folded then, and thereafter opened
again by our supreme Lord as new skies and the earth therein; 21/104)-- only what your Lord
wants (is always carried out)! Certainly, your Lord is (thus) doer of whatever He intends.
108- But those who are happy, --(thus immediately after their death here; 16/32 shall thus be)-in the Garden! As eternal ones therein, as long as these skies and the earth endures --(until that
ultimate Day of Resurrection again; 39/67-68 when all the universe will be folded then, and
thereafter opened again by our supreme Lord as new skies and the earth therein; 21/104)-only what your Lord wants (is always carried out)! (This is) a reward (from your Lord) that
--(again until this ultimate Day of Resurrection herein; 39/67-68)-- that will not be interrupted
(henceforth; 16/32)!
109- So do not be in doubt regarding what these (people) are --(by thus adopting them as
other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Him here)-- serving (9/31 & 41/37)! They are still
(thus) serving (them) as their parents served before. So certainly, We will (thus) repay to them
their due share fully --(here, in this case; 42/21)-- without reduction.
110- And definitely, We gave Moses the Written Document (=Torah; 5/44), but it is disputed
--(by these kind of disbelievers here; 28/48 now). And if it were not for a word (thus) already
gone forth from your Lord (31/24), it would have (immediately) thus been judged between them
(3/85)! But certainly, they are thus (still) in a hesitation about it (=Torah), (such) doubters
(32/23)!
** So in order to clearly witness now this “Written Document” (=Torah; 6/154) that was thus inspired
and given to prophet Moses (peace be upon him) by our supreme Lord then, in its most Miraculous,
accurate, precise and perfect form, as it has already thus clearly been presented for all humanity here
by His promised “Messenger of the Covenant,” who is thus specifically prophesied in Torah (Deut.
18/18-19 = 32/1-4), in this most critical Final Age, and thus henceforth to rightfully believe in him here
(32/23), thus to attain Mercy and eternal Salvation under this one and only acceptable Religion of our
supreme Lord here and in the hereafter (3/84-85), we should also certainly see now “the Words of Moses”
document, in its entirety, here in the first place.

111- And certainly, all of --(such disbelievers here; 28/48)-- your Lord will (thus) repay to them
their works (3/85 & 4/150-151)! For certainly, He is fully aware of what they are (thus) working
on (23/63 & 41/40)!
112- So you shall (always) be upright as you are commanded, and (all) those who have (thus)
returned (to Him here; 66/8) with you. And never transgress --(like these people; 7/185-186)!
Certainly, He is Seer of what you are (thus) working on (2/25 & 10/61)!
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113- And do not lean towards those who have (thus) acted unjustly (39/24), lest the Fire touch
you! For (there is) not for you other than Al-lah any (guiding, protecting) masters (7/196),
then (like those partner makers here, eventually) you will not be helped (18/102-106)!
114- And you shall observe the Support prayers in “two ends” of the day, and (they will also
thus be) near times of the night (=thus in the morning within that about one and a half hour
before sunrise, and in the evening again within that about one and a half hour after sunset)!
Certainly, (also such) nicenesses (39/34) thus wipe out (such) badnesses (39/35)!
So this is a “Commemorative” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Commemorative,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
74/31) for those who will (henceforth thus) commemorate (74/31-40)!
115- And you shall (always) remain steadfast (76/24); for certainly, Al-lah will not waste the
payment of those --by righteously working on this nicest Utterance (39/23), which consists
of these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place-- nicely acting
ones (39/34)!
116- Why (then) were there not among those generations before you (some) possessors of
discernment to forbid the evil committing (2/205) on earth, except a few of (those) who
(rightfully did this, and therefore) We saved (them) from among them. But those who acted
unjustly (only) followed what they were given of vanities therein, and (thus) they became
criminals (7/40).
117- And your Lord --(not as such a test here; 57/22-23 but thus to send them into eternal hell
here; 71/25)-- never annihilates the cities, unjustly, and (when/if) its people are (thus) acting
righteously (2/25) (2/220, 224 & 4/114 & …)!
118- Had your Lord willed, He would have (forcedly) made the people (now) one (believing)
society (2/25-26); but they do not cease --(because of their own betrayal and obduracy; 41/5)-thus in contradicting (against Him here; 2/26-27)!
119- Except (those) for whom your Lord --(because of their own honesty and sincerity; 13/27)-has mercy (38/83). And because for this (test) He has created them. And the word of your Lord
has (thus) been issued (now): I will fill Hell with the jinns and the people --(when/if they thus
insist on their betrayal and obduracy here, to the very end of their life and beyond; 2/26-27 &
41/5 & 18/57)-- all together (38/85-88)!
120- And all these We are (thus) narrating to you (here) of the informations of the Messengers,
for that We may thus (also) strengthen with (each of those narrating styles) your mind --(on this
most specific subject here again; 39/23 & 74/26-31)!
For the “Truth” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Truth,” which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41)
has (thus) come to you within this, and a “Preaching” and (thus) a “Commemorative” (74/31)
for (all) the believers!
121- So you will say to those who (still) do not believe: Then (thus) “work” upon your places
(23/63 & 41/40); certainly, we too will (thus) be “working” (2/25)!
122- And wait; certainly, we too will (thus) be waiting (44/10-16)!
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123- And to Al-lah belongs (all) the unseen of the skies and the earth (10/61). And to Him
the commands are (thus) sent back, every of them (32/5)! So you shall (thus) serve Him (22/77),
and (always) trust (only) in Him (3/160). And your Lord is not unaware of what you are (thus)
“working” on (2/25 & 10/61)!

CHAPTER 12
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Alef, Lam, Ra.
These (three specific letters above) are thus “signs” of the clear “Written Document” (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (12/1),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “An Awesome Miracle 2” document, in this
respect, here in the first place.

2- Certainly, We have (thus) sent it down as an arabic --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here, on that left and on that right side-- “Reading” (36/69), so that you may comprehend (this;
21/10)!
3- So We are (now) narrating to you --thus also and especially in Mathematical respect here-the nicest (39/23) of narratives, for that We have inspired to you (here) this “Reading” (36/69)!
And you were of the unaware ones --(regarding all these great “Mathematical Miracles” here)-before this (11/49)!
4- When Joseph said to his father (Jacob): O my father, certainly I saw (in my dream) eleven
planets, and the sun, and the moon; I saw them prostrating before me!
5- (Jacob) said: O my son, do not tell your seeing to your brothers (now), lest they set for you
a snare. For certainly, the satan is a clear enemy to the human.
6- And (because) thus your Lord will choose you (now), and He will teach you from the
interpretation of the “Utterances” (=thus also a significant reference here to each one of these
most specific nicest “Utterances,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)! And He will (thus) complete His “Blessing”
(10/58) upon you and upon the family of Jacob, as He has completed it (also) upon your two
ancestors before, Abraham and Isaac!
For certainly, your Lord is --now, thus also on the left side here-- Knower, --on the right side
here-- Wise!
7- So definitely, in (this narration of) Joseph and his brothers (here) there are “signs” (=thus also
a reference here to each one of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the
first place: 3/7) for (all) the seekers!
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8- When they said: Joseph and his brother are dearer to our father (now) than us, and (though)
we are a (strong) unity. (Then) certainly, our father is (thus) in a clear straying.
9- (Then) kill Joseph (now), or cast him out to a (distant) land, so that the face of your father
may (only) attend to you. And (by repenting and seeking forgiveness) you may (again) be,
after this, a righteous people!
10- A sayer among them said: Do not kill Joseph, but throw him into the bottom of the well
so that some of the travellers may pick him up; if you are doers.
11- They said: O our father, why do you (still) not trust us with Joseph; and (though) certainly,
we are for him (good) advisers?
12- So (please), send him with us tomorrow, so that he may run and play. And certainly, we are
for him (vigilant) protectors!
13- (Jacob) said: Certainly, your taking him away (with you now) grieves me. Because I fear
that the wolf may devour him (there) when you are of him unaware!
14- They said: If the wolf devours him (there), and (though) we are (such) a (strong) unity,
certainly, then we are losers!
15- So when they (thus) went away with him, and gathered to throw him into the bottom of
the well, We (thus) inspired to him (there): You will surely inform them (one day) with this
affair of theirs, and (while) they do not perceive!
16- And so they came back to their father in the evening, weeping.
17- They said: O our father, certainly we went forth and were racing with each other, and we left
Joseph with our goods, and so the wolf devoured him (there). But you will never believe us
(now), even though we are truthful!
18- And they came with fake blood on his shirt. (Jacob) said: No, your souls has (thus) enticed
for you a command; so a strong steadfastness (is incumbent upon me now). And Al-lah is
the One whose Help is sought (here) upon what you are (thus) making up!
19- And the travellers came, and they sent their water drawer, and he let down his bucket.
Then he said: O good news, there is a boy (here)! And they hid him as merchandise. And Al-lah
knew of what they were doing.
20- And (then) they sold him for a cheap price, a few dirhams; for they did not have any need
for him.
21- And the one who (thus) bought him in Egypt said to his wife: Make his abode honorable
(here)! Maybe, he will be useful to us, or we may adopt him as a son.
And like this, We placed Joseph on the earth, so that We may (thus) teach him (therein) from the
interpretation of the “Utterances” (39/23)!
And Al-lah is (thus) Victorious (here) upon His “Command” (=thus also a reference here to that
most specific “Command,” --especially within this Chapter here-- which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 42/52), but many of
the people (still) do not know (this)!
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22- And when (Joseph) attained his maturity, We gave him wisdom and knowledge. And
like this, We reward --(now, thus also here)-- the nicely acting ones (39/34)!
23- But (then) the woman, in whose house he was, sought to seduce him against his will, and
she closed the doors, and said: Here, (I am all) yours! (Joseph) said: I seek refuge with Al-lah!
He is my Lord, He made nice my abode (here). Certainly, the unjust ones (6/21) cannot
prosper!
24- And definitely, she almost succumbed to him (therein), and he almost succumbed to her, if it
were not that he (therein thus immediately) saw (this) beacon of his Lord (17/32)! And --(thus
by reminding him of this; 17/32), We (thus immediately) diverted the badness and the
extravagance away from him. For certainly, he was (one) of Our devoted (39/2-3) servants.
25- And the two of them raced towards the door, and (therein, in the strife) she tore his shirt
from the back. And they found her steward at the door, she said: What should be the requital of
(one) who (thus) intended a badness (now) for your household, except to be put into prison, or
a painful retribution?
26- (Joseph) said: She sought to seduce me against my will. And a witness of her household
(thus) bore witness (therein): If his shirt is torn from the front, she is telling the truth, and he is
(one) of the liars.
27- But if his shirt is torn from the back, she lied, and he is (one) of the truthful ones!
28- When (the steward) saw that his shirt was torn from the back, he said: Certainly, (then)
this must be of your snare, (O such women)! For certainly, your snare (here, in this case) is
formidable.
29- O Joseph, (then) you shall disregard this (incident). And you, (O woman), you shall seek
forgiveness for your fault. For certainly, you have (thus) been (one) of the wrong doers!
30- (Then) some women in the city said: The wife of the mighty (governor) sought to seduce
her slave boy against his will! Definitely, love must have made her crazy! Certainly, we see her
in a clear straying!
31- When she heard of their gossip, she (immediately) sent (a few summoners) to them, and
she prepared for them a feast. And she gave a knife to each of them, and (later on) she said:
Come forth to them now, (O Joseph)! And when they saw him, they admired him greatly, and
(in their amazement) they cut their hands. And they said: Glory be to Al-lah! This is not a
human. This is but an honorable Angel!
32- She said: This is the one that you have blamed me (for falling in love) with him! And
definitely, I have (thus) sought to seduce him against his will, but he has guarded himself
(against sin). But if he (still) does not do what I am commanding him, he will be put into prison,
and will (thus) be (one) of the debased ones!
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33- (Joseph) said: My Lord, (then) the prison is more lovely to me (now) than what they are
(thus) calling me towards it (12/23)! And if You do not divert away from me their snare,
I may (in a weak moment, inadvertently) lean towards them and (thus) be (one) of the
ignorant ones!
34- So his Lord responded to him, and (thus immediately) diverted away from him their snare.
For certainly He, (so), He is the hearer, the knower.
35- And so it occurred to them, (even) after they had (thus) seen these signs --(of his innocence
here; 12/26-29), that they should (nonetheless) put him into prison for a while.
36- And two young men entered the prison with him. One of them said: Certainly, I see myself
(in my dream) pressing wine! And the other one said: Certainly, I see myself (in my dream)
carrying upon my head bread, (and) the birds were eating therefrom! So (please), inform us
(now) with its interpretation, (O Joseph); for certainly, we see that you are (one) of the nicely
acting ones (39/34)!
37- He said: Any “food” that two of you are (thus) to be provided (2/25) therewith does not
come to you, except that I may inform you --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on that left and on that right side-- with its interpretation, (even) before it (thus) comes to two of
you (therein)! For this is of what my Lord has taught me. For certainly, I have renounced the
practice of a nation who do not believe in Al-lah, and they are regarding the Last Epoch, they are
(thus) disbelievers (11/19)!
38- And I have followed the practice of my fathers, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. It cannot be for
us to make partner with Al-lah --(thus especially in His “judgements” here)-- nothing (18/26)!
This --(practice of Abraham; 6/161)-- is (thus) the favor of Al-lah upon us, and upon the people.
But many of the people (still) do not (truly) appreciate (6/63-64)!
39- O my two friends of the prison, so are (several) differing (among themselves) lords (9/31)
better, or Al-lah (thus) the single (Lord; 42/10), the Supreme?
40- You are not serving (now) other than Him except (some) names, that you --(by thus
adopting them as other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Him, thus fabricated and)-- named
them --(with the name of some Angels, or Prophets, or Scholars, and thereafter thus also declared
them as the “daughters,” or “sons,” or “partners” of Al-lah), you and your fathers (3/80 & 9/31)!
But Al-lah has not sent down any (confirming) evidence (in none of these regards here;
37/149-153 & 9/30-31) about them.
For the Judgement thus (only) belongs to Al-lah (18/26), and He has (thus) commanded that
you will not serve --(any other Judgements thus concocted in the name of those Angels, or
Prophets, or Scholars, or any Other persons or things, outside/beside Him here) but (henceforth
and always) thus (only) to Him (3/79 = 5/44 & 5/47 & 5/48 & 5/68)! This is the (always and
forever) standing Religion, but many of the people (still) do not know (this)!
41- O my two friends of the prison, but one of you; (here), he will give his lord to drink
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in that lowest region, on the left side-- “wine;”
and the other one; (here), he will be crucified and --in that upper region, on the right side-those “birds” will eat from his head!
The command that you have (thus) inquired about is (thus) decreed (by Al-lah)!
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42- And he said to the one that he thought that certainly he would (thus) be the saved one
(therein) of the two of them: (Please), mention me at your lord. But the satan made him forget
--(thus again the wisdom and good reason behind it to be clearly understood also here later on,
by His will and permission therein; 18/63-64)-- mentioning (him) to his lord. So he remained
in the prison a few (more) years.
43- And (then) the king (of Egypt) said: Certainly, I see (in my dream) seven fat cows, (while)
seven skinny ones are devouring them! And (thereafter), seven green spikes (of wheat), and
others are withered! O chiefs, then advise me (now) regarding my seeing, if you are the
explainers of (such) seeings.
44- They said: (These are) confused dreams! And we are not knowers of the interpretation of
(such) dreams!
45- And the one who was saved of the two of them said, and (now that) he remembered after
a (long) time: I will inform you with its interpretation; so (please) send me now (to Joseph)!
46- O Joseph, the truthful one, so (please), explain to us (now) the seven fat cows, (while)
devouring them the seven skinny ones. And (thereafter), seven green spikes (of wheat), and
others are withered; that I may go back now (with your rightful interpretation) to the people,
(and) that they may (thus) know (it)!
47- (Joseph) said: You will be sowing for seven years, constantly. So whatever you reap,
you shall leave it in their spikes, except a little of what --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here, within that first region, on the left side-- you are “eating!”
48- Then after this, seven hard (years) will come, (and) it will consume (all) what you have
(thus) stored for them, except a little of what --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
within that first region, on the right side-- you are “preserving!”
49- Then after this, a year will come, therein the people --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, within that second region, on the left side-- will be (in large amount) “rained,”
and therein they --within that second region, on the right side-- will be (in large amount)
“pressing” (grapes)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Reflections of the above Verses (12/47-49),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Festive Miracle” document --(please, by
especially paying attention and clearly noticing therein on that 19 coded magnificent Table of our
supreme Lord those little amount “habbat: grain” (=5) thus placed within that first region, on the left side,
and then those little amount “thamarat: fruit” (=5) placed again within that first region, on the right side;
and thereafter, those (comparing to above ones twofold and thus) large amount “alzara, zara: crops” (=10)
thus placed within that second region, on the left side, and then those large amount “alanab, anab: grapes”
(=11) placed again within that second region, on the right side therein)-- in these respects, here in the
first place.

50- And the king said: Bring him to me (now). And (thus) when the messenger (of the king)
came to him, (Joseph) said: Go back to your lord and ask him (now, first of all): What was the
deed of those women, those who cut their hands? Certainly, my Lord knows their snare (12/32)!
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51- (The king) said (to those women): What was your intent, when you sought to seduce Joseph
against his will? They said: Glory be to Al-lah! We did not know against him any badness.
And the wife of the mighty (governor) said (at that moment): Now the truth has prevailed. For
certainly, I sought to seduce him against his will; and certainly, he is of the truthful ones!
52- (Joseph said): This is so, that he may (thus) know (without any doubt) that certainly, I never
betrayed him (=that governor, and --before all and primarily-- Al-lah here; 17/32) in the unseen!
And certainly, Al-lah does not guide the snare of (such) betrayers!
53- But I do not (completely) exonerate my soul (here); for certainly, the soul (thus always)
commands (to commit) the badnesses (12/24 & 5/30 & …), except --(due to this; 91/9)-(on) whom/what my Lord may have mercy. For certainly, my Lord is --(in this case; 91/7-9 thus
always)-- forgiver, merciful.
54- The king said: Bring him to me (now), that I may hire him specially (as a Vizier) for myself.
And when (Joseph came and) he thus spoke to him, (the king) said: Certainly, you are today at us
(thus as a most prominent Vizier) a resident, secure!
55- (Joseph) said: Then appoint me (as a Vizier) upon the treasures of the land (now); for
certainly, I am --(by having specific knowledge and wisdom from Al-lah in this regard)-- a best
protector, knower.
56- And like this, We established Joseph on the earth, he settled therein wherever he wanted.
We bestow Our mercy to whomever We want (7/156). And We will not waste the payment of
--(now, thus also here again)-- the nicely acting ones (39/34)!
57- And (then) the payment of the Last Epoch will be better/best for those who have (thus)
believed, and are (henceforth thus) pious (39/33)!
58- And the brothers of Joseph came, and they entered his (chambers). And he (immediately)
recognized them, but they were (still) considering him a stranger.
59- And (thereafter), when he provided them with their provisions, he said: (Next time) you
should bring to me your (half) brother (=Benjamin; please, see Torah-Gns. 35/23-26) from your
father. For do you not see that I am giving the full measure, and (thus) I am the best of hosts (for
you here)?
60- But if you (still) do not bring him to me, there shall be no more measure for you with me;
and do not (even) come near to me!
61- They said: We will negotiate with his father about him; and certainly, we will (thus) be
doers.
62- And (Joseph) said to his assistants: Put their money back into their bags (now), that
they may recognize it when they return to their families, so that perhaps they may come back
(sooner)!
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63- And when they went back to their father, they said: O our father, the measure is prohibited
upon us. So (please), send with us (now) our brother (Benjamin), that we may (thus) be able to
receive the measure (again). And certainly, we will be (vigilant) protectors of him!
64- (Jacob) said: Shall I trust you (now) with him, as I trusted you with his brother before
(12/11-14)? And Al-lah is best protector. And He is the most Merciful of the merciful ones.
65- And when they opened their goods, they found their money given back to them. They said:
O our father, what (more) can we ask for; (here), our money is (also) given back to us! So we
can provide (thereby) for our family, and protect our brother, and we can (thus) augment an
(extra) measure of a camel load. This is (thus) an easy (to attain) measure!
66- (Jacob) said: I will not send him with you until you give me a covenant (now) before Al-lah,
that you will certainly bring him back to me, unless you are (utterly) overwhelmed! When they
(thus) gave him their covenant, he said: Al-lah is (thus) a trusted Advocate --(before Whom
all the people will thus be called to account for, thus also in this regard; 17/34)-- upon what we
are saying!
67- And he said: O my sons, so do not enter (Egypt) from one gate, but enter (therein) through
separate gates. But I cannot avail you aught --(against any judgement that may specifically be
issued)-- from Al-lah (therein). For the judgement thus (only) belongs to Al-lah (18/26)!
(Therefore), only in Him I have trusted (3/160); and only in Him (all) the trusters shall (always)
trust!
68- And when they (thus) entered (Egypt) in the manner their father commanded, it could not
avail them aught --(against any judgement that may have specifically been issued)-- from Al-lah
(therein). (But) it was only (thus due to) a need that was in the soul of Jacob, that he had (thus) to
satisfy (it).
For certainly, he was possessor of (such) a knowledge (7/52) --thus also specifically related to
this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, thus in the first place-- for that We have taught him; but many of the people
(still) do not know (this)!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Jacob (peace be upon him) by which
he has thus clearly informed about and unmistakably described this promised 19 coded, most critical and
important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” thus sent by our supreme Lord here, in this most
critical Final Age now, thus always within a most wise and knowledgeable --left and right side-prophetic manner, as our supreme Lord has most Wisely, accurately and perfectly thus inspired and
taught to him therein, we should see now “The Words of Patriarchs” document, in this respect, here in the
first place.

69- And when they entered Joseph’s (palace), he (immediately) brought closer to himself
(therein) his brother (Benjamin), and said (to him): Certainly I, (here), I am your (full) brother;
(please, in this respect also see now: Torah-Gns. 35/22-26 & 43/29-34); so (henceforth), do not
be saddened by what they are (thus) doing (12/9 & 12/77)!
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70- When (Joseph) provided them with their provisions, he had the drinking cup put into the bag
of his brother. Then an announcer (thus) announced (therein): O caravan, certainly, you are
thieves!
71- They said, as they came towards them: What is it that you have lost?
72- They said: We have lost the sipping cup of the king (of Egypt). So whoever brings it (now),
(his reward will be) an extra camel load! And I personally guarantee this.
73- They said: By Al-lah, definitely, you know that we have not come to commit evil on (this)
land; and we are not thieves!
74- They said: So what should be the requital of it, if you are liars?
75- They said: Its requital is (the one) in whose bag it would be found, he --(by immediately
being arrested and punished for this here)-- will (thus) be its requital. For thus we requite (all)
unjust ones!
76- So (Joseph’s assistant) immediately began with (the search of) their containers, before the
container of his brother; then he (finally) brought it out from the container of his brother.
Thus We have schemed for (the sake of) Joseph, for he could not take his brother under the laws
of the king (of Egypt), except that (if/when) Al-lah (thus) wants! We (thus) raise in degrees (of
rank) whomever We want (58/11). And above every possessor of knowledge (there is
thus one and only absolute) Knower (Al-lah)!
77- They said (to each other): If he (=Benjamin) has (thus) stolen (now), (remember that)
definitely, his brother (=Joseph) had also stolen before (this, in the past)! And Joseph concealed
it in his soul, and did not reveal (yet) anything to them (therein). But he only said (to himself):
You are in worse condition (now); because Al-lah knows best what you are still (thus ignorantly)
making up!
78- They said: O mighty (ruler), certainly, he has a father, a very old person. So (please), take
one of us (now) in his place; for certainly, we see that you are of the nicely acting ones!
79- (Joseph) said: Al-lah forbid that we should take (now) other than (the one) in whose
(possession) we have (thus) found our goods. Certainly, then, we would be unjust ones!
80- So when they (thus) despaired of him, they conferred together in private. The eldest of them
said: Do you not know that certainly, your father has (thus) taken from you a covenant (then)
before Al-lah (12/66), and how you (thus already) failed (in your responsibilty) with regard to
Joseph before (this, in the past; 12/17)? So I will not depart from this land until my father gives
me permission, or until Al-lah judges for me. And He is the Best of judges!
81- So go back to your father (now), and say: O our father, certainly, your son (Benjamin) has
stolen! And we do not bear witness except to what we have (thus) known! And we could not be
protectors over the unseen!
82- But --(if you still do not believe us; 12/18)-- ask (the people of) the city (now) wherein we
were, and (also) the caravan with which we came. And certainly, (this time) we are truthful ones!
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83- (Jacob) said: No, your souls have (thus) enticed for you a command (again); so a strong
steadfastness (is incumbent upon me). For maybe, Al-lah will (eventually) bring them to me
all together. Certainly He, (so), He is the knower, the wise.
84- And (then) he turned away from them, and said: O my sorrow for Joseph! And his eyes
turned white because of the grievance, and he was (trying to) suppress (his sorrow).
85- They said: By Al-lah, you will thus (still) keep on remembering Joseph until you become
sick, or you become of the vanished ones?
86- (Jacob) said: I pray (only) to Al-lah about (all) my dilemma and my grievance. For I know
from Al-lah what --(also thus specifically regarding the prophethood of Joseph, and the promised
kingdom and the knowledge that will thus be granted unto him by Al-lah here again, in the first
place; 12/6)-- you do not know (please, in this respect also certainly see the Words of Patriarchs
now: 14/5-12)!
87- O my sons, then go (now) and look for Joseph and his brother, and do not despair of the
grace of Al-lah. Certainly, none despairs of the grace (56/89) of Al-lah except --(now, thus also
here again)-- (such) disbelieving (2/26-27) people!
88- And when they (thus came to Egypt again, and) entered his (chambers), they said:
O mighty (ruler), adversity has touched us and to our family, and (so) we have (thus) come only
with a little amount of money (this time). But (please), give us the full measure, and be charitable
to us! For certainly, Al-lah will reward the charitable.
89- (Joseph) said: Do you recall what you did to Joseph and his brother (Benjamin) when you
were ignorant?
90- They said: Are you certainly, (thus) you are indeed Joseph?
He said: (Yes), I am Joseph, and this is my brother (Benjamin). Definitely, Al-lah has (thus)
bestowed upon us. For certainly, whoever acts piously (2/177) and remains steadfast (76/24),
certainly, Al-lah will not waste the payment of --(now, thus also here again)-- the nicely acting
ones (39/34)!
91- They said: By Al-lah; (here) definitely, Al-lah has (thus) preferred you over us! And we
were wrongly acting ones!
92- (Joseph) said: There is no reproach upon you today; may Al-lah forgive you! For He is
--(in this case; 25/70-71 thus)-- Most Merciful of the merciful ones!
93- So go (now) with this “shirt” of mine, and throw it on my father’s face, that he may
--(henceforth by thus totally getting rid of all of his dilemma and grief; 12/86)-- come as a seer
--(of this “Sign” of great Mercy of Al-lah here)! And (then) bring to me your families
all together.
94- And when the caravan just departed (from Egypt), their father said (in his own country):
Certainly, I sense the smell of Joseph, even though you may think I am senile?
95- They said: By Al-lah, certainly you are (still) in your old confusion!
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96- And when the bearer of good news came, he threw (the “shirt”) on his face and he (thus)
turned back as a seer (of this “Sign” of great Mercy of Al-lah here)! (Jacob) then said: Did I not
say to you that certainly I know --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- from Al-lah,
what you do not know (please, also certainly see again the Words of Patriarchs now: 14/5-12)!
97- They said: O our father, then (please), seek forgiveness (of Al-lah) for us for (all) our
wrong doings (now); for certainly, we were (thus) wrongly acting ones!
98- He said: I will soon seek forgiveness for you of my Lord. For certainly He, (so), He is
--(here, in this case; 6/54 thus always)-- the forgiver, the merciful.
99- So when they (thus all together came and) entered Joseph’s (palace), he brought closer to
himself his parents, and (then) said: So enter Egypt (now), if/as Al-lah wills, (all of you)
as secure ones!
100- And (then) he raised his parents upon the throne, and (then) they (=his mother and father,
and his eleven brothers thus all together) fell prostrate before him. And he said:
O my father, (here), this is the interpretation of my seeing (=12/4) before; definitely, my Lord
has (thus) made it a Truth (now)! And definitely, He has blessed me when He brought me
out of the prison, and brought you from the desert, after the satan had (thus) driven a wedge
between me and my brothers (12/5). Certainly, my Lord is (thus) Most Kind to whomever He
wants (17/25). For certainly He, (so), He is the knower, the wise.
101- My Lord, definitely You have (thus) given me of the ruling dominion (3/26), and (thus)
taught me --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- of the interpretation (=12/41, 47-49)
of the “Utterances” (39/23)! Initiator of the skies and the earth, only You are my (guiding,
protecting) Master (7/196) in this world and the Last Epoch. So (please), let me die (here, in this
world) as a surrenderer (to You; 2/132), and join me (in his eternal life, in the hereafter) with
these righteous (now; 2/25 = 4/69)!
** When that promised final and chief “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” will thus be sent by our
supreme Lord in the middle or towards the end of this Last Day/Millennium again, from the progeny of
prophet Joseph (peace be upon him) (3/81-82), then all the prophets from the progeny of prophet Jacob’s
these eleven sons above (38/47), and also all the prophets from the progeny of prophet Dhal-Kifl’s
all sons (38/48) will certainly believe in and fully support that final and chief “Messenger/Message of
the Covenant” by their most miraculous prophecies again; and thus this most special dream of
prophet Joseph (peace be upon him) here (=12/4) will thus have been fulfilled through his descendant,
that final and chief “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” once again and thus in the final and ultimate
sense then, when all the nations of the earth will also thus certainly be commanded to hearken and
prostrate before Al-lah on account of this final and chief “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” the
descendant of prophet Joseph (peace be upon him) then (18/83)! We will return to this most critical
subject in the coming Verses again (18/83 & 33/7-8) in a little bit more detailed and extensive manner.

102- These (=thus also a reference here to all of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs,
here again, in the first place: 2/25) are of the informations of the “Unseen” (81/24-27),
We are (thus) inspiring them (here) to you!
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And (also) you were not with them (=Joseph’s brothers) when they (thus) gathered their
command (12/15), and they were (thus) scheming (against Joseph therein).
103- But many of the people, even if you eagerly seek (it), --(unless they immediately regret
their unjust, or obdurate, or ignorant, or indifferent attitudes; 2/75 & 41/5 & 25/44 & 10/7)-- will
not be (of such) believers (2/25-26)!
104- And you do not ask them for it any payment. It is only a “Commemoration” (=thus an
exclusive reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) for the multitudes
(13/7)!
105- And how many a “Sign” (=thus also a significant reference here to all those magnificent
galaxies, their spirals above, and whirlpools, dunes here, and many other structures, organs,
leaves, etc. here, which are all created by our supreme Lord thus in perfect Symmetry, and in
exact “pairs” again, by His most precise and perfect “Mathematical Calculations” on both sides,
based on that unique Fibonacci sequence, which is thus essentially crowned by code 19 here
again; 41/53) in the skies and the earth, that they are passing by them and (while) they are (still)
heedless thereof!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (12/105),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Golden Ratio Miracle,” and then also “A Golden
Section Miracle” documents, in these respects, here in the first place.

106- And many of them do not believe in Al-lah --(thus as their one and only “Lord” here;
42/10)-- but they are still (thus) partner makers (9/31)!
107- So do they feel secure that therefore (such) an Enveloper of the retribution of Al-lah may
(thus) come to them (44/10-11), or (thereafter) this Hour may (thus) come to them (44/15-16)
suddenly, and (when) they do not perceive?
108- Say: So (here), this is my way: I call (all peoples; 13/7) to Al-lah on the basis of (such)
a “Visual Proof” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Visual Proof,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 7/203),
I and (all) those who have (thus) followed me (7/196)! Al-lah be glorified; so I am not of these
partner makers (9/31)!
109- And We did not send (as Messengers) before you except (always) thus (men and women)
humans (on foot) (16/43) that We (thus) inspired --(all those previous Heavenly Messages and
Warnings)-- unto them, from among the people of those cities. So do they not roam the earth
and see (now), how was the consequence of those before them (29/40)? So the abode of the
Last Epoch will be better/best for those who will (thus) be pious (39/33)! So will you (still) not
comprehend (this; 21/10)?
110- Until when those Messengers almost despaired (2/214) and thought that certainly they were
thus (utterly) rejected, Our help came to them. And We have saved (thus) whomever We wanted
(10/103). So Our punishment (6/65) --(now, thus also here again)-- cannot be averted from
(such) a criminal (7/40) people!
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111- Definitely, there has (thus) been a “Lesson” in their (most specific style of) narration
for (all) possessors of understanding (here)! For (thus) it is not an “Utterance” (39/23) that
could be fabricated (10/37-38); but it is (thus) a fulfillment of those (Heavenly Promises
of the Scriptures) that are before it (=Torah, and Gospel, and Quran; 6/92) and (thus) a separation
--for/on the left and the right side-- of every wanted thing (here); and (thereby) a “Guidance”
(=thus a reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) and a “Mercy” for a people
who will (henceforth thus) believe (2/25-26)!

CHAPTER 13
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Alef, Lam, Mim, Ra.
These (four specific letters above) are thus “signs” (3/7) of the “Written Document” (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)!
So what is (thus) “sent down” (39/23) to you from your Lord is the “Truth” (39/41)! But in fact,
many of the people --(unless they immediately regret their unjust, and obdurate, and ignorant,
and indifferent attitudes here; 2/75 & 41/5 & 25/44 & 10/7)-- do not believe.
2- Al-lah is the One who --(initially, within this conceptual phase; 2/117)-- thus “raised up”
the skies without any “pillars” that you can see, then --(at the end of those six Days; 10/3)-He has (thus) dominated upon the Throne (25/59)!
** Our supreme Lord thus again hereby makes perfectly clear to us that in the very beginning, even
before that Big bang --(within that “conceptual phase,” that thus lasted six Days; 2/117)-- He thus also
decreed the “raising up” (=rafaa) and thus the “expansion” of all the universe without any “pillars” (=i.e.
via that incredible “dark energy” forces now) which is thus still completely hidden to human eyes, as it
has specifically thus been stressed by our supreme Lord in the above Verse;
and so all the universe --(within this “actual phase,” that thus started immediately after those six Days;
2/117)-- will thus continue to be immensely “raised up” (=rafaa) and thus enormously be “expanded”
under His supervision and full control at every moment --(and by/under His most precise and accurate
Mathematical Computations, that He has thus most Wisely and powerfully decreed in the very
beginning)-- (13/2 = 51/47), thus until the very end, as He has clearly pointed out here (21/104)!

And He has committed the sun and the moon, each (of them) --(thus in their own orbits; 21/33)-running to a named appointed time; (and) He (thus) regulates (all) the command (32/5).
And He is (thus) separating --for/on the left and the right side-- the “signs” (=thus also a
reference here to each one of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the
first place: 3/7), that you may attain certainty (here) about meeting your Lord!
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3- And He is the One who spread the earth, and made therein rooted (mountains) and rivers.
And from every “fruit” He has made therein --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-as “couples/pairs,” in twos (2/25)! He makes the night cover the day.
Certainly, in this (narration style) --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, for that left
side-- there are “signs” (3/7) for a people who reflect!
4- And on the earth (there are) adjacent lots (that produce) orchards of grapes, and crops, and
date palms, dioecious and non dioecious. They are irrigated with the same water, but We favor
some of them upon some in eating.
Certainly, in this (narration style) --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, for that right
side-- there are “signs” (3/7) for a people who comprehend!
5- If you ever wonder, the real wonder is their saying (now): When we (die and) become dust,
shall we certainly be --(immediately after this death here, in the other world, thus in that Hell, or
in that Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- (be awakened therein) in a new creation
(36/52-59)?
Those are the ones who have (thus) disbelieved in their Lord (67/6-9); and so those are,
the shackles (will be) on their necks. And (because) those are --(here, in this case; 22/72 & 60/2
& 85/4-10)-- will (eventually thus) be the community of the Fire, they will be therein --(because
of this; 6/28)-- eternal!
6- And they challenge you (to immediately bring) the badness (upon them now; 8/32) rather
than the niceness! But (they should know that) definitely, the exemplary punishments have
already (thus) come to pass before them (29/40)!
And certainly, your Lord is possessor of forgiveness for the people, in spite of their unjustness.
But certainly, --(if they still do not sincerely repent now, and immediately and righfully return to
Him here; 3/89)-- then your Lord is (thus) Severe in the consequence (4/18)!
7- But the disbelievers are (still) saying: Why has not (such) a “Sign” (21/5) been sent down
to him from his Lord? You are (thus) only a warner (7/2), and (henceforth) for every people (on
earth) --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- (thus) a “guiding” one (=42/52-53)!
8- Al-lah knows what every female bears, and what those wombs release, and what they gain.
Every wanted thing at Him is (thus) with a --Mathematical-- measurement (77/21-23)!
9- (He is) the Knower of the unseen and the witnessed (10/61); the Great, the Most High!
10- It is the same (for Him) the one who conceals the saying (here), from among you, or who
declares it (67/13-14); and (the one) who hides in the night, or acts in the day.
11- For him (=each of those individuals here) there are trackers in front of him and behind him,
they are (thus) protecting him, by the command of Al-lah (82/10-12). Certainly, Al-lah does not
change what is in a people, until (when/if) they change what is in their own souls (8/53).
And --(because of this here; 28/84)-- when Al-lah wills a badness for a people, there cannot be
any averting of it! And (then) there cannot be for them any (guiding, protecting) masters (45/10)
against Him!
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12- He is the One who shows you the lightning as a (source of) fear, as well as hope, and
He raises the heavy clouds.
13- And the thunder glorifies (Him) with His praise, and the Angels, out of reverence for Him
(16/49-50). And He sends the thunderbolts and may strike it to whomever He wants (57/22-23).
But they are thus (still) arguing against Al-lah (40/35), and --(then, in this case; 40/5)-- He is
Severe in the punishment!
14- To Him is the true calling (39/44)! And those whom they are calling upon --(by thus
adopting them as other/partner false “intercessors” outside/beside Him here; 10/18)-- other than
Him cannot respond to them at all (35/14); (thus they are) like the one who stretches forth his
hands towards the water (here), so that it may reach his mouth, but it will never be reaching it!
So the calling of these disbelievers (2/26-27) is naught but in straying.
15- And --(by also thus knowingly or unknowingly carrying out now all of His such
commandments and orders; 49/13 & 6/65 & 16/81 & …)-- to Al-lah prostrates whomever in the
skies and the earth, willingly or aversely, and so are their shadows (16/48) in the forenoons and
the afternoons.
16- Say: (Then) who is the Lord of the skies and the earth? Say: Al-lah (7/54)! Say: So do you
(think that) you have (thus) taken (now) --those Angels, or Prophets-- as (guiding, protecting)
masters (for yourselves) other than Him (18/102), who cannot rule (even) for their own souls
any benefit, and not a harm (5/76)? Say: So --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-can the “blind” --on the left side-- and the “seer” --on the right side-- be equal; or can
the “darknesses” --on the left side-- and the “light” --on the right side-- be equal (in qualitative
and quantitative respects therein)?
But do they (still) make (such) “partners” with Al-lah (9/31 & 42/21), who could create
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again-- like His “creation” (28/68) --therein, and
that “creation” would (thus) be similar to them (52/34)?
Say: (Then) Al-lah is (thus) the (one and only) Creator of every wanted thing, and He is --(now,
thus also and especially in this Mathematical respect here again, thus)-- the Single (17/88 =
112/1-4), the Supreme!
17- He has sent down water from the sky and the valleys (thus) flowed according to its measure.
And the flood has produced abundant foam; and from that which they are heating in the fire,
seeking --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- an “ornament,” or
--on the left side-- an “equipment,” (there will be) a similar “foam” --now, thus also in that
lowest region!-- Like this, Al-lah cites (this allegory, regarding) the Truth, and the falsehood
(here): So that “foam” --now, thus also in that lowest region, on the left side-- goes to waste, --on
the right side-- as “scum!” But what benefits the people will remain --now, thus also in that
upper region, on the left and on the right side-- on the ground!
Like this, Al-lah cites --(this one here, and all those other similar ones in the Quran Testament)-these allegories (=2/26 & 13/17 & 74/31 & …)!
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** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (11/17),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Glittering Miracle” document,
and especially and also all those related most miraculous prophecies of prophet David, and Jesus, and
Muhammad (peace be upon each of them) therein, in this respect, here in the first place.

18- For those --(henceforth, by thus clearly witnessing that most specific “allegory” in the above
Verse; 11/17)-- who have (thus) responded to their Lord (here; 2/186) (there will come) the
nicest (rewards)! But (despite this) those who (still) do not respond to Him, even if whatever
on the earth were to belong to them, all together, and the like of it (in addition) to it (here),
they would readily give it up as ransom (in the hereafter). (Because) those are, for them
--(because of this; 28/84)-- (there will come) the worst reckoning. And --(here, in this case;
4/18)-- their abode will (eventually thus) be Hell; and ugly indeed is that cradle!
19- So is (the one) who knows that what has (thus) been “sent down” (here; 39/23) to you from
your Lord is (thus) the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Truth,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41)
like (the one) who is (still) blind (to it)? So only (all those) possessors of understanding
(henceforth) will (thus) take “Commemoration” (here; 39/23)!
20- (Those are) the ones who (thus) fulfill the pledge of Al-lah (here), and they do not violate
(this) Covenant (2/25-27)!
21- So those are the ones who --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here-- join what Al-lah has
(thus) commanded it --on the left and the right side-- (thus) to be joined therein (2/25-27)!
And they (thus) reverence their Lord, and fear that worst reckoning (13/18)!
22- And (those are) the ones who (thus) remain steadfast (3/186), seeking the face (=approval)
of Al-lah, and thus (always) observe the Support prayer (2/238), and (thus) distribute from what
We have provided for them, secretly and publicly (2/215). And they counter (every kind of)
badness (now, thus also) with (such) niceness (39/23)! So those are, for them (will be) the
(nicest) consequence of the (final) abode!
23- Gardens of Eden, they will (thus) enter therein, and whoever has (thus) acted righteously
(2/25) from among their parents, and their spouses, and their descendants. And the Angels will
(then) be entering upon them, from every gate, (saying):
24- Peace be upon you, for that you have (thus) remained steadfast (76/24)! And blessed indeed
is this (nicest) consequence of the (final) abode!
25- But those who (thus) violate (now) the pledge of Al-lah after His Covenant (here; 2/25-27),
and so --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here-- sever what Al-lah has (thus) commanded it
--on the left and the right side-- (thus) to be joined (therein), and (thus) committing evil (2/25-27)
on the earth! So those are, for them (will be) the condemnation, and for them --(unless they
immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah
here; 3/88-89)-- (will thus eventually come) the worst abode (3/90-91)!
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26- Al-lah increases the provision for whomever He wants, and He measures (34/36-37).
And they have rejoiced with this worldly life; but this worldly life is naught but a (temporary)
enjoyment compared to the (eternal) Last Epoch (31/24).
27- But those who have disbelieved are (still) saying: Why has not (such) a “Sign” (21/5) been
sent down to him (now) from his Lord (=6/124)? Say: Certainly, Al-lah --(because of their own
crookedness and betrayal; 2/26 thus)-- sends astray, whoever wants (this; 2/26-27);
and He (thus) guides (39/23) to Himself, whoever --(in righteousness and sincerity; 2/25 thus)-turns (to Him) obediently (2/25-26)!
28- (Those are) the ones who have believed and their hearts are (thus) reassured with (this)
“Commemoration” (39/23) of Al-lah! Pay heed, with (this) “Commemoration” of Al-lah
(39/23) the hearts are (thus) reassured!
29- So those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference
here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here
again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26); happiness (will be) for them, and the
nicest destination!
30- Like this, We have sent you to a society (13/7), before whom (many) societies passed away,
so that you may (thus) recite to them (now) this (“Commemoration”), We have (thus) inspired
to you (43/43-44)! But they are (still) thus disbelieving in the Most Gracious (67/6-9)!
Say: He is my Lord (42/10); (and) there is no Ilah (=God) but (thus) only He (28/70)! So (only)
in Him I have trusted, and to Him is my returning!
31- Even if (it were) a “Reading” (36/69), that the mountains could have been moved therewith,
or the earth could have been cut asunder therewith, or the dead could have been made speak
therewith…? No, the “Command” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Command,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
42/52) belongs to Al-lah, totally! So do these believers (2/25-26) still not realize that if Al-lah
willed, He could have (forcibly) “guided” (39/23) (now) the people, all together! But those who
have (by their own free will here, thus crookedly and unjustly) disbelieved (2/26-27)
(consequently) will not cease (seeing) a calamity (now) that will afflict them for what they have
(thus obdurately and ungratefully) done (41/5 & 45/7-10 & 10/7-8 & …), or it will fall in nearby
areas of their places, until the promise (10/4) of Al-lah (thus) comes about! Certainly, Al-lah will
never break the promise.
32- And definitely, the Messengers before you were mocked at. And so --(initially, for this
reason; 79/18-20)-- I gave respite for those who disbelieved, but then --(because of this; 7/132)-I (eventually) overtook them. So how was My consequence (7/136 & …)!
33- So is (the One) who (thus) stands (watching) over every soul (10/61) (thus to repay
equitably) for what it earns (40/17)? But they have (still) made --now, thus on those 19 coded
Tables here-- “partners” for Al-lah! Say: (Then) name them! Or are you (thus) informing Him
(now) with what He does not know on the earth? Or (are you thus only fabricating as “partners”)
the exempt/invalid ones of the “Saying” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Saying,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
69/40-43)?
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No, their scheme is (thus) adorned (now) for these disbelievers (2/26-27), and they have (thus)
been repelled from the Way (16/69)! For whomever Al-lah --(because of their own crookedness
and betrayal here; 2/26-27 & 11/18-19 thus)-- sends astray, (there will) not (be) for him --to this
most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- (thus) any “guiding” one (39/23)!
** To see all those most miraculous and informative Verses together, by which our supreme Lord
in a most Wise and prescient manner has already thus unmistakably informed about and evidently
described all these kind of willful people, who will thus try to unjustly impair and nullify now all of His
“19 coded, magnificent Plannings,” in which there is thus --neither logical, nor mathematical aspects-absolutely no flaw and no contradiction here (4/82 & 18/1-2) through some such fully deliberate, ill and
crooked techniques, and all those complete and perfect answers of our supreme Lord, which has already
thus been given in advance, thus in a most Wise and prescient manner here (4/46 & 5/41 & 13/33 & …),
we should see again now “A Celestial Miracle,” and then “A Supernal Miracle” documents, also in this
respect, here in the first place.

34- For them --(unless they immediately regret their crookedness and betrayal; 2/26 & 11/19
and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/89)-- (there will come) a retribution
in this worldly life, and the retribution of the Last Epoch will be more/most devastating.
And (there will) not (be) for them any shelterer against Al-lah!
35- Allegory of the Garden, which is promised for the pious (2/177), is:
The rivers will be flowing beneath them, its edibles are perpetual, and so its shades. This is
the (nicest) consequence of those who have (henceforth thus) acted piously (here; 39/33)!
And the (worst) consequence of these disbelievers (39/59) is the Fire!
36- And those to whom We gave the Written Document (=Torah, and Gospel, and Quran; 3/3-4)
are (thus) rejoicing (now) with what has (thus) been “sent down” (39/23) to you (=17/107-109)!
But of the (other) parties (there are those) who (still) deny part of it.
Say: I am only commanded (thus) to serve Al-lah (12/40), and not to make partners
(anyone/anything) with Him --(thus especially in His “judgements” here; 18/26)! So (thus)
to Him I call (12/108), and to Him is my (ultimate) destiny (39/30-31)!
37- And like this, We have “sent it down” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” as it is
“sent down” thus here again, in the first place: 39/23) as an arabic Wise Judgement!
But if you follow their (false) desires (42/15), after what has (thus) come to you of (this)
“Knowledge,” (there will) not (be) for you against Al-lah any (guiding, protecting) master, and
not a shelterer (10/95-97)!
38- And definitely, We have sent (many) Messengers before you, and We gave them spouses
and children. And it cannot be for any Messenger (=here, also and especially this Messenger of
the Covenant) --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- to bring forth --in those upper
regions-- a “sign” (=thus a reference here to each one of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,”
in pairs, in the first place; 3/7) except by the permission of Al-lah! For every term (there is) a
written record.
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39- (For) Al-lah erases --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in those lowest regions-(thus) whatever He wants, and He fixes --in those upper regions-- thus (whatever He wants)!
And (because) here, (thus) with Him is the mother/essence of that “Written Document” (=3/7)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (13/38-39),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Celestial Miracle” document, in this respect,
here in the first place.

40- And whether We show you (here) some of what We have (thus) promised to them (17/7-8 &
9/97-98 & 44/10-16), or cause you to die (before this), the only (responsibility) upon you (now)
is the delivery of --(all these most critical and important Heavenly Messages and Warnings here;
5/67); and upon Us (will be) the reckoning!
41- So do they not see that We are --(also by these kind of natural disasters and calamities,
quakes, floods, tornados, landslides, etc. 29/40)-- coming to the earth, (and) thus reducing it from
around its corners (29/67)? For (when) Al-lah (thus) judges (57/22-23), (then) none can reverse
His judgement (21/1-2)! And He is (thus) Swift in the reckoning.
42- And definitely, those before them (also) thus schemed (against Our Signs and Messengers),
then (in return for this) the scheming (against them) thus belongs to Al-lah, perfectly (10/21 &
8/30)! He knows whatever every soul is earning (13/33). So these disbelievers (2/26-27) will
know (then) for whom will be the (nicest) consequence of the (final) abode (13/22-24)!
43- But those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) are (still) saying: You are not a Messenger!
Say: (Then) Al-lah suffices as a Witness between me and you, and (those) who possess
the knowledge (4/166) of this “Written Document” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that
most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)!

CHAPTER 14
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Alef, Lam, Ra.
(This is) a “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23) that We have (thus) sent it down to you, so that you may
bring the people out of the darknesses (2/78-79 & 3/78 & …) into the “Light” (42/52),
by the permission of their Lord; (thus) to the (standing) path (6/161) of --now, thus also
on that left side here-- the Mighty, --on that right side here-- the Praiseworthy (Al-lah)!
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2- Al-lah is the One to Whom (belongs) whatever in the skies, and whatever on the earth.
Then woe to these disbelievers (2/26-27) from (such) a severe retribution (8/50-51) --(that will
in this case; 4/18 eventually thus come to them)!
3- (Those are) the ones who are (thus) loving this worldly life upon the Last Epoch (11/19), and
(thus) repelling from the Way (9/111) of Al-lah, and seeking to make it crooked --(by these kind
of deliberate, ill and crooked methods here; 5/41 & 9/37 & 13/33 & …)! Those have (thus) gone
far astray!
4- And We have not sent any Messenger except (to preach) in the tongue of his own nation, so
that he may (thus) make (the Message) clear for them (16/44). And (thereafter), Al-lah sends
astray --(because of this; 14/27)-- whomever He wants, and He guides --(due to this; 13/27)-whomever He wants! And He is the mighty, the wise.
5- And definitely, We sent Moses with Our Signs, (saying): You shall (thus) bring your nation
out of the darknesses into the Light, and you shall remind them of the “days” --(now, thus also
and especially within this most critical Final Age)-- of Al-lah! (please, in this respect also
certainly see now: Torah-Deut. 31/29)!
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) for every
--now, thus also on that left side-- steadfast, --on that right side-- appreciative (ones)!
6- And then, Moses said to his nation: You shall remember the blessing of Al-lah upon you.
When He saved you from the people of Pharaoh; they were inflicting you with the worst
retribution, and they were slaughtering your (newborn) sons, and leaving alive (in shame) your
women (=their mothers). And in this (there was) a great test from your Lord.
7- And (here), your Lord has (thus) announced: If you appreciate, I will augment (the rewards)
for you. But if you act ungratefully, (then) certainly, My retribution is severe!
8- And Moses said: If you --(now, thus also and especially within this most critical Final Age
here again, thus)-- disbelieve (please, see Torah-Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-6), you, and (even)
all those on the earth, all together, certainly, Al-lah is --now, thus also on that left side here-Rich, --on that right side here-- Praiseworthy (18/1 = 2/25-27)!
9- Have not the informations of those before you (thus already) come to you (here), nation of
Noah, and Aad, and Thamoud, and (all) those after them? None (truly) knows them except
Al-lah. (Here), their Messengers went to them with the “Clear Proofs” (20/133); but they thrust
their hands into their mouths and said: Certainly, we have disbelieved in what you are (thus)
sent with it! And certainly, we are in a (deep) hesitation (now) regarding what you are (thus)
calling us towards it, doubters!
10- Their Messengers said: (Are you still) thus in a (deep) hesitation about Al-lah, the Initiator
of the skies and the earth? And (though) He is (thus) calling you (now) to forgive you of your
wrong doings, and (thus) to (benevolently) grant you respite to a named appointed time (10/98)!
They said: You are not except humans like us. You are (thus) only intending to lead us astray
from what our fathers (thus) used to serve (12/40). So bring to us a clear evidence (now)!
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11- Their Messengers said to them: (Yes), we are not except humans like you, but Al-lah
(thus) confers (His) gifts upon whomever He wants (6/53) from among His servants (3/164).
And it cannot be for us to bring (now) to you an evidence, except by the permission of Al-lah
(13/38)! So (only) in Al-lah (all) the believers shall (always) trust!
12- And why should we not trust in Al-lah, when He has (thus) definitely guided us (here) to
our (straight) ways (12/108)! So we will (thus) remain steadfast (3/186) in the face of what you
are hurting us. So (only) in Al-lah (all) the trusters shall (always) trust.
13- But those who disbelieved said to their Messengers: We will expel you from our land, or
you will (immediately) revert to our practice! So their Lord inspired to those (Messengers):
(Then) We will annihilate these unjust ones!
14- And We will let you dwell on the land after them. This is for (those) who fear My majesty,
and (who) fear My promise (10/4)!
15- And those (Messengers) thus sought victory (from Al-lah), and (then) every --now, thus also
against this left side here-- tyrant, --against this right side here-- stubborn ones were doomed
(13/40)!
16- After this, (there will immediately thus come) Hell (36/48-54); and he will (thus) be made to
drink (therein) from a putrid water.
17- He will gulp it down, but will not be able to swallow it easily. And the death will come to
him from every direction, but he will not die. And after this, --(again because of these; 40/40 =
22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-10 & …)-- (there will thus come) a (more/most) severe retribution
(22/19-22 & …)!
18- So the allegory of those who have (thus) disbelieved (here) in their Lord (67/6-9):
(Here), their works (23/63 & 41/40) are like ashes, that the wind scatters it in a stormy day!
So (eventually), they will not be able to measure upon any wanted thing (34/37-38) by what they
have (thus) earned (here; 23/55-56)! So this (fact), it is the farthest straying!
19- Do you not see that certainly, Al-lah created the skies and the earth (thus) truthfully (6/73)?
If He wants, He may make you go away (now), and He may (thus) bring forth --(also thus again
via such a micro, or macro “evolutionary creation” method)-- a new creation (4/133)!
20- And this is not for Al-lah a difficult (procedure)!
** We can clearly see that our supreme Lord may thus bring forth a “new creation” (=khalqan jadeed)
by thus “augmenting in the creation” (=yazeedu fee alkhalq) specifically the number of “wings” here,
ifever/whenever He wills, thus also in the Angels, first of all, here (35/1). And then we can clearly see
that He has already thus brought forth a “new creation” (=khalqan jadeed) again by thus “augmenting
in the creation” (=zaadakum fee alkhalq) specifically the volume of “brains” here, thus also in the humans
thereafter (6/133 & 7/69);
and He may thus bring forth again, when/if He wills --(by employing all those natural laws and causes
that He has thus created and ordained by His most precise and accurate “Mathematical Calculations”
in the very beginning; 7/185 & 14/19, or by totally bypassing them altogether He can of course also do it
thus without using any natural laws and causes; 36/79)-- here again, whenever/ifever He wills so, within
all of His wondrous “evolutionary creation” methods here (4/133 & 6/133 & 7/69 & 14/19)!
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And our supreme Lord has decreed thus a clear and evident variation within the creation of the angels and
then also the humans here (35/1 & 7/69), so that He may thereby thus also utterly disprove and refute now
those false claims of “Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjal) ideologies, who have thus falsely asserted that
“God has created humans in the beginning, in an instant, in His own physical image, as His actual
dear sons, and then He has sent Ezra and Jesus from the progeny of these sons of God, exactly in His own
physical image, as His most dear sons thereafter (5/17-18 & 9/30)!”
Because had our supreme Lord really willed to create for Himself such “angel daughters” (37/150-153)
and then such “human sons” (5/18) that would thus be in His own physical image, and then chosen for
Himself from among them some such most dear “angel daughters” (53/19-21) and most dear “human
sons” thereafter (9/30) --(as a “human father” directly begets here “human sons” in his own physical
image)-- He would have definitely created them in the beginning, thus in an instant, without any
“evolutonary creation” methods, and definitely without any such clear and evident variation (35/1 & 7/69)
thus even within their kinds, in the first place (37/150-153 & 5/18)! But because that our supreme Lord is
thus one and only Supreme Being, who is beyond and above all universes, i.e. all matter and energy, and
so absolutely Matchless, totally uncomparable and different than anyone and anything that can be
perceived by our five senses, and thereby who has also thus no spouse and no child here (42/11 & 6/101),
He is glorified and thus totally far above these kind of false claims of fanatical “anti evolutionary
creation” and thereby “Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjal) ideologies again (5/17-18 & 9/30) here!

21- And (on that Day of Resurrection) they will (thus) appear before Al-lah, all together.
And the weak ones will say to those who acted arrogantly (here): Certainly, we were followers
of you (in the world). So can you avert from us (now) from the retribution of Al-lah (here)
any wanted thing? They said: Had Al-lah --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-“guided” us (X 3/86), we would have guided you! So (it is) the same for us (now), whether we
complain or remain steadfast, there is no exit for us!
22- And the satan will say, after the command is decreed: Certainly, Al-lah (thus) promised you
the truthful promise (9/111)! And I (thus) promised you (70/38), but I have failed you (now)!
And there was no evidence for me upon you, except that I called you, and you (thus) responded
to me (6/112-113)! So do not blame me (now), but (only) blame your own souls.
And I cannot aid you (now), and you cannot aid me. Certainly, I have disbelieved (now) in what
you (thus) made me partner (6/121) before. So certainly, --by having thus ungratefully rejected
now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (these) unjust ones (39/24), for them (here, in this case; 4/18
there will eventually thus come) a painful retribution!
23- And those who (thus) believe and work for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference here
to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again,
on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26) will (thus) be admitted into the Gardens
beneath which the rivers flow, as eternal ones therein, by the permission of their Lord. And their
greeting therein shall be: “Peace” (10/10)!
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24- Do you not see how Al-lah has (thus) cited an allegory (here): A good Word is like
a good Tree, whose root is firmly fixed, and its branches are (high) in the sky!
25- So it gives --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in those upper regions, on those
both sides-- its “edibles” every time, by the permission of its Lord!
And Al-lah (thus) cites these allegories for the people, so that they may take “Commemoration”
(=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)!
26- And the allegory of a bad Word (here): It is like a bad Tree that is chopped from above
the earth, so --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in that lowest region, on those
both sides-- there is no standing for it!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (14/24-26),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Festive Miracle” document --(please, by also
especially paying attention and clearly noticing therein the close relation between this unique “allegory”
thus cited by our supreme Lord in the above Verses (14/24-26) and that most basic and unique “allegory”
which is thus cited before in these most fundamental Verses (2/25-26) as they are thus manifestly
presented (2/25-26 = 14/24-26) and thus unmistakably shown therein)-- in this respect, here in the first
place.

27- Al-lah (thus) makes firm those who have (thus) believed (2/25-26) with (this) firmly fixed
(14/24) “Saying” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Saying,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 69/40-43) in this worldly
life and in the Last Epoch! And Al-lah (thus) sends astray those --by having thus ungratefully
rejected; 2/26-27 now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) unjust ones (39/24)! And (thus) Al-lah does
whatever He wants (8/37)!
28- So do you not see those who have (thus) changed (this) “Blessing” of Al-lah (14/24-26)
for disbelief (here; 2/26-27), and have (thus) dragged their people into the abode of the
destruction!
29- Hell, --(here, in this case; 4/18 eventually thus)-- they will get into it; and ugly indeed is that
settlement!
30- And they have (thus) made for Al-lah “rivals” (here; 2/22 and here; 13/33) in order (thus) to
lead astray from His Way (11/19)! Say: (Then) enjoy yourselves (for a while); certainly, your
destination --(here, in these cases; 22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-10 eventually thus)-- will be into the
Fire!
31- So say (now) to My servants who have (thus) believed (here; 2/25-26): They shall observe
(their) Support duty (33/56), and distribute --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-of what We have (thus) “provided” (2/25) for them, --on the left side-- secretly, and --on the
right side-- publicly (16/75), before a Day comes where (there will be) no exchange, and not
a friendship (2/254)!
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32- Al-lah is the One who created the skies and the earth (10/3). And (here), He sends down
from the sky water, and brings forth therewith (all kinds of) fruits as a provision for you.
And He has committed in your service the ships that are sailing in the sea by His command, and
has committed in your service the rivers.
33- And He has committed in your service --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the right side-- the “sun,” and --on the left side-- the “moon,” constantly. And He has
committed in your service --now, again thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left
side-- the “night,” and --on the right side-- the “day” (7/54)!
34- And He has (thus) given you of all (beneficial things) that you ask Him for. And if you
(try to) count the blessings of Al-lah (now), you cannot number them! But certainly, the
(disbelieving) human is (still) --now, thus also regarding that left side-- (thus) unjust (39/24),
--regarding that right side-- (thus) ungrateful (76/3)!
35- And when Abraham said: My Lord, (please), make this town a secure place, and (always)
keep me away and my sons from serving those idols (26/71-73)!
36- My Lord, (because) certainly, they have (thus) led astray many of the people. So whoever
follows me (now), certainly, he is (henceforth) thus with me (26/75-83)! And whoever disobeys
me, certainly, You are --(due to this; 4/17 until this specific time; 4/18 thus still)-- forgiver,
merciful (13/6).
37- Our Lord, certainly, I have (thus) settled (now) of my descendants (=thus also a significant
prospective reference here to this “Messenger of the Covenant,” the descendant of Abraham, and
all those righteous believers with him here; 3/68) into a Valley that is unproductive of crops
(28/57) at Your sacred House --(now thus in the West here; 3/96); our Lord, so that they may
(thus) observe (their) Support duties (33/56)! So (please), make the minds of (many) people
hearken towards them (110/1-3), and (thus) provide for them --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on both sides-- of those “fruits” (2/25-26), that they (all) may be appreciative
(7/58)!
38- Our Lord, certainly, You know whatever we keep secret, and whatever we make public;
(for) certainly, there is nothing that can remain secret from Al-lah on the earth, and not in the
skies (10/61).
39- The praise be to Al-lah who has (thus) granted me upon (my) old age, Ishmael and Isaac.
Certainly, my Lord is hearer of (this kind of sincere and rightful) calling (2/186)!
40- My Lord, so (please), make me (thus forever and always) an observer of (my) Support duty
(108/2), and also from among my (righteous) descendants (2/124). Our Lord, and (please), thus
accept my calling (2/186)!
41- Our Lord, so (please), forgive me and my parents and (all) those believers, on the day
(when) the “reckoning” will (thus) stand (78/27-36)!
42- Do not ever think that Al-lah is unaware of what these unjust ones (39/24) are (thus)
working for (3/99 & 41/40 & 23/63) (now)! (For) He (thus) only gives them respite until a day
in which (their) eyes will be terrified!
43- They will be running (in panic), raising up their heads; their gaze will not turn to each other,
and their minds are numb!
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44- So warn the people (now) of a day (when) the retribution (44/10-16 & 8/50-51) will (thus)
come to them! And (then) those who --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most
specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs”
here again-- have (thus) acted unjustly (39/24) will say: Our Lord, (please) respite us to a near
appointed time, that we may respond to Your call and (thus) follow those Messengers (2/27)!
But did you not (always) swear (in the name of Al-lah, or in their own egos) before (this), that
(there would) not (be) for you any termination?
45- And you have dwelled in the dwelling places of those who (thus) acted unjustly to their
own souls (before you), and it has been clear for you, (eventually) how We dealt with them
(29/40)! And We have (thus) cited for you (here all) the “allegories” (=14/24-29 & 2/25-27 &
74/26-31 & …)!
46- And definitely, they have (thus) schemed (now) their schemes (10/21 & 8/30); and (in return
for this) with Al-lah is their scheme (10/21 & 8/30)! And so their scheme is: (By Al-lah’s will
and power, eventually) the mountains will (thus) be tumbled (upon them) therewith (73/11-18)!
47- Do not think that Al-lah will ever break His promise to His Messengers (12/110)!
(For) certainly, Al-lah is mighty, --(in return for this; 85/8-10 thus eventually, again thus in a
most fair and equitable manner here; 40/40)-- possessor of revenge!
48- The day (when) the earth will (thus) be changed to a different earth, and the skies (21/104);
and they (all together) will (thus) appear before Al-lah (39/67-70), the One (6/19), the Supreme!
49- And you will see the criminals (7/40), on that day, chained in shackles.
50- Their garments are made of tar, and the fire will be overwhelming their faces.
51- For Al-lah will (thus) requite every soul for what it has (thus) earned (here; 40/40 =
22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-10 & …)! For certainly, Al-lah is Swift in the reckoning --(again thus in a
most fair and equitable manner here; 40/17)!
52- So this (=thus a reference here to this most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) is a
“Deliverance” for the people, that they may (thus) be warned therewith (6/51),
and they may (thus) certainly know that He is (thus) only One Ilah (=God) (28/70 & 112/4);
and (all) possessors of understanding may (henceforth thus) take “Commemoration” (here;
39/23)!

CHAPTER 15
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Alef, Lam, Ra.
These (three specific letters above) are thus “signs” (3/7) of the “Written Document” (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), and (thus) a clear “Reading”
(36/69)!
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2- Certainly, those who have (thus) disbelieved (39/59) will wish (39/56-58) they were --by
righteously believing in this 19 coded “Written Document” (39/23)-- (thus) surrenderers (to Him
here; 39/22)!
3- So leave them (now), that they may eat and enjoy themselves, and their (false and vain)
purposes may (thus) beguile them (18/46); and soon they will (thus) know (the dire
consequences of their deep arrogance and obduracy here; 39/59-60)!
4- We have not annihilated (such) a city (28/58) except that for it (there was) a known Written
Document (from Al-lah, that they should have thus hearkened to and followed it, in the first
place; 17/15-17).
5- (And then when/if that annihilation thus comes from Al-lah; 17/16) no society can advance
its appointed time, nor can they delay (it).
6- And they said: O you upon whom the “Commemoration” (=thus an indication here to this
most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) has (thus) been sent down, certainly, you are thus
(only) a possessed by jinns one!
7- (Because) shouldn’t you have brought to us the “Angels” (now), if you are of the truthful
ones?
** Because that prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) has thus --(again only in “allegorical/parabolic”
sense, of course; please, certainly see now, first of all, in this regard: Luke 8/10 = 17/20-21)-- thus
clearly foretold in the Gospel that upon the “Son of Man” (=this “Messenger of the Covenant” here)
thus the “Angels” would be sent down from heaven by Al-lah in this most critical Final Age (please, see
now in this respect: John 1/51), and this critical prophecy was thus fully confirmed and reiterated then
also by prophet David and by prophet Muhammad (peace be upon each of them) thus specifically
in “allegorical/parabolic” senses again. And these most critical prophecies of these great Prophets (peace
be upon each of them) have already thus clearly been fulfilled here thus in a most Miraculous and superb
“Mathematical” manner (within that “A Majestic Miracle,” and then “A Glorious Miracle” documents),
but those who would not understand this great “Heavenly -allegorical/parabolic- Wisdom” here now
from among those Jews and Christians and Arabs will thus still demand that the “Angels” be sent down
also in “real/physical” sense now with this Son of Man, Son of David, Son of Muhammad (=this
“Messenger of the Covenant” here) thus openly before their eyes (6/8-9), and so unfortunately, they will
thus continue --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully
return to Al-lah here; 3/89)-- to reject this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the
Covenat” here!

8- Because --(after this; 16/2)-- We only send down the Angels --(also in “real/physical” sense
upon them here now)-- (thus) truthfully, but (at that time) they will not be respited (here; 8/50)!
9- Certainly We, (so), We have (thus) sent down the “Commemoration” (=thus an exclusive
reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), and certainly, We are of it
(=its ultimate and perfect Version in heaven; 85/21-22 thus) protectors (56/77-79)!
10- Definitely, We have sent (many Messengers) before you in communities of the past ones.
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11- But whenever (such) a Messenger went to them, they mocked at him.
12- So like this We insert it (thus also now; 26/200-201) into the hearts of these criminals
(7/40).
13- So --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26, and thus sincerely and rightfully
return to Al-lah here; 3/86-89)-- they do not believe in it. And definitely, (thus) the principles
of the past ones (8/38) passed before (them)!
14- And even if We opened for them --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- a gate
from the sky (6/96-97), that they can (thus) ascend therein,
15- they would say: Only our (both) eyes have (thus) been dazed --on that left & on that right
side!-- No, we are (thus) an enchanted people!
16- And definitely, We have made (many) galaxies --(which are thus created by our supreme
Lord with magnificent “spirals,” thus in perfect Symmetry, and exact “pairs” again, on both sides
based on that unique Fibonacci sequence, which is thus essentially crowned by code 19 here
again; 12/105)-- in the sky, and thus adorned it for the beholders (41/53)!
17- And We have (thus) protected it from every rejected satan.
18- But if any (of them manage to) steal (something) by hearing; then a clear (highly energetic
and powerful) ray will thus (immediately) follow him (37/6-10).
19- And the earth, We have spread it out, and erected therein the rooted (mountains); and
We have (thus) produced therein of every wanted thing, --(which are thus created by our
supreme Lord with magnificent “seeds, branches, leaves, etc.” thus in perfect Symmetry, and
exact “pairs” again, on both sides based on that unique Fibonacci sequence, which is thus
essentially crowned by code 19 here again; 12/105)-- in (perfect) balance (20/53)!
20- And We have (thus) made for you therein (means of) livelihood, and (also for all those other
creatures) of whom you are not providers (11/6).
21- And there is not a thing except with Us are its treasures; and We do not send it down except
with a known --(thus again here most essentially 19 coded; 74/30)-- measure (41/53)!
22- And We have (thus) sent the winds as pollinators. And We have sent down from the sky
water, and (thus) let you drink it; and you are not treasurers of it (in heaven).
23- And certainly We, (here), We give life, and cause death (2/28); and (eventually) thus We are
the (ultimate) inheritors (19/40).
24- And definitely, We know --by righteously working on this “Guidance” (74/31) now, which
consists of those 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs-- thus the advancers (74/37) from
among you; and definitely, We know --by sinfully ignoring this “Guidance” (74/31) now, which
consists of those 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs-- thus the regressors (74/37)!
25- And (thereafter) certainly your Lord, (eventually) He will (thus) summon them (18/47-49)!
Certainly, He is wise, knower.
26- And definitely, We have created the human from material, from an aged clay (=from visible
matter, all those elements present in earth crust).
27- And the jinn, We have created him before this (from immaterial), from the blazing fire
(=from invisible energy; 7/27 all those anti rays present in universe).
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28- And when your Lord said to the Angels: Certainly, I am creating a human (now) from
material, from an aged clay.
29- So when I (thus) fashion him (in the womb, thus as a perfect human; 18/37) and then
(immediately thereafter) blow into him (therein; 32/8-9) from My “spirit” (=thus a reference to a
heavenly specific “message” here, in the first place (42/52) of our supreme Lord;
and so here it must thus be a significant reference to all those “names” He has taught to Adam
and thereby also to all humans now after him; 2/31, and also to that “pledge” He has thus taken
from all those humans thereafter; 7/172 thus being blown into him and thereby to all those
humans after him (in a potential manner) thus here in the womb, in the first place; 3/59 &
32/8-9), you shall fall prostrate before him!
30- So the Angels (fell) prostrate, every of them, all together.
31- Except iblees (=satan), he refused to be with the prostrators.
32- (Al-lah) said: O iblees, what (is the matter) with you, that you have not been with the
prostrators?
33- (Iblees) said: (For) I am not to prostrate before a human, that You have (thus) created him
from mud, from an aged clay!
34- (Al-lah) said: (Then) get out hence; (for) certainly, you are a rejected one!
35- And certainly, (because of this) the condemnation will be upon you towards/until the Day of
Religion!
36- (Iblees) said: My Lord, then respite me until the Day when they will (thus) be awakened
(therein; 39/67-68).
37- (Al-lah) said: (Then) certainly, you are of the respited ones;
38- till the time of the Day that is (thus) known (39/67-68)!
39- (Iblees) said: My Lord, for that You have (thus) --(because of his own arrogance and
deviation here; 15/33 & 38/76)-- let me deviate (61/5) (now), I will entice them on the earth, and
(thus) I will make them deviate, all together.
40- Except Your servants from among them, (who are thus totally) devoted ones (to You;
39/2-3)!
41- (Al-lah) said: (Then) this is a path towards Me, (that will thus remain) standing (6/161)!
42- So certainly My servants, (there will) not (be) for you any evidence upon them, except
(those) who (thus) follow you of these deviated ones (16/100)!
43- And --(here, in this case again; 4/18)-- certainly, Hell is their promised place, all together.
44- It has seven gates; (and) for every gate (there will be) a specific party (of such disbelievers;
39/59) of them --(thus will be entered therein according to their ranks; 6/132).
45- But certainly, --by thus righteously working (2/25) on this “Guidance” (39/23) now, which
consists of those 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs-- (thus) the pious (39/34) will be in
Gardens and springs.
46- (It will be said to them): Enter therein (now) with peace, as secure ones!
47- And We have (completely) removed whatever (may have remained) in their chests (now) of
any resentment (against each other), (so they are all) brethren (now), seated on furnishings,
(joyfully) facing each other.
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48- Fatigue will not touch them therein; and they will --(henceforth, in this case; 10/9-10)-never be evicted therefrom.
49- So you shall inform My servants: Certainly I, (here), I am --(henceforth, in this case; 6/54
thus always)-- the forgiver, the merciful.
50- But certainly My retribution, it is --(henceforth, in this case; 3/90-91 thus)-- a painful
retribution!
51- And you shall inform them about the guests of Abraham.
52- When they entered his (quarters), they said: Peace! He said: Certainly, we are apprehensive
about you.
53- They said: Do not be apprehensive! (For) certainly, we are (here) to give you good news
of a knowledgeable boy.
54- He said: Are you (thus) giving me good news (now), though the old age has (already)
touched me? So of what (then) you are (thus) giving me good news?
55- They said: We have given you (this) good news truthfully! So do not be of those who
despair.
56- He said: Who despairs of the “Mercy” (10/57-58) of his Lord, but (only) the strayers (2/16)!
57- (Then) he said: So what is your (other) mission (here), O you (Angel) messengers?
58- They said: Certainly, we are sent (by Al-lah) to a criminal nation.
59- Except the family of Lot; certainly, we will save them, all together.
60- (But) except his wife; (for) We have --(because of this; 66/10)-- thus measured that certainly
she is (also) to be of the doomed ones!
61- So when those (Angel) messengers (thus) came to the family of Lot,
62- he said: Certainly, you are a people (that are) strangers (around here)!
63- They said: Yes, (but) we have (thus) come to you (now) with that (news of retribution)
about which they are (still) doubtful.
64- And we have (thus) brought (from Al-lah) to you the Truth (here). And certainly, we are
(thus) truthful ones!
65- So you shall go forth with your family in a part of the night, and follow you in their rear,
and (thus) let not anyone of you look back. So go ahead (now), as you are commanded.
66- And We (thus) decreed unto him this command: Certainly, the roots of these (wicked
people) will be cut off in the morning!
67- And (then) those people of the city came, rejoicing.
68- (Lot) said: Certainly, these are my guests; so (please), do not embarrass me.
69- And be pious with Al-lah, and do not disgrace me!
70- They said: Did we not enjoin you, (O Lot), from (contacting anyone among) the multitudes?
71- (Lot) said: (Then) here, these are my daughters, if you are going to do --(a legitimate and
lawful marriage now)!
72- By your lifespan (10/16), certainly, they were (thus) blundering in their intoxication.
73- So (consequently), the cry overtook them at sunrise!
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74- And We (thus) turned it upside down, and showered them with (devastating) rocks of
burning ones!
75- Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one
of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) for those
who will (pay attention here, and) mark (them)!
76- And certainly, (henceforth) it is (thus) a standing Way (=9/111)!
77- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of
those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) for those who will (henceforth thus) believe (2/25-26)!
78- And the community of the Woods were unjust ones.
79- So (consequently), We took revenge on them (14/47). And certainly, --now, thus also on
those 19 coded Tables here-- both of them are (thus) --on the left & on the right side-- clear
portents!
80- And definitely, the community of the Rocks rejected the Messengers.
81- And We gave them Our “Signs,” but they disregarded them.
82- And they were carving secure homes out of the mountains.
83- So (consequently), the cry overtook them in the morning.
84- And what they were earning could not avail them (at all; 3/116)!
85- And We did not create the skies (=all galaxies, with all those stars, planets, etc. therein)
and the earth, and whatever between them (=all intergalactic nebulae, gas and dust particles, etc.
therein) except for/as the Truth (6/73)! And certainly, the Hour is (thus) coming (30/14-16);
so treat them (now) with a benign neglect (73/9-10).
86- Certainly, your Lord, He is the Creator, the Knower!
87- So definitely, We have (thus) given you the Seven from (those) in twos (=thus a reference
here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in twos,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) and (thus) a great “Reading” (36/69)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (15/86-87),
in this most critical Final Age, we should firstly see now “An Awesome Miracle 2” document,
and then also “A Supernal Miracle,” and then “An Exclusive Miracle 2” documents, thus to clearly
perceive all these most miraculous and unique “Seven” from those “in twos” therein, one after the other,
in this respect, here in the first place.

88- So do not bother your eyes for what We have given as a (temporary) enjoyment to those
couples (now) from among them (9/55), and do not grieve because of them (5/41). And (always)
lower your wings (of mercy) for these believers (2/25-26)!
89- And say: Certainly, (henceforth) I am (thus) a clear warner (6/51)!
90- Like that We have sent down (here) upon those dividers (43/31-32);
91- The ones who have (thus) deemed this “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that most
specific “Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 36/69) as a (mere) invention (34/31 & 41/26 & …)!
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92- So by your Lord, surely We will question them all,
93- about what they are (thus) working on (3/99 & 41/40 & 23/63)!
94- So you shall --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on that left and right side-(thus) segment (in two) with what you are commanded (17/106), and disregard these
partner makers (13/33 & 42/21)!
95- Certainly, We will suffice you against those mockers.
96- The ones who are (thus) setting up another ilah (=god) (here; 9/31 & 41/37 & 25/43) with
Al-lah; so they will soon know (50/26)!
97- And definitely, We know that your chest is straitened (now) by what they are (thus) saying
(21/5 & 68/51 & …).
98- So you shall (continue to) glorify with praise of your Lord, and (always) be with these
“prostrators” (48/29)!
99- And (thus) serve your Lord (22/77), until the certainty (thus absolutely) comes to you
(69/51-52)!

CHAPTER 16
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- The “Command” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Command,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 42/52) of Al-lah
has (thus) come, so do not hasten it (75/16-19)! Be He glorified, and is Exalted far above what
they are (thus) making partners (13/33 & 42/21)!
2- He is (thus) sending down --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- the “Angels”
with the “Spirit” (42/52) of His Command upon whomever He wants from among His servants:
So warn (them, by thus delivering to them this most critical and important Message of Al-lah
here): (There is) no Ilah (=God) but (thus) only Me (28/70); so henceforth, (thus) be pious
(39/33-35) with Me!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (16/2),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Majestic Miracle,” and then also “A Glorious
Miracle” document, thus to clearly see all these “Angels” sent down by our supreme Lord therein
in this most specific “allegorical/parabolic” manner now (15/6-8), in this respect, here in the first place.

3- He created the skies and the earth (thus) truthfully (6/73). Exalted is He far above what they
are (thus) making partners (9/31 & 10/18)!
4- He created the human from a tiny drop (=sperm); but then he (thus immediately) turned into
a clear disputer (36/77-79)!
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5- And the livestock, He (thus) created them (6/143-144). For you (there is) warmth in them and
many (other) benefits, and from them you are (also) eating.
6- And for you (there is) joy in them --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left
side-- when you are bringing (them) back, and --on the right side-- sending (them) forth!
7- And they carry your loads --now, thus also in those upper regions-- to a town, that you could
not --thus also in Mathematical respect here-- reach it except with (great) distress of the souls!
Certainly, your Lord is (thus) compassionate, merciful.
8- And the horses, and the mules, and the donkeys, so that --now, again thus also in those upper
regions-- you may ride them, and as a (source of) beauty! And He is (also) creating (all the other
vehicles) that you surely know (now).
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (16/6-8),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Joyful Miracle,” and then “A Delivering Miracle”
document, in these respects, here in the first place.

9- And upon Al-lah is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- perfecting the “Way”
(16/69), but from them (some are thus still going) askew (3/99)! So if He willed, He could have
(forcibly) “guided” (2/25-26) you (now), all together! (=13/27)
10- He is the One who has sent down from the sky water; (here), for you (there is your) drink
therefrom, and (also) trees therefrom, that you are thus (also) pasturing (your cattle) therein.
11- He (thus) grows for you with it --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- the crops,
and the olives, and the date palms, and the grapes, and (thus) from all (kinds of) “fruits” (=2/25)!
Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of those
most specific “Signs,” --thus especially to their left sides here-- which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again: 6/4 = 26/5) for a people who reflect!
12- And He has committed in your service --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-the night and the day, and the sun and the moon; and the stars are committed --thus also therein
again, on the left side-- by His command!
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, --thus especially to those which will be placed
in that lowest region therein-- here again, in the first place: 3/7) for a people who comprehend!
13- And what He has created for you --(thus also from all other crops and cattle here; 6/136)-on the earth, various in their colors.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of those
most specific “Signs,” --thus especially to their right sides here-- which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again: 6/4 = 26/5) for a people who take
“Commemoration” (here; 39/23)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (16/11-13),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Festive Miracle,” and then “A Celestial Miracle”
document, in these respects, here in the first place.
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14- And He is the One who has committed (in your service) the sea, so that you may eat
therefrom --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- tender “meat,”
and bring out therefrom --on the right side-- “jewelry” which you wear. And (also) you see the
“ships” roaming therein. And thereby you may (thus) seek of His “Favor” (10/57-58), and so that
you may appreciate (it)!
15- And He has placed on the earth rooted (mountains), lest it tumbles with you; and those
“rivers” and “roads,” so that you may --(thereby again also thus)-- be “guided” (here; 39/23)!
16- And (those) landmarks; and they are --(again also thus)-- being “guided” (here; 39/23) by
the “stars!”
17- So is (the One) who (now also thus) creates (28/68) like (the one) who can (now also thus)
never create (the like of it here; 52/34)? So will you (still) not take “Commemoration” (here;
39/23)?
18- And if you (try to) count the blessings of Al-lah (now), you cannot number them (31/20)!
Certainly, Al-lah is --(henceforth, in this case; 3/135-136 thus always)-- forgiver, merciful.
19- And Al-lah knows (all) that you are concealing, and (all) that you are declaring.
20- And those whom they are calling upon --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false
“lords” and “gods” outside/beside Him here; 9/31 & 45/23)-- other than Al-lah cannot create any
wanted thing, and they (themselves) are created.
21- (They are) dead, not alive (herein); and --(in their eternal abode, wherein they are thus
perfectly alive therein now in that Paradise; 16/32 or in that Hell; 16/28)-- they cannot perceive
when they will --(thus on that ultimate Day of Resurrection, on this earth again, thus here;
39/67-68)-- be awakened (27/65)!
22- Your Ilah (=God) is thus One Ilah (=God) (28/70)! But those who do not believe in the
Last Epoch (=thus also a reference to this most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47
here again, in the first place: 6/92); their hearts are denying --(this most fundamental and basic
Truth here: 42/10 & 28/70), and so they are (thus) arrogant (37/35-37)!
23- Not a doubt, certainly Al-lah knows what they are (thus) concealing, and what they are
declaring (11/5). Certainly, He does not love those who are (thus) arrogant (39/59)!
24- And when it is said to them (now): What is it that your Lord has “sent down” (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” as it is “sent down” thus here again, in the first place: 39/23)?
They said: (These are only) usual fabrications of those past ones (=Bahais, etc.) (23/83)!
25- So they will --(because of this; 39/24-26)-- carry their own loads (of sin), completely,
on the Day of Resurrection, and from the loads (of sins) of those whom they have (thus)
led astray (6/144) without “Knowledge” (6/148)! Pay heed, bad indeed is what they will (thus)
be carrying (then)! (4/85)
26- Definitely, those before them (also) schemed --(against His Signs and Messengers; 10/21 &
8/30), so (consequently), Al-lah destroyed their buildings at the foundations, and (thus) the roofs
fell down on them, from above them! And the retribution (44/10-16) (thus) came to them whence
they could not perceive!
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27- Then, on the Day of Resurrection, He will disgrace them and say: Where are My partners,
--(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “masters” and “intercessors” outside/beside
Al-lah here)-- for their sake you were (thus) opposing Me (here; 18/102 & 10/18)? Those who
are given this “Knowledge” (4/166) said: (Then) certainly, the disgrace today, and the badnesses
will be upon these disbelievers (2/26-27)!
28- (Those are) the ones --(here, in this case; 4/18)-- the Angels will (thus) put them to death
while they are --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23),
which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) unjust ones
(39/24) to their own souls, and they will offer the surrender then, (saying): We were not working
for any badnesses! (But the Angels will say to them): No, certainly Al-lah is knower of what you
were (thus) “working” on --(as such badnesses here; 3/99 & 41/40 & 23/63 & …)!
29- So (immediately) enter the gates of Hell (now), as eternal ones therein --(until that ultimate
Day of Resurrection here again; 11/106-107)! (What) ugly indeed is the destination of these
arrogant ones (39/59)!
30- And (when) it is said (now) to those who are pious: What is it that your Lord has “sent
down” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” as it is “sent down” thus here again, in the first
place: 39/23)? They said: Good!
So (henceforth), for those who --by righteously working on this nicest Utterance (39/23),
which consists of these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place-act nicely (39/34), (there will come) a niceness in this world, and the (final) abode of the Last
Epoch will be better/best! And (what) blessed indeed is the abode of these pious ones (39/33)!
31- Gardens of Eden, they will enter therein, the rivers will be flowing beneath them.
For them (there will be) therein (thus) whatever they want (44/52-55). Thus does Al-lah reward
the pious (39/33)!
32- (Those are) the ones --(here, in this case; 3/102)-- the Angels will put them to death
while they are --by having thus gratefully accepted now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23),
which consists of these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again-- (thus) clean ones
(14/24-25), saying: Peace be upon you! So (immediately) enter the Garden (now), --(as eternal
ones therein, until that ultimate Day of Resurrection here again; 11/108)-- for what you were
(thus) “working” on (2/25)!
33- But are they (still) waiting for the Angels (thus) to come to them (8/50-51), or the command
of Al-lah (thus) to come to pass (44/10-16)? Those before them did the same thing. And Al-lah
did not act unjustly to them, but they were (thus) acting unjustly to their own souls (29/39-40)!
34- So the badnesses of what they were working on afflicted them (in the end; 39/51), and what
they were (thus) mocking at (6/5-6) encircled them!
35- And those who (thus) made partners (42/21) said: Had Al-lah willed, we would not (thus)
serve (now) besides Him anything (9/31), neither we nor our parents! And we would not forbid
against Him anything (6/148)! Those before them did the same thing. So is there upon these
Messengers (any responsibility now) but only (thus) a clear delivery --(of these most critical and
fundamental Heavenly Commandments here; 3/79 = 5/44 & 5/47 & 5/48 & 5/68)!
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36- And definitely, We raised in every society a Messenger, (saying to them): So you shall
(thus) serve (only) Al-lah (12/40), and avoid the transgressing (7/185-186)! So among them
(there were those) whom Al-lah guided (39/23), and among them (there were those) against
whom the straying (39/23) truly occurred. So roam the earth and see (now), how was the
consequence of those rejecters (39/24-25)!
37- No matter how much you seek their --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- (thus)
being “guided” (39/23), (know that) certainly, Al-lah will not guide whomever --(because of
their own betrayal here)-- (thus) sends astray (2/26-27); and --(unless they immediately regret
their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/86-89 thus
eventually)-- (there will) not (be) for them any helpers (3/90-91)!
38- And they swear by Al-lah with their strongest oaths, (saying): Al-lah will not
--(immediately after their death here, thus in the other world, in that Paradise, or in that Hell
thus instantly)-- awaken (therein) those who die (here)! No, it is a promise upon Him (thus) as
the truth (36/48-54)! But many of the people (still) do not know (this; 16/28-29 X 32)!
39- Thus He will make clear for them what they are contradicting about it (here; 78/3).
And those who have (thus) disbelieved (in this fact here; 16/28-29 X 32) shall know that
certainly they were (such) liars (here; 3/78 & 16/86-87 & …)!
40- Our saying for any wanted thing, when We have intended it, is only to say to it: “Be,” and it
--(in the manner He has thus intended it, in the first place, and in the time period He thus deems
appropriate therein)-- is (2/117)!
41- And those who emigrate in (the Way of) Al-lah (now), after when/if they are (thus) treated
unjustly (26/227), We will settle them in this world nicely (4/100); and the payment of the
Last Epoch will be bigger/biggest, if they only knew.
42- (These are) the ones who have (thus) remained steadfast (3/186), and they (always) trust
(only) in their Lord (3/160)!
43- And We did not send (as Messengers) before you except (men or women) humans (on foot)
unto whom We inspired (those previous Heavenly Messages and Warnings to the humanity).
So ask the people of the Commemoration (=Torah; 21/48), if you (still) do not know.
** Our supreme Lord thus emphasizes in the above Verse that all those previous Messengers were
always (men or women) “humans on foot” (=ricaalan) --(please, also see now in this regard 22/27 &
2/239 to clearly perceive that this specific term may thus also clearly refer to all “humans on foot”
in general)-- because that all those disbelievers always wrongfully demanded to see “angels on wing”
(=malakan) Messengers here (please, see 17/94-95)! And then if we hearken to that most specific
recommendation of our supreme Lord above and ask this issue also to the people of Torah now,
we clearly see that our supreme Lord has indeed always sent (men and women) “humans on foot”
Messengers in the past (please, see Torah, Exodus 15/20 & Judges 4/4 & …), and so we may hereby
thus also clearly see that in the future He may send again some specific women Messengers then (18/83)!
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44- With the Clear Proofs and the Scriptures; and (here), We have sent down to you the
“Commemoration” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23),
so that you may make clear for the people what is (thus) sent down to them, and that they may
(thus) reflect (34/46)!
45- Do those who scheme these badnesses (13/33 & 9/37 & …) feel secure that Al-lah will not
(consequently) throw them (now) into the earth, or the retribution (8/50-51) will not come to
them whence they do not perceive?
46- Or that He will not (consequently) thus seize them (now) in their activities (6/65); so they
will never enfeeble (Us; 35/44)!
47- Or that He will not (eventually) thus seize them (now) upon a fear (34/51-54)?
But certainly, your Lord (still) is --(for those who will immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26 and
thus sincerely and rightfully return to Him here; 3/89 thus)-- compassionate, merciful.
48- So do they not see what Al-lah has (thus) created of any wanted thing, and (here), their
“shadows” are turning --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- to the right and to the
left, (thus) prostrating before Al-lah, and (while) they are (utterly) humbled?
49- And to Al-lah prostrates whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth, --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here again-- of any “creatures,” and the “angels;” and they never act
arrogantly.
50- They fear their Lord --(who is thus Sovereign)-- above them (70/4); and (thus) they (always)
do what they are commanded (by Him; 66/6)!
51- And Al-lah said: Do not take (for worship) two Ilahs (=Gods) (21/29 & 25/43); for He is
(thus) only One Ilah (=God) (28/70)! So you shall reverence Me alone!
52- And to Him belongs whatever in the skies and the earth, and (thus totally) to Him (will be
devoted) the “Religion” (48/28), constantly (39/2-3)! So will you (still) revere --(by thus
adopting them as other/partner false “gods” outside/beside Him here; 9/31 & 25/43)-- other than
Al-lah?
53- And whatever (bestowed) upon you (here) of any blessing; it is from Al-lah. Then when the
adversity touches you, you are (immediately and only) to Him complaining.
54- But when He removes the adversity from you, then a party of you (still) are --(by thus
adopting them as other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Him here)-- making partners with
their Lord (9/31 & 6/76-78)!
55- Thus they are (still) disbelieving (2/26-27) in what We have given them (here). So enjoy
yourselves (for a while); you will soon know (then; 33/64-68)!
56- And they are making --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- a (false) share,
of what We have thus (rightfully) “provided” (2/25) for them (therein), for (those) who do not
know (therein; 13/33)! By Al-lah, you will be questioned (then) about what you are (thus)
fabricating (therein; 16/86-87)!
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57- And they are (seeking to) assign --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, (thus always
secondarily) on the right side-- those “daughters” to Al-lah (therein); be He glorified,
and (they are thus seeking to assign) to themselves (therein) what they are --(thus always
primarily) on the left side-- desiring (=those “sons”)!
58- So when one of them is given good news --now, thus (primarily) on the left side therein-with a “female,” his face (immediately) becomes darkened with grief.
59- He hides from the people (now) because of the badness of what he is (thus) given good news
therewith! So shall he keep it --now, thus (primarily) on the left side therein-- (courageously
ignoring) the disgrace (among his own people), or shall he (cowardly) bury it --thus, in that
lowest region therein-- in the dust? Pay heed, ugly indeed (then) is what they are (thus) judging!
(6/136)
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Reflections of the above Verses (16/57-59),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Glorious Miracle” document --(please, by
especially paying attention and clearly noticing therein on that 19 coded, second magnificent Table of our
supreme Lord, those “female believers” (=muslemat) are thus placed (primarily) on the left side therein,
in the very first place, and then all that following most unique and equitable “paired” design therein)-in this respect, here in the first place.

60- To those who do not believe in (this) Last Epoch (6/92) belongs the worst allegories,
and (thus) to Al-lah belongs the best “allegories” (=2/25-26 & 74/26-31 & 14/24-26 & …);
for He is --now, thus also on that left side here-- the Mighty, --on that right side here-the Wise!
61- And if Al-lah were to (immediately) overtake the people for their unjustness (39/24),
He would not leave upon it (now) any (such unjust; 39/24) creatures; but He is (thus) respiting
them --(mainly for this reason here; 4/17-18)-- until an appointed time. But when their
appointed time comes, they cannot delay (it) by one hour, nor can they advance (it) (63/10-11)!
62- And they are (still) making for Al-lah --(by thus making “partners” to Him; 42/21)-- what
they (thus utterly) dislike (for themselves here; 30/28), and their tongues (still) concoct the lie
that certainly (by doing this) for them will be the nicest (abode, with Al-lah)! Not a doubt,
certainly, --(because they are still doing this)-- for them will be the Fire (42/21 & 13/33-34)!
And certainly, --(here, in this case again; 4/18)-- they will be abandoned (therein)!
63- By Al-lah; definitely, We have sent (the Messengers) to those societies before you, but
(then) the satan adorned to them their works. And (still) he is (thus) their (misleading, deceiving)
master today (6/112-113)! So --(henceforth, in this case; 59/21-22)-- for them (there will thus
come) a painful retribution.
64- And We have sent down to you the “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that
most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in
pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) that you may (henceforth thus) make clear for them
what they have contradicted therein (27/76 & 19/34-37 & …); and (thus) as a “Guidance”
(39/23) and a “Mercy,” for a people who will (henceforth thus) believe (2/285)!
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65- And Al-lah has sent down from the sky water and (thus) given life therewith to the earth
after its death (7/57)!
Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of those
most specific “Signs,” --thus especially, to their left sides here-- which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) for a people
who hear!
66- And certainly, for you (there is) a lesson in the livestock (16/5-6); We are (also) thus giving
you to drink from what is in their bellies, from between digested food and blood, a pure milk,
delicious for the drinkers!
67- And from the fruits of the date palms and the grapes (16/11); you are (also) thus obtaining
from them dizzy drinks, and a nice provision.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of those
most specific “Signs,” --thus especially, to their right sides here-- which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) for a people
who comprehend!
68- And your Lord has (thus) inspired to the bee: You shall take in the mountains homes, and
in the trees, and in (the hives) they are building (for you).
69- Then you shall eat from every “fruit” (2/25) and follow --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here-- the “ways” of your Lord, humbly! (Here), also (thus) a drink comes out from their
bellies, various in their colors, in it (there is) a healing for the people!
Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of those
most specific “Signs,” --thus especially, to their lowest regions here-- which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 3/7 = 39/23) for a people
who reflect!
70- And Al-lah has created you, then (thus) causes you to die (32/11). And from among you
(there are those) who are brought back to the lowliest period (=oldest age) of the lifespan, so that
he may not know any wanted thing after (having had all that) knowledge (in his younger ages).
For certainly, Al-lah is knower, reducer --(thus especially of those brains here)!
** Our supreme Lord by thus using this specific term: “qaderun” (=to measure in a “reducing” manner;
e.g. please, see in this respect now: 13/26) at the end of the above Verse, is also thus most Wisely and
unmistakably pointing out to us the scientific fact that all those people who have reached their oldest ages
and thus lost all their knowledge they have had in their younger ages (especially through Alzheimer
disease now) thus experience their volume of the brains “reduced” each year because of this disease,
--(thus to be tested also in this specific manner now; 2/155-157)-- by Him here.

71- And Al-lah has favored some of you above some in provisions. And those who are favored
--(thus to be tested also in this specific manner now; 6/165)-- do not give away their provisions
to what their right hands accommodated (=their hirelings, laborers, or workers) (to the degree
that) they would be (totally) equal in it (30/28).
So are they (still) denying (this) “Blessing” (93/11) of Al-lah?
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72- And Al-lah has made for you spouses from among yourselves, and made for you
sons/daughters and grandchildren from your spouses. And He has (thus) provided for you
from the “clean” ones (=14/24-25)! So will they (still) believe in (this) falsehood (2/78-79) and
in (this) “Blessing” (93/11) of Al-lah will they (still) thus disbelieve (=14/28-29)?
73- But they are thus (still) serving other than Al-lah (9/31 & 41/37) who/what cannot give
to them any --(now, here thus also such)-- “provision” (2/25) from the skies and the earth, at all,
and they can never do (this; 52/34)!
74- So do not cite the allegories for Al-lah. For certainly, Al-lah knows, while you do not know.
75- So (here), Al-lah has cited (for you) an allegory: A ruled --(thus by his own lowly desire
here; 25/43)-- servant who (therefore) do not measure upon any wanted thing; and (the one)
for whom We have provided --(now, here thus also such)-- a nice “provision” (2/25) from Us,
and so he is distributing from it, --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-secretly, and --on the right side-- publicly! Are they equal (then)? So all praise be to Al-lah;
but many of them (still) do not know (this)!
76- And (here again), Al-lah has cited (for you) an allegory: Two men, one of them is (regarding
the Truth, because of this; 2/171 thus obdurately and deliberately) dumb, so he does not measure
upon any wanted thing, and he is (thus) a burden upon his master -wherever he sends him,
he does not bring any --(now thus also such)-- Good (16/30)! Is he equal (then) with (the one)
who commands --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left and the right side-with “equity” (6/115) and (while) he is (thus) upon a standing path (here; 6/161)?
77- And to Al-lah belongs (all) the unseen of the skies and the earth (10/61). And the command
of the Hour (33/63) is not --(as far as He is concerned)-- except like a blink of an eye (away), or
it is (even) closer (70/6-10)! Certainly, Al-lah is upon every wanted thing a best Measurer.
78- And Al-lah has brought you out of the bellies of your mothers, not knowing any wanted
thing. And He has (thus) made for you --on two sides-- the ears, and the eyes, and the minds,
so that --(with them, by thus clearly perceiving all of His --left & right-- “Signs” here, first of all;
29/47, 49)-- you may be appreciative (7/58)!
79- So do they not see the birds (now) that are (thus) committed (to fly) --(in a wonderful
Symmetrical order)-- in the vault of the sky? (None) is (thus) holding them (up there)
--(by also thus employing therein the lifting force of the air, that He has thus decreed based on
His most precise and accurate “Mathematical Computations” in the first place here again;
7/185)-- except Al-lah!
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) for a people
who will (henceforth thus) believe (2/25-26)!
80- And Al-lah has made for you your houses a place of rest. And He has (also) made for you
of the hides of the cattle (portable) houses, that you can easily carry them --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- on your “traveling” day, and --on the right side-on your “settling” day! And of their wools, and their furs, and their hair, (you make) furnishings,
and (thus as) goods for awhile.
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81- And Al-lah has made for you shade through (many things) that He has created, and He has
made for you in the mountains shelters. And He has made for you garments to protect you
from the heat, and garments to protect you from your violence (against each other). (6/65)
Like this, He is completing His “Blessing” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Blessing,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 93/11) upon you, so that (henceforth) you may (thus) surrender (to Him; 3/84-85)!
82- But if they (still) turn away, (then the sole responsibility) upon you is (thus only) a clear
delivery (of the Message here; 5/67).
83- They (thus) fully recognize (this) “Blessing” of Al-lah (6/20), but then they are (still)
denying it; for many of them are (thus) disbelievers (5/68)!
84- And on the day (when) We will (thus) raise from every society a witness (39/68-69); then
those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27) will not be permitted (to make up excuses),
and they --(because of this; 4/165)-- will not be excused.
85- And when those who have (thus) acted unjustly (here; 39/24-25) see the retribution (there),
--(because of this; 3/90-91 & 6/27-28)-- it will never be lightened on them, and they will not be
respited.
86- And when those who have (thus) made partners (here) thus see their “partners” (13/33),
they will say: Our Lord, (here), these (=sayings) are (thus) our “partners” (=13/33) that we were
(thus) demanding on behalf of You! But they (=the Angels) will (immediately) throw towards
them --(that exempt/invalid)-- Saying (13/33) --(which Al-lah has never intended for/on those
19 coded Tables here)-- (saying to them): Certainly, you are liars!
87- And (thereupon) they will (immediately) submit towards Al-lah the surrender, on that day;
and what they were (thus) fabricating --(these exempt/invalid Sayings (=13/33), which Al-lah
has never intended for/on those 19 coded Tables here; 13/33)-- will (thus) stray away from them!
** To see all those most miraculous and informative Verses together, by which our supreme Lord
in a most Wise and prescient manner has already thus unmistakably informed about and evidently
described all these kind of willful people, who will thus try to unjustly impair and nullify now all of His
“19 coded, magnificent Plannings,” in which there is thus --neither logical, nor mathematical aspects-absolutely no flaw and no contradiction here (4/82 & 18/1-2) through some such fully deliberate, ill and
crooked techniques, and all those complete and perfect answers of our supreme Lord, which He has
already thus given in advance, thus in a most Wise and prescient manner here again (4/46 & 5/41 &
13/33 & …), we should see again now “A Celestial Miracle,” and then “A Supernal Miracle” documents,
also in this respect, here in the first place.

88- Those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27) and (thus) repelled from the Way (11/19)
of Al-lah, We will (thus) augment for them retribution above retribution (7/38) for that they are
(thus) committing evil (2/27)!
89- And on the day (when) We will (thus) raise in every society a witness upon them (39/69)
from among themselves, and (then) We will bring you as a witness upon these (4/41-42)!
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And (here), We have sent down to you the “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that
most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) thus making clear of every wanted thing;
and (thus) as a “Guidance” (39/23), and a “Mercy” and a “Good News,” for (all) the
surrenderers (to Him here; 3/84)!
90- Certainly, Al-lah commands (you to act) with equity (4/135), and the niceness (6/151),
and to give to those close ones (2/215); and He forbids (you to commit) the excessiveness (7/28),
and the strange attitude (9/71), and the rebellion (7/33). He is (thus) preaching you, so that
you may --(now, here also thus)-- take “Commemoration” (39/23)!
91- And you shall fulfill the pledge of Al-lah when you make (such) a pledge (3/76). And do not
violate the oaths, after uttering them firmly (3/77), for you have (thus) made Al-lah upon you
a Guarantor. Certainly, Al-lah knows what you are doing.
92- And do not be like the (knitter) who unravels her knitting into piles (of flimsy yarn), after
(having spun it) strongly, by taking your oaths as (a means of) deceit (now) between yourselves,
for that a society are more numerous than another society. (Know that) Al-lah is only testing you
therewith (3/76-77). And He will make clear for you on the Day of Resurrection (all) what you
are contradicting therein (6/164).
93- And had Al-lah willed, He could have (forcibly) made you one (believing) society (now).
But He --(because of this; 14/27 thus)-- sends astray whomever He wants, and --(due to this;
13/27 thus)-- guides whomever He wants. So (eventually) you will (thus) be questioned about
(all) what you are “working” on (2/25 X 29/4)!
94- And do not take your oaths as (a means of) deceit between yourselves, then (your) foot will
slip after it has been firmly established, and you will taste the badness for that (by thus acting
crookedly) you have repelled (the people) from (this) Way of Al-lah (12/108); and for you (there
does come) a great retribution (then)!
95- And do not trade away the pledge (2/25-27) of Al-lah for a cheap price (2/41)! For certainly,
what is with Al-lah is (thus) better/best for you, if you only knew (98/7-8)!
96- What is with you runs out, but what is with Al-lah lasts forever. So We will reward those
who have (thus) remained steadfast (76/24) their payments, according to the nicest of what
they are --now, thus also on that left side here-- “working” on (2/25)!
97- Whoever works for a “Righteous Deed” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most
specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded
Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), male or female, and (while) he is (such) a believer (2/25),
We will make him live a clean life, and We will reward their payments, according to the nicest of
what they are --now, thus also on that right side here-- “working” on (2/25)!
98- So when you read the “Reading” (36/69), you shall (first of all, and always) seek refuge
in Al-lah from the rejected satan.
99- Certainly, (there is) not for him any (true) evidence upon those who have (thus) believed
(2/285), and they (always and only) in their Lord trust (3/160).
100- His (false) evidence is only upon those who have (thus) taken him as their Master (here;
7/30), and those who are (thus) with him making partners (here; 14/22 & 6/112-113 & …)!
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101- And --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here-- when We change a “sign” (=19 coded
“word,” or numerical “unit”) in place of a “sign” (=19 coded “word,” or numerical “unit”),
-and Al-lah knows best what He is (thus) sending down- they said: You are only a fabricator!
No, (because) many of them (still) do not know (the perfect Mathematical planning behind it
based on a most straightforward, simple and flawless logic therein)!
102- Say: The holy Spirit (=Gabriel; 2/97) has (thus) sent it down from your Lord as
the “Truth” (39/41), thereby to firmly stabilize those who have believed (here), and (again)
as a “Guidance” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)
and a “Mercy,” for (all) the surrenderers (to Him here; 3/84)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (16/101-102),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Supernal Miracle,” and then also “An Extra
Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.

103- And definitely, We know that they are thus (still) saying: Only a human --(from among
those previous societies; 28/48)-- is teaching him! The tongue of the one that they are (thus)
hinting at him is foreign; but this is (thus) a clear Arabic tongue (29/48)!
104- Certainly, those who (still) do not believe in the “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each
one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah, --(because of their own betrayal
here; 2/26)-- Al-lah will not guide them! So for them --(unless they immediately regret their
betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/86-89)-- (there will
eventually thus come) a painful retribution (3/90-91)!
105- The only ones who will fabricate the lie (against Al-lah) are those who do not believe
in these “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah; and those them are (thus) the liars (16/86-87)!
106- So (henceforth), whoever (thus) disbelieves in Al-lah (2/26-27), after having (thus)
believed (2/25-26) -except (the one) who is forced, and while his heart is (still) fully content with
belief- but whoever (willfully and deliberately) opens (his) chest to (this) disbelief (2/26-27),
upon them --(in this case; 4/18)-- (there will thus be) a wrath from Al-lah! And for them
(eventually, there will thus come) a great retribution (3/90-91)!
107- This is because certainly, they have (thus) loved the worldly life upon the Last Epoch
(11/19). So certainly, Al-lah --(because of their own betrayal here; 2/26)-- will not guide
--(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return
to Al-lah here; 3/86-89)-- (such) disbelieving (2/26-27) people!
108- Those are the ones whom Al-lah --(because they have thus willfully and stubbornly locked
upon their own hearts, and ears, and eyes, in the first place here; 41/5)-- (consequently) has
locked upon their hearts, and their hearing, and their eyes (now). Because those them are --(by
thus unjustly and arrogantly rejecting His “Signs,” from the very beginning, have thus preferred
to willfully and deliberately remain)-- unaware ones (thereof; 7/146)!
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109- Not a doubt, (then) certainly, they will be in the Last Epoch, they will be --(unless they
immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah
here; 3/88-89)-- (thus) the losers (2/27)!
110- Then certainly, your Lord is with those who have (thus) emigrated (4/100), after they were
(thus) persecuted --(by these kind of hostile and despotic disbelievers here; 22/72 & 60/2 & …),
then they have (thus) striven (25/52) and remained steadfast (3/186). Certainly, your Lord is,
after that, (thus always) forgiver, merciful (to them; 6/54).
111- The day (when) every soul will come, pleading for itself, and (then) every soul will be
paid fully for what it has (thus) “worked” for (34/4-5)! And they will not be treated unjustly
(21/47).
112- And (here), Al-lah has (thus) cited (for you) an allegory: A city that was secure and
prosperous, its provision was coming to it, generously, from every place. But (then) it turned
ungrateful of the “Blessings” (93/11) of Al-lah. So (consequently), Al-lah made them taste
the hardships of hunger and fear, for what they were (thus) doing.
113- And definitely, a Messenger from among them (thus) came to them (6/130), but they
rejected him. So (eventually), the retribution overtook them (7/97-98), and (while) they were
(thus) unjust ones (6/21)!
114- So you shall eat from what Al-lah has (thus) provided for you (now), lawful and clean
(5/4-5). And be appreciative of the “Blessing” (93/11) of Al-lah, if you are (henceforth thus
only) to Him serving (12/40)!
115- (Here), He has (thus) only prohibited for you: (all) the dead (animals), and the blood,
and the meat of pigs, and (all those animals) that are dedicated to other than Al-lah (5/3).
But whoever is in dire need, without being deliberate and hostile, (then) certainly, Al-lah is
--(when/if he eats even from these in a moderate manner thus to survive)-- forgiver, merciful.
116- And do not say by what your tongues may --now, thus also regarding those 19 coded
Tables here-- concoct the lie: This is --on the left side-- lawful, and this is --on the right side-forbidden, (thus) to fabricate --(like these disbelievers here; 10/59)-- upon Al-lah the lie!
For certainly, those who are --(now, also thus)-- fabricating upon Al-lah the lie (here; 10/59-60)
will not prosper!
117- (They may have) enjoyment (for) a short time (here); but (then) for them --(because of
this; 16/86-88)-- (there will --in this case here again; 4/18 eventually thus-- come) a painful
retribution!
118- And for those who Repented (=Jews; 7/156) We prohibited what We have already (thus)
related to you before (6/146). And We did not act unjustly to them, but they were (thus) acting
unjustly to their own souls (4/160).
119- Then certainly, your Lord is with those who have (unintentionally) worked for the
badnesses in ignorance, then --(as soon as they perceived that it was thus truly sinful in the sight
of Al-lah; 3/135)-- they thus (immediately) returned (to Him) after this (4/17), and have thus
acted Righteously (2/25) (2/220, 224 & 4/114 & …)! Certainly, your Lord is, after that, (thus
always) forgiver, merciful (to them; 6/54)!
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120- Certainly, Abraham was indeed an exemplary vanguard, (thus) subservient to Al-lah as
a monotheist (6/161)! And he was not of (these) partner makers (42/21).
121- (He was always) appreciative of His blessings; so He has (thus) selected him and guided
him to (such) a standing path (6/161)!
122- And We have (thus) given him in this world a niceness; and certainly, he is in the
Last Epoch --(now, also here thus)-- with the righteous (2/25 = 4/69)!
123- Then We have (thus) inspired to you (here): So you shall (thus) follow the practice of
Abraham (6/161), a monotheist! And he was not of (these) partner makers (9/31).
124- The Sabbath was only (thus) decreed (Torah-Deut. 5/12-15) upon those who (thereafter
also thus) contradicted therein (7/163-165)! Then certainly, your Lord will judge among them,
on the Day of Resurrection, in (all) what they are (thus) contradicting therein.
125- So you shall invite to the Way (12/108) of your Lord with wisdom and nice preaching.
And you shall argue with them with the (manner or/and Message) that is the nicest (39/23)!
Certainly your Lord, He knows best (those) who have (thus) strayed from His way (2/26-27),
and He knows best those guided ones (here; 2/25-26)!
126- And if you attack (those hostile and aggressive disbelievers; 60/9), you shall attack (them)
in the like/equal (manner) of that you were attacked (by them in the first place) therein (2/194).
And if you remain patient, it will be better/best for the patient ones.
127- And you shall remain patient; but your patience is only (possible) --(when/if you do this;
41/34-35)-- with (the help of) Al-lah (therein). And do not grieve over them, and do not be
distressed because of what they are (thus) scheming (8/30 & 10/21)!
128- For certainly, Al-lah is with those who are (henceforth thus) pious (39/33), and those who
are --by righteously working on this nicest Utterance (39/23), which consists of these 19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place-- (thus) nicely acting ones (here;
39/34)!

CHAPTER 17
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Most glorified is the One who has (thus) summoned His servant (=Messenger of the
Covenant here) in (such) a night (73/2-5) --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left
side-- from the sacred “prostration place” --on the right side-- to the distant “prostration place,”
which We have (thus) sanctified around it (3/96); that (hereby) We may (thus) show him
of Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of those most specific “Signs,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
6/4 = 26/5)! Certainly He, (so), He is --now, thus also on that left side here-- the Hearer, --on that
right side here-- the Seer!
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2- And We gave Moses the Written Document (=Torah; 5/44), and (thus) made it a (source of)
“Guidance” (=thus a significant reference here to this most specific “Guidance,” which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) for
the Children of Israel, (therein, Al-lah thus saying to them): So you shall not take --now, thus
especially also here again-- other than Me any (guiding, rescuing) Advocate (for yourselves)
then!
** To witness how this great Scripture “Torah,” which was thus inspired and given by our supreme Lord
to prophet Moses (peace be upon him) (5/44) thus in a most Miraculous manner thus also to specifically
and clearly inform about and precisely describe this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of
the Covenant,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here (39/23),
and thus to serve as a most prominent source of “Guidance” (=Hudan) here to the Children of Israel
and then in this most specific respect to all humanity here now (please, also see 28/43), in this
most critical Final Age, we should certainly see again now “the Words of Moses” document, in its
entirety, here in the first place.

3- O descendants (of those) whom We (thus) carried with Noah (11/48); (then you should
remember that) certainly, (your ancestor Noah) was an appreciative servant (of Al-lah)!
4- And (then) We have (thus) conveyed in that Written Document to the Children of Israel:
You will commit evil on the earth, twice; and you will act insolently (against Al-lah and upon
humanity) with great insolence. (please, also see in this respect now: Torah-Deut. 31/29)
5- So when the promise for the first of those two (Warnings) came, We raised against you
servants of Ours that were possessors of great might, and they penetrated into the midst of (your)
homes. And it was a promise (that was thus) carried out.
6- Afterwards, We gave you a turn over them, and We aided you with a lot of wealth and
children, and We made you more numerous in armament.
7- So if you --by righteously working on this nicest Utterance (39/23), which consists of these
19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place-- act nicely (39/34) (now),
you will act nicely for your own souls! (please, also see in this respect now: Torah-Deut.
32/1-4 = 32/46-47)! But if you --by ungratefully rejecting it-- (thus) act badly (39/51) (now),
it will be against you! (please, also see in this respect now: Torah-Deut. 32/5-6 = 32/15-16)!
And (because of this) when that second promise comes (now), they will (again) make your faces
sour. And they will enter the prostration place (=within and around Israel and Jerusalem), as they
entered therein the first time, and they will wipe out whatever they can conquer (therein) with
(utter) wiping out! (please, also see in this respect now: Torah-Deut. 32/20-25)!
8- Perhaps, your Lord will (again) have mercy on you (after this) (please, also see in this respect
now: Torah-Deut. 32/36-39); and (because) if you return (to Us now, with repentance), We will
return (to you, with forgiveness)! But We have made Hell as an (eternal) prison for these
disbelievers (here; 2/26-27)!
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To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Moses and then prophet David (peace be
upon each of them) by which they have clearly foretold thus also in Torah and then in Psalms about this
Heavenly punishment that will thus come upon Israel in near future, in this most critical Final Age,
because of their rejection of this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here,
and then the great mercy of Al-lah upon all those Children of Israel who will thus immediately repent and
return to Him, by hearkening to this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,”
the long awaited and anticipated descendant of prophet David and prophet Muhammad here (17/7-8),
we should see now “An Awesome Miracle 1,” and then “A Redeeming Miracle,” and then “A Supernal
Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.

9- Certainly, this “Reading” (36/69) (thus) guides to the (path) that is the most standing (6/161)!
And it is (thus) giving good news to the believers, those who will work for these “Righteous
Deeds” (=thus a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers
shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), that
certainly, for them (there will thus be given) a great payment (29/58)!
10- But certainly, those who do not believe in the Last Epoch (=thus also a reference to this
most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 here again, in the first place: 6/92), We
have (thus) prepared for them a painful retribution (11/19-22)!
11- And the human (often) prays for (something) bad, (thinking that he is) praying for
(something) good (2/200); and (because) the human is hasty (75/20-21)!
12- And We have made --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-the “Night” and --on the right side-- the “Day” (thus) as two Signs!
And (then) We have dimmed --now, thus also on that left side-- the sign of the night (=Moon);
and We have made --on that right side-- the sign of the day (=Sun) as a sight giver, so that you
may (thus) seek a favor from your Lord, and you may --(especially by that Sun which is thus
made more prominent in nature, and thus also in Mathematical respect, on the right side here)-the count of the years and the reckoning! And every wanted thing We have (thus) separated it
--on the left and the right side-- with (perfect) separating (6/55)!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be
upon both of them) by which they have most wisely and clearly pointed out and fully supported again
this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” with regard to his rightfully
employing this Sun now (instead of Moon) thus to determine the count of the years here and the specific
times of all these most important Religious rites here (2/185 & 2/197 & …) by the command of
our supreme Lord, in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “An Amazing Miracle,” and then
“A Celestial Miracle” documents, in these respects, here in the first place.

13- And every human, (here), We (thus) assign his fate --(according to what he does
by his own free will and choice here; 42/30 & 8/51)-- unto his own neck. And (eventually),
We will (thus) bring out for him on the Day of Resurrection (such) a written record (54/52-53),
he will find it wide open.
14- Read your written record (now)! Your own soul will suffice as a reckoner upon you today!
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15- So (henceforth) whoever is (thus) guided (2/25-26), he will only be guided for (the good of)
his own soul, and whoever (thus) strays (2/26-27), he will only stray against itself. And (then)
no bearer of burden (of sins) shall bear the burden of another (35/18). And We never retribute
until We send a Messenger --(thus to clearly and rightfully warn them beforehand; 71/1-4 & …).
16- And when We intend to annihilate a city, (first) We (thus) command --(via those
Messengers)-- its inhabitants (to turn to righteousness), and if they (still) betray (2/26) therein,
(thus) the Saying truly occurs against it (14/13), and We (consequently) annihilate it --(because
of their such betrayal and committing evil; 2/26-27)-- with (utter) annihilation (44/15-16)!
17- And how many generations We have (thus) annihilated after Noah. And (because) your Lord
suffices as best Knower and Seer of (all those) wrong doings (7/102) of His servants.
18- So whoever seeks this present (life) now, We hasten for him therein whatever We want,
for whomever We will. But then We appoint Hell for him, he goes into it, degraded and
despised!
19- And whoever seeks the Last Epoch, and labors for it with its (truthful) “labor,” and (while)
he is (such) a believer (2/25-26), those are (the ones) their “labor” (21/94) will (thus) be
appreciated (76/12-22)!
20- But each (of them) We supply (here), these (disbelievers; 2/26-27) and these (believers;
2/25-26) from the gifts of your Lord. And (because) the gifts of your Lord are not held back here
--(even from these disbelievers; 10/70).
21- See (now), how We have (thus) favored some of them (in various subjects, different aspects)
above some (4/32 & 6/165). And the Last Epoch will be greater in degrees (of rank) (3/163),
and (thus) greater in favor (4/95-96)!
22- So do not set up with Al-lah any other ilah (=god) (9/31 & 25/43 & …), lest you (thus)
end up degraded and forsaken (50/24-26)!
23- For your Lord has decreed that you shall not serve (anyone/anything) --(by thus adopting
them as other/partner false “gods” outside/beside Him here; 9/31 & 41/37)-- but you shall serve
--(as one and only “God” thus always and only)-- to Him (12/40)! And be kind to the parents.
And if they reach the old age with you, one of them or both of them, you shall not say to them
(even so much as) “Uff” (=the slightest gesture of annoyance), and you shall not reproach them.
And you shall (always) say to them (with) an honorable saying.
24- And you shall lower for them the wings of humility with mercy, and you shall say:
My Lord, so (please), have mercy on them, for/as they have (mercifully) raised me from infancy!
25- Your Lord knows best what is in your souls. So (henceforth), if you are (thus) righteous
(2/25) (2/220, 224 & 4/114 & …), then certainly, He is (thus) Forgiver (6/54) for (all) those who
obediently turn (to Him; 13/36)!
26- And you shall (thus) give to the close one his true share (8/41), and the poor, and son of the
way (=homeless, wayfarer). But you shall never squander with (utter) squandering.
27- For certainly, the squanderers are the brethren of the satans (6/112-113); and the satan is
against his Lord (such) an ungrateful/disbeliever (59/16-17)!
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28- And even if you have to turn away from them (in times of poverty and hardship) when (you
yourself) seeking a mercy from your Lord, for which you hope (93/8), you shall say to them
(with) a gentle saying (93/9-10).
29- And you shall not keep your hand stingily tied to your neck, and you shall not open it up
(extravagantly) opening up, lest you end up blamed and sorry!
30- For certainly, your Lord increases the provision for whomever He wants, and He (also)
measures (it) (34/35-37). Certainly, He is fully aware, seer of His servants (9/112).
31- And you shall not kill your children (46/15) for fear of poverty; (for) We are providing for
them, and for you. Certainly, killing them is a grossly wrong action (5/32)!
32- And you shall not commit adultery (25/68)! For certainly, it is an extravagance; and (what) a
bad way!
33- And you shall not kill the soul, that Al-lah has (thus) forbidden (5/32), except with the truth
(2/178-179). And whoever is killed unjustly, (then) definitely, We have made for his heir (such)
an evidence (2/179). But he shall not act extremely --(by thus hastening in his anger)-- in
--(avenging the murder of his kin by instantly)-- killing (the murderer, through the court of law
and death penalty); (for he should remember that) certainly, (before that) he is (also) thus
helped --(with this other more compassionate and sensible option therein; 2/178)!
34- And you shall not touch the properties of the orphans except with the (manner) that is
thus nicest (4/6) until he attains his maturity. And you shall fulfill the pledge; (for) certainly, the
pledge will (thus) be questioned about (3/75-77).
35- And you shall give full measure, when you measure; and you shall (always) weigh with
an upright balance. This will be better, and (also) nicest in the end (X 831-6)!
36- And you shall not follow what (there is) not for you in them (45/6-7) any (such)
“Knowledge” (4/166). Certainly, the hearing and the eyes and the mind, every of these will
(henceforth) thus be questioned about it (6/148-149)!
37- And you shall not walk on the earth haughtily. For (never forget that) certainly, you cannot
bore through the earth, and you cannot reach the mountains in height!
38- (For) every of these are (thus) badnesses in the sight of your Lord, to be disgusted!
39- So these (=thus also a reference here to all of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,”
in pairs, here again, in the first place: 2/25) are from what your Lord has (thus) inspired to you
of the “Wisdom!” So you shall not set up with Al-lah any other ilah (=god) (9/31 & 25/43 &
41/37 & …), lest you (thus) be thrown into Hell, blamed and despised (50/24-26)!
40- So has your Lord --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- chosen for you --on the
left side-- (that) sons (16/57-59); and (then) He has (also) thus taken (for Himself) from the
Angels --on the right side-- (that) females (53/19-20)? Certainly, --(by claiming such things)-you are (thus) only saying a greatly (false and grievous) saying (13/33)!
41- And definitely, We have (thus) circulated --(all kinds of allegories; 18/54)-- about this
“Reading” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Reading,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69), so that they
may (thus) take “Commemoration” (here; 39/23)! But it is (still) not augmenting them except
in aversion!
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42- Say: If there were (such) gods, as they claim (9/31 & 25/43 & 41/37 & …), then
--(in order to declare themselves now thus as other/partner “gods” outside/beside Him here)-they would have (immediately) sought --(to create such)-- a “Way” (16/69) (first of all)
towards the Possessor of the Throne! (So please, in this respect also certainly see now: 16/73)!
43- (Then) be He glorified, and is most Exalted far above what they are (thus) claiming (6/19)
in great exaltation (17/88 = 112/1-4)!
44- The seven skies and the earth (65/12), and whomever in them (51/20-21) are --(thus by also
all those 19 coded, magnificent “Symmetry” and perfect “Mathematical Calculations” which are
thus most Wisely and precisely created on them by our supreme Lord therein, in the first place;
41/53)-- thus glorifying Him! And not from any wanted thing except that they are --(again thus
by also all those 19 coded, magnificent “Symmetry” and perfect “Mathematical Calculations”
therein, in the first place; 41/53)-- thus glorifying with His praise (18/1 & 41/53); but you (still)
do not comprehend (9/127) their glorification (12/105)! Certainly, He is --(henceforth, in this
case; 6/54 thus always)-- clement, forgiver.
45- And when you read the “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Reading,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first
place: 36/69), We have made between you and those who do not believe in (this) Last Epoch
(11/19) an invisible barrier.
46- And --(because they themselves have thus placed shields upon their own hearts, in the first
place; 41/5)-- We have placed upon their hearts shields (now), so that --(unless they immediately
regret their stiffness and obduracy; 41/5 and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here;
3/89)-- they may not understand it, and on their ears --(because of this same reason here again,
in the first place; 41/5)-- thus a deafness! And so when you mention your Lord in (this)
“Reading” --now, thus also on that right side therein-- Singly, they have (immediately) turned
their backs in aversion!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Reflections of the above Verses (17/45-46),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Delivering Miracle” document --(by especially
paying attention and clearly noticing therein on that 19 coded magnificent Table of our supreme Lord,
His specific name: “Rabb” (=Lord) is thus mentioned on the right side “Singly” therein, in the first row)-in this respect, here in the first place.

47- So We know best what they are listening for therein, when they listen to you (now).
And (then) when they conspire secretly, when those --by thus ungratefully rejecting now this
most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs” here again-- unjust ones (39/24) say (to these believers; 2/25-26): You are only
following an enchanted man!
48- See (now), how they have (thus) --(by distorting them, and thereby thus to harm you)-cited against you (these) “allegories” --(which rightfully thus belongs to Al-lah here; 2/25-26 &
74/26-31 & …), and (thereafter) they have (thus) gone astray (2/26-27 & 74/31-37 & …)!
And so --(henceforth, in this case; 41/5)-- they will not find any “Way” (9/111)!
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49- And they said: When we (die and thus) turn into bones and fragments (in the grave here),
are we --(immediately at the time of this death here, thus in the other world, in that Hell, or
in that Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- being awakened in a new creation --(with/in
exactly same new bodies therein, thus even to the fingertips; 75/4)-- (36/48-54)?
50- Say: Turn into rocks, or iron (in the grave here);
51- Or into any (other kind of) creation that seems huge in your chests! They will say:
Who will (thus instantly) bring us back (to life therein; 16/28-29 X 32)? Say: The One who has
(thus) initiated you the first time (herein)! And they will shake their heads at you and say:
When will it be? Say: Maybe, it is (thus) near (36/48-54)!
52- The day (when) --(at the time of this death here)-- He will (thus) call you (16/28-29), and
you will --(even it may thus be too late then)-- thus respond (to Him) with His praise (14/44),
and you will think that you have not tarried (in this world) but a little (while) (20/103-104)!
53- So say to My servants (39/17) (now): They shall (always) talk (to each other) in the
(manner, and/or Message) that is the nicest (39/23)! For certainly, the satan is (thus always trying
to) aggravate and drive a wedge among them (7/200-201 & 12/100). Certainly, the satan is (thus)
a clear enemy to the human (7/16-17)!
54- Your Lord knows you best. If He wants, --(due to this; 7/156)-- He may have mercy on you;
or if He wants, --(because of this; 42/30)-- He may retribute you. So We have not sent you
(in these respects here) as an advocate over them.
55- And your Lord knows best whomever in the skies and the earth. And definitely, We have
--(in different subjects, various aspects)-- thus favored some Informers upon some (2/253), and
(thereby) We (thus) gave (your ancestor) David a Scripture!
** To witness how this great “Scripture” (=Zaboor: Psalms) thus specifically inspired and given
by our supreme Lord to prophet David (peace be upon him), thus the ancestor of this long awaited and
anticipated “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here (please, see Psalms 18/50 = Isaiah 42/1-9),
in a most Miraculous manner thus to specifically and clearly inform about and precisely describe
this 19 coded, most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” in this most critical
Final Age, we should certainly see again now “the Words of David” document, in this respect, in its
entirety, here in the first place.

56- Say: (Then) call upon (now) those whom you have (thus) asserted --(by thus adopting them
as other/partner false “intercessors” outside/beside Al-lah here; 10/18)-- other than Him;
they can never rule for the removing of the adversity from you (5/76), and not for the relieving
(of it)!
57- Those --(whom they thus still call upon by thus adopting them as other/partner false
“intercessors” outside/beside Al-lah here; 10/18)-- were (themselves) seeking the means towards
their Lord, (by always righteously pondering) which of those --(e.g. such righteous distributions
in His Way; 9/99 they may have thus fulfilled herein)-- might (thus) be a (best means of)
nearness (for themselves) --(towards Him here; 9/99)!
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And they were thus (always) hoping for His mercy (here), and fearing His retribution
(21/27-29)! For certainly, the retribution of your Lord (21/29) is (thus) dreadful!
58- And there is not a city but We will annihilate it before (that) Day of Resurrection (39/67),
or We will retribute it with a severe retribution. This is (already) scripted (before this)
in (that) Written Document (please, see in this respect now: Isaiah 24/1-13)!
59- And what has stopped Us (now) from sending the (previous kind of) “Signs” is that
the past ones thus (already) rejected them. For We (thus) gave Thamoud the “she camel” as a
manifest (Sign), but (thus) they acted unjustly to her (therein; 91/13-14).
So We do not send (now) the (new kind of) “Signs” (=thus a significant reference here
especially and first of all to that “A Joyful Miracle,” in which this “she camel” is sent again by
our supreme Lord as a most credible mathematical “Sign” this time therein) except --(thus again
by such a most critical and important Warning herein)-- to make (them) fear (the consequences
thereof; 90/19-20)!
60- And when We said to you: Certainly, your Lord has (thus) surrounded the people (3/120)!
And We have --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- made the “seeing,” which
We have thus made you see (therein; 17/1), except --(now, thus again)-- as a (19 coded) “Test”
(herein; 74/30-31) for the people;
and --in that lowest region, on those both sides-- that cursed “tree” (14/26) within the “Reading”
(=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Reading,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69)!
And We are (thus) making them fear (the consequences thereof; 14/26-29); but it is (still) not
augmenting them except in a great transgression (5/68)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (17/60),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Festive Miracle” document, in these respects,
here in the first place.

61- And when We said to the Angels: You shall prostrate before Adam! So they (all) prostrated,
except Iblees; he said: Shall I prostrate before (the one) whom You have (thus) created from
mud (15/26-27)?
62- And (then) he said: So do You see this (Adam now) whom You have (thus) honored over
me? So if You respite me (then) until the Day of Resurrection (39/67-68), I will surely entice
(all of) his descendants, except a few (38/82-83)!
63- (Al-lah) said: Go (then)! And whoever follows you from among them, certainly, Hell will be
your requital, a most adequate requital!
64- And provoke with your voice (6/121) whomever you can from among them, and swarm
upon them with your on horse ones and on foot ones (19/75), and be partner for them in the
possessions and the children (23/55-56), and (thus) promise them (4/119-120). And the satan is
not promising them except (such) deceits (6/112-113 & …)!
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65- But certainly My servants (38/83), (there will) not (be) for you any evidence upon them
(6/112-114)! And your Lord suffices as a (one and only) trusted Advocate (3/160)!
66- Your Lord is the One who causes the ships to float for you on the sea, so that you may
--(now, thus also therein)-- seek of His favor (16/14). Certainly, He is most merciful towards
you.
67- And when adversity touches you on the sea, (those) whom you were calling upon --(by thus
adopting them as other/partner false “intercessors” and “masters” outside/beside Al-lah here;
10/18 & 18/102)-- stray away (from you), except Him! But when He saves you to the land,
(some of) you --(by thus reverting into this fully nonsensical and absurd partner making again;
10/18 & 18/102)-- thus turns away (29/65)! For the human is very ungrateful!
68- (O such partner makers; 10/18 & 18/102), then did you feel secure (now) that He will not
(consequently) cause the land, on shore, to swallow you --(in earthquakes, and landslides, etc.
now), or (He will not) send upon you a violent storm? Then you will not find for yourselves any
advocate!
69- Or did you feel secure (now) that He will not (consequently) return you to the sea
another time, and send upon you (therein) a forceful tempest and (thus) drown you, for that you
have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27)? Then you will not find (for yourselves) against Us any
preventer of it!
70- And definitely, We have honored the children of Adam, and (thus) We carry them (on many
vehicles and ships) in the land and the sea. And We have --(now, here also thus)-- “provided”
for them (2/25) from the “clean” ones (14/24-25); and (thus) We have favored them upon many
of those whom We created with (perfect) favoring (10/58)!
71- The day (when) We will call every people with their Leaders (=thus their Scriptures;
45/28 = 46/12 & …); and (the one) who is given his written record to his right hand (therein),
those will (thus) be (joyfully) reading their written records (84/7-9). And they will not be treated
unjustly (even) a bit (21/47).
72- But whoever is (thus obdurately and deliberately) blind (2/171) in this (world), will (thus) be
blind (20/125-126) in the Last Epoch, and (even) more astray from the way!
73- And they would almost divert you (now) from the (right path) that We have (thus) inspired
to you (16/123), so that you may (thus) fabricate upon Us (something) different than that
(2/120, 135)! And then they would take you as a friend.
74- And if it were not that We have (thus) strengthened you (11/120), definitely, you would
almost lean towards them (therein) a little bit.
75- Then --(had you thus really leaned towards them therein even a little bit)-- We would have
inflicted on you a multiplied (retribution) of the life, and a multiplied (retribution) of the death!
Then you would not have found for you against Us any helper (2/120, 135)!
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76- And they would almost drive you away from (this) land (90/1-2), to expel you therefrom.
But in that case, they will not stay (therein) after you, except a little.
77- (For it is thus) a principle (also) with (those) whom We sent before you of (all) Our
Messengers (7/88-92 & 9/13-15). And you will not find in Our principle any deviation!
78- So (henceforth), you shall (always) observe the Support prayer (of the evening) (24/58)
from declining of the sun (at sunset) towards/till the (utter) darkness of the night. And (do not
forget) Reading (especially, again within the Support prayer) of the dawn (24/58); for certainly,
the Reading (especially, within the Support prayer) of the dawn is --(thus by Al-lah and all
His angels here again are thus; 10/61 and especially) witnessed!
79- And in the night you shall (thus) focus on it (73/1-6), as a gift for you! That perhaps,
your Lord will (therefore thus) raise you --(when this time comes; 16/32 with/like all of these
believers therein; 16/30-32 thus)-- to a praised position (48/29).
80- And say: My Lord, (please) let me enter --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the left side-- with a truthful entering, and let me go forth --on the right side-- with a truthful
going forth! And (please), thus make for me a helping evidence (48/1-3) from Your station!
81- And say: The “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Truth,” which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41) has
(thus) come, so the falsehood (2/78-79) has perished! Certainly, the falsehood is (thus destined
to be) a perisher (58/21)!
82- And We are (thus) sending down (here) of the “Reading” (36/69) which is --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- a “Healing,” and --on the right side-- a “Mercy”
for these believers (2/25-26)! But it is (still) not augmenting these unjust ones (39/24) except
in loss (2/26-27)!
83- And when We bless upon the human, he has (thus) disregarded --(the “Commemoration”
of his Lord; 20/124)-- and turned his side (10/12); and when the wickedness touches him, (this
time) he has (thus) turned despondent (11/9-10)!
84- Say: So everyone --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- shall (thus) “work”
(2/25) according to his own understanding/capability; and (finally) your Lord knows best (the
one) who shall (thus) be more/most “guided” (39/23, 34-35) --while working on this righteous
“Work” (2/25)-- in the Way (67/2)!
85- And they are asking you about the “Spirit?” Say: The “Spirit” is (thus) of the Command
of my Lord (here; 42/52)! And you are not given of the Knowledge (here; 2/255) except a little.
86- And if We willed, We could take away (now) --(the “Commemoration;” 39/23)-- that
We have (thus) inspired (43/43-44) to you, then you would not find for you therewith against Us
any advocate!
87- (But it is) only (thus) a (perpetual) “Mercy” (10/57-58) from your Lord; for certainly, His
“Favor” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Favor,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 10/57-58) has (thus) been upon you
great!
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88- Say: If (all) the jinns and the humans banded together (now) to bring forth a “Reading”
like this (=thus an exclusive reference here to all of those most specific “Readings,” which
consist of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69),
they could never bring forth anything like it, no matter how much assistance they lent one
another!
** So this 19 coded, most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” which is
henceforth thus clearly and unmistakably sent by our supreme Lord here, in this most critical Final Age,
shall henceforward thus serve as one and only testable and tangible ultimate “Proof” that there is only one
true God (=AL-LAH) who has thus created all the Universe and His Scripture (=Quran Testament) here
with a Matchless and most superb and magnificent 19 coded “Mathematical Planning” that no one can
never produce anything like it in universe and on earth (17/88 & 2/23-24 & 10/38 & 11/13-14); and so
it is thus absolutely from a most Intelligent and most Powerful one and only Supreme Being (=Al-lah)
who is thus the truthful Reckoner and Creator of all universe/universes and earth and thus
whomever/whatever exists therein (41/53 & 12/105 & 51/20-21 & …)!
And so it shall henceforth also thus serve as an ultimate “Proof” that all the praise and the judgement
will rightfully belong to this one and only true God (=AL-LAH) here (28/70) who is thus Matchless,
and most Superior and absolutely One also in all of these most important respects here, in the first place
(112/1-4)! (Please, also certainly see again now “A Golden Ratio” document, in these respects, here in the
first place.)

89- And definitely, We have (thus) circulated for the people (here) of every (such) “allegory”
(=2/25-27 & 74/26-31 & 14/24-26 & ...) about this “Reading” (36/69), but many of the people
have (still) insisted upon disbelieving!
90- And they said: We will not believe you unless you cause a spring to gush forth for us (now)
from the earth!
91- Or unless you own a Garden of date palms and grapes, and cause the rivers to gush forth
in the midst of them with (utter) gushing!
92- Or unless you cause the sky to fall, as you have claimed (52/44-45), upon us in pieces
(now), or unless you bring Al-lah and (all) those Angels, directly (before our eyes)!
93- Or unless you own a house of (gold) ornaments, or you ascend into the sky! But we will not
believe in your ascension until you bring down upon us a Written Document that we can (thus
touch with our hands and) read it (6/7)! Say: Glory be to my Lord; (but) am I any more than a
human Messenger (here)?
94- And what prevented the people from believing, when the “Guidance” (39/23) has (thus)
come to them, is only their saying: Has Al-lah sent (to us) a human Messenger?
95- Say: If there were angels on the earth, walking about securely, We would have sent down
to them from the sky an angel Messenger!
96- Say: (Then) Al-lah suffices (thus) as a Witness between me and you (4/166)! Certainly,
He is fully aware, seer of (all) His servants.
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97- And whomever --(due to this; 13/27)-- Al-lah (thus) guides (2/25-26), he is the guided one;
and whomever --(because of this; 14/27)-- He (thus) sends astray (2/26-27), you cannot find
for them any (guiding, protecting) masters (18/102) beside/against Him!
And We will summon them on the Day of Resurrection upon their faces, --(because that they are
thus deliberately remaining utterly blind and dumb and deaf against His “Signs” here; 2/171)-blind and dumb and deaf! Their abode --(in this case here; 4/18 thus eventually)-- will be Hell;
whenever it cools down, We will --(because of this; 60/2 & 85/4-10 & …)-- augment for them
the flame!
98- This is their requital; for that certainly, they have (thus) disbelieved in Our “Signs” (=thus a
reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), and (then) said: When
we (die and thus) turn into bones and fragments (in the grave here), are we --(immediately at the
time of this death here, thus in the other world, in that Hell, or in that Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32
thus instantly)-- being awakened in a new creation --(with/in exactly same looking new bodies
therein, thus even to the fingertips; 75/4)-- (17/49-52)?
99- But do they not see that certainly Al-lah, the One who created the skies and the earth
can also (thus) be a Measurer upon --(immediately after this death here, thus in the other world,
in that Hell, or in that Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- creating (again) the like of them
--(with/in their exactly same looking new bodies therein, thus even to the fingertips here; 75/4)-(36/48-54)? And He has made for them (here) an appointed time (63/11), not a doubt about it.
But the unjust ones (39/24) have (still) insisted upon disbelieving (39/59)!
100- Say: If you possessed --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- the “treasures” of
the Mercy of my Lord, then you would have withheld (them) for the fear of exhausting (them)!
(For) the --(disbelieving; 74/31)-- human is stingy.
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (17/100),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Glittering Miracle” document, in this respect,
here in the first place.

101- And definitely, We gave Moses nine clear Signs; ask the Children of Israel (please, see
Torah-Exds. 7/14 … 10/29). When he (thus) came to them, Pharaoh said to him: Certainly,
I think that you, O Moses, are an enchanted one!
102- (Moses) said: Definitely, you know that (no one) can send down these --(most powerful
and clear Signs)-- except Lord of the skies and the earth as “Visual Proofs” (7/203)!
Then certainly, I think that you, O Pharaoh, are a bewildered one!
103- So thereafter, (Pharaoh) intended to drive them away from the land, and (consequently),
We drowned him and (all) those with him --(because of this here; 7/131-136)-- all together
(26/53-66)!
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104- And We said, afterwards, to the Children of Israel: You shall settle (now) on (this) Land
(5/21); and (then) when that second promise (here; 17/7) come, We will (again) bring you back
(to this Land; 5/21), --(now thus to test them therein, and retribute those who will thus rebel Him,
and then to forgive and reward those who will thus return to Him especially thus also therein
now; 17/7-8)-- collectively!
105- And (thus) as the “Truth” (39/41) We have sent it down (here; 39/23), and (thus) as
the “Truth” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Truth,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41) it has (thus)
come down (39/23)! And We have not sent you except (thus) as a bearer of good news (10/2)
and a warner (40/18)!
106- So (it is) a “Reading,” that --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, for/on the left and
the right side-- We have parted it, so that you may read it to the people (thus) at intervals!
And We have (thus) sent it down with a --(most unique, similar, in pairs)-- sending down (here;
39/23)!
107- Say: So believe in it, or do not believe in it; (but) certainly, those who are (thus) given
the knowledge before it (please, see in this respect now: The Words of Moses 18/18-19 =
24/18 & 22) (The Words of Jesus 33/37 = 4/24 & 26) (The Words of David 63/22-26 = 44/10)
(The Words of Muhammad 9/9 = 18/15), when it is (thus) recited to them (now), they are
falling down to (their) chins, prostrating (before Al-lah)!
108- And they are saying: Glory be to our Lord; the promise of our Lord (9/111) has thus been
fulfilled!
109- And (thus) they are falling down to (their) chins, weeping! For it is (thus) augmenting them
in reverence (for Al-lah)!
110- Say: Call (Him) --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- “Al-lah,”
or call (Him) --on the left side-- “Al-Rahman;” by whichever (Name) you (thus) call (Him),
to Him belongs --now, thus also therein again-- all (those) nicest “Names!”
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (17/110),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “An Awesome Miracle 1,” and then also “A Supernal
Miracle” document, to thus clearly see therein all of these nicest “Names” of our supreme Lord, in this
respect, here in the first place.

So do not utter your Support prayer loudly (17/78), and do not utter it silently, and (always) seek
a (moderate) way between these.
111- And say --(also thus in all of your Support prayers; 2/238):
All praise be to Al-lah (28/70), the One who has never begotten a child (19/88-93),
and has never been with Him any “partner” in the ruling dominion (18/26),
and has never been with Him any (guiding, protecting) ally because of weakness (2/255);
and (thus) magnify Him with (utter) magnifying!
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CHAPTER 18
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- The praise be to Al-lah, the One who has (thus) sent down to His servant (=Messenger of
the Covenant here; 7/158) the “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23), and He has not placed therein any flaw!
** To clearly witness the fact that our supreme Lord has thus created --even before the foundation of
the world-- all of His 19 coded magnificent Plannings, which He has thus revealed (now) to all humanity
by His promised “Messenger of the Covenant” here, in this most critical Final Age, without any
contradiction and any flaw therein, thus always within a most straightforward, simple and perfect
Heavenly Principles for/on those both sides (4/82 & 18/1) we should primarily see again now
“A Celestial Miracle” document, in this respect, here in the first place.

2- A superb (Written Document; 39/23); so that he may warn (such people; 11/19) (thus) with
a severe punishment from Him (34/5), and may give good news to all believers, those who will
(thus) work for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference here to all of those most specific
“Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables,
in the first place: 2/25-26), that certainly for them (there will thus be given) the nicest payment
(34/4)!
3- (They will) abide therein (29/58) (happily), forever.
4- And he may warn those who said: Al-lah has begotten a child!
5- There is not any (true and valid) knowledge for them therewith, and not for their parents
(5/72). So the word that is (thus) coming out of their mouths is monstrous; (because) they are not
saying except (thus) a gross lie (19/88-93)!
6- So perhaps, you will lament (now) in your soul on account of their response, that they (still)
do not believe in this --19 coded, similar, in pairs-- “Utterance” (39/23), being saddened
(10/99-100)?
7- Certainly, We have made whatever on the earth --(of all those plants, animals, all kinds of
natural sceneries and structures, etc.) as an ornament for it. And We will surely test (all those
people), which of them will (thus) be nicest (39/34-35) in --(now, especially also thus)-“working” (here; 17/84)!
8- And certainly, We will (eventually) turn whatever on it into a barren ground (17/58).
9- Or have you (already) reckoned --(and thus clearly and unmistakably perceived thereof)-that certainly, the people of the Cave and the (related) numbers are among Our wondrous Signs!
10- When the youths sought refuge towards the Cave, and they said: Our Lord, so (please),
give us from Yourself a mercy (now), and award for us a correctness in our command!
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11- So We sealed their ears in the Cave for a (specific) number of years.
12- Then We awoke them (thus) to know which of the two parties could better/best count the
duration of their stay (therein).
13- We are (thus) narrating to you their information (here) with (this) “Truth” (39/41)!
Certainly, they were youths who believed in their Lord, and (thereby) We augmented for them
a “Guidance” (39/23)!
14- And We strengthened their hearts, when they stood up and said: Our only Lord is the Lord
of the skies and the earth! So we will never call upon any (such) Ilah (=God) other than Him
(9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43 & 41/37 & …); (if we did so), we would have then (thus) uttered a
nonsense (21/21-22)!
15- But these, our people, (here), they have (thus) taken (for themselves) (such) Alehat (=Gods)
other than Him (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43 & 41/37 & …)! Why (then), do they not bring forth
in support of them a clear evidence (now)? So who is more unjust than (the one) who has (thus)
fabricated upon Al-lah (such) a lie (17/42-43)?
16- (Then it was said to them from Heaven): Since you have (thus) avoided them (now) and
what they are (thus) serving other than Al-lah (12/40), (then) you shall seek refuge towards
the Cave, so that your Lord may shower you with His mercy (therein), and He may award for
you a firmness in your command!
17- And you could see the sun, when it rose, coming above their cave from the right side,
and when it set, leaving them from the left side, and (while) they were in the hollow thereof.
(Here), these (=thus also a reference here to all of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,”
in pairs, here again, in the first place: 2/25) are (thus) of the “signs” (3/7) of Al-lah;
so (henceforth), whomever --(due to their own honesty and sincerity here; 13/27)-- Al-lah (thus)
guides, he is the guided one (39/23); and whomever --(because of their own crookedness and
betrayal here; 13/27)-- He (thus) sends astray (39/23-24), (then) you cannot find for him
--(beside/against Him)-- any correct (guiding, protecting) master (32/4)!
18- And you would think that they were awake, while they were in fact asleep. And We were
turning them --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- towards the “right side,” and
towards the “left side,” and (while) their “dog” stretched his two arms in the midst!
Had you looked at them, you would have turned away from them --now, thus also on the right
side here, into that lowest region-- in “flight,” and you would have filled from them --now, thus
also on the left side here, into that lowest region-- with “trepidation!”
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Reflections of the above Verse (18/18),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Unique Miracle,” and then also “A Joyful Miracle”
document, in these respects, here in the first place.
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19- And thus We awoke them, that they may question each other. So a sayer among them said:
How long have you stayed (here)? They said: We have stayed (here) a day, or part of a day.
Others said: Your Lord knows best how long you have (thus) stayed (here)! So send one of you
(now) with this money of yours to the city, that he may see which of them are cleanest to eat,
and he may (thus) bring (for us) a provision thereof. But he should act kindly, and should never
let anyone perceive you!
20- For certainly, if they (perceive and) prevail against you (now), they will stone you (to
death), or they will (forcibly) revert you into their practice. And you cannot prosper, then,
forever!
21- And like this, We have --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- made (you)
discover them, that (all people thereby) may know that: Certainly, the promise (31/8-9) of Al-lah
is (thus) the Truth; and certainly, (this) Hour (30/14-16), there is no doubt about it!
Then the people disputed among themselves regarding them, and some said (therein): So you
should build around them a building; their Lord knows them best! (Then) those who (eventually)
prevailed in their command (therein) said: So we will surely raise around them a prostration
place (for Al-lah)!
22- They will say: (They were) three, and the fourth of them was their dog! And they will say:
Five, and the sixth of them was their dog! (But this is like) throwing stone towards the unseen!
And they will say: Seven, and the eighth of them was their dog!
Say: My lord knows best their number! So none knows it (correctly) except a few --(to whom
Al-lah will now thus also here make it known)! So do not argue about them except with an
“ascending/rising” argument (here); and do not consult about them (after this) anyone of them!
** So when we thus hearken to this specific recommendation of our supreme Lord above, and thus
follow an “ascending/rising” (=zaheran) argument here, instead of a “descending/lowering” one,
we see that after all these orderly numbers above (=they were three, and the fourth of them & five,
and the sixth of them & seven, and the eighth of them) the next “ascending/rising” numbers over these
specific numbers above would exactly be (=they were Nine, and the Tenth of them was their dog!)
And so our supreme Lord may thus be teaching us the correct answer here by also thus most Wisely
and specifically reminding and referring us again to this most critical and unique number “19” in this
respect (=because in original Arabic, it is thus specifically expressed as “Tesata Ashara” = “Nine Ten”)
in this Quran Testament (74/30)!
And here, we may also henceforth clearly understand why prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) has
already thus unmistakably foretold and clearly pointed out that his descendant “Mahdee” (=this
“Messenger of the Covenant” here; 39/23) would also thus specifically be supported in this respect
by this “the People of the Cave,” when he is thus sent by our supreme Lord, in this most critical Final Age
here!
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23- And do not say of anything: I will certainly do this tomorrow!
24- (without saying in the first place): “Only if/when Al-lah wants!”
And remember your Lord when you forget (to say this; 12/99 & 28/27 thus in your soul, or
openly), and say: Perhaps, my Lord will guide me (next time) to a nearer one than this
in correctness!
25- And (here), they stayed in their Cave (sleeping) --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here, on the left side-- “three hundred” years, and --(by staying therein, secretly or openly, also
after they were thus awakened by our supreme Lord therein; 18/19)-- they (thus) “augmented”
(it) --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, again on the left side-- with “nine!”
26- Say: So Al-lah (thus) knows best (here) how long/why they stayed (therein, in this manner)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Reflections of the above Verses (18/25-26),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “An Extra Miracle” document --(please, by especially
paying attention and clearly noticing therein on that 19 coded, magnificent Table of our supreme Lord
that number “nine” on the left side has thus specifically been “augmented” one more by this most specific
staying manner of this “People of the Cave,” by the most Wise command of our supreme Lord unto them
above, and thus they have fully supported and helped us again in this respect here to attain those 19 coded
magnificent results --on those left and right sides-- in that perfect and excellent symmetrical “Heavenly
Planning” therein)-- in this respect, here in the first place.

And to Him belongs (all) the unseen of the skies and the earth (10/61).
So absolutely see this (now), and absolutely hear:
(There is) no (guiding, protecting) Master for them other than Him (7/196 X 18/102)!
And He never makes partner anyone in His “judgements” (42/10 X 3/80 & 9/31 & 41/37)!
27- And recite what is (thus) inspired (43/43-44) to you of the “Written Document” (=thus
a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) of your Lord; none can
change --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- His “Words” (6/115)! And you cannot
find any refuge beside/against Him (72/21-23)!
28- And (always) remain steadfast in your soul with those who call upon their Lord, in the early
hours and the late hours, thus seeking His face (=pleasure) (7/55-56). And do not turn away your
eyes from them, seeking pretty things of this worldly life (18/46)! And do not obey (the one)
whom We have made unaware his heart of Our “Commemoration” (=thus a reference here to
that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), and (because) he has (thus wilfully and
deliberately) followed his own (false) desire (7/176), and his command has (thus) been a
neglect (39/56)!
29- And say: The “Truth” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Truth,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
39/41) is thus from your Lord! So (henceforth) whoever wants, let him (thus) believe (2/25-26);
and whoever wants, let him (thus) disbelieve (2/26-27)!
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Certainly, We have prepared for those --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most
specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs”
here again-- (thus) unjust ones (39/24) a Fire, whose canopy will (totally) surround them.
And if they shout for help, they will only be helped --(here, in this case again; 22/72 & 60/2 &
85/4-10 & …)-- with water like acid that will scald the faces. Ugly indeed is that drink; and
(what) a bad residence!
30- But certainly, those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus
a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus
work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), (then) certainly,
We will not waste the payment of those who have (thus) acted nicely (39/34) in (this) “working”
(2/25-26)!
31- Those are, for them (will be) the Gardens of Eden, the rivers will be flowing beneath them.
They will be adorned therein with bracelets of gold, and they will be wearing clothes of green
silk and velvet, (thus) reclining therein upon the furnishings. Blessed indeed is that wage; and
(what) a nice residence!
32- So you shall cite for them an allegory (here): Two men; We made for one of them
two gardens of grapes, and We surrounded them with date palms, and We (also) made between
them (other) crops.
33- Both gardens (thus) yielded their edibles, and they did not fail thereof any wanted thing.
And We (also) caused a river to flow in their midst.
34- And thus he had (all) the fruits. (Then) he said to his friend, and (while) he was (thus)
debating with him: I am richer than you in possessions, and mightier in manpower.
35- And he (thus) entered his garden, and (while) he was unjust to his soul, (then) he (also) said:
So I do not think that this will ever get ruined, forever!
36- And I do not think that the Hour will (imminently) come to pass. And if I am returned to
my Lord (right now), I will surely find a better one than this --(with Him, as a nicest)-destination!
37- (Then) his friend said to him, and (while) he was (thus) debating with him: Have you (thus)
--(by uttering these kind of lies)-- disbelieved (now) in the One who (thus) created you from
dust (=all those elements present in earth crust), then from a tiny drop (=sperm), then He has
--(here, thus in the womb; 32/8-9)-- perfected you as a human?
38- So He is Al-lah, my Lord (42/10)! So I will --(by thus uttering these kind of lies, and
concocting these kind of false judgements; 18/35-36 in His Name, or in someone else’s name)-never make partner to my Lord anyone (18/26)!
39- So when you entered your garden (now), shouldn’t you have said: (This is only by) what
Al-lah has willed; (for there is) not any power (for us) except with (the grant of) Al-lah!
And if you (still) see me as less than yourself in possessions and children;
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40- (Then don’t forget that) perhaps, my Lord may give me a better one than your garden,
and He may send upon it a disaster (now) from the sky --(because of his such disbelief,
ungratefulness and arrogance here; 18/34-37)-- and (then) it will turn into a slippery (barren)
ground!
41- Or its water may (completely) sink down; and you can never reach it (then)!
42- And (sometime later) his fruits were thus (totally) surrounded (by a disaster from the sky);
and (thus) he ended up wringing his hands therein (grieving and lamenting) upon what he had
(thus) distributed (of his wealth and manpower) therein, and it was (all) demolished (now) upon
its roofs. And he was saying: O woe to me, (I wish) I --(by thus uttering these kind of lies, and
concocting these kind of false judgements; 18/35-36 thus in His Name, or in his own name
therein)-- never made partner with my Lord anyone (18/26)!
43- And there was not any troop (therein) that could help him against Al-lah, nor could he
defend himself (therein)!
44- For here, the (guiding, protecting) Master is thus (only) Al-lah --(in this case; 7/196),
truthfully! So He is --(henceforth, in this case; 25/71 = 7/196)-- better/best in rewarding, and
better/best in (final) recompense!
45- And you shall cite for them the allegory of this worldly life (now): Here, (it is) like water
which We send down from the sky, and the plants of the earth (all) thrive therewith, but then
(eventually) they turn into hay, which the winds (thus) blow away! And (thus) Al-lah is a
strong Measurer upon every wanted thing.
46- The properties and the children are only pretty things of this worldly life. But the lasting
rewards of the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference here to all of those most specific
“Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables,
in the first place: 2/25-26) are better/best at your Lord --now, thus also for/on the left side
therein-- as an award, and better/best --for/on the right side therein-- as a purpose!
47- And the day (when) We will wipe out the mountains, and you will see the earth barren
(20/105-108). And (then) We will summon them, and We will not leave out a single one of them.
48- And they will (thus all together) be presented to your Lord in rows. Definitely, you have
(thus) come to Us (now) as We created you the first time. No, (but) you (falsely) claimed that
We would never make for you (such) a promised time (18/58)!
49- And the “Written Document” (39/23) has (thus) been placed (before them). And you see
the criminals (now) shivering from what is (recorded) therein. And they are saying: O woe to us,
what (is happening) to this “Written Document,” that it does not leave out --now, thus also here
on those 19 coded Tables, on the left side-- any (qualitative or quantitative respect) “small one,”
or --on the right side-- any (qualitative or quantitative respect) “big one,” except that it is thus
(certainly) counting them! And (then) they will (thus) find (therein) what they have (thus)
worked for (here; 3/99 & 41/40 & 13/33 & … thus) brought forth (before them therein)! So
(henceforth), your Lord does not deal unjustly with any one (10/27)!
50- When We said to the “Angels:” You shall prostrate before Adam (15/28-29)! So they (all)
prostrated, except Iblees. And --(by thus renouncing his “Angelic” quality and identity therein)-he (thus) became the (first and head) jinn, for he (thus) betrayed the command of his Lord!
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So will you (still) take him and his descendants (=all those jinn satans under his rule, in his army
here; 6/112) thus as (guiding, protecting) masters (now) other than Me (7/30), and (though) they
are (thus) enemies to you (17/62)? So (what) an ugly exchange indeed (this is; 7/30 X 7/196)
for these unjust ones (39/24)!
51- I have not made them witness (neither) the creation of the skies and the earth, (nor) the
creation of their own souls. And I am (never in no need) to take these strayers (6/112) as aiders
(17/111).
52- And the day (when) He will say: (Then) call upon My partners (now), those whom you
have (thus) asserted --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “masters” and “intercessors”
outside/beside Him here; 18/102 & 10/18)! So they (immediately) called on them, but they
(=those Angels, or/and those Prophets; 21/28) have not responded to them! And We have (thus)
made between them a gulf (now).
53- And those --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23),
which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again, in the first place-(thus) criminals (7/40) have seen the Fire (therein), and they have understood that they will
certainly be falling into it. And they cannot find any escape therefrom!
** When our supreme Lord is thus informing us about these kind of events that will thus take place
in the hereafter, He sometimes uses the original Arabic verbs in “past tense,” as we see above, and
sometimes uses them in “future tense” (e.g. please, see 55/31 & 70/8-15). So here, we should first of all
clearly perceive that our supreme Lord does not target or refer to any specific person, or people here,
but based on His supreme knowledge and thus clearly perceiving all the secrets and declarations of these
kind of disbelievers here now (please, see 11/5), He is thus most precisely and accurately foretelling us
how they will act and what they will say in all these kind of situations in the hereafter, within that typical
mindset of disbelief now, in the first place.
So all these kind of disbelievers here will still have every chance to change their typical mindset of
disbelief now by their free will (18/29) and thus immediately and rightfully return to Al-lah here (4/17),
and thus save themselves from falling into these kind of eternal misfortune in the hereafter, first of all
(please, see 3/86-89 & 8/38);
but only those who would thus wilfully and deliberately insist on their unjustness, arrogance and
obduracy, and all those kind of their despotic attitudes (please, see 22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-10) even after
seeing all these most clear and perfect “Signs” of Al-lah here (please, see 7/132 & 41/5) till the very end
of their life here (4/18) will consequently have to fall into these kind of eternal misfortune, and henceforth
will therein have to thus exactly do and say all those things, within their typical mindset of disbelief now,
as our supreme Lord has already thus clearly described above, and in many other Verses as well,
throughout this Quran Testament!

54- And definitely, We have (thus) circulated about this “Reading” (=thus an exclusive
reference here to that most specific “Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69) of every (such) “allegories”
(here; 2/25-27 & 74/26-31 & 14/24-26 & ...) for the people. But the (disbelieving) human is of
all things still (thus) an arguer (40/56)!
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55- And what prevented the people from believing, and (immediately) seeking forgiveness
of their Lord, when the “Guidance” (39/23) has (thus) come to them (now), is except that (they
still senselessly wait) to come to them the principle of the past ones (13/32), or to come to them
the retribution (44/10-16 & 8/50-51) beforehand!
56- And We do not send the Messengers except as bearers of good news and warners.
But those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) are (still) arguing with the falsehood (2/78-79 &
3/78) thus to rebut thereby the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Truth,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
39/23)! For they have (thus) taken My “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) and what they are (thus) warned of
(21/1-2 & 4/47 & 16/28-29) as a mockery!
57- So who is more unjust than (the one) who is (thus) reminded of the “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5)
of his Lord, but has (immediately) disregarded them, and then (totally) forgotten what his hands
has (thus) sent forth (thus in a senseless; 25/44 treacherous and obdurate manner; 2/26 & 41/5).
So certainly, We have --(because of this; 41/5)-- made shields upon their hearts (now), so that
they --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully
decide to return to Al-lah here; 3/89)-- may not understand it, and --(because of this same reason
here again; 41/5)-- in their ears a deafness.
So if you call them to the “Guidance” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Guidance,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
39/23), they will not become “guided,” then --(here, in this case; 25/44 & 2/26-27 & 41/5)-forever!
58- And your Lord is --(here, in this case; 4/17 thus always)-- forgiver, possessor of mercy.
And if He were to punish them (immediately) for what they have (thus) earned (here; 10/27),
He would have hastened for them the retribution. No, for them (there is such) a promised time
(44/10-16 & 8/50-51), and then --(here, in this case; 4/18)-- from which they will not find
any refuge!
59- And (here), these are the cities, We have annihilated them when they acted unjustly (39/24)!
And We have made for their annihilation a promised time (17/58)!
60- And when Moses said to his young assistant: I will not rest until I reach the junction of
the two seas, or I will walk for ages!
61- So when they reached the junction of the two (seas), they forgot their “fish” (therein),
so it took its way into the sea --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, into that lowest
region-- “sneakily!”
62- When they passed that (junction), (Moses) said to his young assistant: (Please), bring us
our breakfast; (for) definitely, we have suffered (much) tiredness because of this journey of ours!
63- But he said: Did you see, when we took refuge on that rock, certainly, I forgot the “fish!”
And none caused me to forget it (therein) except the satan, that I may not remember it.
And so it took its way into the sea --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, into that upper
region-- “wondrously!”
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64- (Moses) said: This is what we were seeking --(as a Sign from Al-lah here)! So they
(immediately) returned, tracing their steps back.
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Reflections of the above Verses (18/61-64),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Joyful Miracle” document --(please, by especially
paying attention and clearly noticing therein on that 19 coded, magnificent Table of our supreme Lord
that “huutahuma” (=their fish; 18/61) which has thus (based on that straightforward, simple and perfect
“Heavenly Principle” therein in this regard) never been taken into account again and so “sneakily” gone
into that lowest region, on that right side; and then that “alhuut” (=the fish; 18/63) which has thus (based
on that straightforward, simple and perfect “Heavenly Principle” therein in this regard) rightfully been
taken into account again and so “wondrously” gone into that upper region, on that left side therein)-in this respect, here in the first place.

65- And they found a servant (there), from among Our servants, upon whom We bestowed
mercy from Us, and to whom (thus) We taught from Us a (special) knowledge!
66- Moses said to him: So may I follow you (now) on (condition) that you shall teach me
a correctness of what you have (thus) been taught (by Al-lah)!
67- He said: But certainly, you cannot have patience with me!
68- Because how can you have patience about what you cannot comprehend it basically?
69- (Moses) said: You will find me, if/when Al-lah wants, patient. And I will not disobey you
in any command!
70- He said: If you follow me, (then) you shall not ask me about anything, until I utter for you
a “Commemoration” (39/23) from it!
71- So they went forward. Until when they embarked in a boat, he (immediately) bored a hole
in it. (Moses) said: Did you bore a hole in it (thus) to drown its people? Definitely, you have
(thus) committed a terrible thing!
72- He said: Did I not say that certainly, you cannot have patience with me?
73- (Moses) said: (Please), do not rebuke me, for that I have (thus) forgotten (now)! And
(please), do not lay on me any difficulty because of my (mistaken) deed.
74- So they went forward. Until when they met a boy, he (immediately) killed him.
(Moses) said: Did you (thus) kill an innocent soul (who did not commit any sin by killing) any
other soul (5/32)? Definitely, you have (thus) committed a horrendous thing!
75- He said: Did I not say to you that certainly, you cannot have patience with me?
76- (Moses) said: If I ask you about anything else, after this, (then) do not keep me in your
company. For definitely, (then) you will have got against me a (sufficient) excuse!
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77- So they went forward. Until when they came to the people of a city, they asked its people
for food, but they refused to host them. (Soon), they found therein a wall about to collapse, and
he fixed it. (Moses) said: If you wanted, you could have taken a payment for it?
78- He said: (Then) this is (the time) for parting (of the ways) between me and you! But I will
inform you (now) of the interpretation of (all) that you could not have patience about it.
79- As for the boat, it belonged to (some) poor (fishermen) who were (thus) working in the sea.
So I intended --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in that lowest region-- to render it
“defective;” -(11/40)- because there was a king behind them (who) was confiscating every
(perfect) boat, forcibly! -(29/15)80- And as for the boy, his parents were believers. So We feared that he was going to burden
them with --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in that lowest/left side-“transgression,” and --in that lowest/right side-- “disbelief!”
81- So We (thus) desired that their Lord may change for them a better one than him --now,
thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in that upper/left side-- in “cleanliness,” and a nicer one
--in that upper/right side-- in “kindness!”
82- And as for the wall, it belonged to two orphan boys in the city. And there was a “treasure”
under it (hidden) for two of them. And their father was a righteous man. So your Lord intended
that they might (thus) attain their maturity and bring out --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, in that upper region, on those both sides-- “treasures” of two of them!
(These are) thus a Mercy from your Lord; for I have not done (any of) them of my own accord.
So this is the (truthful) interpretation of (all) that you could not have patience about it!
(=11/120)
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Reflections of the above Verses (18/79-82),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Joyful Miracle,” and then “A Glorious Miracle
1 & 2,” and then “A Glittering Miracle” documents, in these respects, here in the first place.

83- And they are asking you about “Possessor of the Two Horns (or/and Two Tribes)”?
Say: I shall recite to you (such) a “Commemoration” (39/23) from him (=minhu/huva:
please, let us certainly recall here that these masculine forms have thus specifically been used
by our supreme Lord throughout this Quran Testament thus also always to equally refer to a
woman and all women, here again, in the first place; 4/124 & 16/97 & …)!
** This promised final and chief “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” (please, see 3/81-82),
who will thus be sent by our supreme Lord here, in the future thus within the Last Day/Millennium again,
near the end times of the world (please, see 18/98-100), has thus, first of all, clearly been prophesied and
unmistakably been foretold in Torah thus to be a descendant of prophet Joseph (peace be upon him)
(please, see Deut. 33/13-17), who should thus fully be supported and defended then most specifically and
first of all by all the tribes of prophet Joseph’s those two sons (=Ephraim and Manasseh) in allegorical
sense thus as “Two Horns (or/and Two Tribes)” therein (please, see Deut. 33/17), and hence he is
specifically called as “Zee alQarnain” (=Possessor of the Two Horns, or/and Two Tribes) by our
supreme Lord in the above Verse.
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And also due to this clear fact here (16/43), this promised final and chief “Messenger of the Covenant,”
and that assistant Messenger, who will thus be sent just before it and thus prepare the way before it
as an “Elijah” (=Courageous one; please, see 37/130) may thereby thus both be Women Messengers,
thus the two most precious descendants of prophet Joseph (peace be upon him) then.
And we should also know here that prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) must have already thus in a
most wise prophetic manner clearly indicated and referred to these most precious two Women
Messengers as “Martha” and “Mary” in Gospel (please, see Luke 10/41-42), and thereafter prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon him) thus in a most wise prophetic manner again as “Hadeejah” and “Aisha”
in his most miraculous prophecies (please, see Bukhari).
And thus these two Women Messengers may also thus certainly be most precious descendants of also
prophet David and prophet Muhammad again (through his most precious daughter Fatema Zahra) then.
So when this promised final and chief “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” will thus be sent by our
supreme Lord near the end times (18/98-100), in the Last Day/Millennium again, she will thus decisively
be confirmed and fully supported by this initial and prime “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here,
together with all those great Prophets (=in this respect, first of all and again especially by prophet Noah,
and Abraham, and Moses, and Jesus, and Muhammad, peace be upon each of them) by their related
most critical and miraculous prophecies then (please, see 3/81-82 = 33/7-8).
So now we will see all the following Verses here in the light of this most critical and important
“Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place (=18/83), and then also we shall continue to rightfully wait and hope that in the future
all these Verses shall again be explained in the light of that utmost critical and important “Knowledge”
and “Wisdom,” in their final and ultimate meanings therein, that shall be revealed to that final and chief
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant” by our supreme Lord then!

84- Certainly, We have established him (=Possessor of the Two Horns, or/and Two Tribes)
on the earth --(thus in the future, near the end times of the world; 18/98-99), and We have given
him from every wanted thing a resource.
85- So he has followed a resource.
86- Until when he reached the setting time of the sun, he has (thus) found it setting into a
vast ocean. And he has found a nation therein. We said: O possessor of the Two Horns (or/and
Two Tribes), you can either retribute (them) now (for their hostility), or you can act with
kindness among them (for their civility).
87- He said: As for the one who act unjustly (42/42), we will (equitably) retribute him (here).
Then he will be brought back to his Lord (in the hereafter), and He will retribute him --(thus in a
most equitable and just manner therein; 40/40)-- with a fair retribution!
88- As for the one who believe and work for a “Righteous Deed” (2/25-26), for him --(thus in a
most equitable and just manner therein; 40/40)-- (there will be given) the nicest rewards! And
we will say to him from our command easy ones (here).
89- Then he has followed a resource.
90- Until when he reached the rising time of the sun, he has (thus) found it rising upon a nation
for whom We have made no (visible) shield against it.
91- Like this, and definitely We have (thus) encompassed (all) what is with him --(of everyone
and everything therein), comprehensively.
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92- Then he has followed a resource.
93- Until when he reached (the valley) between two palisades, he has found beneath them
a people, they were (out of their panic and fear therein) almost not (properly giving ear and)
understanding any utterance.
94- And they said: O possessor of the Two Horns (or/and Two Tribes), certainly --now, thus
also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- Yagog, and --on the right side-- Magog
are committing evil on the earth! So shall we pay to you a tax (now) on (condition) that you will
(immediately) make between us and them --on that left side-- a blockade?
95- He said: What my Lord has (thus) established me herein is better/best! So you shall (only)
aid me (now) with manpower, so that I will (immediately) make between you and them --on that
right side-- a barricade!
96- So you shall (immediately) bring to me masses of --on that right side here-- “iron!”
When he has (thus) filled the gap between those two palisades, he said: Blow! Then when he
has (thus) made it red hot, he said: So you shall bring to me, that I may (also) pour upon it (now)
molten --on that left side here-- “copper!”
97- So they could not --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- climb it,
and they could not --on the right side-- bore holes in it!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Reflections of the above Verses (18/94-97),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Glorious Miracle,” and then “A Glittering Miracle”
document, in these respects, here in the first place.

98- And then (Possessor of the Two Horns, or/and Two Tribes) said: (Here), this is (thus)
a Mercy from my Lord. But when --(in the future, thus sometime after her passing away therein;
16/32 thus just before that ultimate Hour of Resurrection; 39/67-70)-- the promise of my Lord
comes, He will make it levelled! And the promise of my Lord is Truth!
99- And We will let them, on that day, invade with one another. And the horn is blown; and
We will (thus) gather them with (complete) gathering.
100- And We will (thus) present Hell, on that day, for (such) disbelievers (39/59) with (perfect)
presenting!
101- Those whose eyes were (thus) in veils (not to see) My “Commemoration” (=thus also
an exclusive reference here to this most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), and they could
not even afford to hear!
102- So do those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 39/59) think that they have (thus) taken
My Servants (=Angels, and/or Prophets; 21/26) as (guiding, protecting) Masters (for themselves)
beside/against Me (here; 7/196 X 7/30 = 6/112-113)?
Then certainly, We have prepared Hell for (such) disbelievers (39/59) as an (eternal) residence!
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103- Say: So shall we inform you (now) of the worst losers in working?
104- (They are) the ones whose labor have (thus) gone astray in this worldly life, but they
(still) think that certainly they are nicely acting in conduct!
105- (For) those are the ones who have (thus) disbelieved in the “Signs” (=thus a reference here
to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah, and (thus) meeting
Him (here; 10/15); so their works are in vain! Therefore, We will not set up for them any balance
on the Day of Resurrection.
106- So --(here, in this case; 4/18 thus eventually)-- their requital will be Hell, for that they have
(thus) disbelieved (2/26-27), and have (thus) taken My “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) and My Messengers
(6/130) for a mockery!
107- But certainly, those who have believed (3/84) and worked for the “Righteous Deeds”
(=thus a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall
thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), the Gardens of
Serenity will be for them, as an (eternal) residence!
108- As eternal ones therein; they will never seek any departure therefrom!
109- Say: If the sea were ink --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- for the “Words”
of my Lord --(thus to write them in bolder and bolder therein with that ink thus to highlight
their deep significance), the sea would run out before --on the left side-- the “Words” (14/26)
of my Lord run out, even if (then) --for the right side-- We bring (extra) ink that is the like/equal
of it --(it would run out therein too)! (6/115)
110- Say: I am only a human like you; (but) it is being inspired to me that your Ilah (=God) is
(thus) only One Ilah (=God) (28/70)!
So let him who hopes to meet his Lord, work (now) for (such) a “Righteous Deed” (2/25-26)
(2/220, 224 & 4/114 & ...), and let him never make partner in serving of his Lord anyone
(12/40)!

CHAPTER 19
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Kaaf, Haa, Yaa, Ayn, Saad.
** In this respect, we should immediately go and see again now “An Awesome Miracle 2” document,
thus to witness therein that “19 coded, magnificent Planning,” which is thus created by our supreme Lord
in a most Wise and most Powerful manner, based on all of these most specific --(here, especially also thus
including these five specific)-- letters above, here in the first place!
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2- (This is) a narration of the Mercy of your Lord upon His servant Zachariah!
3- When he prayed to his Lord, a secret praying.
4- He said: My Lord, the bones have turned brittle in me, and the head is aflame with gray;
but I have never been disappointed by calling upon You, my Lord!
5- And certainly, I worry about my fellows (now) after me, and my wife is barren. So (please),
grant me, from Yourself, a (preaching, leading) fellow.
6- So that he may --(by thus rightfully preaching and leading them; 21/72-73)-- be my heir,
and the heir of the family of Jacob. And (please) make him, my Lord, a well approved one (by
You)!
7- (Thereupon, it was said to him from Heaven): O Zachariah, certainly, We give you good
news of a son (now), his name is John (=Yahyaa: Living one)! We have never made to him
a namesake before.
8- He said: My Lord, but how can a son be (born) for me (now), and (here) my wife is barren?
And definitely, I have (already) reached the advanced period of old age?
9- (The Angel) said: Thus has said your Lord: It is simple for Me (to do). For definitely, I have
created you before (this), and you were nothing (then)!
10- He said: My Lord, then (please), make for me a sign (now)! (The Angel) said: (Then)
your sign --(as given therein from his Lord)-- will be that you shall not speak to the people for
three nights, consecutively!
** There may thus also be some important scientific Signs for us here, that in such a situation if a
husband who has thus reached the old age and is thus a little bit frail and weak therein in this respect
do not talk but instead thus always meditate and glorify Al-lah for a specific period of time (3/41)
he can thus gain some much needed energy and the enhanced level in the number and the quality of the
sperm cells herein.

11- So he came out to his people from the sanctuary, and (therein, by fingerspelling) inspired
to them: So you shall glorify (Al-lah) in the early hours and the evenings!
12- (And sometime later, it was said to John from Heaven): O John, so you shall uphold the
Written Document (=Torah and Gospel), strongly. And We have (thus) given him the judgement
(therein; 5/44 & 47) while he was a child.
13- And (We have thus granted him) a gentleness from Us, and a cleanliness; and he was
--(even at that time thus also especially in this respect here)-- pious (39/33)! (To clearly witness
this fact, please, also certainly see now “The Words of John and Jesus” document, in this respect,
here in the first place.)
14- And a dutiful one towards his parents; and he was never a disobedient tyrant.
15- So peace be upon him the day he was born, and the day he (thus) died (16/32), and the day
he will --on that ultimate Day of Resurrection, here on this earth again thus-- be awakened
alive (39/67-69)!
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16- And mention in the Written Document (now) Mary: When she isolated herself from her
family (in service of Al-lah) towards an eastern place.
17- And she (thus) went into seclusion (in a distant place) beyond them. And We sent to her
Our Spirit (=Gabriel; 16/102), and he (thus) appeared to her (in the allegory/image of) a perfect
human (there).
18- She said: Certainly, I seek refuge from you with The Gracious, if you are pious!
19- He said: I am only a Messenger of your Lord, (thus) to grant you (by His Command) a pure
boy.
20- She said: But how can a son be (born) to me (now), and (here) no human has touched me;
and I have never been unchaste?
21- He said: Thus has said your Lord: It is simple for Me (to do). So We will make him --(now
also thus especially in this Final Age here)-- a “Sign” for the people, and a mercy from Us!
And the “command” (=must be an exclusive reference here again to that “command” of
most specific cloning procedure from Adam here; 3/59) was --(specifically by Gabriel here;
66/12 thus)-- carried out!
** By thus clearly showing us now the Scientific possibility of a human to be born without a father here
through such a miraculous cloning procedure above, our supreme Lord has thus also totally exonerated
prophet Jesus and his mother Mary (peace be upon each of them) from that false and ugly accusations of
those kind of disbelieving slanderous Jews therein (4/156) thus also by such a wondrous scientific “Sign”
here in this Final Age. And then we should also remember in this respect this most prominent
mathematical “Sign,” in which Adam and Jesus (peace be upon each of them) are thus exactly and equally
mentioned 25 times each, in the Quran Testament, thus as a most powerful additional Mathematical
support to our inference above, by our supreme Lord, here in this Final Age.

22- So --(following this miraculous cloning procedure here; 66/12)-- she (thus) conceived him;
and she isolated herself with him to a remote place.
23- And --(sometime later)-- the pangs (of childbirth) made her come to the trunk of a palm tree.
She said: O woe to me, (I wish) I had died before this, and been forgotten, completely!
24- But (Gabriel) spoke to her from under (the Heaven): Do not grieve! For definitely, your
Lord has made a stream (to flow) beneath you!
25- So shake towards you the trunk of this palm tree (now); it will drop for you (some) fresh
edibles.
26- And eat and drink, and refresh (your) eye! And if you see anyone of the people,
say: Certainly, I have vowed a fast to The Gracious, so I will not speak today to any person!
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27- And she (thus) came to her nation with him, carrying him. They said: O Mary, definitely,
you have (thus) committed a horrible thing!
28- O “sister” of Aaron, (but) your father was not a bad person, and your mother was not
an unchaste (woman)!
** Because that all those descendants of “Levi,” --who was one of those twelve sons of prophet Jacob
(peace be upon him)-- were thus basically called as “brothers/sisters of Aaron” in Torah (please, see
Numbers 18/6), in the above Verse it is also thus unmistakably and clearly pointed out to us that
Mary was thus also basically a descendant of Levi, and hence a “sister” of prophet Aaron (peace be upon
him) therein, in this respect, in the first place.

29- And she pointed to him. They said: But how can we speak to a child (now) who is (thus)
in the cradle?
30- Thereupon, (Jesus) immediately said (to them therein): Certainly, I am a servant of Al-lah!
He has given me the Written Document (=Gospel; 5/46), and has (thus) made me an Informer.
31- And He has (thus) made me blessed wherever I may be. And He has recommended me
(observing) the Support prayer and (giving) the Cleansing rate (please, in this respect also see
now: The Words of Jesus 3/9-13 & 11/30) for as long as I live!
32- And (He has thus made me) a dutiful one towards my mother; and He has not made me
a forceful tyrant.
33- So the peace be upon me the day I was born, and the day I (thus) die (16/32; 3/55), and
the day I will --on that ultimate Day of Resurrection, here on this earth again thus-- be awakened
alive (39/67-69)! (*Here, we should also thus clearly notice these exactly parallel statements here
19/15 = 19/33 and thus once again unmistakably and clearly perceive this most critical and
important fact; 5/117 thus also here now)!
34- So this was Jesus, the son of Mary; (within) the true Saying (sent down by Al-lah here now),
about which they were harboring suspicions.
35- So it does not befit Al-lah that He begets a child (6/101), be He glorified! When He decrees
a command, (then) He only says to it “Be,” and it --(in the manner He has thus decreed in the
first place, and in the time period He has deemed appropriate therein; 2/117)-- is (3/47)!
36- And (then Jesus said to them): Certainly, Al-lah is my Lord and your Lord; so you shall
(thus) serve (only) Him (please, also see in this respect now: Gospel-Mthw. 4/10). This is a
standing path (6/161)!
37- But (thereafter) the (various) parties contradicted among themselves. So woe to those who
have (thus) disbelieved (from among them now; 2/26-27) from witnessing of (such) a great day
(here; 5/116-119)!
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38- Hear them and see, on the day (when) they will come to Us! But those --by having thus
ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) unjust ones (39/24) are today (still)
in a clear straying.
39- So warn them (now) about the day of sorrow, when the command will (thus) be decided
(30/14-16)! But they are (still) in a (deliberate and ignorant) unawareness (today; 10/7-8), and
they thus (still) do not believe (74/30-31)!
40- Certainly, We will (thus eventually) inherit the earth and whomever on it (39/67); and (then)
to Us they will (thus) be brought back (39/67-70)!
41- And mention in the Written Document (now) Abraham: Certainly, he was a truthful (man),
a (righteous) Informer (16/120-122).
42- When he said to his father: O my father, why are you (still) serving what cannot hear, and
cannot see, and --(here, in this case thus eventually against the retribution of Al-lah; 11/101)-they cannot avail you in the least?
43- O my father, (here), definitely a knowledge has (thus) come to me (now), which --(up until
here)-- has not come to you. So (please), follow me (now), that I may (thus) guide you to a
straight path (6/161).
44- O my father, (then) do not serve the satan (henceforth)! For certainly, the satan has (thus)
been disobedient (15/30-40) against The Gracious!
45- O my father, certainly I fear that --(because of this; 6/42)-- a retribution may touch you now
from The Gracious, and --(then by thus totally going astray thereafter; 6/42-43)-- you might be
(such) a friend of the satan (16/100)!
46- (His father) said: Are you still (thus) forsaking my gods, O Abraham? If you do not stop,
I will stone you (to death)! So leave me alone (now) for some time.
47- (Abraham) said: Peace be upon you. I will seek forgiveness of my Lord for you; for
certainly, He has always been Kind towards me.
48- And I will keep away (now) from you and what you are calling upon --(by thus adopting
them as other/partner false “gods” outside/beside Him therein)-- other than Al-lah (29/25)!
And I will call upon --(by thus taking Him as one and only true “God” here)-- my Lord (Al-lah)
(37/91-99)! And perhaps, I will never be disappointed by (thus) calling upon my Lord (19/4-7)!
49- So when he (thus) went away from them and what they were serving --(by thus adopting
them as other/partner false “gods” outside/beside Him therein)-- other than Al-lah (29/17),
We granted him (his son) Isaac and then (his grandson) Jacob. And each (of them) We have
(thus) made a (righteous) Informer (6/84-85).
50- And We have (thus) granted them of Our “Mercy” (=thus also a significant reference here
to this most specific “Mercy,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 10/57-58) and We have (thus) made for them --(now,
thus also here)-- a top tongue of truthfulness!
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** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob (peace be
upon each of them) by which they have thus clearly foretold and unmistakably described this promised
“Mercy” of our supreme Lord, which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place (39/23), thus always within a most wise and knowledgeable --left and right side-prophetic manner, as our supreme Lord most Superbly, precisely and accurately has thus inspired and
taught to each of them therein, we should see again now “The Words of Patriarchs” document, in its
entirety, in this respect, here in the first place.

51- And mention in the Written Document (now) Moses: Certainly, he was a devoted (servant
of Al-lah), and he was (thus) a sent (by Him) Informer (14/5).
52- And We called him from the right side of the Mount (Sinai), and We (thus) brought him
close for a conversation.
53- And We (thus) granted him, out of Our mercy, his brother Aaron as an Informer (20/25-36).
54- And mention in the Written Document (now) Ishmael: Certainly, he was truthful in (his)
promise --(whenever he made such a promise to Al-lah, and also to humans; 3/76), and he was
(thus) a sent (by Al-lah) Informer (2/127-128).
55- And he (always) commanded his people (to observe) the Support prayer and (to give) the
Cleansing rate (2/127-128); and (thus) he was a well approved (servant) by his Lord.
56- And mention in the Written Document (now) Edrees: Certainly, he was a truthful (man),
a (righteous) Informer.
57- And We (thus) “raised” him --(perhaps, thus in an exactly similar way again with that of
Al-lah’s “raising” Jesus to heaven here; 3/55)-- to a high place (in heaven)!
58- These are the ones that Al-lah has (thus) blessed upon them, from among the Informers,
of the descendants of Adam, and of (those) whom We (thus) carried with Noah (11/48), and
of the descendants of Abraham and Israel, and of (those) whom We --(due to their honesty and
sincerity here; 13/27 thus)-- guided and selected (6/84-87). When the “Signs” (=thus a reference
here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of The Gracious are (thus)
recited to them --(in heaven now, wherein they are all thus well and alive therein; 3/148 &
16/32)-- they fall prostrate, weeping!
59- But a successor generation has (now) succeeded after them (here). And they have (thus)
neglected (here) their Support duty (33/56), and (instead) followed their own lust. So they will
--(here, in this case; 4/18)-- eventually meet (such) a calamity (10/7-8)!
60- Except (those) who (thus) return (to Him here; 4/17), and (thus) believe and work for a
“Righteous Deed” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,”
that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place:
2/25-26), they will enter the Garden, and they will not be treated unjustly in the least (21/47).
61- Gardens of Eden, which The Gracious has (thus) promised to (all of) His (righteous)
servants --(that they will thus enter therein immediately at the time of their death here)-- in near
future (16/31-32)! Certainly, His promise will (thus) be brought forth!
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62- They will not hear therein any nonsense; only --(by thus always glorifying and praising
Al-lah, in the first place; 10/10)-- a “Peace” (56/25-26)! And for them their provisions (will
always be) therein, morning and evening.
63- This is the Garden, We will (thus) give (it) as an inheritance among Our servants (to those)
who are (thus) pious (2/177)!
64- And (those Angels said): We do not come down except by the command of your Lord.
To Him (belongs) whatever between our hands and whatever behind us, and whatever between
these. And your Lord is never forgetful --(of anyone and/or anything here; 20/52 & 10/61)!
65- (He is) the Lord of the skies (=all those galaxies, with all of those stars and planets, etc.
therein) and the earth, and whatever between them (=all those nebulae, gas and dust particles,
etc. therein). So you shall (thus) serve (only) Him (22/77), and (thus) remain steadfast in serving
(only) of Him (12/40)! (For) do you know any (other) namesake (that can thus be equal/similar)
to Him (112/4 = 17/88)?
66- But the (disbelieving) human is (still) saying: When I die, shall I (really) be --(immediately
after this death here, thus in the other world, in that Hell, or in that Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32
thus instantly)-- brought out alive (therein; 36/48-54)?
67- But does not that human remember that We have created him (here) before (this), and he
was nothing (then)?
68- So by your Lord; We will surely (thus) summon them and these satans (6/112-113), then We
will gather them around Hell on their knees.
69- Then We will pick out, from each group, those of them who are (thus) most ardent (here)
against The Gracious in aggression (22/72).
70- Then We know best those who are --(because of this; 3/90-91)-- most deserving of it (now)
for --(here, in this case; 4/18 eventually thus)-- going into it (52/11-16)!
71- And there is not from among you (anyone) except that he will (certainly) come into it (first);
(for) it is an (unavoidable) decree of your Lord (that is thus) to be fulfilled.
72- Then We will (immediately) rescue those who have (thus) acted piously (here; 39/33),
but We will leave those --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance”
(39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus)
unjust ones (39/24) therein, on their knees!
73- And (here), when Our clear “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most
specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) are recited to them, those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27)
said to those who have (thus) believed (2/25-26): (Then) which of the two parties are better
(now) in a standing position, and nicer as a thriving society?
74- But how many a generation have We annihilated before them, they were nicer (than them)
in luxuries, and as a show off!
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75- Say: Whoever (thus choose to) go astray (2/26-27) The Gracious will lead him on --(in
the way, he has thus wilfully and deliberately chosen by his free will for himself; 13/27)-with (complete) leading on (23/55-56). But (then) when they see what they are (thus) promised
--(here, in this case; 8/38)-- either the retribution (44/10-11) or the Hour (33/63), they will know
(then) who are more wicked in place, and weaker as an army (48/7)!
76- And Al-lah will augment those who --(due to their honesty and sincerity here; 13/27)-(thus) becomes guided (2/25-26) with/in (this) “Guidance” (39/23)! So the lasting (benefits) of
these “Righteous Deeds” (2/25-26) will be better/best at your Lord --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, for/on the left side-- as an award, and better/best --for/on the right side-as a recompense!
77- So did you see the one who has (thus) disbelieved (now) in Our “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5),
and (then) said: I will surely be given wealth and children (by Al-lah, thus as a reward for his
ardent disbelief and enmity here against this “Messenger/Message of the Covenant;” 70/36-38)!
78- Has he (thus) perceived the unseen (of the future here, or/and then the hereafter), or has he
(really) taken a pledge from The Gracious (in this respect)?
79- Not indeed; (for) We will write (now) what he is (thus) saying, and then --(when the time
comes, because of this; 22/72)-- We will prolong for him the retribution (then) with (total)
prolonging!
80- And We will inherit of him what he is (thus) saying (=all his wealth and children) then;
and he will come to Us (thus) as a (lonely) individual (74/11-17)!
81- But they have (thus) taken gods (here; 9/31 & 21/29) other than Al-lah, so that --(these
Prophets and/or Scholars, whom they have thus falsely idolized here)-- may be a (source of)
might for them (here, and in the hereafter)!
82- Not indeed; (for) these (righteous Prophets and/or Scholars) will thus (utterly) reject their
(false) serving (here; 9/31 & 21/29), and they will (thus) be against them (bitter) opponents!
Please, also see in this respect here now: (Torah-Deut. 31/29) (Gospel-Mthw. 7/21-23)
(Quran-Furqan 25/30)!
83- Did you not see, certainly We have (thus) sent these satans (6/112-113, 121) upon these
disbelievers (2/26-27), and they are (thus) stirring them --(against this “Messenger/Message of
the Covenant” here again now)-- with (utter) stirring (70/36-38)!
84- So do not be in haste about them (now); (for) We are only (thus) counting for them with
(exact) counting (11/8)!
85- The day (when) We will summon the pious (39/33) before The Gracious in a congregation;
86- And We will herd the criminals (7/40) (then) into Hell --(here, in this case; 22/72)-- with
(utter) thrusting!
87- They will not receive any intercession (from those Prophets, or/and Angels; 21/28 & 53/26),
except (the ones) who may take a pledge (at that time, first of all, thus) from The Gracious
(20/109)!
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88- But (still) they said: The Gracious has begotten a child (9/30)!
89- Definitely, you have (thus) come with a disastrous claim.
90- The skies might almost shatter therefrom, and the earth might tear asunder, and the
mountains might crumble, utterly!
91- Because that they have (thus falsely) ascribed to The Gracious a child (9/30)!
92- And it does not befit The Gracious that He should beget a child (6/101)!
93- Every of those (whoever) in the skies and the earth will only come to The Gracious
--(not as a “child” but thus definitely)-- as a “servant!”
94- Certainly, He has encompassed them, and He has (thus) counted (each and every of) them
with (exact) counting.
95- And every of them will come to Him on the Day of Resurrection (thus) as a (solitary)
individual!
96- Certainly, those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a
reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work
for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), The Gracious will shower
them with love!
97- Certainly, We have (thus) made it easy in your --19 coded, Mathematical-- tongue
(74/26-31), that you may (henceforth thus) give good news with it to the pious (39/33-35), and
you may (thus) warn with it (such) an obstinate people (39/32)!
98- And how many a generation have We annihilated before them. So can you perceive any one
of them (now), or can you hear from them any whisper (36/31)?

CHAPTER 20
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Taa, Haa.
2- We have not sent down to you the “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 36/69), that you may be distressed.
3- But (thus) as a “Commemorance” (74/54) for (those) who will reverence (Al-lah)!
4- It is (thus) a “sending down” (39/23) from (the One) who has created the earth and --again
essentially all 19 coded-- those lofty skies (21/30)!
5- The Gracious; upon the Throne He has (thus) dominated (25/59)!
6- To Him (belongs) whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth, and whatever between
them, and (also) whatever beneath the ground.
7- And if you utter the saying aloud (now), certainly, He knows (even before you thus say it
aloud) (all) the hidden (thoughts), and the most secret (individual prayers) (19/3)!
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8- Al-lah; there is no Ilah (=God) except (thus) only He (28/70)! To Him belongs --now, thus
also on those 19 coded Tables here-- the nicest “Names” (59/22-24)!
9- And has the utterance of Moses come to you?
10- When he saw a fire, and said to his family: Stay (here). Certainly, I have seen a fire.
Perhaps, I may bring to you a torch therefrom (now), or I may find upon the fire a guidance!
11- So when he (thus) came to it, he was called: O Moses!
12- Certainly I, (here), I am your Lord! So remove your sandals (now); (for) certainly, you are
in the sacred valley, Tuwaa!
13- And I have (thus) chosen you; so hear (now) what is (thus) inspired (to you here):
14- Certainly I, (here), I am Al-lah; there is no Ilah (=God) except (thus) only Me (28/70)!
So you shall (thus) serve (only) Me (12/40), and you shall observe the Support duty (to fulfill)
My “Commemoration” (21/48)!
15- Certainly, the Hour is surely (thus) coming (30/14-16)! But (now) I earnestly keep it (=its
exact time; 7/187) secret, in order that every soul --(thus in a most equitable and just manner)-(adequately) be recompensed for what it (thus) “labors” for (53/39-41)!
16- So let never repel you (now) from it (the one) who does not believe in it (42/18), and
(instead) he has (thus) followed his own (false) desire (18/28), lest you (eventually) fall (like
him)!
17- So what is this, in your right hand, O Moses?
18- He said: This is my staff, I lean on it, and also herd with it my sheep. And for me (there are
also some) other uses in it.
19- (Al-lah) said: (Then) throw it down (now), O Moses!
20- So he (immediately) threw it down; and behold, it is --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on that right side-- a running “snake!”
21- (Al-lah) said: Pick it up (now), and do not fear! (For) We will return it to its --now, thus also
on that left side here-- former (“serpent”) form (=7/107)!
22- And hold your hand (now) under your (left) wing; it will come out --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, thus on the left side-- “bright” (in victory), without any --on that right
side-- “blemish;” as another “Sign!”
23- Thus We may show you --(O “Messenger of the Covenant” here, through these most Wise
and special narration styles of the stories of these great Prophets here; 11/120)-- of Our greatest
“Signs” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of those most specific “Signs” --(here, thus
especially and first of all to that specific one presented within “A Joyful Miracle” document)-which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
6/4 = 26/5)!
24- So go to Pharaoh now, (O Moses); for certainly, he has transgressed.
25- (Moses) said: My Lord, then (please), expand for me my chest.
26- And (thus) make easy for me my command.
27- And (please), loose the knot from my tongue,
28- so that they may (clearly) understand my speech.
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29- And (please), appoint for me an assistant from my family;
30- Aaron, my brother.
31- (Please), fortify with him my strength.
32- And (thus) make him partner in my mission;
33- So that we may glorify You frequently,
34- And we may commemorate You frequently!
35- Certainly, You are Seer of us!
36- (Al-lah) said: Definitely, your request is (thus) granted to you, O Moses!
37- And definitely, We have conferred a gift upon you (also) another time.
38- When We inspired to your mother what was (thus) inspired:
39- So you shall put him into the ark (now), and put it into the river. And (then) the river will
throw him onto the shore; and an enemy of Mine and an enemy of him will pick him up (there).
And I have (thus) cast upon you a lovableness from Me, so that you may (thus) be raised (by
them) before My eye!
40- Then your sister was walking, and she said (to them): Shall I show you (a nursing mother)
now, who may take good care of him? So We have (thus) returned you to your mother, so that
her eye may (thus) be refreshed, and she may no more grieve. And (then) you killed a soul, but
We have (thus) saved you from the sorrow (28/15-16). And We have (thus) tested you with
(utter) testing. And (thereafter), you have (thus) stayed for years among the people of Midyan
(28/27-28). Then you have (thus) come (here), upon a (perfect) measure, O Moses!
41- And I have (thus) made you --(as a devoted Servant and righteous Messenger; 19/51)-for My own soul!
42- So you shall go (now), you and your brother, with My Signs! And do not waver in
(fulfilling) My “Commemoration” (21/48)!
43- You shall go to Pharaoh; (for) certainly, he has transgressed.
44- And you shall talk to him a gentle talk, that perhaps he may thus (duly) commemorate,
or he may become (truly) reverent.
45- They said: Our Lord, (but) certainly, we fear that he may (immediately) attack us (now),
or he may transgress.
46- (Al-lah) said: Do not fear! For certainly, I am with you; I (always) hear and see.
47- So go to him (now), and say: We are (thus) two Messengers of your Lord. So you should
send with us the Children of Israel, and do not retribute them (anymore)! (For) definitely,
We have (thus) brought to you a “Sign” from your Lord. So the peace is upon (those) who will
follow the “Guidance” (39/23)!
48- Certainly, it is (thus) inspired to us (by Al-lah) that: Definitely, the retribution (will come)
upon (those) who will lie and turn away (88/21-24)!
49- (Pharaoh) said: (But) who is your Lord, O Moses?
50- (Moses) said: Our Lord is the One who has granted everything its creation, then He has
--(by thus granting free will to humans; 76/3 and by thus programming all things; 17/44)-guided!
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51- (Pharaoh) said: So what about the deeds of the past generations (who were unaware of
your Message)?
52- (Moses) said: The knowledge thereof is (thus) with my Lord in a Written Document (14/9).
My Lord never errs (11/117 & 17/15), and He never forgets (19/93-95)!
53- The One who has made for you the earth a cradle, and (thus) paved for you (many) roads
on it. And He sends down from the sky water, and We (thus) bring forth therewith the “pairs”
of various plants (12/105)!
54- So eat and pasture your livestock.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) for (all)
possessors of the intelligence!
55- From it We have created you (herein), and into it We return you; and (thus) from it We will
bring you out --(on that ultimate Day of Resurrection)-- finally (39/67-69)!
56- And definitely, We (thus) showed him Our “Signs,” every of them; but (still) he rejected and
refused.
57- And he said: Have you come to us, (thus) to drive us out of our land with your magic,
O Moses?
58- So we will bring to you a similar magic (now). So set between us and you an appointment,
which we cannot break it, neither we nor you; a straight place!
59- (Moses) said: (Then) your appointment is the day of festivities, and (when all) the people
will be summoned, in the forenoon!
60- So Pharaoh (immediately) withdrew and gathered his snare; then he came (to that specific
place).
61- Moses said to them: Woe to you, do not fabricate upon Al-lah (thus) a lie, lest He annihilate
you with a retribution. For definitely, those who fabricate (16/87) will surely fail!
62- But they argued their command among themselves, and they conferred privately.
63- (Then) they said: These are only two magicians. They (thus) want to drive you out of your
land with their magic, and to destroy your best (social, political, spiritual, etc.) way!
64- So gather your snare (now), then come forward in a body. For definitely, those who prevail
today will surely prosper!
65- So they said: O Moses, either you throw, or we will be the first to throw (now)!
66- He said: No, you throw. So then (behold), --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the left side-- their “ropes” and --on the right side-- their “staffs” appeared to him, because of
their magic, as if they are running about!
67- So Moses (thus) harbored in his soul a fear.
68- But We said: Do not fear! (For) certainly, you shall be --now, thus also therein again, in the
upper region, on those both sides-- triumphant!
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69- So throw (now) what is in your right hand, and it will --now, thus also therein again, in that
lowest region, on those both sides-- swallow (by totally invalidating them therein) what they
have forged! For certainly, what they have (thus) forged (20/66) is only snare of an enchanter;
and (such) enchanters --(now thus also here; 13/33)-- will never prosper, wherever they may go!
(=11/120)
70- And the enchanters (immediately) fell down, prostrating (before Al-lah), and they said:
We have believed in the Lord of Aaron and Moses!
71- (Pharaoh) said: Have you (thus) believed in him, (even) before I give you permission?
Then certainly, he must be your chief, the one who has (thus) taught you the enchantment.
So I will cut off your hands and your feet (now) on alternate sides, and I will crucify you on the
trunks of the palm trees. And you will (thus) know which of us is more/most severe in retribution
and more/most lasting!
72- They said: We will never prefer you over what has (thus) come to us of the “Clear Proofs”
(20/133), and (over) the One who has (thus) initiated us (27/59)! So issue (then) what you will
issue (here). But (don’t forget that) you can only issue (your such unjust and despotic orders)
in this worldly life!
73- Certainly, we have believed in our Lord, that He may forgive us (all) our wrong actions (in
the past), and what you have (thus) forced us (to perform) it of the enchantment (here).
And Al-lah is better/best (in rewarding) and more/most lasting (in requital)!
74- Certainly, whoever comes to his Lord as (such) a criminal (7/40), for him (there is) Hell;
he will never die therein, nor will he live (14/17)!
75- And whoever comes to Him as (such) a believer (3/84), and (while) he has definitely worked
for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous
Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first
place: 2/25-26), those are, for them (there will be granted) the highest degrees (of rank; 4/96)!
76- Gardens of Eden, the rivers will be flowing beneath them, as eternal ones therein! And this
is the reward of (the one) who has (thus) “cleansed” himself (here)!
77- And (then) We (thus) inspired to Moses: You shall lead My servants out (now), and strike
for them a road across the sea, a solid one; not fearing to get caught, and not being frightened.
78- And Pharaoh pursued them with (all of) his army; but (eventually) covered them of the sea
what covered them (therein).
79- And Pharaoh (thus) led astray his own nation, and he did not guide (43/51-55)!
80- O Children of Israel, definitely, We have (thus) saved you from your enemies; and (then)
We have (thus) made (a Covenant) with you at the right side of the Mount (2/63), and sent down
upon you the manna and the quails.
81- So eat from the clean ones of what We have (thus) provided for you (now), and do not
transgress (5/68) therein, lest My wrath fall upon you (17/7). And upon whomever My wrath
--(because of their transgression herein; 5/68)-- thus falls (now; 2/90), definitely collapse!
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82- And certainly, I am Forgiver for (those) who (thus) return (to Me; 17/8), and believe and
work for a “Righteous Deed” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables,
in the first place: 2/25-26), then has (thus) been “guided” (here; 39/23, 33-35)!
83- But what made you rush away from your nation, O Moses?
84- He said: They are (closely following) in my footsteps. And I have (thus) rushed to You,
O my Lord, that You may be pleased!
85- Al-lah said: Certainly, We have tested your nation after you (left), and the Samarian has
led them astray (now)!
86- So Moses (immediately) went back to his nation, angry and disappointed. He said:
O my nation, has your Lord not promised you a nice promise? So has the pledge seemed too far
upon you (now), or have you (thus) intended that a wrath should fall upon you from your Lord?
And you have (thus) broken your promise to me?
87- They said: We have not broken our promise to you of our own accord. But we were laden
with loads of jewelry of the (Egyptian) nation; and we have hurled them now (into the fire).
And thus the Samarian has thrown (first).
88- So he (thus) brought forth for them a calf, a mere statue, which had a mooing sound! Then
they (=Samarian and all his gang) shouted: Here, this is your Ilah (=God) and the Ilah (=God)
of Moses, but he forgot --(to preach and command you to worship it, because he had to rush
away to his Lord; 20/83-84)!
89- (But) could they not see that it (=golden calf) did not respond to them with any (Heavenly)
“Saying,” and it did not rule for them with any harm, and not a benefit!
** After thus producing this golden calf, this Samarian would thus fabricate many false teachings and
commandments in the name of Al-lah out of his own false desire, and then would deceive the people by
claiming that Al-lah thus approved all his fabrications by this miraculous sound “moo” from heaven!
And thus he would take this “golden calf” and behind it his own “ego” as his false god here (25/43).
So we must clearly perceive here the first perfect argument that our supreme Lord has thus most Wisely
and precisely taught us above, that we never get deceived by these kind of satanic plots in the past, and
now, and in the future: Here, though Al-lah thus always sent His “Saying” in a “Mathematically coded,
perfectly Symmetrical” most Wondrous manner (please, see 6/154) through His servant Moses,
this Samarian and his golden calf could not bring any such “Saying” but only a meaningless “moo” from
heaven (i.e. from his master Satan therein; 17/64), in the first place!
So in this regard, we should also certainly see now this most specific Verse (=16/73) again, thus to clearly
understand and perceive the huge difference and thus the absolute Superiority of our supreme Lord, as
one and only “true God” (=Ilah) here, against/above those fabricated many “false gods” of today!

90- And definitely, Aaron said to them before: O my nation, you have (thus) only been tested
with it. And certainly, your (one and only) Lord is The Gracious (Al-lah)! So follow me (now),
and obey my command --(to totally abandon it now, and always worship Al-lah alone)!
91- (But) they said: We will never abandon it, (from being) devotees (to it), until Moses comes
back to us!
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92- (And when he came back, Moses) said: O Aaron, what prevented you, when you saw them
(thus) gone astray,
93- from following me? So have you (thus) rebelled against my command?
94- He said: O son of my mother, do not pull me by my beard and by my head! (For) certainly,
I was afraid that you might say: Why have you caused a division among the Children of Israel
--(by thus assuming a very stern and strict attitude in the very beginning, and thus immediately
and forcibly expelling those who have advocated the worship of that “golden calf”)-- and have
not observed my saying --(to preseve the unity)!
** We can now clearly learn from our supreme Lord here that such a thinking and apology by prophet
Aaron (peace be upon him) was definitely not the right course to follow in these kind of most critical and
urgent situations, because of these “Heavenly Warnings” now, here (please, see 29/2-3 & 3/179)!
But we can again clearly learn from our supreme Lord here that even these honorable Prophets may
sometimes thus temporarily be duped by Satan in certain issues, in certain times, but thereafter Al-lah will
certainly thus correct them, and all those righteous believers who follow them, and thus forgive them
(7/150-151), and put them into His perfect and straight course again (20/97-98) by His great favor and
mercy here (please, see 22/52-54 & 48/2-3)!

95- (Moses) said: So what was your intent, O Samarian?
96- He said: I have seen what they could not see it. So I have grabbed a fistful (of dust)
from the footsteps of the Messenger (=Gabriel), and I have (thus) cast it --(into that fire, thus to
mix it with that golden calf; 20/88). Thus my soul has enticed me (to do)!
97- Moses said: Go (then)! And certainly, for you in this life (it will be your duty) to say:
(Here), has (that Satan; 2/275 thus) touched (me)! And certainly, for you --(in this case; 4/18 thus
eventually)-- (there is) a promise that you can never evade it. Then look at your god (now),
the one that you have (thus) been a devotee to it! (Here), we will (completely) burn it (now), then
we will scatter its (ashes) into the sea, with (utter) scattering!
98- For certainly, your Ilah (=God) is only Al-lah; the One that (there is) no Ilah (=God) except
(thus) only He (28/70)! He has encompassed every wanted thing in knowledge (6/59)!
99- Like this, We are narrating to you (some) of the informations of (those) what (thus)
definitely happened (in the past). And definitely, We have (thus) given you (here) from Us
a “Commemoration” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
39/23)!
100- So whoever (still) turns away from “It” (39/23) (now), then certainly, he will bear a load
(of sins) on the Day of Resurrection.
101- As eternal ones therein! Then (what) a bad load (will it be) for them on the Day of
Resurrection (39/24-26)!
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102- The day (when) the horn is blown, and We will summon these criminals (7/40), on that
day, blue.
103- They will be whispering among themselves, (saying to each other): You have not stayed
(in the world) except for ten (days)!
104- We know best what they are saying, when their most respected ones (among themselves)
in conduct will be saying: You have not stayed (in the world) except for a day!
105- And they are asking you (now) about the Mountains? Say: (Eventually), my Lord will
surely wipe them out, with (utter) wiping out.
106- And He will leave them like a barren, flat land.
107- So you will not see therein any hill, and not a dip.
108- On that day, they will follow the Caller (54/6-8), without (slightest) deviation from him.
And (all) the voices will be hushed before The Gracious; so you will not hear (anything) except
whispers.
109- On that day, the intercession --(of the Angels, or the Prophets)-- will not benefit (21/28),
except (the one) for whom The Gracious may give permission (first of all), for/if He is pleased
with him due to/with “Saying” (=thus also a most critical reference here to that most specific
“Saying,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 14/27)!
** To witness all those most miraculous and critical prophecies of prophet David and prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon each of them), by which they have already thus clearly foretold and
unmistakably informed about this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,”
their descendant, who is thus unmistakably sent here by our supreme Lord, in this most critical Final Age,
and how they may intercede --(when/if only thus after Al-lah gives permission therein, of course; 20/109
thus)-- for those who will believe and righteously work (2/25-26) on this 19 coded, most specific
“Saying” (14/27) here, but how they will immediately and utterly condemn and disown those who will
reject and thus sinfully disregard (2/26-27) this 19 coded, most specific “Saying” (14/27) here, in this
most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Supernal Miracle” document, in this respect, here
in the first place.

110- He knows (all) what is between their hands (here), and (all) what is behind them; but they
cannot comprehend Him --(thus on His most exalted Throne; 25/59 beyond and above all
universe/universes; 70/4)-- in knowledge (6/103)!
111- And (all) faces have submitted (now) to the Living, the Eternal (Al-lah)!
And definitely, has failed (now) (the one) who has brought (such) an unjustness (=39/24)!
112- But (those) who have (thus) worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference here
to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again,
on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), and (while) he is (such) a believer (2/285),
shall have no fear of --now, due to/on the left side here-- any injustice, and --due to/on the right
side here-- any adversity (40/40)!
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113- And like this, We have sent it down as an arabic --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here, on the left and the right side-- “Reading” (36/69)! And We have cited about it (here)
of (all) those warnings (39/55-58 & …), so that they may (henceforth thus) be pious (39/34),
and it may (thus) utter for them (such) a “Commemoration” (39/23)!
114- Most Exalted is Al-lah, the (only) true Ruler (17/111)! And do not hasten in (reciting)
the “Reading” (36/69) before its inspiration is thus (wholly) decreed to you --(by Al-lah
in a most clear and rightful manner here; 10/15 = 75/16-19)! And (always) say: My Lord,
(please), augment me in knowledge (4/166)!
115- And definitely, We have (thus) made a pledge with Adam before (7/19), but (then) he
forgot (it). So We did not find in him --(here, in this respect; 7/20-23)-- a determination.
116- And when We said to the Angels: You shall prostrate before Adam! So they (all)
prostrated, except Iblees; he refused.
117- So We said: O Adam, certainly, this (Satan) is (henceforth thus) an enemy of you and of
your spouse. So let him not (deceive and) drive you out (now) from the Garden, lest you become
miserable!
118- For certainly, (it is guaranteed) for you (now herein) that you will (generously eat and)
never hunger herein, and you will (find plenty of places and) never go unsheltered.
119- And certainly, you will (generously drink and) never thirst herein, and you will (find plenty
of shades and) never get sunburnt.
120- But the satan whispered to him (therein), and said: O Adam, shall I show you (now)
the tree of eternity, and (thus) a ruling dominion that will never end?
** So we can hereby also thus clearly perceive that Adam (peace be upon him) was in a “garden”
(=aljannat) here that was on this earth, because we can clearly see that he thus knew that he was not
“immortal” here, and he would sooner or later die here, hence Satan took advantage of this and deceived
him by promising him “eternity” (=khuld) above, in the first place, when/if he ate from that certain tree
therein! But in that “garden” (=aljannat) that is in heaven now, (Adam and) all the believers will thus be
“immortal” (=khaleduuna) by the command and permission of our supreme Lord, first of all, when (he
was and) they are thus admitted therein, immediately at the time of their death here (16/32 & 2/82)!
(*So we should also remember here again these critical Verses with respect to Adam and this “garden”
here again; 2/35-37 in this regard.)

121- So they (thus) ate from it (7/20-22), and (thereupon) their ugly (parts) became manifest to
them. And they (immediately) began to cover themselves with the leaves of the Garden (7/22).
And (thus) Adam disobeyed his Lord, and he deviated.
122- (But) then his Lord (again) chose him, and (thus) returned to him (25/71), and guided!
123- Then (Al-lah) said: Go down therefrom (now), all together, some of you as rivals to some
(2/35-37). And when a “Guidance” comes to you from Me, whoever follows My “Guidance”
(=thus a reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), will not go astray, nor will
he become miserable (16/97)!
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124- But whoever turns away from My “Commemoration” (=thus a reference here to that
most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), certainly, for him (there will be) a straitened life.
And We will summon him, on the Day of Resurrection, blind!
125- He will say: My Lord, why have You summoned me blind, and definitely, I was a seer?
126- Al-lah will say: Because Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most
specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) came to you, but you --(in this world thus lifelong, and if it were
possible thus even forever here; 18/57)-- forgot them. So thus, --(as a most equitable and just
requital; 40/17)-- today you will --(in this case; 6/27-28 thus forever)-- be forgotten (33/65)!
127- And thus We requite (the one) who acts excessively and (thus) does not believe in these
“Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) of his Lord! And the retribution of the Last Epoch will be --now, again
because of his unjust and arrogant rejection of these “Signs” on the left side here-- more/most
severe, and --because of his unjust and arrogant rejection of these “Signs” on the right side here-more/most lasting (29/47, 49)!
128- So does it (still) not “guide” (39/23-26) them, that how many a generation We have (thus)
annihilated before them (40/5), that they are (still) walking (now) in their residences?
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) for (all)
possessors of the intelligence!
129- If it were not for a word that already (thus) gone forth (in the very beginning) from your
Lord (11/48), (the requital) would have (immediately) come (upon those disbelievers) now; but
thus (there is) a named appointed time (10/49-53)!
130- So you shall remain steadfast in the face of what they are saying (15/6 & 21/5 & …), and
(always) glorify with praise of your Lord before the rising of the sun, and before its setting.
And during the night you shall glorify (Him), and at the ends of the day, so that you may --(by
His mighty Signs and matchless Powers; 2/255 & 59/22-24 & … thus finding great help and
strength)-- be pleased!
131- And do not bother your eyes for what We have (thus) given therewith to couples from them
as ornaments of this worldly life, (for) We will --(in this case; 4/18 eventually thus)-- persecute
them therein (9/55, 69). And this “provision” (2/25) of your Lord is --now, thus also on the left
side here-- better/best, and --on the right side here-- more/most lasting (18/46)!
132- And you shall (always) recommend your family to (observe) the Support duty (33/56), and
you (yourself) will (always) remain steadfast upon it. We do not ask you for any provision, We
are (thus) providing for you (51/57-58). And the (nicest) consequence will (henceforth) be
for the “piousness” (39/33-34)!
133- But they said: Why does he (=this “Messenger of the Covenant” here; 2/23) not bring to us
(such) a “Sign” (21/5) from his Lord (now)? But has there not this “Clear Proof” (2/25-27)
already come to them, that is --(thus also clearly foretold)-- in the Pages of the first ones
(=Abraham and Moses here; 87/18-19)! (So please, certainly see in this respect now:
The Words of Patriarchs 5/3 = 8/1-6, The Words of Moses 18/18-19 = 32/1-4)!
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134- And had We annihilated them with a retribution before this, they would have said:
Our Lord, why did You not send to us a Messenger, that we might have followed Your “Signs”
(6/4 = 26/5) before we are (thus) humiliated and disgraced?
135- Say: Every (society) is waiting (now); so you (too) shall wait (then). And you will soon
know who are the community of the “straight path” (6/161), and who are (thus) well “guided”
--(by Al-lah here; 39/23)!

CHAPTER 21
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Their reckoning has (thus) come closer for the people (44/10-16 & 8/50-51)! But they are
(still) in (such) a (deliberate, ignorant) unawareness (10/7-8), turning away.
2- There does not come to them a new “Commemoration” (=thus an exclusive reference here
to (each) one of those most specific “Commemorations,” one after the other, which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) from their
Lord, except that they are (still) hearing to it and (while) they are (heedlessly, mindlessly)
playing!
3- Their hearts are (thus totally) inattentive (about this; 23/63)! And those who --by thus
ungratefully rejecting now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19
coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- have (thus) acted unjustly (39/24) conferred
in secret: Is this not just a human like you --(with no extraordinary or impressive traits on him;
25/41 & 43/31)? So will you (still) come to this enchantment (54/2) and (while) you are (clearly)
seeing (this fact here; 15/6-7)?
4- So he (=this “Messenger of the Covenant here;” 7/158) said: My Lord knows the “Saying”
(=thus a reference here to that most specific “Saying,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 69/40-43) in the sky and the earth! For
He is --now, thus also on the left side here-- the Hearer, --on the right side here-- the Knower!
5- No, (but) they (still) said: (These are) only confused fictions! No, he has fabricated it!
No, he is a “poet” (who has thus concocted on those 19 coded Tables all those “rhyming words”
on the left and the right side therein; 36/69)! So let him bring to us a “Sign” (then) like the
past ones (=previous Messengers) were sent (with)!
6- No city believed in --(Our “Signs”)-- We (thus eventually) annihilated --(because of this;
14/9-14)-- before them. So --(with this crooked mindset here; 6/124)-- can they believe?
7- And We did not send before you (as Messengers) except (men or women) on foot (humans)
unto whom We have (thus) inspired --(all those previous Heavenly Messages and Warnings).
So ask the people of the Commemoration (=Torah; 21/48 now), if you (still) do not know (this;
16/43)!
8- And We did not make them as (Angelic) bodies who did not (need to) eat any food (11/70);
and they were not eternal ones (here; 39/30-31).
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9- Then We fulfilled to them the promise, and (thus) saved them and whomever --(due to their
sincere belief and righteousness here)-- We wanted (10/103). And We annihilated the excessive
ones (20/127).
10- Definitely, We have (thus) sent down to you a Written Document (here), in which (there) is
your “Commemoration” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)!
So will you (still) not comprehend?
11- And how many a city We terminated (for that) it was unjust (29/39-40), and We raised up
after them another people.
12- When they felt Our punishment, then they were (immediately) running away from it.
13- Do not run away (now), but come back to what you were given of (all those) luxuries
therein, and to your residences, so that you may be questioned (about your deeds)!
14- They said: O woe to us, for certainly, we were (thus) unjust ones (39/24)!
15- So this cry of theirs did not cease until We made them --(because of their such hostilities,
unjustness and arrogance here again; 22/72 & 23/65-67)-- (totally) wiped out, faded away ones!
16- And We have not created the sky and the earth, and whatever between them (15/85) for
amusement.
17- Had We wanted to initiate (such) an entertainment (without any solemn purpose here),
We could (also) have initiated it from Our own station; but We were not (such) doers (30/8)!
18- No, We thus hurl the “Truth” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific
“Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 39/41) upon the falsehood (2/78-79 & 3/78), and it (thus) utterly crushes it, so it
becomes --(here, thus especially and first of all in all Mathematical and Scientific respects)-a vanisher (52/34)! But woe to you for what you are (still) thus uttering (21/3-5)!
19- And to Him belongs whomever in the skies and the earth (13/15). And (those) who are
in His presence never act arrogantly in serving of Him (16/49-50), and they never grow
weary.
20- They (thus) glorify (Him) night and day, they never get tired (7/206)!
21- But have they (still) taken (for themselves) (such) gods (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43) on earth,
who can resurrect (25/3)?
22- If there were in two of them (=heavens and earth) (such) gods (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43),
beside Al-lah, both of them would have (immediately) gone to ruin (17/42-43)!
So glorified is Al-lah, Lord of the Throne (25/59), (most Exalted) far above what they are (thus)
concocting (6/19)!
23- He cannot be questioned for what He does (85/14-16); but they will be questioned (for
everything they do, to be thus requited by Him in a most equitable and just manner; 21/47)!
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24- But have they (still) taken (for themselves) other than Him (such) gods (9/31 & 21/29 &
25/43)? Say: Bring forward your beacon (then)! (Here), this is --(as a Superb and Mathcless
beacon from one and only Al-lah here; 17/88)-- the “Commemoration” (39/23 & 2/25-27) of
(those) with me, and (also thus) the “Commemoration” (39/23 & 2/25-27) of those before me
(please, see Torah-Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-2) (Gospel-Jn. 6/27 = Mtw. 4/4 & Lk. 8/15)
(Quran-Naml 27/93 = Ibrahim 14/24-25)! No, majority of them (still) do not know the “Truth,”
(=thus a reference here to this most specific “Truth,” which consists of these “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41) and they are turning away.
25- And We did not send before you any Messenger but We certainly inspired to him, --(thus
as a most critical and important Message from Al-lah, in the first place): Certainly, there is no
Ilah (=God) except (thus) only Me (28/70)! So (henceforth) you shall (thus) serve (only) Me
(12/40)!
26- But they (still) said: The Gracious has begotten (those Angels, or those Prophets) a child
(for Himself) (37/151-153 & 9/30)! Glory be to Him. No, they (=all those Angels, and the
Prophets) are only honored servants (of Al-lah)!
27- They never precede Him in speech, but they (thus) only work by His command!
28- He knows (all) what is between their hands and (all) what is behind them. And they (=all
those Angels, and the Prophets again) cannot intercede, except for (those) whom He may (thus)
be pleased with (here, in the first place; 20/109)! And they (always) tremble in awe of Him.
29- For if any of them (=all those Angels, and the Prophets again) say: “Certainly, I am also
--(by thus uttering “Judgements” from himself and thereupon also expecting “Praise” for
himself)-- an Ilah (=God) (28/70) outside/beside Him!” for this We would (immediately) requite
him with Hell; for thus We requite (all) the unjust ones (25/43)!
30- So do those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 74/30-31) still not see that certainly, the
skies and the earth (=all universe) was a singularity (in the very beginning), and We have
--(immediately after Big bang thus initiating that most wondrous “evolutionary creation” in that
ocean of energy thus --not in the eyes of Al-lah but only in our eyes here, of course-- in long
periods)-- brought into existence two of them (=thus a significant reference here to those
two sides of our Universe and also our Galaxy, which are thus created by our supreme Lord
in perfect Symmetry, and in exact “pairs” again, by His most precise “Mathematical
Calculations,” on both sides, based on that unique Fibonacci sequence, which is thus essentially
crowned by code 19 again here);
and (then) We have --(thus initiating that most wondrous “evolutionary creation” in that ocean of
water on earth thus --not in the eyes of Al-lah but only in our eyes here again, of course-in long periods)-- made from the water every living thing (=thus a significant reference here to
those two sides of DNA molecules of every living being, which are thus created by our supreme
Lord in perfect Symmetry, and in exact “pairs” again, by His most precise “Mathematical
Calculations,” on both sides, based on that unique Fibonacci sequence, which is thus essentially
crowned by code 19 again here; 41/53)!
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So will they (still) not believe --(this perfectly Symmetrical most wondrous Superb Message,
which consists of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs here; 39/23)? (41/53-54)
** This Verse above (21/30) is thus a most basic and essential Verse by our supreme Lord that thus
clearly points out to His most Wondrous “evolutionary creation” of the “skies and the earth” (=this
specific term thus always refers to all Universe/Universes in general, and then also specifically to our
Galaxy here, throughout the Quran Testament) and then to His most Wondrous “evolutionary creation”
of all living beings on this earth, thus one after the other, here (21/30)!
Thereupon, to clearly witness now, how our supreme Lord has thus most Wisely, superbly and powerfully
created His “Book of the Universe” and His “Book of the Religion” thus in a perfectly parallel manner
in a most miraculous, Superb and matchless “Mathematical Language,” thus most essentially always
based on number 19 here, we should see again now “A Golden Ratio Miracle,” and then “A Golden
Section Miracle” documents, in these respects, here in the first place.

31- And We have made on earth the rooted (mountains), lest it tumbles with them, and We have
made therein broad ways, so that they may be guided.
32- And We have made the sky a protected ceiling --(against all those extraterrestrial matter,
harmful particles and rays, etc. therein); but they are from its “signs” (=thus also a significant
reference here to all those magnificent heavenly bodies, galaxies and spirals, stars, planets,
nebulae, etc. therein, which are created by our supreme Lord thus in perfect Symmetry, and
in exact “pairs” again, by His most precise “Mathematical Calculations” on both sides, based on
that unique Fibonacci sequence, which is thus essentially crowned by code 19 again here; 12/105
thus) still turning away.
33- And He is the One who has created the night and the day, and the sun and the moon; every
(of them) in orbits --(which are thus designed by His most precise “Mathematical Calculations”
again based on code 19 and also Golden Ratio values)-- glorifying (Him; 17/44)!
34- And We have not decreed for any human before you the eternity (21/8). So if you die (now),
will they be the eternal ones (here; 39/30-31)?
35- Every soul will taste the death. And We will test you through adversity and prosperity
as a trial (here; 2/155-157), and --(in accordance with your deeds, ultimately)-- to Us you will
(thus immediately) be bought back (56/83-94)!
36- But when those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 74/31) see you (now), they are only
taking you as a mockery, (and saying): Is this the one who is mentioning (in this manner) your
gods (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43 & 41/37)? And they are regarding this “Commemoration” (39/23)
of The Gracious, they are still (thus) disbelievers (39/59-60)!
37- The human is created of haste. I will soon show you My “Signs” (=thus also an exclusive
reference here to each one of those prospective most specific “Signs,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5, that our
supreme Lord may reveal thus in near future again to His “Messenger of the Covenant” or/and
all those righteous Believers who will thus rightfully follow him here; 9/125); so do not (thus)
hasten (for them now here; 16/1 = 20/114)!
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38- And they are (still) saying: When (will) this promise (come to pass), if you are truthful?
39- If only those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 74/31) knew (the time) when they will not
be able to ward off the fire from their faces, and not from their backs (then; 8/50-51), and --(here,
in this case now; 23/65-67)-- they will not be helped (then)!
40- No, it will come to them suddenly, and it will (thus utterly) confound them (16/28-29)! So
they will not be able to avert it, and they --(here, in this case again; 22/72)-- will never be
respited (then)!
41- And definitely, the Messengers before you were also mocked at. And (then) what they were
mocking at thus (eventually) haunted those of them who despised --(these Heavenly Messages
and Warnings; 6/5)!
42- Say: (Then) who will protect you from (the requital of) The Gracious --because of your
unjust and rude rejection now of that left side-- during the night, or --because of your unjust and
rude rejection now of that right side-- during the day (7/97-98)? No, they are regarding the
“Commemoration” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)
of their Lord (still) turning away!
43- Or for them (are there such) gods (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43) that will defend them (then)
against Us? But they cannot help (even) their own souls (5/76)! So they --(at the time of that
retribution; 8/50-51)-- will not be befriended --(neither by those Angels, nor by those Prophets)-against Us (21/28)!
44- No, We have (thus) given goods to these (people) and their parents, until (their) lifespan
prolonged to them. So do they not see that certainly, We are coming to the earth, (and thus also
by these kind of natural disasters; quakes, tsunamis, floods, landslides, etc; 29/40) We are
(thus) reducing it (now) from around its edges (29/67)? So will they be the victors (then;
54/43-46)?
45- Say: I am only warning you by (this) inspiration (43/43-44); but the deaf (still) do not hear
the call, (even) when they are (thus) warned (34/46)!
46- And if a sample of the retribution (44/10-11) of your Lord (thus) touches them (now),
they will say: O woe to us, certainly, we were (thus) unjust ones (21/14-15)!
47- And We will establish the scales of justice on the Day of Resurrection. So no soul will be
treated unjustly in the least. For even if it (=his/her good, or bad work here) be (so much as) the
weight of a grain of mustard seed, We will bring it forth (99/7-8). And We (thus) suffice as (most
equitable and just) Reckoners (40/17, 40)!
48- And definitely, We gave Moses and Aaron that --left & right side-- “Parting,” thus as
an “Illuminant,” and a (source of) “Commemoration” (=thus a significant reference here to this
most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) for (all those) who are pious (here; 39/33)!
(=6/154)
49- (Those are) the ones who reverence their Lord (even) in the unseen (50/32-33); and they
worry about (this) Hour (22/1-2)!
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50- So this is (that) blessed “Commemoration” (=thus an exclusive reference here to this
most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) We have (thus) sent it down (here)! So will you
(still) thus deny it (23/68-70)?
51- And definitely, We gave Abraham his correct (path; 6/161) before (this), for We were of
him (thus) knowers (16/120-121).
52- Then, he said to his father and his nation: What are these allegorical statues (thus
repesenting some angels therein again, in their esteem; 23/24 & 41/14 & …) that you are thus
(clinging) to them as devotees?
53- They said: We have found our fathers (thus) serving them.
54- (Abraham) said: (Then) definitely you, you and your fathers, are (thus) in a clear straying!
55- They said: Have you (thus) brought to us the Truth, or are you thus (only) playing?
56- (Abraham) said: No, your (only) Lord is the Lord of the skies and the earth, the One who
initiated them. And I am upon this (=the fact that He is thus our one and only Lord) of those who
bear witness (7/172)!
57- So by Al-lah, I will surely snare your idols (21/52) after you have gone away, and turned
your backs.
58- So (Abraham) thus broke them into pieces (therein), except the biggest one of them, that
perhaps they may refer to it.
59- They said: Who has done this to our gods? Certainly, he is of the unjust ones!
60- They said: We have heard a youth (in a critical way) mentioning them. He is called
Abraham!
61- They said: Then (immediately) bring him (here) before the eyes of all people, so that they
may bear witness.
62- They said: Have you done this to our gods, O Abraham?
63- (Abraham) said: No, this biggest one of them has done it! So ask them, if they can speak
(now)?
64- So they turned to their own souls, and (secretly) said (within themselves): Certainly you,
(in fact) you are (thus) the unjust ones (here)!
65- But then they (instantly) reverted to their (old) mindsets (and loudly said): Definitely, you
know (full well) that these cannot speak!
66- (Abraham) said: So are you (still) serving, other than Al-lah, (thus) what cannot benefit you
at all, and not harm you?
67- Then shame on you and on what you are (thus) still serving (21/52-53) other than Al-lah!
So will you (still) not comprehend (this)?
68- But they said: (Then immediately) burn him (now) and (thus) help your gods, if you are
doers!
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69- But We said: O fire, be cool and peace upon Abraham!
70- And they (thus) intended against him a snare, and (eventually), We (thus) made them
the worst losers (22/43-44)!
71- And We (thus) saved him and Lot to the Land (=Jerusalem and surrounding areas; 21/81),
which We (thus) blessed therein for the multitudes.
72- And (then) We granted him (his son) Isaac, and (his grandson) Jacob, as a gift, and each (of
them) We (thus) made righteous (38/45-47).
73- And We (thus) made them leaders guiding to Our “Command” (=thus a significant reference
here to this most specific “Command,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 42/52)!
And We (thus) inspired to them doing the good deeds, and (their) observing the Support prayer
and giving the Cleansing rate. And Us alone they were serving (12/40)!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob (peace be
upon each of them) by which they have thus clearly foretold and unmistakably guided to this promised
“Command” of our supreme Lord, which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place (42/52), thus always within a most wise and knowledgeable --left and right
side-- prophetic manner, as our supreme Lord has most Superbly, precisely and accurately thus inspired
and taught to each of them therein, we should see again now “The Words of Patriarchs” document, in this
respect, here in the first place.

74- And Lot; (here), We (thus) gave him a judgement (of a Written Document) and a knowledge
(6/86-89). And We saved him from the community that were (thus) working for the dirtiness
(29/28-29)! (For) certainly, they were a bad people, betrayers.
75- And We admitted him into Our mercy (11/81-83). Certainly, he is --(now, thus also here)-with the righteous (2/25 = 4/69)!
76- And Noah; when he prayed (to his Lord; 54/10), before (this), and We responded to him.
And We (thus) saved him and his family from the great distress.
77- And We (thus) helped him against that nation who (thus) rejected Our “Signs” (11/40)!
(For) certainly, they were a bad people, so --(because of this; 11/38-44 thus eventually)-We drowned them all!
78- And David and Solomon; when they were judging (38/26) about a field, when the sheep of
(some) people invaded into it. And We were over their judgement (thus) Witnesses (10/61).
79- So (then) We made it solved (therein) by Solomon (27/15-16)! And each (of them) We
(thus) gave a judgement (of a Written Document) and a knowledge (6/84-89). And We subjected
with David (now, thus also through his descendant, this “Messenger of the Covenant” here)
--on these 19 coded Tables, on the left side-- the “mountains” (that are thus) glorifying (Al-lah),
and --on the right side-- the “birds!” And We are (thus) doers!
80- And We taught him --now, thus also on these 19 coded Tables again, in that upper region-the skill of making “shields” for you, thus to guard you --in that lowest region-- from their
suppression! So will you (thus) be appreciative (7/58)?
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81- And for Solomon (We subjected) the gusting “wind” that blew by his command through
the Land (=Jerusalem, and surrounding areas), which We blessed therein (34/12). And We are of
every wanted thing (thus) Knowers (58/7)!
82- And of the satans who were --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in that lowest
region, on the left side-- “diving” for him, and --in that lowest region, on the right side-“working” for the works beside this! And We are (thus) over them (=those Messengers, and all
believers here; 34/12) protectors!
83- And Job; when he (thus) prayed to his Lord: Certainly, adversity has touched me; and You
are the most Merciful of merciful ones!
84- So We (immediately) responded to him, and (thus within a certain period; 38/41-44)
removed what was on him of that adversity. And (then) We gave him --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- his “family” and --on the right side-- the “like” thereof
with them, (thus) as a “Mercy” from Us, and a “Commemorative” (=thus an important reminder
here to this most specific “Commemorative,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 74/31) for (all) the servants (of Al-lah here;
22/77)! (=11/120)
85- Ishmael, and Edrees, and Zal-Kifl; every (of them) were (thus) of the steadfast (3/146-148).
86- So We admitted them into Our mercy (38/48). Certainly, they are --(now, thus also here)-with the righteous (2/25 = 4/69)!
87- And Zal-Noon (=the one with an “N” in his name) (=thus a reference here primarily to
prophet Jonah, and then also specifically to this “Messenger of the Covenant” (=Mateen) who is
foretold in Gospel thus also as the “Son of Man,” who would thus certainly be sent by Al-lah
in this most specific manner in this Last Day/Millennium; please, see in this respect now:
Gospel-Mthw. 12/39-40);
when he went away in anger, for he thought that We would not (call him to account for this,
and never) measure upon him. So (then by understanding the mistakenness of his action therein)
he (immediately) prayed (to his Lord) in the darknesses: There is no Ilah (=God) except You
(28/70)! Be You glorified. Certainly, I have indeed been --(by thus acting in a hasty and
wrongful manner in this specific issue; 68/48-50)-- of the unjust ones!
88- So We (immediately) responded to him, and (thus) saved him (within a certain period;
10/107) from that distress. For like this, We save --(thus in a Nicest and most Generous
manner)-- (all) these believers (25/70)!
89- And Zachariah; when he (thus) prayed to his Lord: My Lord, (please), do not leave me
as a (lonesome) individual; and You are the Best of inheritors!
90- So We (immediately) responded to him, and (thus) granted him John, after We cured
for him his spouse --(of her sterility here; 19/8). Certainly, they were acting fast in (doing) good
deeds, and they were calling upon Us, (always) hoping (Our mercy) and fearing (Our requital)
(17/57)! And to Us alone they were reverent.
91- And the one (=Mary) who (thus) guarded her chastity; and (thereupon) We blew into her
--(the genetic code of Adam; 3/59)-- by Our Spirit (=Gabriel; 19/17 thus here; 66/12). And We
made her and her son (thus) a “Sign” for the multitudes (19/21)!
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92- (Al-lah said): Certainly, this society of yours is (henceforth) thus one society, and I am
(thus) your (one and only) Lord (42/10); so you shall --(thus each of those congregations by
exactly following all those Heavenly “Judgements” as specifically prescribed for them by Al-lah
in their own respective Scriptures)-- (thus) serve (only) Me (3/79 = 5/44 & 5/47 & 5/48 & 5/68)!
93- But they (still) cut their command (thus into different sects) among themselves (23/52-54);
so every (of them) --(thus to answer for their wrongful and rebellious deeds)-- to Us will
come back (23/55-56)!
94- So (those) who work for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference here to all of those
most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those
19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), and (while) he is (such) a believer (2/285),
(there will) not (be) any denying of his labor (76/22)! And certainly, We are (thus) recording (it)
for him (69/19-22).
95- And it is forbidden for any city We annihilated (before); so certainly, they (=the dead
therein) can never come back (to this world again now; 23/99-100)!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be
upon both of them) by which they have already thus clearly foretold and unmistakably informed about
this most critical and important “Messsenger/Message of the Covenant,” their descendant, who is thus
unmistakably sent by our supreme Lord here, in this most critical Final Age, and that “Anti Christ”
(=Messiah Dajjal) ideologies who will thus falsely claim here that --(especially based on these kind of
some crooked and fictitious assertions; 6/73)-- “the dead” may come back and clearly be contacted by
some humans now, if the brains of these humans can be manipulated first of all by some specifically
formulated electrical currents here thus to see the ultimate “reality” behind this “illusionary” world here
(6/73)! and how this promised “Messsenger/Message of the Covenant” will thus expose and utterly refute
these kind of Satanic fanciful lies and hence “Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjalic) deceptions (6/73), in this
most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Supernal Miracle,” and then “A Redeeming Miracle”
documents, also in this respect, here in the first place.

96- So when --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- “Yagog,” and
--on the right side-- “Magog” are released, and they will be from every direction (therein)
rushing!
97- And the true promise (21/1-2) has (thus) come closer! And then the eyes of those who have
(thus) disbelieved (here; 74/31) will be terrified then, (saying): O woe to us, for definitely,
we were (totally) unaware on “This” (=23/63-64)! For we were --by having thus ungratefully
rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) unjust ones (39/24)!
98- Then certainly, you and what you are (thus) serving other than Al-lah (12/40) will be fuel
of Hell; --(here, in this case; 4/18)-- you will be --(immediately at the time of this death here;
16/28-29 thus instantly)-- into it tumbled ones!
99- If these (as they asserted) were (such) gods (here; 9/31 & 25/43), they would not have (thus)
tumbled into it. But (henceforth), every (of them) will be --(because of this; 6/27-28)-- therein
(thus) eternal (16/28-29)!
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100- For them (there will be) groaning (therein), and they will be (therein) not hearing (17/97)!
101- But certainly, those for whom --because that they thus righteously work on this nicest
Utterance (39/23), which consists of these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again,
in the first place-- has (thus) gone forth from Us the niceness (39/34), those will be protected
from it.
102- So they will not hear (even) its hissing (67/7-8). And (instead), they will be in what their
souls desire (52/17-24) eternal!
103- The great horror (25/12-13) will not worry them. And the Angels will meet them, (saying):
This is your day, that you were (thus) promised (19/60-61)!
104- The day (when) We will fold the sky (=entire universe), like the folding of written scrolls,
(then) just as We have initiated in the first creation (through this Big bang here; 21/30), We will
repeat it (by expanding it out again). (This is thus) a promise upon Us; certainly, We are doers!
** Though our supreme Lord thus willed to create our universe here in a most Wondrous “evolutionary
creation” thus expanding it in about 14 billion years now since that Big bang (21/30 = 51/47),
after He will thus fold it in the future and then spread it out again (probably thus by a second Big bang
then) He can create that new universe in 14 minutes, or seconds, or all in an instant. Because He is thus
capable of creating in any manner, speed, etc. He wills, in the first place (36/79, 82). And though
our supreme Lord thus created this universe now basically implementing all those physical, natural
fundamental laws, that He has thus most Wisely and powerfully created and ordained based on His most
precise and accurate “Mathematical Computations,” thus in the very beginning here (7/185),
He can also bypass all these physical, natural laws, whenever and wherever He wants, and can create
directly without any such laws and causes perceivable by our eyes here at all (56/61 & 36/79, 82).
So in whatever manner He thus wills to create, whenever and whatever He wants, ultimately He will
always unmistakably and profoundly put His magnificent Signature (=19 coded, superb Mathematical
Calculations and perfect Symmetry) on all His creations (=within universe, galaxies, stars, planets, all
living beings, plants, etc.) here, thus to clearly show us that He is thus the one and only Creator and hence
the ultimate Possessor of all existing things forever (41/53 = 51/49 & 51/20-21 & 12/105 & …)!

105- And definitely, We (thus) wrote in the Psalms, after the Commemoration (=Torah; 21/48):
Certainly, --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- the “Land;” My righteous servants
will (thus) inherit it (please, see in this respect now first of all: Psalms 37/22 = 72/15-16
== Quran Testament 2/25-26)!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet David (peace be upon him) thus
in Psalms, and then again also prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), by which they have already
thus clearly foretold and unmistakably informed about this anticipated holy “Land” (=alArd) thus in
the West (28/57) that will also thus be inherited by this promised “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,”
their descendant, and all those righteous believers who will thus rightfully follow him here (12/108),
in this most critical Final Age, we should also see again now “A Miraculous Seal,” and then “A Supernal
Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.
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106- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Deliverance” (=thus a reference here to that
most specific “Deliverance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 14/52) for a people who will (henceforth thus) serve (Al-lah
here; 22/77)!
107- And We have not sent you except (thus) as a (deliverer of) “Mercy” (of Al-lah; 10/57-58)
for (all) the multitudes (13/7)!
108- Say: It is inspired to me that your Ilah (=God) is thus (only) one Ilah (=God) (28/70)!
So will you (henceforth thus) be surrenderers (to Him; 3/84-85)?
109- But if they (still) turn away, (then) say: I have (thus) announced to you in fairness.
And I do not perceive (now) what you are (thus) promised (44/10-16 & 4/47 & 8/50-51 & …) is
(very) near, or (a little bit) far!
110- Certainly, (only) He knows (all) the declared ones of the saying, and He knows whatever
you conceal.
111- And I do not perceive, perhaps it is (thus) a test for you (21/35), and a (temporary)
enjoyment (20/131) for a while.
112- Say: My Lord, so (please), judge with the “Truth” (39/41)! And our Lord is The Gracious,
Whose help is sought upon what you are (thus) concocting (21/18, 22 & …)!

CHAPTER 22
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- O people, (henceforth thus always) be pious (2/177) with your Lord. For certainly, the quake
of this (approaching) Hour (54/1) is a horrendous thing!
2- The day you will see it, (even) every nursing (mother) will forget what she is nursing, and
every bearer (=pregnant woman, or a simple person) of a load (=a baby, or any belonging)
will cast its load (=her baby, or his/her any belonging)! And you will see the people (staggering
as if they are) intoxicated, but they are not intoxicated; but in fact, the retribution (44/10-16)
of Al-lah will (thus) be severe (then)!
3- And among the people (there are those) who are thus (still) arguing about Al-lah (40/35)
without any (such) “Knowledge” (4/166) (with them; 6/148), and they are (thus) following every
rebellious satan (6/112-113)!
4- But it is written upon him: Certainly whoever (thus) takes him (for himself) as a master
(7/30), (then) certainly, he will (thus) lead him astray (17/64), and (eventually), he will guide
him (thus) to the retribution of the burner (14/22)!
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5- O people, if you have any doubt about this “awakening” (6/36), then (remember that)
certainly, (in the first place) We have created you (here) from dust (=all those elements present
in earth crust), then from a tiny drop (=sperm), then from a hanging thing (=embryo), then from
a lump of flesh (=fetus), that is (partly) created and (partly) not created (then yet),
that We may thus make clear --(thus also all of these “Signs” here again; 5/75)-- for you!
And (then) We (thus) settle in the wombs whatever We want to a named appointed time. Then
We bring you out as an infant, that then you may (thus) attain your maturity. And among you
(there are those) who are caused to die (in their younger ages), and among you (there are those)
who are kept back till the lowliest period of lifespan (=oldest ages), so that he may not know,
after a knowledge, any wanted thing (16/70). And you see the earth lifeless, but when We
send down upon it the water, it (immediately) stirs and swells, and thus it grows plants of every
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left and on the right side-- beautiful
“pairs” (2/25)!
6- This is because certainly Al-lah, He is the Truth! And certainly, He --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here again-- gives life to --on the left side-- the “dead” (7/57)! For certainly,
He is upon every wanted thing (thus) a best Measurer!
7- And certainly, the Hour (22/1-2) is (thus) coming, not a doubt about it. And certainly, Al-lah
--(immediately after this death here, thus in the other world, in that Hell, or in that Paradise;
16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly) “awakens” (those) who are in the graves (36/48-54)!
8- And among the people (there are those) who are thus (still) arguing about Al-lah (40/56)
without any (such) “Knowledge” (4/166) (with them; 6/148), and so not a “Guidance” (=thus an
exclusive reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), and not an enlightening
“Written Document” (42/52)! (=6/148)
9- Turning his side disdainfully, (thus) to lead astray (people) from (this) Way (3/99) of Al-lah.
So for him in this world --(in this case; 4/18 thus eventually)-- (there will come) a disgrace,
and (then) We will (thus) make him taste, on the Day of Resurrection, the retribution of the
burner!
10- This is for what your hands have (thus) sent forth (22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-10 & …); for
certainly, Al-lah is never unjust to the servants (40/17, 40)!
11- And among the people (there are those) who serve Al-lah conditionally. So if a good
touches him, he becomes reassured with it, but if a trial afflicts him, he (immediately) makes an
about face. So --(here, in this case; 29/2-3 & 89/15-16)-- he (thus) loses this world and (also)
the Last Epoch. This (fact), it is the clear loss!
12- And (during that trial) he even calls upon, other than Al-lah, what cannot harm him, and
what cannot benefit him (5/76). This (fact), it is the far straying!
13- Or he calls upon (those) whose harm are (thus) most likely than their benefit (here; 9/34)!
So --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, against that left side-- (what) an ugly master,
and --against that right side-- (what) an ugly associate (they are; 42/21)! (=6/26)
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14- (But) certainly, Al-lah will admit those who have (thus) believed and worked for the
“Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that
all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26)
into Gardens beneath which the rivers flow. Certainly, Al-lah does whatever He wills.
15- So whoever thinks that Al-lah will never help him (=Messenger of the Covenant here;
7/158) in this world and the Last Epoch (52/30-31 & 40/51), so let him turn (now) by a
connection towards the sky, then let him (try to) cut off --(the great Gift and help of Al-lah
upon him now thus also on those 19 coded Tables here; 48/2-3)-- and let him see: Can his snare
(really) make go away (now) what he is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on those
both sides-- (thus) enraged at (=48/29)?
16- So like this, We have “sent it down” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Written
Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” as it is “sent
down” thus here again, in the first place: 39/23) thus as clear “Signs” (3/7)!
And certainly, (thereafter) Al-lah (thus) guides (39/23) whomever He wills (here; 13/27)!
17- Certainly, those who have (thus) believed (3/84), and those who Repented (=Jews; 7/156),
and the Converts (=Arabs; 9/98-99), and the Helpers (=Christians; 3/52), and (all) Distant ones
(10/7), and (all) those who made partners (=Hindus, Buddhists, and Atheists, Agnostics, etc.),
certainly, (henceforth) Al-lah will (thus) separate --(in accordance with His most equitable and
fair Judgement here)-- between them on the Day of Resurrection (3/84-85)! Certainly, Al-lah
is upon every wanted thing a Witness.
18- So do you not see that certainly Al-lah, (here), to Him prostrates whomever in the skies and
whomever on the earth (13/15), and the sun and the moon and the stars, and the mountains and
the trees (55/6), and (all) the creatures (16/49), and many of the people. And the many (others),
the retribution --(here, in this case; 10/7-8 & 18/57)-- will (thus) truly occur upon them (11/119).
And whomever Al-lah --(because he has thus attempted to humiliate His Signs here; 31/6)-humiliates (now), (there is) none who can make him honorable! Certainly, Al-lah does whatever
He wants.
19- These two (parties) are (thus) disputants; they have (thus) disputed (now) about their Lord!
So those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27); (in the hereafter), garments are cut out for them
of Fire, and the boiling water will be poured over their heads.
20- Whatever in their bellies will (thus) be melted therewith, and the skins.
21- And for them (there will also be) whips of iron.
22- Whenever they intend to escape from there, from the misery, they will (immediately) be
forced back into it. And (it will be said to them): Taste the retribution of the burner (now) --(for
what you yourselves have thus committed in this world; 22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-10 & …)!
23- (But) certainly, Al-lah will admit those who (thus) believe and work for the “Righteous
Deeds” (=thus a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers
shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26) into
Gardens beneath which the rivers flow! They will be adorned therein with bracelets of gold, and
pearls, and their garments will be therein silk.
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24- Here, they are (thus) guided --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in those upper
regions-- to the “clean” (edibles) (14/24-25) of this “Saying” (14/27), and they are (thus) guided
to this (standing) path (6/161) of the Praiseworthy (Al-lah)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (22/23-24),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Festive Miracle” document, in this respect, here
in the first place.

25- Certainly, those who have (thus) disbelieved (14/28-29), and (also) repelled (others) from
(this) Way (3/99) of Al-lah and the sacred “Prostration Place” --(which will thus be established
in this holy City in the West; 2/144), that We have (henceforth thus) made it (for the benefit of
all) people, equally for the dwellers therein and (all) the comers (from outside) (8/34)!
So whoever intends against it a distortion, by (such) an unjustness (41/40), We will make him
taste a painful retribution!
26- And (here), We have (thus) assigned for --(the standing path of)-- Abraham (6/161)
the place of the House --(which will thus be established in this holy City in the West; 3/96-97),
(thus saying to you): So you shall not make partner to Me (18/26) nothing (12/40)!
And you shall (always) keep My House (3/96-97) purified for (all) the goers around (who will
thus come and Visit it; 3/97), and the standing ones (to pray to Him therein), and --now, thus
also especially by righteously working on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- thus
the “bowing” ones (before Him), and --on the right side-- the “prostrating” ones (before Him)
(=48/29)!
27- So you shall (thus) proclaim to the people (this) “Visitation” (2/197), so that (henceforth)
they may come to you on foot and on every vehicle; they shall (thus) come (even) from every
farthest locations --(around the globe; 13/7)!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be
upon both of them) by which they have already thus clearly foretold and unmistakably informed about
this most sacred House, that will thus be established in this holy City in the West, thus for the benefit of
all peoples on earth now, in which this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the
Covenant,” the long awaited and anticipated descendant of these two honorable Prophets has thus firmly
resided now (27/91), by the command of our supreme Lord here, in this most critical Final Age, we
should see again now “A Miraculous Seal,” and then “A Supernal Miracle,” and then “A Special Miracle”
documents, also in this respect, here in the first place.

28- Thus they will witness (many) benefits for them (herein; 3/96-97), and they shall
commemorate the Name of Al-lah (thus) in the known days (2/203) for what He has provided
for them --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on those both sides-- from quadrupeds
of “livestock” (6/143-144)! So you shall (whenever you need) thus eat from them (6/118), and
you shall (always) feed the despondent and the poor.
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29- Then they shall (thus) perform their duties (2/198-200), and fulfill their (such) vows (2/270),
and (finally, again within this time period; 2/203) they shall go around (this) prominent House
(3/96-97)!
30- This is (so); and (henceforth) whoever respects the forbidden/sacred ordinances (5/2) of
Al-lah, it will be better/best for him with his Lord. And made lawful for you are the livestock,
except what has (already) thus been recited to you (5/3). So you shall avoid the abomination of
the idols (29/17), and you shall avoid the absurd Sayings (10/18 & 13/33 & …)!
31- As monotheists for Al-lah (6/161), never making partners with Him -anyone/anything(in His judgements; 18/26)! For (henceforth) whoever (thus) makes partner with Al-lah -others(in His judgements; 42/21) is like (the one who) falls from the sky and the birds snatch him up,
or the wind blows him away into a far off place!
32- This is (so); and (henceforth) whoever respects the (emblematic) rites (2/158) of Al-lah,
certainly, it is (thus) of the piousness (39/33) of the hearts!
33- For you in those (livestock) there are many (such) benefits (16/5-7) to a named appointed
time. Then their destinations (to be donated as a gift) will be --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, in those upper regions-- to the prominent House!
34- For each society We have (thus) made (religious) rites (5/48) that they may commemorate
the Name of Al-lah for that He has (thus) provided for them from quadrupeds of the “livestock”
(6/143-144)! And your Ilah (=God) is thus One Ilah (=God) (28/70); so (henceforth), to Him
(all of) you shall (thus) surrender (here; 3/84)! So give good news (2/25) to the humble!
35- (These are) the ones, when Al-lah is mentioned, their hearts tremble (in deepest and greatest
reverence and love of Him; 2/165), and (they are) the steadfast under what may (thus) afflict
them (2/155-156), and the observers of the Support duty (33/56), and from what We have
provided for them they (thus) distribute (2/267).
36- And the large animals, We have (thus) made them for you among the (sacrificial) rites of
Al-lah; for you in them (there is) much good. So you shall commemorate the Name of Al-lah
upon them (while they are standing) in line --(thus to be offered in a most proper and merciful
manner for sacrifice therein; 6/38), and when they recline on their sides, you may eat thereof,
and feed the modest poor and the begging needy.
Like this, We have subdued (all) those (animals) --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the left side-- for you, that you may be appreciative!
37- Their meat do not reach Al-lah, and not their blood. But in fact, --(by thus in a most proper
and merciful manner; 6/38 commemorating the Name of Al-lah upon them, thus your observing
His commandments; 22/36)-- the piousness (2/177) will reach Him from you.
Like this, He has subdued (all) those (animals) --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the right side-- for you, that you may magnify Al-lah, for that He has (thus) “guided”
(=39/23) you! So give good news (now) to (all of) these nicely acting ones (39/34-35)!
38- Certainly, Al-lah will defend (4/141) those who have (thus) believed (here; 2/25-26). For
certainly, Al-lah does not love any --(thus hostile and despotic; 22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-10 & …)-traitor, disbeliever (2/26-27)!
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39- Permission is given to those who are persecuted, for that certainly they have (thus) been
treated unjustly (2/190). And certainly, Al-lah is upon their help a best Measurer.
40- (These are) the ones who have (thus) been evicted from their homes unjustly, only because
they said: Our (one and only) Lord (henceforth) is (thus) Al-lah (42/10)! And if it were not for
the repelling of Al-lah the people, some of them by some, (all) those Synagogues and Churches
and Mosques --(that will thus rightfully be following now this “Messenger/Message of the
Covenant” here; 2/62)-- would have been destroyed, and (these) “Prostrating Places” (17/1)
in which the Name of Al-lah is (thus) commemorated frequently! So Al-lah will certainly help
(those) who (thus) help Him (61/14). (For) certainly, Al-lah is --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on the left side-- Powerful, --on the right side-- Mighty!
41- (These are) the ones, if We establish them (now) in the Land (28/57 & 4/100), they will
(thus again always) observe the Support prayer (2/238) and give the Cleansing rate (8/41),
and they will (thus again always) recommend the recognized attitude (5/44-48 & 7/196 & 39/44
& …), and forbid the strange attitude (9/31 & 18/102 & 10/18 & …). So (henceforth), to Al-lah
belongs the consequence of (all) the commands (65/8-10)!
42- But if they (still) reject you, (know that) definitely, the nation of Noah rejected before them,
and Aad and Thamoud;
43- And the nation of Abraham, and the nation of Lot,
44- And the community of Midyan; and Moses was (also) rejected. So I gave respite for those
disbelievers, then (eventually) I overtook them. So how was --(in return for their denying
all of His “Signs” and Messengers here; 40/5)-- My denial (29/40)!
45- And how many a city have We annihilated, for they were (thus) unjust (8/54). So they (all)
(ended up) as (utterly) demolished upon their roofs, and stilled wells and empty mansions!
46- So have they not roamed the earth (now), that they may have hearts wherewith --now, thus
also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- they can “comprehend,” or ears wherewith
--now, thus also on that right side-- they can “hear” (10/42-43)?
But certainly, it is not the eyes that are blind, but in fact, blind are the hearts that are --(against
this “Commemoration” of Al-lah are thus wilfully and deliberately blinded and hardened by
themselves here, in the first place; 39/22 & 41/5)-- in their chests!
** We should also certainly notice and clearly perceive here that our supreme Lord thus refers to our
“brains” (=afedatan; 46/26) as the main source of intelligence, thus in “actual/real sense,” in all humans,
in the first place, and then also to our “hearts” (=qulubun; 22/46) thus only in “symbolic/allegorical
sense” herein.
Just as He refers to our “eyes” (=absaar; 46/26) as the main source of vision, thus in “actual/real sense,”
in all humans, in the first place, and then He can also indicate our “hearts” (=qulubun; 22/46) again as
the source of vision, thus only in “symbolic/allegorical sense” herein, in this Quran Testament.
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47- And they challenge you (now) to hasten on (this) retribution (44/10-16); and Al-lah will not
break His promise. But certainly, (also never forget that) 1 day with your Lord is as 1000 years
of your counting.
** Thus we can clearly see that with regard to all of these worldly affairs here, 1 day with our supreme
Lord in heaven is as 1000 years of ours here (please, see 32/5), in the first place.
So therefore, we should thus also clearly see that whenever our supreme Lord refers to that “Last Day”
(=Yavme Alakher) in this Quran Testament, He is thus also and specifically referring to this most critical
and important “Last Millennium” here (e.g. please, see in this respect now: 2/62), as it has already thus
clearly been pointed out also in Psalms and Gospel before this (please, see Psalms 90/4 & John 6/44-45)!
So thereafter, we should also clearly see that those “6 days” of “conceptual creation” act of our supreme
Lord, which He has thus most Wisely and powerfully completed even before that Big bang here (2/117),
must thus be referring to a time period then again, which would be perceived and felt by us as
“6 thousand years” here, in our worldly dimension and perception now, in the first place (please, see
again 2/117 & 41/9-12)!
And other than these, after that most Wise and powerful initiation of that Big bang creation procedure
by our supreme Lord there, now with regard to all of these cosmic affairs here, 1 day with our supreme
Lord in heaven (i.e. at His glorious Throne; 25/59 which is thus beyond and above all universe/universes;
70/4) may be like 1 billion, or 1 trillion years, or much more than these, of our counting here.
For we already know that this final Hour of Resurrection that will thus come to pass in future is only like
a “blink of an eye,” or even nearer than that, as far as our supreme Lord is concerned (16/77), here in the
first place.

48- (Al-lah said): And how many a city I --(for this reason; 6/42 initially)-- thus gave respite
to them, and (while) they were unjust (6/21), but then (eventually) --(because of their utter
obduracy and heedlessness; 6/43-44)-- I overtook them! And (thus) to Me was (their) final
destiny (36/31-32).
49- Say: O people, so (henceforth) I am only (thus) a clear warner to you:
50- So those who (thus) believe (3/84) and work for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference
here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here
again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), for them (there will come) a
forgiveness (25/70), and an honorable provision (38/50-54)!
51- But those who (thus) strive against Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those
most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), thus (as if) to enfeeble (Us) here (34/5); those (will be)
--(because of these; 10/27 & 22/72 & 85/4-10 & … in this case again; 4/18 thus eventually)-the community of the Blazing fire!
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52- And We did not send before you any Messenger, nor an Informer, except that when he
wished (from Al-lah) the satan (occasionally) threw (some wrongful ideas) into his wish.
But (then) Al-lah abrogates what the satan (thus) threw, then Al-lah (most clearly and rightfully)
establishes His “Signs” (=thus also an exclusive reference here to each one of those most specific
“Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5)! For Al-lah is --now, thus also on the left side here-- Knower,
--on the right side here-- Wise!
53- He will (thus) make what the satan threw a test for those in whose hearts (there is such) an
illness (=74/31), and those whose hearts are hardened (against this “Commemoration” of Al-lah
here; 39/22-23)! So certainly, these unjust ones (39/24) will remain (thus) in a far opposition
--(against Al-lah and His most critical and important Messenger/Message of the Covenant
here; 39/23-26, --unless they immediately regret their obduracy; 41/5 and thus sincerely and
rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/89)!
54- But those who are given the “Knowledge” (4/166) will (thus) know that certainly, it is
the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Truth,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41) from their Lord,
and they will (thus) believe in it, and their hearts will fully grasp it. And certainly, Al-lah will
--by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- (always thus) “guide” (39/23) those
who have believed to (such) a standing path (6/161)!
** As it has thus inadvertently been done even by all those great Messengers and Prophets (peace be
upon all of them) in the past, so if/when this promised “Messenger of the Covenant” inadvertently does
some mistakes with regard to Textual and/or Mathematical “Signs” here, because of satan’s occasional
such interferences (22/52-53), our supreme Lord will thus again abrogate all those mistakes, and
thereafter by thus establishing them in their most clear and rightful forms, --(within/for that Wisdom thus
specifically emphasized above; 22/53-54), eventually and always thus guide all His sincere and righteous
servants here to His perfect and straightforward path, in all these respects (22/52-54 = 48/1-3, 47/5-6)
here in the first place!

55- But those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 74/31) will not cease to be in a suspicion about
This (=39/23) until the Hour (22/1-2) thus comes to them suddenly, or the Retribution (44/10-16)
of a terrible day thus comes to them!
56- The Ruling will (totally) belong, on that day, thus (only) to Al-lah (36/48-54); He will judge
among them. So those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a
reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work
for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26) will be in Gardens of bliss!
57- But those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27) and rejected Our “Signs” (=thus a
reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), those are (the ones),
for them --(because of this; 31/6-7)-- (there will thus come) a shameful retribution!
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58- And those who (thus) emigrate in the Way of Al-lah (4/100), then get killed, or die;
(here), Al-lah will (thus) provide for them with (such) a nice provision (3/169-170)!
And certainly Al-lah, He is --(now, also here thus)-- the Best “Provider” (2/25)!
59- He will --(immediately, at the time of their death here; 16/32 thus)-- admit them an
admittance, which they will (thus) be pleased with (therein; 16/32)! And certainly, Al-lah is
knower, clement.
60- This is (so); and whoever retaliates (in a most equitable and fair manner thus) with the
like/equal of what he was afflicted with it (42/40-41), (but) then is (still) transgressed against
him, (then) Al-lah will help him. Certainly, Al-lah is --(to the one who is thus unjustly afflicted
here, and also to the one who may immediately regret his unjustness, and thus sincerely and
rightfully return to Al-lah here; 6/54 & 3/135)-- pardoner, forgiver.
61- This is because certainly, Al-lah merges --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the left side-- the “night” --on the right side-- with the “day;” and He merges --on the right
side-- the “day” --on the left side-- with the “night!” And certainly, Al-lah is hearer, seer.
62- This is because certainly Al-lah, He is (thus) the (one and only) true (Master) (6/62);
and certainly, what they are calling upon --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false
“masters” outside/beside Him here)-- other than Him (18/102), it is (thus) the falsehood (10/66)!
So certainly Al-lah, He is --now, thus also on the left side here-- the High, --on the right side
here-- the Great!
63- Do you not see that certainly, Al-lah sends down from the sky water, and (thus) the earth
becomes green (57/17)! Certainly, Al-lah is sublime, cognizant.
64- To Him (belongs) whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth (16/49). And certainly
Al-lah, (only) He is the Rich (14/8), the praiseworthy.
65- So do you not see that certainly, Al-lah has committed in your service whatever on the earth,
and (all) the ships sailing in the sea, by His command (17/66). And He is --(by also thus
employing all those fundamental physical, natural laws, and gravitational forces, that He has thus
created and ordained based on His most precise and accurate “Mathematical Calculations” thus
in the very beginning; 7/185 & 55/7)-- holding back the sky (=with all those heavenly bodies,
comets and meteors, etc. therein), lest it falls upon the earth, except --(whenever/whatever
He wills, thus only)-- by His permission (52/44-45)! So certainly, Al-lah is --(now also thus;
13/6)-- for (all) people compassionate, merciful.
66- And He is the One who has (thus) given you life (here); then He puts you to death, then
He will --(immediately after this death here, thus in the other world, in that Hell, or in that
Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- give you life (therein again)! But certainly, the human
is still (such) a disbeliever (16/38-39)!
67- For each society We have made --(according to those respective Scriptures given to them
by Al-lah here, thus different)-- religious rites (5/48) that they must practice it (5/44-48, 68)!
So they shall not dispute with you about this “Command” (here; 42/15)! And you shall (thus)
call (all peoples) to your Lord; for certainly, you are (thus) upon a standing “Guidance” (=thus
an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)!
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68- But if they (still refuse this Heavenly Command; 5/48-49 and) argue with you, say:
(Then) Al-lah knows best what you are (thus) “working” on (23/63 & 41/40 & 5/41 & …)!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be
upon both of them), in which they have already thus clearly foretold and fully supported again this
promised “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” their descendant, thus also with regard to his rightfully
judging among all believing Nations on earth, in accordance with these Universal Laws of our supreme
Lord here in this Quran Testament now (5/48-49), in this most critical Final Age, and besides this
fully confirming and continuing to judge among those Children of Jacob (=Israeli Jews), and those
Followers of Jesus (=Galilean Christians), and those Children of Ishmael (=Saudi Arabs) in accordance
with their Torah, and Gospel, and Quranic Laws, as rightfully delivered to them by prophet Moses,
and prophet Jesus, and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon each of them) here (5/44-48, 68),
and ultimately by thus inviting all these Peoples on earth to this “Guidance” (=Hudaa; 39/23) that
henceforth they may all together thus attain the eternal Salvation and great rewards from Al-lah,
who will thus serve as a “Guide” (=Mahdee; 39/23) thus sent by Al-lah to all these Peoples on earth
now (22/67-68 & 13/7 & 5/48), we should also certainly see again “An Awesome Miracle 1,” and then
“An Amazing Miracle” documents, in these respects, here in the first place.

69- Then (eventually), Al-lah will (thus) judge among you (4/161-162 & 3/55-57 & 9/97-99)
on the Day of Resurrection (36/48-54) in what you are (thus) contradicting herein (78/3-5)!
70- Did you not know that certainly, Al-lah knows whatever in the sky and the earth --(of all
those living beings and all things now)? And certainly, they are --(thus “recorded” by their
names, and “counted” one by one; 19/94 & 72/28)-- in a Written Document (with Him, now).
And certainly, this is for Al-lah easy.
71- But they are still --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Him
here)-- thus serving other than Al-lah (9/31 & 42/21 & 41/37) what He has not sent down
about them any evidence, and what (there is) not for themselves with them (16/73) any (such)
“Knowledge” (4/166)! So (there will) not (be) for these --by having thus ungratefully rejected
now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) unjust ones (39/24) any helper (7/197)!
72- And when Our clear “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 6/4 = 26/5) are recited to them, you (immediately) recognize in the faces of those who
have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27) the denial. They will almost (immediately) attack those
who are (thus) reciting to them Our “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5)!
Say: So shall I inform you (now) of a dire (consequence) of this --(because of what they are thus
doing here; 60/2 & 85/4-9 & …): The Fire! Al-lah has (thus) promised it to those who have
(thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27). So (henceforth) --(here, in this case again; 85/10 & 4/18)-(what) an ugly destination (it is)!
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73- O people, an allegory is (thus) cited (for you by Al-lah here), so listen to it (now):
Certainly, those whom you call upon --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “lords”
and “gods” outside/beside Him here)-- other than Al-lah (9/31 & 25/43) cannot create
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- a “fly” (=zubaaban), even if they (all) banded
together for it --(thus to bring forth especially the like of this “A Joyful Miracle” document of
our supreme Lord here; 17/88)!
And if the “fly” (=alzubaab) snatches from them --now, also therein again-- anything, they
cannot take it back from it!
So the pursuer --(of these kind of adopted false “lords” and “gods” outside/beside Him
here; 9/31 & 25/43)-- are (thus) weak (before Al-lah), and also the pursued (=those kind of
adopted false “lords” and “gods” themselves outside/beside Him here; 9/31 & 25/43)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (22/73),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Joyful Miracle” document --(please, by especially
paying attention and clearly noticing therein on that 19 coded, magnificent Table of our supreme Lord
that “a fly” (=zubaaban) and upon it “the fly” (=alzubaab) thus in the very first row now, on the right side
therein)-- in this respect, here in the first place.

74- (But) they (still) do not value Al-lah as He should be valued (here; =17/88)!
And certainly, Al-lah is --now, thus also on that left side here-- (thus) Powerful, --on that right
side here-- (thus) Mighty (=112/4)!
75- Al-lah (thus) chooses from among the Angels (such) Messengers (42/51), and from among
the People (4/165). Certainly, Al-lah is hearer, seer.
76- He knows (all) what is between their hands, and (all) what is behind them (19/64). And
(eventually) to Al-lah (all) the commands are (thus) brought back (32/5).
77- O those who have believed (2/285), so you shall --now, thus also by righteously working
on those 19 coded Tables here, thus on the left side-- “bow” down (before Him), and --on the
right side-- “prostrate” (before Him) (48/29), and you shall (thus) serve your Lord! And (also)
you shall do the good deeds (2/215), that (eventually) you may (thus) prosper (23/1-11)!
78- And you shall (thus) strive in (the Way of) Al-lah as you should strive (in His Way; 25/52)!
He has chosen you, and has not made upon you in this “Religion” (48/28) any hardship; (for
this is) the practice of your father Abraham (6/161); he (thus) named you the “surrenderers”
before (this), and (now) in this (2/131-132)! So that the Messenger (of the Covenant here; 7/158)
shall (thus) be a witness among you, and you shall (thus) be witnesses (3/18 & please, in this
respect also certainly see now: Isaiah 43/10) among the people!
So (henceforth), you shall (always) observe the Support prayer (2/238) and give the Cleansing
rate (8/41), and (thus) hold fast to Al-lah; for He is (thus) your (one and only) Master (7/196)!
So --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on that left side-- an excellent “Master,”
and --on that right side-- an excellent “Helper” (He is; 4/45)!
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CHAPTER 23
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Definitely, the believers (2/285) have prospered!
2- Those who are (thus) in their Support duty (33/56) reverent.
3- And those who are from the vain talk (6/68) keepers away.
4- And those who are regarding the Cleansing rate (8/41) doers.
5- And those who are of their chastity protectors.
6- Except with their spouses, or what their right hands have (thus) accommodated (4/25);
certainly, they are not to be blamed --(for these kind of lawful and legitimate marital relations
here; 4/24-25).
7- But whoever seeks (to go) beyond these (4/24-25), those them are the hostile ones (17/32)!
8- And those who are (thus) with regard to their trusts (2/283), and their pledges (3/75-76)
trustworthy.
9- And those who are on their Support prayers --(by thus regularly and diligently observing
them; 2/238)-- protecting.
10- So (henceforth), those them are the inheritors,
11- who will (thus) inherit the Paradise; they will be therein (thus) eternal (43/70-73)!
12- And definitely, We created the human (initially) from an extract of clay (=all those elements
present in earth crust).
13- Then We made it a tiny drop (=of a sperm and an egg cell; 75/37) in a well protected
repository.
14- Then We created (therein) the tiny drop into a hanging thing (=embryo), and We created
the hanging thing into a unique lump (=fetus), and We created the unique lump into bones,
and We covered the bones with flesh, then We (thus) built it into a final creation --(thus in/as
a complete human form therein; 77/21-23). So most Exalted is Al-lah, (thus) the Nicest of the
creators!
** Our supreme Lord is one and only “Creator” (=alKhaleq) of everything, so there is definitely
no “Creator” other than Him, here in the first place (please, see 6/102)! But our supreme Lord may
bestow upon whomever He wants from among His servants the capability of “creating” (=khalq:
producing something using a raw material here) only under/by His permission, whenever/whatever He
wants here (please, see 6/101). But this kind of “creating” (=khalq: producing something using a raw
material here) can never be like His creation of all universe and earth, and all living things, etc. thus
by His most Superb and powerful command: “Be,” without touching a hand thereafter (21/30), thus in a
most Wise and powerful manner here (please, see 13/16)!
For this reason, our supreme Lord is thus called as the “Nicest of the creators” (=Ahsanu alkhaleqeen)
thus to emphasize His matchless Superiority and Oneness in this most critical respect, in the above Verse,
in the first place. So again we should certainly see and perceive here that there is definitely no “Creator”
(=alKhaleq) other than Al-lah in the absolute sense here, in the first place; so in this respect, He is thus
absolutely one and only Creator (please, see 6/102 & 13/16)! Then after this,
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all those things that may have thus been “created” (=akhluqu: produced using a raw material here) by
His servants can only thus be “created” (=akhluqu: produced) by them thus only and strictly under/by
His permission and only thus whenever and for whatever He wants (e.g. please, see 5/110),
so here in the absolute sense the one and only “Creator” (=alKhaleq) is definitely Al-lah again, in the first
place, and never those servants (please, certainly see in this respect now: 8/17 & 6/102)! But even when/if
we accept all of these servants as such “creators” (=khaleqeen: producers) only in this respect here now
(6/101), then our supreme Lord is thus introduced again as a Matchless and most Superior “Nicest of the
creators” (=Ahsanu alkhaleqeen) thus among and above all of them here, in this above Verse (23/14)!

15- Then certainly, after this, you will die (21/35).
16- Then certainly, you will be, on the Day of Resurrection --(thus with/in our new bodies
that will exactly be in similar/same form even to the fingertips here; 75/4 again on this earth,
thus be)-- awakened (39/67-68)!
17- Definitely, We have created above you --(thus in the heavens and earth, and now thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here again) “seven” passages (65/12 & 15/87); and We have never
been unaware of the creation (10/61)!
18- And We have sent down from the sky water (thus again) by a --most precise Mathematical-“measure,” and We stored it into the earth. And certainly, We are (also) upon taking it away
(thus) measurers (67/30)!
19- And We have produced for you thereby gardens --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here, on the left side-- of “date palms,” and --on the right side-- “grapes!” For you in them
(there are) --now, thus also therein again-- many “fruits,” and from them you are (thus) eating.
20- And a tree native to (that) scenic Mount (95/2). It produces oil, and as a relish for (all)
the eaters!
21- And certainly, for you --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again-- in the
“livestock” (there is) a lesson (16/6), We are (thus) giving you to drink (16/66) of what is in their
bellies. And for you in them (there are) many (other) benefits (16/80), and (also) of (some of)
them you may (thus) eat (6/118).
22- And --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, on the left side-- upon “them,”
and on the right side-- upon the “ships,” you are (thus) carried!
23- And definitely, We sent Noah to his nation, and he said: O my nation, so you shall (thus)
serve (only) Al-lah (12/40)! (For) there is not for you any Ilah (=God) other than Him (28/70)!
So will you (still) not be pious?
24- But the chiefs of those who disbelieved from among his nation said: This is only a human
like you, so he is (thus) only intending to be favored upon you. Had Al-lah willed, He would
have sent down Angels (as Messengers). We have never heard this (=a human thus being sent
as a Messenger from Al-lah) among our ancestors!
25- (Then) he is only a man who is (thus) possessed by jinns! So you should watch him until
a while.
26- (Noah) said: My Lord, so (please) help me, for that they have (thus) rejected me!
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27- So We inspired to him: Construct the ship (now) before Our eyes, and in accordance with
Our inspiration! And when Our command comes and the fountains gush forth, put into it --now,
thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in those upper regions-- of every (animals) --on the left
side and on the right side-- as “couples/pairs,” in twos, and your family, except (those) against
whom the Saying has (already) gone forth --now, thus also in that lowest region here-- from
among them (11/40)! (=11/120) And do not address Me on behalf of those who have (thus) acted
unjustly; (for) certainly, they will be drowned!
28- So when you are settled, you and (those) who are with you, on the ship, you shall say:
The praise be to Al-lah, the One who has (thus) saved us from the unjust nation!
29- And you shall say: My Lord, so (please) deliver me (now) onto a blessed location. And You
are the Best of deliverers!
30- Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one
of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7); and
certainly, We will (thus) test (you; 67/2)!
31- Then We established after them another generation.
32- And We sent into them a Messenger from among them, (saying): You shall (thus) serve
(only) Al-lah (12/40)! (For) there is not for you any Ilah (=God) other than Him (28/70)!
So will you (still) not be pious?
33- But the chiefs of his nation, those who disbelieved and rejected meeting of the Last Epoch,
because We gave them luxuries in this worldly life (23/55-56) said: This is only a human like
you, he eats of what you are eating from, and drinks of what you are drinking.
34- So if you (still) obey (such) a human like you (23/24), most certainly you will be, then,
losers!
35- Does he promise you that certainly you, when you die and become dust and bones (here),
certainly, you --(immediately at the time of this death here, thus in the other world, in that Hell,
or in that Paradise; thus instantly)-- will be brought out --(to life again therein; 16/28-29 X 32)?
36- Far, so far (from the truth) indeed is what you are (thus) promised!
37- For it is only our worldly life (here), we die (as an old generation) and we live (through their
children, as a new generation) here! And we will not --(immediately after this death here, thus
in the other world, in that Hell, or in that Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- be
awakened (6/36)!
38- So he is only a man who has (thus) fabricated upon Al-lah a lie! So we will never believe
him!
39- He said: My Lord, so (please) help me, for that they have (thus) rejected me!
40- (Al-lah) said: Then (wait for) a little while; they will be sorry!
41- So the cry overtook them (therein) rightfully, and We (thus) made them as rubbish. So
perished be (such) unjust (29/68) nation!
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42- Then We established after them other generations.
43- No society can advance its appointed time, nor can they delay (it) (10/48-49).
44- Then We sent Our messengers, one after the other. (But) whenever their Messenger came
to a society, they (utterly) rejected him. So We --(because of their own unjustness and obduracy
here; 14/9-13)-- made some of them follow after some, and then (consequently) We made them
mere tales (of the past). So perished be (such) an --(unjust and stubborn; 41/5)-- nation, who
do not believe.
45- Then We sent Moses and his brother Aaron with Our “Signs” (20/19-24 & 42-44), and
a clear evidence,
46- to Pharaoh and his chiefs. But they acted arrogantly, and (thus) became an haughty nation.
47- And they said: Shall we believe (now) for two humans like us, and (while) their nation are
servants of us?
48- So they (thus deliberately and arrogantly) rejected two of them (7/132-136), and were
(consequently) thus annihilated (7/137)!
49- And definitely, We gave Moses the Written Document (=Torah; 5/44), that they may
--(now, thus also here thereby)-- be “guided” (here; 39/23)! (=17/2)
50- And We made the son of Mary (=Jesus) and his mother --(now, thus also here)-- a “Sign”
(19/21), and We gave them shelter on a high ground with (such) a settlement and a spring.
51- O (all these) Messengers (here; 6/130), so you shall eat (now) from the clean ones (5/4-5),
and work for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference here to all of those most specific
“Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables,
in the first place)! And I am of what you are (thus) “working” on (2/25-26) fully Aware (21/94)!
52- And certainly, (henceforth) this society of yours is one society, and I am (thus) your (one
and only) Lord (here; 42/10 = 5/44 & 5/47 & 5/48 & 5/68); so (henceforward), you shall (thus
always) be pious (2/177) with Me!
** All those peoples on earth who will thus, Al-lah willing, wholeheartedly believe in and fully support
and follow now this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” thus in near future
(please, see 110/1-3), here in this most critical Final Age, and also all those (Israeli) Jews and (Galilean)
Christians and (Ishmaeli) Arabs who will wholeheartedly do so here (4/162 & 5/83-85 & 9/99) will
henceforth thus be “One Society” (23/52) with respect to accepting and submitting to Al-lah as their
one and only Lord, by thus exactly following all His “Commandments” here (please, see 42/10),
but they will also remain as “Distinct Societies” (5/48) by thus also following all those specific
“Commandments” that are set forth for them in their respective Scriptures here (=Torah, Gospel, Quran;
5/48, 68) thus by our supreme Lord, in this most critical Final Age here (22/67-68)!

53- But they divided their command (now) among themselves into --(thus other than this Torah,
and Gospel, and Quran; 5/68)-- (such baseless and fabricated) sources (here; 2/78-79 &
6/112-113)! And every party is rejoicing with what is with them.
54- So you shall leave them in their confusion, for a while.
55- (But) do they (still) think that what We are (thus) supplying them therewith (now) with
properties and children,
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56- We are (thus) acting fast for them for (their) good? No, they (still) do not perceive --(the real
reason behind this; 19/74-75)!
57- But certainly, those who (thus) out of reverence for their Lord, tremble.
58- And those who (thus) believe in the “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those
most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of their Lord.
59- And those who do not make partners with their Lord --(anyone or anything by thus adopting
them as other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Him here; 9/31 & 6/76-79).
60- And those who (thus) give (in the Way of Al-lah) what they give (9/60), and (while) their
hearts are reverent, for that certainly, they will (thus) be going back to their Lord (76/8-12)!
61- Those are (thus) acting fast (to do) the “Good Deeds” (=thus also a reference here to those
most specific “Good Deeds,” which consist of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 16/30), and they are therein foremost!
62- And We do not burden any soul beyond its capacity (2/286). And at Us (there will be)
a Written Record (which will thus be) speaking (for the benefit of or to the detriment of
each of them) with the Truth (17/13-14); so they will not be treated unjustly (in the least; 21/47
& 84/7-12)!
63- No, (but) their hearts are (still) in a heedlessness regarding This (=2/25)! And for them
(there are all kinds of futile and vain many) works instead of This (=2/25); they are for them
working.
64- So consequently, when We overtake their wealthy ones --(who are thus their leaders, and all
those who deliberately and blindly and ignorantly follow them here; 37/27-33) with the
retribution, then they will be complaining.
65- Do not complain today; (for) certainly, you are by Us not going to be helped!
66- (For) definitely, My “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 6/4 = 26/5) were recited to you, but you were turning back on your heels!
67- Acting arrogantly against it, defiantly you were running away!
68- So have they (still) not reflected on the “Saying” (=thus an exclusive reference here to
this most specific “Saying,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 69/40-43), or (because that) there has (thus) come to them (now)
what did not come to their ancestors (2/170)?
69- Or have they (still) not recognized their Messenger (=when/if they act honestly and
sincerely, they should thus unmistakably and clearly recognize him here, as they recognize their
own son; 2/146), that they are (still) denying him?
70- Or are they (still) saying: He is possessed by jinns? No, he has (thus) come to them with the
“Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41), but many of them are
--(by thus striving against)-- the “Truth” --(on those both sides here again, thus)-- disliking (it)
(9/32-33)!
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71- And if the truth were to follow their desires, the skies and the earth, and whomever in them
would have (thus) gone to ruin (21/22)!
No, We have brought to them their “Commemoration” (=thus a reference here to that most
specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23), but they are from their “Commemoration” (39/23)
(still) turning away!
72- Or are you asking them (on your own accord) for a tax (now; 38/86-87)? So (here), this
taxation of your Lord (8/41) is the best (for all of you here); and He is --(now, here also thus)-the Best “Provider” (20/132)!
73- And certainly, you are (thus) calling them to a standing path (6/161)!
74- But certainly, those who do not believe in the Last Epoch (=thus a reference to this
most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 here again, in the first place; 6/92) are from
this path (6/161) thus deviating (42/21)!
75- And if We have mercy on them and remove what is with them of the adversity (now), they
plunge (deeper) into their transgression (7/185-186), blundering!
76- And definitely, We have (already) afflicted them with the retribution (9/126), but yet (again)
they do not submit to their Lord, and they do not implore (Him)!
77- So when We open upon them a gate of (such) a severe retribution (44/10-16), then --(here,
in this case; 6/158)-- they (will be) therein hopeless (8/50-52)!
78- And He is the One who has built for you --on those two sides-- the ears, and the eyes, and
the brains, but (except) a little, you (still) do not --now, by also thus rightfully using them here
to comprehend the “two sides” of those 19 coded Tables-- appreciate (7/58)!
79- And He is the One who has established you on the earth, and (then) before Him
--(immediately at the time of this death here; 32/11)-- you are (thus) summoned (56/83-94)!
80- And He is the One who --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-gives “life,” and --on the left side-- causes “death;” and (also) by Him is (decreed) the alternation
of --on the left side-- the “night,” and --on the right side-- the “day!” So will you (still) not
comprehend (this; 21/10)?
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (23/80),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Redeeming Miracle,” and then “A Celestial
Miracle” documents, in these respects, here in the first place.

81- No, (but) they (still) said the same as what those past ones (=previous generations) had said.
82- (Here), they said: When we die and become dust and bones (here), shall we certainly
--(immediately at the time of this death here, thus in the other world, in that Hell, or in that
Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- be awakened --(to be requited by Al-lah in this respect
therein; 36/48-54)?
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83- Definitely, we, and also our parents have been promised with this (=code 19; 74/30), before.
So this is naught but the usual fabrications of the past ones (=Bahais, etc.)!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be
upon both of them) by which they have already thus clearly foretold and unmistakably informed about
all those impostors (like that Baha mentioned above, and all such others) who will be deceived by satan
and deceive many by some baseless and worthless numerical manipulations based on number 19 (or/and
some other numbers as well) who will thus come out just before and at the time of the advent of this
most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” the descendant of these two honorable
Prophets (=David and Muhammad) here, and all those disbelievers now who will thus unjustly deem this
“19 coded, magnificent Plannings” of our supreme Lord here as a baseless and worthless work of such an
impostor of the past or/and present here, and thus unjustly and ignorantly reject it from the beginning,
and consequently, will be condemned by Al-lah and all His prophets --(here, in this case; 4/18 eventually
thus)-- for eternity,
and all those believers who will thus most clearly and unmistakably perceive the matchless Superiority
and irrefutable Validity and Truthfulness of these “19 coded, magnificent Plannings” of our supreme Lord
here (=17/88 & 112/4) among and above all those worthless and debunked numerical manipulations, and
thus be approved by Al-lah and all His prophets --(here, in this case; 16/30-32 eventually thus)-- for
eternity, in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Supernal Miracle” document, also in this
respect, here in the first place.

84- Say: To whom (belongs) the earth and (all those) who are therein, if you know?
85- They will say: To Al-lah! Say: So will you (still) not --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on the left side-- take “Commemoration” (39/23)?
86- Say: Who is the Lord of the seven skies, and the Lord of the great Throne?
87- They will say: Al-lah! Say: So will you (still) not --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on the right side-- be “Pious” (39/33)?
88- Say: In whose hand is the Ruling Dominion of every wanted thing, and He protects but
against Him there is no protection (21/42-43), if you know?
89- They will say: (All this power belongs) to Al-lah! Say: So how can you (still claim that you
are thus) enchanted (by this here; 21/3 & 52/15-16)?
90- No, We have (thus) brought to them the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 39/41); and (henceforth) certainly, they are (thus) liars (6/111-113)!
91- And (because) Al-lah has never begotten a child (19/88-93); and there has never been with
Him any other (such) ilah (=god) (9/31 & 21/29)! (Because) then, (those) each ilah (=god)
would have tried to take away (as servants for themselves) what (Al-lah) has created, and some
of them would have (thus) attempted to dominate upon others. So --(being most Exalted and
far above such a chaos and absurdity; 21/22)-- glorified is Al-lah --(thus forever one and only
Ilah (=God) here; 21/29)-- on what they are still (thus) concocting (9/30 & 5/17 & …)!
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92- Knower of the unseen and the witnessed (10/61); and He is most Exalted far above what
they are --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “lords” and “gods” outside/beside Him
here)-- (thus) still making partners (9/31 & 41/37)!
93- Say: My Lord, if You show me what they are (thus) promised (21/1-2 & 17/7 & 3/56 &
9/98 & …);
94- My Lord, (please) then do not make me among those --by having thus ungratefully rejected
now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) unjust (39/24) people!
95- And certainly, We are measurers upon --(when/if Al-lah thus wills then)-- showing you
(40/77) what We have (thus) promised (44/10-16 & 17/7 & 3/56 & 9/98 & …) to them.
96- So you shall counter (all kinds of) badness (41/34-35) with the (manner/message) that is
the Nicest (39/23)! (For) We know best what they are still (thus) concocting (15/6 & 21/5 & …).
97- And say: My Lord, I seek refuge in You from the provocations of these satans (6/112-113,
121 & …);
98- And I seek refuge in You, my Lord, lest they (thus) swarm upon me (17/64-65)!
99- And when the death comes to one of those (disbelievers), he says: My Lord, (please) send
me back!
100- That I may (immediately) work for a “Righteous Deed” (=thus a reference here to each one
of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on
those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26) in (the life) that I have left behind!
Not indeed, for it is certainly a mere word, that he is --(in fact, thus dishonestly again; 6/28)-saying it (here). So from behind them (there will be) a barrier --(that will thus prevent them
from ever coming to this world again from that Hell, into which they will thus be thrown
immediately after their death here; 16/28-29)-- until the Day, that they will be --(on that ultimate
Day of Ressurrection, after this universe will thus be folded and opened again by our supreme
Lord as a new universe and earth then; 21/104 thus be)-- awakened (herein; 39/67-68)!
101- And when the horn is (thus) blown (then) (39/68), (there will) not (be) any relations
between them on that Day, and they will not ask about one another.
102- So (the one) whose --19 coded-- “balances” (42/17) are heavy, those them will be the
prospered ones!
103- But (the one) whose --19 coded-- “balances” (42/17) are light, those are the ones who have
(thus) lost their souls (18/103-106); so (they will be) in Hell --(because of this again; 6/27-28)-eternal!
104- The fire will overwhelm their faces, and they will be therein miserable.
105- (Al-lah will say): (Because) were not My “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of
His most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) recited to you, but you were --(thus hostilely and
despotically)-- rejecting them (22/72)?
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106- They said: Our Lord, (because) our tyranny (22/72 & 70/36-38) (thus) overwhelmed us,
and so we became (such) a straying (2/16) people.
107- Our Lord, so (please), take us out of this (now)! And if we return --(to our tyranny; 60/2 &
85/4-10), (then) certainly we are unjust ones!
108- (Al-lah) said: Crouch down therein, and do not --(in fact, thus dishonestly again; 6/28)-speak to Me!
109- (For) certainly, there was a party of My servants who were saying: Our Lord, we have
(thus) believed (2/285)! So (please) forgive us, and have mercy on us (2/286)! For You are
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, due to all of their righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the
left side-- the Best of merciful ones!
110- But you took them for a mockery, until this --(deliberate disbelief, obduracy and stupidity
of yours; 2/171)-- thus caused you to (totally) forget My “Commemoration” (=thus a reference
here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)! And you were thus (always)
laughing at them.
111- So certainly, I will reward them today, for that they have (thus) remained steadfast
(13/22-24). So certainly they, (here), they are (thus) the successful ones (48/5)!
112- (Then again Al-lah) said: How long have you lasted on the earth, by count of the years?
113- They said: We have lasted (only) a day, or just (part) of a day. So (please), ask those who
keep count.
114- (Al-lah) said: You have not lasted except for a little (while); so if only you knew (this;
31/23-24)!
115- So did you think that We have created you for (such) vanities (26/128), and certainly you
would not --(thus to be requited by Al-lah in this way here; 23/108-110)-- be brought back to Us
(here; 16/28-29)?
116- So most exalted is Al-lah, the true Ruler (17/111)! There is no Ilah (=God) except thus
(only) He (28/70)! (He is) the Lord of the honorable Throne (25/59)!
117- And (henceforth), whoever (still) calls on another ilah (=god) (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43 &
41/37) beside Al-lah, (and though there is thus absolutely) no “beacon” for him thereof (21/24),
(then) certainly, his reckoning will (thus) be at his Lord (50/26)! Certainly, these disbelievers
(4/150-151) will never prosper!
118- And you shall say: My Lord, so (please), forgive and have mercy (on all of these believers;
4/152); for You are --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, due to all of their righteous
“Works;” 2/25 on the right side-- the Best of merciful ones!
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CHAPTER 24
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- (This is) a “Chapter” (=thus also a reference here to (each) one of those most specific
“Chapters,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 9/124) that We have (thus) sent it down, and We have (thus) made it an obligation
--(upon all those able believers; 9/91 to thus righteously “Work” on it here; 2/23-26)!
And We have (thus) sent down therein clear “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place, therein: 3/7),
so that you may (thus) take “Commemoration” (here; 39/23)!
2- The adulteress and the adulterer; so (henceforth), you shall --(thus after reciting this Verse;
17/32 to each of them twice, in the first place, then with that paper (definitely not with any other
object or hands but absolutely and only with this paper) that this related most specific Verse;
17/32 is thus written on each side, thus very smoothly)-- hit each of them (therewith) --(one
upon their left ears, and one upon their right ears)-- thus a hundred (smooth) hit (in total).
And the (superfluous) compassion for two of them should not prevent you --(from implementing
this most equitable and fair symbolic punishment)-- in this Religion of Al-lah, if you have
already (thus) believed in Al-lah and the Last Day (2/177)! And a group of the believers shall
witness their penalty --(which is thus essentially intended to rightfully and sincerely warn them
that they may thus immediately regret their sinful actions; 17/32 and thus sincerely and rightfully
may return to Al-lah here; 25/70-71 that they may thus be forgiven and admitted into His mercy
again, and thus His eternal compassion and everlasting rewards, here and in the hereafter).
(In this respect, please, also see again now that most important explanation under this Verse
here; 2/282).
3- The adulterer; --(if he still does not sincerely repent and thus totally and rightfully return to
Al-lah here; 25/70-71 after this symbolic punishment, but still continues to commit adultery)-he cannot marry except an adulteress (like himself), or (such) a partner maker (22/17).
And the adulteress; --(if she still does not sincerely repent and thus totally and rightfully return to
Al-lah here; 25/70-71 after this symbolic punishment, but still continues to commit adultery)-none will marry her except an adulterer (like herself), or (such) a partner maker (22/17).
For this (=adultery) is --(thus from the very beginning and absolutely)-- forbidden (by Al-lah)
to (all) the believers (17/32)!
4- And those who accuse the modest women (of adultery), then they cannot bring four
witnesses; so you shall --(thus after reciting this Verse; 33/58 to them twice, in the first place,
then with that paper (definitely not with any other object or hands but absolutely and only with
this paper) that this related most specific Verse; 33/58 is thus written on each side, thus very
smoothly)-- hit them (therewith) --(one upon their left ears, and one upon their right ears)-- thus
an eighty (smooth) hit (in total). And (thereafter), you shall not accept from them any testimony,
forever! (For) certainly, those them have (thus) been the betrayers.
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5- Except those who have (thus immediately) returned (to Him) after this (4/17) and acted
righteously --(by thus publicly apologizing to those chaste women whom they have thus unjustly
accused, first of all, and then by always and forever forbidding strange attitudes; 9/71 such as
unjust accusations and betrayal against chaste women within their society in the rest of their life).
Certainly, Al-lah is (then) thus forgiver, merciful (also to them) (25/70-71).
6- And those who have accused their own spouses (of adultery), when/though there are not for
them any witnesses except their own souls; (then) the testimony of one of them will be
four (times) bearing witness by Al-lah, that certainly he is of the truthful ones.
7- And the fifth shall be: Certainly, (let the) curse of Al-lah be upon him, if he is (deliberately)
of the liars!
8- But it will avert from her (this) punishment (24/2), if she testifies four (times) bearing witness
by Al-lah, that certainly he is of the liars.
9- And the fifth shall be: Certainly, (let the) wrath of Al-lah be upon her, if he is (sincerely)
of the truthful ones!
10- And if it were not for the “Favor” (10/58) of Al-lah upon you, and His “Mercy” (10/57)!
So (here), certainly Al-lah is --now, thus also due to all of your righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the
left side here-- Returner (towards you), --on the right side-- Wise!
11- Certainly, those who have come with (such) an invention (45/6-7) are a (hypocritical) gang
among you. Do not think that it is bad for you; no, it is good for you. And (because) for every
one of them (there will eventually thus befall) what he has (thus) earned from the guilt (45/6-7).
And the one (=their leader) who has (thus) mastered its biggest part from among them
(74/11-15), for him (there will eventually thus come such) a grievous retribution (74/16-17)!
12- When you heard it, the believing men and the believing women should have (immediately)
had better thoughts for/in their souls, and say: This is only (thus) a clear invention (45/6-7)!
13- For shouldn’t they (=those inventors) have brought upon it four witnesses (=here thus also
from within Torah, and Psalms, and Gospel, and Quran, first of all; 3/3-4 & 17/55)? And because
that they have not brought the witnesses, those them are (now, here also thus) the liars (3/78)
in the sight of Al-lah!
14- And if it were not for the “Favor” (10/58) of Al-lah upon you, and His “Mercy” (10/57)
in this world and the Last Epoch, a great retribution would have touched you for what you have
(thus ignorantly) plunged into it!
15- (For) then you were circulating it with your tongues, and you were (thus) saying with
your mouths what (there was) not for you about it any knowledge (6/112 & 148)! And you
thought that it was simple, but it was in the sight of Al-lah (thus) a grievous (invention and sin;
45/6-7)!
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16- And when you heard it, you should have (immediately) said: It cannot be for us to speak
about this; glory be to You --(being most Exalted and far above what they are thus inventing;
45/6-7)! This is only (now, also thus) a great fraudulence (33/58)!
17- Al-lah is (thus) preaching you that you may not return to the like of it (=24/15), forever,
if (henceforth) you are (thus) believers (2/285)!
18- And (thus) Al-lah is making clear to you the “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one
of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7);
and Al-lah is --now, thus also on the left side here-- Knower, --on the right side here-- Wise!
19- Certainly, those who love (to see) the extravagance (7/28 & 17/32 & …) thus spread among
(all) those who have believed (here); for them --(in this case; 4/18)-- there will (eventually thus)
come a painful retribution in this world and the Last Epoch! And Al-lah knows (them), but you
do not know.
20- And if it were not for the “Favor” (10/58) of Al-lah upon you, and His “Mercy” (10/57)!
So (here), certainly Al-lah is --now, thus also due to all of your righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the
left side here-- Compassionate (towards you), --on the right side-- Merciful!
21- O those who have believed, do not follow the footsteps of the satan (26/221-222)! And
(henceforth) whoever (thus) follows the footsteps of the satan (6/112-113) (should know that)
certainly, he (thus) commands (to commit) such extravagances (7/28 & 17/32 & …) and the
strange attitudes (3/78 & 6/116 & 2/79 & …)! And if it were not for the “Favor” (10/58) of
Al-lah upon you, and His “Mercy” (10/57), no one would be cleansed from among you, forever!
But in fact, Al-lah (thus) “cleanses” (here; 3/164) thus whomever He wants (13/27)! For Al-lah
is hearer, knower.
22- And possessors of the favor from among you and the wealth shall not swear (in their anger)
never to give again (any financial help, loan or charity) to those close ones, and the poor, and
the emigrants in the Way of Al-lah (4/100). And they shall (always) pardon (their offenses) and
be tolerant. For would you not love that Al-lah (in return for this) may (thus) forgive you (your
offenses)? And Al-lah is --(here, in this case; 3/134-136 thus)-- forgiver, merciful.
23- Certainly, those who (falsely) accuse the (married or single) modest women (4/24-25) (of
adultery), who are (thus totally innocent and) unaware (of any such evil), the (pious) believers
(2/285), are cursed in this world and the Last Epoch! And for them --(unless they immediately
regret their betrayal; 24/5 and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 4/17)-- (there
will hence come) a great retribution (4/18).
24- The day when their tongues and their hands and their feet will (thus) bear witness against
them as to what they are (thus) doing (of such betrayal; 24/4)!
25- On that day, Al-lah will (thus) pay them in full their just recompense (41/20-24), and (thus)
they will know that certainly Al-lah, He is the clear Truth!
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26- So --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in that lowest region, on the left side-the bad women are for --on the right side-- the bad men; and --again, in that lowest region,
on the right side-- the bad men are for --on the left side-- the bad women!
And --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, in that upper region, on the left side-the good women are for --on the right side-- the good men; and --again, in that upper region,
on the right side-- the good men are for --on the left side-- the good women (22/24); and those
are (now, also thus) totally innocent of what these (disbelievers) are saying (83/32-34)!
So for them (there will eventually thus come) a forgiveness, and an honorable provision (34/4)!
27- O those who have believed, you shall not enter the houses other than your own houses, until
you communicate (beforehand), and --(just before entering therein, first of all)-- greet its family.
This is better/best for you, so that you may --(without any such unexpected interruption, in your
own houses --now also thus-- comfortably and attentively)-- take “Commemoration” (here;
39/23)!
28- And if you --(because you could not find any means to communicate with them beforehand,
and thus had to go there unexpectedly, but)-- cannot find therein anyone, you shall not --(even if
you had the keys of that house with you)-- enter them, until permission is given to you --(by the
real inhabitant of that house, via some kind of instant communication therein). And if it is said
to you (therein): (Please), return! you shall (immediately) return. This is purer/purest for you.
And Al-lah is of (all) what you are “working” on (10/61) knower!
29- But there is not upon you any sin in (immediately) entering --(with your keys that may have
thus been granted to you by the real owner of that house beforehand)-- (those) houses (if they
are) uninhabited, and therein (there are) belongings of you --(that you may have thus stored
therein by the permission of the real owner of that house, in the first place). And Al-lah knows
(all) what you reveal, and what you conceal (67/13-14).
30- Say to (all) believing men that they shall subdue their eyes --(to avoid intentionally staring
at women), and (thus) maintain their chastity. This is purer/purest for them. Certainly, Al-lah is
fully aware of (all) what they are doing (10/61).
31- And say to (all) believing women that they shall subdue their eyes --(to avoid intentionally
staring at men), and (thus) maintain their chastity. And they shall not reveal their ornaments
except that which is apparent thereof. So they shall draw their coverings (=shirts, tunics,
sweaters, jackets, etc.) upon their bosoms. And they shall not reveal their ornaments except
to their husbands, or their fathers, or fathers of their husbands, or their sons, or sons of their
husbands, or their brothers, or sons of their brothers, or sons of their sisters, or their (neighbors,
friends) women, or what their right hands have accommodated (=their housemaids, or hirelings),
or the male attendants (of their houses) who do not have sexual desire from among those (weak
or old) men, or the kids who have not attained knowledge (yet) of the private parts of the women.
And they shall never (intentionally and forcefully) strike their feet (to the ground) thus to make
known what they are keeping hidden of their ornaments.
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So (henceforth), you shall (thus) return to Al-lah, all together (66/8), O believers (2/285),
so that (eventually) you may (thus) prosper (23/1-11)!
32- And you shall arrange marriages for the single ones from among you, and (all) the righteous
ones (4/69) from among your servants and maids. If they are poor, Al-lah will (thus) enrich them
from His favor. And Al-lah is encompassing, knower.
33- And those who cannot find a marriage shall keep themselves chaste until Al-lah may (thus)
enrich them --(if/when He wills; 42/50)-- from His favor. And those who seek a written
agreement (in order to receive their full payment and compensation, and thus immediately retire
from their service) from among (those) whom your right hands have accommodated (of your
personnel, all employees, staff members), you shall (thus) make written agreement with them,
if you knew in them any good (will/intention). And (in this case thus, and/or additionally) you
shall give to them out of the possessions of Al-lah which He has (thus) given you.
And you shall not force your girls --(to get married with a rich husband you have chosen for
them, though they are not willing)-- out of (your) selfishness, if they are seeking to keep chaste,
in order (thus) to seek a benefit of this worldly life (for yourselves). And whoever forces them
--(for such a compulsory marriage)-- certainly, Al-lah is after their (thus) being forced
forgiver, merciful --(to them, regarding all their legitimate preventive measures that they might
urgently take thus to perfectly avoid it, in the first place).
34- And definitely, We have (thus) sent down to you clear “Signs” (=thus a reference here to
each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), and (thus) an “allegory” of those who have
passed before you (please, in this respect see now: Quran Testament 2/25-27) == (Torah,
Hosea 12/11 = 14/6-10) (Gospel-Luke 8/10 = 8/15) (Quran-Naml 27/93 = Ibrahim 14/24-25),
and (thus) a “Preaching” for (all) the pious ones (here; 2/177)!
35- Al-lah is the light of the skies and the earth! Allegory of His light is: (Here, it is) like
that of a niche, in it (there is) a lamp. The lamp is in a glass. The glass is like a shining star,
it is lit from --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- a blessed “olive” tree (14/24-25),
which (thus illuminates now also therein) --on the right side-- the east, and --on the left side-the west! Almost its oil will illuminate, even when (thereafter, again now also therein) --on the
left side-- that “fire” does not touch it!
(Then, again now also therein, it is thus) --on the right side-- Light upon --on the right side-Light!
So (henceforth), Al-lah (thus) guides to His “Light” (=4/174) thus whomever He wants (13/27)!
And Al-lah (thus) cites (all these) “allegories” (18/54) for the people! For Al-lah is of every
wanted thing (thus) Knower (4/166)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Reflections of the above Verse (24/35),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Festive Miracle,” and then “A Delivering Miracle,”
and then “A Redeeming Miracle” documents, in these respects, thus one after the other, here in the first
place.
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36- (This “Light;” 4/174) is (henceforth) in the houses which Al-lah has (thus) permitted to be
raised up, and His Name (thus) be commemorated therein! So they glorify Him therein
--now, thus also on the left side-- at the early hours, and --on the right side-- the late hours!
37- (For) these are (men and women) people that neither business nor trade can divert them
from the “Commemoration” (=thus also an exclusive reference here to that most specific
“Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/23) of Al-lah, and (from) observing the Support prayer (2/238) and
giving the Cleansing rate (8/41). They fear a day in which the hearts and the eyes will (thus) be
horrified (14/42-43)!
38- Al-lah will reward them with the nicest of what they (thus) “work” on (2/25), and He will
(also) augment for them from His favor! And Al-lah (thus) provides for whomever He wants
without limits!
39- But those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27); their “works” (=23/63) are like a mirage
in a desert. A thirsty person thinks that it is water; but when he comes to it, he finds it to be
nothing. And he finds Al-lah there instead (56/92-94), and He (thus) pays him his reckoning
in full (=23/63-67)! And Al-lah is (thus) Swift in reckoning.
40- Or like the darknesses in a deep sea; (wherein) a wave covers him, and from above it (there
is) a wave, and from above it (there is) a cloud, darknesses (thus) some of them above some.
When he holds out his hand, he will almost not see it. Because for whomever Al-lah --(thus
because of their own betrayal here; 2/26-27)-- does not make a “Light” (4/174) (now), --(unless
they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah
here; 3/88-89)-- there cannot be for them any “Light!”
41- Do you not see that certainly Al-lah, (here), all who are in the skies and the earth glorify
Him, and the birds --again on the left & the right side, thus in perfect Symmetry-- in a column!
Every (of them) definitely (thus) knew its support duty and its glorification (17/44)! And Al-lah
is knower of what they are doing.
42- And to Al-lah belongs (all) the ruling dominion (17/111) of the skies and the earth; and
(thus) to Al-lah will be the (final) destiny (6/38)!
43- Do you not see that certainly Al-lah --(by also thus employing all those natural, physical
fundamental laws, that He has thus created and ordained in the very beginning based on all of
His most precise and accurate Mathematical Computations therein; 7/185 and hence by the
winds here)-- drives the clouds (now), then He gathers them together, then makes them into piles
(on each other). And (eventually), you see the rains (thus) coming forth from the midst thereof.
And He (also) sends down from the sky (clouds) like mountains wherein is snow/hail. And He
covers therewith whomever He wants, and diverts it from whomever He wants. The flash of its
lightning almost snatches away the eyes!
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44- Al-lah --(through the rotation of the earth)-- thus turns round the night and the day.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Lesson” (=thus also a reference here to that most
specific “Lesson,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 12/111) for (all) those who possess vision!
45- And Al-lah has created every creature --(through such a most Wise and marvelous
“evolutionary course,” thus in the very beginning)-- from water (21/30). And of them (there are
those) who walk on their bellies (here), and of them (there are those) who walk on two legs,
and of them (there are those) who walk on four. Al-lah (thus) creates whatever/however He
wants (21/104). Certainly, Al-lah is upon every wanted thing --(here, thus especially in all of
those genetic and also anatomical respects, by thus wonderfully creating all of them and
most especially and finally the humans thus essentially within a 19 coded, perfect Symmetry)-a best Measurer (51/20-21, 49 & 6/38)!
46- Definitely, We have (thus) sent down clear “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of
those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5)! So (henceforth), Al-lah (thus) “guides” (with this;
39/23) whomever He wants (13/27) to (such) a standing path (here; 6/161)!
47- And they are saying: We have believed in Al-lah and the Messenger (of the Covenant here;
7/158), and we have (thus) obeyed (5/92)! But then a party of them (immediately) turn away,
after this. And (because) those are not (true) believers (8/2-4).
48- (Here), when they are called (now) to Al-lah and His Messenger (of the Covenant here;
7/158), that he may (thus) judge (4/105) among them, then a party of them (immediately)
turn aside!
49- And (only) if the truth is in their favor (each and every time), then they are coming to it,
hurriedly.
50- So is there an illness in their hearts (now), or have they doubted? Or do they fear that
Al-lah will treat them unfairly, and His Messenger (of the Covenant here; 4/105)?
No, (because) those them are --(even from the very beginning, thus)-- the unjust ones (here;
4/60-65)!
51- (But) the saying of these (true) believers (8/2-4), when they are called (now) to Al-lah and
His Messenger (of the Covenant here; 7/158), that he may (thus) judge (4/105) among them,
was only to say: We have heard, and (thus) obeyed (5/92)! And those them are (thus)
the prosperous ones (23/1-11)!
52- And (henceforth), whoever (thus) obeys Al-lah and His Messenger (of the Covenant here;
5/92), and (thus) reverence Al-lah (36/11), and be pious (2/177) with Him; those them are (thus)
the successful ones (48/4-5)!
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53- And they swear by Al-lah their strongest oaths, that if you command them, they will
surely --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, by thus righteously working therein-go forth --(to this mathematical “Fight;” 9/111)! Say: Do not (boastfully and deceitfully) swear!
(Because) a recognized (humble and truthful) obedience (is expected from you here).
Certainly, Al-lah is (fully) aware of what you are --(thus in order not to go forth to this
mathematical “Fight;” 9/111, by thus making up every kind of ill excuse and apology thus to
evade it)-- working on (9/42-48)!
54- Say: So (henceforth), you shall (thus) obey Al-lah, and obey the Messenger (of the Covenant
here; 5/92)! But if you (still) turn away, (then know that), upon him is only what he is (thus)
made responsible for (43/44), and upon you is what you are (thus) made responsible for (43/44).
And if you obey him, you will --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- (thus) be “guided”
(by Al-lah here; 39/23)! And (there is) not upon the Messenger (of the Covenant here; 7/158)
(any responsibility) except (thus) the clear delivery (of this Message; 5/67)!
55- Al-lah has promised to those who will (thus) believe (3/84) among you, and work for the
“Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that
all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25),
that He will make them successors on the earth (28/57 & 4/100), as He (thus) made successors
those before them (21/71 & …); and He will establish for them their “Religion” (48/28), which
He has (thus) chosen for them (5/3); and He will substitute for them, after their fear, a security
(8/26)! (Because) they (thus) serve (only) Me (22/77), and do not make partner (anyone’s
judgements) with Me --(thus outside/beside all of His Judgements here; 4/105 & 6/114)-- in
no way (18/26)! But (henceforth), whoever still (thus) disbelieves (2/26) after this, those them
are (thus) the betrayers (here; 2/26-27)!
56- And you shall (thus always) observe the Support prayer (2/238) and give the Cleansing
rate (8/41); and you shall (thus) obey the Messenger (of the Covenant here; 5/92), so that you
may (thus) attain mercy (4/174-175)!
57- Do not think that those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27) will ever enfeeble (Him)
on the earth (34/5)! And --(here, in this case; 41/5, 40 & 85/4-10 & …)-- their abode is the Fire;
and ugly indeed is that (final) destination!
58- O those who have believed, those whom your right hands have accommodated
(=housemaids, nannies, or attendants) and (all) those (children) who have not attained puberty
shall ask permission --(before entering your rooms, by knocking on the door first)-- of you,
at three times: Before the Support prayer of the dawn, and when you may lay aside your clothes
at noon --(especially in the heat of the summer), and after the Support prayer of the evening.
(These are thus) three private times for you. (But) not upon you, and not upon them any sin
thereafter, they may (freely) move about (in the house) around you, some of you (thus freely
attending) to some.
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Like this, Al-lah is making clear to you the “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, --especially to those which will thus be placed
on the left side, on those 19 coded Tables-- here again, in the first place: 3/7); and Al-lah is
(thus) knower, wise!
59- And when the kids among you attain puberty, they shall ask permission --(before entering
your bedrooms, by knocking the door first, each and every time throughout the day and night)-like (all) those (adults) before them (thus) ask permission --(by knocking the door first, each and
every time throughout the day and night).
Like this, Al-lah is making clear to you His “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, --especially to those which will thus be placed
on the right side, on those 19 coded Tables-- here again, in the first place: 3/7); and Al-lah is
(thus) knower, wise!
60- And --(due to advanced age, or any kind of ailment)-- the sitting ones among the women,
those who do not expect any marriage; so (there will) not (be) upon them any sin in laying aside
their outer garments (=shirts, tunics, sweaters, etc.), without (deliberately) exposing (their)
ornaments (therein). But their being cautious --(by thus always sitting also with their outer
garments on them)-- is better/best for them. And Al-lah is hearer, knower.
61- There will not be upon the blind any hardship --(by imposing on him any responsibility,
duty, or command here beyond his capacity; 2/286)-- and there will not be upon the crippled
any (such) hardship, and there will not be upon the ill any (such) hardship (9/91 & 48/17)!
And there is not upon you (any sin) --(by/after a mutual agreement and consent here, of course,
in the very first place)-- in eating from your own houses, or houses of your fathers,
or houses of your mothers, or houses of your brothers, or houses of your sisters, or houses of
your fathers’ brothers, or houses of your fathers’sisters, or houses of your mothers’ brothers,
or houses of your mothers’ sisters, or (houses) that you have their keys --(by the permission of
their real owners, of course, and their deep trust in you here, in the very first place again), or
your friends.
And there is not upon you any sin in your eating together, or separately. And when you enter
the houses, you shall utter peace upon your souls, (thus) as a greeting from Al-lah (11/69), a
blessed and clean one.
Like this, Al-lah is making clear to you the “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those similar “words/letters,” in pairs, --especially to those which will thus be placed in the
lowest region, on those 19 coded Tables-- here again, in the first place: 3/7) so that you may
(henceforth thus) comprehend (21/10)!
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62- The (true) believers are only those who (thus) believe in Al-lah and His Messenger (of the
Covenant here; 7/158); and when they are with him in a community meeting (now), they do not
go away until they ask permission of him. Certainly, those who (thus) ask your permission,
those are the ones who thus (truly) believe in Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel here; 2/97)!
So when they (thus sincerely) ask permission of you for some (urgent) affairs of theirs, you shall
give permission for whomever you want (due to their valid excuse and sincerity here) from
among them, and you shall (always) seek forgiveness of Al-lah for them. Certainly, Al-lah
is --(henceforth, for all these sincere and true believers; 8/2-4 thus always)-- forgiver, merciful
(6/54).
63- So you shall not treat the call of the Mesenger (of the Covenant here; 8/24) among
yourselves like the (casual) call of some of you some. Definitely, Al-lah (also) knows those who
(by making up false excuses) sneak away (now) from among you, flimsily! So let those who
(thus) contradict his command (4/59 & 83) beware that a trial might afflict them (from Al-lah),
or a painful retribution might afflict them (because of their such betrayal here)!
64- Pay heed, certainly, to Al-lah belongs (all) whatever in the skies and the earth! Definitely,
He knows in whatever (condition) you are (10/61). So the day (when) they will (thus) be brought
back to Him, He will inform them of (all) that they have (thus) “worked” on (2/25 X 29/4)!
And (here), Al-lah is of every wanted thing (thus) Knower (4/166)!

CHAPTER 25
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Most blessed is the One who has (thus) sent down to His servant (=Messenger of the
Covenant here; 7/158) --left & right side-- the “Parting” (=thus a reference here to that most
specific “Parting,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 17/106), so that he may (thus) be a warner (17/105) for the multitudes!
2- The One to Whom belongs (all) the ruling dominion (17/111) of the skies and the earth.
And He has never begotten a child (19/88-93); and has never been with Him any partner (18/26)
in the ruling dominion! And He has created every wanted thing, and He has measured it --(thus
in His book of Universe, and in His book of Religion, most essentially always 19 coded; 74/30)-with (perfect) measuring (41/53)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (25/2),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Golden Ratio Miracle,” and then also “A Golden
Section Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.
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3- But they have (still) taken other than Him (such) gods (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43) who cannot
create any wanted thing, but they (themselves) are created. And they cannot rule (even) for their
own souls with any harm, and not a benefit (5/76); and they cannot rule for --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- “death,” and not --on the right side-- “life,”
and not (such) a resurrection (43/11)!
4- Those who have (thus) disbelieved (74/31) said: This (=most specific “Guidance,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
74/30-31) is naught but an invention that he has fabricated it! And (also) some other people have
aided him (43/44)! Definitely, they have thus come with --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables
here, against that left side-- unjustness, and --against that right side-- absurdity (29/47, 49)!
5- And they (also) said: (These are only) regular statements of the past ones (=previous
Messengers; 21/5) that he has (thus) made them written (in this most specific manner here);
so they are (thus) being recited to him --now, on that left side-- over here, and --on that right
side-- over there!
** Here, our supreme Lord is thus again in a most Wise and prescient manner informing us about those
willful disbelievers, who will thus deliberately try to spoil here the clear fact that all those 19 coded
magnificent Plannings of our supreme Lord (as each of them have already thus manifestly been presented
to all humanity in those 19 most basic documents, up to now, by His promised Messenger of the
Covenant here), which are thus each and every time designed in a most Wise and marvelous
perfectly corresponding manner, --on those left and on those right sides-- have already thus unmistakably
been foretold and clearly and exactly been described again by all His great Prophets (=here, especially
and first of all by Moses, and then David, and then Jesus, and then Muhammad again, peace be upon each
of them) by their most miraculous prophecies, which are thus directly inspired and taught to them by
our supreme Lord therein; these kind of willful disbelievers thus will only try to portray all of them as if
they were only traditional and regular “statements” (=asateer; 6/25) -(mastuuran; 17/58 & …)- of those
great Prophets, and so they may not refer --on the left and the right side-- to these 19 coded magnificent
Plannings of our supreme Lord here, in no way and at all, in this most critical Final Age here (25/5)!

6- Say: The One who knows the “Hidden Secret” (=especially that “Golden Ratio Secret” here,
thus present everywhere; 25/2) in the skies and the earth (41/53) has sent “It” down (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” --here, thus especially and first of all to those clearly
presented within “A Golden Ratio, and then A Golden Section Miracle” documents-- here again,
in the first place: 39/23)! So certainly, He is --(for all those servants who will thus rightfully and
sincerely return to Him here, henceforth thus always)-- forgiver, merciful (6/54)!
7- But they (still) said: What (is there extraordinary) about this Messenger (now), but (here), he
is (like every other human) eating the food, and walking in the markets? (Then) why has not
(even) an Angel been sent down to him, (thus) to be a warner with him (15/7-8)?
8- Or why has not a treasure been sent down to him (from heaven), or a garden been (given) to
him that he could (always) eat therefrom? And these unjust ones (39/24) (finally) said: (Then)
you are following only an enchanted --(by this code “19;” 74/30)-- man (21/3-4)!
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9- See how they have (thus) cited for you (these) allegories (now), and (thereby) they have
(thus) gone astray. So --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal and obduracy; 41/5
and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/86-89)-- they will not find any
Way (here; 9/111)!
10- Most blessed is the One that, if He wants, He will make for you what is better than these
(=worldly treasures and gardens that they have thus asked for above; 25/8): (Here), --now, thus
also on those 19 coded Tables, on that left side, those-- “gardens” flowing beneath them the
rivers (23/19); and He will (also) make for you --on that right side, those-- “mansions” (17/100)!
(=10/58)
11- No, (but) they have (still) rejected the Hour (54/1-3). And We have prepared for (those) who
have (thus) rejected the Hour (54/1-3) a burner!
12- When it sees them from afar, they will hear its rage and fuming.
13- And when they are thrown into it, through a narrow place, (all) shackled, they will pray
right there for destruction!
14- Do not pray today only for one time for destruction, but pray --(because of all they have
thus always actually done, or absolutely intended to do here; 22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-8 & …)-- for
many times for destruction!
15- Say: Is this better, or the Garden of eternity, that is (thus) promised for the pious (39/33-34)?
It will be for them (such) a reward, and the (nicest) destination!
16- For them (there will be) therein whatever they want (36/55-58); as eternal ones (44/56)!
This is upon your Lord a promise, to be (always) prayed for (from Him, and thus will certainly
be fulfilled; 31/8-9)!
17- And the day (when) He will summon (all) those (partner makers) and (all) those (Angels
and Prophets) whom they are --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “gods” and “lords”
outside/beside Him)-- (thus still) serving (them here) other than Al-lah (21/29), and He will say
(to them): Have you (thus) led astray these servants of Mine, or have they themselves strayed off
this (right) Way (3/79-80)?
18- Those (Angels and Prophets) said: Be You glorified; it can never be right for us to take
(for ourselves) other than You any (guiding, protecting) masters (18/102)! But in fact, You have
(thus) given goods to them and to their parents, until --(because of their such ignorance and
arrogance; 34/35 by thus plunging into this mistaken assumption here; 23/55-56)-- they have
(thus) forgotten the “Commemoration” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific
“Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/23), and they have (thus) become a ruined people!
19- And definitely, they have (thus) rejected you (now), (also) in (all) what you are (thus) saying
(10/18)! So you will not be able to avert (the punishment), and will not be helped (here).
So whoever (thus) acts unjustly (now; 39/24 & 42/21) from among you, We will (thus) make
him --(here, in this case; 4/18 eventually thus)-- taste a great retribution!
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20- And We did not send before you any Messengers but that certainly they were also (like all
other humans here) eating the food and walking in the markets. And We have made some of you
for some (also) as (such) a test (here; 6/53); will you remain steadfast (38/17)? And your Lord is
Seer.
21- But those who do not expect to meet Us (here; 10/15) still said: (Then) why have not
the Angels been sent down upon us (15/7-8) (now), or (why) do we not see our Lord (2/118)?
Definitely, they have (thus) acted arrogantly in their souls, and have (thus) rebelled with gross
rebellion!
22- The day (when) they will (thus) see the Angels (16/28), (there will) not (be) any good news
on that day for these criminals (7/40), and they will say: (We are) confined (now) with (utter)
confinement (here; 16/28-29)!
23- And We will look at what they have (thus) worked of --(all such vain and crooked)-“works” (here; 23/63 & 41/40 & …), and We will (thus) render them (null and void) as scattered
dust!
24- (But) the community of the Garden will be on that day in a better/best settlement, and the
nicer/nicest resting place!
25- And the day (when) the sky will break apart, with the (masses of) clouds, and We will
send down the Angels with (entire) sending down.
26- The Ruling Dominion will belong, on that day, (only and totally) to The Gracious, (thus)
as/with the “Truth” (21/112)! And it will be a day upon these disbelievers (74/31) difficult!
27- And the day (when) --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific
“Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here
again-- (thus) unjust one (39/24) will bite his hands (and) say: Alas, (I wish) I had taken (such)
a Way (12/108) with the Messenger (of the Covenant here; 7/158)!
28- Alas, woe to me, (I wish) I had never taken that one as a friend.
29- For definitely, he led me astray from the “Commemoration” (=thus a reference here to this
most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) after it came to me! And the satan is towards
the human --(who has thus wilfully and ignorantly followed in his footsteps here; 6/112-113
eventually thus)-- a letting down one (14/22)!
30- And the Messenger (of the Covenant here; 7/158) said: O my Lord, certainly, my people
have taken this “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Reading,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69)
thus as (a thing to be) forsaken (23/66-67)!
31- For thus, We have made for every Informer enemies from among (such) criminals
(6/112-113). But your Lord will suffice --(against all of these jinn and human satans here;
6/112-113 & 19/83) --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19
coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- (thus) as a “Guide” (39/23),
and a “Helper” (40/51)!
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32- But those who have (thus) disbelieved (74/31) still said: Why has not (all) the “Reading”
(=thus a reference here to that most specific “Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69) been sent down to him
all at once? Like this, --(by sending it down thus Chapter by Chapter here; 11/13-14)-- We will
(thus) strengthen therewith --(one after the other)-- your mind; and We have (thus) arranged it
with --(most unique, similar, in pairs; 39/23)-- arrangement!
33- And (whenever) they bring to you --(thus to sincerely ask and learn its actual meaning here,
or thus to deliberately harass you thereby; 17/48)-- any (such) “allegory” (=2/25-26 & 74/26-31
& 14/24-26 & …), We have already (thus) brought to you (all) the “Truth” (thereof) here, and
(this) Nicest explanation (=39/23)!
34- (But) those who will --(here, in this case; 3/90-91 thus eventually)-- be summoned
upon their faces to Hell, (here), those are worse/worst in place, and (thus) more/most astray
from the Way (11/19)!
35- And definitely, We gave Moses the Written Document (=Torah; 5/44), and We (thus)
appointed with him his brother Aaron as an assistant (20/29-35).
36- And (then) We said (to them): Go to the nation (now), those who have rejected Our “Signs.”
But (eventually), We have --(because of this; 7/132-137 thus)-- destroyed them with (utter)
destruction.
37- And nation of Noah; when they rejected the Messengers, (and eventually), We --(because
of this; 71/21-25 thus)-- drowned them. And We have (thus) made them for the people --(now,
here also such)-- a “Sign” (23/27)! And We have prepared for these unjust ones (here; 39/24)
a painful retribution!
38- And Aad and Thamoud, and the community of the Well, and many (other) generations
between these.
39- And each of them, (here), We had also (thus) cited for them (many such) “allegories” (like
these; 22/73 & 30/28 & … in their time, first of all), and (then) each of them, (here), eventually
We --(because of this; 40/5 thus)-- eliminated with (utter) elimination!
40- And definitely, they have come upon the city --(which is thus only a couple of thousand
miles away from this holy City, wherein this “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” has resided
now in the West)-- which is showered with a severe shower (even in a proportion never seen
before) (29/67); so have they (still) not seen it (29/67)? No, they (still) do not expect (to meet)
any (such) spreading (81/10)!
41- And when they see you (now), they only ridicule you, (saying): Is this he whom Al-lah has
sent as a Messenger?
42- He would almost lead us astray from our gods (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43 & 41/37), if it were
not that we (totally) remained steadfast upon them!
Then they will soon know, when they see (this) retribution (44/10-16 & 8/50-51) who are the
real strayers from the Way (25/27-29)!
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43- Have you seen (the one) who takes his desire (now) as his “god?” So will you be for him
an advocate --(who can guide and save him from this deep darkness he has thus wilfully thrown
himself into; 45/23)?
** This most critical specific term: “God” (=Ilah) in the Quran Testament is thus defined here as an
“Authority” who can prescribe “Judgements” (=Hukm) in the name of Religion, here in the first place
(please, see 28/70)! And because that all the “Judgements” (=Hukm) of our supreme Lord are thus clearly
and unmistakably stated in this Scripture (please, see 4/105 & 6/114), so whoever attempts to prescribe
“Judgements” (=Hukm) in the name of Religion outside/beside this Quran Testament, and also seeks for
himself “Praise” thereby is indeed thus claiming to be a false “God” (=Ilah) outside/beside this one and
only “God” Al-lah, here in the first place (please, see 28/70 X 9/31 & 21/29 & 45/23 & 71/23 & …)!
So in the above Verse, our supreme Lord thus again refers to each one of those deliberate, crooked and ill
theist or atheist characters, who would thus prescribe “Judgements” out of their own desires, in the name
of Al-lah, or in the name of themselves, beside/outside this most equitable and just “Judgements”
(=Hukm) of our supreme Lord here (4/105 & 6/114) in His matchless and superb Mathematical Scripture,
that no one in heaven and earth henceforth can challenge here (=17/88) and thus unfortunately still take
their own lowly desires as their “god,” instead of this one and only real “God” Al-lah (28/70) here,
in this most critical Final Age.

44- Or do you think that certainly many of them do (really) hear or comprehend (now)?
(Unfortunately), they are just like animals --(that mainly do not have individual comprehension
and action capabilities, but rather mostly act within herd mentality); no, they are (in this respect,
thus even) more astray in the Way (now)!
** Here, first of all, we should also never forget that our supreme Lord do not hold none of those animals
responsible because of their actions in such herd mentality here, and He will thus gather all of them
in Paradise by His immense Mercy in the hereafter (6/38); but He will thus only hold all those jinns and
humans responsible here, if they still prefer to act like those animals within that herd mentality here,
although He has thus bestowed on us individual comprehension and action capabilities here,
eventually by thus sending them --(unless we immediately regret our betrayal; 25/44 and thus sincerely
and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/89 by thus properly and rightfully using our minds here, first of all;
21/10 & 57/17)-- in a most equitable and fair manner thus into this Hell in the very end (please, see
11/119).

45- Do you not see (the Wisdom and Power of) your Lord, how He has (thus) lengthened (here)
the shade? If He willed, He could have --(by thus totally nullifying all those natural, physical
laws, that He has thus created and ordained in the very beginning, based on all of His most
precise and accurate “Mathematical Computations” again; 7/185 or by completely changing
them here for now, as long as He wills)-- made it fixed. Then We have made the sun upon it an
indicator.
46- Then We (thus) draw it in towards Us (throughout the day) with a slow and easy draw.
47- And He is the One who has made for you the night a covering (2/187), and the sleep a rest.
And He has made the day a (time of) resurrection.
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48- And He is the One who sends the winds as good news before His mercy. And (thereby)
We have (thus) sent down from the sky a pure water;
49- Thus We will --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- give life thereby to a “dead”
land (7/57), and We shall (thus) give it for drink to what We have created of (those) --now, thus
also on the left side here-- “livestock,” and --on the right side-- many “living beings!”
50- Definitely, We have (thus) circulated --(all these “allegories;” 17/89)-- among them, that
they may take “Commemoration” (=thus a reference to that most specific “Commemoration,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
39/23), but many of the people have (still) insisted only in (such) disbelief (39/59)!
51- And if We willed, We could have raised (now) in every city (in the world) a (human)
Warner (like you) --(but henceforth, it was definitely not necessary to do it this way,
due to this here; 6/92 = 27/82)!
52- So you shall never obey these disbelievers (2/26-27), and you shall strive against them
with “It” (=39/23) with great striving!
53- And He is the One who has caused the two seas to flow; this is --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- “tasty” (and) “sweet,” and this is --on the left side-“salty” (and) “bitter!” And He has (thus) made between two of them --now, also there-(thus Mathematically Calculated) a barrier --(that thus prevents them from utterly interfering
each other; 55/19-20), and (thus) an inviolable partition!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (25/53),
in this most critical Final Age, we should also see now “A Redeeming Miracle” document, in this respect,
here in the first place.

54- And He is the One who has (thus) created from the water (=seminal fluid; 77/20) a human,
and He has (thus) made it as relatives, and offsprings. And your Lord is --(here, especially and
first of all thus also in Mathematical respect again)-- a best Measurer (77/21-23)!
55- But they are (still) --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “lords” outside/beside
Him here; 9/31 thus)-- serving other than Al-lah (12/40) what cannot benefit them, and cannot
harm them (5/75-76). For the disbeliever (39/59) is against his Lord (such) an (ignorant)
opponent (18/54)!
56- And We have not sent you but as (such) a bearer of good news (2/25), and (thus) a warner
(14/44)!
57- Say: I do not ask you for “It” (=39/23) any payment (38/86-87); but that (henceforth),
whoever may want to take (such) a --(perfect and straightforward)-- Way (12/108 & 9/111)
towards his Lord!
58- And you shall (always) trust (only) in the One who is Alive (3/160), who never dies;
and you shall (thus) glorify (Him) with His praise (20/130). He suffices as fully Aware of (all)
the wrong doings (17/17) of His servants.
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59- (He is) the One who created the skies and the earth, and whatever between them (thus) in
six Days (41/9-12), then dominated upon the Throne --(which is thus beyond and above all
universe/universes; 70/4)! The Gracious; so you shall (thus by always praying) ask from Him
(55/29) --(thus also with His Name)-- “Cognizant” (here; 7/180)!
** Because that our supreme Lord is thus one and only Supreme Being, who can never be likened or
compared with anything and anyone here (19/65), but thus totally beyond and above everything and
everyone on earth and in heaven/heavens, thus matchless and Superior one and only God (42/11),
we should also understand that specific term: “Throne” (=astavaa ala “alArsh”) in the above Verse, and
throughout the Quran Testament, only in symbolic/allegorical sense, and actually as (=His “Dominion,”
and “Mastery” over all things) and never try to liken or compare it with any worldly/material “throne”
here, of course, in the first place again (42/11).

60- And when it is said to them: You shall --now, especially by also thus righteously working
on those 19 coded Tables here, thus-- “prostrate” (=48/29) before The Gracious!
They said: (It is) not (from) The Gracious! (But in fact), shall we prostrate (now) only for what
you are (thus) commanding us (25/4-5)? And it has (thus) augmented them (only) in aversion!
61- Most blessed is the One who has made in the sky (all) those constellations, and He has made
therein --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- an illuminating
(“Sun”), and --on the left side-- a light shedding “Moon!”
62- And He is the One who has made --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again,
on the left side-- the “Night,” and --on the right side-- the “Day,” in succession, for (those) who
may (thus) wish to take “Commemoration” (=39/23), or/and to be appreciative (76/3)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (25/61-62),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Celestial Miracle” document, in these
respects, here in the first place.

63- And the servants (22/77) of The Gracious are those who (henceforth thus) walk on the earth
humbly, and when the ignorant (6/111-112 & 39/64) address them, they (only) say: “Peace”
(28/55)!
64- And (those are) the ones who stay awake for their Lord, --now, especially by also thus
righteously working; 2/25-26 on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side thus-- “prostrating”
(before Him), and --on the right side-- “standing!”
65- And (those are) the ones who say: Our Lord, so (please), avert from us the retribution of
Hell; for certainly, its retribution is horrendous!
66- Certainly, it is the worst destination, and a dwelling place!
67- And (those are) the ones, when they distribute (out of their wealth, thus in His Way; 2/274)
they do not act excessively, and do not act stingily, but (they thus distribute; 2/215) between
these, (thus) in a moderate (manner) (2/219).
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68- And (these are) the ones who do not call upon any other ilah (=god) (9/31 & 21/29 &
25/43 & 41/37) beside Al-lah; and they do not kill the soul, that Al-lah has forbidden, except
with/in (such) truth (2/178), and they do not commit adultery. And whoever does these, he will
(surely) meet the (consequence of his) guilt.
69- So the retribution will be multiplied --(thus in return for his multiple guilts here)-- for him
on the Day of Resurrection, and he will --(because of this again; 6/28)-- stay eternally therein,
humiliated.
70- Except (those) who (thus immediately) return (to Him here; 4/17), and believe (3/84) and
work for a “Righteous Deed” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables,
in the first place: 2/25-26); those are (the ones), Al-lah will change their badnesses (they have
committed in the past) into --(by completely erasing them now, and thus crediting it to them
as if they never committed them, and thus always righteously forbade and will always sincerely
forbid them; 3/110)-- nicenesses! For Al-lah is --(for all these servants of Him thus in a
most compassionate, generous and kind manner)-- forgiver, merciful (6/54).
71- So whoever (thus immediately) returns (to Him here; 4/17) and works for (such) a
“Righteous Deed” (2/25-26) (2/220, 224 & 4/114 & …), indeed he has (thus) returned to Al-lah
(here; 6/54) as a returned one --(towards himself by Al-lah in this nicest manner above;
25/70)!
72- And (these are) the ones who do not bear witness to any (such) absurdity (22/30). And when
they pass by (such) vain talk (28/55), they (immediately) pass by --(without wasting their time
therein; 25/64), honorably.
73- And (these are) the ones, when they are (thus) given “Commemoration” (39/23) with
the “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of
their Lord, they never react to them (as if they were) --regarding that left side-- deaf, and
--regarding that right side-- blind!
74- And (these are) the ones who say: Our Lord, so (please), grant us of our spouses and our
descendants (who will thus be) the joy of (our) eyes (13/23-24), and (please), keep us in the
forefront of the pious (2/177)!
75- Those are (the ones) who will be rewarded with (lofty) mansions (in Paradise; 39/20), for
that they have (thus) remained steadfast (2/155 & 3/186 & …); and they will be met therein with
(nicest) greetings and peace (13/24).
76- As eternal ones therein (44/56)! (Certainly, this is) the best destination, and a dwelling
place!
77- Say: For what (reason) shall my Lord care for you, if you do not (thus) call (upon Him
now; 40/14)? (But) definitely, you have (thus) rejected (39/24-25);
so --(the most equitable and fair punishment thereof; 40/17)-- will --(here, in this case; 41/5)-soon (thus) be necessary (39/26 & 44/10-16 & 16/28-29 & …)!
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CHAPTER 26
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Taa, Seen, Mim.
2- These (three specific letters above) are thus “signs” of the clear “Written Document” (=thus
a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (26/1-2),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “An Awesome Miracle 2” document, in this
respect, here in the first place.

3- Perhaps, you will grieve yourself (even to death) now, for that they (still) do not believe?
4- (Then never forget that) if We will, We could (immediately) send down upon them from the
sky (such) a “Sign” (52/44-46), and (then) their necks would (inevitably) submit to it!
(=10/99-100)
5- But (here), there does not come to them a new “Commemoration” (=thus an exclusive
reference here to (each) one of those most specific “Commemorations,” one after the other,
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
39/23) from The Gracious, but they are (still) turning away from it!
6- And definitely, they have (thus) rejected (“It” here; 39/24-25). So the informations of
what they are mocking at (now) will soon (thus) come to them (39/26 & 52/44-47 & 8/50-51 &
…)!
7- So do they not see the earth, that how many (kinds of beautiful plants) We have (thus) grown
therein of/with every honorable “pairs” (36/36)?
8- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Sign” (=thus also a reference here to (each) one
of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), but many of them are (still) not believers!
9- And certainly your Lord, He is --now, thus also on the left side therein-- the Mighty, --on the
right side-- the Merciful (6/54)!
10- And when your Lord (thus) called Moses: Go to the unjust nation!
11- Nation of Pharaoh; will they (still) not be pious?
12- (Moses) said: My Lord, (but) certainly, I fear that they will (immediately) reject me.
13- And my chest is straitened, and my tongue is not fluent. So (please), send (Your messenger
Angel, instead of me) to Aaron!
14- Because for them (there is also such) an accusation against me (28/19-20); so I fear that
they will (instantly) kill me!
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15- (Al-lah) said: Not indeed (20/46); (then) go both of you (now) with Our “Signs” (17/101)!
Certainly, We will be with you, hearing.
16- Go to Pharaoh (now), and say: Certainly, we are thus (two) Messengers of the Lord of
the multitudes.
17- So you shall send with us Children of Israel --(to go to that Land which Al-lah has thus
written for them here; 5/21)!
18- (Pharaoh) said: Did we not raise you among us from infancy, and (then) you stayed among
us of your life, for years?
19- And (then) you did your (criminal) deed, which you (thus) did (28/15)! And you are (thus)
of the ungrateful ones!
20- (Moses) said: (But) I did it when I was of the strayers (then).
21- (Thereafter), I immediately fled from you, when I feared (the persecution of) you. And
(then) my Lord --(by thus most Mercifully forgiving him therein due to this then; 28/15-17)-- has
granted me a judgement, and He has (thus) made me (one) of the Messengers!
22- And this blessing that you are (still) boasting therewith upon me (here; 26/18) is (in fact)
for that you --(thus by oppression and tyranny)-- enslaved Children of Israel (28/4-8)!
23- Pharaoh said: Then who is (this) Lord of the multitudes (now)?
24- (Moses) said: (He is) the Lord of the skies and the earth, and whatever between them, if you
--(now, also thus here; 17/44 & 12/105)-- will attain certainty!
25- (Pharaoh) said to (those) around him: Do you not hear (this)?
26- (Moses) said: (He is) your Lord and the Lord of your ancestors!
27- (Pharaoh) said: Certainly, your Messenger, who is (thus) sent to you (herein) is (in fact) thus
surely a possessed (by jinns) one!
28- (Moses) said: (He is) the Lord of the East and the West, and whatever between them, if you
--(now, also thus here; 41/53)-- will comprehend (it)!
29- (Pharaoh) said: If you still (thus) take a god (=ilah) other than me (here), I will surely throw
you in the prison!
** Here, first of all, we should thus clearly perceive that Pharaoh definitely believes in the existence and
the influence of jinns over some humans, because he is thus accusing Moses (peace be upon him) to be
“possessed by these jinns” (=majnoon) here (26/27), in the first place. Hence, we should thereby also
clearly perceive here that he thus sees Moses as a stray one, who thus uninformedly took one of these
jinns as a “god” (=authority, who prescribes “judgements” in the name of Al-lah, or in the name of
himself; 25/43) for himself here, in the first place; and so he thus strictly commands him to forsake all of
those jinns, first of all, and thus immediately and only take him as a “god” (=authority, who prescribes
“judgements” in the name of Al-lah, or in the name of himself; 25/43) for himself here, thus to be
perfectly guided to the right path by him here (40/29), in the first place!
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30- (Moses) said: (What) if I bring to you (now) a clear (miraculous) thing?
31- (Pharaoh) said: Bring it (then), if you are of the truthful ones!
32- So he threw his staff, and behold, it is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the left side-- a clear “serpent!”
33- Then he took out his hand, and behold, it is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the right side-- “bright” for the beholders! (=20/19-23)
34- (Pharaoh) said to those chiefs around him: Certainly, this is (thus) a knowledgeable
enchanter!
35- He is (thus) intending to take you out of your land by his enchantment! So what is it that
you recommend (now)?
36- They said: Respite him and his brother (now), and send into the cities summoners,
37- that they may (thus) bring to you every knowledgeable enchanter!
38- So (all) those enchanters were (thus) gathered for an appointed time of (such) a known day
(20/59).
39- And it was said to the people: Will you (also) be gathering together (now)?
40- That perhaps we may (thus all together) follow the enchanters, if they are the winners!
41- So when those enchanters came, they said to Pharaoh: Certainly, for us shall there be
a payment, if we are the winners?
42- He said: Yes indeed; and certainly, you will be, then, of those who are brought close (to
me)!
43- Moses said to them: Throw (then) what you will throw!
44- So they threw --on the left side-- their “ropes” and --on the right side-- their “staffs,”
and said: By Pharaoh’s majesty, certainly we, (here), we are the winners!
45- And (then) Moses threw his staff, and behold, it is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here, in that lowest region, on that left side and on that right side-- swallowing up what they have
(thus) invented! (=13/33)
46- And (thereupon) the enchanters fell down, prostrating (before Al-lah).
47- They said: We believe in the Lord of the multitudes;
48- the Lord of Moses and Aaron!
49- (Pharaoh) said: Did you believe with him before I give you permission? (Then) certainly,
he must be your chief, the one who has (thus) taught you the enchantment. So you will soon
know (the consequences). (For) I will cut off your hands and your feet (now) on alternate sides,
and I will (thus) crucify you all!
50- They said: No trouble! (For) certainly, we will thus (immediately) go back to our Lord!
51- So certainly, we hope that our Lord will forgive us (all) our (past and present) wrong doings
(now), for that we have (thus) been the first of the believers (here)! (=36/25-27)
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52- Then We inspired to Moses: You shall take away My servants (by night); certainly, you will
be pursued.
53- And Pharaoh sent into the cities summoners,
54- (proclaiming): Certainly, these are a small gang.
55- And certainly, they are against us raging (now).
56- But certainly, we are a dominant people (upon them; 28/4)!
57- So (consequently), We took them out of (those) gardens and springs.
58- And treasures, and an honorable position.
59- Like this, and We made it an inheritance (thereafter) for the Children of Israel.
60- And they (=Pharaoh and his army) pursued them at sunrise.
61- And when the two parties saw each other, the companions of Moses said: Certainly, we are
surely caught!
62- (Moses) said: Not indeed, (for) certainly, my Lord is with me; He will surely guide me
(now)!
63- So We inspired to Moses: You shall strike the sea (now) with your staff! So (thereupon)
it parted, and each part became --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left and
on the right side-- like a great hill!
64- And (then) We brought near, therein, the others.
65- And We (thus) saved Moses and (those) with him --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here, in that upper region, on those both sides-- all together!
66- Then We --now, thus also therein again, in that lowest region, on those both sides-- drowned
the others! (=11/120)
67- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of
those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), but many of them are (still) not believers!
68- And certainly your Lord, He is --now, thus also on the left side therein-- the Mighty, --on the
right side-- the Merciful (6/54)!
69- And recite to them (now) the information of Abraham.
70- When he said to his father, and his nation: What are you (thus) serving?
71- They said: We are serving idols --(which they thus carved by their own hands here; 37/95
to represent some angels therein again; 23/24 & 71/23)--, and we are (thus) clinging to them as
devotees.
72- (Abraham) said: (But) do they hear you when you call upon (them)?
73- Or can they benefit you, or harm (5/76)?
74- They said: No, (but) we have found our parents doing so.
75- (Abraham) said: So do you see (now) what you are still (thus) serving,
76- you and (all) your previous parents?
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77- And (henceforth, you should know that) certainly, they (=all those idols; 26/71) are enemies
to me, except the Lord of the multitudes (4/125)!
78- The One who created me, and (only) He guides me (X 10/35).
79- And the One who gives me food, and gives me drink (X 16/73).
80- And when I fall ill, (only) He heals me (X 5/76).
81- And the One who puts me to death, then brings me (back) to life (X 25/3).
82- And the One who, I hope, will (thus) forgive me (all) my wrong actions (3/135) on the Day
of Religion!
83- My Lord, so (please), grant me a judgement --(of a Written Document from You; 6/89),
and join me --(now, also here thus)-- with the “righteous” (2/25 = 4/69)!
84- And (please), make for me (thus) a tongue of truthfulness among the future (generations)
(19/50)!
85- And (please), make me (one) of the inheritors of the Garden of Bliss (56/10-12).
86- And (please), forgive my father; (for) certainly, he has (thus) been of the strayers (X 9/114)!
87- And (please), do not disgrace me on that (ultimate) day (when all people) will (thus) be
awakened (on this earth again; 39/67-70).
88- The day (when) the possessions will not benefit, nor the sons/daughters.
89- Only (those) who come to Al-lah with (such) a surrendered heart (3/84-85) (will be saved)!
90- And the Garden will be brought near to the pious (2/177).
91- And the BlazingFire will be made appear for the deviators (15/39-40).
92- And it will be said to them: Where are (those) whom you were --(by thus adopting them as
other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Him here thus)-- serving (9/31 & 41/37),
93- beside Al-lah? Can they help you (now), or can they help themselves?
94- So (thereupon) they are thrown into it, they and (all) the deviators (2/256).
95- And (all) these armies of Iblees (6/112-113 & 7/30 & …), all together!
96- They said, and (while) they are feuding therein:
97- By Al-lah, we were in a clear straying!
98- For we were making you --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “lords,” who could
prescribe “judgements” outside/beside His Scripture here thus)-- equal with the “Lord” of the
multitudes (9/31 & 42/21)!
99- And none led us astray but the criminals (7/40)!
100- And (now there is not) for us any intercessor (neither from among the Angels, nor the
Prophets; 21/28)!
101- And not a (single) warm friend!
102- If only we could return (to the world now), and we would surely be (then) of the believers
(2/25-26)! (X 6/28)
103- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of
those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), but many of them are (still) not believers!
104- And certainly your Lord, He is --now, thus also on the left side therein-- the Mighty, --on
the right side-- the Merciful (6/54)!
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105- And the nation of Noah rejected the Messengers.
106- When their brother Noah said to them: Will you (still) not be pious?
107- Certainly, I am an honest Messenger to you.
108- So (henceforth), be pious (2/177) with Al-lah, and --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on the left side-- obey me!
109- And I do not ask you for it any payment. (For) my payment is only with the Lord of
the multitudes.
110- So (henceforth), be pious (2/177) with Al-lah, and --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on the right side-- obey me!
111- They said: How can we believe with you, when (only) the lowliest (among us) have
followed you (11/27)?
112- (Noah) said: (There is) no knowledge with me about what they were doing.
113- Their reckoning is --(if they were really doing such lowly things, as they claim above)-thus (only) with my Lord (88/21-26), if you perceive (this; 26/214-216)!
114- And I will never dismiss those believers (26/215).
115- (Because) I am only (thus) a clear warner (26/214) --(who henceforth thus always preaches
them and all people, that they always be pious with Al-lah, and never do no such lowly things;
26/181-184)!
116- They said: If you do not stop (preaching like this), O Noah, you will be of those stoned (to
death)!
117- (Noah) said: My Lord, certainly, my nation have (thus) rejected me.
118- So (please), decree (Your judgment) between me and them (now) with a (most equitable
and just) decree (of Yours)! And (please), thus save me and (all those) who are with me of the
believers!
119- So We (thus) saved him and (all those) who were with him --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, in that upper region, thus-- in the loaded “ship” (23/27)!
120- Then We --now, thus also therein again, in that lowest region, thus-- drowned thereafter
the others!
121- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of
those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), but many of them are (still) not believers!
122- And certainly your Lord, He is --now, thus also on the left side therein-- the Mighty, --on
the right side-- the Merciful (6/54)!
123- And (the people of) Aad rejected the Messengers.
124- When their brother Hood said to them: Will you (still) not be pious?
125- Certainly, I am an honest Messenger to you.
126- So (henceforth), be pious (2/177) with Al-lah, and --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on the left side-- obey me!
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127- And I do not ask you for it any payment. (For) my payment is only with the Lord of
the multitudes.
128- So are you (still) building on every hill a “sign” (=thus a reference here to all those
“monuments” they built in honor of their idols, which they thus carved with their own hands;
37/95 to represent some angels therein again; 23/24 & 71/23 & … and then to go and pray them
that they may thus intercede for them before Al-lah; 10/18 and may thus make them near towards
Al-lah; 39/3)-- working in vain?
129- And you are (still) making “handiworks” (=thus a reference here to all those “artifacts”
they made in honor of their idols; 21/52 & 71/23 & … and thus engraved their images and names
on them, that they may thus protect them against every calamity; 6/63-64 and may thus bring to
them good luck and blessings from Al-lah; 7/190)-- that you may --(by thus observing all these
false, despicable and deviant rituals; 10/18 & 39/3 & … thinking that you will thereby definitely
and fully be approved by Al-lah and thus )-- stay eternal (in Paradise; 7/30 & 16/62 & …)?
130- And when you attack, you are attacking --(all those Messengers and righteous believers,
who thus rightfully and sincerely warn you here)-- despotically (40/5 & 70/36-38 & …)?
131- So (henceforth), be pious (2/177) with Al-lah, and --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on the right side-- obey me!
132- And (thus) be pious (2/177) with the One who has supplied you with (all those provisions)
that you know.
133- He has (thus) supplied you with livestock and (many) sons/daughters.
134- And (lovely) gardens and springs.
135- (For) certainly, I fear upon you the retribution of a great day!
136- They said: It is the same to us, (whether) you (thus) preach (all the time), or do not be
of those who preach (at all).
137- (Because) this is nothing but the fabrications of the past ones.
138- And we will never be retributed (by Al-lah, because of what you are thus preaching us
about now)!
139- So they (thus arrogantly and tyrannically) rejected him; and (consequently), We (thus)
annihilated them (41/14-16)!
Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of those
most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), but many of them are (still) not believers!
140- And certainly your Lord, He is --now, thus also on the left side therein-- the Mighty, --on
the right side-- the Merciful (6/54)!
141- And (the people of) Thamoud rejected the Messengers.
142- When their brother Saaleh said to them: Will you (still) not be pious?
143- Certainly, I am an honest Messenger to you.
144- So (henceforth), be pious (2/177) with Al-lah, and --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on the left side-- obey me!
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145- And I do not ask you for it any payment. (For) my payment is only with the Lord of
the multitudes.
146- (Do you think that) you will be left forever in (all) those (worldly provisions) right here
secure?
147- In (those) gardens and springs.
148- And crops and date palms with delicious fruits.
149- And you are carving out of the mountains houses, expertly.
150- So (henceforth), be pious (2/177) with Al-lah, and --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on the right side-- obey me!
151- And do not obey the command of the excessive ones.
152- Those who are (thus) committing evil (2/27) on the earth, and not (working for)
righteousness (2/25)!
153- They said: You are but (one) of the enchanted ones.
154- (For) you are naught except a human like us. So bring a “Sign” (then), if you are of the
truthful ones!
155- (Saaleh) said: (Then, here is) this “she camel” --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here, on the left side-- (as a “Sign” from Al-lah); so for her (there will be) a “drinking” (time
and share) --on the left side-- and for you (there will be) a “drinking” (time and share) --on the
right side-- of a known day!
156- So you shall never touch her with any badness (here), lest the retribution of a great day
overtake you!
157- But they --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, in that lowest region-(thus) dismembered her (4/119); and (thus) incurred sorrow.
158- And (consequently), the retribution (thus) overtook them (41/17)!
(=44/10-16 & 16/28-29)
Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of those
most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), but many of them are (still) not believers!
159- And certainly your Lord, He is --now, thus also on the left side therein-- the Mighty, --on
the right side-- the Merciful (6/54)!
160- And the nation of Lot rejected the Messengers.
161- When their brother Lot said to them: Will you (still) not be pious?
162- Certainly, I am an honest Messenger to you.
163- So (henceforth), be pious (2/177) with Al-lah, and --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on the left side-- obey me!
164- And I do not ask you for it any payment. (For) my payment is only with the Lord of
the multitudes.
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165- So are you (still) coming (with lust) to the men among the multitudes?
166- And you are leaving what your Lord has created for you of your (women) spouses? No,
you are (thus) a hostilely acting people (29/29).
167- They said: If you do not immediately stop (preaching like this), O Lot, you will be of the
evicted ones!
168- (Lot) said: Certainly, I am of those who deplore your (sinful and hostile) actions (here;
29/29)!
169- My Lord, so (please) save me (now) and my family from what they are (thus) doing!
170- So We (thus) saved --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in that upper region,
on those both sides-- him and his family, all together!
171- Except an old woman, --(because she herself thus betrayed; 66/10 and chose to stay
behind)-- among the doomed (7/82-83).
172- Then We --now, thus also therein again, in that lowest region, on those both sides-annihilated the others! (=11/120)
173- And (eventually), We (thus) showered them with a (miserable) shower. And bad indeed
is the shower of the warned ones (11/77-83)! (=52/44-47)
174- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of
those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), but many of them are (still) not believers!
175- And certainly your Lord, He is --now, thus also on the left side therein-- the Mighty, --on
the right side-- the Merciful (6/54)!
176- And the community of the Woods rejected the Messengers.
177- When Shuaib said to them: Will you (still) not be pious?
178- Certainly, I am an honest Messenger to you.
179- So (henceforth), be pious (2/177) with Al-lah, and --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on the right side-- obey me!
180- And I do not ask you for it any payment. (For) my payment is only with the Lord of
the multitudes.
181- So you shall give --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables, on the left side-- full
“measure,” and do not be of those who reduce! (=9/37)
182- And you shall weigh with an --now, thus also on the right side-- equitable “scale!”
183- And do not (cheat and) diminish the people any of their wanted things; and do not run
about on the earth as evil committers (2/27)!
184- And (henceforth, thus always) be pious (2/177) with the One who created you and (all)
those previous generations!
185- They said: You are but (one) of the enchanted ones!
186- (For) you are naught except a human like us; so we think you are certainly of the liars!
187- Then let masses from the sky --(thus as a “Sign,” or/and a retribution from Al-lah)-- fall
upon us (now), if you are of the truthful ones! (=52/44)
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188- (Shuaib) said: My Lord knows best what you are (thus) doing.
189- So they (thus arrogantly and tyrannically) rejected him; and (consequently), the retribution
of the day of the Canopy overtook them. Certainly, it was a retribution of a grevious day!
(=52/44-46)
190- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of
those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), but many of them are (still) not believers!
191- And certainly your Lord, He is --now, thus also on the left side therein-- the Mighty, --on
the right side-- the Merciful (6/54)!
192- And certainly, it is a “sent down” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” as it is
“sent down” thus here again, in the first place: 39/23) of the Lord of the multitudes!
193- The honest Spirit (=Gabriel; 2/97) has (thus) sent it down,
194- upon your heart, that you may (thus) be of the warners (40/18)!
195- (Thus) in a clear (=modern and simple) Arabic tongue (98/2-3)!
196- And certainly, “It” (=that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again: 39/23) is also --(thus as perfectly recorded
and unmistakably foretold and clearly described)-- in the Scriptures of the past ones. (please,
certainly, see in this respect now: (The Words of Moses 18/18 = 24/18, 22) (Jesus 16/37 =
4/24, 26) (David 63/22-26 = 44/10) (Muhammad 9/9 = 18/15)
197- Is it not another (sufficient) Sign for them (here) that the knowledgeable scholars among
the Children of Israel (thus clearly) know it (therein)?
198- That if We (thus) sent it down (now) upon some foreigners (=whose native language are
not Arabic or Hebrew),
199- and he (=that Messenger of the Covenant) thus read it to them (here; 62/2-3), --(as it has
already thus clearly been foretold and unmistakably pointed out in those previous Scriptures)-they would not be believers in it! (please, in this respect also certainly see now: Isaiah 28/9-16)
200- So thus We insert it (now) into the hearts of these criminals (7/40)!
201- So --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and
rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/86-89)-- they will not believe in it; until they (eventually) see
(this) painful retribution (34/51-54)!
202- And it will come to them suddenly, (when) they least expect (it)!
203- And --(here, in this case now; 41/5)-- they will say (then): Can we have a respite (14/44)?
(=63/10-11)
** To witness all of those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Moses, and Jesus, and David, and
Muhammad (peace be upon each of them) (26/196) in which they have already thus clearly foretold and
manifestly described this most important and critical “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” who is thus
unmistakably sent by our supreme Lord here, exactly in this most Wise and clear manner thus pointed out
above (26/192-203) in this most critical Final Age, we should also see again now “A Celestial Miracle”
document, --(in which these related most critical Verses above; 26/192-203 is thus already presented
therein in a more detailed, clear and straightforward manner)-- in this respect, here in the first place.
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204- So are they hastening (now) for Our retribution (44/10-11)?
205- (But) do you see, if We give goods to them (now) for years,
206- and then what they are (thus) promised now (44/10-16 & 16/28-29 & …) thus comes
to them;
207- (At that time) what they are given goods (here; 25/18) will not avail them!
208- And We did not annihilate any of (those) cities, except that (there were always sent)
Warners to them (beforehand; 17/15-16).
209- (So this is) a “Commemorative” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Commemorative,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 74/31); for We are never unjust ones (11/117)!
210- And the (jinn and human) satans have not sent “It” (=39/23) down.
211- For it does not suit them (6/112-113), and they can never do (=17/88)!
212- (But) certainly, they are --(because of their own deliberate ignorance and blindness here)-from hearing (“This;” 39/23) thus prevented (18/101).
213- So you shall never call upon any other god (=ilah) (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43 & 41/37) beside
Al-lah, lest you be of (such) retributed ones (50/26-30)!
214- And you shall (thus) warn (6/51) your nearest kinspeople.
215- And you shall lower your wings (15/88) for (those) who have (thus) followed you (7/196)
of (all) these believers (2/25-26)!
216- But if (some of) them --(thereafter by reverting to this disbelief; 2/26-27)-- disobey you,
say (to them): Certainly, then I (totally) disown what you are (thus) working on (23/63 & 41/40
& …)!
217- And you shall (always) trust (33/1-3) in the Mighty, the Merciful (Al-lah; 26/9)!
218- The One who sees you, when you stand up --(now, thus also when you take a break from
your “Work;” 2/25 on those 19 coded Tables here)-219- And --(after you have thus taken a short rest; 94/4-8)-- your going back (again) into those
(mathematical) “prostrations” (before Al-lah; 48/29) --therein!
220- Certainly He, --(after when you have thus perfectly completed; 34/50 your righteous
“Work;” 2/25-26)-- He is --now, thus also here on the left side-- the Hearer, --on the right side-the Knower (6/115)!
221- (Say): So shall I inform you (now) upon whom those (jinn) satans descend?
222- They (thus) descend (now) upon every (of these) inventor (of lies), guilty ones (45/6-7)!
223- These (human satans) thus give ear (to those jinn satans), so (consequently), many of them
are (such) liars (6/112-113)!
224- And (those) poets --(who thus write about the Religious issues, or the Worldly issues here
many such religious songs or worldly poems that contain manifestly contradictory or rebellious
statements against His Word here)-- only the deviators (2/256) will follow them!
225- Do you not see that certainly, they are in every valley (thus) rambling (now)?
226- And certainly, they are (thus) saying --(all kinds of fanciful, or fictitious things)-- that they
can (actually) never do!
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227- Except those who (thus) believe and work for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference
here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here
again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), and commemorate Al-lah frequently
(33/41-42); and (thus) defend themselves after they are treated unjustly (42/41-43)!
And those who have (thus) acted unjustly (39/24) will soon know --(here, in this case again; 4/18
thus eventually)-- into which place of arrival they will (thus ultimately) arrive (39/25-26)!

CHAPTER 27
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Taa, Seen.
These (two specific letters above) are “signs” of the “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that
most specific “Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 36/69), and (thus of) a clear “Written Document” (=39/23)!
2- As a “Guidance” (=39/23) and a “Good News” for (all) these believers (39/33-35)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (27/1-2),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “An Awesome Miracle 2” document, in this
respect, here in the first place.

3- (They are) the ones who (thus always) observe the Support prayer (2/238) and give the
Cleansing rate (8/41), and they are regarding the Last Epoch (=thus also a reference to this
most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 here again, in the first place; 6/92), they
attain certainty!
4- (But) certainly, those who do not believe in the Last Epoch (6/92), We have --(because of
their own crookedness, betrayal and obduracy here; 2/26-27 & 41/5)-- (thus) adorned to them
(now) their works (23/63 & 9/37 & …); and they (thus) blunder!
5- Those are the ones, for them --(here, in this case; 3/90-91)-- (there will eventually thus come)
the worst retribution; and they will --(here, in this case again; 4/18)-- in the Last Epoch, they will
(thus) be the worst losers (18/103-106)!
6- And certainly, you are (thus) receiving the “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that
most specific “Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 36/69) from --now, thus also on the left side here-- the Wise, --on
the right side here-- the Knower (Al-lah)!
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7- When Moses said to his family: Certainly, I have noticed a fire. I will soon bring to you
therefrom (some) news, or I will bring to you a flaming torch, so that you may warm yourselves.
8- And when he came to it, he was called (by a voice from Heaven) thus:
Blessed is (Al-lah) who is --(here, of course, not directly in His Person but exclusively and only
by His Voice, which He has thus directed therein from His Throne, that is thus beyond and above
all the universe/universes here; 70/4)-- in the Fire, and those (Angels) around it! And (thus)
glorified is Al-lah, the Lord of the multitudes!
9- (Thereupon, Al-lah thus spoke from within that Fire, and said): O Moses, certainly, I am
Al-lah, the mighty, the wise!
10- So throw down your staff (now)! And when he saw it moving like a (serpent like) jinn,
he (immediately) turned around retreating, and he did not (even) look back.
(Thereupon, Al-lah said): O Moses, do not fear! For certainly, the Messengers do not fear in
My presence!
11- Except (those) who (thus) acted unjustly (7/23 & 21/87 & 28/16 & …). But then (if/when
he immediately repents and) substitute niceness, after the badness (he thus committed it
in ignorance), certainly, I am --(thus in a most generous, beautiful and kind manner here again;
25/70)-- forgiver, merciful!
12- So put your hand (now) into your bosom (O Moses); it will come out --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- “bright,” --on the right side-- without a
“blemish!” (=20/19-23)
(These are) among nine Signs to Pharaoh and his nation (17/101-102). For certainly, they are
(such) a betraying (2/26) nation!
13- But when Our “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) thus came to them as visual proofs (17/102), they said:
This is a clear enchantment!
14- And they struggled against them, and (thereby) their souls attained obduracy against them
--now, thus also here against the left side-- with unjustness, and --against the right side-arrogance (7/40-41)! So see (now), how was the consequence of (such) evil committers (2/27)!
15- And definitely, We gave David and Solomon a “knowledge” (regarding this most specific
“Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place; =17/55), and they said: The praise be to Al-lah, the One who has (thus) favored us
upon/for (the benefit of) many of His --(now, thus especially here)-- “believing” (2/25-26)
servants!
16- Solomon was heir to David, and he said: O people, we are (thus) taught (by Al-lah)
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- the language of the “birds,”
and we are (thus) given --also on the right side-- of (those) every “wanted thing!”
Certainly, this (fact), it is indeed a clear Favor!
17- And his armies of the jinns, and the humans, and the birds were (all) summoned before
Solomon, and they were formed into groups.
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18- Until when they came to --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in that upper
region-- the valley of the “ants,” --now, thus also on that right side therein-- a “she ant” said:
O you “ants,” go into your homes (now), lest Solomon and his army --now, thus also therein
again in that lowest region-- crush you, and (while) they do not perceive! (=11/120)
19- So (Solomon) smiled, wondering at her saying, and said: My Lord, so (please) direct me,
that I may appreciate Your “blessing” (regarding this most specific “Guidance,” which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place), that You have
(thus) blessed upon me (please, certainly see now “the Proverbs of Solomon” book in its entirety,
in this respect) and upon my parents, and that I may work for a righteous deed that will please
You! And (please), admit me by Your mercy --(now, thus also here)-- into Your righteous
(2/25 = 4/69) servants!
20- And (then) he inspected the birds, and said: How is it that I cannot see the hoopoe (here)?
Or is he (deliberately) of the absentees?
21- (Then) I will surely retribute him with a severe retribution, or I will slaughter him; or he
must (immediately) bring to me a clear excuse!
22- And he did not wait for long; and (the hoopoe came and) said: I have encompassed what you
do not encompass it (yet), and I have (thus) brought to you from Sheba an important
information!
23- Certainly, I have found a woman ruling them, and she is given of every wanted thing,
and for her (there is) a great throne!
24- (But) I have found her and her nation prostrating before the sun --(by thus adopting it as an
other/partner false “god” outside/beside Him here; 41/37)-- other than Al-lah! For the satan
has adorned to them their works, and (thus) repelled them from the (right) way (16/51); so
(consequently), they are not guided.
25- (Satan has thus led them astray) that they do not prostrate --(thus as their one and only
“God” here; 28/70)-- before Al-lah (15/39-40), the One who (thus) brings out (all) the “Mystery”
(25/6) in the skies and the earth! And He knows whatever you hide, and whatever you make
public!
26- Al-lah; there is no God (=Ilah) but (thus) only He (28/70); the Lord of the great Throne
(25/59)!
27- (Solomon) said: We will see if you have (thus) told the truth, or you --(just to save himself
from that punishment; 27/21 by making up this story)-- are of the liars?
28- (Then) go with this Written Document of mine --(thus granted to him by Al-lah here;
6/84-89)-- and lay it before them, then turn away from them and see: What is it that they will
respond?
29- (the Queen of Sheba said): O my advisers, certainly, an honorable Written Document has
(thus) been delivered to me.
30- Certainly, it is from (King) Solomon, and it is: “In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the
merciful.”
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31- (Solomon, the Messenger of Al-lah, says): You shall not act haughtily upon me! And you
shall come to me --(thus to live in peace and harmony under these most equitable and fair
Heavenly principles therein; 2/256 & 60/8)-- as surrenderers (to Al-lah)!
32- (the Queen) said: O my advisers, so (please), counsel me (now) in my command. For
I have never decided any command, until you are (wholly confirming and supporting) witnesses
to me.
33- They said: We are possessors of power, and possessors of mighty valor; and the command is
yours. So see (and decide now), what is it that you will command (us to do)?
34- She said: Certainly, the rulers, when they invade a city, they utterly ruin it, and they turn
the highest of its people into the lowest; thus they do!
35- So certainly, (now) I will send to them a gift, and I will see by what (kind of response)
the messengers will come back (from therein)?
36- So when those (messengers) came to Solomon, he said: Are you (thus) aiding me (now)
with (your) wealth? But what Al-lah has (thus) given me --(of this Heavenly “knowledge” and
“blessing” here; 27/15 & 28/80)-- is far better than what He has given you --(of these worldly
wealth and properties)! (=10/58) No, (therefore) you are in your (worldly) gift (here) only
rejoicing (in vain)!
37- (Then) go back to them (and thus say to them now from me): We will --(if they do not
accept his offer to surrender Al-lah, thus to live in peace and harmony under those most
equitable and fair Heavenly principles, he has already thus clearly made known to them here;
27/30-31 and instead thus choose to act hostilely and tyrannically against Al-lah and His
Messenger and all the believers therein; 60/9)-- surely come to them with an army (now), against
which there cannot be any resisting power for them, and we will surely (thus) expel them
therefrom, humiliated and (while) they are --(because of their own hostility and tyranny therein;
60/9)-- debased ones!
38- (Solomon) then said: O you elders, which of you can bring to me (now) her “throne,”
before they come to me (thus) as surrenderers (27/31)?
39- A chieftain from among --(such righteous; 72/11)-- jinns said: I can bring “it” to you
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- (even) before you stand up
(here) from your place! And certainly, I am upon it --(by Al-lah’s grace and favor)-- a powerful,
trustworthy one!
40- The one who had a “knowledge” of the “Written Document” (39/23) said: I can --(by
Al-lah’s grace and favor)-- bring “it” to you --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on
the right side-- (even) before the blink of your eye!
So when he saw it (thus) settled in front of him, (Solomon) said: This is of the favor of my Lord,
so that He tests me (here) whether I will be appreciative, or I will be ungrateful?
And whoever --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, regarding that left side-- acts
appreciatively (76/3), he only acts appreciatively for (the good of) his own soul; and whoever
--regarding that right side-- acts ungratefully (76/3), certainly, my Lord is --(by being never and
absolutely in no need of anyone or anything here; 14/8) --now, thus also on that left side
here-- Rich, --on that right side here-- Honorable!
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41- (Solomon) said: --(by completely erasing the image of “sun;” 27/24 on her throne, first
of all, and then engraving therein now the name of “Al-lah,” in a most Glorious and conspicuous
way, in golden letters, on the very top part of the throne, etc.)-- Remodel her throne for her
(now)! (Then) let us see, if she will be guided (thereby), or she will (still decide to) be of those
who are not guided?
42- So when she came, it was said (to her): Is this your throne? She said: It (seems) like
(absolutely) it is! And we have already been given the “knowledge” --(which is thus granted to
prophet Solomon by Al-lah here; 27/15)-- before this, and we have (thereby) already (thus) been
surrenderers (to Al-lah; 27/31)!
43- And that which --(sun, and also some other celestial bodies therein; 27/24 & 41/37)-- she
was serving --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “gods” outside/beside Him here;
27/24 & 41/37)-- other than Al-lah had (thus) diverted her (from the right path; 16/51). For
certainly, (up to now) she was (thus) of a disbelieving (27/24-25) nation.
44- (Then) it was said to her: (Please), enter the palace. So when she saw it, she thought it was
a deep pool of water, so she (immediately) pulled up (her dress), exposing her legs.
(Solomon) said: Certainly, it is a palace paved --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on those both sides-- with “crystals!” She said: My Lord, certainly I have --(by thus adopting that
sun as an other/partner false “god” outside/beside Al-lah here, and thus prostrating herself before
it; 27/24)-- acted unjustly to my soul (up to now)! But (henceforth), I have (thus) surrendered
with Solomon (here) to Al-lah --(thus always and forever as her one and only “God” therein;
28/70)-- the Lord of the multitudes!
45- And definitely, We sent to Thamoud their brother Saaleh, (saying): (Henceforth), you shall
(thus) serve (only) Al-lah (12/40)! But thereupon, they (immediately) became two parties
arguing with each other.
46- (Saaleh) said: O my nation, why are you --(by thus asking again for such an ominous “sign”
here; 26/187 & 8/32 & … thus)-- hastening for the badness, before the niceness (now)?
And (instead of this), why do you not (immediately) seek the forgiveness of Al-lah (now), so that
you may attain mercy?
47- They said: We have already been (badly) omened --(by thus becoming two parties arguing
with each other therein; 27/45)-- because of you and of (those) who are with you! (Saaleh) said:
(In fact), your omen is --(because of this; 36/19)-- from Al-lah (now). No, you are a nation
(thus) being “tested” (=74/31) --(that Al-lah may again thereby thus sift away the bad from the
good among them therein; 8/37)!
48- And in the city there were nine gangsters; (who were) committing evil (2/27) on the earth,
and not working for righteousness (2/25)!
49- They said, swearing among themselves by Al-lah (23/84-85): We will surely attack him and
his family by night, then we will say to his friends: We have not witnessed the destruction of his
family; and certainly, we are truthful ones!
50- And (thus) they schemed a scheme, and (so in return for this) We schemed a scheme (8/30),
and (while) they did not perceive.
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51- So see (now), how was the consequence of their scheming. For certainly, We --(because of
their betrayal and cruelty therein; 26/142-158 eventually thus)-- annihilated them and their
people, all together!
52- Here are their homes (utterly) demolished, for that they --(thus in a hostile and despotic
manner; 91/11-14)-- acted unjustly (41/17)!
Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of those
most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) for a people who know!
53- And We (thus) saved (41/18) those who believed, and were (thus) pious (39/33)!
54- And Lot; when he said to his nation: Will you (still) commit this extravagance, and (though)
you (clearly) see (how wrongful it is)?
55- (Because) will you thus (still) approach men with lust, instead of women (your wives)?
No, you are (thus) an ignorantly acting nation!
56- But the response of his nation was only that they said: So (immediately) banish Lot’s family
(now) from your city! For certainly, they are a people (who want to remain) pure --(by refraining
from homosexuality)!
57- So (then) We saved him and (all) his family, except his wife; We measured her --(because
of this; 66/10)-- among the doomed!
58- And (thereafter) We showered those --(hostile and oppressive people; 15/67-72)-- with a
(miserable) shower. And bad indeed was the shower of those who were (thus) warned
(11/77-83)!
59- Say: The praise be to Al-lah, and the peace be upon (all) His servants (22/77), those whom
(henceforth) He has (thus) chosen (22/78 & 110/1-3)! So is Al-lah better (now), or what they are
--(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Him here)-- making
partners (9/31 & 42/21 & 6/76-78)?
60- Or (the One) who (thus) created the skies and the earth (41/9-12), and sent down for you
from the sky --(now, here also thus)-- “water” (25/48-49)? And We produce therewith
--(now, again here also thus)-- “orchards” full of beauty (23/19)! (And) it cannot be for you
(even) to produce (one of) its trees! So is there a god (=ilah) with Al-lah (16/51)? No, they are
a people who --(by still thus adopting them; 9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43 & … thus as other/partner
false “gods” outside/beside Him here)-- making equals!
61- Or (the One) who (thus) made the earth a settling place (20/53), and made in the midst
thereof “rivers?” And He (thus) made therein rooted (mountains) (79/32), and made between the
two seas --(now, again here also thus)-- a “barrier” (25/53)! So is there a god (=ilah) with Al-lah
(16/51)? No, (but) many of them (still) do not know --(and thus clearly comprehend this here;
23/91 & 21/22 & 17/42-43)!
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62- Or (the One) who responds to the distressed one when he calls upon Him, and (thus)
removes the badness (21/84)? And He is (thus) making you successors in the earth (6/165).
So is there a god (=ilah) with Al-lah (16/51)? (But except) a little, you (still) do not take
“Commemorative” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Commemorative,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 74/31)!
63- Or (the One) who (thus) guides you in the darknesses of the land and the sea (6/63-64),
and (the One) who --(now, again here also thus)-- sends the winds as good news before
His “mercy” (25/48-49)? So is there a god (=ilah) with Al-lah (16/51)? Most Exalted is Al-lah,
far above what they are --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “lords” outside/beside
Him here)-- making partners (9/31 & 42/21 & 6/76-78)!
64- Or (the One) who (thus) initiates the “creation,” then repeats it (10/34); and (the One) who
--(now, again here also thus)-- “provides” for you from the sky and the earth (10/31)?
So is there a god (=ilah) with Al-lah (16/51)? Say: (Then) bring forward your “beacon” (21/24),
if you are truthful ones!
65- Say: (None) in the skies and the earth knows the unseen (of the future) except Al-lah!
So they --(in that Hell, or in that Paradise, they are thus alive now in heaven; 16/28-29 X 32)-cannot perceive (therein now; 40/46 & 36/26) when they will --(on that ultimate Day of
Resurrection, on this earth again)-- (thus) be awakened (here; 39/67-69)!
66- No, their “Knowledge” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Knowledge,” one after the other, which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 4/166) have (thus) accumulated (here; 25/32) in this Last
Epoch; (but) no, they are (still) in a hesitation about it; no, they are (still) against it (thus
deliberately and ignorantly) blind ones (11/19)!
67- And those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 74/31) said: When we become dust (here), and
our parents, shall we certainly be --(thus immediately after their death here, in the other world,
in that Hell; 16/28-29 thus instantly)-- be brought out --(to life again, thus to answer for their
disbelief therein; 36/48-54)?
68- Definitely, we have (already) been promised with this (=code 19 here; 74/30-37), we and
our parents before. So this is nothing but the usual fabrications of those past ones (=Bahais, etc.
23/81-83)!
69- Say: Roam the earth and see (then), how was the consequence (29/40) of (all) those
criminals (7/40)!
70- So do not grieve over them (now), and do not be in distress because of what they are (thus)
scheming (8/30 & 10/21).
71- And (here), they are (still) saying: When (will) this promise (44/10-16 & 4/47 & …) (come
to pass), if you are truthful ones?
72- Say: Perhaps, some of the (retributions) that you are hastening for (them now) are already
(thus) clung to you (here; 9/126 & 13/41)!
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73- And certainly, your Lord is possessor of the “Favor” (=thus also a reference here to that
most specific “Favor,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 10/57-58) upon the people; but in fact, many of them (still) do not
appreciate (it)!
74- And certainly, your Lord knows (all) what their chests are hiding, and (all) what they are
making public (11/5).
75- And there is not any unseen (to the eyes of human here) in the sky and the earth (of any
thought, action, etc. or of any particle, photon, etc.), except that (they are all thus being recorded
and counted) in a clear Written Document (10/61)!
76- Certainly, this “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Reading,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69)
(thus) explains to the Children of Israel many of those (“allegories”) that they are (thus)
disputing therein. (please, e.g. see in this respect now: Quran Testament 2/25-27) == (Hosea
12/11) (Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-2) (Psalms 118/22-23 = 72/6-7) (Hosea 14/3 = 14/6-10) …..
77- And certainly, it is a “Guidance” (=thus a reference here again to that most specific
“Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 39/23) and a “Mercy” for (all) the believers --(here also thus among them;
17/107-109)!
78- Certainly, your Lord will decide between them (henceforth thus) by His (most equitable and
fair) judgement (here; 4/161-162)! For He is --now, thus also on the left side here-- the Mighty,
--on the right side-- the Knower!
79- So you shall (thus always) trust (only) in Al-lah (33/3); for certainly, you are (henceforth
thus) upon the clear “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Truth,” which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41)!
80- (But) certainly, you cannot make the dead, nor the deaf, hear the call (8/24), when/if they
(immediately) run away, turning their backs.
81- And you cannot be a “guide” (with This here; 39/23) to the blind (thus to bring them) out of
their straying (2/78-79 & 3/78 & 6/112-113 & …)! So you cannot make hear except those who
(thus) believe (8/2-4) in Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 6/4 = 26/5), and they are (henceforth thus) surrenderers (to Al-lah here; 3/84)!
82- And when the “Saying” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Saying,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
69/40-43) has come upon them (in this Final Age), We have (thus) brought out for them (now)
a “moving creature” (=computer, which can thus rapidly “move” while presenting all those
visual Tables thus one after the other, in its screen) from the earth (=all earthly materials)
that is --(by thus continuously presenting all those 19 coded “Sayings” above, in its screen,
here thus)-- delivering “Words” (=yuKallemu) to them! (But) that certainly, the people are
regarding Our “Signs” (here again; 6/4 = 26/5) (thus) still not attaining certainty (21/1-3)!
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** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of those great Prophets (peace be upon all of them)
by which they have already thus clearly foretold and unmistakably informed about this most critical and
important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” who is thus definitely sent by our supreme Lord here,
in this most critical Final Age, and how this promised “Messenger” will thus deliver now this most
critical and important Universal “Message of the Covenant” to all peoples around the globe via this most
miraculous “Daabbatan men alard” (=Computer, which is thus created by Al-lah (by the hands of humans
here; 8/17) from all those specific elements on earth) henceforth thus without any need even to leave his
home or cry out and shout in the streets, thus from within that holy City in the West (please, see in this
respect now: Quran Testament 6/92 & Isaiah 40/5 & 42/1-4), and eventually how all peoples on earth will
thus hear and, Al-lah willing, in near future will thus wholeheartedly believe in and fully support and
come to this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here, thus in throngs
(110/1-3), we should see again now “A Redeeming Miracle,” and then “A Special Miracle” documents,
in this respect, here in the first place.

83- And the day (when) We will summon from every society a crowd from among (those)
who rejected Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
6/4 = 26/5), and (then) they will be divided into groups.
84- And when they (thus) come, (Al-lah) will say: Did you reject My “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5),
and (though) you did not --(by truly and sincerely giving ear to them here; 18/101)-- comprehend
them in knowledge? Or what was that you were (thus deliberately and crookedly) working on
--(against His “Signs” here; 41/40 & 13/33 & 9/37 & 23/63-67)?
85- And the “Saying” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Saying,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
69/40-43) has thus come upon them, for that they (thus) acted unjustly --(against these “Signs”
of Al-lah here again; 7/40-41); and they do not talk!
86- So do they not see that certainly We have made the night, that they may rest therein, and
the day as a sight giver --(of all those things that our supreme Lord has thus created as absolute
“truth” outside of us, in the first place; 14/19 then thus especially through that sight giving
Sunlight and via those photons here; 17/12 thus to be “truthfully” perceived again in our brains
thereafter; 6/73)!
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) for a believing
(2/25-26) people!
87- And the day (when) the horn is blown, everyone in the skies and everyone on the earth will
be terrified (and collapse), except (those) whom Al-lah wanted --(them to stay safe and awake;
39/68). And (after it is blown the second time) every (of them) will (stand up again, and thus)
come before Him, as humbled ones (39/68-70)!
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88- And you see the mountains and you think that they are standing still, but they are moving,
like moving of the clouds. (Such is) the construction of Al-lah, the One who has (thus)
masterfully made every wanted thing. Certainly, He is fully aware of what you are doing (58/7).
89- Whoever comes --by righteously working on this nicest Utterance (39/23), which consists
of these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place-- thus with the
niceness (39/34), for him (there will be) a best (reward) therefrom, and they will be from the
terror (28/87) of that day secure!
90- But whoever comes --by wilfully working against this nicest Utterance (39/23), which
consists of these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place-- thus with
the badness (39/51), their faces will be grilled in the Fire! (And it will be said to them):
Do you not get requited (now) --(thus in a most equitable and just manner here again; 40/40)-for what you were (thus crookedly) working on (41/40 = 22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-8 & …)?
91- (Say): I am definitely commanded to serve the Lord of this Town (95/1-3), that He has
(henceforth thus) made it sacred; and to Him belongs all things (25/2)!
And I am (thus) commanded to be (first) of these surrenderers (to Al-lah here; 3/84)!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet David, and Jesus, and Muhammad (peace
be upon each of them) by which they have already thus clearly foretold and manifestly pointed out to
this “sacred Town” (=Arizona, Tucson) in the West, wherein this most critical and important
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant” has thus unmistakably come out and resided, as promised
by our supreme Lord here, in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Miraculous Seal,”
and then “A Supernal Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.

92- And (thus) to recite (to all humanity now; 6/92 from this “sacred Town” here; 27/91) this
“Reading” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Reading,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69)!
So (henceforth), whoever (thus) becomes “guided” (39/23, 33-35), will (thus) only become
guided for (the good of) his own soul; and whoever (thus) goes “astray” (39/23-24), say: (Then)
I am (henceforth thus) only of those who (thus) warns (39/55-60)!
93- And say: The praise be to Al-lah; so He will show you His “Signs” (41/53 & 6/158 &
21/37), and you will (thus) recognize them!
And your Lord is not unaware of what you are --(henceforth, some of you thus as “guided;”
2/25-26, and some of you thus as “astray;” 2/26-27)-- working on!
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CHAPTER 28
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Taa, Seen, Meem.
2- These (three specific letters above) are “signs” of the clear “Written Document” (=thus
a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (28/1-2),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “An Awesome Miracle 2” document, in this
respect, here in the first place.

3- We will recite to you (now) of the information of Moses and Pharaoh --by also thus
especially using each one of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, herein again-(thus) with/as the “Truth” (=39/41) for a people who (henceforth thus) believes (2/25-26)!
4- Certainly, Pharaoh acted haughtily in the land, and he divided its people --(based on their
religion, race, language therein)-- into sections. He was (thus) weakening a party from among
them (=the Israelites), slaughtering their (newborn) sons, and (thus) leaving alive (in sorrow and
shame) their women (=mothers). Certainly, he was of the evil committers!
5- So We desired to bestow (favor) upon those who were (thus) weakened on the earth, and
(thus) to turn them into leaders, and (thus) to make them the inheritors.
6- And (thus) to establish them in the earth. And We would (thus) show Pharaoh, and Hamaan,
and their armies, from among them, what they were anticipating (=the coming of that promised
Prophet among the Children of Israel, thus to save them from Phraoh’s oppression and tyranny,
and thus victoriously bring them out of Egypt into that promised Land; 5/21 by the will of Al-lah
therein; please, also see in this respect now: Genesis 15/13-14 & 50/24-25).
7- So We (thus) inspired to Moses’ mother: You shall nurse him (now). And when you fear
for him --(that Pharaoh’s men at any moment could come and slaughter him therein), you shall
(thus) throw him into the river then (20/38-39). Do not fear, and do not grieve; (for) certainly,
We will bring him back to you, and We will make him (one) of the Messengers --(thus also
especially to Pharaoh here, in this respect; 20/47)!
8- So the family of Pharaoh (thus) picked him up (20/39), that he might be for them (thus) an
enemy and a (source of) grief (20/40-43). For certainly, Pharaoh, and Hamaan, and their armies
were (thus) wrongdoers --(against Al-lah here; 69/9-10)!
9- And Pharaoh’s wife said: (This is) a joy of the eye for me and for you. So (please), do not
kill him; (for) perhaps, he may be of some benefit for us, or we may adopt him as a child. And
they did not perceive --(Our purpose; 20/44-48 therein yet).
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10- And the mind of Moses’ mother got so anxious, that she would almost reveal him, if it were
not that We strengthened her heart, that she may be of the (firmly) believers --(that this Message
inspired to her; 28/7 was indeed thus certainly from Al-lah).
11- And she said to his sister: (Please), trace his path (now). So she watched him from afar, and
(while) they did not perceive.
12- And We forbade him --(from accepting all those Egyptian)-- nursing mothers, before.
So she said: May I show you (now) a (Hebrew) people of a household, who can take good care
of him for you, and they may be for him (good) educators?
13- So We (thus) brought him back to his mother, that her eyes may be gladdened, and that she
does not grieve.
And (here), thus you may (thereby) know that certainly, (that) promise --(which He thereafter
thus gave him in Torah; please, see Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-6)-- of Al-lah is (henceforth thus)
“Truth” (here; 2/23-27)! But in fact, many of them (still) do not know (this)!
14- And when he attained his maturity and became an adult, We gave him a judgement (of
a Written Document; 6/84-89) and a “knowledge” (regarding this most specific “Guidance,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place;
=6/154)! And like this, We reward --(now, thus also here again)-- (all) the nicely acting ones
(39/34)!
15- And when he entered the city at a time when its people were (all) busy (with their works),
and he found therein two men fighting; this was of his people (=Israeli), and this was of his
enemies (=Egyptian). So the one who was of his people (immediately) sought help against
the one who was of his enemies (therein). So Moses --(without any investigation, and not clearly
understanding who was rightful and who was wrongful therein)-- punched him (=Egyptian),
and he (thus) caused his death. (But then after perceiving the wrongfulness of his action therein)
he said: This is the (inciting) work of the satan (2/168-169); certainly, he is (thus) an enemy,
a profound misleader!
16- And (then) he said: My Lord, certainly, I have (thus) acted unjustly to my own soul --(by
thus causing the death of an innocent person therein); so (please) forgive me!
And He (thus) forgave him. For certainly He, (so), He is --(here, in this case; 25/69-70 thus)-the forgiver, the merciful!
17- And (then) he said: My Lord, for that You have (thus) blessed upon me --(by also thus
most Mercifully forgiving him; 25/69-70 therein)-- I will never (again) be a backer of any
criminals --(even if they be of his own people therein; 4/135)!
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18- In the morning, he was in the city, afraid and watchful. Then the one who sought his help
yesterday was (now again) crying out to him (for help)! Moses said to him: Certainly, you are a
clear trouble maker!
19- So when he intended to seize the one who was (thus) an enemy to both of them (therein),
he said: O Moses, do you (thus) intend to kill me (now), as you killed a soul yesterday? (Then)
you are only intending to be a tyrant on the earth, and you are not intending to be of the
righteous!
20- And a man came from the other side of the city, running, he said: O Moses, certainly,
the chiefs are taking counsel together against you (now), to kill you. So (please), leave (this city
immediately); certainly, I am to you (thus) a (good) advisor!
21- And so (Moses) immediately left (the city), afraid and watchful. And he said: My Lord,
(please), save me (now) from this unjust nation!
22- And when he turned his face towards Midyan, he said: Perhaps, my Lord shall (thus) guide
me to the straight way!
23- And when he reached the water of Midyan, he found upon it a crowd of people watering
(their flocks), and he found beside them two women holding back (their flocks). He said: What is
your problem? They said: We cannot water (our flocks), until the shepherds disperse; and our
father is a very old (man).
24- So he (immediately) watered (their flocks) for them, then he went back to the shade, and
said: My Lord, certainly, I am for whatever You may send down to me (now) of any good (here)
in dire need!
25- Then one of those (women) came to him, walking bashfully, she said: Certainly, my father
is calling you (now) to reward you the payment for your (thus) having watered (our flocks)
for us. So when he came to him, and told him the story (28/15-22), he said: Do not fear, (for) you
have (thus) been saved from that unjust nation!
26- One of those (women) said: O my father, (please) hire him. For certainly, he is the best of
(those) you can hire; a strong, honest (man)!
27- He said: (Then) I intend to marry to you (now) one of these two daughters of mine, on
condition that you shall work for me for eight years; and if you complete it to ten (years), it is
of your own accord. And I am not intending (thus) to put any difficulty upon you. You will
surely find me (in this agreement), if/when Al-lah wants, of the righteous.
28- (Moses) said: So this is (thus a rightful agreement) between me and you. (Then) whichever
of these two terms I may fulfill, (there will) not (be) any hostility against me. And Al-lah is
upon what we are saying here (thus) a trusted Advocate --(before Whom all the people will be
summoned thus to account for all their actions and words thus also in this regard here again;
17/34)-- (12/66-67).
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29- And when Moses fulfilled the term and set forth with his family (towards Egypt), he noticed
from the slope of the Mount (Sinai) a fire. And he said to his family: (Please), stay (here).
Certainly, I have noticed a fire. Perhaps, I will bring to you from it (some) news, or a torch from
the fire that you may warm yourselves.
30- So when he (thus) came to it, he was called (by a Voice from Heaven) from the edge of the
right side of the Valley, in the blessed location, out of that (burning) tree (27/8): O Moses,
certainly I, (here), I am Al-lah, the Lord of the multitudes (27/8-9)!
31- So throw down your staff (now)! So when he saw it moving like a (serpent like) jinn
(therein), he (immediately) turned around retreating, and he did not (even) look back!
(Al-lah said): O Moses, come back, and do not fear. (For) certainly, you are of the secure ones
(27/10)!
32- And put your “hand” into your bosom (now); it will come out --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- “bright,” without a blemish! And fold towards yourself
your “wing” --on the right side-- (absolved) from the “fear!”
So these are --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on those both sides--“two beacons”
from your Lord to Pharaoh and his chiefs! (=11/120) For certainly, they are (such) a betraying
(=2/26) nation!
33- (Moses) said: My Lord, (but) certainly, I killed a soul from among them (28/15), so I fear
lest they (instantly) kill me (now; 28/20)!
34- And my brother Aaron, he is more eloquent than me in speech. So (please), then send him
with me as an assistant, that he may confirm me. (For) certainly, I fear lest they (instantly)
reject me!
35- (Al-lah) said: We will strengthen your arm with your brother (now); and We will make for
two of you an evidence, that they will not be able to touch you (with any harm)!
So with Our “Signs” (17/101-102), two of you, and (all those) who follow you, will be the
victors (58/21)!
36- So when Moses (thus) came to them with Our clear “Signs” (20/19-24), they said:
This is naught but a fabricated enchantment! For we have never heard of this (23/24) among our
ancestors!
37- And Moses said: My Lord knows best who has (thus) come with the “Guidance” (39/23)
from Him, and for whom will be the (nicest) consequence of the (final) abode! Certainly, --(now,
thus also here again)-- the unjust ones (39/24) will not prosper!
38- But Pharaoh said: O chiefs, I do not know for you any Ilah (=God) other than me (26/29)!
So kindle a fire for me, O Hamaan, upon the clay, and (thus) build for me a tower (now), that
perhaps I may (thus) climb (and see) the Ilah (=God) of Moses (there)! For certainly, I think he is
of the liars --(possessed by the jinns; 26/27-29)!
39- And (thus) he and his army (continued) to commit arrogance on the earth, without any right.
For they thought that certainly, they would never be brought back to Us --(to answer for all of
this here; 28/4-6)!
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40- So (consequently), We overtook him and his army, and (thus) threw them into the sea
(26/63-66). So see (now), how was the consequence of the unjust ones (39/24)!
41- And We (thus) made them leaders, calling to the Fire! And (therefore), on the Day of
Resurrection --(because of this; 6/28)-- they will not be helped.
42- And (therefore), We caused them to be followed in this world --(because of this again;
7/132-137)-- by a curse; and on the Day of Resurrection, they will (thus totally) be of the
deprived ones (40/46)!
43- And definitely, We gave Moses the Written Document (=Torah; 5/44), after having
annihilated those previous generations, as “Visual Proofs” for the people, and a (source of)
“Guidance” (=thus a prospective reference here to this most specific “Guidance,” which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) and
a “Mercy,” so that they may --(now, also from within that Written Document again thus)-take “Commemoration” (=6/154)!
44- And you were not on the Western side, when We issued to Moses that command, and so
you were not among the witnesses (therein; 28/7-13).
45- But in fact, We established (many) generations, and the lifespan became prolonged to them.
And you were not a dweller among the people of Midyan (thereafter), reciting to them
Our “Signs” --(regarding this “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again) --(please, in this respect also certainly, see again now:
Quran Testament 2/23-27 == Torah-Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-4 here, in the first place);
so in fact, (that is thus only) We who (thus) send --(you as such a specific Messenger here;
29/48-49)!
46- And (thereafter again), you were not on the slope of the Mount (Sinai), when We (thus)
called (Moses therein; 28/29-32). But in fact, (it is thus a specific) “Mercy” from your Lord
(10/57), that you may warn a people to whom no (such) warner came before you (62/2-3), so that
they (=all the peoples on earth; 13/7) may (henceforth thus) take “Commemoration” (=thus an
exclusive reference here to this most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)!
47- And if it were not that an affliction might befall them (now) for what their hands have
sent forth, and they would say (then): Our Lord, why did You not send to us a Messenger (before
this); that we would have followed your “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) and be of the believers?
48- But (here), when the “Truth” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific
“Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 39/41) has (thus) come to them (now here) from Us, they said: (Then) why has he
(=this Messenger of the Covenant) not been given the like of what was given to Moses?
But did they not (already) disbelieve --(by also making such false claims here that it is all
distorted and so should not be trusted in no way, etc.)-- in what was given to Moses (=Torah)
before (11/110)? Then they said: These are only “two enchantments” that have (thus absolutely)
backed up each other (here) (Quran Testament 2/23-27 == Torah-Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-6)!
And (then) they said: So certainly, we are (also) in every --(of these Written Documents
here; 3/84)-- disbelievers!
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49- Say: (Then) bring a “Written Document” from Al-lah, which would be better “guide” than
--now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side & on the right side-- “two of them,”
that I may follow it --(thus as one and only legitimate Source from Al-lah; 6/114 thus to
rightfully judge and decide thereby in all of these most critical issues herein; 3/84-85 & 11/110),
if you are truthful ones!
50- But if they fail to respond to you, (then) know that they are (thus) only following their own
(false) desires (now). And who is farther astray than (the one) who has (thus) followed his own
(false) desire (25/43) without any (such) “Guidance” (39/23) (with them) from Al-lah?
(Then) certainly, Al-lah --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26 and thus sincerely
and rightfully return to Him here; 3/89) --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- will
not “guide” (such) unjust (39/24) people!
51- And definitely, We have (thus) delivered to them the “Saying” (=thus a reference here
to that most specific “Saying,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 69/40-43), so that they may (henceforth thus) take
“Commemoration” (=39/23)!
52- Those to whom We (thus) gave the Written Document (=Torah, Gospel, and Quran; 3/3-4)
before this; they are believing in it (now).
53- And (here), when it is recited to them (now), they say: We have believed in it! For certainly,
it is (thus) the “Truth” (please, see The Words of Moses 18/18-19 = 24/18 & 22) (The Words of
Jesus 43/13 = 4/24 & 26) (The Words of Muhammad 9/9 = 18/15) from our Lord!
(Because) certainly, we were (already) thus surrenderers (to Al-lah; 2/132 & 5/111 & 2/128)
before it!
54- Those are (the ones), their payments will be given to them (by Al-lah) twice, for that they
have (thus) remained steadfast. And they are (the ones who henceforth thus) counter (all kinds
of) badness with (such) niceness (39/23), and of what We have (thus) “provided” (2/25)
for them, they --now, especially thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, on those both
sides-- distribute (16/75)!
55- And when they hear the vain talk (6/68), they (immediately) turn away from it, and say:
(Henceforth), for us are our “works” (2/25 & 17/84), and for you are your “works” (23/63 &
41/40)! Peace be upon you; but we do not seek (to be with) the ignorant ones (39/64 &
6/111-113 & …)!
56- Certainly, you cannot “guide” (the ones) you love, but in fact, (only) Al-lah --by that most
specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place-- (thus) “guides” (39/23) whomever He wants. For He knows best
--(those who thus deserve to be)-- the “guided” ones --(due to this here again; 13/27)!
57- And they said: (But) if we follow (this) “Guidance” (39/23) with you (now), we will
(immediately) be snatched away from our land! But have We not established for them (now)
--in the West-- (such) a secure sacred (Town; 27/91) to which the “fruits” of every wanted thing
are (thus) brought, --(now, here also thus)-- as a “provision” from Us (95/1-3)? But in fact, many
of them (still) do not know (this; 27/91-93)!
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58- And how many We annihilated of those cities that --(by thus remaining totally obdurate,
indifferent and ungrateful to His Message; 16/112-113 instead thus)-- exulted in its means of
subsistence! And (consequently here), these are their residences, (which) could not be resided
after them, except a little. And (thus) We were the inheritors (19/80)!
59- And your Lord would never annihilate the cities until He raises in the mother/main areas
of them --(now, also here such)-- a “Messenger” (=27/82) (thus) reciting to them Our “Signs”
(=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5)! And
We would never annihilate the cities unless their people are --(now, also here thus again)-- unjust
ones (39/24 & 10/7-8)!
60- And whatever you are given (here) of any wanted thing are (thus) only goods of this worldly
life and its adornment. But what is with Al-lah --(now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
due to all of their righteous “Works;” 2/25)-- will be --for/on the left side-- better, and --for/on
the right side-- everlasting (18/46)! So will you (still) not comprehend (this; 21/10)?
61- So is (the one) to whom We have promised (such) a nice promise (now), and he will --(here,
in this case; 9/111 eventually thus)-- meet it (31/8-9), like (the one) to whom We have (only)
given the goods of this worldly life, (but) then he will --(here, in this case; 4/18)-- be on the Day
of Resurrection --(in this Hell; 16/28-29 eventually thus)-- be of the confined ones (30/16)?
62- And the day (when) He will call to them, and say: Where are My “partners” (9/31 &
18/102 & 10/18), those whom you were --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “lords”
and “masters” and “intercessors” outside/beside Him here; 9/31 & 18/102 & 10/18)-- thus
asserting?
63- Those against whom (this) --19 coded-- “Saying” (27/85) has thus become truth said:
Our Lord, these are the ones we led astray; we led them astray as we (ourselves) had gone astray.
But (now) we have run away (from them) towards You (here). And (in fact), they were not to us
serving!
64- And (then) it will be said (to them): Call upon your “partners” (9/31 & 18/102 & 10/18)
--(of those Angels, and Prophets now, whom you were thus serving as “partners” with Al-lah
by thus adopting them as other/partner false “lords” and “masters” and “intercessors”
outside/beside Him here; 9/31 & 18/102 & 10/18)! And they will call upon them; but they will
never respond to them. And they will (thus) see the retribution (therein). So if they only --by
that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- (thus) become “guided” (39/23) here --(in order not to
incur now such a retribution therein)!
65- And the day (when) He will call to them, and say: How did you respond to (those)
Messengers (6/130)?
66- But the informations (38/67-68) are (totally) blinded upon them on that day; and they do not
ask each other.
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67- So whoever (thus) returns (to Him now; 25/70), and believes and works for a “Righteous
Deed” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all
believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26),
he will (thus) be of the prospered ones (23/1-11)!
68- And your Lord --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- creates (all
those “sayings”) in whatever (design) He wants, and He --on the right side-- chooses (again
within all of His straightforward and flawless Principles here; 18/1-2 & 4/82 as/in pairs thus
always in a most coherent and perfect way therein)!
The “choosing” thereof cannot be for them (33/36)! So glorified is Al-lah, and most Exalted
far above what they are --(by their deliberate, crooked and ill principles thus wrongfully
“choosing” and)-- making “partners” --(to Him, of all those exempt/invalid “sayings” here;
13/33)!
69- (For) your Lord (thus) knows best what their chests are hiding (40/56), and what they are
making public.
70- And He is Al-lah; there is no Ilah (=God) except He!
So to Him belongs (all) “praise” in this present (life) and the Last Epoch, and (thus) only to Him
belongs the “judgement” (18/26 = 4/105 & 6/114);
and (eventually) to Him (all of) you will (thus instantly) be brought back (56/83-94)!
** In this Verse, our supreme Lord is thus unmistakably teaching us the clear and perfect meaning of this
most critical and important term: “God” (=Ilah) in this Quran Testament. So therefore, whoever
prescribes “judgements” outside/beside this 19 coded, most magnificent and matchless Scripture of Al-lah
here (=17/88) in the name of God, or in his own name (5/50 & 4/60 & …), and then also seeks “praise”
for his false and imaginary “god” he has thus concocted in his own mind, or for himself, that person
henceforth thus takes his own desire as his false “God” (=Ilah) here (25/43), and thus totally strays off
this right path of one and only true “God” (=Al-lah) here (28/70)!

71- Say: Do you see, if Al-lah made upon you the night perpetual till the Day of Resurrection,
who is a god (=ilah), other than Al-lah, that could bring to you an illumination --(like that of
this sun here; 10/5)?
So will you (still) not --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- “hear?”
72- Say: Do you see, if Al-lah made upon you the day perpetual till the Day of Resurrection,
who is a god (=ilah), other than Al-lah, that could bring to you the darkness --(like that of
this night here; 92/1) in which you may (thus) rest?
So will you (still) not --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- “see?”
73- And of His mercy, He has made for you --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here
again, on the left side-- the “night,” and --on the right side-- the “day,” so that you may
(physically and mentally) rest therein, and you may (thus) seek of His “Favor” (10/57-58),
and that perhaps you may --(now, here also thus)-- be appreciative (16/12)!
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74- And the day (when) He will call to them, and say: Where are My “partners” (13/33),
those whom you were --(by thus fabricating them through those deliberate, crooked and ill
methods, and then by thus unjustly making them “partners” to Him on those 19 coded Tables
here again)-- thus asserting (=13/33)?
75- And We will take out from every society a witness, and say: (Then) bring forward your
beacon (now)! And they will (thus) know that certainly, the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to
this most specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/41) belongs to Al-lah; and what they were (thus) fabricating
--(of those exempt/invalid “sayings” here again; =13/33) will thus depart from them (16/86-87)!
76- Certainly, Qaroon (=Korah) was among the nation of Moses, but (then) he acted boastfully
upon them. And We gave him of (so much) treasures, that certainly (only) the keys thereof could
have weighed down a party of strong men. When his nation said to him: Do not rejoice!
(For) certainly, Al-lah does not love --(by considering all these worldly treasures and wealth
as if it is an absolute sign of Al-lah’s unconditional favor and approval upon them; 23/55-56
thus ignorantly)-- rejoicers (57/61)!
77- So (instead) seek (now) in what Al-lah has (thus) given you --(by thus rightfully giving
the cleansing rate thereof; 8/41 and thus always being humble and charitable; 2/215)-- the (final)
abode of the Last Epoch; but (also) do not forget your (rightful) share (17/29) from this world.
And thus (always) act nicely (39/34), as Al-lah has (thus) acted nicely towards you (here). And
do not seek the evil committing (2/27) on the earth; (for) certainly, Al-lah does not love any
(such) evil committers (2/205)!
78- (But) he said: Certainly, I am given (all) these (treasures) because of a knowledge with me
--(of his own working, and/or as a grant from Al-lah) (18/34-36)! (But) did he not know that
certainly, Al-lah had definitely annihilated before him of those generations (those) who were
stronger than him in power and greater in number (19/73-74)? So these criminals will
(eventually) not be asked about their wrong doings (55/41)!
79- So (one day), he came out to his nation in his (full) splendor. Those who desired this
worldly life said: Alas, (we wish there could be) for us the like of what is given to Qaroon (here);
(for) certainly, he is --(as acquired by his own working, and/or thus generously bestowed
by Al-lah again)-- possessor of a great portion (19/75)!
80- And those who were given the “Knowledge” (4/166) said: Woe to you, (for) Al-lah’s reward
is better/best for (those) who believe and work for a “Righteous Deed” (=thus also a significant
reminder here to each one of these most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus
work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26)! But (none) will attain
this except the steadfast (13/23-24)!
81- So (eventually), We caused the earth to swallow him up and his mansion. And there was not
any troop that could help him (therein) against Al-lah; nor was he of those who could defend
themselves (18/42-43)!
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82- And those who yearned for his position only the day before began to say: (We now realize
that) certainly, Al-lah increases the provision for whomever He wants from among His servants,
and He measures (it). So had not Al-lah bestowed upon us (now), He would have (caused the
earth) to swallow us (together with that Qaroon)! Then certainly, these disbelievers (19/77-80)
cannot prosper!
83- (But) this is the (blessed) abode of the Last Epoch (38/50-54), We reserve it for those who
do not seek exaltation on the earth (28/78), and not any evil committing (2/27)! So the (nicest)
consequence will (thus) be for the pious (2/177)!
84- Whoever comes --by righteously working on this nicest Utterance (39/23), which consists of
these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place-- with the niceness
(39/34), for him (there will be) a best (reward) therefrom (3/15)! And whoever comes
--by crookedly working against this nicest Utterance (39/23), which consists of these 19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place-- with the badness (39/51),
those who (thus) worked for the badnesses will not be requited except --(thus in a most equitable
and just manner here again; 40/17)-- for what they are (thus) “working” on (41/40 & 23/63-67)!
85- Certainly, the One who has (thus) decreed for you --thus righteously “working;” 2/25-26
on-- this “Reading” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Reading,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69)
will surely bring you back --(here, in this case; 48/29 eventually thus)-- to (such) an (ordained)
destination (17/79)!
Say: (Then) my Lord knows best (the one) who has (thus) come with the “Guidance” (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), and (the one) who is (still) in (such)
a clear “straying” (6/71)!
86- And you never expected that the “Written Document” (=thus an exclusive reference here to
that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) would be revealed to you --(thus by the command
of Al-lah and via His messenger Gabriel into your heart here; 2/97),
but (it is) only (thus) by/as a “Mercy” (10/57-58) from your Lord! So (henceforth), you shall
never be a backer up of these disbelievers (39/59)!
87- And let them not turn you away from (these) “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah, after they have
(thus) been sent down to you (10/94-95). And (henceforth), you shall (thus) call --(all the peoples
on earth; 13/7)-- to your Lord, and you shall never be of these partner makers (42/21 & 13/33)!
88- And you shall never call upon any other ilah (=god) (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43 & 41/37 & …)
beside Al-lah; for (there is) no (other) Ilah (=God) but (thus) only He (28/70)!
All things will --(by His command here, eventually)-- perish, but His face (=power, presence;
55/26-27 will thus last forever)!
Only to Him belongs the “judgement” (18/26 = 4/105 & 6/114);
and to Him (all) of you --(immediately after this death here, thus in the other world, in that Hell,
or in that Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- will be brought back (56/83-94)!
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CHAPTER 29
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Alef, Lam, Mim.
2- Do the people think that they would (instantly) be left alone because they say (with their
mouths now): We have believed! and they would never be tested --(in the way of Al-lah)?
3- But definitely, We have (thus) tested those before them (2/214); so that Al-lah will (thereby)
surely know those who act truthfully (2/177), and He will (thus also) surely know the liars
(63/1-3)!
4- Or do those who --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance”
(39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here; (39/24),
and thereupon in order to thus nullify it now by those deliberate, crooked and ill methods-(thus) “working” for these badnesses (here; 41/40 & 9/37 & 13/33 & …) think that they will
(thus) defeat Us (34/5)? (Then) ugly indeed is what they are (thus) judging (now)!
5- So (henceforth), whoever hopes to meet Al-lah, (should know that) certainly, the appointed
time of Al-lah is (thus) coming --(for each and every person here; 63/10-11)! So He is
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- the Hearer, --on the right side-the Knower (6/115)!
6- And (henceforth), whoever (thus) “strives” (in His cause; 25/52) only strives for (the good of)
his own soul. (For) certainly, Al-lah is --(here, in this case; 14/8 thus being absolutely and never
in no need of anything and anyone here; 14/8)-- Rich above the multitudes!
7- And those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference
here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here
again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), We will remove from them
(all) their --(unintentionally, mistakenly done)-- badnesses (39/34-35), and We will reward them
with the nicest of what they are (thus) “working” on (17/84)!
8- And We recommended the human being regarding his parents (to do) the niceness (17/23-24).
But if they strive against you, that you might make partner to Me, what there is not any (such)
“knowledge” for you about/in them (=6/112-114 & 148), --(here, in these issues)-- you shall
never obey them (31/15)! To Me is your (ultimate) return, and I will inform you (then) of
(all) that you are working on (10/61)!
9- And those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference
here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here
again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), We will (thus) admit them into
(the company of) the righteous (6/83-87)! (=4/69)
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10- And among the people (there are those) who say: We have believed in Al-lah! but when they
are oppressed in (the Way of) Al-lah, they regard this persecution of the people (60/2 & 85/4-10
& …) as (if it were) a retribution of Al-lah! And (thereafter), if a help comes from your Lord,
(this time) they say: Certainly, we are with you! (But) does Al-lah not know best what is (there)
in the chests of the multitudes (67/13-14)?
11- And Al-lah will surely know those who have (truly) believed (49/15), and He will surely
know the hypocrites (4/142-143).
12- And those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) said to those who have (thus) believed
(2/25-26): Follow our way (23/63-67), and we will surely bear (the burden of) your wrongs!
But they will not be bearing from (the burden of) their wrongs nothing (14/21 & 82/19)! (Then)
certainly, they are --(now, here also in this respect thus)-- liars (37/27-32 & 28/63)!
13- So they will surely bear their own burdens (of sins), and the burdens (of sins, which they
thus caused to be committed by others; 4/85) with their own burdens (of sins). And they will
(thus) be questioned (and in a most equitable and just manner; 40/17 requited) on the Day of
Resurrection for what they are (thus) fabricating (6/112-113 & 16/86-87)!
14- And definitely, We sent Noah to his nation, and he stayed with them --(in his own eyes
as if)-- for a thousand years, but --(in actuality)-- a fifty years!
And --(eventually, at the end of those fifty years), the flood overtook them, for that they were
(thus) unjust ones (71/21-25).
15- But We saved him and the companions of the boat (18/79), and We have made it --(now,
here also such)-- a “Sign” (=23/27) for the multitudes!
** Because that this specific nation among whom prophet Noah (peace be upon him) thus lived and
delivered His Message was described by our supreme Lord as one of the most unjust and tyrannical
nation here (53/52), and thereby they thus utterly harrassed and persecuted prophet Noah (peace be upon
him) here (54/9-10 & 71/21-25), this “fifty (tough) years” in which he thus steadfastly delivered and
preached His Message to them may have thus seemed as a “thousand years” here, in his own eyes, in the
first place.
So we should also recall here in this respect now all those haughty disbelievers, on the other hand,
who lived carelessly and in comfort here, and were never thus harassed and persecuted in the way of
Al-lah here would consequently think in the hereafter that they have only stayed for ten, or one, or even
only a part of one day here (23/112-113 & 20/103-104)!

16- And Abraham; when he said to his nation: (Henceforth), you shall (thus) serve (only) Al-lah
(12/40), and be pious (2/177) with Him! This is better/best for you, if you only knew.
17- (For) you are only serving (now), other than Him, (some) idols --(which they thus carved
out with their own hands; 37/95 to represent some angels therein again; 23/24 & 71/23 & …),
and you are (thus) creating an invention!
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Certainly, those whom you are (thus) serving other than Him (12/40) cannot give you (now,
thus also here) any “provision” (16/73)! So you shall seek (only) from Al-lah --now, thus also on
those 19 coded Tables here again, on those both sides-- the “provision” (2/25); and you shall
(thus) serve Him (22/77), and be appreciative of Him (7/58)! And (eventually) to Him (all of)
you will (thus instantly) be brought back (56/83-94)!
18- But if you (still) reject (the Truth), definitely, (many) societies before you also rejected.
So (there is) not upon the Messenger (any responsibility here) except the clear delivery --(of this
Message; 5/67, 92)!
19- So do they (still) not see how Al-lah initiates (in one season, cycle) the creation (of all those
plants, creatures) then (in other season, cycle) repeats it (27/64)? Certainly, this is for Al-lah
easy (to do).
20- Say: (Then) roam the earth and see (now), how He has initiated the creation (in the very
beginning here; 21/30)!
Then Al-lah will (thus) construct (again) the second construction --(of the hereafter; 56/61-62)!
For certainly, Al-lah is upon every wanted thing --here, especially and first of all thus also
in Mathematical respect again-- a best Measurer!
** We have already seen that our supreme Lord in a most Miraculous and clear manner has already thus
pointed out to us, one after the other here (21/30), first of all, He has thus initiated the universe via
that Big bang and immediately thereafter by creating all those sub/atomic particles (=quarks, protons,
electrons, etc.) first of all, and then by creating all those first elements, beginning with the lightest to the
heaviest (=hydrogen, helium, lithium, …) in that sea of energy, and thus within that stars thereafter,
thus via a most Wise and wonderful “evolutionary creation” phenomenon within about 14 billion years,
and then He has initiated the life on earth by creating all those organic parts (=amino acids, proteins,
rna, etc.) first of all, and then thereby by creating all those first living beings, beginning with the simplest
to the most complex (=single celled, multi celled, amphibians, reptiles, …) in that sea of water, thus
via a most Wise and wonderful “evolutionary creation” phenomenon again, since within 4 billion years,
thus in the first place here (21/30)!
So hopefully, when all those scientists who are thus still day and night working and thinking on this
important subject thus eventually --(by Al-lah’s leave)-- find out how this life has thus actually been
initiated on this earth (29/20) and thus also discover therein again all those most precise and accurate
“Mathematical Calculations” (7/185) that would make this kind of a most Wise and wonderful
“evolutionary creation” phenomenon thus truly and most Miraculously possible (like within that Big bang
and afterwards, in all those fundamental steps, all the peoples of earth who are truly searching in their
hearts and still sincerely asking the question (=does a God really exist?) will thus unmistakably and
clearly find Him as one and only true God (=Al-lah) here, who has thus created His book of Nature and
His book of Religon within a most Wise, superbly powerful and absolutely matchless “Mathematical
Calculations” (basically and most essentially based on code 19 here; 74/30) --(please, in this respect
certainly see again now here “A Golden Ratio Miracle,” and then “A Golden Section Miracle,” one after
the other, in the first place)-- and thus shall all come here (110/1-3) right now, and also in the near future,
for their own eternal Salvation and happiness, forever.
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And after this, when our supreme Lord will thus create that final creation in the hereafter (29/20),
He may not use this kind of a “big bang” and “evolutionary creation” method that have thus taken place
in 14 and 4 billion years respectively here; but at that time, He may thus use a totally new “big bang” and
“evolutionary creation” method that will take place perhaps only in 14 and 4 minutes, or seconds, etc.
or all at once and instantly in our eyes, in order to thus most Wisely and wonderfully create again that
new universe and life therein (21/104). Because we should clearly know and fully believe herein that our
supreme Lord is thus absolutely capable of creating in any manner He may will (=over a period of time,
or all at once and instantly; in evolutionary, or direct; using all His natural, physical laws, or totally
bypassing them), here in the first place (36/79 & 56/61)!

21- He retributes (thus) whomever He wants (88/23-24), and has mercy (thus) on whomever
He wants (7/156)! And to Him (all of) you --(immediately at the time of this death here; 32/11
thus instantly)-- will be brought back (56/83-94)!
22- And you can never enfeeble (Him) on the earth, and not in the sky (38/10-11)! And (there
is) not for you other than Al-lah any (protecting, guiding) master (17/97), and not a helper
(7/197)!
23- And those who have (thus) disbelieved in the “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of
those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah, and (here) in meeting Him (10/15),
those (are the ones) who have --(here, in this case; 4/18 thus)-- despaired of My mercy! And
those are (the ones), for them --(here, in this case again; 22/72)-- there will (thus eventually)
come a painful retribution!
24- But the respond of his nation was only that they said: Kill him, or burn him! But Al-lah
(thus) saved him from the Fire (21/68-71)!
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) for a people
who (henceforth thus) believe (2/25-26)!
25- And (Abraham) said: You have (thus) only taken (for yourselves here), other than Al-lah,
(some) idols --(which they thus carved out with their own hands; 21/52 thus to represent some
angels therein again; 23/24 & 71/23 & …)-- to be (a source of) affinity between yourselves --(as
if they could thus bring them all near towards Al-lah, and could intercede for them before Him,
and thus could protect them against His retribution, --(by thus adopting them as other/partner
false “intercessors” and “masters” outside/beside Him here; 39/3 & 10/18 & 18/102)-- in this
worldly life! But then, on the Day of Resurrection, (because of this) some of you (thus) will deny
others, and some of you will curse others (34/40-42)! And your abode is the Fire, and --(unless
they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah
here; 39/2 & 39/44 & 7/196)-- there will not be for you any helpers!
26- So Lot believed with him. And (Abraham) said: Certainly, I will --(thus together with
his nephew Lot therein; 28/71)-- emigrate to my Lord (now)! For certainly He, (so), He is the
Mighty, the Wise (19/46-48)!
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27- And (then) We granted him (his son) Isaac, and (his grandson) Jacob (38/45-47),
and We (thus) made in his descendants (=thus in the line of this prophet Isaac and Jacob here)
the Informing (=through all those Prophets that will thereafter thus descend from the sons of this
prophet Jacob here) and the Written Document (=2/87 & 5/44).
And We (thus) gave him his (nicest) payment in this world; and certainly, he is in the Last Epoch
--(now, thus also here again)-- with the righteous (2/25 = 4/69)!
28- And Lot; when he said to his nation: Certainly, you are (still) committing an extravagance
that no (nation) among the multitudes had ever done it (to this extent) you (are thus impudently
doing it now)!
29- (Here), are you still (thus forcibly) coming to the men (with lust; 27/55), and committing
highway robbery, and (thus) bringing in your assemblies the strange attitudes (27/56)? But the
respond of his nation was only that they said: (Then) bring to us the retribution of Al-lah (now),
if you are of the truthful ones!
30- (Lot) said: My Lord, so (please), help me (now) against (such) an evil committing (2/27)
nation!
31- And when Our (angel) Messengers came to Abraham with the good news (therein; 15/53),
they said: Certainly, We will (also) annihilate (now) the people of this city; for certainly, its
people are unjust ones (39/24)!
32- (Abraham) said: (But) certainly, Lot is (living) there! They said: We know best (those) who
are (living) there. So We will surely save him and (all) his family, except his wife; she will
(also) be --(because of this again; 26/171)-- of the doomed ones!
33- When Our (angel) Messengers came to Lot --(thus in the form of young men; 6/9), he was
distressed on account of them --(because he knew how his nation would immediately and
forcibly attempt to mistreat them therein; 11/78-79), and was (thus) straitened on account of
them, in worry. But they said: Do not fear, and do not grieve (54/37)! For certainly, We will save
you (now) and (all) your family, except your wife; she will be --(because of this again; 66/10)-of the doomed ones!
34- And (then) certainly, We will send down upon the people of this city a filth from the sky,
for that they are (thus) betraying (29/29)!
35- And definitely, We have (thus) left thereof a clear “Sign” --(in the respect that now also
here, in the near future thus again such a “filth” from the sky; 44/10-11 may thus be sent down
by Al-lah also upon such “betrayers” now here; 2/26-27)-- for a people who may comprehend
(6/158)!
36- And to Midyan (We sent) their brother Shuaib, and he said: O my nation, (henceforth)
you shall (thus) serve (only) Al-lah (12/40), and seek the Last Day (2/62)! And never run about
on the earth as evil committers (2/205)!
37- But they (thus arrogantly and haughtily) rejected him (26/177-188), and (consequently), the
quake overtook them. And (thus) they became in their own homes fallen ones (26/189)!
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38- And Aad and Thamoud (were also annihilated); and definitely, it is (thus) clear for you
from their residences (46/25-26). And the satan (thus) adorned to them their works (15/39), and
repelled them from the way, and (though) they were able to see (the Truth here, in the first place;
46/26 had they desired to do so; 41/13-17)!
39- And Qaroon and Pharaoh and Hamaan (were also retributed). For definitely, Moses came
to them with the “Clear Proofs” (17/101-102), but they (thus) acted arrogantly on the earth
(28/36-39). And (consequently), they could not defeat (Us therein; 28/40)!
40- And every (of them) We (thus eventually) overtook for their wrong doings (40/5).
And of them (there were those) upon whom We sent a storm, and of them (there were those)
whom the cry overtook, and of them (there were those) whom We caused the earth to swallow,
and of them (there were those) whom We drowned! And Al-lah (thus) did not act unjustly to
them, but in fact, they (in the very first place) were (thus) acting unjustly to their own souls
(6/21)!
41- Allegory of those who took (for themselves here), other than Al-lah, such (protecting,
guiding) “masters” (18/102) is like the allegory of a spider that built (for herself) a house! And
certainly, the flimsiest of (all) houses --(eventually when/if a calamity strikes)-- is the house of
the spider; if they only knew (45/9-10)!
42- Certainly, Al-lah knows what they are calling upon --(by thus adopting them as other/partner
false “masters” outside/beside Al-lah here; 18/102)-- other than Him of (those) things!
So He is --(now, also in this most critical respect here, thus)-- the Mighty, the Wise (39/2-3)!
43- And these are the “allegories” (=2/25-26 & 14/24-26 & 74/26-31 & …), We are (thus) citing
them for the people (here). But only the “knowers” --(who henceforth thus definitely “know”
here that these “allegories” are thus the absolute “Truth” taught by Al-lah here; 2/26)-- will
(thus) comprehend them!
44- Al-lah has (thus) created the skies and the earth, truthfully (6/73)!
Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of those
most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) for these believers (2/25-26)!
45- So you shall (thus) recite (27/92) what is inspired to you (here) of the “Written Document”
(39/23), and (always) observe the Support prayer (2/238). (For) certainly, the Support prayer will
(perfectly) keep (you, and all believers) away from the extravagance (7/28) and the strange
attitudes (17/32-38 & …).
And --focusing on-- the “Commemoration” (=thus also an exclusive reference here to that
most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again: 39/23) of Al-lah is (thus) the greatest (practice; 39/9-10); so Al-lah knows
(also all) what you are doing --(thereof; 39/23, 34-35)!
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46- And do not argue with the followers of the Written Document (=Torah, Gospel, and Quran;
3/3-4) except with the (manner/message) that is the nicest (41/34-35), except those who
(thus) acted unjustly from among them (42/42-43). And say: We have (thus) believed in this
(“Commemoration”) that is (thus) sent down to us, and sent down to you (=21/24)! And our
Ilah (=God) and your Ilah (=God) is (thus) One (16/51); and (henceforth), we are (thus only)
to Him surrenderers (here; 3/84-85)!
47- And like this, We have sent down to you the “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to
that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)! And those to whom We gave the Written
Document (=Torah, Gospel, and Quran; 3/3-4) will (thus) believe in it (4/162 & 5/83 & 9/99),
and from among those (=Hindus, Buddhists, and Atheists, Agnostics, etc. 22/17) (there will be
many) who will (thus) believe in it (and surrender to Him here; 3/84)! (=110/1-3)
For none will struggle --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on that left side-- against
Our “Signs,” except these disbelievers (39/59)!
48- And you were not (walking along with those great Prophets at that time thus) reciting (to
those people; 28/45) before this any (of those) Written Documents (=Torah, and Gospel, and
Psalms, and Quran therein), and so (obviously) you have not recorded this (=all these prophecies
and allegories of this Quran Testament here; 2/25-26 & 74/26-31 & …) with your right hand
(here); then the rejectors would (have had reason to) harbor doubts!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet David, and prophet Jesus, and prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon each of them) by which they have already thus clearly foretold about
and manifestly pointed out to this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,”
and how our supreme Lord would thus make this old Scripture (=Quran) which was thus sent down
in Literary and Proverbial context 1400 years ago thus into a total new Scripture (=as Quran Testament)
which is thus sent down in Mathematical and Scientific context here, in this most critical Final Age,
and would thus make His most anticipated and well known promise: “the Stone (=Quran) despised by the
builders (=Jews, Christians) have become the Cornerstone (=Quran Testament) now, thus to judge among
all nations!” (please, certainly see in this respect now: Psalms 118/22-26) by this long awaited and
anticipated descendant of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon both of them),
also thus clearly and unmistakably fulfilling the Wisdom emphasized in the above Verse (29/48), we
should certainly see again now “An Awesome Miracle 1 & 2,” and then “A Festive Miracle” documents,
in this respect, here in the first place!

49- No, (henceforth) they are clear “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of those
19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) in the chests of
those who were (thus) given the Knowledge (17/107-109)!
For none will struggle --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on that right side-- against
Our “Signs,” except these unjust ones (39/24)!
50- And they said: (Then) why are not (such) “Signs” (21/5) from his Lord sent down to him
(here; 6/124)? Say: (Here), also (all of) these “Signs” (6/158) are (thus) only with Al-lah (now);
so (henceforth), I am only (thus) a clear Warner (14/44)!
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51- Is it not sufficient for them that certainly, We have sent down to you the “Written
Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) that is
(thus) being recited to them? Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Mercy” and a
“Commemorative” (=74/31) for a people who will (henceforth thus) believe (2/25-26)!
52- Say: Al-lah suffices between me and you as a Witness (4/166)! He knows whatever
in the skies and the earth (10/61). But those who (still) believe in (this) falsehood (2/78-79 &
6/112-113 & …) and (thus) disbelieve in Al-lah (67/6-9), those them (consequently) will (thus)
be the losers (18/103-105)!
53- But they (still) ask you to hasten on the retribution (44/10-16 & 8/50-51)! And if it were not
for a named appointed time, the retribution would have (immediately) come to them. And it will
come to them suddenly, (while) they do not perceive.
54- But they (still) ask you to hasten on the retribution (52/44-47 & 16/28-29)! Then certainly,
the Hell --(here, in this case; 4/18)-- will surely (thus) be surrounding (18/29) these disbelievers
(2/26-27)!
55- The day (when) the retribution will overwhelm them from above them and from beneath
their feet, and (Al-lah) will say: (Then) taste (now), what you were (thus) “working” for
(23/63-67)!
56- (Al-lah said): O My servants, those who have (thus) believed (2/25-26), certainly, My earth
is spacious (4/100), so (thus) Me alone you shall serve (12/40 & 22/77)!
57- Every soul will (thus) taste the death (32/11); then --(immediately after this death here)-to Us (all of) you will (thus instantly) be brought back (16/28-29 X 32)!
58- And those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a
reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work
for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), We will surely settle them
in the Garden (16/32) into lofty mansions, beneath which the rivers flow, as eternal ones therein.
Blessed indeed is the payment of these “workers” (2/25)!
59- (These are) the ones who (thus) remain steadfast --(in the Way of Al-lah; 9/111)-- (3/146),
and thus (only) in their Lord they (always) trust (3/160)!
60- And how many a creature that does not carry its own provision; but Al-lah (thus) provides
for them, and for you (11/6)! And He is the hearer, the knower.
61- And if you ask them: Who created the skies and the earth, and committed (in your service)
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- the “sun” and --on the left
side-- the “moon?” They say: Al-lah! So how can they still (thus) be deviated by (such)
inventions (45/6-7)?
62- Al-lah increases the provision for whomever He wants from among His servants, and He
(thus also) measures for him (34/35-37)! Certainly, Al-lah is of every wanted thing a knower.
63- And if you ask them: Who sent down from the sky water and --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those both sides-- (thus) give life with it to the land, after its death
(7/57)? They say: Al-lah! Say: (Then) all praise belongs to Al-lah (28/70)! No, many of them
(still) do not comprehend --(these “allegories” here; 29/43)!
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64- And this worldly life is nothing but a (temporary) vanity and play (57/20). And certainly,
the (final) abode of the Last Epoch, it is the (ultimate and eternal) life (37/58-61), if they only
knew.
65- And when they ride on a ship, they call upon Al-lah --(as their one and only protecting,
guiding Master), (thus totally) devoting (only) to Him the Religion (39/2), but when He saved
them to the land, then they are --(by thus adopting them; 18/102 as other/partner false “masters”
outside/beside Him here)-- making partners (39/3)!
66- Thus they (still) disbelieve in what We have given them (here; 23/71). So let them enjoy
(for a while); they will soon know (44/10-16 & 8/50-51)!
67- Do they (still) not see that We have made a secure Sacred (Town here; 27/91), and (while)
the people are snatched away --(by some huge and historic disasters; 25/40)-- around them?
** The fact that some huge and historic disasters (almost in Biblical proportions) have occurred recently
in many (very near, or a little far away) cities around this Sacred Town in the West (27/91) wherein this
most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” has thus resided now by the command
of our supreme Lord here (95/1-3) in this most critical Final Age, and may thus occur again also in near
future (7/96-99), but the fact that this Sacred Town has thus been kept relatively secure and safe now and
also in future should thus serve as another powerful “Sign” from the supreme Lord to all humanity here,
in this most critical Final Age, in this specific way He has thus clearly stressed in the above Verse.

So will they (still) believe in (this) falsehood (2/78-79 & 6/112-113 & …), and in this “Blessing”
(=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Blessing,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 93/11) of Al-lah, will
they (still) disbelieve?
68- So who is more unjust than (the one) who has (thus) fabricated upon Al-lah a lie (16/86-87),
and has rejected (as a lie) the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Truth,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
39/41) when it has (thus) come to him (now)? So are there not (enough) places in Hell (50/30)
for these --(arrogant and hostile; 22/72)-- disbelievers (2/26-27)?
69- But those who --(thus humbly and peacefully; 60/8)-- strive in Our (cause; 25/52) now,
We will surely guide them (thus) to Our Ways (12/108 & 16/69)!
For certainly, Al-lah is (henceforth always) with those --by righteously working on this nicest
Utterance (39/23), which consists of these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again,
in the first place-- nicely acting ones (39/34)!
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CHAPTER 30
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Alef, Lam, Mim.
2- The giants were defeated,
3- in a near (location) of the land --(to the sea). But after their defeat, they will (rise and) defeat;
4- in a few years.
To Al-lah belongs the “Command,” --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-“before,” and --on the right side-- “after!”
And on that “Day” (=thus a reference to this most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47
here again, in the first place; 6/92) these believers (74/31) will be rejoicing,
5- with this “help” of Al-lah (upon them) --on those 19 coded Tables here-- (48/1-3); for He
(thus) helps whomever He wants (47/7)! For (henceforth), He is --now, thus also on that left
side-- the Mighty, --on that right side-- the Merciful!
** When this (despite their physical, technological, military all capabilities) nation of “giants” (=ruum)
were thus unexpectedly and all of a sudden defeated in that specific region, which is thus precisely
pointed out by our supreme Lord in this above Verse (30/3) with that tragic “collapse of the twin towers”
therein, this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger of the Covenant” who is thus promised to come out
in the West, in that holy City (27/91) within the borders of this nation of “Giants” (=Ruum) here,
already thus begun his universal peaceful mission here, in this most critical Final Age, by delivering this
most critical and peaceful “Message of the Covenant” to all humanity from here, while this nation of
“giants” (=ruum) will thus be dealing with this historic tragedy in their own ways therein (30/3-4);
and so this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger of the Covenant” will thus continue to deliver this
most critical and peaceful “Message of the Covenant” to all humanity from here, from the beginning of
this Last Day/Millennium (=2001), and so, Al-lah willing, in the near future first of all this nation of
“Giants” (=Ruum) here and then also all the other Nations of the earth will thus hear and hearken to this
most critical and peaceful “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” and thus all the corrupt and false
religions of the earth (9/30-31 & 41/37) will totally collapse, and this one and only true Religion
(3/84-85) will rise here and around the globe, and when that ultimate help of Al-lah comes (110/1-3)
it will thus be one and only truly peaceful and dominant Religion of the earth (48/28)!
To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet David, and Jesus, and Muhammad (peace be
upon each of them) by which they have already thus clearly foretold and fully supported this most critical
and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” also in all these most critical regards here, we
should also see again now “A Miraculous Seal,” and then “A Supernal Miracle,” and then “A Special
Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.

6- (This is thus) a “promise” of Al-lah (=24/55), and Al-lah never breaks His “promise”
(=31/8-9)! But in fact, many of the people (still) do not know (this).
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7- They know only the outward part of this worldly life, and they are regarding the Last Epoch
(=thus also a reference to this most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 here again,
in the first place; 6/92) still unaware ones!
8- Do they (still) not think within their souls (and thus clearly perceive that) Al-lah has not
created the skies and the earth, and whatever between them except for/as the truth (6/73), and
(thus) for a named appointed time (39/67)? But certainly, many of the people are (still) regarding
the meeting of their Lord (thus) disbelievers (here; 10/15)!
9- Do they not roam the earth and see (now), how was the consequence of those before them?
They were stronger than them in (physical) power, and (thus) they dug up the earth and
constructed on it more than they have constructed on it (now). And their Messengers (also) came
to them with the “Clear Proofs” (20/133). And Al-lah never acted unjustly to them; but in fact,
they were --(in the very first place thus)-- acting unjustly to their own souls (29/39-40)!
10- Then the consequence of those who acted badly had (thus) to be the badness (29/40), for that
they --(thus arrogantly and tyrannically; 22/72)-- rejected the “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah, and
they were mocking at them (6/5)!
11- Al-lah initiates the “creation,” then repeats it (29/19). Then to Him (all of) you will --(thus
immediately at the time of this death here; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- be brought back
(56/83-94)!
12- And on the day (when) the Hour (33/63) will (thus) come, these criminals (7/40) will
despair.
13- And from among their (such) partners (9/31) there will not be any intercessor (21/28) for
them, and they will be regarding their (such) partners (42/21) (thus) disbelievers (33/67-68)!
14- And on the day (when) the Hour (33/63) will (thus) come, on that day, they (=believers and
disbelievers) will (thus) become separated from one another.
15- (Here), those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a
reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work
for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), they will be in Paradise
(22/23), rejoicing!
16- (Here), those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) and rejected Our “Signs” (=thus a
reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), and (thus) meeting of
the Last Epoch (here; 30/7); those will be in the retribution (22/19-22) confined ones!
17- So (all of) you shall glorify Al-lah (20/130) when you retire at night, and when you rise
in the morning.
18- And to Him belongs all praise in the skies and the earth (28/70); and in the evening, and
when you are at midday.
19- He brings out --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- the
“living,” --on the left side-- from the “dead;” and brings out --on the left side-- the “dead,”
--on the right side-- from the “living” (3/27); and He --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here again, on those both sides-- gives life to the earth, after its death; and thus you are being
brought out (7/57)!
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20- And among His signs is that He created you from dust (=all those elements present in earth
crust); then (76/1) here, you are (thus) humans spreading over (the earth).
21- And among His signs is that He created for you of your own souls spouses (4/1), so that you
may find tranquility in them, and He (thus) made between you (=bride and groom) love and
mercy.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, --here, especially to all of those which will thus
be placed in that first region, on the left side, on those 19 coded Tables-- here again, in the first
place: 3/7) for a people who will reflect!
22- And among His signs is the creation of the skies and the earth (41/9-12), and the variations
in your languages and your colors.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, --here, especially to all of those which will thus
be placed in that first region, on the right side, on those 19 coded Tables-- here again, in the first
place: 3/7) for the knowledgeable!
23- And among His signs is your sleeping in the night and the day, and (also) your seeking
(therein) of His favor (30/46).
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, --here, especially to all of those which will thus
be placed in that second region, on the left side, on those 19 coded Tables-- here again, in the
first place: 3/7) for a people who will hear!
24- And among His signs is that He shows you the lightning as a (source of) fear and (of) hope,
and He sends down from the sky water and gives life with it to the earth, after its death.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, --here, especially to all of those which will thus
be placed in that second region, on the right side, on those 19 coded Tables-- here again, in the
first place: 3/7) for a people who will comprehend (21/10)!
25- And among His signs is that the sky and the earth --(via all of those fundamental laws and
forces that He has thus created and ordained within all of His most precise and accurate
“Mathematical Computations” in the very beginning here; 7/185)-- are standing firm --(without
any chaos, or total collapse therein now)-- by His command (51/47 & 55/7)!
Then, when He calls you by a (single) call (here) out of the earth, then you are --(by thus
immediately being put to death by those Angels here; 32/11 thus)-- coming out (of this earth)
--(to be thus instantly awakened in that Hell, or in that Paradise now therein; 16/28-29 X 32
with/in our new bodies that will exactly be in similar/same form even to the fingertips here;
75/4)!
26- And to Him belongs whomever in the skies and the earth; every (of them) are (thus) to Him
subservient (13/15)!
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27- And He is the One who initiates the “creation,” then repeats it (29/19); and it is simple
for Him. And to Him belongs (all) the finest “allegories” (=2/25-26 & 14/24-26 & 47/3-4 &
74/26-31 & …) in the skies and the earth! For He is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here, on the left side-- the Mighty, --on the right side-- the Wise!
28- He (thus) cites for you an allegory (here) of your own souls: Are there for you any
“partners” (now) from among what your right hands accomodated (=all your servants, attendants,
hirelings, or workers) in what We have provided for you (of any kind of provisions here), and so
you would be (totally) equal therein --(though they were not with you when you worked hard to
establish this business and thus with great effort earn all of this, and they personally never helped
you in this regard, and never strove in this cause)-- revering them (now) like the reverence of
your own souls (=your partners, who were actually with you when you worked hard to establish
this business and thus with great effort earn all of this, and they thus personally helped you in
this regard, and strove in this cause with you)?
Like this, We are separating --for/on the left and the right side-- the “signs” (=thus also a
reference here to each one of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the
first place: 3/7) for a people who will comprehend!
29- No, those who (thus) acted unjustly (39/24) have followed (now) their own desires (25/43)
without any (such) “Knowledge” (4/166) --with them (6/148)! So who can guide (the one)
whom Al-lah --(thus because of his own betrayal here, in the first place)-- has (thus) led astray
(2/26-27)? So --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and
rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/88-89 thus eventually)-- there will not be for them any helpers
(3/90-91)!
30- So you shall uprightly turn your face to (this) “Religion” (3/84-85), as a monotheist
--(who has thus taken for himself Al-lah as one and only Lord here; 6/161); (this is) the initiation
of Al-lah, upon which He has (thus) initiated (all) the people (7/172)! (There will) not (be) any
change in (this) creation of Al-lah! So this is the (forever) standing “Religion” (6/161); but
in fact, many of the people (still) do not know (this).
31- As obedient ones towards Him (13/27), and you shall (henceforth thus always) be pious
(2/177) with Him; and observe the Support duty (33/56), and you shall never be of these
partner makers (42/21 & 9/31);
32- Of those who have (thus) divided their religion and become into (differing) sects!
And every party is (thus impertinently and ignorantly) rejoicing now (23/53-56) with what is
at them --(of those false, concocted and satanic sources; 2/78-79 & 3/78 & 6/112-113 thus
outside and contrary to this one and only authentic Heavenly Source here; 6/114)!
33- And when adversity afflicts the people, they (immediately) call upon their Lord, acting
obediently towards Him (29/65); (but) then, when He bestows on them from Himself a mercy,
then a party of them are --(by thus adopting them; 9/31 & 6/76-78 as other/partner false “lords”
outside/beside Him here)-- (still) making partners with their Lord!
34- Thus they are disbelieving in what We have given them (here; 23/71). (Then) enjoy (for
a while); you will soon know (44/10-16 & 8/50-51)!
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35- Or have We sent down upon them any evidence (from Us), which speaks (to them) in favor
of what they are (thus) making partners with Him (X 16/100)?
36- And when We bestow on the people a mercy, they (immediately) rejoice therein. But if a
badness afflicts them because of what their hands have sent forth (42/30), then they (instantly)
become despondent (11/9-11).
37- Do they not see that certainly, Al-lah increases the provision for whomever He wants, and
He (also) measures (34/35-37)?
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those similar “words/letters,” in pairs, --here, especially to all of those which will thus be placed
in that lowest region, on those both sides, on those 19 coded Tables-- here again, in the first
place: 3/7) for a people who will (henceforth thus) believe (here; 3/7)!
38- So you shall (thus) give to the close one (=relative, friend) his truthful share, and the poor,
and son of the way (=wayfarer, homeless) (8/41). This is better/best for those who are seeking
the face (=approval; 75/23) of Al-lah; and those them are (thus) the prospered ones (23/1-11)!
39- And whatever you give as usury (thus) to increase in the wealth of the people, (know that)
it will never increase in the sight of Al-lah (2/275-276)! But whatever you give as the
Cleansing rate (8/41), (thus) seeking the face (=approval; 75/23) of Al-lah, those them are (thus)
multiplying --(their eternal wealth manifold here; 2/261)!
40- Al-lah is the One who (thus) created you (23/14), then He has --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those both sides-- “provided” (2/25) for you! Then He --now, thus also
on that left side-- puts you to “death,” then --now, thus also on that right side-- gives you “life”
(23/80)! So are there from among your (such) partners (18/102) (anyone) who can do any of
these things (now; 16/73 & 25/3)? (Then) be He glorified, and is most Exalted far above what
they are still (thus impertinently and ignorantly) making partners (9/31)!
41- The evil (2/205) spread in the land and the sea, because of what the hands of those people
have (thus) committed! So He will let them taste now (the consequences of) some of those
(excessive activities) they have (deliberately or accidentally) done --(consequently thus as
worrisome calamities in the land and the sea also such as caused by ozone depletion, fast
accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, and huge and disastrous pollution in air
and water, etc.)-- that perhaps they may --(by immediately refraining from such evil committing
(2/205), and by thus urgently and sincerely hearkening to this most critical and important
Messages of Al-lah here; 21/32 & 55/7-8, 10 & 4/119 & … thus immediately and adequately)-turn (towards Him)!
42- Say: Roam the earth and see (then), how was the consequence of those before (you) (29/40)!
Many of them were also (such) partner makers (9/31 & 42/21 & 22/17 & …).
43- So you shall uprightly turn your face to this (forever) standing “Religion” (now; 12/40),
before there comes the day from Al-lah, for which (there will) not (be) any averting! On that day,
they will be (as believers and disbelievers therein; 30/14) separated from one another.
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44- So (henceforth), whoever (thus) disbelieves (2/26-27), upon him will be his disbelief
(30/16)! And whoever works for a “Righteous Deed” (=thus a reference here to each one of those
most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those
19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), they are for (the good of) their own souls (thus)
preparing --(their good fortune in that Paradise; 30/15)!
45- For He will surely reward those who have (thus) believed and worked for these “Righteous
Deeds” (2/25-26), (thus) from His favor (98/7-8)! But certainly, He does not love (such)
disbelievers (2/26-27)!
46- And among His signs is that He sends the winds as bearers of good news, that He may (thus)
make you taste of His favor (7/57), and that the ships may sail by His command (14/32), and that
(thus) you may seek of His favor; and that you may be appreciative (7/58).
47- And definitely, We have sent before you (many) Messengers to their nations, and they (all)
came to them with the “Clear Proofs” (20/133). And (then) --(because of this; 40/5)-- We took
revenge on those who (thus) acted criminally (7/40)! But it was (thus always) a truth upon Us
(thus) to help the believers (40/51)!
48- Al-lah is the One who sends the winds, and they stir up the clouds, and (then) He (thus)
spreads them in the sky as He wants, and (then) makes it into piles, and (eventually) you (thus)
see the rain coming down from their midst. And when He (thus) causes it to fall on whomever
He wants from among His servants, then they rejoice!
49- But they were before this, before it was (thus) sent down upon them, hopeless (42/28).
50- So look (now) at the signs of the mercy of Al-lah, how He is --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those both sides-- giving “life” to the earth, after its death (7/57)!
Certainly, thus He --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, on that right side-is giving “life” --on the left side-- to those “dead” (23/80)! And He is upon every wanted thing
(thus) a best Measurer!
51- But if We send a wind (now), and they see (some of its “fruits”) --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, in that lowest region, on those both sides-- turned yellow, they will be,
thereafter, (thus again) disbelieving (14/25-28)!
52- And certainly, you cannot make the dead to hear (19/98); and you cannot make the deaf
to hear the call (8/24), when they (immediately) run away, turning their backs!
53- And you cannot “guide” the blind --(with This; 39/23 thus)-- out of their straying (18/57)!
You cannot make to hear except (those) who have (thus) believed in Our “Signs” (=thus a
reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) and they are (henceforth
thus) surrenderers (to Al-lah here; 3/84)!
54- Al-lah is the One who created you in a state of weakness, then He made (for you) after the
weakness strength, then He made after the strength weakness (again) and gray hair. He (thus)
creates whatever/however He wants (28/68); for He is --now, thus also on the left side here-the Knower, --on the right side here-- the Measurer!
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55- And the day (when) the Hour (33/63) will (thus) come, these criminals (7/40) will swear
(on that day) that they have not tarried (on this earth) but an hour! Like this, they were being
deviated by inventions (45/6-7)!
56- And those who are given the “Knowledge” (4/166) and the “belief” (here; 74/31) said:
Definitely, you have tarried (on the earth) according to/in the “Written Document” (39/23)
of Al-lah, till the Day of Awakening! And (now) this is the Day of Awakening (36/48-53);
but in fact, you did not know --(that it would thus come upon you, immediately after your death
here on the earth; 16/28-29)!
57- And on that day, their apologies will not benefit those who --by having thus ungratefully
rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) acted unjustly (here; 39/24); and (henceforth), they
--(because of this; 6/27-28)-- will not be excused!
58- And We have (thus) cited for the people concerning this “Reading” (=thus a reference here
to that most specific “Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69) of every “allegories” (=2/25-26 & 14/24-26 &
74/26-31 & ...)! But if you bring to them (such) a “Sign” (now; 6/4), those who have (thus)
disbelieved (2/26-27) will (still) say: You are naught but falsifiers!
59- Like this, Al-lah --(because of their own betrayal and obduracy here; 2/26 & 41/5 thus)-locks upon the hearts of those who do not know (this; 39/9)!
60- So you shall remain steadfast (76/24); for certainly, the “promise” (9/111) of Al-lah is
(thus) the Truth! And never let those who (still) do not attain certainty --(regarding His “Signs”
here; 27/82-85)-- cause you to waver (28/87)!

CHAPTER 31
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Alef, Lam, Mim.
2- These (three specific letters above) are “signs” of the “Written Document” (=thus a reference
here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), full of Wisdom!
3- (Thus) as a “Guidance” (here again; 39/23) and a “Mercy” (10/57) for (all) these nicely acting
ones (39/34)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (31/1-3),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “An Awesome Miracle 2” document, in this
respect, here in the first place.
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4- (Those are) the ones who (thus always) observe the Support prayer (2/238) and give the
Cleansing rate (8/41), and they are regarding the Last Epoch (=thus also a reference to this most
critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 here again, in the first place; 6/92), they attain
certainty!
5- (Here), those are upon a “Guidance” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Guidance,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
39/23) from their Lord; and those them are (thus) the prospered ones (23/1-11)!
6- But among the people (there are those) who (thus) buy the vain utterances (45/6-7) thus to
lead astray from (this) Way (12/108) of Al-lah without any (such) “Knowledge” (4/166) --(with
them; 6/148), and (thus) taking it as a mockery (here; 45/8-9)! Those are, for them --(thus as a
most equitable and just requital here; 40/40)-- there will (thus eventually) come --(here, in this
case; 18/57)-- a shameful retribution!
7- And when Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
6/4 = 26/5) are recited to him (now), he turned away, in arrogance, as if he never heard it, as if
there were deafness in his ears; so you shall --(thus as a most equitable and just requital here
again; 40/40)-- give good news to him with --(here, in this case again; 18/57)-- a painful
retribution (45/8-10)!
8- (But) certainly, those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus
a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus
work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), for them (there will
eventually thus come) the Gardens of bliss;
9- as eternal ones therein (44/56)! (This is thus) a truthful “promise” of Al-lah! And He is
--now, thus also on the left side-- the Mighty, --on the right side-- the Wise (45/2)!
10- He created (and thus raised) the skies without pillars that you can see (13/2).
And He has placed on the earth the rooted (mountains), lest it tumbles with you, and also (thus)
spread therein of every (kind of) creatures (24/45). And We have sent down from the sky water
and (thus) grown therein of every --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- honorable
“pairs” (2/25)!
11- (Here), this is the creation (28/68) of Al-lah! So show me (then) what is it that (all) those
other than Him --now, thus also in this respect here-- (ever) created (here; 25/3)? No, these
unjust ones (39/24) are (still) in a clear straying --(by thus adopting these servants of Al-lah as
other/partner false “masters” for themselves outside/beside Him here; 18/102-104)!
12- And definitely, We gave Luqmaan the “Wisdom,” (thus saying to him): So you shall be
appreciative of Al-lah! And whoever --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, regarding
the left side-- acts appreciatively (76/3), he only acts appreciatively for (the good of) his own
soul. And whoever --regarding the right side-- acts ungratefully (76/3), (then) certainly, Al-lah is
(by being never and absolutely in no need of anyone and anything; 14/8) --now, thus also on the
left side here-- Rich, --on the right side here-- Praiseworthy!
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13- And when Luqmaan said to his son, and as he was (thus) enlightening him: O my son,
you shall never make partner with Al-lah --(in His “judgements” 18/26 first of all, and hence
His thus being our one and only Lord; 42/10, and God; 28/70, and Master, 32/4, and Intercessor
here; 32/4)! For certainly, --(by thus adopting them; 9/31 & 41/37 as other/partner false “lords”
and “gods” and “masters” and “intercessors” outside/beside Him here)-- (thus) partner making
(9/31 & 25/3 & 18/102 & 10/18) is (such) a grievous unjustness (4/48, 116)!
14- And We (thus) recommended the human being (to honor) his parents (here; 29/8).
His mother bears him in exertion upon exertion, and his weaning is (thus) in two years (2/233).
So you shall be appreciative of Me, and of your parents; to Me is the (final) destiny.
15- But if they strive against you, that you may make partner to Me, what there is not for you
about/in them any “knowledge” (6/112 & 148), (in these most critical issues) you shall never
obey them (31/13)! But you shall (still) befriend them in this world in recognized attitude.
But you shall only follow the way of (the one) who has (thus) acted obediently (13/27) towards
Me (here; 12/108)! Then to Me is your (ultimate) return, and I will inform you (then) of
(all) what you are working on (10/61).
16- O my son, certainly, even if it (=any bad or good deed you do here) be (as little as) the
weight of a grain of mustard seed, and be (found) in a rock, or in the skies, or in the earth, Al-lah
will bring it out --(thus to requite you with its most equitable and just requital therein; 21/47)!
Certainly, Al-lah is sublime, cognizant (2/271).
17- O my son, so you shall (always) observe the Support prayer (2/238), and recommend
the recognized attitudes (42/10 & 7/196 & 39/44 & …), and forbid the strange attitudes (3/80 &
18/102 & 10/18 & …); and you shall (always) remain steadfast upon what afflicted you --(of any
hardship or distress here; 2/155). For certainly, this is of the determination of these (Heavenly)
commands (2/155-157)!
18- And you shall not turn your cheek away from people (in arrogance), and you shall not walk
on the earth proudly. For certainly, Al-lah does not love every (such) arrogant, strutter!
19- And you shall be humble in your walking, and you shall (always) lower your voice.
For (do not forget that) certainly, the most astonishing of (all) voices is the (loud pitched) voice
of the donkey.
20- Do you not see that certainly, Al-lah has committed (in your service) whatever in the skies
and whatever on the earth, and has (thus) enlarged upon you His blessings, (both) visible and
hidden (16/18)? But of the people (there are those) who are (still) arguing about Al-lah without
any (such) “Knowledge” (4/166) --(with them; 6/148), and so not a “Guidance” (=thus an
exclusive reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), and so not an enlightening
“Written Document” (39/23)!
21- And when it is said to them (now): Follow what Al-lah has (thus) “sent down” (here; 39/23),
they said: No, we only follow what we have (thus) found upon it our parents (5/104)! But (what)
if the satan is (thus) calling them (now) to the retribution of the burner (22/4)?
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22- And whoever surrenders his face to Al-lah (3/84), and (while) he is --by righteously working
on this nicest Utterance (39/23), which consists of these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,
here again, in the first place-- a nicely acting one (39/34), definitely, he has (thus) gotten hold
of the strongest bond (2/256)! And to Al-lah (belongs) the consequence of (all) the commands.
23- But whoever (thus) disbelieves (39/59), then let not his disbelief (2/26-27) grieve you.
(For) to Us is their (ultimate) return, and We will inform them of (all) what they have (thus)
“worked” on (23/63 & 41/40 & 9/37 & …)! Certainly, Al-lah is knower of (all) contents of the
chests (11/5).
24- We will give them goods (now) for a short (time); (but) then We will --(here, in this case;
22/72 eventually thus)-- drive them into (such) a severe retribution (22/19-22)!
25- And if you ask them: Who created the skies and the earth? they surely say: Al-lah!
Say: Then (all) praise belongs --(also in this most specific respect here thus)-- to Al-lah (18/1)!
No, (but because) many of them (still) do not know --(this most unique Heavenly “Secret”
in these skies and the earth here; 25/6)!
26- To Al-lah (belongs) whatever in the skies and the earth (16/49-50). So certainly Al-lah,
He is --now, thus also on the left side here-- the Rich, --on the right side here-- the Praiseworthy
(31/12)!
27- And if (all) the trees on earth were made into pens (now), and the sea (supplied the ink),
augmenting it thereafter seven (more) seas, --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on those both sides-- those “Words” of Al-lah would not run out (=18/109)! For certainly, Al-lah
is --now, thus also on that left side therein-- Mighty, --on that right side-- Wise!
28- Your creation --(with/in your worldly bodies here), and (then) your --(with/in your new
bodies that will thus exactly be the similar/same in form even to the fingertips here; 75/3-4)-thus awakening (therein; 36/52) is only like --(because that all humans are thus created
by our supreme Lord here basically from exactly the same anatomic, genetic material, and thus
exactly in similar/same form; so in the hereafter; 56/61 it will thus be repeated by Him in this
exact way again; 75/3-4 & 36/79 the creation and then the resurrection of)-- a single person!
Certainly, Al-lah is hearer, seer.
29- Do you not see that certainly, Al-lah is merging --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here, on the left side-- the “night” with --on the right side-- the “day;” and thus merging --on the
right side-- the “day” with --on the left side-- the “night?” And He has --now, thus also therein
again-- committed (in your service) --on the right side-- the “sun,” and --on the left side-the “moon;” every (of them) is running (in its own orbit) thus towards a named appointed time
(36/38-40). And certainly, Al-lah is (now, also here thus) on what you are “working” on (17/84)
fully Cognizant!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (31/29),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Celestial Miracle” document, in this respect,
here in the first place.
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30- This is because certainly Al-lah, He is (thus) the (one and only) true -Master- (6/62);
and certainly, what they are calling upon --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false
“masters” outside/beside Him here)-- other than Him (18/102) is (thus) the falsehood (10/66)!
And certainly Al-lah, (here), He is --now, thus also on the left side-- the High, --on the right
side-- the Great (10/34-35)!
31- Do you not see that certainly, the ships are running in the sea, (carrying) the blessings of
Al-lah, and so that He may (thus) show you of His “Signs” (2/164)!
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) for every
--now, thus also on the left side-- steadfast, --on the right side-- appreciative one!
32- And when the waves engulf them like (dark) coverings, they (immediately) call upon Al-lah
--(as their one and only protecting Master)-- (thus totally) devoting (only) to Him the Religion
(39/2); but (thereafter) when He saves them to the land, among them (there are those) who were
--(by thus immediately adopting them again; 18/102 & 41/37 as other/partner false “masters”
for themselves outside/beside Him here)-- reverting (39/3)!
For none will struggle against Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most
specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) except every --now, thus also against that left side-- rude, --against
that right side-- ungrateful one!
33- O people, so (henceforth), you shall (thus always) be pious with your Lord (2/177), and fear
a Day (when) no father can reward his child, and (there will) not (be) any child who can reward
his father at all (35/18)! Certainly, (this) “promise” (31/8-9) of Al-lah is (thus) the Truth! So
let not this worldly life deceive you, and let not these deceivers (6/112-113) deceive you (now)
concerning Al-lah (6/114)!
34- Certainly Al-lah, (here), thus (only) with Him is the knowledge of the Hour (7/187);
and He sends down the rain (30/48), and He knows what is in the wombs (13/8).
And no soul can perceive what it will earn tomorrow, and no soul can perceive on which land
it will die. And certainly, Al-lah is (thus) knower, cognizant --(also of all these events here;
13/33 & 4/78 by thus watching above from His glorious Throne; 25/59 at every moment; 10/14;
so when they thus take place here, at their specific time; 63/10-11)!

CHAPTER 32
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Alef, Lam, Mim.
2- Sending down of the “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/23) is -not a doubt in it- from the Lord of the multitudes!
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3- But are they (still) saying: He has fabricated it? No, it is (thus) the “Truth” (39/41) from your
Lord, so that you may warn a people to whom no warner --(as this; 74/36)-- came before you,
and that they (=all peoples on earth; 13/7) may (henceforth thus) --by that most specific
“Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place-- be “guided” (39/23)!
4- Al-lah is the One who created the skies and the earth, and whatever between them (thus) in
six Days (41/9-12), then He dominated upon the Throne (10/3)! There is not for you other than
Him any (guiding, protecting) Master (18/102), and not any Intercessor (39/44)! So will you
(still) not take “Commemoration” (here; 39/23)?
5- He governs (all) the command from the sky to the earth; then it goes up to Him in a Day
whose measure is a thousand years of what you count.
6- This is (Al-lah), (thus) the Knower of (all) the unseen and the witnessed (10/61);
so --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- the Mighty, --on the right
side-- the Merciful (26/8-9)!
7- The One who made nice everything that He created them --(here, thus as exactly
“similar/same” congregations especially in those anatomical, genetic respects here; 6/38);
and He (thus) initiated the creation of the human --(whom He has thus finally created in the
nicest upright position here; 95/4, at the end of His most Wise “evolutionary creation” procedure
here; 71/14 in the very beginning thus)-- from clay (=all those elements present in earth crust).
** Our supreme Lord is thus specifically emphasizing in the above Verse that He has created all living
beings in “nice” (=ahsana) forms in the first place, and then thus eventually the humans (76/1) in the
“nicest and upright” (=ahsane taqveem) form (95/4) via His most Wise and wonderful “evolutionary
creation” method; and by thus bestowing upon them the ultimate intellectual/mental capacity and thus
the most specific ability to use language, He has thus exclusively honored and made them the special
“successors” on the earth (please, see 2/30-37 & 6/133 & 71/14 & …)! So by this most miraculous Verse
above, our supreme Lord is first of all thus giving us another most clear and powerful evidence regarding
His most Wise and wonderful “evolutionary creation” method; and also again is thus utterly condemning
and refuting that satanic fanatical anti evolutionary creation and thus “Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjal)
ideologies (5/17-18), which has falsely and preposterously claimed that “God created humans totally
apart from all other living beings, directly and in an instant, in the beginning, thus as His actual “sons”
as exactly in His own physical image!”
And our supreme Lord has never described none of those living beings He has thus created via His most
Wise and wonderful “evolutionary creation” method as ugly, but He has thus described each and every of
them as “nice” (=hasanu) creatures; and He has emphasized that all those creatures are only thus created
inferior to humans in respect of their intellectual/mental capacities. And so henceforth, only all those
humans who would deny this superior and ultimate mental and intellectual capacities Al-lah has thus
exclusively bestowed upon them here, and thus made them most honorable and special “successors”
on earth, via His most Wise and wonderful “evolutionary creation” method, finally thus in the “nicest and
upright” (=ahsane taqveem) form here (95/4), and so --(because they do not hearken to this most Superior
and absolutely matchless Message of Al-lah here; 17/88)-- would still act like and imitate those other
living beings in behavioral and mental respects are henceforth thus utterly condemned by our supreme
Lord in these regards here (25/44 & 7/179)!
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And so they are thus destined to end up in Hell --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26
and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/89)-- (please, see 7/179 & 5/60 & 62/5 & ...)!
But all those other living beings are never condemned by our supreme Lord because of their inferior
intellectual/mental capacities (comparing to humans here) and all their related behaviors, and on the
contrary, they are all thus destined to go into Paradise (please, see 6/38 X 11/119) by Al-lah’s immense
mercy and grace upon each and every of them forever!

8- Then He made his (=human species) progeny from an extract of a lowly water (=semen).
9- Then He (thus) perfected him (in the womb) and blew into him (therein) of His “spirit!”
And He (thus) made for you --on two sides-- the ears, and the eyes, and the minds (=brains);
but (except) a little, you (still) do not --(by thus using them adequately here)-- appreciate (it)
(16/78)!
** We thus clearly see here that our supreme Lord thus specifically blows of His own “spirit” (=rooh)
into every human when he is thus in the womb, when He thus “perfects” him/her therein thus as a
precious human (=savvaaka rajulan; 18/37), in the first place! So we can hereby clearly see that
this “spirit” (=rooh) may thus refer to all those “names” again, that has thus been blown and taught to
Adam by our supreme Lord here (15/29 = 2/31-34), and we can thereby clearly infer that every human
is thus being furnished with this “spirit” (=i.e. potential for learning all these “names” even in the womb
at this specific stage);
or/and we can also clearly see that this “spirit” (=rooh) may thus refer to that most specific “message”
of our supreme Lord here as: “Am I not your one and only Lord?” and in this case, we can thereby
clearly infer that every human is thus being furnished with this “spirit” (=i.e. potential for understanding
this most specific question and thus definitely answering it in the affirmative; 7/172 even in the womb
at this specific stage)!
Because we thus clearly and unmistakably know here that this most specific term: “rooh” (=spirit) is
thus solely used by our supreme Lord thus to indicate and refer specifically to every “words/message”
from Him, in the first place here (42/52)!

10- And they said: When we (die and) vanish in the earth (here), will we certainly --(in the other
world, thus instantly)-- be (awakened) in a new creation (therein; 36/48-54)? No, they are
regarding the meeting of their Lord (here; 10/15 still thus) disbelievers!
11- Say: (Here), the Angel of death, who is (thus) assigned for you, will (thus) put you to death,
then --(immediately thereafter, thus in the other world, in that Hell, or in that Paradise; 16/28-29
X 32 thus instantly)-- to your Lord you will be brought back!
12- And if only you could see when these criminals (7/40) will bow down their heads before
their Lord (therein, saying): Our Lord, we have (clearly) seen and heard (now)! So (please), send
us back (now), that we may work for a “Righteous Deed” (=thus a reference here to each one of
those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those
19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26); for surely, we are certainty attainers (now)!
(X 6/27-28)
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13- And had We willed, We could have (forcibly) given every soul its “Guidance” (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23). But in fact, the Saying has (thus)
truly declared from Me: I will surely fill Hell with the jinns and the people --(when/if they thus
by their free will intentionally and wilfully choose to be a betrayer; 2/26 and tyrant; 22/72 and
ill minded; 74/31 and despotic; 60/2 and arrogant; 39/59 and thus hard and obdurate in their
hearts against His Message until their death and beyond therein; 41/5 & 18/57 & 6/28)-all together!
14- So taste (now), for that you have (thus) forgotten meeting this day of yours (20/126);
certainly, We will (thus) forget you (now; 20/126)! So taste the retribution of eternity --(in this
case; 6/28)-- for what you were (thus) “working” on (23/63-67 & 41/40 & 9/37 & …)!
15- (The only people) who will truly believe in Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one
of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in
pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) are those (who), when they are reminded (now)
of them, (immediately) fall prostrate (before Al-lah) and (thus) glorify with praise of their Lord,
and they never act arrogantly --(against His “Signs” here, like these disbelievers; 39/59)!
16- Their sides readily forsake (their) beds, (and) they --now, thus also while thus righteously
working; 2/25-26 on those 19 coded Tables-- call upon their Lord --on the left side-- in “fear,”
and --on the right side-- in “hope,” and of what We have (thus) “provided” for them (=2/25)
they --now, thus also therein again, on those both sides-- distribute (16/75)!
17- So no soul knows (here) what is kept hidden (of all those eternal blessings now) for them
(at their Lord) that will be the joy of the eyes (therein), as a reward for what they are (thus)
“working” on (here; 2/25)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (32/16-17),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Redeeming Miracle,” and then “A Festive
Miracle” documents, in these respects, here in the first place.

18- So is (the one) who is (thus) a “believer” (now; 2/25-26), like (the one) who is (such) a
“betrayer” (here; 2/26-27); they are not equal!
19- For those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a
reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work
for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), for them (there will come)
the Gardens of (eternal) Abode, as a bestowal for what they are (thus) “working” on (here; 2/25)!
20- But those who --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance”
(39/23), --(and thus unjustly attempting to nullify it through such deliberate, crooked and ill
methods; 5/41 & 13/33 & 9/37 & ...)-- which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs” here again-- have (thus) “betrayed” (now; 2/26-27); their abode will be the Fire!
Whenever they intend to go out of it, they will be forced back into it. And it will be said to them:
--(Because of these again; 10/27 & 22/72)-- Taste the retribution of the Fire (now), which you
were (always thus) refusing it (16/62)!
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21- And We will make them taste (now) of the lesser retribution (9/126 & 44/10-11) before
the greater retribution (44/15-16), that perhaps they may (immediately take heed and) come back
--(to Him, before it is too late at the time of the death, thus either in the end of their normal
lifespan here; 4/18 or thus suddenly in that greater retribution, when/if they live in those specific
regions then; 44/15-16)!
22- But who is more unjust than (the one) who has (thus) been reminded of the “Signs” (=thus a
reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of his Lord, but he has
--(thus hostilely and arrogantly; 22/72)-- turned away from them? Then certainly, We will
--(also here because of this again; 44/13-14 eventually thus)-- take revenge (44/15-16) on these
criminals!
23- And definitely, We gave Moses the “Written Document” (=Torah; 5/44), so you shall not be
in any doubt about meeting “It” (=Torah here; 11/110), for We have (thus) made “It” (=Torah
here again) a (source of) “Guidance” (=thus a significant reference here to this most specific
“Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 39/23) for the Children of Israel! (=17/2)
24- And We have appointed from among them leaders (who) will (henceforth thus) be guiding
by Our “Command” (42/52), when/if they remain steadfast, (henceforth when) they are
regarding Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
6/4 = 26/5) thus attain certainty (=4/162 & Isaiah 10/21-22)!
25- Certainly your Lord, He will (then thus) separate between them, on the Day of Resurrection,
in what they are (thus) contradicting herein (4/161 X 4/162)!
26- Does it not (still) guide them, that how many a --(ungrateful and hostile; 40/5)-- generation
have We annihilated before them, they are (now thus) walking in (the ruins of) their residential
areas (20/128)?
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7)!
So will they (still) not --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- hear?
27- Do they not see that certainly, We (thus) drive the water towards the barren land, and (thus)
bring forth with it (many) crops, that their livestock, and their own souls are (thus) eating
therefrom (20/53-54)?
So will they (still) not --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- see?
28- But they are (still) saying: When (will) this Opening (of retribution; 23/77 come), if you are
truthful ones?
29- Say: On the day when (that) Opening (of retribution; 23/77 thus comes), their (such) belief
(4/18) will not benefit those who have (thus) disbelieved (74/31) (before that), and they will not
be respited (then; 14/44)!
30- So you shall turn away from them (now) and (thus) wait (44/10-16 & 8/50-51); certainly,
they (too) are (thus) waiting (52/30-31)!
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CHAPTER 33
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- O you Informer (7/158), you shall (thus always) be pious with Al-lah (2/177); and do not
obey the disbelievers (2/26-27) and the hypocrites (4/142-143)! For certainly, Al-lah is
--now, thus also on the left side-- Knower, --on the right side-- Wise!
2- And you shall (thus always) follow what is inspired (43/43-44) to you from your Lord.
Certainly, Al-lah is of (all) what you are “working” on (2/25) fully Aware!
3- And you shall (thus always) trust (only) in Al-lah; for Al-lah (thus) suffices as (one and only)
trusted Advocate (3/160)!
4- Al-lah has not made for a man two hearts in his chest; so (here), He has not made your
spouses, those you are keeping away from them --(because of a dislike in sexual respect here;
4/19)-- (as if they were) your mothers --(who are thus absolutely forbidden to you in sexual
respect here forever; 4/23). And He has not made your adopted ones (as if they were) your
(genetic) sons/daughters --(that you would under obligation have to make them equal partners
now in your inheritance with others in this specific proportions herein; 4/11).
So these are only your mere sayings --(that you have thus mistakenly and falsely been uttering)-with your mouths. And Al-lah (thus) says the “Truth” (39/41), and He --by that most specific
“Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place-- (thus) “guides” you to the (straight) Way (29/69)!
5- So (henceforth), you shall call (and register) them (=all your adopted children) in their
(genetic) fathers/mothers (line), it is most equitable in the sight of Al-lah. And if you do not
know their (genetic) fathers/mothers, (then they are) your brothers/sisters in the “Religion”
(3/84), and your friends. And not upon you any sin in (all matters) what you have (inadvertently)
acted wrongly therein, but in fact, (there is sin) only in (all matters) what your hearts have
(wilfully) intended (to do, or/and thus actually have done therein). And Al-lah is --(thereafter
only in this case again; 4/17 & 3/135 thus)-- forgiver, merciful.
6- (Here), the Informer --(of the Covenant; 7/158) is nearer to the believers than their own souls,
and so his --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, in those upper regions-- “couples/pairs”
(=2/25) are (thus) their “essences/mothers” (=3/7 & 43/4)!
And possessors of the wombs (=blood relatives) are nearer to one another --(especially in the
matter of inheritance, and helping each other)-- in (this) “Written Document” of Al-lah, than
those (other) believers and emigrants (who are not blood relatives, in this respect), except that
you may (always) do to your friends (who are thus not blood relatives) --(whenever/whatever
you want, such a specific recommendation in your will; 4/11 or any other kind of help)-- with
recognized attitude.
Here, these (=thus also a reference here to all of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs,
here again, in the first place: 2/25) are (thus) scripted in (this) “Written Document” (=39/23)
--(thus also primarily, within that “essence/mother” Record; 43/4 in the sight of Al-lah;
56/77-80)!
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7- And when We took from the Informers their Covenant: from you (O Mateen), and from
Noah, and from Abraham, and from Moses, and from Jesus, son of Mary.
And We (thus) took from them a solemn Covenant (here; 3/81)!
8- So He will surely ask --(when this Covenant is fulfilled in the future)-- the truthful ones
about their truthfulness (in this most critical and specific issue here); and He has prepared for
the disbelievers (in this most critical and specific issue here again) a painful retribution!
** So when this promised final and chief “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” thus comes in the
future, near the end times in this Last Day/Millennium again, from the progeny of prophet Muhammad
and David and Benjamin and Joseph; peace be upon each of them) (3/81-82), he shall thus principally be
registered in the house of prophet Joseph (peace be upon him) by our supreme Lord (18/83-98), thus
from/within this ancestral line of prophet Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob here; 38/45 peace be upon
each of them), in the first place.
And at that time, this initial and prime “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here, who is thus sent
from the progeny of prophet Muhammad and David; peace be upon each of them), who is thus principally
registered in the house of prophet David (peace be upon him) here by our supreme Lord, thus again
from/within this ancestral line of prophet Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob here; 38/45 peace be upon
each of them) --(please, also certainly see now 33/40 thus to clearly perceive the most equitable and fair
heavenly Wisdom behind this formal Ordainment here)-- will thus wholeheartedly believe in and fully
support this final and chief “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” (18/83-98); and thus the “scepter”
will be taken from him --(which will thus continue to be one and only means of Eternal Salvation for
all peoples on earth; 13/7 until then)-- and be thus given to the one to whom it rightfully belongs from the
beginning (Genesis 49/10) at that time (please, certainly see again in this respect now: The Words of
Patriarchs 15/10 = 26 & The Words of Moses 33/15-16)!
In this respect, please, also certainly see now the related most miraculous prophecies of prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon him) (recorded within Bukhari again) by which he has already thus clearly
pointed out to this final and chief “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” who will thus come from the
progeny of his one and only daughter (=Fatema Zahraa) again, and how he has thus already also
mentioned prophet Joseph (peace be upon him) as a most honorable ancestoral Prophet in this respect.
(And please, certainly see again the related most important explanation within the Verse 18/83 here
in this respect, in the first place).

9- O those who have believed, so you shall commemorate (this) “Blessing” (93/11) of Al-lah
upon you! When (those) armies came to you; and We sent upon them --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here-- a wind and (those) “armies” that you could not see them (up until then)!
And (here), Al-lah is of what you are (thus) “working” on (2/25) Seer!
10- When they came to you --now, thus also therein again, in that upper region-- from above
you, and --in that lower region-- from beneath of you. And then the “eyes” --on the left side-turned down, and the “hearts” --on the right side-- reached up to the throats; and (some of) you
(then) thought about Al-lah with (confused) thoughts.
11- Here, the believers were (thus) tested; and they were shaken with a severe shake!
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12- And then, the hypocrites (4/143) and those in whose hearts (there is such) an illness (74/31)
were saying: Al-lah and His Messenger (of the Covenant) did not promise us --now, thus also
therein again-- except a deceit!
13- And when a group of them said: O people of the Region, (there is) not --now, thus also
therein again, in that upper region-- any standing for you; so go back! And a party of them was
asking permission of the Informer (of the Covenant), saying: Certainly, our houses are
vulnerable! but they were not vulnerable; they were not intending (thus) only to flee!
14- And if (the enemy) were to enter upon them, from around it, then they were asked for
--now, thus also therein again, in that lowest region-- (such) a discord (3/7 & 9/47), they would
(readily) have gone for it, and they would not have hesitated about it but a little!
15- But definitely, they had pledged to Al-lah before (this) that they would never turn their
backs. So (this) “pledge” (2/26-27) of Al-lah will surely be asked about!
16- Say: The flight will not benefit you, if you --by not working on those 19 coded Tables here-(thus) flee (now) from --on the left side, in that lowest region-- the “death,” or --on the right side,
in that upper region-- the “fight” (4/74)! (For) then, you will not be given goods (in this world)
but a little (9/38)!
17- Say: (Then) who is the one that can guard you against Al-lah, if He intends for you a
badness (now), or He intends for you a mercy? And they will not find for themselves (then) other
than Al-lah any (guiding, protecting) master (18/102), and not a helper (7/197)!
18- Definitely, Al-lah knows the hinderers among you, and those who (thus) say to their
brethren: Come and be with us! And they do not come --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here-- to (this) “striving” --on those both sides-- (9/42) but a little!
19- (They are) greedy against you. And when the fear came, you saw them looking towards you
as their eyes were rolling, like the one upon whom the (fear of) death is (already) covered.
And when the fear passed away, they whipped you with sharp tongues, (because of being)
greedy for the (worldly) goods. (For) those (are the ones who) have not (truly) believed, and
(consequently), Al-lah has (thus) nullified their works (47/28)! And this is for Al-lah
--(thus as a most equitable and just recompense for their treacherous and lowly deeds here;
4/141-142 thus)-- easy (47/26-28).
20- They thought that the parties did not go away (yet); and if those parties come (again),
(then) they would wish that they were outsiders among the Arabs, asking about your
informations --(while staying among them; 9/97-98)! And had they been among you, they would
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, on those both sides-- not “fight” (=9/111)
but a little!
21- But definitely, there is for you in the Messenger (of the Covenant; 7/158) of Al-lah (such) a
nice example (here; 9/88) for (those among you) who (thus) seek Al-lah and the Last Day (2/62),
and commemorate Al-lah, frequently (33/41-42)!
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22- And when the believers saw --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in that upper
region, on those both sides-- the “parties,” they said: This is what Al-lah and His Messenger (of
the Covenant) has (thus) promised us (=9/111); and Al-lah and His Messenger (of the Covenant;
7/158) has (thus) spoken the Truth! And (thus) it has augmented them in --now, thus also on that
left side-- “belief” (74/31), and --on that right side-- “surrender” (to Al-lah here; 3/84)!
23- And among the believers (there are those) people (who) are true to what they have (thus)
“pledged” to Al-lah (13/20-21)! So from them (there are those) who have (thus) fulfilled --now,
thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on those both sides-- his “duty,” and from them (there
are those) who are --(by still thus righteously “working” on it; 2/25)-- hoping (to thus complete
and fulfill it; 17/84). And they have never changed (their pledge; 13/20-21) with any change!
24- (Henceforth), Al-lah will (thus) reward the truthful (39/33-35) for their truthfulness. And He
will retribute the hypocrites, if He wants, or He will --(here, in this case; 4/146 thus)-- return
towards them. For certainly, Al-lah is --(here, in this case; 4/17 thus always)-- forgiver, merciful.
25- And Al-lah repulsed those who have (thus) disbelieved (74/31) with their rage; so they could
not gain any Good (16/30 X 16/24)! And Al-lah (thus) suffices the believers --now, thus on those
19 coded Tables here-- in the (mathematical) “Fighting” (=9/111)! For Al-lah is --now, thus also
on that left side-- Powerful, --on that right side-- Mighty!
26- And He brought down those who aided them --now, thus also therein again-- from among
those people of the Written Document, from their fortresses, and He (thus) threw into their hearts
the fear; so a party (of them) you were --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left
side, in that lowest region, thus in Mathematical respect-- “killing,” and a party (of them) you
were --on the right side, in that lowest region, thus in Mathematical respect-- “capturing!”
27- And He (thus) made you inherit --now, thus therein again in those upper regions-- their land,
and --thus on the left side-- their “dwellings,” and --on the right side-- their “possessions;” and
--in that lowest region-- a land on which you did not set foot! And Al-lah is upon every wanted
thing --(thus especially in Mathematical respect here again)-- a best Measurer!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (33/25-27),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Glorious and A Special Miracle,” and then
“A Festive and A Glittering Miracle” documents, in these respects, here in the first place.

28- O Informer (of the Covenant), say to your --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here-“spouses:” If you desire this worldly life and its adornment, come then, I will give goods to you,
then let you --in that lowest region, on those both sides-- depart with a swift departing.
29- But if you desire Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97), and the (eternal) Abode of the
Last Epoch, (then) certainly, Al-lah has prepared for --in that upper region, on those both sides-the nicely acting ones (39/34) from among you, a great payment!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (33/28-29),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Glorious Miracle” document --(that 19 coded
second magnificent Planning of our supreme Lord therein)-- in this respect, here in the first place.
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30- O women --(those who are the chief supporters and the helpers)-- of the Informer (of the
Covenant; 7/157), (then you should beforehand also know that) whoever commits from among
you a clear extravagance (7/28), the retribution shall be doubled for her! And this is for Al-lah
easy --(due to His most basic and fundamental unchangable Principle in this respect here; 5/115)!
31- And whoever is obedient from among you to Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97),
and (always) work for a “Righteous Deed” (=thus also a reference here to each one of those
most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those
19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), We will give her her payment twice! And We have
prepared for her (such) an honorable provision (38/50-54)!
32- O women --(those who are the chief supporters and the helpers)-- of the Informer (of the
Covenant; 7/157), (henceforth), you are not the same as any (of those) other women (9/122).
So if you are pious, you will never soften up in speech, lest the one in whose heart (there is such)
an illness (74/31) expect --(to easily revert you therein into disbelief; 3/100). So you shall
(always) say with a recognized “Saying” (=thus also a reference here to that most specific
“Saying,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 69/40-43)!
33- And you shall --(thus always to righteously “work;” 2/25-26 on those 19 coded Tables
here)-- settle down in your houses, and do not mingle (with the common people unnecessarily)
like the mingling of the ignorance (62/2) of the past times (25/63-64)! And you shall (thus
always) observe the Support prayer (2/238) and give the Cleansing rate (8/41), and you shall
(thus) obey Al-lah and His Messenger (of the Covenant here; 5/92)!
Thus, Al-lah is intending to remove from you (all) uncleanness, O people of the “House” (=3/96)
(22/26-27), and (thus) to purify you with (complete) purification (8/11)!
34- And you shall (always) remember what is recited in your houses of (all) these “Signs”
(6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah, and the “Wisdom” (17/29-39)! (For) certainly, Al-lah is --now, thus also
on that left side here-- Sublime, --on that right side here-- Cognizant!
35- Certainly, --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, on the left side & on the
right side-the male surrenderers (to Him), and the female surrenderers (to Him) (3/84),
and the male believers, and the female believers (2/285),
and the male subservient ones (to Him), and the female subservient ones (to Him) (39/9),
and the male truthful ones, and the female truthful ones (39/33),
and the male steadfast ones, and the female steadfast ones (76/24),
and the male reverent ones, and the female reverent ones (23/2),
and the male charitable ones, and the female charitable ones (9/60),
and the male fasting ones, and the female fasting ones (2/184),
and the male protectors of their chastity, and the female protectors (23/5-6),
and the male commemorators of Al-lah, frequently, and the female commemorators (7/205);
here, Al-lah has prepared for (all of) them a forgiveness (6/54), and a great payment (29/58)!
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36- And it cannot be for a believing man and a believing woman, when Al-lah and His
Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97) decrees --(thus within that original and perfect Record in heaven;
56/77-80)-- a “Command” (=thus also a reference here to that most specific “Command,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 42/52)
that the choosing might still be for them (thereafter) of their own commands (here; 34/50 &
17/84)! And whoever (in this regard) disobeys Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97),
(then) definitely, he strays away in clear straying (28/68)!
** Because that each of these 19 coded, magnificent Plannings of our supreme Lord is thus directly
received from Him by His servant Gabriel (peace be upon him) by His specific authorization and
permisson in this regard, and thus placed thereafter and protected by Gabriel again --and all those
attendant Angels under his command-- therein within that “Protected Tablet” (=Lavhe Mahfooz)
(85/21-22 & 56/77-80), this original and perfect Record in this “Protected Tablet” in heaven is thus called
as a “Command” decreed by Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel) here, in the above Verse, in the first
place. (please, certainly also see now 69/40-43 in this respect).
Thereafter, within all of those righteous “Works” (2/25-26) that shall thus be presented by this Messenger
of the Covenant and all those sincere believers who thus follow him in this regard here (9/105 & 29/58),
there may thus inevitably be some inadvertent mistakes (please, see 34/50 & 17/84) comparing to that
original and perfect Record in heaven, our supreme Lord has already thus unmistakably promised to
overlook all these kind of unintentional mistakes of this Messenger of the Covenant and all those sincere
believers who thus follow him in this regard here (9/105 & 39/74), and thus to reward them most
generously for the best of their “Works” here (39/33-35), as long as they thus wholeheartedly believe in
and fully confirm that all of these 19 coded, magnificent Plannings thus absolutely belong to one and only
Al-lah in that original and perfect Record in heaven (85/21-22), thus as flawless and wholly perfect
(4/82 & 39/28) matchless and utterly superb Plannings therein (17/88 & 11/14 & …), in the first place.
But only these kind of disbelievers (74/30-31 & 2/26-27) who will thus strictly deny all of these 19 coded,
magnificent Plannings of our supreme Lord here by claiming that they do not belong to Al-lah in the first
place, but are only fabrications of a human being possessed by jinns here (21/5 & 25/4 & 68/51), and
henceforth thus willfully try to distort and nullify all of them using all these kind of deliberate, crooked
and ill techniques (41/40 & 13/33 & 9/37 & …) and by thus attempting to choose based on their own
contradictory, crooked and ill principles (28/68) consequently will thus be deemed by our supreme Lord
as “to disobey Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel)” here (33/36), and so they will thus --(unless they
immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and unjustness and crookedness; 11/18-19 and thus sincerely
and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/86-89)-- be requited by Al-lah in a most equitable and fair manner
here again (40/40 = 22/72 & 10/27 & …)!

37- And when you were saying to the one upon whom Al-lah blessed, and upon whom you
also blessed: Keep your “spouse” to yourself, and be pious with Al-lah!
And you were (thus) hiding in your soul what Al-lah would reveal it. And (because) you were
fearful of the people, but Al-lah is more/most truthful for you to be fearful (thus always and
only) of Him (33/39)!
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So when the “Augmented one” departed from her thoroughly, We let you take her --now, thus
on those 19 coded Tables here, on that right side-- as a “spouse,” so that there may not be any
hardship upon the believers regarding --on that left side-- the “spouses” of their adopted ones,
when they (thus) departed from them --now, also therein again-- thoroughly.
And the “Command” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Command,” which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 42/52) of Al-lah
is (thus) accomplished!
38- There will not be upon this Informer (of the Covenant; 7/158) any hardship in what Al-lah
has --(as pointed out above)-- ordained for him. (This was) a principle of Al-lah (also) among
(all) those who passed before (you). And (because) the “Command” (42/52) of Al-lah is
--especially, in Mathematical respect here again thus-- with a measured Measurement!
39- (Here, all those Messengers are) those who (thus) deliver the Messages (5/67) of Al-lah,
and fear Him. And they never fear anyone but Al-lah! And Al-lah suffices (thus) as a --(most
efficient and equitable; 21/47)-- Reckoner!
40- Muhammad is not the father of any of your people (here now); but in fact, (he was) a
Messenger of Al-lah, and the “seal” of the Informers --(thus from within the line of prophet
Ishmael, Elyasha, and Zal-Kifl here; 38/48)! And Al-lah is of every wanted thing knower.
** Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) was not a hebrew Prophet thus mainly coming from within
the line of prophet Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob here (38/45), but he was an arabic Prophet thus mainly
coming from within the line of prophet Ishmael, and Elyasha, and Zal-Kifl here, in the first place (38/48);
so this “Messenger of the Covenant” who is thus sent by our supreme Lord now from the progeny of
prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon each of them) will thus formally be registered
within the house of prophet David (peace be upon him) in the hereafter, and thus prophet Muhammad’s
(peace be upon him) being the “seal” (=khaatama) of all those Prophets coming from within the line of
prophet Ishmael, and Elyasha, and Zal-Kifl here (38/48) will thus perfectly be preserved here, forever.
And then when that final and chief “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” (18/83) will thus be sent
by our supreme Lord as the “seal” (khaatama) of all those hebrew Prophets from within the line of
prophet Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob here (38/45), prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) will thus
again equally, most honorably and rightfully be represented in that line again through his anticipated
most precious descendant here (18/83) also then (33/7-8)!

41- O those who have believed, (henceforth), you shall (thus always) commemorate Al-lah
with frequent commemorating (7/205).
42- And you shall (thus always) glorify Him in the early hours and the late hours (20/130).
43- (Here), He is the One who (thus) supports you, and (so do all of) His Angels, so that He will
(thus) bring you out of the darknesses (2/78-79 & 3/78 & …) into the “Light” (=thus also an
exclusive reference here to that most specific “Light,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 4/174)! And He is for (all) the believers
(thus) Merciful (10/57-58)!
44- Their greeting, on the day (when) they meet Him, will be: “Peace” (10/10)! And He has
(thus) prepared for them a great payment (29/58)!
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45- O Informer (of the Covenant), certainly, We have sent you (thus) as a witness (22/78), and
a bearer of good news (2/25) and a warner (40/18).
46- And (thus) as a caller to Al-lah (12/108) by His permission; and as a light giving Lamp
(64/8)!
47- So (henceforth), you shall (thus) give good news to (all of) these believers (2/25-26), that
certainly for them (there will thus come) from Al-lah a great favor!
48- And do not obey these disbelievers (2/26-27) and the hypocrites (4/142-143), and disregard
their insults (15/6 & 21/5 & …). And (thus always) trust (only) in Al-lah; (for) Al-lah (thus)
suffices as (one and only) trusted Advocate (3/160)!
49- O those who have believed, if you married the believing women, (but) then divorced with
them before (in sexual sense) touching them, (there will) not be for you with regard to them
any counting, that you must (thus) count it (2/228). But you shall (thus certainly) give goods
to them (2/236-237), and (then thus) let them go in an amicable going --(to their own homes;
2/232).
50- O Informer (of the Covenant), certainly, We have made lawful for you --now, thus on those
19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- your “spouses” (2/25), those to whom you gave their
dowries (therein), and --on the right side-- what your right hand “accommodated” (therein) of
what Al-lah has (thus) granted to you.
And --again, on that left side-- daughters of your paternal uncles, and --on that right side-daughters of your paternal aunts, and --on that left side-- daughters of your maternal uncles, and
--on that right side-- daughters of your maternal aunts, those who (thus) emigrated with you (in
the Way of Al-lah therein)!
And a believing woman, if she grants her soul --(thus to always be obedient to that Message,
Gabriel has thus brought here from Al-lah; 16/102 and all those Heavenly Commandments
therein)-- to (this) Informer (=Gabriel; 33/31), and if the Informer (of the Covenant; 7/158) thus
seeks to marry her --(due to her such piety here); exclusively for you --(thus not to get married
with anyone else, as long as this Messenger is alive here), other than (all) those believers.
Definitely, We know what We have (thus) obligated upon them regarding their spouses, and
what their right hands accommodated (4/22-25), so that there may not be any hardship upon you
(in this matter here). And Al-lah is --(henceforth, in this case; 6/54 thus always)-- forgiver,
merciful --(to all of these believers; 2/285).
51- So you may --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here again, on the left side-- let wait
(thus) whomever you want (therein) of them, and you may --on the right side-- let come to
yourself (thus) whomever you want (therein); and if you seek (any one of them) --in that lowest
region-- of (those) whom you estranged (therein), not a sin upon you. This is nearest that
(thus) their eyes may shine, and that they may not grieve, and they may (all) be pleased in what
you have (thus) given them --on the left side & on the right side-- every (of them) --therein, thus
on those 19 coded Tables here again! And Al-lah knows what is in your hearts. And Al-lah is
--now, thus also on that left side here-- Knower, --on that right side here-- Clement!
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52- No (other) women are lawful to you (for marriage) after this --(one such pious woman thus
specifically described above; 33/50), and you may not --(by thus seeking to marry other women
thus)-- prefer them --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables, on the left side-- over (any of those)
“spouses” therein, even if their beauties impress you, but --(instead you should always thus
righteously work; 2/25-26 for) --again on those 19 coded Tables, also on the right side-- what
your right hand (thus) “accommodate” therein --(instead of wasting your time and energy
by looking for any other women for marriage here; 17/79 & 73/1-6)! And (henceforth, never
forget that) Al-lah is upon every wanted thing (thus) Watchful (=18/28)!
53- O those who have believed, you shall not enter the houses of the Informer except that
(when/if) permission is given to you, (and when/if you are thus given permission) for a meal,
do not be waiting (therein, all along) while it is being cooked. But in fact, when you are invited,
you shall enter (at the most appropriate time), and when you ate, you shall (immediately) leave.
And you shall not be engaging in any (lengthy) conversations (therein). Certainly, this (kind of
long and unnecessary conversations among you) was hurting the Informer, but he was too shy (to
tell) you; but Al-lah does not shy away from --(now, thus also giving as such an “allegory”
here)-- the “Truth” (2/26)! So (henceforth), --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables-- when you ask
them (=his “spouses”) any goods, you shall ask them from behind the curtain (of respect);
(for) this is purer/purest --on the left side-- for your hearts, and --on the right side-- their hearts!
And it cannot be for you to hurt the Messenger (of the Covenant; 7/158) of Al-lah, and --(by thus
using deliberate, crooked and ill methods; 13/33 & 9/37 & 5/41 & … thus in a spoiled way)-to marry --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here-- his “spouses” after him, forever (=33/36)!
(For) certainly, this would be in the sight of Al-lah (such) a great (offense; 28/68)!
54- If you declare anything (now), or keep it secret, (you should know that) certainly, Al-lah is
of every wanted thing (thus) Knower (13/9-10).
55- Not a sin upon them (=all believing women) in --(relaxing their dress codes when they are
around)-- their fathers, and their sons, and their brothers, and the sons of their brothers, and
the sons of their sisters, and their women, and what their right hands have accommodated (=their
housemaids, attendants; 24/31). So (henceforth), you shall (thus always) be pious with Al-lah
(2/177); (for) certainly, Al-lah is upon every wanted thing (thus) Witness (10/61).
56- Certainly, Al-lah and (all of) His Angels are (thus) supporting the Informer/Information (of
the Covenant; 66/4)! O those who have believed, so you (too) shall (thus) support him (66/4 &
7/157), and you shall say peace with (total) peace (37/181)!
57- But certainly, those who are (thus) insulting Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel here;
2/98); (consequently), Al-lah (thus) condemns them in this world and the Last Epoch, and He has
prepared for them --(here, in this case again; 4/18 thus eventually)-- a painful retribution!
58- And those who are (thus) insulting the believing men and the believing women for what
they have (actually) not earned, definitely, they will (thus) bear a fraudulence, and a clear guilt
(24/23-25 & …).
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59- O Informer (of the Covenant), say by your “spouses/pairs” (here; 33/6 now) to (all) your
daughters (=that are all those children of the believers), and (all) the women (=that are all those
wives, sisters, mothers, etc.) of the believers: They shall let down upon them of their garments
(=tunics, jackets, overcoats, etc.). (For) this is nearer/nearest for them (thus) to be recognized
(as chaste, righteous women), and not to be insulted. And Al-lah is --(here, in this case; 6/54 thus
always)-- forgiver, merciful.
60- But if the hypocrites (4/141), and those in whose hearts (there is such) an illness (74/31),
and the inciters in the City --(against this “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” therein; 9/101)
do not refrain --(from their vicious and false accusations and unjust and despotic attitudes; 60/9),
We will grant you the upperhand over them, then they will not stay as neighbors to you therein,
except a little.
61- As condemned ones; --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, in those upper regions-wherever they are found, they will be seized and --in that lowest region, on those both sides-(thus here in Mathematical respect again) be “killed” with (utterly) being killed therein (=9/111)!
62- (This was) a principle of Al-lah (also) among (all) those (Messengers) who passed away
before (you)! And you will not find in (this) principle of Al-lah any change!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (33/60-62),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Glorious Miracle,” and then also “A Special
Miracle” document --(please, by especially paying attention and thus also clearly and certainly seeing
all those related most miraculous prophecies of prophet David, and Jesus, and Muhammad; peace be upon
each of them, therein)-- in this respect, here in the first place.

63- The people are (still) asking you about the Hour? Say: The (exact) knowledge thereof is
only with Al-lah. And (all) what He has (thus) made you perceive (here now) is: Perhaps,
the Hour may (thus) be close (54/1)!
** This most specific critical term: “The Hour” (=Al-Saate) above has thus been used by our
supreme Lord in many Verses throughout the Quran Testament,
firstly, thus to refer to that “Hour” in which these most critical events shall thus take place (44/10-16 &
17/7-8 & 9/97-98 & 52/44-47 & …) in near future, after this long awaited and anticipated
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant” has already thus unmistakably come out now, in the very
beginning of this Last Day/Millennium here;
and secondly, thus also to refer to that final “Hour” in which these most critical events shall thus take
place (21/104 & 81/1-14 & 82/1-5 & …) in distant future, when all this universe will thus be folded then
by our supreme Lord, just before that final Day of Resurrection therein (39/67-70).

64- Certainly, Al-lah --(because of these; 41/5 & 22/72 & 85/4-10 & …)-- condemns (now)
these disbelievers (74/31), and He has prepared for them --(here, in this case again; 4/18 thus
eventually)-- a burner;
65- (and here, in this case again; 6/27-28)-- as eternal ones therein, forever! So they will not find
(for themselves) any (guiding, protecting) master (18/102), and not a helper (7/197) (therein)!
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66- The day (when) their faces are turned over into the Fire, (and) they will be saying:
Oh, (we wish) we (thus) obeyed Al-lah, and obeyed the Messenger (of the Covenant; 5/92)!
67- And they said: Our Lord, certainly, we obeyed our chiefs and our great ones (9/31 & 42/21),
and they (thus) led us astray (6/25-26) from (this) Way (12/108 & 9/111)!
68- Our Lord, so (please), give them (now) double the retribution, and (thus) condemn them
with a great condemnation (7/38-39)!
69- O those who have believed, do not be like those who (thus) hurt Moses (61/5), then Al-lah
(totally) absolved him of what they said! For he was --(because of these; 19/51 & 28/16-17 &
20/97-98 & 14/8 & …)-- in the sight of Al-lah, a precious (servant).
70- O those who have believed, so (thus always) be pious with Al-lah (2/177); and (always) say
deterrent (all kinds of bad deeds) saying (3/110),
71- He will (then) make righteous (all) your “works” (17/84), and He will (thus) forgive you
(all) your wrong doings (3/135-136). And (henceforth), whoever (thus) obeys Al-lah and
His Messenger (of the Covenant here; 5/92), definitely, he has (thus) succeeded with a great
success (57/12)!
72- Certainly, We have offered the “Trust” (=thus also an exclusive reference here to that
most specific “Trust,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 8/27) upon the skies and the earth, and the mountains, but they refused to
bear it, and were afraid of it (59/21)!
But the human bore it; but certainly, he is (now, regarding this most specific “Trust” here, thus)
--on the left side-- unjust (11/18-19) --on the right side-- ignorant (6/111-113)!
73- Henceforth, Al-lah will retribute --(here, in this case again; 4/18 eventually)-- the hypocrite
men and the hypocrite women (4/142-145), and the partner making men and the partner making
women (42/21 & 13/33); but Al-lah will (thus) return towards the believing men and the
believing women (2/25-26)! For Al-lah is --(here, in this case again; 25/70-71 thus eventually)---now, thus also due to that left side here again-- Forgiver, --due to that right side here again-Merciful (25/70-71)!

CHAPTER 34
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- (All) praise is due to Al-lah (18/1), the One to Whom (belongs) whatever in the skies and
whatever on the earth (16/49-50). And (again) to Him is due (all) praise (thus also) in the
Last Epoch (28/70)! And He is --now, thus also on the left side here-- the Wise, --on the right
side here-- the Cognizant!
2- He knows whatever goes into the earth, and whatever comes out of it; and whatever comes
down from the sky, and whatever climbs up into it. And He is --now, thus also on the left side
here-- the Merciful, --on the right side here-- the Forgiver!
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3- And those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 74/31) said: The Hour will not come to us!
Say: Yes, and by my Lord, it will surely --(also in near future; 54/1 thus)-- come to you (33/63),
the Knower of the unseen! Not even (the equivalent of) a particle’s (=thus also a reference here
to a single proton) weight can escape from Him in the skies, and not on the earth. And not a
smaller one (=quarks, electrons, etc.) than this, and not a bigger one, except --(all of them thus as
counted and recorded here; 72/28)-- are in a clear Written Document!
4- So He will surely reward those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous
Deeds” (=thus a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers
shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26). Those are,
for them (there will thus come) a forgiveness, and an honorable provision (38/49-54)!
5- But those who strive against Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most
specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), thus to enfeeble (Us) --(through all these kind of deliberate,
crooked and ill methods here; 41/40 & 13/33 & 5/41 & …); those are, for them --(because of
these; 22/72 thus as a most equitable and just requital here; 40/40)-- (there will thus come)
a retribution of a painful filthiness (22/19-22 & …)!
6- And those who are (thus) given the “Knowledge” (17/107-108) see that what is (thus)
“sent down” to you (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” as it is “sent down” thus here again,
in the first place: 39/23) from your Lord (39/23), it is the Truth! And it is (thus) guiding to (this
standing) path (6/161) of --now, thus also on that left side therein-- the Mighty, --on that right
side-- the Praiseworthy (Al-lah)!
7- And those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 74/31) said: Shall we show you a man (now
who is) informing you that when you (die and) become torn apart (in grave here) with (utterly)
being torn apart, certainly, (in actuality) you are --(immediately at the time of this death here,
thus in the other world, in that Hell, or in that Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly being
awakened)-- in (such) a new creation (therein; 36/48-54)?
8- He has (thus) fabricated upon Al-lah a lie, or he is (thus) a possessed by jinns one!
No, those who do not believe in the Last Epoch (=thus also a reference to this most critical
Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 here again, in the first place; 6/92) are in the retribution,
and (thus) a far straying (6/111-113)!
9- Do they (still) not see whatever before them and whatever behind them, in the sky and the
earth? If We want, We could (immediately) cause the earth to swallow them (now), or We could
(thus) cause the masses to fall upon them from the sky (52/44-45)!
Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of those
most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) for every obedient servant (of Him here; 13/27)!
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10- And definitely, We (thus) gave David from Us a favor: O “mountains,” you shall
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- submit with him (to Al-lah),
and --on the right side-- the “birds!” And We (also) softened for him --now, thus also here again,
on the right side-- the “iron!” (=11/120)
11- So you shall make “shields,” and --now, thus also here again, on those both sides-perfectly measure (them) in the attachment! And you shall work for a “Righteous Deed” (=thus
also a reference here to each one of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers
shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26)! Certainly,
I am of what you are “working” for (thus) Seer (10/61)!
12- And to Solomon (We subjected) the “wind,” --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here again, on the left side-- its going forth was a month long, and --on the right side-- its coming
back was a month long! And We caused a fountain of --now, thus also here again, on the left
side-- molten “copper” thus to flow for him! And of the jinns who were --now, thus also here
again, in those upper regions, on those both sides-- working between his (left & right) two hands,
by the permission of his Lord! And whoever of them turned away from Our “command,”
We made him taste --now, thus also here again, in that lowest region, on the left side-- the
retribution of the burner!
13- They were (thus) making for him whatever he wants --now, thus also here again, on the left
side-- of the “sanctuaries,” and --on the right side-- the “statues;” and --again on the left side-“pools” like reservoirs, and --on the right side-- heavy cooking “vessels!”
So you shall --(now, thus also here again)-- “work” (2/25-26), O family of David, appreciatively;
and (only) a few of My servants are (truly) appreciative --(now, thus also here again for all of
these blessings of Al-lah; 42/33)!
14- And when We decreed upon him (=Solomon) the death, (nothing) indicated to them
his death but a creature of the earth that ate away his staff (therein). So when it (thus) fell down,
it became clear to those jinns that, if they (really) knew the “unseen” (11/49), they would not
have remained in --now, thus also here again, in that lowest region, on the right side-- the
shameful retribution!
15- Definitely, there is (also thus) a “Sign” (for you) at Sheba (now), in their residences:
Two gardens; on the right side, and the left side! So you shall eat --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those both sides-- of the “provisions” (=2/25) of your Lord, and be
appreciative of Him (7/58)! (Here), a good “town,” and a forgiving Lord!
16- But they (ungratefully) turned away; and (consequently), We sent upon them a monstrous
flood. And We (thus) changed their two gardens into --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here, in that lowest region-- two gardens (thus) bearing --on the left side-- “acrid fruits,” and
--on the right side-- “sour fruits,” and something of --in that upper region, on that left side-little amount of “cherries!”
17- Like this We requited them, for that they (thus hostilely and arrogantly) disbelieved
(14/26-28)! And do We requite (like this) except --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here
again, in that lowest region, on that right side-- the “disbelievers!”
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** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (34/15-17),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Festive Miracle,” and then also “A Glorious
Miracle” document, in this respect, here in the first place.

18- And We made between them and those cities, which We had blessed therein, (some other)
visible cities. And We (thus) measured therein the travelling, (and said to them): So you shall
travel therein --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- “nights,” and --on
the right side-- “days,” in security!
19- But they (abhorred it and) said: Our Lord, keep away (from us) between our journeys! and
(thus) they acted unjustly to their own souls. So (consequently), We made them (historical)
utterances (65/8-9), and We --now, thus also here again, in that lowest region, on those both
sides-- tore them apart, with (utterly) tearing apart!
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) for every
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, on that left side-- steadfast, --on that right
side-- appreciative ones!
20- And definitely, iblees (=satan) (thus) prove true upon them his guess (17/62)! So (thus) they
(all) followed him, except a party of the believers --(who thus totally devoted their Religion only
to Al-lah here; 38/82-83)!
21- And there was not for him upon them any evidence (16/100); except that (thus) We may
--(now, thus also here)-- know (those) who (truly) believe in the Last Epoch (=thus also a
reference to this most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 here again, in the first
place; 6/92) from (those) who will (thus still) be in a hesitation about it (6/111-113)! And your
Lord is upon every wanted thing (thus) Protector (11/57).
22- Say: So call upon (now) those whom you have asserted --(by thus adopting them as
other/partner false “gods” outside/beside Him here)-- other than Al-lah (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43)!
They cannot rule even (as much as) the weight of a particle in the skies, and not on the earth.
And (there is) not for them therein any partnership --(within His heavenly dominion; 17/111),
and (there is) not for Him from them any assistant (therein; 17/111)!
23- And the intercession --(of any Angel and/or Prophet; 21/28)-- will not benefit with Him,
except (the one) for whom --(henceforth, only in this case; 20/109)-- He may (thus) give
permission --(for him therein, in the first place; 20/109)! And (therein) when (all) fear is (totally)
removed from their hearts, those (Angels) will say: What is it that your Lord said? They will say:
The “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Truth,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41)! And so He is
--now, thus also on the left side here-- the High, --on the right side here-- the Great!
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24- Say: So who is --(now, here also thus)-- “providing” (2/25) for you from the skies and the
earth (16/73)? Say: Al-lah! Then certainly, either we or you are upon a “Guidance” (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23, 33-35), or (thus) in a clear straying
(39/23-26)!
25- Say: You will not be questioned as to what we (thus) committed (11/35), and we will not be
questioned as to what you are (thus) working (41/40 & 13/33 & …)!
26- Say: Our Lord will (eventually) thus gather all of us (before Him; 39/69-70), then He will
(thus) decide between us with (this) “Truth” (39/41)! And He is (thus) the best Decider, the
Knower (39/33-35 X 58/60)!
27- Say: Show me (then) those whom you have (thus) joined (now) with Him as partners (in
His judgements; 42/21)! Not indeed, no, He is Al-lah --(thus only to Whom belongs all the
judgement here; 18/26, and henceforth, thus one and only Ilah here; 28/70); --now, thus also on
the left side here-- the Mighty, --on the right side here-- the Wise!
28- And We have (thus) sent you to all the peoples (13/7) thus as a bearer of Good News (2/25)
and a Warner (40/18)! But in fact, many of the people (still) do not know (this; 21/24)!
29- And they are (still) saying: When will this promise (come to pass), if you are truthful ones?
30- Say: For you --(here, in this case; 41/5 there is)-- the promise of (such) a day (44/10-11,
15-16 & 8/50-52), that you cannot delay it by one hour, nor advance.
31- And those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 39/59) said: We will never believe in this
“Reading” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Reading,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69) and not the one
that is before it (=the “Written Document” thus given to Moses here; 28/48-49)! If you could
only see, when these unjust ones (39/24) will (thus) be arrested before their Lord! Then they will
pass on (this) --19 coded-- “Saying” (69/40-43) to one another (therein), and those who were
deemed weak will say (then) to those who acted arrogantly (here): If it were not for you, we
would have surely been believers --(in this “Saying” here; 69/40-43)!
32- Those who acted arrogantly will say to those who were deemed weak (here): Did we repel
you from the “Guidance” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23),
after it came to you? No, you (yourselves) were (thus) criminals (here; 7/40)!
33- And those who were deemed weak will say to those who acted arrogantly (here): No, you
(thus) schemed night and day (13/33), and commanded us (thus) to disbelieve in Al-lah --(in
this manner here; 67/6-9)-- and thus (always) make for Him --(within that 19 coded “Saying”)-such “rivals” (14/30)! And they will conceal their remorse when they (thus) see the retribution.
And We will place the shackles around the necks of those who (thus) disbelieved (here; 41/41)!
Are they not --(in a most equitable and just manner; 40/40)-- requited (then) for what they were
(thus) working on (41/40 = 22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-10 & …)!
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34- And We never sent in any city a Warner but its wealthy ones said: Certainly, we are in what
you have (thus) been sent with disbelievers!
35- And they said: We have more possessions and children, and so --(because they think that
they are also thus fully approved and supported by Al-lah here; 23/55-56)-- we will not be
retributed!
36- Say: Certainly, my Lord increases the provision for whomever He wants, and He (also)
measures! But in fact, many of the people (still) do not know (this; 19/75)!
37- And (here), not your possessions and not your children that will bring you nearer to Us (as
righteous servants) in rank, except (those) who have (thus) believed (3/84) and worked for a
“Righteous Deed” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,”
that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place:
2/25-26). And those are, for them (there will be given) double reward for what they have
(thus) “worked” on (17/84), and they will (thus) be in the lofty mansions (in Paradise) secure!
38- But those who are striving against Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those
most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), thus to enfeeble (Us) --(through these kind of deliberate,
crooked and ill methods; 13/33 & 9/37 & 5/41 & …), those will be --(thus as a most equitable
and just requital here again; 40/40)-- in the retribution (in Hell) as confined ones (10/27 & …)!
39- Say: Certainly, my Lord increases --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in the
upper regions, on those both sides-- the “provision” (2/25) for whomever He wants (13/27)
from among His servants, and He (also) --in the lowest region, on those both sides-- measures
for him (14/24-26)! And whatever you distribute --(thus in His Way here; 2/272-274)-- of any
wanted thing, He will --(eventually by thus giving its reward manyfold; 2/261-262)-- renew it
(for you)! And He is --(now, here also thus again)-- the best “Provider” (here; 2/25)!
40- And the day (when) He will summon them all together, then will say to the Angels: Were
these (people) serving to you?
41- They said: Be You glorified; You are our (one and only) Master, not them (32/4)!
No, they were (actually) serving the (satans of) jinns --(mistakenly thinking that they were thus
serving the Angels herein; 7/30); (because) many of them were (thus duped and became) in them
(such) believers (here; 6/112-113)!
42- So today, you will not rule for any benefit, and not a harm for one another. And We will say
to those who --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23),
which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) acted
unjustly (here; 39/24): Taste the retribution of the Fire (now), that you were (always thus)
rejecting it (16/62)!
43- And when Our clear “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 6/4 = 26/5) are recited to them (now), they said: This is simply a man (who) thus
intends to repel you from what your parents --(by thus adopting them as other/partner
false “lords” outside/beside Al-lah here)-- are serving (9/31 & 41/37)!
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And they said: So this is nothing but a fabricated invention (11/13-14)! And those who have
(thus) disbelieved (here; 39/59) then said regarding (this) “Truth” (39/41) when it has (thus)
come to them (here): This is nothing but a clear enchantment (21/3-4)!
44- And We did not give them (those) written documents, which they are (thus) studying
(here; 2/78-79); and We did not send to them before you (here, in this manner; 40/18) any (such)
Warner (74/35-37)!
45- And those before them (also) rejected; and they did not attain (therein) one tenth of what
We have --(now, thus here)-- given them (herein; 11/13)! And they (still) rejected My
Messengers; and (consequently), how was My denial (22/42-45)!
46- Say: I am only preaching you --(in a most urgent manner now)-- with one thing (here):
You shall (immediately) stand up --thus to righteously “work” (2/25-26) on this Guidance, which
consists of these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place-- before
Al-lah (73/2-6) in twos and/or singly, then you shall thus reflect (and clearly understand) that
your friend (=Messenger of the Covenant here; 7/158) is not a possessed (by jinns) one (68/2-4).
But he is only (thus) a Warner to you before (such) a severe retribution (44/10-16 & 8/50-51)!
47- Say: I do not ask you for any payment; let it be yours. (For) my payment is only (thus)
from Al-lah (68/2-3)! And He is upon every wanted thing (thus) Witness (10/61).
48- Say: Certainly, my Lord utters the “Truth” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most
specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 39/41); Knower of (all) the unseen (11/49)!
49- Say: So the “Truth” (39/41) has (thus) come; then the falsehood (2/78-79) can never --on
the left side-- initiate, and can never --on the right side-- repeat (10/34) --(anything like this
here; 52/34)!
50- Say: If I --(while thus “working;” 17/84 on it)-- go astray --(in some aspects of it)-- I only
go astray due to (shortcomings) of my own soul, and if I go (perfectly) guided --(thus to exactly
conform with its original and perfect Record in heaven in the sight of Al-lah; 85/21-22), it is only
with that my Lord has (thus) inspired to me (20/114)! Certainly, He is --(eventually, by thus most
mercifully forgiving and most generously rewarding all His righteous servants here; 39/33-35)---now, thus also on the left side here-- Hearer, --on the right side here-- Near!
51- And if you could only see, when they are terrified, and there will not be any escape (then)!
And they will be taken away --(thus immediately at the time of their death here; 16/28 by these
Angels therein; 8/50)-- from a near place.
52- And they said: We have believed in it (now)! But how can attainment (of this belief) be
(possible) for them (now) from a far place?
53- For definitely, they have (thus) disbelieved in it (here; 2/26-27) before (this)! And they were
--(through their false sources; 2/78-79, or/and their distorted inferences; 3/78 thus)-- uttering
(false informations) about the unseen (of the future, therein; 52/41) from a far place!
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54- And a barrier will be placed (then) between them and what they are lusting for (7/50),
like --(because of these here again; 22/72)-- it was (thus) done to their counterparts before (this)
(8/50-52)! (For) certainly, they were in (such) a hesitation, doubters (42/14)!

CHAPTER 35
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- (All) praise belongs to Al-lah, the Initiator of the skies and the earth. Maker of the Angels
messengers (22/75), as possessors of the wings with two, and three, and four! He augments in the
creation --(thus especially in the number of those wings here)-- whatever He wants.
Certainly, Al-lah is upon every wanted thing a best Measurer!
** Thus our supreme Lord may augment the number of the wings of these Angels according to their rank
before Him, that they can thus attain through their righteous deeds they may have thus done in their past
and may do now in the present and also in their future (please, see 37/164). And here, in this respect,
we should also remember that our supreme Lord may thus grant such different favors (in physical and/or
spiritual respects; 7/69 & 4/32 & …) to humans as well thus (as a means of test) in this world (6/165)
and thus (as an eternal favor) in the hereafter (17/21). And all righteous angels and humans will always
use all these kind of specific abilities and favors that may thus be bestowed upon them (in different
subjects, various aspects) by Al-lah thus always to do good deeds and establish peace and humility and
justice among their society for the benefit of all people and thus to exalt Al-lah (please, see 37/165-166 &
7/206 & 28/83 & 25/63-64 & 4/114 & …), but all sinful jinns and humans will always use all these kind
of specific abilities and favors that are thus bestowed upon them here (in different subjects, various
aspects) by Al-lah thus always to do evil deeds and instigate war and arrogance and injustice among their
society for the destruction of all people and thus to rebel against Al-lah, and consequently, --(unless
they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here;
3/88-89)-- will thus be expelled and rejected from His Kingdom, like iblees here, forever (please, see
38/76-77 & 28/78-81 & 18/34-43 & …)!

2- Whatever Al-lah grants to the people of (His) mercy, there is none to withhold it (39/38).
And whatever He withholds, there is none to send it, after Him (67/21). And He is the mighty,
the wise.
3- O people, you shall commemorate (this) “Blessing” (93/11) of Al-lah upon you. Is there any
creator other than Al-lah that can --(now, here also thus)-- “provide” (2/25) for you from the sky
and the earth (29/17)? So (there is) not any Ilah (=God) except (thus) only He (28/70)!
But how can you still (thus) be deviated (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43 & 41/37 & …)?
4- But if they (still) reject you, (know that) definitely, the Messengers before you were (also
thus) rejected (22/42-44). And to Al-lah (all) the commands are (eventually thus) sent back
(65/8-9)!
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5- O people, certainly, (this) “promise” (31/8-9) of Al-lah is the Truth! So let not this worldly
life deceive you (57/20); and let not these deceivers (6/112-113) deceive you!
6- Certainly, the satan is an enemy to you (17/62-64); so you (too) shall take him (now) thus
as an enemy (3/175). (For) he is only calling his party (6/71 & 112-113) that they may
(eventually thus) be of the community of the burner (14/22)!
7- Those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27), for them (there will thereby thus come)
a severe retribution (22/19-22)! But those who have (thus) believed and worked for the
“Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,”
that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place:
2/25-26), for them (there will thereby thus come) a forgiveness (3/135-136), and a great payment
(22/23-24)!
8- So is (the one) who is (thus) adorned to him the badness of his work (9/37 & 13/33 & …),
and he sees it as a niceness (18/104-105)? So Al-lah --(because of their own crookedness and
betrayal here, in the first place; 2/26-27 thus)-- sends astray whomever He wants (13/27),
and He --(because of their own honesty and sincerity here, in the first place; 2/25-26 thus)---by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- “guides” whomever He wants (13/27)!
So let not your soul waste away for them in sorrow (now). (For) certainly, Al-lah is knower of
what they are doing (23/63 & 41/40 & …)!
9- And Al-lah is the One who sends the winds, to stir up the clouds, and (then) We drive them
towards a dead land, and --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on those both
sides-- (thus) give “life” with it to the earth, after its death (7/57); likewise is the resurrecting
(43/11)!
10- Whoever seeks the dignity (should know that) the dignity belongs to Al-lah, totally!
To Him ascends --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in the upper regions, on those
both sides-- the good Word (14/24-25), and (such) a righteous “work” (2/25) thus raises it up
--therein! But those who are still (thus) scheming the badnesses (13/33 & 9/37 & …), for them
--(thus as a most equitable and just recompense here again; 40/40)-- (there will thus come)
a severe retribution (10/27)! And the scheming of those (13/33 & 9/37 & …), it will (also thus)
fail (here; 10/21)!
11- Al-lah created you from dust (=all those elements present in earth crust), then from a tiny
drop (=sperm), then He (thus) made you as pairs (53/45-46).
And no female conceives, nor does she give birth, except with His knowledge (13/8-9)!
And no living one attains such a (long) lifespan, (nor) anything is shortened of his lifespan
(22/5), except that --(it will thus be recorded beforehand)-- in a Written Document --(by the
specific permission and command of Al-lah, at that time again, in the first place herein; 57/22)!
Certainly, this is for Al-lah easy (to do).
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12- And the two seas are not alike; this is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables, on the right
side-- “tasty” and “sweet,” pleasant to drink, and this is --on the left side-- “salty” and “bitter!”
And from each (of them) you eat --now, thus also therein, on that left side-- tender “meat,” and
bring out --on that right side-- “jewelry” which you wear. And you see --now, thus also therein
again-- the “ships” sailing in them, so that you may (thus) seek of His “Favor” (10/58), and that
you may be appreciative!
13- (Here), He joins --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, on the left side-the “night” with --on the right side-- the “day;” and joins --on the right side-- the “day” with --on
the left side-- the “night!” And He has (thus) committed (in your service) --now, thus also therein
again, on the right side-- the “sun,” and --on the left side-- the “moon;” each (of them) is flowing
--(thus in their specific orbits; 36/40)-- to a named appointed time (81/1-2…)! This is Al-lah,
your (one and only) Lord (42/10); to Him belongs (all) the Ruling Dominion (17/111)! But those
whom you are (still) calling upon --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “lords”
outside/beside Al-lah here)-- other than Him (9/31 & 3/80 & 41/37 & …) cannot (create and)
rule (even) a whit!
14- If you call on them (now), --(that they may intercede for you before Al-lah, or help you
here)-- they do not hear your call. And even if they heard, they could not respond to you
(21/28 & 7/197)! And on the Day of Resurrection, they will (thus) reject your --(by thus adopting
them as other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Al-lah here; 9/31)-- partner making (3/79-80)!
And (none) can inform you --(especially, thus through all of these 19 coded, matchless and
most Superb “Matematical Plannings” here)-- like the Cognizant (here; =17/88)!
15- O people, you are (thus always) needy towards Al-lah (27/62-64); and Al-lah, He is
(by never and absolutely being in no need of anyone and anything; 14/8) --now, thus also on the
left side here-- the Rich, --on the right side here-- the Praiseworthy!
16- If He wills, He can make you go (now), and (thus) --(again via such a micro, or macro
most wondrous “evolutionary creation” technique)-- bring forth a new creation (14/19).
17- And this is not for Al-lah a mighty (task)! (36/82)
** We have clearly seen before this thus also in this Verse (14/19) that our supreme Lord can thus create,
whenever He wills, a new creation via this kind of a micro or/and macro most wondrous “evolutionary
creation technique” (4/133) --(thus employing all those natural laws and causes again, He has thus most
Wisely and precisely created and ordained in the very beginning, or by totally bypassing them and
making it instantly, whenever He wills; 36/79). So we should also definitely know here that recently a
magnificent discovery has been made by some credible scientists, which clearly indicates that the DNA of
all these living beings (especially, first and foremost human beings here) our supreme Lord has thus
created via His most Wise and wondrous “evolutionary creation” technique are found to be eventually
thus always arranged within a magnificent “Mathematical Calculation” and perfect “Symmetry” on those
both sides, and again governed by that most unique Fibonacci series which is crowned by code 19 (please,
certainly see now “A Golden Ratio Miracle” document); and thereby, we may expect that these kind of
discoveries will thus come out in the near future also in a much deeper and extensive manner, which will
thus clearly show us again the fulfillment of the most specific promise of our supreme Lord, here in this
respect again, thus in the first place (=41/53)!
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18- And no burdened (soul) can bear the burden (of the sins) of another. And if the heavily
(burdened) one calls (another) to his load (of sins), he will not be loaded from it anything, even if
he be a close (relative, friend). So you can only warn (now) those who reverence their Lord
(39/23) in the unseen (6/103), and observe the Support duty (33/56)! And (henceforth), whoever
is thus “cleansed” (20/75-76), he will only be “cleansed” for (the good of) his own soul (20/76)!
And (then thus) to Al-lah will be the (final) destiny (56/83-94)!
19- And --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, on the left side-- the “blind,”
and --on the right side-- the “seer” are not equal!
20- And not --on the left side-- the “darknesses,” and --on the right side-- the “light!”
21- And not --on the right side-- the “shade,” and --on the left side-- the “heat!”
22- And --now, thus also therein again, on the right side-- the “living,” and --on the left side-the “dead” are not equal!
Certainly, Al-lah (henceforth thus) makes hear whomever He wants (here; 13/27), but you
cannot make (those) who are in the graves (36/31-32) hear!
23- You are only (thereby thus) a Warner (34/46)!
24- Certainly, We have (thus) sent you with the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most
specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 39/41) as --now, thus also above, on that right side-- a bearer of Good News,
and --on that left side-- a Warner! And (there was) not any society except that (such) a Warner
(certainly) went to them (26/208).
25- But if they (still) reject you, (know that) definitely, those before them (thus also) rejected.
Their Messengers came to them with the “Clear Proofs,” and with the “Scriptures” (26/196),
and with the enlightening “Written Document” (5/44 & …).
26- Then --(because of this; 40/5)-- I overtook those who disbelieved (therein); so
(consequently), how was My denial (22/44-45)!
27- Do you not see that certainly, Al-lah sends down from the sky water, and We (thus) bring
forth with it fruits (7/57), various in their colors. And of the mountains (there are) white peaks
and red, various in their colors, and others are black.
28- And (also) of the people, and (all) the creatures, and the livestock, various in their colors.
Thus only the knowers --(especially also of This here; 13/19) from among His servants thus
(truly) reverence Al-lah (39/23)! Certainly, Al-lah is mighty, forgiver!
29- Certainly, those who recite the “Written Document” (=thus also a reference here to that most
specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23) of Al-lah, and observe the Support duty (33/56), and
distribute from what We have “provided” for them (2/25) --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on the left side-- “secretly,” and --on the right side-- “publicly” (16/75) may expect
an (eternal) gain that will never perish!
30- (For) He will give to them fully their payments (29/58), and He will (also) augment for them
of His favor (32/17)! Certainly, He is (thus) forgiver, appreciative (76/22)!
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31- And what We have (thus) inspired to you of the “Written Document” (39/23), it is the
“Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41) (thus) fulfilling what is
before it (please, see again in this respect now: The Words of Moses 18/18 = 24/18 & 22)
(The Words of Jesus 16/37 = 4/24 & 26) (The Words of Muhammad 9/9 = 18/15)!
(Then) certainly, Al-lah is --now, thus also on that left side therein-- Cognizant, --on that right
side-- Seer of His servants (22/77)!
32- Then We have (thus) made inheritors of (this) “Written Document” (39/23) those whom
We have (thus) chosen (now) of Our servants (27/59). But of them (there are those) who (thus)
act unjustly (here; 63/9-11) to their own souls; and of them (there are those) who act moderately,
and of them (there are those) who excel in (deeds of) the “Goodness” (=thus an exclusive
reference here to those most specific “Goodness,” which consist of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 16/30), by the permission of Al-lah!
This (fact), it is the great Favor!
33- Gardens of Eden, they will (thus) enter therein (38/49-54)! They will be adorned therein
with bracelets of gold and pearls, and their garments therein are (made of) silk.
34- And they said: All praise belong to Al-lah, the One who has (thus) removed from us (now)
(all) grief (6/33 & …). Certainly, our Lord is Forgiver, Appreciative --(of all those “Righteous
Deeds” they have thus “worked” on here; 76/22)!
35- The One who has (thus) admitted us into the Abode of eternity (here), out of His grace.
So no tiredness will ever touch us herein, and no boredom will ever touch us herein!
36- But those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27); for them (there will thus come)
the fire of Hell! It will not be decreed upon them so that they die (therein), and (nothing) will be
lightened for them of His retribution. For thus We requite --(in a most equitable and just manner
here again; 40/17, 40)-- every disbeliever --(for what they thus do here; 22/72 & 60/2 &
85/4-10 & …)!
37- And they will cry out therein: Our Lord, (please) take us out (of this Hell now), that we may
work for a “Righteous Deed” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables,
in the first place: 2/25-26), other than we were (thus) working for (23/63-67)!
(But Al-lah said): Did We not give you a lifespan (long enough) that (anyone) who would take
commemoration (therein) could (thus) take “Commemoration” (39/23) therein, and (also)
the Warner (=this Messenger of the Covenant; 40/18) thus came to you!
So taste (now); for (there will) not (be) for those --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this
most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs” here again-- (thus hostile; 22/72 & 60/2 & ... and arrogant; 39/59) unjust ones
(39/24-26) any helper!
38- Certainly, Al-lah is Knower of (all) the unseen of the skies and the earth (10/61)! Certainly,
He is (also thus) Knower of (all) contents of the chests (67/13-14).
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39- He is the One who has (thus) made you successors on the earth (6/165). So (henceforth),
whoever (thus) disbelieves (2/26-27), upon him (will be) his disbelief (22/72)!
And their disbelief --now, thus also of those 19 coded Tables here again-- will not augment for
these disbelievers, in the sight of their Lord, --on account of the left side therein-- except a doom,
and their disbelief will not augment for these disbelievers --on account of the right side therein-except a loss (7/40-41)!
40- Say: So do you see your partners (now), those whom you call upon --(by thus adopting them
as other/partner false “gods” outside/beside Him here)-- other than Al-lah (9/31 & 21/29 &
25/43)? Show me (then) what is it that they (ever) created from the earth (13/16), or is there a
partnership for them in the skies (17/111)? Or did We give them a Written Document, and they
are upon a Clear Proof from it (now)? No, these unjust ones (39/24) are not promising, some of
them to some, except (such) deceits (here; 4/120 & 6/112-113 & …)!
41- Certainly, Al-lah is --(by also thus employing again all those physical, natural laws; 7/185
and fundamental forces; 41/11 & 51/47 that He has thus most Wisely and powerfully created
and ordained within all of His most accurate and precise “Mathematical Computations” in the
very beginning)-- (at every moment and always) holding the skies and the earth, lest they
collapse. And if they collapse, none can hold them, after Him. Certainly, He is (thus) clement,
forgiver (22/65).
42- And they swore by Al-lah their strongest oaths, that if a warner came to them, they would be
better/best guided than anyone (else) among the societies! But (here), when a Warner (=this
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant;” 7/2) has (thus) come to them (now), it does not augment
them except in aversion (17/41)!
43- Acting arrogantly on the earth, and scheming the badnesses! But the scheming of these
badnesses (13/33 & 8/30) will not haunt (in the end) except its own people (13/33-34)!
So are they (still) waiting (now) but for the principle of the past ones (8/38)? And you will not
find --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again-- in the “principle” of Al-lah --for/on
the left side-- any change, and you will not find in the “principle” of Al-lah --for/on the right
side-- any alteration (29/47, 49)!
44- So do they not roam the earth and see (now), how was the consequence of those before
them; they were (even) stronger than them in power (22/44-46)! And Al-lah is not that anything
can enfeeble Him in the skies, and not on the earth (17/111)! (For) certainly, He is knower, (thus
powerful) Measurer (6/65)!
45- And if Al-lah were (immediately) to punish the people for what they (thus) earn (10/7-8,
27), He would not leave upon its surface any (such evil committing) creature. But in fact, He is
(thus) respiting them (now, for this reason; 30/41 & 32/21) to a named appointed time. So when
their appointed time (thus) comes (63/10-11), certainly, Al-lah is (then) of (all of) His servants
(thus) Seer (56/83-94)!
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CHAPTER 36
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Yaa, Seen.
2- By the “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Reading,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69) full of
Wisdom!
3- Certainly, you are (thus) one of the Messengers.
4- Upon (such) a (forever) standing Path (6/161)!
5- A “sending down” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” as it is “sent down” thus here again,
in the first place: 39/23) of --now, thus also on the left side therein-- the Mighty, --on the right
side-- the Merciful (Al-lah)!
6- That you may (henceforth thus) warn a people (40/18) whose parents were never --(here,
in this manner; 74/36-37)-- warned (before this; 34/44), and they are (still) unaware (of this;
39/23)!
7- Definitely, (this) “Saying” has (thus) truly come --(in this specific manner; 27/84-85 now)-upon many of them; so --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus
sincerely and rightfully decide to return to Al-lah here, in the first place; 3/86-89)-- do not
believe.
8- Certainly, We have placed --(because of their own betrayal and obduracy here again, in the
first place; 2/26 & 41/5)-- around their necks (unseen) shackles (now; 2/7), (reaching) up to
the chins; for they are --(thus in their own obduracy here; 41/5)-- revolting!
9- And We have (also thus) made an (unseen) barrier before them and a barrier behind them,
and We have (thus) covered them over (now); for they --(because of their own crooked and ill
attitudes here again; 2/171 & 74/31 thus deliberately)-- do not see (11/20)!
10- So (henceforth), it is the same for them; whether you warn them, or not warn them,
--(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully decide
to return to Al-lah here, in the first place again; 3/86-89)-- will not believe.
11- So you can warn only (those) who have (thus) followed the “Commemoration” (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), and (thus) reverence Al-lah
(even) in the unseen (5/94). So you shall give him good news (now) with (such) a forgiveness
(3/135-136), and (thus) an honorable payment (29/58)!
12- Certainly We, (here), We (thus) give life to the dead (6/36); and We are writing what they
have already (thus actually) sent forth (here) (73/20), and their consequences --(which may thus
still be written as “righteous deeds” in their record, even after their death here, when/if they thus
continue to be beneficial and provide righteous fruits for/among all humanity here; 41/33).
And every wanted thing We have (thus) counted it within a clear Record (18/49)!
13- So you shall cite for them (now) this allegory of the community of the City: When those
Messengers came to it.
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14- Thus We sent to them two (Messengers), but they (immediately) rejected them; so We
supported (them) by a third. And they (again) said: Certainly, we are (thus) to you Messengers
of (Al-lah)!
15- (But) they said: You are nothing but humans like us, and The Gracious (Al-lah) has not sent
anything (here). So you are only lying (in His Name)!
16- They said: Our Lord knows that certainly, we are (thus) to you Messengers --(sent by Him).
17- And there is not upon us (any responsibility here) except the clear delivery (of His
Message)!
18- They said: Certainly, we are (badly) omened (now) because of you. So if you do not
(immediately) stop --(preaching this Message), we will stone you (to death), and (thus) a painful
retribution will touch you from us!
19- They said: (Henceforth), your (bad) omen is (always) with you --(because of your rebellion
against Al-lah here), for you have (thus) been reminded --(of His Message, but thus hostilely and
obdurately rejected it). No, (because) you are an excessive people!
20- And a man came from the farthest part of the City, running, and he said: O my nation,
follow these Messengers.
21- Follow (those) who do not ask you for any payment, and they are guided ones --(by Al-lah)!
22- And why should I not serve --(thus always and forever as one and only God here; 28/70)-the One who initiated me (12/40); and (then) to Him you will be brought back!
23- Shall I take other than Him (such) gods (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43 & 41/37 & …), that if
The Gracious intends for me any harm, their intercession cannot avail me (21/28) with any
wanted thing, and they cannot rescue me?
24- Certainly, I would be, then, in a clear straying!
25- Certainly, I have (thus) believed in your Lord --(thus always and forever as one and only
God; 28/70); so (please), listen to me!
26- (Thereupon, when those hostile disbelievers instantly attacked and killed him therein),
It was said --(to him by those Angels, thus immediately at the time of his death therein): Enter
the Garden (16/32)! He said: Oh, (I wish) my nation knew,
27- that my Lord has (thus) forgiven me, and made me of the honored ones (here; 56/88-91,
in the Paradise; 16/32)!
28- And We did not send down upon his nation, after him, any armies from the sky; and
We were (in no need to) send (them) down.
29- (For) it was not, except a single cry --(just before that annihilation), and (behold), they were
(totally) stilled!
30- Alas for (these) servants; (for) there did not come to them any (such) Messenger but they
were (always thus) mocking at him.
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31- Do they not see how many generations We have annihilated before them? And that
certainly, they are to them not coming back (23/99-100).
32- For every (of them) are but gatherings at Us (now), as --(all of them have thus already been
admitted into that Hell, or into that Paradise, immediately at the time of their death herein
again)-- (thus) summoned ones (therein; 16/28-29 X 32)!
33- And a sign for them is the dead land; (here), We have (thus) given life to it (7/57), and
brought forth from it grains; of which they are eating.
34- And We have made therein Gardens of date palms and grapes, and We have caused springs
to gush out therein.
35- So that they may --(now, here also thus)-- eat from (all of) its “fruits” (7/57)! And their
hands have not made it (27/60); so will they (still) not appreciate (it)?
36- Glory be to the One who (thus) created the “couples/pairs,” every of them; of what
the earth grows (26/7), and of their own souls (51/21), and of (those) --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here again-- what they (thus) surely know (=2/25)!
37- And a sign for them is the night; (here), We remove therefrom the daylight, and (behold),
they are in darkness.
38- And the sun is --(thus in a constant speed)-- running towards a (specific) location (as
ordained by Al-lah) for it. And this is the --(most precise and accurate Mathematical)-measurement of --now, thus also on the left side here-- the Mighty, --on the right side here-- the
Knower (Al-lah)!
39- And the moon; (here), We have measured for it stages, until it becomes --(in its own orbit,
which is thus essentially 19 coded again)-- like an old curved sheath.
40- Not the sun, that it could be sought for it to overtake the moon; and not the night, that
it could outstrip the day. For every (of them: sun, moon, and earth) are (thus in different and
specific) orbits --(which are thus all essentially 19 coded again)-- thus glorifying (Al-lah; 17/44)!
** This precise (singular) term: “falak” (=course) which was thus specifically used by our supreme Lord
in that Quran (Surah Yaseen, Verse 40), and was thus explained therein by prophet Muhammad (peace be
upon him) in a most appropriate and wonderful “Literary” and “Proverbial” perspective (please, see again
in this respect now that important explanation under 2/282);
is now thus specifically used in the above Verse as (plural) “fuluk” (=orbits) by our supreme Lord in this
Quran Testament, and is thus explained herein by prophet Muhammad’s long awaited and anticipated
descendant, this “Messenger of the Covenant” again in a most proper and marvelous “Mathematical” and
“Scientific” perspective here, in this most critical Final Age (2/282).

41- And a sign for them is that We have (thus) carried (now) their offspring in the well equipped
ships.
42- And We have (also) created for them the like of it (=many air and ground vehicles), that
they are riding in.
43- But if We willed, We could --(by also thus depriving them now of all oxygen therein)-suffocate them --(in sea, air, or land). And then (there would) not (be) any aid for them (therein),
and they would not be rescued.
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44- (But now their being aided and rescued herein is always)-- only by mercy from Us; and
provision for a while --(thus to test them here; 21/35)!
45- But when it is said to them (now): Guard yourselves against what is before you and what is
behind you --(of which satan and his army are thus trying to deceive them by adorning both of
them in their eyes here; 41/25)-- so that you may attain mercy!
46- But there does not come to them any “Sign” (now) of the “Signs” of their Lord (=thus a
reference here to (each) one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) they are (still) from them
(immediately) turning away!
47- And when it is said to them (now): (You shall thus) distribute --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here-- of what Al-lah has “provided” for you --therein (=16/75)! Those who
have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) said to those who have (thus) believed (2/25-26): Shall we feed
--now, thus also in those upper regions therein-- (those) whom, if Al-lah willed, He would have
(in the first place) fed them --in that lowest region? So you are (thus) only in a clear straying!
(=14/26-29)
48- And they are (still) saying: When (will) this promise (come to pass) then, if you are truthful
ones?
49- They are not waiting but for a single cry that will (thus) overtake them (44/15-16), and
(while) they are (still) disputing.
50- And (then) they will not be able to make any recommendation (therein), and they will never
go back to their families.
51- And --(immediately after those big disasters thus hit therein; 44/15-16 and also all the others
at the time of their natural death in the end of their normal lifespan herein, in this world,
when they are thus put to death by those Angels herein; 16/28-29)-- the horn is (immediately)
blown (for them); and (then) they will --(thus in the other world, in that Hell; 16/28-29 thus
instantly)-- (rise) from (their) beds, towards their Lord, running!
52- They will say (therein): O woe to us, who has thus awakened us --(with/in their new bodies
that will thus be exactly the similar/same in form therein, even to the fingertips herein; 75/3-4)-from our resting places? This is what The Gracious (Al-lah) promised. So the Messengers (=this
Messenger of the Covenant, and all those believers who thus invite all humanity to Al-lah here,
and thus warn them also in this most specific respect here; 12/108 & 6/130)-- told the truth!
53- So it is only (thus) a single cry --(just before those big disasters; 44/15-16); and then they
are --(thus immediately at the time of their death therein; 16/28-29 X 32 will thus instantly be)-gathered at Us, as summoned ones!
54- So today, no soul will be treated unjustly in the least, and you will not be requited except for
what you were (thus) “working” on (16/28-29 X 32)!
55- So (henceforth), the community of the Garden, today, are in an occupation (here; 16/32),
enjoying.
56- They and their spouses are in (pleasant) shades, reclining on (raised) couches.
57- For them (there are) therein (many) fruits, and for them (will thus be given) whatever they
call for.
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58- And --(as a most precious reward, there will be)-- a greeting of “Peace” --(directly spoken
unto them)-- by the merciful Lord (Himself)!
59- But be away today, O you criminals (7/40)!
60- Did I not pledge unto you, O children of Adam, that you shall not serve the Satan? (For)
certainly, he was to you (thus) a clear enemy (35/6)?
61- And you shall (thus) serve Me alone (12/40 & 22/77); (for) this is the (forever) standing
Path (6/161)!
62- And definitely, he (thus) led astray from among you numerous people (17/62-65 &
6/112-113). So did you (still) not (see and) comprehend (this)?
63- So this is the Hell (now), that you were (thus) being promised.
64- You shall get into it today, for that you were (thus) disbelieving (2/26-27 & 41/5 &
22/72 & …)!
65- Today We seal upon their mouths, and their hands will speak to Us, and their feet will bear
witness to what they were (thus) earning (10/27)!
66- And if We willed, We could veil upon their eyes (now), and (then) they would rush to (find)
the path; but how could they see (then; 6/46)?
67- And if We willed, We could freeze them upon their places (now), and (then) they would not
be able to walk ahead, nor go back.
68- And to whomever We give a long lifespan, We (eventually thus) revert him (to weakness)
in creation (16/70). So will they (still) not comprehend (this; 21/10 while they are thus physically
and mentally still strong and capable here; 68/43)?
69- And We have not taught him (=Messenger of the Covenant here; 7/158) the poetry
--(that would be composed of many rhyming vain and futile “words/letters,” and without any
precise Mathematical calculation here)-- and it would never behove him --(to utter such vain and
futile “words/letters” here).
So it is certainly (thus) a --most Superbly calculated and measured-- “Commemoration” (=thus
also an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) and (thus)
a clear “Reading” --on those 19 coded Tables here again, on that left side and on that right side
here; 17/106 thus as a matchless, most meaningful and most Superb “Reading” sent down by
Al-lah here; 17/88)!
70- So that (henceforth), he may (thus) warn (34/46) (all those) who are alive, and (this)
“Saying” (69/40-43) may (thus) truly occur against (these) disbelievers (27/84-85)!
71- So do they not see that certainly, We have created for them, of what Our hands have (thus)
made, (many) livestock that they (thus) own them?
72- And We have (thus) subdued them for them. So (some) of them they ride (16/8), and (of
some) of them they may eat (6/143-144).
73- And for them (there are) therein (many other) benefits (16/5-6) and (also) drinks (16/66).
So will they (still) not be appreciative (76/3)?
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74- But they have (thus) taken (for themselves) other than Al-lah (such) gods (9/31 & 21/29 &
25/43 & 41/37 & …), that they may be helped (by them).
75- But they are never able to help them; but (still) they are for them ready armies --(thus by
directly praying them going near/towards their tombs, shrines, or statues, monuments, etc. now,
and thus by always standing guard thereabout; 35/13-14)!
76- So let not their (such) sayings (15/6 & 21/5 & …) grieve you (now); (for) certainly, We
know what they are hiding, and what they are making public (11/5)!
77- Does the human not see that certainly, We have (thus) created him from a tiny drop (=sperm
cell); but (behold), he is a clear disputer (against Us now)?
78- And (here), he has cited for Us an allegory, (while) forgetting his own creation, he said:
Who will give life to (these) bones, and (when) they are (all) rotten (in the graves)?
79- Say: The One who has (thus) constructed them --(here, thus in the wombs; 23/14)-- the first
time will give them life (again)! For He is of “every creating style” Knower (56/60-61)!
** Our supreme Lord has in the first place thus made clear to us in this Quran Testament that He will
awaken all humans on that ultimate Day of Resurrection (39/67-68) when He will thus expand again
the universe after that Big crunch therein (21/104) thus on that new earth in that new universe, with/in our
new bodies that will exactly be the similar/same in form again therein, even to all of our bones and
fingertips here (75/3-4), totally in a different creating style, we may never know now, thus perhaps only
in 9 minutes, or seconds, or instantly at once, unlike this creation style in this world that takes about
9 months here (56/60-61)! For that reason, at the end of this Verse above, it is thus specifically
emphasized that our supreme Lord is the Knower of “every creation style” (=bekulli khalqen) therein.
For our supreme Lord is thus fully Powerful and Capable of creating, whenever/whatever He wills,
employing all those physical, natural laws, He has thus created and ordained in the very beginning,
by all of His most precise and accurate “Mathematical Calculations” here (7/185) in a specific time period
thus determined by Him beforehand (2/117), and He is also thus fully Powerful and Capable of bypassing
or wholly changing all of these physical, natural laws, and thus creating with totally new and different
laws and causes, or without any such laws and causes we can perceive here at all, thus in a very short time
period, or all instantly at once, for whenever/whatever He wills, and hence He is thus one and only Al-lah,
who is thus unmistakably and clearly introduced as “Knower of every creation style” (=bekulli khalqen
Aleem) above!

80- The One who has (thus) made for you, from the green trees, a fiery (energy), and (behold),
you are (thus) burning from it (now).
81- So is not the One who has (thus) created the skies and the earth (also able to) Measure
--(on that ultimate Day of Resurrection)-- upon creating (again) the like of them --(thus even to
their fingertips here; 75/3-4)? Yes indeed; for He is the Creator, the Knower!
82- His command, when He intends for any wanted thing, is only to say to it “Be,” and it --(in
the manner He has thus intended in the first place, and in the time period He has thus deemed
appropriate therein)-- is (2/117)!
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As we have already thus clearly seen in these Verses (21/30 & 71/14-15), our supreme Lord has thus
created this universe and all living beings on earth via His most Wise and wondrous “evolutionary
creation” technique, thus (also based on numerous most solid and firm scientific evidences now in this
regard) respectively in about 14 and 4 billion years, by His most Wise and powerful command “Be,”
immediately after He has thus completed His “conceptual creation” stage thus in six Days therein
(41/9-12), which thus specifically refers to and indicates here His “idha araada shayan” (=when He
intends a thing; 36/82), or “idha qadaa amran” (=when He decrees a command; 2/117) initial “conceptual
creation” decisions and actions, in the first place.
So henceforth, we should never be misled by those fanatical anti evolutionary creation and hence
“Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjal) ideologies, in this most critical Final Age, which have thus falsely and
ignorantly claimed that “God created all universe and all living beings just in six (twenty four hour) days,
thus all instantly and as separately, in the first place, and then in the sixth day He has created those
first humans apart from all those other living beings thus all instantly and separately therein again,
this time in His own physical image, as His own real sons!” (5/17-18), and thereby thus falsely and
ignorantly deified all humans, and especially Ezra and Jesus here, first of all (9/30) under the influence of
deceitful Satan therein (38/79-83)!
For our supreme Lord has thus created this universe and all living beings and us on earth via His most
Wise and wondrous “evolutionary creation” method, without touching a hand, thus by His most Wise and
powerful command “Be,” after He has thus created and determined every minute detail within all of
His most accurate and precise “Mathematical Calculations” in the very beginning, thus in His “conceptual
creation stage” in these six Days therein (41/9-12), and has thus made most Miraculously and absolutely
possible therein the coming into existence of this universe and all living beings and humans on earth, thus
respectively in about 14 and 4 billion years --(because after He has thus most elaborately planned and said
“Be” to anything He has thus willed, it is absolutely impossible for it “not to Be” thereafter)-- in the way
He has thus intended in the first place, and under His constant watch and permanent control over them
at every moment herein (2/117). And we should also never forget here that our supreme Lord can thus
intervene in this most Wise and wondrous “evolutionary creation” procedure, whenever/wherever
He wants, and may have thus directed, and can thus direct it again, at any moment, in the way He wants,
by employing all His natural, physical laws and causes again, or sometimes bypassing them all and
without using any such laws and causes we can perceive at all therein (for example, in that most notable
Cambrian Explosion, or when that transition from sea to land, etc. amazing phenomena occurred) and has
thus quickened these phenomena in a most Miraculous manner, which still amazes and bewilders all
scientists in many ways now.
And we should also never forget here that on that ultimate Day of Resurrection, when our supreme Lord
will thus create that new universe and all living beings and us therein (21/104) after His most Wise and
powerful command “Be” again, thus by totally different creation techniques, we may never know them
now here, and thus will create everything therein in a most swift and perhaps all in an instant manner,
thus again essentially on both sides 19 coded, magnificent Symmetrical, in pairs fashion (21/30 & 51/49)
thus in a most Wise and perfect manner (74/30 = 41/53) therein again (21/104 & 36/79)!

83- So glory be to the One in Whose hand is the “Ruling Dominion” of every wanted thing
(17/111); and to Him (all of) you --(immediately at the time of this death here; 16/28-29 X 32
thus instantly)-- will be brought back (56/83-94)!
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CHAPTER 37
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- By those --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- lining up (Angels)
in a line!
2- And those --on the right side-- marching ahead (Angels) in a march!
3- And (thus on those both sides therein) the reciters of a “Commemoration” (=thus an exclusive
reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)!
4- (Then) certainly, your Ilah (=God) is thus One --(here, also thus especially in the respect that
henceforth, no one can bring a “Commemoration” like this one forever here; 17/88 and thereby
no one can be rival to Him in this most specific respect forever here; 112/4)!
5- (He is) the Lord of the skies and the earth, and whatever between them (19/65), and the Lord
of --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, on the right side-- the “easts!”
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (37/1-5),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Majestic Miracle,” and then also “A Delivering
Miracle” document, in these respects, here in the first place.

6- Certainly, We have adorned the nearest sky with an adornment of the planets.
7- And We have (thus) guarded (it) (=all the universe, which has thus perfectly been designed
as seven skies by Al-lah herein; 2/29) from every rebellious satan.
8- So they cannot listen (therein) to the High Assembly (=Al-lah, and all His highest ranking
“eight Angel servants” therein; 69/17 who are thus around His Throne, that is thus above and
beyond all this universe/universes; 70/4, and thus all of His most important and critical Heavenly
Messages and Commandments, which are thus always and only decreed therein by Al-lah alone,
in the first place, and thereafter thus dispatched by His specific command to all of His numerous
Angel servants in this universe by His highest ranking “eight Angels servants” therein again);
for they (=those satans of jinns) are bombarded (here, throughout/within this universe) from
every direction,
9- Driven away --(thus also by all those most fierce and harmful radioactive rays); and for them
(there is thus) a constant retribution (here, throughout/within this universe).
10- But whoever snatches away (something) stealthily, a most fierce (radioactive) projectile
--(thus also constantly produced by all those greatest black holes, or neutron stars therein)-immediately follows him.
11- So ask them: Are they stronger in creation (here; 4/28), or (those Angels) whom We have
(thus) created --(of unseen matter, most powerful energy)? (But) certainly, We have (thus)
created the (humans) from a moist clay (=thus a reference to all those specific elements present
in earth clay here again, in the first place; 35/11).
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12- No, you are awed, but they are (still) despising.
13- And when they are “Commemorated” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/23), they do not take “Commemoration!”
14- And whenever they see (such) a “Sign” (6/4 = 26/5), they are (still) despising.
15- And they said: This is nothing but a clear enchantment (21/2-4)!
16- (And then) when we die and become dust and bones (here in the graves), shall we (actually)
--(immediately at the time of this death here, thus in the other world, in that Hell; 16/28-29 or
in that Paradise; 16/32 thus instantly)-- be the awakened ones (36/48-64)?
17- And our first elders --(who are thus their chiefs and great ones here; 33/67 commanding
them thus to utterly reject and despise this “Commemoration” now here; 37/12-14)?
18- Say: Yes indeed; and you will (then) be (forcibly) summoned.
19- For it is only a single nudge --(at the time of their death here), and then they will (thus) be
--(in the other world, in that Hell; 16/28-29 thus instantly stood up)-- looking (therein;
36/48-53)!
20- And (therein) they say: O woe to us, this is the Day of Religion!
21- (Here), this is the Day of Separation (60/3), which you were rejecting.
22- (O Angels; 74/31), then summon (now) those who --by having thus ungratefully rejected
now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) acted unjustly (39/24), and their spouses, and what
they were serving
23- beside Al-lah (9/31 & 25/3 & …). And guide them (now) into the path of the Blazing fire!
24- And stop them; certainly, they will be questioned.
25- So what is (the matter) with you, that you do not help one another (now)?
26- No, they are today (totally) surrendered.
27- And some of them approaches towards some, questioning one another;
28- They said: Certainly, you were coming to us --(by thus promising them here, if they utterly
reject this “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” they will greatly be rewarded by Al-lah and
thus immediately be admitted into Paradise; 70/36-38)-- thus from the Right side (56/27)!
29- They said: No, you (yourselves) were not believers.
30- And there was not for us upon you any evidence (16/100). No, you (yourselves) were (thus)
a transgressing people (7/185-186)!
31- So (this) “Saying” (69/40-43) of our Lord has thus truly occurred against us (27/84-85)!
So certainly, we will be tasting --(this retribution; 22/19-22)!
32- And (yes), We have caused you to deviate, for certainly, we (ourselves) were --(by thus
following Satan here, from the beginning)-- deviators (14/21-22)!
33- So certainly, they will be on that day, in the retribution (thus) partners (33/64-68).
34- (For) certainly, thus We do to (all) these criminals (7/40)!
35- (Because) certainly, they were, when it was said to them: There is no (other) ilah (=god)
(9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43 & …) but (always) thus --(one and only God)-- Al-lah (28/70), they were
acting arrogantly.
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36- And they were saying: Shall we indeed abandon our gods (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43 & …)
for the sake of a possessed by jinns (such) a poet (21/5)?
37- No, he has (thus) come (to them) with the “Truth” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that
most specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/41), and --(by thus fulfilling here all their most miraculous
prophecies)-- has (thus) confirmed the Messengers (please, in this respect see again now:
(Torah-Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-2) (Gospel-Jn. 6/27 = Mtw. 4/4 & Lk. 8/15) (Psalms 118/22-26 =
1/2-3) (Quran-A. Imraan 3/81 & 33/7-8 = Naml 27/93 & Ibrahim 14/24-25)!
** To clearly witness how this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,”
who is already thus unmistakably sent by our supreme Lord here, in this most critical Final Age, has thus
unmistakably and clearly fulfilled all those most miraculous prophecies of those great Prophets and
thereby thus fully “confirmed” (=saddaqa) --(here, especially and first of all, prophet Moses, and Jesus,
and David, and Muhammad again; peace be upon each of them)-- we should in the first place see now
“A Festive Miracle,” and then “A Joyful Miracle” document, and then also all those other most
Miraculous Documents one by one thereafter; and then we should also certainly see The Words of Moses
& The Words of Jesus & The Words of David & The Words of Muhammad documents, in their entirety,
in this respect, here in the first place.

38- So certainly, you will (thus) taste the painful retribution (22/19-22).
39- And you are --(thus in a most equitable and fair manner here again; 40/17, 40)-- requited
only for what you were (thus) “working” on (41/40 & 23/63-67; 22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-10
& …)!
40- Except (these) servants (22/77) of Al-lah who are (thus totally) devoted (to Him alone;
39/2-3).
41- Those are, for them (there will thus come) a known provision.
42- (Many) fruits; and they shall be honored (21/26 & 36/27 & …).
43- In the Gardens of bliss.
44- On furnishings close to one another.
45- The cups from a Spring will be offered to them.
46- Clear, delicious for the drinkers.
47- (There is) not in it any blurring, and they will not be exhausted thereby.
48- And with them are (attendants) dedicating (their) care (only to them), with large eyes.
49- They are (pure and elegant) like protected -egg shaped- pearls.
50- And some of them approaches (therein) towards some, questioning one another.
51- A sayer from among them said: Certainly, there was a friend of mine;
52- he used to say: Are you certainly of those who confirmed (it) as truthfulness (39/33)?
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53- When we die and become dust and bones (here, in the graves), shall we (actually)
--(immediately at the time of this death here, in the other world, in that Hell, or in that Paradise,
thus instantly)-- be requited --(for this, therein; 16/28-29 X 32)?
54- And he will say: Will you take a look --(and find out about him now)?
55- And (then) he will (also) look (himself), and (thus) see him in the heart of the Blazing fire.
56- (Then) he will say: By Al-lah, you would almost ruin me!
57- If it were not for the “Blessing” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Blessing,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
93/11) of my Lord, I would have been (with you now) of the confined ones --(in that Hell;
30/16)!
58- So will we never die (here),
59- except our past death --(in this world; 16/32)? And will we never be retributed (here;
44/56-57)?
60- (Then) certainly, this (fact), it is the great success!
61- (So henceforth), for the like of this (all) the workers shall (thus) “work” for (now here;
39/33-35)!
62- Is this better as an award, or the tree of bitterness?
63- Certainly, We have rendered it a punishment for these --by having thus ungratefully rejected
now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) unjust ones (39/24-26)!
64- Certainly, it is a tree that springs forth in the bottom of the Blazing fire.
65- Its flowers, they are (dirty and repulsive) like the satans’ heads.
66- And they will eat from it, and they will fill with it (their) bellies.
67- Then, certainly for them (there will be) upon it a mixture of boiling water.
68- Then, certainly their return will be to the Blazing fire!
69- (Because) certainly, they have found their parents (here) as strayers.
70- But they are (still) in their footsteps (thus) rushing ahead (43/23-24).
71- And definitely, many of the past ones thus (also) went astray before them (7/101-102).
72- And definitely, We sent among them (many) Warners.
73- So see (now), how was --(here, in this case; 4/18)-- the consequence of the warned ones
(8/50-52)!
74- Except (these) servants (22/77) of Al-lah who --(here, after this; 4/17)-- are (thus totally)
devoted (to Him alone; 39/2-3)!
75- And definitely, Noah (thus) called upon Us (54/10); and --(due to this therein; 10/103)-excellent Responders (were We)!
76- And We (thus) saved him (therein) and his family from the great distress (11/40-41).
77- And (then) We made his descendants (thus) the survivors (11/48).
78- And We left upon him (this nice remembrance) among (all) the subsequent generations:
79- Peace be upon Noah among the multitudes!
80- Certainly, like this We reward --(now, thus also here again)-- (27/59) (all) those nicely
acting ones (39/34)!
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81- Certainly, he was (one) of Our believing servants.
82- Then We --(because of their deep hostility and disbelief; 71/21-24 thus)-- drowned the
others (71/25)!
83- And certainly, of his progeny was Abraham.
84- When he came to his Lord with a surrendered heart.
85- Then he said to his father and his nation: What is it that you are (thus) serving?
86- Are you (thus) seeking (some) invented (false) gods instead of --(one and only true God)-Al-lah?
87- Then what is your thinking about the Lord of the multitudes?
88- And (then) he looked at the stars --(which they thus adopted as other/partner false “lords”
outside /beside Al-lah therein)-- with a (careful) look.
89- And (then) he said: Certainly, I am fed up --(with these; 6/76-79)!
90- And they (immediately) run away from him, turning (their) backs.
91- (Thereafter), he quietly went towards their gods (=idols, which they thus carved out with
their own hands; 37/95, thus to represent some angels therein again; 23/24 & 71/23 & …)
and said: Do you not eat?
92- What is (the matter) with you that you do not talk?
93- So then he (rapidly) turned upon them, (and thus totally destroyed them therein) striking
with the right hand!
94- And (thereupon), they rushed towards him, furiously.
95- (Abraham) said: Are you (still) serving --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false
“gods” outside/beside Al-lah therein)-- what you (yourselves) are (thus) carving out (with your
own hands)?
96- And (though) Al-lah has created you, and (all) what you are (thus) working (to carve out)!
97- They said: (Then) you shall (immediately) build for him a building, and (then) throw him
into the Blazing fire (therein)!
98- So they (thus) intended for him a snare; but (consequently), We (thus) made them the
humiliated ones (22/43-44)!
99- And (Abraham) said: Certainly, I am (thus) going to my Lord (21/71); (for surely), He will
guide me (26/77-78)!
100- My Lord, so (please), grant me (a child who will be) of the righteous!
101- So We gave good news to him of a clement boy (=Isaac).
102- And when he attained to running along with him, (Abraham) said (to him): O my son,
certainly, I see in my sleep that I should sacrifice you (now)! So (please) look, what is it that
you will see? (Isaac) said: O my father, (then) you should (immediately) do what you are (thus)
commanded (by Al-lah)! You will find me, if/by Al-lah wants, of the steadfast ones!
103- So when they both (thus) surrendered (to Al-lah therein), and he (thus) put his forehead
down (to sacrifice him),
104- We called to him (from Heaven): O Abraham!
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105- Definitely, you have (thus) fulfilled (this) seeing!
Certainly, like this We reward --(now, thus also here again)-- (48/27) (all) those nicely acting
ones (39/34)!
106- Certainly, this (fact), it is a clear test (74/31)!
107- So (thereupon), We ransomed him with a great sacrificial (animal).
108- And We left upon him (this nice remembrance) among (all) the subsequent generations:
109- Peace be upon Abraham!
110- And like this We reward --(now, thus also here again)-- (27/59) (all) those nicely acting
ones (39/34)!
111- Certainly, he was (one) of Our believing servants.
112- And We gave good news to him with Isaac --(thus also as a reward for his pious attitude
and total devotion to Al-lah here; 37/102): (That henceforth, he too would thus be) an Informer,
among the righteous (6/84-89)!
113- And We (thus) blessed upon him and upon Isaac. And among their descendants (there are
such) nicely acting ones (39/23), and (there are also thus) clear unjustly acting ones (39/24)
to their own souls (now)! (=4/162 X 4/161)
114- And definitely, We conferred a gift on Moses and Aaron.
115- And We (thus) saved them and their nation from the great distress.
116- And We (thus) helped them; so they were the winners (26/41-66)!
117- And We gave them the clear Written Document (=Torah; 21/48);
118- And (thus) We guided them into the standing Path (6/161)!
119- And We left upon two of them (this nice remembrance) among (all) the subsequent
generations:
120- Peace be upon Moses and Aaron!
121- Certainly, like this We reward --(now, thus also here again)-- (27/59) (all) those nicely
acting ones (39/34)!
122- Certainly, both of them were of Our believing servants.
123- And certainly, Elias was (one) of the Messengers.
124- When he said to his nation: Will you (still) not be pious?
125- (For) will you (still) call upon --(by thus adopting him as an other/partner false “lord”
outside/beside Al-lah therein)-- a Ba’l (=in their own esteem a very honorable male “Guardian”
angel, and the specific idol they thus carved out again with their own hands; 37/95 thus to
represent him therein), and (thus) forsake (Al-lah) the Nicest of creators (23/14)?
126- (Though) Al-lah is (thus) your (one and only) Lord (3/80), and the (one and only) Lord
(3/80) of (all of) your ancestors!
127- But they (still) rejected him; and (consequently), they had (thus) to be summoned (before
Him here; 36/31-32)!
128- Except (these) servants (22/77) of Al-lah who are (thus totally) devoted (to Him alone;
39/2-3)!
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129- And We left upon him (this nice remembrance) among (all) the subsequent generations:
130- Peace be upon (all) “Elias” (=Courageous) ones!
** The first “Elias” our supreme Lord has thus indicated in the above Verse using this most specific
plural form “Eliaseen” (=Elias ones) therein must, of course, thus be prophet Elias himself above
(37/123-127).
The second “Elias” (=in Torah and Gospel; “Elijah”) must be prophet John, who is specifically thus
called by prophet Jesus in Gospel before this (please, see in this respect now Matthew 11/13-15).
The third “Elias” must be messenger Rashad, who has thus been sent by our supreme Lord and thus
prepared the Way before this promised initial and prime “Messenger of the Covenant” here, who is thus
unmistakably sent in (the very beginning of) this most critical Final Age now.
The last “Elias” must be that specific Woman messenger, who will thus be sent by our supreme Lord and
will thus prepare the Way before that promised final and chief “Messenger of the Covenant” therein, who
will thus be sent near the end times of this most critical Final Age then (please, certainly see in this
respect again 18/83).
And to witness all those related most miraculous prophecies of prophet David and prophet Jesus and
prophet Muhammad (peace be upon each of them) in this regard, we should also certainly see again now
“An Awesome Miracle 1 & 2” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.

131- Certainly, like this We reward --(now, thus also here again)-- (27/59) (all) those nicely
acting ones (39/34)!
132- Certainly, he was (one) of Our believing servants.
133- And certainly, Lot was (one) of the Messengers.
134- Then We saved him and his family, all together.
135- Except an old woman, --(because of this; 66/10 she chose to stay behind)-- among the
doomed ones (27/57).
136- Then We --(because of their ardent hostility and disbelief; 11/78-80 thus)-- annihilated
(all) the others (11/81-83)!
137- And certainly, you are (still) passing by --(now also by watching on television, computer
screens, etc.)-- their (ruins) in the mornings,
138- And in the night! So will you (still) not comprehend (this; 21/1-4, 10 before it may thus be
too late here again also now; 44/10-16 & 63/10-11)?
139- And certainly, Jonah was (one) of the Messengers.
140- When he --(refraining from going and adequately warning that specific nation, as Al-lah
strictly commanded him to do so therein)-- ran away to the loaded ship.
141- And he cast lots --(with the crew of the ship therein, thus to identify the accursed one
among them, for that he advertently did not do what Al-lah thus strictly commanded him to do
therein)-- and was of the losers!
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142- And --(when he was thus thrown out of the ship into the sea, by the command of Al-lah
therein)-- the fish (immediately) swallowed him, and (while) he was reproaching himself.
143- And if it were not that certainly he --(by thus immediately repenting and sincerely and
rightfully returning therein to Al-lah; 4/17 thus)-- was of those who glorify (Al-lah; 33/42),
144- he would have stayed in its belly till the day --(until thus when he dies therein, and
immediately at the time of his death therein, like all other people here thus in the other world;
16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- would be awakened (36/52-54).
145- But We --(by thus most Mercifully and generously accepting his repentance therein; 25/70
thus eventually saved him and)-- had him thrown up into the desert, and (while) he was
exhausted.
146- And We (immediately) caused a gourd plant to grow over him --(thus to urgently protect
and feed him therein).
147- And (thereafter), We (again) sent him to a hundred thousand, or more.
148- And they (all) believed; so therefore, We gave them (lots of) goods (here) for a while
(10/98)! (please, also see now in this respect Bible, Jonah 1/1 … 4/11)
149- So ask them: Are (those) “daughters” --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the right side-- (really belong) to your Lord --(as actually they themselves thus fabricated and
falsely placed them therein), and (those) “sons” --on the left side-- (really belong) to them --(as
actually they themselves thus fabricated and falsely placed them therein) (13/33)?
150- Or did We create --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, on the right side-(those) “Angels” as females, and (while) they were witnesses?
151- Pay heed, certainly they are, of their own inventions (45/6-7), still saying:
152- Al-lah has --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again-- begotten (these)! And
certainly, they are (all) liars (X 112/3)!
153- (For) has He ever (really) chosen (those so called) “daughters” --on the right side-(as actually they themselves thus fabricated and falsely placed them therein; 53/19-22) upon
(those so called) “sons” --on the left side-- (as actually again they themselves thus fabricated and
falsely placed them therein; 37/125)?
154- (Then) what (is wrong) with you, how do you (still) judge --(in these crooked ways)?
155- Will you (still) not (rightfully) take “Commemoration” (=thus a reference here to that most
specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23)?
156- Or for you (is there) a clear evidence?
157- (Then) bring your written document --(that would be rival/equal to this Message; 52/34),
if you are truthful ones (=17/88)!
158- But they (still) made up --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again-- between
Him and --on the left side-- (those) “jinns” (such) a (false) kinship (37/150)! And definitely,
the jinns (already) know that certainly, they will also (thus all) be summoned --(before Him,
when their time comes; 6/128-130).
159- (So) glorified is Al-lah, far above (all) what they are still (thus falsely and crookedly)
concocting (37/149-153, 158)!
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160- Except these servants (22/77) of Al-lah who are (thus totally) devoted (to Him alone;
39/2-3)!
161- But certainly, you and what you are --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “lords”
outside/beside Him here)-- thus serving (9/31 & 41/37 & …),
162- you cannot provoke against Him (anyone),
163- except (those) who will --(because of this; 37/27-35 and here, only in this case again; 4/18
eventually thus)-- get into the Blazing fire!
164- And (those Angels said): There is none among Us, except that for him (there is thus) a
known rank --(as adequately bestowed upon him by Al-lah here; 35/1).
165- And certainly we, (so), we are those --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the left side-- who line up (in the Way of Al-lah)!
166- And certainly we, (so), we are those --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again,
on the right side-- who glorify (with praise of Al-lah)! (=37/1-2)
167- But they are (still) saying:
168- Had (there really been) with us (such) a “Commemoration” (now; 39/23) --(as it has
already thus unmistakably and clearly been foretold here; 37/36-37)-- by (all of those) past ones
(=previous Informers; 21/5),
169- we would have surely been the (first and foremost) devoted servants (46/10-11) of Al-lah!
170- So they have (thus) disbelieved in “It” (=that “Comemoration” now; 41/41); so
(henceforth), soon they will know!
171- And definitely, Our word has already (thus) gone forth unto (all of) Our servants, the
Messengers:
172- Certainly they, (here), they will be the assisted ones;
173- And certainly Our armies, (here), they will (thus) be the (ultimate) winners (58/21-22)!
174- So you shall turn away from them (now) until a while.
175- And watch them; and soon they (too) will watch (and thus see the consequences of their
ungratefully and arrogantly rejecting) --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, the left
side-- (7/40)!
176- So do they (still) seek to hasten (now) Our retribution (44/10-16 & 8/50-52)?
177- But when it (thus) comes down on their fields (52/44-47), (what) ugly indeed will be the
morning of (thus) warned ones (34/46)!
178- So you shall turn away from them (now) until a while.
179- And watch; and soon they (too) will watch (and thus see the consequences of their
ungratefully and arrogantly rejecting) --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, the right
side-- (7/41)!
180- Glorified is your Lord, the Lord of (all) Dignity (35/10), far above what they are still (thus
falsely and corruptly) concocting (21/22 & 23/91 & …)!
181- And peace be upon (all of) those Messengers (22/75).
182- And (all) praise (thus belongs) to Al-lah (28/70), the Lord of the multitudes!
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CHAPTER 38
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Saad.
By the “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Reading,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69) that
contains the “Commemoration” (=39/23)!
2- No, (but) those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 39/59) are (still) in --now, thus also against
that left side-- (such) a pride (8/31), and --against that right side-- (such) a split (31/7)!
3- How many a generation have We annihilated before them, and --(after thus having been
sufficiently warned therein, but still totally ridiculed and rejected all those warnings; 36/30
and consequently, when that retribution rightfully overtook them therein; 29/40)-- they cried (for
help). But it was not the time to escape (then; 6/158)!
4- And they wondered that (such) a Warner (=Messenger of the Covenant here; 34/46) from
among them has (thus) come to them (now), and these disbelievers (2/26-27) said: This (man) is
only an enchanter (21/3-4), a liar!
5- (For) has he made (all these) gods (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43 & …) --totally obsolete now;
by thus advocating always and only-- One God (here; 28/70)? Certainly, this is an astounding
thing!
6- And the leaders among them went out, (saying): Go, and remain steadfast in (serving and
devoting yourselves to) your gods (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43 & …)! For certainly, this is the wanted
thing --(thus erroneously and falsely recommended by their chiefs and great ones here in the
name of Al-lah; 37/28 & 33/67)-- that is desired!
7- (And also) we never heard this in the Last Practice --(which was thus brought to them by
prophet Muhammad; peace be upon him). So this is nothing but a forgery!
** To clearly witness how this promised “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” is already thus
unmistakably and manifestly pointed out in the Quran (Ali Imraan 81 = Ahzaab 7-8) in the first place,
and then in all of those related most miraculous prophecies of prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him)
as his (and also prophet David’s therein) promised descendant that would definitely thus be sent by Al-lah
in this Last Day/Millennium, we should also certainly see now “A Supernal Miracle,” and then “A Festive
Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.

8- Has the “Commemoration” (39/23) been sent down to him (now) from among us (43/31)?
No, they are (still) in a hesitation about My “Commemoration” (=thus a reference here to that
most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23). No, they have not yet tasted My retribution (here;
9/98 & 4/47 & 8/50-51)!
9- Or do they own the treasures of the “Mercy” of your Lord (10/57-58), --now, thus also on the
left side here-- the Mighty, --on the right side-- the Grantor (43/31-32)?
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10- Or do they possess the ruling dominion of the skies and the earth, and whatever between
them (2/107)? If so, let them ascend (therein) with the means (at their disposal).
11- (They are) armies that will (in the near future) right herein (thus) be routed, among (those)
parties (21/1-2 & 17/7 & 3/56 & 9/98)!
12- The nation of Noah rejected (the Messengers) before them, and Aad, and Pharaoh, owner of
the pyramids.
13- And Thamoud, and the nation of Lot, and the community of the Woods; those (also) were
--(such hostile and arrogant; 29/39)-- parties.
14- Every (of them) definitely rejected the Messengers; so My consequence (thus) became truth
--(upon them; 29/40)!
15- So these (people) are waiting (now) only for (such) a single cry (36/28-30), of which there is
no delay!
16- But they (still) said: Our Lord, --(if this “Commemoration” 38/1-2 is thus really from You)-(then) hasten for us (now) our portion --(of the retribution here; 8/32) before the Day of
Reckoning!
17- So you shall remain patient in the face of what they are saying (21/5 & …), and remember
Our servant David, possessor of might! (For) certainly, he was (always) turning (to Al-lah).
18- Certainly, We (therefore) subjected the “mountains” with him, (thus) glorifying (Al-lah)
in the evenings and the sunrise.
19- And the “birds,” (all) summoned (21/79); every (of them) were (thus) turning to Him.
20- And We strenghtened his ruling dominion; and We (thus) gave him the “Wisdom” --which
thus clearly informs about and unmistakably describes this “Truth,” which consists of these
19 coded similar words/letters, in pairs-- and (thus) --left & right-- “Separation” style (therein)
in addressing! (=17/55)
21- So has the information of (those) disputants come to you (now), when they sneaked into
(David’s) sanctuary?
22- When they thus (unexpectedly) entered David’s (residence), he was startled of them. They
said: Have no fear, for (we are) two disputants, some of us transgressed against some. So
(please), judge between us (now) with the “Truth,” and do not wrong (us). And (thus) guide us
in the right way!
23- (Here), certainly, this is my brother, for him (there are) ninety nine sheep, and for me (there
is) only one sheep. And (yet) he said: You should let me own it (too); and he (thus) pressured me
in addressing!
24- (David) said: Definitely, he (thus) acted unjustly to you by asking --now, thus also for/on
those 19 coded Tables here-- your “sheep” (adding) into his “sheep!” (=13/33) And certainly,
many of the partners (sooner or later) transgress, some of them against some, except those who
have believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus also a significant reminder here
to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” --here, especially and first of all to that one
within “A Joyful Miracle” document, in which all the “animals” are thus rightfully placed by
our supreme Lord therein-- that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded
Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26); but these are so few (7/3)!
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And David (then) understood that We have --(thus to make him perceive that dire unjustness
and sin he himself committed before this)-- thus certainly tested him --(through the narration of
this specific story above); so he (immediately) asked forgiveness of his Lord (therein), and he
(instantly) fell down bowing (before Him); and he (thus) turned (to Him).
25- So (henceforth), We forgave him this --(dire unjustness and sin he himself thus committed
before). (please, also certainly see in this respect now: 2 Samuel 12/1-15). And certainly, for him
--(also due to this here; 25/69-70)-- is a (position of) nearness with Us --(as an honorable and
righteous servant of Al-lah, now and forever; 6/84-90), and a nicest resort.
26- O David, certainly, We have (thus) made you a successor on the earth. So you shall (always)
judge among the people with the “Truth” (4/105)! And do not follow the desire, lest it leads you
astray from the Way of Al-lah. Certainly, those who --(now, thus also here)-- stray off
the Way of Al-lah (11/19), for them (there will come) a severe retribution, for that they have
(thus) forgotten the Day of Reckoning (78/27-28)!
27- And We did not create the sky and the earth, and whatever between them (15/85) (for the
sake of) “falsehood” (29/52). This is the thinking of those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27).
And woe to those who have (thus) disbelieved (now; 2/26-27); --(here, in this case; 22/72
they will thus end up)-- in the Fire!
28- So shall We treat those who have (thus) believed and worked for (these) “Righteous Deeds”
(2/25-26) like (these) evil committers (2/26-27) on the earth; or shall We treat the pious
(39/33-35) like the wicked (39/58-60)?
29- So (this is) a “Written Document” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/23) that We have (thus) sent down to you, that is blessed, so that they
may reflect over (all of) its “signs” (3/7), and the possessors of the understanding may (thus) take
“Commemoration” (here; 39/23)!
30- And to David We granted Solomon; (who was) an excellent servant (of Al-lah). (For)
certainly, he (too) was (always) turning (to Al-lah) (38/17).
31- When there were brought to him in the evening --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here, on the right side-- the race “horses!”
32- And he said: Certainly, I loved the love of (these) good things (=horses, birds, and jewels,
mansions, and statues, vessels, etc. 27/16 & 27/44 & 34/12-13) due to (the) “Commemoration”
(=thus also a significant reminder here to this most specific “Commemoration,” which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) of
my Lord; until (the sun) was gone (therein) behind the veil.
33- (Solomon said): Bring them back to me (now)! And he began to rub --now, thus also here,
on the left side-- their “legs,” and --on the right side-- their “necks!” (=11/120)
** The real intent and Wisdom behind all of those horses, birds, and jewels, mansions, and statues,
vessels, etc. 27/16 & 27/44 & 34/12-14 prophet Solomon (peace be upon him) has thus loved and
established in his vast kingdom always under those two pillars (=Jachin and Boaz) thus within precise
“Mathematical Calculations” and perfect “Symmetry,” in pairs, is thus to clearly point out and
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unmistakably inform about this most important and critical “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,”
the descendant of prophet David and Muhammad (peace be upon both of them), who is already thus
manifestly sent by our supreme Lord here, in this most critical Final Age, as prophet Solomon (peace be
upon him) also thus knew it well, as it was already thus clearly and unmistakably prophesied about
at that time. (Psalms 18/50-51 & 118/22-26)
--(So this is of course thus absolutely true now also with regard to those two knolls (=Safa and Marwa)
both of which prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) has thus established by the command of Al-lah
therein.)-So to think that prophet Solomon (peace be upon him) thus loved and established all those horses, birds,
and jewels, mansions, and statues, vessels, etc. 27/16 & 27/44 & 34/12-14 in vain (without any
Mathematical Consideration and no specific Message therein) thus merely seeking worldly fame and
temporary gains therein through them would be such a gross mistake and a deep misunderstanding here,
in the first place (38/30-32, 40 = 34/37)!

34- And definitely, (thereafter) We tested Solomon; and (hence) We threw (him) upon
his throne (like) a (mere) statue (ill and exhausted), then he --(remained steadfast in His Way,
and while thus recovering therein and fully gaining his strength again, thus)-- turned (to Al-lah).
35- And he said: My Lord, then (please) forgive me (now), and grant me a ruling dominion, that
cannot be attained by anyone (else, here) after me. Certainly, You are the Grantor!
36- So (thereupon) We committed the “wind” at his disposal --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here-- blowing by his command, vigorously, wherever he --night & day-- directs (it)
(34/12)!
37- And the satans, every --now, thus also on that left side here-- “building” ones, and --on that
right side-- “diving” ones!
38- And the others, as --now, thus here again, in that lowest region, on the left & the right side-“chained” in fetters!
39- So this is Our gift (to you); so you may --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here
again, in those upper regions-- give (it) freely, or you may --in that lowest region-- withhold (it),
without “reckoning!” (=11/120)
40- And certainly, for him --(just like his father prophet David here; 38/25)-- is a (position of)
nearness with Us --(as an honorable and righteous servant of Al-lah, now and forever; 6/84-90),
and a nicest resort!
41- And remember Our servant Job. When he (thus) cried unto his Lord: Certainly, the satan has
afflicted me with toil and retribution!
42- So (We said): You shall strike (the ground) with your foot --(by thus regularly walking or
running therein); (and thereupon), this is a cool (water) to wash with, and (also) a drink --(to heal
you)!
43- And (thereafter), We granted him --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left
side-- his “family,” and --on the right side-- as “many” of them with them; (thus) as a “Mercy”
from Us, and a “Commemorative” (=thus a significant reminder here to this most specific
“Commemorative,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 74/31) for (all) possessors of the understanding! (=11/120)
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44- (O Job), then take in your hand a “stick” and --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here-- strike with it --thus to drop them down into that lowest region, on the left side--, and
--on the right side-- do not waver (74/26-31)! Certainly, We (thus) found him steadfast; (he was)
an excellent servant! (For) certainly, he (too) was (always) turning (to Al-lah) (38/30).
45- And remember Our servants Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, (they were) possessors of might
and vision.
46- Certainly, We (thus) specially chose them for/with a special (mission): The reminding (all
people) of that --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- “Abode!” (please, in this respect
certainly see now: “The Words of Patriarchs” document, in its entirety).
47- And certainly, they are (thus) with Us of the chosen (servants of Al-lah), the best ones
--(thus as the three most honorable Ancestors of all these jewish Prophets; 37/114 & 37/123 &
37/133 & 37/139 & 17/55 & 57/27 & …)!
48- And (then), remember Ishmael and Elyasha and Zal-Kifl, and all (of them) are (thus servants
of Al-lah) the best ones --(thus as the three most honorable Ancestors of all these arabic
Prophets; 33/40 & 26/124 & 26/142 & 26/177 & …)!
** Our supreme Lord has thus chosen in the first place His two most prominent servants (=Abraham
and his son Ishmael) and by thus commanding them to be circumcised on the very same day (please,
in this respect see now: Genesis 17/24-26) thus specifically honored them therein on the very same day as
His “best” servants (=alAkhyaar) in this respect here, thus in the first place (38/47-48).
And thereafter, He has thus granted Abraham his son Isaac, and his grandson Jacob (also called Israel
here; 19/58) and thus sent in this specific line (29/27) all those honorable jewish Prophets 37/114 &
37/123 & 37/133 & 37/139 & 17/55 & 57/27 & …)!
And thereafter, He has granted Ishmael his son Elyasha (also called Idrees here; 21/85), and his grandson
Zal-Kifl, and thus sent in this specific line all those honorable arabic Prophets 33/40 & 26/124 &
26/142 & 26/177 & …); thus from the very beginning in such a most Wise, perfectly Symmetrical and
most meaningful and elegant manner again.

49- (Here), this is a “Commemoration” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific
“Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/23); and certainly, (henceforth) for the pious (39/33) (there will be)
a nicest resort!
50- Gardens of Eden, (their) gates will be opened for them.
51- Reclining (on furnishings) therein; they will thus (joyfully) be calling therein for many
(kinds of) fruits and drinks.
52- And with them will be (attendants) dedicating their care (only to them), wonderful ones.
53- So this is what you are being promised for the Day of Reckoning!
54- Certainly, this is Our --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on those both sides-“provision” (=2/25) which will never be exhausted!
55- This is (so); but certainly, for (these) transgressors (7/185-186) (there will be) a worst resort!
56- Hell, --(here, in this case; 4/18 thus eventually)-- they will get into it; and (what) ugly indeed
is (that) cradle!
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57- This is so; (then) let them taste it, boiling water and terrible food.
58- And other (punishments) of their (same/similar) kind, --because of their hostile and ardent
rejection of those “Signs” on both sides of those 19 coded Tables here; 29/47, 49-- (thus always)
in pairs!
59- (And it will be said therein): So this is (also) an (arrogant and hostile) crowd (here; 22/72)
that will suffer with you (now), (there will) not (be) any welcome for them. Certainly, they will
get into the Fire.
60- They will say (to one another therein): And you are, (there will) not (be) any welcome
for you, for you prepared it for us --(by thus leading them astray here; 37/31-33). And (what)
ugly indeed is (that) settlement!
61- (Then) they will say: Our Lord, whoever (thus) prepared this (misfortune) for us (28/63),
(please), augment for him a manifold retribution in the Fire (7/38-39)!
62- And they will say: What is (the matter) with us, that we do not see (here in Hell) those
people whom we used to count among the wicked?
63- We took them as a despising stock (here, in this world; 39/56)! Or have (our) eyes missed
them (here, now)?
64- Certainly, this feuding (among themselves) of the people of the Fire --(here, in this case;
22/72 thus eventually)-- will be truth (37/27-34).
65- Say: So (henceforth), I am only (thus) a warner (40/18)! And (there is) no Ilah (=God)
but (thus) only Al-lah (28/70), --now, thus also on the left side here-- the Single, --on the right
side-- the Supreme!
66- Lord of the skies (=all those galaxies, with all of those stars and planets, etc. therein) and
the earth, and whatever between them (=all those intergalactic nebulae, with all of those gas and
dust particles, etc. therein); --now, thus also on the left side here-- the Mighty, --on the right
side-- the Forgiver!
67- Say: It is a great “Information” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific
“Information,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 38/87-88);
68- But you are (still) turning away from it!
69- I had no knowledge regarding the High Assembly (=Al-lah, and His highest ranking
eight Angel servants herein; 37/8) when they were discussing --(thus to send this most critical
and important “Information” down by the specific command and permission of Al-lah therein
unto this Messenger of the Covenant via angel Gabriel herein; 17/105 & 26/192-194).
70- It is (thus) inspired to me that (henceforth), I am only (thus) a clear Warner (to you
here; 34/46)!
71- When your Lord said to the Angels: Certainly, I am creating a human (now) from clay (=all
those elements present in earth clay; 37/11).
72- So when I --(thus through His most Wise and wondrous “evolutionary creation” procedure
here; 2/30 finally as a nicest upright human; 95/4 thus)-- perfected him, and (then) blew into him
(therein) of My “spirit” (=His heavenly “message,” which consists of those specific “names”
again here; 2/31), you shall fall down before him prostrating!
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73- And the Angels (thus) prostrated, every of them, all together (2/32-34).
74- Except Iblees (=Satan; 18/50); he acted arrogantly, and (thus) was of the disbelievers (2/34)!
75- (Al-lah) said: O Iblees, what prevented you (now) from prostrating before what I (thus)
created with My two hands? Do you (thus) act arrogantly, or are you (thus) of the exalted ones?
** When He wills to create anything, our supreme Lord, after thus decreeing His command (=idha
qadaa amran; 3/47) thus in whatever manner He wants, in the first place, then He only says to it “Be”
therein (please, also see again: 2/117). So this specific term: “to create with His two hands” (=khalaqtu
beyadayya) is of course not a “literal” term (please, also certainly remember in this respect now: 42/11)
but thus only a “figurative” term again in the above Verse, which thus specifically points out to us
His most Wise and wonderful creating of human beings here in perfect Symmetry, in pairs again
on those both sides (=within our two ears, eyes, brains, and arms, ribs, etc.) by His most precise and
accurate Mathematical Calculations here (36/36 & 41/53 & …), in the first place.

76- (Iblees) said: I am better than him; for You created me from fire (=unseen, strong energy;
7/27), but created him from clay (=seen, weak matter; 4/28)!
77- (Al-lah) said: (Then) get out of it (now); (for) certainly, you are --(because of his huge
arrogance and egotism, and profound incendiary and tyrannical attitudes; 38/75 & 19/83 & …)-rejected!
78- And certainly, upon you will be My condemnation till the Day of Religion!
79- (Iblees) said: My Lord, (then) respite me till the day when they will --(on that ultimate
Day of Resurrection on this earth again thus)-- be awakened (herein; 39/67-68).
80- (Al-lah) said: Certainly, you are of the respited ones;
81- till the day whose (exact) time (39/67-68) is (already thus) known --(only by Al-lah now)!
82- (Iblees) said: (I swear) by Your majesty, that I will surely cause them to deviate, all
together!
83- Except Your servants from among them --(who will thus by taking for themselves Al-lah
as their one and only “Master” here; 7/196)-- (thus totally) devoted ones (to Him alone; 39/2-3)!
84- (Al-lah) said: (This is) the truth, and the truth is that I am (thus) saying:
85- So I will surely --(here, in this case again; 4/18 thus eventually)-- fill Hell with you and with
(those) who will (thus) follow you (6/112-113 & 7/30 & 4/119-120 & …) from among them, all
together!
86- Say: So I do not ask you for it any payment (here), and I am not an imposter.
87- (For) it is certainly a “Commemoration” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most
specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23) for the multitudes (13/7)!
88- So you will (thus) know its “Information” (21/1-2 & 4/47 & 44/10-16) (16/28-29 X 32)
in a while!
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CHAPTER 39
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Sending down of the “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/23) is from Al-lah, --now, thus also on the left side therein-the Mighty, --on the right side-- the Wise!
2- Certainly, We have (thus) sent down to you the “Written Document” (39/23) as the Truth;
so you shall --(henceforward; 7/196 thus)-- serve Al-lah, (thus totally) devoting (only) to Him
the Religion.
3- Pay heed, for (henceforth, thus totally) to Al-lah belongs (this) devoted Religion! But those
who have --(contrary to this most critical Commandment here; 39/2)-- taken (for themselves)
other than Him (7/196) such (guiding, protecting) masters (18/102) (are still saying): We are not
serving them, except that they may (thus) bring us closer (as most pious servants) towards Al-lah
in nearness! Certainly, Al-lah will judge among them in what they are (thus) contradicting
herein --(in this most critical issue; 18/102-106)! And certainly, Al-lah --by that most specific
“Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place-- will not “guide” (39/23) (the one) who is (such) a liar (16/105),
a disbeliever (39/59)!
4- If Al-lah wished to take (for Himself) a child, He could have chosen from among His
creations whatever/whomever He wants. (But) be He glorified; (for) He is Al-lah, (thus always
and forever) the Single (=6/101), the Supreme!
5- He has created the skies and the earth (thus) as the truth (6/73). He is --(by thus letting the
earth rotate on its axis)-- rolling the night over the day, and (then) rolling the day over the night.
And He has committed (in your service) the sun and the moon, every (of them) are --(in their
own orbits; 36/40 thus)-- running to a named appointed time (35/13)! Pay heed, He is
the Mighty, --(henceforth, in this case; 6/54 thus always)-- the Forgiver!
6- He has created you from/as --(in anatomical, genetic respects basically all are exactly
similar/same)-- a single soul (=mankind), then He has made therefrom (=in anatomical, genetic
respects from exactly similar/same material) his spouse (=womankind; 4/1). And He has --(by
thus letting the stars produce all those most essential elements which are present in all living
things and livestock now here, thus in the beginning)-- sent down for you (from Heaven) of the
livestock (here) as eight couples/pairs (6/143). He is creating you in the bellies of your mothers,
within a creation after a creation, in three darknesses (23/13-14). This is Al-lah, your (one and
only) Lord (42/10); to Him belongs (all) the ruling dominion (17/111). There is no Ilah (=God)
but thus (only) He (28/70)! So how can you still (thus) be turned away (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43)?
7- If you (thus) disbelieve (now; 2/26-27), certainly, Al-lah is --(by being never and absolutely
in no need of anyone and anything here)-- Rich above you (14/8)! But He will never be pleased
for His servants with (such) disbelief (2/26-27); but if you (thus) appreciate (76/3), He will (thus)
be pleased thereby for you (98/7-8)! And any bearer of burden (of sins) cannot bear the burden
of another (35/18).
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Then to your Lord will be your return, and He will inform you (therein) of (all) what you are
(thus) “working” on (2/25 X 23/63)! Certainly, He is knower of (all) contents of the chests.
8- And when adversity touches the human, he (immediately) calls upon his Lord, acting
obediently towards Him. But (then), when He bestows upon him a blessing from Himself,
he (immediately) forgets for what he was (thus) calling upon (Him) before, and he makes
--(now, here also such)-- “equals” (14/30) to Al-lah thus to lead astray from His Way (11/19)!
Say: (Then) enjoy with your disbelief (2/26-27) for a short (time); certainly, you --(unless they
immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here;
3/88-89)-- will (eventually thus) be of the community of the Fire (22/72)!
9- Or is (the one) who is subservient (to Al-lah) in the hours of the night, --now, thus also on
those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- “prostrating” (before Him), and --on the right side-“standing” (before Him), (thus) being aware of the Last Epoch (6/92), and (thus) hoping for the
mercy of his Lord (4/175)? Say: So (henceforth), will those who know (This; 39/23) be equal
with those who (still) do not know? (Then) only the possessors of the understanding will take
“Commemoration” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)!
10- Say: O servants (of Al-lah), those who have believed (2/285), so (henceforth), you shall
(thus always) be pious (2/177) with your Lord! For those who --by righteously working on this
nicest Utterance (39/23), which consists of these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here
again, in the first place-- (thus) act nicely (39/34), there will be a niceness in this world.
And Al-lah’s earth is spacious (4/100). Then certainly, the steadfast ones (52/48) will (eventually
thus) be rewarded with their payments (29/58) without limits!
11- Say: Certainly, I am (thus) commanded to serve Al-lah, (thus totally) devoting (only) to Him
the Religion (39/2)!
12- And I am (thus) commanded to be the first of these surrenderers --(to Him here; 3/84-85)!
13- Say: Certainly, I fear, if I disobey my Lord --(in any of these most critical issues here,
first of all; 17/22 & 10/95 & 10/106 & …) the retribution of a great day!
14- Say: I will (henceforth thus) serve Al-lah (12/40), (thus totally) devoting (only) to Him
my Religion (39/2)!
15- So you may --(by still thus adopting them as other/partner false “lords” outside/beside
Al-lah here)-- serve whatever you (thus) want other than Him (here; 9/31 & 41/37 & …).
Say: (But) certainly, (never forget that) the losers are those who will --(because of this; 9/31 &
41/37 & … eventually thus)-- ruin their own souls, and their followers (eternally), on the Day of
Resurrection (26/91-102)! Pay heed, this (fact), it is the clear loss!
16- (Consequently), for them (there will be) masses of Fire --(of that hellish Sun therein)-- from
above them, and beneath them (there will be) masses --(of Fire, of that hellish magma therein).
Like this, Al-lah alerts (all) His servants (here): O My servants, so (henceforth), you shall (thus
always) be pious (2/177) with Me! --(before it is too late then; 66/6-7)!
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17- And those who keep away from the transgressing (7/185-186), from serving it, and (thus)
act obediently (13/27) towards Al-lah, for them (there will come) the good news. So (thus)
give good news (9/21-22) to My servants (25/63-68)!
18- (Those are) the ones who listen to the “Saying” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Saying,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 69/40-43), and (then) follow it in the nicest manner (thereof)! Those are the ones
whom Al-lah has (thus) “guided” (39/23); and those them are (thus) possessors of the
understanding (39/9)!
19- So is (the one) upon whom the word of the retribution has (thus) truly occurred (11/119)?
So will you (be able to) rescue now (those) who --(here, in this case; 41/5 will thus eventually
be)-- in the Fire (18/57)?
20- But those who have (thus) acted piously (here; 39/33) with their Lord, for them (there will
be) lofty mansions, and above them (there will also be) lofty mansions, well built (for them),
(and) the rivers will be flowing beneath them. (This is) the promise of Al-lah; and Al-lah never
breaks (His) promise!
21- Do you not see that certainly, Al-lah has sent down from the sky water, and (thus also)
placed it into the wells under the ground? Then He brings forth therewith --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here, on those both sides-- (many) “crops,” various in their colors,
then (some of) it withers, and you see it --now, thus also therein again, in that lowest region,
on the left side-- yellow, then He turns it into --in that lowest region, on the right side-- hay!
Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Commemorative” (=thus also a reference here to
that most specific “Commemorative,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 74/26-31) for (all) possessors of the understanding!
22- So is the one (=this Messenger of the Covenant, and all those righteous Believers who will
thus follow him here in this most critical and important respect; 7/196) whom Al-lah has (thus)
relaxed his chest for (this) Surrender (3/84), and (henceforth), he is (thus) upon a “Light” from
his Lord? But woe to those who will (still) harden their hearts against (this) “Commemoration”
(39/23) of Al-lah (here)! Those are in a clear straying!
23- (For) Al-lah has (thus) sent down (here) this nicest Utterance as (such) a “Written
Document” that (consists of) “similar” --words/letters-- (here; 2/25) in “twos/pairs!”
The skins of those who reverence their Lord cringe therefrom, then their skins and their hearts
soften up for (this) “Commemoration” of Al-lah!
This is (also) the “Guidance” of Al-lah; (henceforth), He guides with it (thus) whomever
He wants (13/27)! But whomever Al-lah --(because of their own betrayal; 2/26 and obduracy
here; 41/5)-- sends astray, (there cannot be) for him --(here, in this case; 4/18)-- any guiding one
(thereafter)!
** To clearly witness this most essential and basic Verse above (39/23), in which our supreme Lord has
thus most Wisely and expertly described this most critical and important “Message of the Covenant,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here, in the first place,
in connection with those most essential and basic these two other Verses (2/25-27 = 39/23 = 74/26-31),
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as they have already thus unmistakably been revealed to, and hence openly and clearly been presented
by this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger of the Covenant,” by the command of our supreme Lord
here, in this most critical Final Age, thus for the eternal Salvation and everlasting benefits of all humanity,
we should certainly see again now “A Festive Miracle” document, (and then all those other most
Miraculous documents as well) here, in the first place.
And then also to witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
him) in which he has already thus unmistakably and clearly informed about this “Messenger of the
Covenant,” his descendant, and already thus most accurately called him as “Hassan” (=Nice Servant of
Al-lah) --(because this great Heavenly Secret revealed to him by Al-lah in the above Verse is also thus
called as “Ahsan” (=Nicest Utterance of Al-lah) above-and then already thus most accurately called him also as a “Mahdee” (=Guided Servant of Al-lah)
--(because this great Heavenly Secret revealed to him by Al-lah in the above Verse is also thus called
as “Hudaa” (=Guidance of Al-lah) above-we should certainly see again now “A Supernal Miracle” document, in this respect, here in the first place.

24- So who is (the one) that will --(by thus rightfully and sincerely confirming this; 39/23)-guard his face against the worst retribution on the Day of Resurrection (10/26)? For it will be
said to the unjust ones --(who will crookedly and deliberately reject this; 39/23): Taste (now)
what you were (thus) earning (10/27)!
25- Those before them (also) rejected (in this manner; 40/5). So the retribution (consequently
thus) came to them whence they could not perceive!
26- And Al-lah (thus) made them taste the disgrace in this worldly life. And the retribution of
the Last Epoch --(here, in this case again; 22/72)-- will (thus) be bigger (22/19-22 & 14/49-51 &
…), if they only knew!
27- And definitely, We have cited for the people regarding this “Reading” (=thus a reference
here to that most specific “Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69) of every “allegories” (=2/25-26 & 14/24-26 &
74/26-31 & 13/17 & …), so that they may (thus) take “Commemoration” (here; =39/23)!
28- It is an arabic --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, thus perfectly “parted” therein
on the left and the right side-- “Reading” (17/106) without any flaw (4/82), so that they may
(thus) be “pious” (here; 39/33)!
29- Al-lah (thus) cites an allegory (here): A man, over him (there are such) disputing “partners”
(42/21 = 9/31), and a man (who) has surrendered to (one) Man (18/26 = 42/10); will they be
equal as/in allegory? Then (all) praise (thus belongs) to Al-lah (18/1)! No, (but) many of them
(still) do not know (this; 12/40)!
30- Certainly, you will die (3/144), and certainly, they will die (21/34).
31- Then certainly you, on the Day of Resurrection, before your Lord will (thus) be feuding
with one another (22/19...)!
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32- So who is more unjust than (the one) who (thus) produces a lie against Al-lah (16/86),
and (while) rejecting as a lie (this) “Truthfulness” (=39/23) when it has (thus) come to him?
So will there not be in Hell (enough) places (50/30) for (these) disbelievers (39/59)?
33- And the one who has (thus) come with (this) “Truthfulness” (=39/22-23) and (those) who
(thus listen to and) confirm it as “Truthfulness” (39/18), those them are the pious!
34- So for them (there will be given) whatever they want, at their Lord (25/15-16);
(here), this is the reward of those --by righteously working on this nicest Utterance (=39/23),
which consists of these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here, in the first place-(thus) nicely acting ones!
35- Al-lah will remove from them the worst of --(all their unintentional, incorrect deeds
therein)-- when they have (thus) “worked” on (2/25), and He will reward them with their
payments with the nicest of --(all their intentional, correct deeds therein)-- when they are (thus)
“working” on (17/84)!
36- Is Al-lah not sufficient --(thus as one and only protecting, guiding “Master” here)-- for
His servant (7/196)? But they are (still trying to) frighten you with those --(whom they think that
they have thus taken for themselves as protecting, guiding “masters” here)-- other than Him
(18/102)! And whomever Al-lah --(because of their own betrayal; 2/26-27 and obduracy; 41/5)-sends astray (39/23), (there cannot be) for him --(here, in this case again; 4/18)-- any guiding one
(thereafter)!
37- And whomever Al-lah --(because of their own sincerity; 2/25-26 and honesty; 39/18)-guides (39/23), (there cannot be) for him --(here, in this case again; 49/15)-- any misleading one
(thereafter)! So is Al-lah not Mighty, --(here, in this case again; 4/18 eventually thus)-- possessor
of the Revenge (39/23-26)?
38- And if you ask them: Who created the skies and the earth? they surely say: Al-lah!
Say: So do you see what you are calling upon --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false
“lords” outside/beside Him here again)-- other than Al-lah (9/31 & 3/80 & …)? If Al-lah intends
for me any harm, will they be (able to) remove His harm (5/75-76), or if He intends for me a
mercy, will they be (able to) withhold His mercy (10/107)? Say: (Then) Al-lah is sufficient
for me --(thus as one and only “Lord” here; 42/10)! So (only) in Him (all) the trusters shall (thus
always) trust (3/160).
39- Say: O my people, (then) “work” in your places (23/63); certainly, I (too) will (thus) be
“working” (2/25)! And soon you will know,
40- to whom there will come the retribution that will disgrace him, and upon whom there will
befall an everlasting retribution (42/45-46)!
41- Certainly, We have sent down to you the “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that
most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) for the people as the Truth!
So (henceforth), whoever (thus) becomes guided (therewith; 39/23, 33-35), it will be for (the
good of) his own soul; and whoever goes astray (thereby; 39/23, 57-60), he will only go astray
to his own (detriment)! And you are not over them an advocate (17/54).
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42- Al-lah numbs the souls (=bodies and consciousness) at the time of their death, and those
who are not to die (yet) in their sleep. And He (thus) withholds --(on the deathbed)-- those
upon whom He has decreed the death (therein), and sends the others --(after letting them to
wake up therein again to their daily life here)-- to a named appointed time (71/4).
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) for a people
who will reflect!
43- But have they (still) taken (for themselves) other than Al-lah --(those Angels and/or
the Prophets)-- as intercessors (now)? Say: What if they (thus) cannot rule for any wanted thing
(21/28)? But they (still) do not comprehend (this).
44- Say: Thus --(in the first place and thus in absolute sense)-- (only) to Al-lah (belongs)
the intercession, totally (20/109)! And to Him belongs (all) the ruling dominion of the skies and
the earth (34/22). Then to Him (all of) you --(immediately at the time of this death here;
16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- will be brought back (56/83-94)!
45- But when Al-lah alone is mentioned (now) --(thus as one and only absolute “Intercessor”
here; 39/44)-- the hearts of those who do not believe in the Last Epoch (=thus also a reference
to this most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 here again, in the first place; 6/92)
get furious. But when those other than Him (10/18) are mentioned --(thus as other/partner
“intercessors” outside/beside Al-lah here)-- then they are rejoicing --(thinking that they thus
certainly and already have the absolute power and full authorization from Al-lah in all cases and
for all people they want, thus to absolutely intercede for them before Al-lah; 10/18 X
21/28 & 20/109)!
46- Say: Our Al-lah, the Initiator of the skies and the earth, the Knower of the unseen and the
witnessed (10/61); (again only) You will (thus) judge among (all) Your servants (also) in what
they are (thus) contradicting herein (=6/94)!
47- And if those who --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance”
(39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) act
unjustly (39/24) possessed whatever on the earth totally (now), and the like of it with it, they
would readily give it as ransom (to save themselves) from the badnesses of this retribution
(39/24-26) on the Day of Resurrection! And there will be revealed for them (then) from Al-lah
what they never thought of (here)!
48- And (all) the badnesses of what they have (thus) earned (here; 13/33-34 & 9/37 & …) will
(thus) be revealed for them (then); and what they were mocking at (here; 45/9-10) will --(here,
in this case again; 4/18 eventually thus)-- haunt them (therein)!
49- And when adversity touches the human, he (immediately) calls upon Us. But then, when We
bestow upon him a blessing from Us, he (boastfully and arrogantly) said: I am thus given it
upon a knowledge --(as granted from Al-lah, and/or of his own intelligence)! No, it is (thus) only
a test (21/35); but in fact, many of them (still) do not know.
50- Definitely, those before them thus (also) said it. But (then) what they were earning could not
avail them (therein in the least; 28/78)!
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51- And the badnesses of what they earned (eventually thus) afflicted them (therein; 28/79-81)!
And those who (thus) act unjustly (39/24) among these (people) now, the badnesses of what they
earn will (also eventually thus) afflict them (herein; 13/33-34 & 10/27)! And they can never
enfeeble (Him; 34/5)!
52- Did they not know that certainly, Al-lah increases the provision for whomever He wants,
and He (also) measures (34/35-37)?
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) for a people
who will (henceforth thus) believe (2/25-26)!
53- Say: (Al-lah thus proclaims to/for all people): O My servants, those who have acted
excessively against their own souls, you shall never despair of the mercy of Al-lah! For certainly,
Al-lah may --(henceforth, in this case; 6/54 thus)-- forgive the wrong doings, totally (3/135)!
For certainly He, (so), He is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, due to all of
their righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the left side-- the Forgiver, --and due to all of their righteous
“Works;” 2/25 on the right side-- the Merciful --(to all of these believers here; 25/70-71)!
54- And you shall turn obediently towards your Lord, and (thus) surrender to Him (3/84-85),
before (this) retribution (44/10-11 & 8/50-51) comes to you; then you cannot be helped!
55- And you shall follow (this) nicest (Utterance) that is (thus) “sent down” to you (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “nicest Utterance,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” as it is “sent down” thus here again, in the first place here; 39/23)
from your Lord, before (this) retribution (44/15-16 & 8/50-51) comes to you suddenly, (while)
you do not perceive!
56- Lest a soul may say (then): How sorry I am, for that I have (thus) neglected --(this “nicest
Utterance;” 39/23)-- of Al-lah; for certainly, I was (one) of the despising ones!
57- Or say: Had Al-lah --(by this “nicest Utterance” again; 39/23 thus)-- guided me, I would
have been (one) of the pious (39/33)! (=13/27)
58- Or say, when he sees the retribution: If only there were (given) to me another chance (now),
and I would --(immediately go back to the world and thus)-- be (one) of these nicely acting ones
(39/34)! (=6/27-28)
59- (Al-lah will say then): Yes indeed; definitely, My “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each
one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) thus came to you; but you rejected them and
acted arrogantly, and you (thus) became (one) of the disbelievers (2/26-27)!
60- And on the Day of Resurrection, you will see those who have (thus) produced lies against
Al-lah (here; 16/86) their faces are (thus) darkened (10/27). So will there not be in Hell (enough)
places (50/30) for these arrogant ones (39/59)?
61- But Al-lah will save those who have (thus) acted piously (here; 39/33) with their success!
So no badness will touch them (10/26), and (henceforth), they will never grieve (35/34-35)!
62- Al-lah is the Creator of every wanted thing (25/2). And He is over every wanted thing
thus (one and only) Advocate (3/160)!
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63- To Him belongs (all) the keys of the skies and the earth (42/12). But those who have (thus)
disbelieved in (these) “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah; (here), those them are the losers
(18/103-106)!
64- Say: Do you (still) command me to serve --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false
“lords” outside/beside Him here)-- (such persons or things) other than Al-lah (9/31 & 41/37),
O ignorant ones?
65- And definitely, it is (thus) inspired to you, and to (all) those before you (here; 4/163): If you
ever make partners --(with Al-lah, here thus especially in His “judgements;” 18/26 X 42/21
and thus His being one and only Lord; 42/10 X 9/31), (all) your work will be nullified, and you
will be of the losers (4/116)!
66- No, --(by thus exactly following only His “judgements;” 6/114 and thus taking Him for
yourself as one and only Lord here; 42/10)-- thus Al-lah alone you will serve (12/40), and you
shall (thus) be of the appreciative ones (76/3)!
67- But they never valued Al-lah as He should be valued (6/91). And (here), the earth will be
in His fist (=under His full control), totally, on the Day of Resurrection, and the skies will
(thus) be folded with His right hand (=His immense power) --(therein, in the first place; 21/104)!
So be He glorified, and is Exalted far above what they are still (thus) making partners --(with
Him, thus especially in His “judgements” here again; 42/21)!
68- And the horn will be blown, and whoever in the skies and whoever on the earth will (all)
fall down (in a swoon), except whomever Al-lah (thus) wants --(them to remain totally conscious
and awake in full security therein; 27/89). Then it will be blown the second time, and (behold),
they will (all) stand up --(on that new earth then; 21/104)-- watching!
69- And the earth will (thus) shine (therein) with the light of Al-lah (24/35); and the “Written
Document” (=39/23) will be proclaimed, and (all) the Informers (6/84-89) and the Witnesses
(22/78) will (thus) be brought forth, and (then) it will (thus) be decided between them (by Al-lah)
(in accordance) with the “Truth” (=39/41), and they will not be treated unjustly (in the least;
21/47)!
70- And every soul will (thus) be fully paid for what it has (thus) “worked” for (2/25 X 29/4)!
And He knows best (all) what they were doing (58/7).
71- And those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27) will be driven to Hell in throngs.
And when they come to it, its gates will be opened for them, and its (Angel) guardians will say
to them: Did not those Messengers from (among) you (thus) come to you, reciting to you the
“Signs” (=thus also an exclusive reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
6/4 = 26/5) of your Lord, and (thus) warn you about meeting this day of yours? They will say:
Yes indeed (6/130)! But in fact, the Word of the retribution --(here, in this case again; 22/72)-will (thus) truly occur against these disbelievers (2/26-27)!
72- And --(here, in this case again; 4/18 thus eventually)-- it will be said (to them): (Then) enter
the gates of Hell (now), as eternal ones therein! And what ugly indeed is the destiny of the
arrogant ones (39/59)!
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73- And those who have (thus) acted piously (39/33) with their Lord will be led to the Garden
in throngs. And when they come to it, its gates will be opened for them, and its (Angel)
guardians will say to them: Peace be upon you; you have (thus) won! So enter (the Garden)
(now), as eternal ones (therein)!
74- And they will say: (All) praise (belongs) to Al-lah, the One who has (thus) fulfilled for us
His promise (31/8-9), and has (thus) made us inherit (this) earth (21/104-105); so we can settle
in this Garden (henceforth; 3/133), wherever we want! And blessed indeed is the payment
(29/58) of these “workers” (=thus a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous
Deeds,” that all believers shall thus “work” for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first
place: 2/25-26)!
75- And you will see the Angels floating around the Throne (69/17), (thus always) glorifying
with praise of their Lord (7/206)! And it will (thus) be decided between them (by Al-lah)
(in accordance) with (this) “Truth” (=39/41), and (then) it will be said: (All) praise (thus always
and only belongs) to Al-lah (28/70), the (one and only) Lord of the multitudes (12/39)!

CHAPTER 40
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Haa, Meem.
2- Sending down of the “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23) is from Al-lah, --now, thus also on that left side therein-the Mighty, --on that right side-- the Knower!
3- (He is) the Forgiver of (all) the wrong doings (39/53), and Acceptor of the returning --(here,
in this case; 4/17), but Severe in the consequence --(here, in this case; 4/18); (and) the Possessor
of the Might! There is no Ilah (=God) but thus (only) He (28/70)! And (eventually thus) to Him
is the (ultimate) destination --(of all of you; 56/83-94).
4- (None) will argue against the “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most
specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah except those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 39/59).
So let not their (boastfully and arrogantly) going about in the towns deceive you (now;
41/40)!
5- Before they, the nation of Noah (thus) rejected, and also (many) parties after them. And
each of (those) societies strove against their Messenger (thus) to (forcefully and arrogantly) seize
him (8/30). And they (thus) argued with the falsehood (2/78-79 & 3/78 & …) thus to (crookedly
and arrogantly) refute (11/18-19) with it the “Truth” (39/41)! So --(because of their such
betrayal, hostility and despotism)-- eventually, I overtook them; and how was My consequence
(22/42-45)!
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6- And like this, the “Word” (14/24-26) of your Lord --now, thus also here-- has truly occurred
against those who have (thus) disbelieved; so certainly, they will --(here, in this case again;
22/72 thus eventually be)-- the community of the Fire (14/27-29)!
7- Those (=eight highest ranking Angel servants of Al-lah) who are (thus) carrying the Throne
(69/17) and those (=Gabriel, and all other Angel servants of Al-lah with him) around it (70/4)
(thus always) glorify with praise of their Lord, and they believe in Him (21/19-20)!
And (henceforth), they seek forgiveness for those who have (thus) believed (here; 2/285),
(saying): Our Lord, You have encompassed every wanted thing with --now, thus also due to/on
the left side here-- mercy (7/156), and --due to/on the right side here-- knowledge (4/166)!
So (please), forgive (now) all those who have (thus) returned (to You; 25/70) and followed
Your Way (here; 12/108 & 9/111), and please, (always) guard them against the retribution of
the Blazing fire!
8- Our Lord, and (please), admit them into the Gardens of Eden, that You have (thus) promised
them (31/8-9), and whoever (thus) acts righteously (2/25) of their parents, and their spouses,
and their descendants! Certainly You, (so), You are --now, thus also on the left side here-the Mighty, --on the right side here-- the Wise (39/1)!
9- And please, (always) guard them against the badnesses (10/27). And whomever You (thus)
guard, on that day, definitely You have --(thus due to this here again; 39/33-35)-- mercy on him
(10/26)! And this (fact), it is the great success!
10- But certainly, those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27) will (thus) be addressed
(therein): Al-lah’s abhorrence will be even greater (towards you) now than your own abhorrence
towards yourselves (33/68); for whenever you were (thus) called to the belief (here; 2/25-26,
285), you were --(thus unjustly, hostilely and obdurately; 22/72 & 41/5)-- disbelieving (2/26-27)!
11- They will say: Our Lord, You have put us to death two times (=thus before their coming to
this world, in the first place; 67/2, and secondly, thus at the end of their worldly life here;
16/28-29), and You have given us life two times (=thus in this world, in the first place; 67/2,
and secondly, thus immediately after their death here; 16/28-29 thus in the other world now,
when all of them will thus instantly be summoned before Him then; 36/52-53);
and (now) We have confessed (all) our wrong doings --(therein before Al-lah)! So is there any
way (for us) to get out --(of this Hell; 16/28-29 they will thus already be thrown therein then,
here in this case now; 4/18)?
12- (It will be said to them): This is because certainly that, when Al-lah alone was advocated
--(thus as one and only Lord here; 42/10)-- you have (hostilely and arrogantly; 22/72 & …)
disbelieved, but --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Him
here)-- if (such) partners were (thus) mentioned with Him (9/31 & 3/80 & 41/37 & …) you have
believed! So the judgement --(thus again as one and only Lord therein; 42/10 will thus)-belong (only) to Al-lah (4/48, 116); --now, thus also on the left side here-- the High, --on the
right side here-- the Great! (=10/34-36)
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13- He is the One who (thus) shows you His “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of
those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), and (thus) sends down for you from the sky --now, thus
also on those 19 coded Tables here again, on those both sides-- a “provision” (=2/25)! But none
will take “Commemoration” (39/23) except (the one) who (thus) turns obediently (to Him
here; 13/27)!
14- So you shall call upon Al-lah, (thus totally) devoting (only) to Him the Religion (39/2-3),
even if these disbelievers (39/59) dislike (it).
15- (He is thus) the Raising One of the degrees (of rank) (20/75), Possessor of the Throne
(25/59)! He sends the “Spirit” of His Command (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most
specific “Spirit,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 42/52) upon whomever He wants from among His servants, so that he may
(henceforth thus) warn with the Day of Meeting (6/130)!
16- The day (when) they will (all) come forth, nothing of them will remain hidden from Al-lah!
(And it will be said): To whom (belongs) the Ruling Dominion today? (Thus only) to Al-lah,
the Single (=17/111), the Supreme!
17- Today, every soul will be requited for what it has (thus) earned (here; 2/81 X 52/21); (there
will) not (be) any injustice today (21/47). Certainly, Al-lah is Swift in reckoning.
18- So you shall warn them of (this) fast approaching day (44/10-16 & 16/28-29), when the
hearts will (reach up) to the throats (then), gulping. (There will) not (be) for these --by having
thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) unjust ones (39/24) any
warm friend, and not an intercessor (21/28) to be (listened to and) obeyed (therein; 20/109)!
19- (For) He knows the treacherous (looks) of the eyes, and (all) what the chests are (thus)
hiding (11/5)!
20- And Al-lah decrees --(in accordance with all of His most equitable and fair “judgements”)-with the “Truth” (39/41); but those whom they are calling upon --(by thus adopting them as
other/partner false “gods” outside/beside Al-lah here)-- beside Him (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43 &
41/37 & …) cannot decree with any wanted thing (27/78)! (For) certainly Al-lah, (only) He is
--now, thus also on the left side here-- the Hearer, --on the right side here-- the Seer!
21- So do they not roam the earth and see (now), how was the consequence of those before them
(29/40)? They were mightier than them in (physical, bodily) power, and in fortifications on the
earth. But Al-lah (eventually thus) overtook them for their wrong doings (29/39-40)! And there
was not for them against Al-lah any guarding one!
22- This is because certainly that, their Messengers were (thus) coming to them with the “Clear
Proofs” (20/133), but they disbelieved; and --(because of this; 40/5)-- Al-lah (eventually thus)
overtook them! Certainly, He is Powerful, --(here, in this case; 40/5 thus eventually)-- Severe
in consequence!
23- And definitely, We sent Moses with Our “Signs” (20/19-24), and (thus) a clear evidence.
24- To Pharaoh, and Hamaan, and Qaroon. But they said: (This is only) an enchanter, a liar!
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25- So when he (thus) came to them with the “Truth” (7/105) from Us, they said: Kill
the (newborn) sons of those who believed with him, and leave alive in shame their women
(=mothers). And (this) snare of the disbelievers is nothing but (always thus) in a straying
(52/46)!
26- And Pharaoh said: Leave me alone, that I may (instantly) kill Moses (now), and let him
call upon his Lord! For certainly, I fear that he may change your religion (now), or he may (thus)
spread on the earth the evil committing!
27- And Moses said: Certainly, I seek refuge in my Lord and your Lord (Al-lah), from every
arrogant one who does not believe in the Day of Reckoning!
28- And a believing man among the people of Pharaoh, who was concealing his belief, said:
Will you kill a man (now) for that he is saying: My (one and only) Lord is Al-lah (26/23-29)?
And definitely, he has (thus) come to you with the “Clear Proofs” (26/30-33) from your Lord.
And if he is a liar, his lie will be upon him. But if he is (thus) a truthful one, (then) some of those
he has (thus) promised you (20/48) will afflict you. But certainly, Al-lah does not guide (39/23)
(the one) who is excessive, a liar!
29- O my nation, yours is the ruling dominion today, (you are thus) dominant ones on the earth
(for now). But who will help us against the punishment of Al-lah, if it --(as Moses has already
thus warned about therein)-- comes to us (17/102)? Pharaoh said: I do not show you except what
I see, and I do not guide you but (thus) to the way of the correctness (26/27-29)!
30- And the one who believed said: O my nation, (then) certainly, I fear for you (now) a similar
(punishment) as the day of those parties.
31- The similar (punishment) as the requital of that nation of Noah and Aad and Thamoud,
and (all) those after them. And Al-lah is not intending (here) for any injustice for the multitudes
(27/12-14)!
32- And O my nation, certainly, I (thus also) fear for you (now) the Day of Crying out.
33- The day (when) you will (thus) turn away fleeing, (there will) not (be) for you against Al-lah
any protecting one! And whomever Al-lah --(because of their own such betrayal; 7/135 and
obduracy here; 7/132)-- sends astray, (there cannot be) for him --(here, in this case again; 4/18)-any guiding one (39/23) (thereafter)!
34- And definitely, Joseph had come to you before (this) with the “Clear Proofs” (12/46-56),
but you did not cease (to be) in a hesitation about what he (thus) came to you therewith.
And when he passed away, you said: --(thus also because they feared that in the future
a Messenger like Moses could thus be sent by Al-lah to save the Children of Israel from the
oppression of Pharaoh and those Egyptians by His Command therein; please, see in this respect
now: Genesis 50/24-25)-- Al-lah will not raise any Messenger --(especially among these
Children of Israel therein again)-- after him! Like this, Al-lah sends astray (the Pharaoh and his
followers) who is (thus) excessive, a doubter (28/4-6)!
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35- Those who are arguing against the “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most
specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah without any (true) evidence (16/100) that came to them,
it is greatly abhorred --(thus because of all their deliberate, ill and crooked attitudes here;
41/40 = 13/33 & 9/37 & …) by Al-lah, and by (all) those who have (thus) believed (32/15-16)!
Like this, Al-lah locks upon the hearts of every --(now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
against His clear “Signs” again therein; 29/47, 49) against the left side-- arrogant, --against
the right side-- haughty one!
36- And Pharaoh said: O Hamaan, (then) build for me a high tower (now), that perhaps I may
reach up to the heights,
37- The heights of the skies; and (thus) I may take a look at the God of Moses. For certainly,
I consider him to be (such) a liar (26/26-29)! And like this, the badness of his work was adorned
to Pharaoh, and he was --(thus because of his own unjustness, arrogance and hostility therein;
7/123-127)-- repelled from the (right) way (29/38-39). And the snare of Pharaoh was nothing but
(bound to end up) in destruction.
38- And the one who believed said: O my nation, follow me (now), that I may (thus) guide you
--(with that Heavenly Message which Al-lah had thus sent down to prophet Joseph therein,
in the first place, and then also prophet Moses then; 12/34)-- to the way of the Correctness!
39- O my nation, (here), this worldly life is only a (temporary) enjoyment (57/20). And
certainly, the Last Epoch, it is the (permanent and everlasting) place of the settlement!
40- So whoever “works” for --(now, thus also here)-- such a badness (41/40), he will not be
requited except with the like of it (10/27)! And whoever works for a “Righteous Deed” (=thus
also a significant reminder here to each one of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all
believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26),
whether male or female, and (while) he is (henceforth thus) a believer (3/84), those will enter
the Garden, (and) they will be provided therein without limits (38/49-54)!
41- O my nation, it is (a duty) upon me, that I (thus) call you to the Salvation (61/10-12);
but you are (still) calling me to the Fire?
42- For you are thus (still) calling me to disbelieve --(thus as one and only “Lord” here; 42/10)-Al-lah (40/12), and to (still) make partner with Him --(by taking for himself outside/beside Him
such false “lords” here; 79/24 & 9/31 & …)-- what there is not for me regarding/with them any
such “Knowledge” (6/148)!
And I am (thus) calling you --(always and forever thus as one and only “Lord;” 42/10)-- towards
--now, thus also on the left side here-- the Mighty, --on the right side here-- the Forgiver!
(=12/39)
43- No doubt, what you are (still) thus calling me to them (=those other/partner false “gods”
which they thus took for themselves outside/beside Al-lah here; 26/29 & 9/31 & …);
there cannot be any (rightful) calling to them (30/40) neither in this world, nor in the Last Epoch
(28/70)! And certainly, our (ultimate) return will be to Al-lah. And certainly, the excessive ones,
they will --(here, in this case again; 4/18 thus eventually)-- be the community of the Fire
(therein; 50/24-26)!
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44- And you will soon remember what I am saying to you (here). And (now) I entrust my affair
(only) to Al-lah! (For) certainly, Al-lah is Seer of (all) the servants.
45- And (therefore), Al-lah (thus) guarded him against (all) the badnesses of what they schemed
(therein). And the worst retribution --(thus immediately at the time of their death; 16/28-29
thus instantly)-- haunted the people of Pharaoh (therein).
46- The Fire; they are (thus) exposed to it --(in that Hell; 16/28-29 that they are thus still therein
now)-- in the early hours and the evenings. And the day (when) the (final) Hour will come
--(in the future, at the time of that ultimate Day of Resurrection therein; 39/67-68), (it will be
said to the Angels then): Admit the people of Pharaoh (now) into the most severe retribution
(therein; 39/69-72)
47- And they argue in the Fire (40/46), and the weak ones are (now) saying (therein) to those
who acted arrogantly (here): Certainly, we were followers of you (in the world). So can you avert
from us only a portion of the Fire (therein)?
48- Those who acted arrogantly (here) say: Certainly we, all (of us) are (thus) in it (now). For
certainly, Al-lah has definitely (thus) judged among the servants (7/38-41)!
49- And (then) those in the Fire say to the (Angel) guardians of Hell: (Please), call upon your
Lord, that He may lighten for us, only (one) day of the retribution!
50- They say: Were not your Messengers coming to you with the “Clear Proofs (20/133)?
They say: Yes (indeed)! They say: So you (yourself) call upon (your Lord now)! But the call
of these disbelievers (henceforth) is nothing except --(thus because of their crookedness and
lying therein again; 6/27-28 bound to end up)-- in straying!
51- Certainly, We will help (all) Our Messengers (6/84-90) and those who have --(rightfully
following in their footsteps now; 6/90 thus)-- believed (here; 2/25-26) in this worldly life, and
on the day (when) the witnesses will (thus) stand up --(on this ultimate Day of Resurrection
therein; 39/68-69).
52- The day (when) their apologies will not benefit (66/7) those --by having thus ungratefully
rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) unjust ones (39/24); and for them (there will be)
the condemnation, and for them (there will thus come) the worst abode (40/46)!
53- And definitely, We gave Moses the Guidance (=Torah; 5/44), and (then) We (thus) let the
Children of Israel inherit the Written Document (17/2)!
54- Thus as a (source of) “Guidance” and a “Commemorative” (=thus a significant prospective
reference here to this most specific “Guidance,” and a “Commemorative,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23 & 74/31)
for the possessors of the understanding! (=6/154)
55- So you shall (henceforth always) remain steadfast (76/24); for certainly, the “promise”
(9/111) of Al-lah is (thus) the Truth! And also you shall (thus always) seek forgiveness for your
own wrong doings (3/146-147). And also you shall (henceforth thus always) glorify with praise
of your Lord in the evenings and the early hours (20/130).
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56- Certainly, those who are arguing against the “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of
those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah without any (true) evidence (16/100) that
came to them, in their chests (there is) only a greed --(to be great in the sight of Al-lah, or/and
in the eyes of people here)-- that they will never attain it --(in the sight of Al-lah; 70/36-44)!
So (now, also against them) you shall (thus always) seek refuge in Al-lah (23/97-98); for
certainly He, (here), He is --now, thus also on the left side-- the Hearer, --on the right side-the Seer (40/20)!
57- The (evolutionary) creation of the skies and the earth --(thus initially beginning with that
Big bang and thereafter continuing for/within about 14 billion years, by the command of
Al-lah therein; 21/30)-- is thus (even) greater than the (evolutionary) creation of the humans
--(thus initially beginning from water and thereafter continuing for/within about 4 billion years,
by the command of Al-lah therein again; 21/30); but in fact, many of the people (still) do not
know (this; 21/30 & 71/14-15)!
58- And (henceforth), the blind and the seer are not equal (here; 11/24); and so those who have
(thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference here to all of those
most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those
19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26) and these “badness” doers (13/33 & 9/37 & …)!
But (except) a little, you are (still) not (truly) taking “Commemoration” (here; 39/23)!
59- Certainly, the Hour (33/63) is (thus) surely coming, not a doubt about it; but in fact, many
of the people (still) do not believe!
60- And your Lord said: So (henceforth), you shall (thus) call upon Me (40/14), and I will
(thus) respond to you (2/186). But certainly, those who are too arrogant (39/59) to (thus) serve
Me (here; 22/77), they will --(here, in this case; 4/18 thus eventually)-- enter Hell, forcibly.
61- Al-lah is the One who has made for you the night, that you may rest therein, and the day
(thus) as a sight giver (27/86). Certainly, Al-lah is --(henceforth, here also thus)-- possessor of
“Favor” (10/57-58) upon the people, but in fact, many of the people (still) do not appreciate (it)!
62- This is Al-lah, your (one and only) Lord (42/10), the Creator of every wanted thing (25/2).
There is no Ilah (=God) but thus (only) He (28/70)! So how can you still (thus) be deviated by
(such) inventions (here; 45/6-7)?
63- Like this, those who are struggling --(thus on those both sides; 29/47, 49)-- against the
“Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of
Al-lah are (thus) deviated by (such) inventions (here; 45/6-7)!
64- Al-lah is the One who has made for you the earth a settling place, and the sky a structure.
And He has designed you, and made nice your designs. And He has --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those both sides-- “provided” you from the clean ones (=14/24-25)!
This is Al-lah, your (one and only) Lord (42/10)! Most Exalted is Al-lah, the (one and only) Lord
of the multitudes (26/23-26)!
65- He is the Living (25/58); there is no Ilah (=God) but thus (only) He (28/70)! So henceforth,
you shall call upon Him, (thus totally) devoting (only) to Him the Religion (39/2-3)!
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(All) praise --(now, here also thus)-- belong to Al-lah (18/1-2), the (one and only) Lord of the
multitudes!
66- Say: Certainly, I have been enjoined from serving those whom you are calling upon --(by
thus adopting them as other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Him here)-- other than Al-lah
(9/31 & 3/80 & 41/37 & …) when these “Clear Proofs” (6/157) has (thus) come to me (now)
from my Lord! And I am (henceforth thus) commanded to surrender (3/84-85) to the (one and
only) Lord of the multitudes (42/10)!
67- He is the One who has created you from dust (=all those elements present in earth crust),
then from a tiny drop (=sperm), then from a hanging thing (=embryo), then He brings you out as
an infant. Then you will attain your maturity (here), then you will be old -and from among you
(there are those) who will be caused to die before (this) (22/5). And (each of) you will (thus)
reach a named appointed time, and so that you may --(in this lifetime, henceforth at the first
opportunity, thus certainly allocate some special time for this “Commemoration,” in the first
place here; 35/37 thus before it is too late for a person then; 63/10-11 thus to immediately attain
eternal Salvation here thereby; 40/7-9)-- comprehend (this; 21/10)!
68- He is the One who (thus) gives life, and causes death (2/28). And when He decrees a
“command” (=thus also a reference here to that specific “command” of creation in the wombs
above), (then) He only says to it: “Be” (3/47), and it --(in the manner He has thus decreed
in the first place, and in the time period He has deemed appropriate therein, in those wombs
thus)-- is (77/21-23 & …)!
69- Do you not see those who are (still) thus arguing (40/56) against the “Signs” (=thus a
reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah (40/35),
and --(here, also because of this; 7/146)-- how they are (thus) turned away (now)?
70- (These are) the ones who have (thus) rejected the “Written Document” (=thus an exclusive
reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), and what We have (thus)
sent Our Messengers therewith --(thus clearly prophesying and unmistakably informing about
this “Written Document” here; 37/37)! So they will soon know.
71- When the shackles will be around their necks, and in the chains they will be dragged off.
72- (Here, only in this case again; 22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-10 & …)-- into the boiling water; then
in the fire they will be grilled.
73- Then it will be said to them: Where are (those) whom you were --(by thus adopting them
as other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Him here)-- thus making partners
74- beside Al-lah (9/31 & 3/80 & 41/37 & …)? They will say: They have (totally) gone away
from us (2/166-167 & 35/14)! No, we were not calling upon before this any (rightful) thing!
Like this, Al-lah sends astray these disbelievers (2/26-27).
75- This is because you were rejoicing on the earth based on --(these false sources; 2/78-79 &
6/112-113 & … that are)-- different than the “Truth” (here; 45/6-7), and because you were (thus)
acting proudly --(with them; 23/53-56)!
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76- So enter the gates of Hell (now), as eternal ones therein. And (what) ugly indeed is the
(final) destination of (these) arrogant ones (39/59)!
77- So you shall (henceforth always) remain steadfast (76/24); for certainly, the “promise”
(9/111) of Al-lah is (thus) the Truth! And if We show you some of the (retributions) We have
(thus) promised them (21/1-2 & 17/7 & 3/56 & 9/98 & …), or cause you to die (before this),
(eventually) to Us they will --(thus in this manner; 16/28-29, or if they immediately repent and
sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 4/17 thus in this manner; 16/32)-- be brought back!
78- And definitely, We sent (many) Messengers before you. From them (there are those) whom
We have (thus) mentioned to you (6/84-87 & …), and from them (there are those) whom We
have not mentioned to you (2/87 = Isaiah & Jeremiah & …). And it cannot be for any Messenger
(=here, also thus especially this “Messenger of the Covenant”) to bring forth --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here-- a “sign” (=thus a reference here to each one of those 19 coded,
similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) except (thus) by the
permission of Al-lah (therein; 13/38-39)!
And when the command of Al-lah comes, it will (thus immediately) be decided (among them)
with the “Truth” (39/41); and there, the falsifiers (29/52) will (thus) lose!
79- Al-lah is the One who has made for you the livestock, (some) of them you are riding on
(88/17), and (of some) of them you may eat (6/143-145).
80- And for you in them (there are many other) benefits (16/5-6), and so that you may also
(thus) reach (by riding) on them (now) a joy in your chests. And --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- upon them, and --on the right side-- upon the ships, you
are carried!
81- And He (thus) shows you His “Signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of those most
specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5)! So which of (these) “Signs” of Al-lah are you (still) going to
deny (13/36)?
82- Do they not roam the earth and see (now), how was the consequence of those before them
(29/40)? They were more numerous than them, and mightier in (physical, bodily) power, and
(hence) in (those) fortifications on the earth (therein). But what they were earning (eventually
thus) could not avail them (in the least therein; 29/39-40)!
83- And when their Messengers came to them with the “Clear Proofs” (20/133), they rejoiced
with what they had with them (therein) of --(this kind of false and bogus)-- knowledge (40/75).
And --(all those genuine Heavenly messages and warnings)-- that they were mocking at (therein
consequently thus) haunted them (therein; 6/5)!
84- And when they saw Our punishment, they said: We have (now) believed in Al-lah alone
--(thus as one and only guiding, protecting “Master” here; 7/196), and We have disbelieved in
what we were --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “masters” outside/beside Him
here)-- making partners with Him (18/102)!
85- But their belief did not benefit them, when they (thus) saw Our punishment (therein)!
(Because this is) the principle of Al-lah that (also) definitely (thus) occurred in/among (all of)
His servants (before this). And here, the disbelievers (18/102-106) definitely lose (=6/158)!
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CHAPTER 41
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Haa, Meem.
2- (This is) a “sending down” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” as it is “sent down” thus
here again, in the first place: 39/23) from --now, thus also on the left side therein-- the Gracious,
--on the right side-- the Merciful (Al-lah)!
3- (It is thus) a “Written Document” (39/23) whose “signs” (=each of those 19 coded, similar
“words/letters,” in pairs again; 3/7) are fully separated --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables,
for/on the left & right side therein-- (such) an arabic “Reading” (here; 17/106) for a people who
(henceforth thus) know!
4- As a bearer of Good News (39/33-35) and a Warner (39/57-60)! But many of them have
turned away (now), and they do not hear.
5- And they said: Our hearts are in barriers against what you are (thus) calling us towards it,
and in our ears is a deafness, and (henceforth), between us and you (there are) shields!
So “work” (2/25) (then), certainly, we (too) will thus be “working” (23/63 & 41/40)!
6- Say: I am only a human like you. But it is (thus) being inspired to me that your Ilah (=God)
is (thus) only One Ilah (=God) (28/70)! So (henceforth), you shall straightly go towards Him,
and (thus) seek forgiveness of Him (2/285)! But woe to (all of) these partner makers (42/21 &
13/33)!
7- (Those are) the ones who do not give the Cleansing rate (8/41), and they are regarding
the Last Epoch (=thus also a reference to this most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium;
22/47 here again, in the first place; 6/92), they are (thus) disbelievers (11/19)!
8- Certainly, those who have believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference
here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for,
here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), for them (there will be given)
a payment (29/58) unending!
9- Say: Will you still (thus) disbelieve in the One (67/6-9) who created the earth in (the first)
two Days (22/47), and --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Him
here)-- still (thus) set up (to rank) with Him (such) equals (9/31 & 3/80 & 41/37 & …), and
(though) this is (thus) the (one and only) “Lord” of the multitudes (42/10)!
10- And (then) He placed therein the rooted (mountains) from above it, and He blessed therein.
And He (thus) measured therein (all) its edibles (thus) within (the first) four Days (22/47), equal
for (all) the seekers.
11- Then He turned to the sky, and it was gaseous (then), and He said to it (=all those stars,
planets, etc. therein) and to the earth: Come (now), willingly (=attracting each other) or
aversely (=repelling each other)! They said: We have come, willingly!
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12- So (then) He completed them as seven skies, in (the last) two Days (22/47), and (then)
He inspired into each sky its command.
And (thus) We adorned the nearest sky with lamps, and (with/under) a protection (37/6-7).
(Here), this is the (perfect) Measurement of --now, thus also on the left side here-- the Mighty,
--on the right side here-- the Knower (Al-lah)! (=40/2)
** In these above Verses (41/9-12), we thus clearly perceive again the “conceptual creation” stage,
which is specifically referred to as “idha qadaa amran” (=when He decrees a command) period, by
our supreme Lord here (2/117) thus in total six Days (=six Thousand Years of ours, in the sight of Him
therein; 22/47), thus even before Big bang, in the first place.
So our supreme Lord after having thus perfectly planned this earth, with all of its mountains, vegetation,
etc. in those first four Days (=four Thousand Years of ours; 22/47) (41/9-10), and thereafter having thus
perfectly planned the skies (=all stars, planets, etc.) in those last two Days (=two Thousand Years of ours;
22/47) (41/12), and henceforth thus all our universe and earth in total six Days (=six Thousand Years of
ours; 22/47) by His most accurate and precise “Mathematical Computations” (7/185) in this “conceptual
creation” stage, in the very beginning; and then by His most Wise and powerful Command: “Be” (2/117),
He has thus initiated the Big bang (21/30), and thus our universe and earth have thus come into existence
within about 14 billion years in such a most Wise and wondrous “evolutionary creation” procedure, and it
still continues thus to rapidly expand (51/47) and thus still coming into “being” under His full control and
absolute Watch at every moment (10/61), in accordance with all of His most accurate and precise “laws,”
He has thus perfectly created and ordained in the very beginning again (7/185), until reaching its ultimate
point here, thus in the future (21/104) as thus predetermined by Him here again, in the first place.
In these above Verses (41/9-12) we can also thus clearly perceive that our earth is so much more
complicated and wondrous comparing to all other stars and planets in Universe, because our supreme
Lord has thus most Wisely and wondrously planned this earth thus in four Days (41/9-10) and all other
stars and planets thus only in two Days (41/12) thereafter, in the very beginning. But of course, we should
never totally disregard here the possibility that our supreme Lord may have thus also planned therein
other --one, or perhaps more than one-- planets that would exactly be same/similar, or only in some ways
same/similar as our planet earth here, thus to perfectly come into existence also in some other distant parts
of this Universe then (13/18 & 42/29), in the first place!
** In this above Verse (41/11), we can also thus clearly see that our supreme Lord has thus in a
most Wise and figurative manner unmistakably pointed out to us the “gravitational force” between
all stars and planets in our Universe, which He has thus created and ordained by His most accurate and
precise “Mathematical Calculations” in the very beginning again (7/185). And before this, we have
already seen within those other metaphorical stories, in which our supreme Lord has thus --(in some
aspects, in a very similar way again)-- in a most Wise and figurative manner taught us the “body language
and mentality” of those birds and ants by translating them in “verbal language” for us thus also therein
(27/18 & 41/11)!

13- But if they (still) turn away, (then) say: I have (thus) warned you of a devastation like
the devastation of Aad and Thamoud (34/46)!
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14- When the Messengers came to them, as well as before them and after them, (saying):
(Henceforth), you shall not serve (anyone) but thus (only) Al-lah (12/40)! They said: Had our
Lord willed, He would have sent down Angels --(to us now, as Messengers; 23/24). So certainly,
we are in what you are (thus) sent with it disbelievers!
15- And Aad; they (thus) acted arrogantly on the earth based on (those sources that were)
different than the Truth (45/6-7), and they said: Who is mightier than us in power (34/34-35)?
Did they not see that certainly Al-lah, the One who created them, He is mightier than them
in power? But they were still --(thus deliberately and crookedly)-- struggling against Our “Signs”
(29/47, 49)!
16- So We sent upon them a violent wind in (those) miserable days, and We (thus) made them
taste the retribution of the disgrace in this worldly life. And the retribution of the Last Epoch
will be more/most disgraceful; and they --(henceforth, because of this therein; 6/27-28)-will never be helped!
17- And Thamoud; We guided them, but they loved the blindness (2/18) over the “Guidance”
(39/23)! So the devastation of the shameful retribution (eventually thus) overtook them, because
of what they were (thus) earning.
18- But We saved those who believed, and were (thus) acting piously (39/33)!
19- And the day (when) the enemies of Al-lah (2/98) are summoned to the Fire, and they will
(immediately) be lined up.
20- And when they come to it, their hearing, and their eyes, and their skins will bear witness to
what they were working on.
21- And they will say to their skins: Why have you (thus) born witness against us? They will
say: Al-lah has (thus) made us talk --(maybe, in such a figurative manner also therein again;
27/18 & 41/11 & …), the One who can (thus) make talk every wanted thing! And He has created
you the first time, and to Him (all of) you --(thus immediately at the time of this death here;
16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- are brought back (56/83-94)!
22- And you were not guarding yourselves that your hearing and your eyes and your skins might
(eventually thus) bear witness against you. But in fact, you guessed that certainly, Al-lah would
not know --(thus in order to condemn them thereby)-- many of (those) that you were (thus)
“working” on (16/28-29)!
23- And this guess of yours that you (thus wrongfully) guessed (it) concerning your Lord have
ruined you (now), and (thus) you have been of the losers (2/26-27)!
24- And if they can remain steadfast, (here), the Fire is (henceforth thus) an (eternal) destination
for them. And if they want to be excused, they --(because of this therein again; 6/27-28)-will never be of the excused ones!
25- And --(here, because of this; 43/36)-- We have (thus) assigned to them companions (now),
and they have (thus) adorned to them what is before them and what is behind them (43/36-37).
And the “Saying” has (thus) truly occurred against them (now; 27/84-85), (so they will be)
--(here, in this case again; 4/18 thus eventually)-- among the societies, that (thus) passed away
before them, of the jinns and the humans (7/37-38). And certainly, they have (thus) been losers!
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26- And those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) said: Do not listen to this “Reading”
(=thus an indication here to this most specific “Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69), and (thus) add distortion
into it (13/33 & …) that you may win!
27- We will surely make those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) taste a severe retribution,
and We will surely requite them for the worst of those --(badnesses; 9/37)-- that they are --(thus
deliberately and crookedly)-- “working” on (41/40 & …)!
28- This is the requital of the enemies of Al-lah: The Fire! For them (there will be) therein
the abode of eternity; (thus as a most equitable and just)-- requital (40/40) for that they were
--(in such deliberate, crooked and tyrannical attitudes; 41/40 & 22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-10 & …)-struggling against Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 6/4 = 26/5)!
29- And (in the hereafter) those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) will say: Our Lord,
(please), show us (now) those who led us astray --(from this Way of Al-lah here; 12/108 &
9/111)-- of those jinns and the humans (6/112-113), that we may trample them under our feet
(here), that they may be of the lowliest!
30- (But) certainly, those who said (now): Our (one and only) Lord is (thus) Al-lah (42/10),
then they straightly go --(in His Way here; 12/108 & 9/111), the Angels will be coming down
upon them, (inspiring to them): Do not fear, and do not grieve. And rejoice with the Garden, that
you are (thus) promised (31/8-9)!
31- For we are (thus) your allies in this worldly life, and in the Last Epoch (13/23-24). And for
you therein (there will be) whatever your souls may desire, and for you therein (there will be)
whatever you will call for (36/57).
32- (Such is your) award; from (Al-lah who is) --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
due to all of your righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the left side-- Forgiver, --due to all of your
righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the right side-- Merciful --(towards all of His believing servants
here; 25/70)!
33- So who is nicer in speech than (the one) who thus calls (all humanity) to Al-lah (12/108),
and (while) he works for a “Righteous Deed” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most
specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded
Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), and said: Certainly, (henceforth thus) I am (one) of these
surrenderers (to Him here; 3/84-85)?
34- And the nice attitude (39/33-34) is never equal with the bad attitude (39/51)! So you shall
(thus always) repel (all kind of badnesses) with the (manner/message) that is the nicest (13/22).
And then, the one between you and him (there was) a hostility (before this) may be like he is
(henceforth) a warm friend (to you)!
35- But none will be granted it (28/80) except those who --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on the left side-- remain steadfast, and none will be granted it except those --now,
thus also on the right side therein-- possessors of a great portion!
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36- And if a provocation from the satan provokes you, you shall (thus immediately) seek refuge
in Al-lah (7/200-201)! (For) certainly He, (so), He is the hearer, the knower.
37- And among His “signs” are --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-the “Night,” and --on the right side-- the “Day;” and --again, on the right side-- the “Sun,” and
--on the left side-- the “Moon!”
So (henceforth), you shall never prostrate --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “lords;”
6/76-78 or “gods;” 27/24-26 outside/beside Him here)-- before the Sun, nor the Moon!
But you shall (thus always and only) prostrate --(as one and only Lord; 42/10 and God; 28/70)-before Al-lah, the One who has thus created them --(in His book of Nature and also in His book
of Religion, thus by His most Wise and precise 19 coded “Mathematical Calculations;” 55/5)-if you are (henceforth thus only) to Him serving (12/40)!
38- But if they --(despite all of these most Miraculous perfect “Signs” above; 41/37)-- still
act arrogantly, (then know that) those at your Lord are (always) glorifying Him --now, thus also
due to all of those clear “Signs” on the left side; 29/47-- in the “night,” and --due to all of those
clear “Signs” on the right side; 29/49-- in the “day,” and they never despair!
** The fact that the Sun and the Moon are lining up in/as pairs in heaven exactly in every “19” years,
and they are also thus lining up in/as pairs now on that 19 coded magnificent Table of our supreme Lord
here (please, see “A Celestial Miracle” document in this regard now), and then again the fact that our own
galaxy is made up of two specific spirals --(which can thus clearly point out to us two “19” on each side
when they are properly parted)-- and thus on both sides again most Wisely and precisely designed
in accordance with that Fibonacci sequence, which is crowned by number 19 again by our supreme Lord
(please, see “A Golden Ratio Miracle” document here, in this regard) are thus among most critical and
important evidences and witnesses that there is only one true God (=Al-lah) who has thus created
His book of Nature, and also His book of Religion thus by His most Wise and precise 19 coded,
magnificent “Mathematical and Symmetrical Language,” in the first place here, in this most critical
Final Age.
So henceforth, to still remain totally indifferent and/or even act tyranically and arrogantly against this
19 coded, most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” in this most critical
Final Age here, and thus still continue to adopt that Sun and Moon and Stars as natural “lords” and
“gods” (6/76-78 & 27/24-26), as if they themselves have thought and created all these 19 coded
magnificent “Mathematical and Symmetrical Designs” in heaven, and as if there were no true God
(=Al-lah) thus beyond and above them, as one and only Lord and God here (42/10 & 28/70) who has thus
created this 19 coded, most magnificent and matchless “Mathematical Message” here (=17/88)
will thus be deemed a great injustice and ungratefulness and thus unforgivable sin henceforth (41/37)!
But those who will thus sincerely hearken and immediately and rightfully return to Al-lah here by
following this one and only true Religion (3/84) among all those atheists and agnostics (3/89 & 25/70-71)
will thus immediately be forgiven and most Mercifully and genereously be rewarded by Al-lah here and
in the hereafter, forever (3/89 & 25/70-71). But those who will never hearken and never return to Al-lah
will thus have to taste the consequences (98/6) of their own total indifference, ungratefulness, and/or
even tyranny here again (7/179 & 29/47 & 22/72) in the very end.
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39- And among His “signs” is that certainly you see the earth still, but when We send down
upon it the water, it (immediately) shakes and grows. Certainly, the One who has --now, thus
also on those 19 coded Tables here, on those both sides-- (thus) given “life” to it will surely be
--now, thus also therein again-- giving “life” (also) to the dead (7/57)! (For) certainly, He is upon
every wanted thing a best Measurer!
40- (But) certainly, those who are making distortion --(through these kind of deliberate, crooked
and ill methods here; 13/33 & 5/41 & 9/37 & …)-- in Our “Signs” (=thus an exclusive reference
here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) cannot remain hidden from Us!
So is (the one) who --(here, in this case; 22/72 eventually thus)-- will be thrown into the Fire
better, or (the one) who will come secure on the Day of Resurrection? So (all of you) “work”
now --(here, in this manner; 29/4 or in this manner; 2/25)-- as you want; certainly, He is of
(all) what you are working on a Seer!
41- Certainly, those who have (thus) disbelieved in the “Commemoration” (=thus an exclusive
reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), when it (thus) came to them
(now); and certainly, it is --(thus most magnificent and matchless; 17/88)-- a mighty
“Written Document” (39/23)!
42- The falsehood can never enter it (=its original and perfect Record in that “protected Tablet”
in heaven; 85/21-22) from before it, nor from behind it (therein); it is thus a sent down (via
angel Gabriel into the heart of this “Messenger of the Covenant” herein; 2/97); (henceforth), it is
from --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- Wise, --on the right side-Praiseworthy (Al-lah)! (=34/50, 33/36)
43- What is said to you (herein) is precisely what was (also thus) definitely said to (all of) those
Messengers before you (39/65-66)! Certainly, your Lord is --(henceforth, in this case; 4/17
thus always)-- possessor of forgiveness, but --(here, in this case; 4/18 thus eventually)-possessor of a painful consequence!
44- And if We make it --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here-- a foreign style (=i.e. thus
recited from left to right manner therein) “Reading,” they will say: Why have not its “signs”
(=each of its 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs therein; 3/7) been fully separated --(thus
to be recited from right to left manner therein)? (How can it be in such) a foreign style (=i.e. thus
recited from left to right manner therein), and (though) it is Arabic (=basically thus recited from
right to left manner in its original text, in the first place)? (Please, in this respect also certainly
see now: 57/12)
Say: (Henceforth), it is (thus) for those who have believed (3/84) a “Guidance” (=thus an
exclusive reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) and (thus) a “Healing”
(10/57)! But those who (still) do not believe, in their ears (there is) a deafness, and it --(as long
as they deliberately act thus heedlessly, hostilely and foolishly here; 2/171 & 41/5 & 25/44
will remain)-- upon them as (such) a blindness (10/42-43), (as if) they are being called from
a far off place (now)!
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45- And definitely, We gave Moses the Written Document (=Torah; 5/44), but (it is thus)
contradicted therein (now; 28/48)! And if it were not for a word that has (already thus) gone
forth from your Lord (in the very first place; 35/45), it would have (thus immediately) been
decided between them (herein now; 3/84-85)! And certainly, they are still (thus) in a
(unwarranted and baseless) hesitation about it (=Torah again; 5/44), doubters (11/110)!
46- So (henceforth), whoever works for a “Righteous Deed” (=thus also a reference here to
each one of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for,
here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), it will be for (the good of) his
own soul, and whoever does a badness (9/37), it will be to his own (detriment)! And (thereupon),
your Lord is (thus) never unjust to the servants (40/17, 40)!
47- The knowledge of the Hour (33/63) is (thus) referred (only) to Him! And no fruit can
emerge from its sheath, and no female can conceive, nor give birth, but (only) by/under His
knowledge. And the day (when) He will call unto them: Where are My (such) “partners” --(that
they have thus falsely asserted outside/beside Him here; 42/21)? They will say: We announce
to You that (there is) not from among us any witness (to this)!
48- And (thus totally) will stray away from them what they were calling upon before --(by thus
adopting them as other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Him here; 9/31 & 41/37 & …), and
they will (thus clearly) perceive (2/166-167 & 35/13-14) that (there will) not be for them any exit
(henceforth therein; 6/27-28)!
49- The human being never tires of calling for the goodness. But if a badness touches him, (he
immediately turns) despondent, desperate.
50- And if We make him taste a mercy from Us, after that adversity that touched him, he says:
(Here), this is for me! And I do not think that the Hour will ever (thus) come (33/63)! And if
I am --(at the time of his death therein, thus immediately)-- sent back to my Lord (now),
certainly, (there will be) for me with Him the nicest (rewards)!
So We will surely inform these (people) who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27) of what
they have (thus) “worked” on (23/63 & 41/40), and We will surely --(because of this here again;
22/72 thus eventually)-- make them taste (such) a harsh retribution (22/19-22)!
51- And when We bless upon the human being, he (immediately) drifts apart and (thus) turns
his side (39/8). But (thereafter), when adversity touches him, (he is then) possessor of lengthy
prayers (again)!
52- Say: Do you see, if this (“Guidance;” 39/23) is (thus truly) from Al-lah, but you have
(still) disbelieved in it? (Then) who is farther astray (now) than (those) who are in (such) a deep
opposition (against it) (=39/24-26)?
53- So We will surely show them Our “Signs” in the horizons, and in their own souls, until it
(thus) becomes clear to them, that certainly, it is the “Truth” (=thus an exclusive reference here
to that most specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/41)! So is it not enough that certainly your Lord, He is upon
every wanted thing (thus) a Witness!
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54- Pay heed, but certainly, they are (still) doubtful about meeting their Lord (here; 10/15)!
Pay heed, but certainly, He is of every wanted thing (thus) a Surrounder (65/12)!
** To witness all those most miraculous “Signs” (=41/53) of our supreme Lord, which He has thus
clearly and unmistakably given to all of us --(based on that most unique Fibonacci sequence, which is
thus crowned by code 19 again, in the first place, by our supreme Lord therein)-- in the horizons (=here,
especially and first of all within all those galaxies, stars, planets, etc.) and then also in our souls (=here,
especially and first of all within all our bones, chromosomes, genes, etc.) thus in His book of Nature,
and then all those most miraculous “Signs” --(based on that most unique Fibonacci sequence, which is
thus crowned by code 19 again, in the first place, by our supreme Lord therein)-- in His book of Religion,
which thus clearly and unmistakably points out to us that there is only one true God (=Al-lah) who has
thus created His book of Nature, and also His book of Religion essentially based on this 19 coded,
magnificent “Mathematical and Symmetrical” same Language, we should certainly see again now
“A Golden Ratio Miracle,” and then also “A Golden Section Miracle” documents, in this respect, here
in the first place.

CHAPTER 42
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Haa, Meem.
2- Ayn, Seen, Qaf.
3- Al-lah (thus) inspires --(this “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 43/43-44)-- to you, and (through you,
thus also) to (all of) those before you (=21/24), --now, thus also on the left side therein-the Mighty, --on the right side-- the Wise!
4- To Him belongs (all) whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth (16/49-50); and He is
--now, again thus also on the left side therein-- the High, --on the right side-- the Great!
5- The skies would --(due to their immense reverence for Al-lah)-- almost shatter (now) from
above them, and the Angels are (thus always) glorifying (therein) with praise of their Lord, and
(thus) seeking forgiveness for (all those righteous believers) on the earth (40/7)! Pay heed,
certainly Al-lah, He is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, due to all of their
righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the left side-- the Forgiver, --due to all of their righteous “Works;”
2/25 on the right side-- the Merciful --(to all of His repenting and believing servants here;
25/70)!
6- But those who have (thus) taken (for themselves) other than Him such (guiding, protecting)
masters (18/102), Al-lah is Watcher over them; and you are not over them an advocate --(who
could guide or save them here in this case; 30/53 from their deep perversion; 25/43)!
7- And like this, We have inspired to you an arabic “Reading” (=thus an exclusive reference
here to that most specific “Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69), that you may (thus) warn the mother/central areas
of the cities (in whole world) and whomever around them (13/7)!
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And that you may (thus) warn about the Day of Gathering, whereof (there is) no doubt. (At that
time), a party (of them) will --(here, in this case; 49/15 thus immediately)-- be in the Garden
(16/32), and a party will --(here, in this case; 4/18 thus immediately)-- be in the Burner
(16/28-29)!
8- And had Al-lah willed, He could have (forcibly) made them one (believing) society (now).
But in fact, He admits --(because that they thus chose to sincerely and rightfully return to Him
here by their free will; 18/29 rightfully using their minds and hearts; 2/164)-- thus (only)
whomever He wants (13/27) into His “Mercy” (4/175)! But those --by having thus deliberately
and ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) unjust ones (39/24), --(henceforth,
here, in this case again; 4/18 thus eventually)-- (there will) not (be) for them any (guiding,
protecting) master (17/97), and not a helper (7/197)!
9- But have they (still) taken (for themselves) other than Him such (guiding, protecting) masters
(18/102)? But Al-lah, He is (thus) the (one and only) Master (7/196)! And (also thus only) He
gives life to the dead (25/3); and He is (thus) upon every wanted thing a best Measurer (25/2)!
10- (Say): Whatever you contradict therein in any issue, its “judgement” will (thus only) belong
to Al-lah (here; 18/26 = 4/105); (for) this is Al-lah, my (one and only) Lord!
In Him I have trusted, and (thus always only) towards Him I turn obediently (30/30-31)!
** In this Verse, our supreme Lord is thus clearly teaching us the definite and perfect meaning of this
most critical and important term: “Lord” (=Rabb) in this Quran Testament. So therefore, whoever turns to
and follows after this anyone or anything that would prescribe “judgements” (=ahkaam) outside/beside
this 19 coded, magnificent and matchless Scripture of Al-lah here (=17/88) in the name of God, or
in his own name (5/50 & 4/60 & …) henceforth he has thus taken them for himself as false “lords”
(=arbaaban) here (9/31 & 3/80 & 41/37 & …), and thus has totally strayed off this right path of one and
only “Lord” (=Al-lah) here (42/10)!

11- (He is) the Initiator of the skies and the earth (41/9-12). He has (thus) made for you of your
own souls spouses, and of the livestock (He has also made) as spouses; He multiplies you (here)
in this (manner; 7/189). And (there is) not anything like Him! And He is the hearer, the seer.
** Our supreme Lord is thus absolutely and totally different, and thus wholly beyond and above anyone
or anything we could ever imagine or see by our five senses here (6/103), and so thus one and only
Supreme Being who has never taken for Himself any spouse, and has never begotten any child (6/101),
thus absolutely One (112/1-4) and Superb and Matchless (42/11) one and only Al-lah here!
But Satan has deceived many peoples on the earth up until now, by thus totally misinterpreting that
specific statement: “Lord has created humans in His own image!” (please, see again Genesis 1/27) and
thereby by thus falsely claiming that “God has created human beings (without any evolutionary creation
method) thus totally apart and completely distinct from all other living forms and all in an instant in
His real physical “image” thus as His real “sons,” in the first place, and then has sent Ezra, and Jesus
from the progeny of these first humans thus as His one and only real “Son” who was thus sent
in/as His exact real physical “Image!” therein (9/30) through these kind of deeply mistaken and satanic
“Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjalic) ideologies here (5/17-18)!
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But by the advent of this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here,
these deeply mistaken and satanic “Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjalic) ideologies (5/17-18 & 9/30) will
thus be uncovered and then totally defeated (in all Scientific and Religious respects) here, in this most
critical Final Age, by the great help and irrefutable evidences of our supreme Lord, and also the full
support of His great Prophets (here, in this respect especially and first of all prophet David, and Jesus, and
Muhammad again; peace be upon each of them) that they have already thus clearly and unmistakably
given unto this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here, through all of
their most miraculous prophecies. (Please, see again now “A Redeeming Miracle,” and then “A Supernal
Miracle” documents, in these respects, here in the first place).
And our supreme Lord must have thus created all humans in His own image, thus only in some emotive
and intellectual respects. This means that: As our supreme Lord Himself has this kind of specific feelings
and thinkings (=“loving” His servants for the good deeds they have done; 61/4, and thus showing them
“mercy;” 17/54 and “forgiveness;” 42/34, and sometimes “hating” some of His servants for the evil deeds
they have done; 40/10 and thus showing them “anger;” 48/6 and “condemnation;” 48/6) all these kind of
specific feelings and thinkings are thus present --(only in specific and limited proportion He has bestowed
upon them here; 2/165 & 48/29 & 24/22 & … X 40/10 & 7/150 & 3/87 & …)-- thus in all humans here.
But the fact that nobody and nothing was ever and will never be created in His own real, physical “image”
by Him has thus perfectly and unmistakably been made clear also in Torah and then in this Quran
Testament now here, thus in the very first place (please, certainly see in this respect now: Torah-Deut.
4/15-20 & Quran Testament 42/11, 6/101, 39/4)!

12- To Him belongs (all) the keys of the skies and the earth. So (thus as a test) He thus increases
the provision for whomever He wants, and (also) measures (34/36-37)! Certainly, He is of every
wanted thing (thus) Knower.
13- He has (thus) prescribed for you (now) of the Religion what He (also thus) recommended
therewith to Noah, and the (Commemoration) that We have (thus) inspired to you (here; 43/43),
and what We (also thus) recommended therewith to Abraham and Moses and Jesus: So you shall
(thus always) uphold this (standing) “Religion,” and do not be divided therein (6/161)!
But it has been hard (now) upon these partner makers (42/21) what you are (thus) calling them
towards it (3/64)! So (henceforth), Al-lah selects (as righteous servants) to Himself whoever
wants --(this; 6/161), and He guides (as devoted servants) to Himself whoever (thus) turns
obediently (to Him; 13/27)!
14- And they did not become divided except after the Knowledge (thus) came to them, due to
egotism among themselves. And if it were not for a word that has (already) thus gone forth
(thus from the very beginning) from your Lord (11/48) towards a named appointed time (35/45),
it would have (thus immediately) been decided between them (10/70). And certainly, those who
are made to inherit the “Written Document” (=Torah, and Gospel, and Quran; 3/3-4) after them,
are (thus) in a hesitation about it (=that standing Religion, emphasized above; 6/161), doubters!
15- And (henceforth, first of all) for this (=12/108) you shall call (all of them), and straightly go
as you are commanded (here; 6/161)! And you shall never follow their desires (2/113, 135), and
say: For I have believed what Al-lah (thus) sent down of (all) Written Document (2/136-137),
and I am commanded (thus) to do justice between you.
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(Henceforth), Al-lah is (thus) our (one and only) Lord (42/10), and your (one and only) Lord
(42/10)! For us will be our “works,” --that shall thus be fulfilled on those 19 coded Tables here
again, thus in the first place: 2/25-26)-- and for you will be your “works” --that shall thus be
fulfilled on those 19 coded Tables here again, thus in the first place: 2/25-26)-- (=21/24)!
So (there shall) not (be) any argument between us and you. Al-lah will (eventually thus) gather
(all of) us (42/7), and (thus) to Him will be the (ultimate) destination (56/83-94)!
16- But those who are (still) arguing about Al-lah, after His (Message) has thus (rightfully) been
responded to (here), their arguments are (thus) nullified in the sight of their Lord (13/33 & 5/41
& 9/37 & …)! And upon them --(because of their such betrayal, crookedness, obduracy and
tyranny here; 2/26-27 & 41/40 & 22/72 & 60/2 & …)-- (there will be) a wrath, and so for them
--(here, in this case; 4/18 thus eventually)-- (there will come) a severe retribution (22/19-22)!
17- Al-lah is the One who has sent down the “Written Document” (=thus an exclusive reference
here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) as the Truth, and (with) the
(perfect Mathematical) balance --(in which there is thus absolutely no flaw and no contradiction
here; 18/1-2 & 4/82)! And (thereupon), what you perceive is: Perhaps, (this) Hour (54/1 =
44/10-16 & …) may be close!
18- Those who do not believe therein are seeking to hasten it (now). But those who have
believed tremble therefrom, for they know that certainly, it is the Truth (22/1-2). Pay heed,
certainly, those who are (still) disputing about (this) Hour (54/1 = 44/10-16 & …) are in a far
straying!
19- Al-lah is most Benevolent to (all of) His servants (22/77); so He --(now, here also thus)-“provides” (=2/25) for whomever He wants (13/27)! For He is --now, thus also on that left side
here-- the Powerful, --on that right side-- the Mighty!
20- Whoever seeks the harvest of the Last Epoch (56/28-33), We will augment for him (19/76)
in his --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- “harvest” (=2/25)! And whoever seeks
the harvest of this world, We will (thus) give him from it (28/61), but then (there will) not (be)
for him in the Last Epoch any share!
21- Or for them (are there) “partners” now --(in His “judgements;” 18/26)-- who have (thus)
prescribed for them in the Religion --(those other/additional “judgements” outside/beside
the Scripture; 5/44-50)-- though Al-lah has never given permission for it (18/26 = 5/44-50)!
And if it were not for the Word of separation (42/14), it would have (thus immediately) been
decided between them (4/116 & 31/23-24)! And certainly, those --by having thus ungratefully
rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) unjust ones (39/24), for them --(here, in this case
again; 4/18 thus eventually)-- (there will come) a painful retribution (39/24-26)!
22- You will see (then) these unjust ones (39/24) trembling because of what they have (thus)
earned (here; 39/51); and it (=all those badnesses they have thus earned here) will (eventually
thus) fall upon them (10/27)!
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But those who have believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference here to
all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again,
on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26) will be in the meadows of the Gardens.
For them (there will thus be) whatever they want at their Lord (36/55-58). This (fact), it is
the great Favor!
23- This is what Al-lah is (thus) giving good news to His servants who have believed and (thus)
worked for these “Righteous Deeds” (2/25)! Say: I do not ask you for it any payment, except that
(you may henceforth thus have) a desire (thereby) in the nearness (towards Al-lah, as His
righteous servants here; 34/37)! And whoever does a niceness (39/34), We will (thus) augment
for him therein a niceness (38/49)! Certainly, Al-lah (henceforth) is (thus) Forgiver --(all of
His servants; 6/54), thus Appreciative --(of all their righteous works; 76/22)!
24- But are they (still) saying: He has (thus) fabricated upon Al-lah a lie (25/4-5)? But if Al-lah
willed, He could have (immediately) sealed upon your heart --(thus to prevent you from
delivering this Message here)! But Al-lah (henceforth thus) erases the falsehood (2/78-79 &
3/78 & …), and He firmly establishes the “Truth” (39/41) --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on those both sides-- with His “Words” (6/115)! Certainly, He is (also thus) Knower
of (all) contents of the chests (11/5).
25- And He is the One who (thus) accepts the repentance from His servants (25/70), and (also
thus) pardons (all) the badnesses (6/54). And He knows (all) what you are doing (58/7).
26- And He will respond to those who have (thus) believed and worked for these “Righteous
Deeds” (2/25-26), and He will augment for them from His Favor (10/57-58)! But these
disbelievers (2/26-27), for them --(here, in this case; 22/72 eventually thus)-- (there will come)
a severe retribution!
27- And if Al-lah (infinitely) increased the provision for (all) His servants (now), (many of
them) would --(like this one here; 28/76)-- exceed the limits on the earth! But in fact, He (thus)
sends it down with a (specific) measure, He wants! Certainly, He is (thereupon) of (all of)
His servants (thus) Cognizant (36/30 X 25/63), Seer!
28- And He is the One who (thus) sends down the rain, after they had despaired, and spreads
His mercy (30/48-49)! And He is (thus) the (one and only) Master (7/196), the Praiseworthy
(18/1)!
29- And among His signs is the creation of the skies and the earth, and whatever He has (thus)
spread in both of them of any creatures! And He will be upon their (=all these creatures, which
may thus be in other planets in the skies, and here on the earth) gathering (together), when/if
He wants, a best Measurer!
** It is thus clearly and unmistakably pointed out in the above Verse that our supreme Lord has thus
created some “creatures” (=daabbaten; 24/45) also in some other planets in the skies (=universe).
So henceforth, it is very possible that our supreme Lord has thus initiated life again from water (21/30)
also in those other specific planets (yet to be discovered) and has thus created via His most Wise and
wondrous “evolutionary creation” technique therein again many --simple or complex-- most wondrous
creatures --that may be somewhat or very similar to the ones here-- and He may thus gather us together
--here or there-- some day in near future, whenever/ifever He wills so!
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30- And whatever afflicts you of any affliction, it is because of what your hands have earned
(4/79), yet --(here, in this case; 4/149)-- He pardons many (of your sins).
31- And you can never enfeeble (Him) on the earth (21/44). And (there cannot be) for you
other than Al-lah any (guiding, protecting) master (18/102), and not a helper (7/197)!
32- And among His signs are the sailing (ships) in the sea (tall) like mountains.
33- If He wants, He can still the wind --(thus also of the propellors therein) and (then) they
would become motionless upon its surface.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of
those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) for every
--now, thus also on that left side therein-- steadfast, --on that right side-- appreciative ones!
34- Or He can destroy them (now) for what they have earned --(of such badnesses here; 39/51);
yet --(here, in this case; 3/89)-- He pardons many (of them).
35- But those who are (still) arguing --(by these kind of deliberate, crooked and ill methods
here; 13/33 & 5/41 & 9/37 & …)-- about Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of
those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) should know that --(here, in this case again; 4/18
thus eventually)-- (there will) not (be) for them any escape (34/51-54)!
36- And whatever you are given (here) of any wanted thing, it is (only) goods of this worldly
life. And what is with Al-lah is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, due to all
of their righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the left side therein-- better, and --due to all of their
righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the right side therein-- everlasting for those who have (thus) believed
(2/25-26), and (henceforth, thus always and only) in their Lord (they do) trust (3/160)!
37- And (these are) the ones who (thus) avoid the big ones of the guilts (4/48 & 45/6-7 &
2/275-276 & …) and the extravagance (4/22 & 7/80 & 17/32 & …), and when they are angered,
they --(also by thus remembering this; 24/22)-- forgive.
38- And (these are) the ones who (thus) respond to their Lord (13/18), and (thus) observe (their)
Support duty (33/56). And their affairs are (decided, after due) consultation among themselves,
and of what We have provided for them, they (thus) distribute (2/215).
39- And (these are) the ones, when a wrong doing afflicts them, they (rightfully) defend
themselves.
40- And the requital of a badness shall be a badness that is the like/equal of it. But whoever
pardons --(such a badness that is committed against him), and acts righteously (4/114), its
payment is upon Al-lah! Certainly, He does not love the unjust ones (who instigate such
badnesses)!
41- And whoever (rightfully) defends himself, after his (thus) being treated unjustly, those are
(the ones), (there is) not against them any way --(to unfairly blame and accuse them on account
of this).
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42- The way --(to equitably blame and accuse them on account of this)-- is (thus) only against
those who treat the people unjustly by exceeding the limits on the earth based on (those sources
that are) different than the “Truth” (45/6-7)! Those are (the ones), for them --(here; in this case;
4/18 eventually thus)-- (there will come) a painful retribution (40/40)!
43- But whoever remains steadfast and forgive --(such a badness committed against him),
(then) certainly, this is of the adherence to these (Heavenly) commands (41/34-35)!
44- And whomever Al-lah --(because of his own betrayal here; 2/26)-- sends astray, (there
will) not (be) for him any (guiding, protecting) master (18/102) after this! And you will see those
--by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists
of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) unjust ones (39/24), when
they see the retribution, saying: Is there a way to go back (to the world now; 6/27)?
45- And you will see them brought before (the Fire therein) as abased ones in humiliation,
they will be looking at (it) with a furtive glance. And those who have (thus) believed (here;
2/25-26) will say: Certainly, the losers are the ones who have (thus) ruined their souls and their
followers on the Day of Resurrection! Pay heed, certainly, these unjust ones (39/24) --(in this
case therein again; 6/27-28)-- will (henceforth thus) be in an everlasting retribution!
46- And there will not be for them any (guiding, protecting) master (18/102) that can help them
against Al-lah (therein)! For whomever Al-lah --(because of his own obduracy here; 41/5)-sends astray, (there will) not (be) for him --(unless they immediately regret their obduracy; 41/5
and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/89)-- any way (18/57) (thereafter)!
47- So you shall (thus immediately) respond to your Lord (here; 13/18), before there comes
a day of which (there will) not (be) any averting, (when it has thus come) from Al-lah! On that
day (there will) not (be) any refuge for you, and (there will) not (be) for you any (chance of)
denial (34/51-54)!
48- But if they (still) turn away, We have not sent you as their guardian. There is not upon you
(any responsibility) except the (clear) delivery (of the Message here; 72/23)! And certainly We,
(here), when We make the human taste from Us a mercy, he (immediately) rejoices with it. But if
a badness afflicts them for what their hands have sent forth (42/30), certainly, the human thus
(instantly) turns ungrateful (11/9-11)!
49- To Al-lah belongs (all) the Ruling Dominion (17/111) of the skies and the earth; He creates
whatever/however He wants (36/79)! He grants to whomever He wants female (children), and
He grants to whomever He wants the male (children).
50- Or He makes them both as male and female (children together), and He makes whomever
He wants sterile (57/22-23). (For) certainly, He is knower, measurer (34/36-37).
51- And it cannot be for any human that Al-lah would speak to him except with (such) an
inspiration (4/163), or from behind (such) a barrier (20/11-14), or He sends an (angel) Messenger
and he (thus) inspires (to His human Messenger), by His permission, whatever He wants (2/97)!
Certainly, He is high, wise.
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52- And like this, We have inspired to you a “Spirit” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that
most specific “Spirit,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/23) of Our “Command!”
For you did not know (before this) what this “Written Document” (=39/23) was, nor this
“belief” (here; 74/31)! But in fact, We have (also thus) made it a “Light” (now), (henceforth,
We will guide with it (thus) whomever We want (13/27) of Our servants! And certainly,
you are --(by thus clearly and openly delivering this to them now; 72/20-23)-- (thus) guiding
to a standing path,
53- (To this) path of Al-lah (43/43-44); the One to Whom (belongs) whatever in the skies and
whatever on the earth (16/49-50). Pay heed, (thus always) to Al-lah (all) the commands
(eventually) are brought back (32/5-6)!

CHAPTER 43
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Haa, Meem.
2- And the clear “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/23)!
3- Certainly, We have (thus) made it an arabic --(thus in a most Wise and perfect manner
thus “on the left side & on the right side” therein parted; 17/106)-- “Reading” (36/69), that you
may comprehend!
4- And certainly, it is in the “mother/essence” of the “Written Document” (=3/7) at Us
--(thus within its original and perfect Record in that “protected Tablet” in heaven; 85/21-22)-that is --now, thus also on the left side therein-- high, --on the right side-- wise!
5- So shall we turn away from you the “Commemoration” (=thus a reference here to that most
specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23) by giving up --(thus always and appropriately reminding you
and all humanity of “It” here; 6/69)-- for that you have been (such) an excessive people (here;
22/72)?
6- And how many an Informer have We sent among the past ones.
7- There never came to them any (such) Informer but they were mocking at him.
8- So (consequently), We annihilated mightier ones than these in (physical and bodily) prowess.
And the allegory of the past ones has (thus) gone before (29/39-40)!
9- But if you ask them (now): Who created the skies and the earth (=our galaxy here; 21/30
thus by 19 coded, perfect Symmetry, in pairs again)? They will say: (Al-lah) has created them
--now, thus also on the left side-- the Mighty, --on the right side-- the Knower (here; 41/53-54)!
10- The One who has made for you the earth a cradle, and has made for you in it “pathways,”
that you may be guided (16/15).
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11- And the One who has sent down from the sky water in (exact) measure, and We resurrect
with it --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- a dead “town!” Like this, you are
brought forth (7/57)!
12- And the One who has created --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again-the “couples/pairs,” every (of them) (36/36); and He has made for you --now, thus also on the
left side therein-- the “ships,” and --on the right side-- the “livestock,” what you are riding on.
13- That you may (thus) firmly sit upon their backs, then commemorate the blessing of your
Lord when you are (thus) firmly seated upon them, and say: Glory be to the One who has (thus)
committed (all) these in our service, and we could never subdue them by ourselves --(thus
neither in Nature, nor in those --Mathematical-- Tables here now)!
14- And certainly, We will (eventually thus) go back --(hopefully, in this manner here; 16/32)-to our Lord (32/11)!
15- But they have assigned for Him of His servants a “part” (=as His “son” here; 9/30)!
For certainly, (such a) human (5/18) is (thus) clearly ungrateful.
** Satan again by misinterpreting and distorting some Biblical Verses has falsely claimed (through some
of his such jinn and human agents therein again; 6/112-113) that “God must be a “Spirit,” in the first
place, and He has thereupon by blowing from His own “Spirit” to all those humans has thus created them
in His own Image, thus also in “Spiritual” sense therein, and henceforth thus as real “parts/sons of God,”
and then He has sent Ezra, or/and Jesus from the progeny of these humans thereafter exactly in His own
Image, thus also in “Spiritual” sense therein again, thus as a most precious “part” of His own Spirit, and
henceforth as one and only real “part/son of God” therein, through these deeply mistaken and satanic
“Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjalic) ideologies here again (5/17-18 & 9/30) and has thus misled many
peoples on the earth up until now by these kind of fully mistaken and erroneous ideologies.
So first of all, we should clearly perceive here that our supreme Lord has thus used this specific term:
“Rooh” (=Spirit) thus always and only to refer to some of His “Angels” (19/17-19), and then also to
His “Messages” (42/52) in this Quran Testament (and also in Torah and Gospel before this). And so
this “Rooh” (=Spirit) which was thus blown into those first humans (and then all subsequent humans and
Prophets, including Ezra and Jesus therein) is thus only referring to those specific “Messages” of Al-lah,
which He still also thus specifically blows into all of humans herein (32/9 & 38/72).
So henceforth, we should thus clearly and definitely know that thus to mistakenly imagine or deem
“God as a “Spirit,” in the first place, and all humans, and especially Ezra, or/and Jesus, thus as one and
only “parts/sons of God” also in such a “Spiritual” sense thereafter, is again thus a profound and
big deceit of Satan and his “Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjalic) ideologies in this most critical Final Age.
So henceforth, we should clearly and definitely avoid these kind of fully mistaken and erroneous
ideologies (43/15 = 9/30 & 5/17-18), thus to attain the eternal Salvation of our one and only Al-lah here,
by being --(definitely not His Physical or Spiritual “parts/sons”)-- but being only and absolutely
His rightful, honorable and humble “subjects/servants” like all of His honorable Messengers (including
Ezra and Jesus therein again) before this (21/27-29 & 3/79-80 & 19/34-36 & …)!
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16- Or has He taken (for Himself) from among His creations --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, always on the right side-- (those) “daughters,” and (has) He (thus exclusively)
chosen for you --always on the left side-- (those) “sons” (16/57-59)?
17- And when one of them is given good news (now) with what he has (thus falsely) cited for
The Gracious as an allegory (=a daughter), his face has (immediately) become darkened, and
(then) he is miserable!
18- Because (his daughter) who will (thus) be brought up --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on the right side-- in those (mathematical) “ornaments” (35/12), and (though) he
(himself) is --on the left side-- in that (mathematical) “feuding” not perceptive (at all; 3/167)?
19- And they have deemed --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, on the left
side-- (those) “Angels,” those who are (thus) the servants of Al-lah (therein), as females! Have
they witnessed --now, thus also therein again-- their creation (as females)? So their (false)
witnessing will (thus) be written down, and they will be questioned.
20- And they said: If Al-lah willed, we would not have (thus) served them (here; 34/40-41)!
(There is) not for them about this any knowledge; so they are (thus only) talking nonsense.
21- For have We given them a Written Document before this, that they are (rightfully)
upholding it (now; 34/44)?
22- No, they said: Certainly, we have found our parents upon (such) a course (6/112-113), and
certainly, we are in their footsteps (thus) guided ones!
23- And like this, We have not sent before you any warner in a city, but that its wealthy ones
(always) said: Certainly, We have found our parents upon a course, and certainly, we are in their
footsteps (thus) followers!
24- (Their Messenger) said: (What) if I have brought to you (now) a best guiding (39/23)
(rather) than what you have (thus) found your parents upon it (=those crooked sources; 2/78-79)?
They said: Certainly, we are in what you are (thus) sent with it disbelievers!
25- So (consequently), We --(because of their ardent hostility and arrogance therein; 40/5)-took revenge upon them. So see (now), how was the consequence of (those) rejectors (22/42-45)!
26- And when Abraham said to his father and his nation: Certainly, I (totally) disown what you
are (thus) serving (26/70-77)!
27- But (I will thus serve only) the One who initiated me; and certainly, He will guide me
(26/77-78)!
28- And (Al-lah) has thus made it (for all peoples) an everlasting word in his footsteps, that they
may --(now, also here again thus immediately)-- come back --(to Him, as their one and only
Guide here; 17/97)!
29- (Al-lah said): No, I have given goods to these (people) and their parents, until the “Truth”
(=thus a reference here to that most specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41) and a clear Messenger --(of this
Covenant here; 7/158) has (thus) come to them (now)!
30- But when the “Truth” (39/41) has (thus) come to them (now), they said: This is (only)
an enchantment (21/2-4)! So certainly, we are therein disbelievers!
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31- And they said: Why has not this “Reading” (=thus an indication here to this most specific
“Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 36/69) been sent down (now) upon a great man of those two (holy) Cities
(=Jerusalem & Makkah)?
32- (But) are they (the ones who will) distribute the “Mercy” (10/57-58) of your Lord (now)?
We have distributed for them their livelihood in this worldly life; and We have (thus) raised
some of them above some in ranks (in different subjects, various aspects), so that they may (thus)
take one another in service (=as employees, hirelings, attendants therein). But the “Mercy”
(=thus an exclusive reference here to this most specific “Mercy,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 10/57-58) of your Lord
is better than what they are (thus) gathering (18/46) (now)!
33- If it were not that (all) the people --(except these devoted servants of Al-lah here; 17/65)-would (immediately) become one (disbelieving) society, We would have made for (each of
those) who would (thus) disbelieve in The Gracious (here; 21/36) for their houses roofs of silver,
and (golden) stairs upon which they would climb.
34- And for their houses (impressive) gates, and (luxurious) furnishings on which they would be
reclining.
35- And (many other) ornaments --(of silver and gold). And all of these are nothing but (thus)
the goods of this worldly life (28/61). But the Last Epoch will be, at your Lord, (only) for
the pious (2/177)!
36- So (henceforth), whoever turns away from the “Commemoration” (=thus a reference here to
that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) of The Gracious (here), We assign for him a satan,
and he becomes his companion.
37- And they (thus) divert them from this (right) Way (12/108), but they (still) think that they
are (thus rightfully) guided ones --(by Al-lah here; 7/30)!
38- So (finally) when he comes to Us, he says (to that satan): Oh, (I wish) between me and you
were the distance of the two easts! (What) an ugly companion!
39- And (Al-lah says to them): (Your argument) will not benefit you today, for (each of) you
--by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Commemoration” (39/23), which
consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) acted unjustly
(here; 39/24)! So certainly, you will be in the retribution (thus) partners (37/28-34)!
40- So can you make the deaf hear (now), or guide the blind, and (the one) who is (thus) in a
clear straying (27/80-81)?
41- So even if We (thus immediately) take you away (now; 3/144, 158), certainly, We will
--(because of their ardent hostility and arrogance here; 22/72)-- take revenge upon them
(44/15-16).
42- Or We may (thus) let you see (here) what We have (thus) promised to them (44/10-16)!
And certainly, We are upon them powerful Measurers!
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43- So you shall hold fast to the (“Commemoration”) that is (thus) inspired to you (here); (for)
certainly, you are on a standing path (6/161)!
44- For certainly, it is (thus) a “Commemoration” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that
most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) for you and for (all) your people (here worldwide;
13/7)! And (henceforth), you will be questioned --(whether and how much you have thus
righteously “worked” on it here; 17/84)!
45- And --(thus by looking into Torah, and Gospel, and Quran)-- ask (now) those We have sent
before you of Our Messengers (therein): Have We ever made other than The Gracious
any “gods” (=9/31) to be served (Torah-Deut. 32/37-38 X 39) (Gospel-Mthw. 4/10 X 15/3-9)
(Quran-Yousuf 12/40 X Shoora 42/21)?
46- And definitely, We sent Moses with Our “Signs” (20/19-24) to Pharaoh and his chiefs,
and he said: Certainly, I am (thus) a Messenger of the Lord of the multitudes!
47- But when he came to them (thus) with Our “Signs” (therein; 26/30-34), (lo), they were
(only) laughing at them.
48- And We did not show them any “Sign,” but that it was --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on the right side-- bigger (in quantitative respect) than its --on the left side-- match!
(=11/120) And (then) We overtook them with the retribution, that they may (immediately repent
and) come back (to Us)!
49- But they (still) said: O you enchanter, so call upon your Lord for us (now) --(to remove the
retribution from them therein)-- according to His pledge with you; certainly, (then) we will be
guided ones!
50- But when We removed from them the retribution (therein), then they were (instantly)
breaking (their promise; 7/133-135)!
51- And Pharaoh announced to his nation, he said: O my nation, does not the ruling dominion of
Egypt belong to me (here), and (all) the rivers flowing beneath me? So will you (still) not see?
52- Or am I not better than this (man), who is (such) a lowly one --(possessed by jinns; 26/27)?
And he (even) cannot make clear (his Message)?
53- Why then, have no bracelets of gold been bestowed upon him (now), or (why have) no
Angels come down with him as companions?
54- Thus he stupefied his nation, and they (readily) obeyed him. For certainly, they were (such)
a betraying (7/102) nation!
55- And when they (thus) annoyed Us --(by their constant betrayal, hostility and treachery
therein; 7/133-135), We took revenge upon them, and (thus) drowned them, all together (7/136)!
56- And We have (thus) rendered them a precedent, and an example for (all) later (generations)!
** We have already seen that Pharaoh was a person who thus basically believed in the existence of
“jinns” before (26/27), and here, we can also thus see that he thus also basically believed in the existence
of “Angels” here (43/53), in the first place. And then we can clearly remember and see again that all these
Pharaohs, and Egyptians thus always basically believed in the existence and sovereignty of Al-lah, but
they were still thus doubtul about Joseph’s being a Messenger of Al-lah here (40/34) even at that time!
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So we should clearly see that this specific Pharaoh above is a person who thus also took for himself some
false “gods” here (7/127), --(these must be e.g. like that of false “gods” of people of Noah i.e. all those
“idols” they carved out with their own hands; 37/95 thus to represent some angels therein again; 71/23)-and further than this, he thus believed above that he was also thus given absolute authority by Al-lah
thus to prescribe “judgements” in the name of Religion therein (40/29, 34), and he believed that he was
also thus a perfect “image” of Al-lah on earth --(perhaps, in a very similar manner with this deeply
blasphemous false claim here; 5/17)-- and ultimately even thus an “incarnate” of Al-lah therein, and so
he was certainly thus a false “god” and false “lord” (26/27-29 & 79/24), in all these respects again, thus
in the first place. So henceforth, we should also thus clearly see and perceive from all of these Verses here
that this Pharaoh above was definitely not an “atheist” person, but thus he was a very spoiled and totally
crooked “theist” person who thought that he was thus well guided by Al-lah and through His Angels
therein (40/34 & 7/127), and so he was thus “guiding” (=ahdee) all his people to the right path, as if
he was a real “guided/guiding one” (=mahdee) specifically appointed and fully supported by Al-lah
therein (40/29 & 43/51-52 & …) thus in the first place again.

57- And when (Jesus), the son of Mary is (thus) cited as an example (here; 4/158-159), then
your people are (instantly) repelling from him.
58- And (here), they said: Are our gods (38/6) better (now), or (thus) he (9/31)? They have not
(thus) cited him to you except (thus to initiate) a (crooked and void) argument (against you;
6/148-149). No, (because) they are a contentious people.
59- (Here), he was only (thus) an (honorable) servant (of Al-lah; 19/30-36) that We (also
thus) blessed upon him (5/110). And We (thus) made him as an “allegory” (citing Messenger;
e.g. please, see in this respect now: The Words of Jesus; 9/15, 21, 28, 30, …) for the Children
of Israel!
60- And if We want, We can make from you (=i.e. in the form of a human being) (many) Angels
--(thus serving Al-lah in every environment, every place and situation here, as His secret army
of Angels here; 74/31 thus)-- succeeding on the earth (6/9 & 18/65-82 & 19/17-19 & 29/33-34
& …)!
61- And certainly, he (=prophet Jesus) is thus a (source of) knowledge for (this) Hour (54/1)!
(Please, first of all, see in this respect now: The Words of Jesus 39/41-57 == The Quran
Testament 17/7-8 & 52/44-47)!
So you shall not harbor any doubt about it (=this Hour; 30/14-16), and you shall follow me (=this
Messenger of the Covenant here; 7/158)! For this is a (forever) standing path (43/43-44)!
62- And let not the satan (thus) repel you (now; 6/111-113); for certainly, he is to you (thus)
a clear enemy (17/62)!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) by which
he has already thus clearly foretold and unmistakably informed about this most critical and important
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” and the manifest “Signs” (some of which has already taken place)
of this fast approaching Hour now (54/1) that will thus come upon the world in the near future, in this
most critical Final Age here (44/10-16 & 17/7-8 & …), we should certainly see again now first of all
“A Redeeming Miracle” document, and then also “The Words of Jesus” document again, in its entirety,
in this respect, here in the first place.
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63- And when Jesus came with the “Clear Proofs” (5/110), he said: Definitely, I have (thus)
come to you with the “Wisdom” (3/48), and that I may (thereby) make clear for you some of
those (issues; 3/50) you are contradicting therein. So you shall be pious (2/177) with Al-lah and
(thus) obey me.
64- (For) certainly Al-lah, He is my Lord and your Lord, so you shall (thus) serve (only) Him
(please, also certainly see The Words of Jesus in this respect now; 1/12 & 17/43-49)! This is a
(forever) standing path (6/161)!
65- But the parties contradicted among themselves. So woe to those who --by having thus
ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus) acted unjustly (here; 39/24) from
the retribution of a painful day (3/55-56)!
66- Are they (still) waiting only for (that) Hour (52/44-47) to come to them suddenly, and
(while) they do not perceive?
67- The friends will be, on that day, some of them to some (thus) enemies (7/38-39), except
the pious (39/33-34)!
68- (And Al-lah will say to them): O My servants (22/77), there will not be any fear upon you
today, and you will not grieve (35/34-35)!
69- (These are) the ones who have believed in Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one
of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), and (thus) become surrenderers (to Him
here; 3/84-85)!
70- (Then) enter the Garden (now), you and your spouses, rejoicing.
71- There will be offered to them the trays of gold, and cups. And therein (there will be)
whatever (your) souls may (thus) desire, and (whatever) is delightful to (your) eyes; and (thus)
you will be therein eternal ones (44/56-57)!
72- And this is the Garden, that you are (thus) made inherit it (now) for what you were (thus)
“working” on (here; 2/25)!
73- For you therein (there will be) many fruits (55/52, 68), of which you will (thus lawfully and
happily) eat.
74- (But) certainly, these criminals (7/40) will be in the retribution of Hell, as eternal ones.
75- It will never be commuted for them, and they --(therein, in this case again; 6/27-28)-- will
(thus) be therein hopeless.
76- And We do not act unjustly to them; but in fact, they themselves --by having thus
ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19
coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- were (thus) the unjust ones (39/24)!
77- And they will call out (therein): O (angel) Keeper (of Hell), let your Lord (Al-lah) decree
(the death) upon us (here)! But he will say: Certainly, you will --(thus; 20/74)-- stay (here)!
78- For definitely, We have (thus) brought to you the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to this
most specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/41); but in fact, many of you were with regard to this “Truth” (39/41)
--(thus in hostile, arrogant and obdurate manners; 22/72 & …)-- disliking (9/32-33)!
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79- Or have they devised --(against Al-lah and His Messenger here)-- (such) a command (8/30)?
Then certainly, We (too) are (thus) devising (against them; 43/41-42)!
80- Or do they think that We do not hear (all) their secrets and their conspiracies (58/7)? Yes,
and Our (angel) Messengers are at them (thus) recording (all of them; 50/17-18).
81- Say: If The Gracious had a child --(as they falsely claimed here; 19/88), I would have been
the first of those who serve (him).
82- (But) glorified is the Lord of the skies and the earth, the Lord of the Throne (25/59), (far
above) what they are still (thus) concocting (19/88-93)!
83- So you shall leave them (now), and let them blunder and play until they meet their day,
that they are --(here, in this case; 4/18)-- thus promised (now; 3/55-56 & 44/10-16 & 8/50-51)!
84- And He is the One (who is) in the skies thus (one and only) Ilah (=God), and on the earth
thus (one and only) Ilah (=God) (21/22)! And He is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here, on the left side-- the Wise, --on the right side-- the Knower (40/2)!
85- And Most Exalted is the One to Whom belongs (all) the Ruling Dominion (17/111) of the
skies and the earth, and whatever between them (38/66)! And (only) with Him is the knowledge
of the Hour (33/63); and to Him (all of) you --(thus immediately at the time of this death here;
16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- are brought back (56/83-94)!
86- And those --(Angels, and/or Prophets)-- whom they are still (thus ignorantly) calling upon
--(as other/partner intercessors)-- beside Al-lah cannot rule for the intercession (21/28), except
that (they are the ones) who will bear witness to (this) “Truth” (39/41), for they --(henceforth
thus; 20/109)-- know (this; 37/37)!
87- But if you ask them: Who --(again essentially 19 coded, thus in perfect Symmetry, in pairs;
23/78)-- created them (45/4), they will surely say: Al-lah! So how can they thus (still) be
deviated (41/53-54)?
88- And by his (=Messenger of the Covenant here; 7/158) saying (now): O my Lord, certainly,
these are a people who will --(here, in this case; 41/5)-- never believe!
89- So you shall turn aside from them (now), and say: Peace (25/63-64)! And soon they will
(thus) know (21/1-2) (17/7-8 & 3/55-56 & 9/97-98) (16/28-29)!

CHAPTER 44
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Haa, Meem.
2- And the clear “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/23)!
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3- Certainly, We have (thus) sent it down --(herein to this Messenger of the Covenant; 39/23)-in (such) a blessed night (73/1-6). Certainly, We are (henceforth thus) Warners (39/55-60)!
4- In it all (those) wise Commands --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left
side & on the right side-- are thus “parted” (therein; 17/106)!
5- (This is) a “Command” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Command,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
42/52) from Us; certainly, We are (thus) sending ones!
6- (Thus) as a “Mercy” (10/57-58) from your Lord! Certainly He, (so), He is --now, thus also
on the left side therein-- the Hearer, --on the right side-- the Knower!
7- Lord of the skies and the earth, and whatever between them (38/66), if you are (henceforth
thus) certainty attainers (51/20-23)!
8- There is no Ilah (=God) but thus (only) He (28/70)! He gives life, and causes death (2/28).
He is (thus) your Lord (7/54) and the Lord (7/54) of (all) your ancestors.
9- No, (but) they are (still) in hesitation --(regarding this “Commemoration” here; 39/23),
playing (21/1-4)!
10- So you shall watch for the day (when) the sky will bring forth a clear Smoke.
11- It will envelop the people. (Here), this is a painful retribution!
12- (They will say): Our Lord, (please), remove from us this retribution; (because) certainly, we
are believers!
** This “Smoke” which is thus evidently promised by our supreme Lord above, thus to come in near
future, after the advent of His most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here,
in the beginning of this most critical Final Age, may thus directly envelope or have a certain impact
--(perhaps, here thus first of all and primarily in or around the Middle East)-- many regions --(thus also
and especially in or around Israel and Arabia therein)-- whose inhabitants are thus basically believers
in the existence and supreme power of Al-lah --(as it has clearly thus been indicated in this above Verse
here; 44/12), but because they have thus mainly rejected now this long awaited and anticipated
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here, they are henceforth thus deemed as “disbelievers in Al-lah”
here (67/6-10), in this respect, here in the first place (44/12-14)!
And we should also certainly see those most critical warning prophecies of prophet David and Isaiah
(peace be upon each of them) to the Children of Israel and also thus for all the peoples on earth now,
in this regard here (Psalms 37/20-22 & 74/1) (Isaiah 65/12-16), in the first place.

13- But how can (this) “Commemorative” (=thus an exclusive reference here to this most
specific “Commemorative,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 74/31) be (beneficial) for them (then; 6/158)? And definitely,
a clear Messenger --(of this Covenant; 21/1-4) (thus) already came to them (therewith here)!
14- But they turned away from him, and said: He is taught (by satans of jinns), (and he is thus)
a possessed (by jinns) one (15/6)!
15- Certainly, We will remove this retribution (from you) in a while; and certainly, you will be
reverting --(turning away from this “Commemorative;” by thus explaining this “Smoke” away,
as if it were an ordinary test from Al-lah, or as if it were all from nature, which had nothing to do
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with this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here then)!
16- (Then, after that Smoke incident; 44/10-12, in near future), the day (when) We will (thus)
strike with the hardest strikes (52/44-47 & 29/40 & …); certainly, We will --(thus because of
their ardent hostility, heedlessness and obduracy therein; 22/72 & 21/2 & 41/5)-- thus take
revenge --(on those disbelievers; 36/48-54)!
17- And definitely, We tested before them the nation of Pharaoh. And an honorable Messenger
(thus) came to them, (saying):
18- You shall (thus) deliver to me the servants of Al-lah (20/47)! Certainly, I am to you an
honest Messenger.
19- And you shall not act haughtily against Al-lah! For certainly, I have brought to you a clear
evidence (40/23-24)!
20- And certainly, I seek refuge in my Lord and your Lord (Al-lah), lest you stone me (to death
now).
21- And if you (still) do not believe me, then leave me alone (40/25-27).
22- And (then) he called upon his Lord: Certainly, these are a criminal (7/40) nation!
23- (And Al-lah said to him): (Then) go forth with My servants during the night! Certainly, you
will be followed.
24- And cross the sea swiftly (26/63); for certainly, they are an army (thus) to be drowned
therein (26/64-66)!
25- And they (=Pharaoh and his army) thus left behind many gardens and springs.
26- And crops, and an honorable position.
27- And blessings wherein they were rejoicing.
28- Like this, and We (thus) made another people inherit (all) these (things).
29- The sky and the earth did not weep for them (=Pharaoh and his army); and they were not
respited (16/85)!
30- And definitely, We (thus) saved the Children of Israel from the shameful retribution,
31- from Pharaoh; certainly, he was haughty, of the excessive ones (28/4-6).
32- And definitely, We chose them on a “Knowledge” --(that is thus clearly taught within
those Scriptures as granted by Al-lah to prophet Moses, and all those Israeli Prophets; 2/87
thereafter)-- upon/for the (benefit of) multitudes --(by thus clearly seeing it therein now and thus
immensely benefitting therefrom; 26/196-197)!
33- And (here), We have given them --(which is thus clearly and unmistakably fulfilling now
that “Knowledge” with them herein; 2/41)-- from the “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one
of these most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in
pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) in which (there is thus) a clear Test –(henceforth,
now thus also for them herein; 4/161 X 4/162)!
34- Certainly, these (people) are (still) saying:
35- It is just our first death (here); so we will not be --(immediately after this death here, in the
other world, in that Paradise, or in that Hell; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- be resurrected!
36- So (call out and immediately) bring our parents --(from within that Paradise, or that Hell;
16/28-29 X 32 now)-- if you are truthful ones! (=36/31-32)
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37- Are they better, or the nation of Tubba, and those before them? We --(because of their
ardent hostility and arrogance; 40/5)-- annihilated them; for certainly, they (too) were
(thus) criminals (7/40)!
38- And We did not create the skies and the earth, and whatever between them, just to play.
39- We did not create them except as/for the Truth (45/22), but in fact, many of them (still)
do not know (this)!
40- Certainly, the Day of Separation is their appointed time --(thus in a most equitable and fair
manner; 40/17 to be requited therein; 78/17-30)-- all together.
41- The day (when) no friend can avail a friend in any way (35/18), and they cannot be helped.
42- Except on whomever Al-lah has mercy (7/156) --(they will thus be saved therein; 78/31-36)!
(For) certainly He, (so), He is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-the Mighty, --on the right side-- the Merciful (41/2)!
43- Certainly, the tree of horrible (fruits)-44- will (thus) be the food of (these) guilty ones (45/6-7)!
45- Like lye, it will boil in (their) bellies;
46- Like boiling of the (hot) water.
47- Take him (now), and throw him into the midst of the Blazing fire!
48- Then pour upon his head the retribution of the boiling water!
49- Taste (now); for certainly, you were --(in his own esteem, thus as if in the sight of Al-lah,
or/and in the eyes of people)-- the mighty, the honorable (6/71 & 19/77-78 & …)!
50- Certainly, this is what you were (thus) harboring suspicions about it (22/55)!
51- Certainly, the pious (39/33) are (now) in a secure position.
52- (Enjoying) in gardens and springs.
53- Wearing velvet and satin; facing each other.
54- Like this, and We have coupled them with --(dedicating their care only to them,
attending)-- companions (37/48) with large eyes.
55- They will (thus) be calling therein for every (kind of) fruits, in security.
56- They will never taste therein the death, except the first death --(they have already thus tasted
herein, in this world; 21/35). And (Al-lah) has (thus) guarded them (now) from the retribution
of the Blazing fire!
57- (This is such) a “Favor” (10/57-58) from your Lord! This (fact), it is the great success!
58- And certainly, We have (thus) made it easy in your --19 coded, Mathematical-- tongue here
(74/30), that they may (henceforth thus) take “Commemoration” (=thus an exclusive reference
here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 74/30-31)!
59- So you shall (thus) watch (44/10-16); certainly, they (too) are (thus) watching (now;
52/30-31)!
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CHAPTER 45
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Haa, Meem.
2- Sending down of the “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23) is from Al-lah, --now, thus also on that left side therein-the Mighty, --on that right side-- the Wise!
3- Certainly, in the skies and the earth (there are) “Signs” (=thus a significant reference here
to all of those magnificent galaxies, spirals, and clouds, whirlwinds, and waves, whirlpools, etc.
which are created by our supreme Lord thus in perfect Symmetry, and in exact “pairs” again,
by His most precise “Mathematical Calculations” on both sides therein, based on that unique
Fibonacci sequence, which is thus essentially crowned by code 19 here again; 41/53) for (all)
these believers (74/30-31)!
4- And in your own creation, and in what He has (thus) spread (therein) of all (those) creatures
there are “Signs” (=thus a significant reference here to all of those magnificent body parts, eyes,
and limbs, bones, and chromosomes, genes, etc. which are created by our supreme Lord thus in
perfect Symmetry, and in exact “pairs” again, by His most precise “Mathematical Calculations”
on both sides therein, based on that unique Fibonacci sequence, which is thus essentially
crowned by code 19 here again; 41/53) for a people who will (henceforth thus) attain certainty
(51/20-21)!
5- And the succession of --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- the “night,” and the
“day,” and what Al-lah has sent down from the sky of --now, thus also therein again-- (such) a
“provision” (2/25), and (thus) given “life” therewith to the earth, after its death (7/57), and the
manipulation of --now, thus also therein again, on the left & right side-- the “winds” (34/12)
are (other) “Signs” for a people who will (henceforth thus) comprehend (57/17)!
6- These (=thus also a reference here to all of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs,
here again, in the first place: 2/25) are (thus) the “signs” of Al-lah (3/7), We are (thus) reciting
them to you (here) as the “Truth” (39/41)! So in which utterance, after Al-lah and His “Signs,”
will they (still) thus believe (2/78-79 & 3/78 & 6/112-113 & …)?
7- (Then) woe to every (such) inventor, guilty ones!
8- He is (thus) hearing the “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah recited to him (here), then he is (still) insisting arrogantly (on
his way), as if he never heard them. Then give good news to him with a painful retribution!
9- For when he learns anything about Our “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5), he (only) mocks them.
Those are (the ones), for them (there will thus come) --(as a most equitable and fair requital here
again; 40/40)-- a shameful retribution!
10- Awaiting them is Hell. And what they have earned (23/55-56) will not avail them at all, nor
what they have (thus) taken other than Al-lah (as) masters (here; 18/102)! So for them --(here,
in this case again; 4/18 thus eventually)-- (there will come) a great retribution!
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11- This is a “Guidance” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23);
but those who have still (thus) disbelieved in (these) “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah, for them
--(here, in this case again; 22/72 thus eventually)-- (there will come) a retribution of a painful
punishment (22/19-22)!
12- Al-lah is the One who has committed the sea in your service, that the ships may (thus) sail
therein by His command, and that you may --(now, here also thus)-- seek of His “Favor” (40/80);
and that you may appreciate (it)!
13- And He has committed in your service whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth; all
from Him.
Certainly, in this (narration style) there are “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one
of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) for a people
who will reflect!
14- Say to those who have (thus) believed (here; 2/285), that they shall forgive (now) those who
do not expect the days (44/10-16 & 45/34-35) of Al-lah! (For) He will surely (thus) requite
(every) people for what they are earning.
15- So (henceforth), whoever works for a “Righteous Deed” (=thus a reference here to each one
of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on
those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), it will be for (the good of) his own soul, and
whoever does a badness (9/37), it will be to his own (detriment)! Then to your Lord (all of) you
(immediately at the time of this death here; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- will be brought back!
16- And definitely, We gave the children of Israel the Written Document and the Judgement
(=Torah, and thus all those Heavenly “Judgements” therein; 5/44-45), and the Informing (2/87)!
And We provided for them from the clean ones; and We (thus) favored them upon (those)
multitudes (2/47, 122).
17- And We gave them Clear Proofs from (that) “Command” (please, see Torah-Deut. 32/1-2)
(Isaiah 55/1-3 & 55/10-13) (Hosea 14/6-10)! And they have not contradicted except after
the “Knowledge” (=thus an exclusive reference here to this most specific “Knowledge,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 4/166)
(thus) came to them (now), due to egotism among themselves (2/90-91)! Certainly, your Lord
(henceforth) will (thus) decide between them, on the Day of Resurrection, in what they are
therein (thus) contradicting (now; 4/161 X 4/162)!
18- Then We (thus) made you upon a Statute --(which is already thus most Miraculously, clearly
and unmistakably foretold in Torah and all those subsequent Scriptures above)-- from (that)
“Command” (2/25-27 & 14/24-25); so you shall follow it! And do not follow the desires of those
who (still) do not know (this).
19- For certainly, they --(here, in this case; 13/37)-- cannot avail you at all against Al-lah
(2/120)! And certainly, those --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific
“Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here
again-- (thus) unjust ones (39/24), some of them (henceforth) are (thus) masters of some (7/30).
And Al-lah is (thus) the (one and only) Master (7/196) of the pious (here; 39/33)!
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20- These are the “Visual Proofs” for the people, and a “Guidance” (=thus a reference here to
that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) and a “Mercy” for a people who will (henceforth
thus) attain certainty (13/2)!
21- But do those who have (thus) committed the badnesses (29/4) think that We will make them
like those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference
here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for,
here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), so that their life and their death
shall be equal (16/28-29 X 32)? And ugly indeed is what they are (thus) judging (37/154-157)!
22- And Al-lah has created the skies and the earth as/for the Truth, so that every soul will (thus)
be requited for what it has earned (here; 2/81-82), and they will not be treated unjustly (40/17)!
23- So do you see (the one) who has taken his desire as his god (now; 25/43), and Al-lah has
--(because of his own betrayal, arrogance and obduracy here; 2/26 & 45/8 & 41/5)-- (thus) sent
him astray (now) upon (such) a knowledge (7/146)! And (hence) He has sealed upon his hearing
and his heart, and has placed upon his eyes a veil (18/57)! So who will --(unless, first of all, he
himself immediately regrets his own betrayal, arrogance and obduracy here; 2/26 & 45/8 & 41/5
and thus sincerely and rightfully decides to return to Al-lah here; 4/17)-- guide him (39/23) after
--(such a decision by)-- Al-lah (here; 13/27)? So will you (still) not take “Commemoration”
(here; 39/23)?
24- And they said: It is just our worldly life (here); we die (as an old generation) and (then) we
live (as a new generation, through their descendants). And nothing makes us vanish (here) but
the time! And (because there is) not for them about this (=16/28-29 X 32) any knowledge (now);
(so) they (still) only (thus) conjecture.
25- And when Our clear “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 6/4 = 26/5) are recited to them, their only argument was that they said: (Then
immediately) bring our parents --(from within that Hell, or Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32 wherein
they are thus alive now)-- if you are truthful ones!
26- Say: Al-lah gives you life, then causes you to die (here). Then, He will --(thus immediately
after this death here, in the other world, in that Hell, or in that Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32 thus
instantly)-- gather you --(with all of those past generations therein; 7/37-39 thus to stay therein)-until the Day of Resurrection --(when this Universe will thus totally be collapsed and then
expanded again; 21/104 by our supreme Lord therein; 39/68-70)-- not a doubt about it. But
in fact, many of the people (still) do not know (this)!
27- And to Al-lah belongs (all) the Ruling Dominion (17/111) of the skies and the earth. The
day (when) the Hour (33/63) will (thus) come, on that day, the falsifiers (29/52) will (thus) lose!
28- And you will see (then) every society kneeling; every society will (thus) be called to its
Written Document (5/44 & 5/47 & 5/48 & 5/68)! Today, you will be requited for what you were
(thus) “working” on (32/19-20)!
29- This is Our “Written Document;” thus talking about you based on the “Truth” (39/41)!
(For) We have recorded (all) what you were (thus) “working” on (41/40 & 13/33 & 9/37 & …)!
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30- But those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a
reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work
for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), their Lord will (thus) admit
them into His Mercy (4/175)! This (fact), it is the clear success!
31- But (Al-lah will say to) those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27): Were not
My “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) recited
to you? But you acted arrogantly (22/72), and (thus) became a criminal people!
32- And when it was said: Certainly, (this) “promise” (31/8-9) of Al-lah is the truth, and
(this) Hour (33/63), (there is) not a doubt about it, you said: We do not perceive (such an) Hour
(30/14-16); (but) we only think (regarding you now with such a) thinking (26/186)! And we will
not be certainty attainers!
33- And the badnesses of what they (thus) “worked” on (here; 41/40 & 13/33 & 9/37 & …) will
(thus) be revealed to them (then), and what they are mocking at (6/5) will (eventually thus) haunt
them!
34- And it will be said (to them): Today, We will forget you, as you (thus totally) forgot meeting
this day of yours (18/57)! And your abode is the Fire, and (there will) not (be) for you any
helpers (7/197)!
35- This is because certainly, you took the “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those
most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah as a mockery, and the worldly life (thus) deceived
you (31/33). So today, they will --(therein, in this case again; 6/27-28)-- never exit therefrom,
nor will they be excused!
36- And (thus) to Al-lah belongs (all) praise (28/70); Lord of the skies and Lord of the earth,
Lord of the multitudes (7/54)!
37- And to Him belongs (all) majesty in the skies and the earth. So He is --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- the Mighty, --on the right side-- the Wise (45/2)!

CHAPTER 46
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Haa, Meem.
2- Sending down of the “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23) is from Al-lah, --now, thus also on the left side therein-the Mighty, --on the right side-- the Wise!
3- We did not create the skies and the earth, and whatever between them except (thus) for/as
the Truth (6/73), and (for) an appointed time (21/104). But those who have (thus) disbelieved
(2/26-27) are (still) turning away (here) from what they are (thus) “warned” of (34/46)!
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4- Say: Do you see what you are calling upon --(by thus adopting them as other/partner
false “lords” outside/beside Him here)-- other than Al-lah (9/31 & 3/80 & 41/37 & …) (now)?
Show me (then) what is it that they have ever created of the earth? Or is there for them a
partnership in the skies? (Then) bring to me a Written Document before this (3/3-4), or (even)
a trace of (such) a “Knowledge” (6/148), if you are --(regarding your false practices; 9/31
that is thus totally contradictory to the Commandments of Al-lah in Torah, Gospel, and Quran)-truthful ones! (please, see in this respect now: Torah-Deut. 32/37-39) (Gospel-Mtw. 15/6-9)
(Quran-Shoora 42/21)
5- So who is farther astray (now) than (those) who are calling upon --(by thus adopting them
as other/partner false “intercessors” outside/beside Him here)-- other than Al-lah (10/18)
(those) who cannot respond to them till the Day of Resurrection, and (right now) they are of their
call (thus totally) unaware ones (16/21)?
6- And when the people are summoned (on that Day of Resurrection), they will be enemies to
them, and they will be regarding their serving (to them) thus --(by utterly denouncing their false
practices; 9/31 therein)-- disbelievers! (please, see in this respect now: Torah-Deut. 4/2 X 31/29)
(Gospel-Mtw. 4/10 X 7/22-23) (Quran-Shoora 42/10 X Jinn 72/20-23 & Furqan 25/30)
7- And when Our clear “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 6/4 = 26/5) are recited to them, those who have disbelieved (here; 2/26-27) said of
the “Truth” (39/41), when it (thus) came to them: This is (only) a clear enchantment (21/2-4)!
8- Or are they (still) saying: He has fabricated it? Say: If I fabricated it, you cannot protect me
at all --(against such a punishment that would have already thus come to me; 42/24)-- from
Al-lah! So He knows best what you are (thus ignorantly) plunging into it (2/78-79 & 3/78 &
6/112-113 & …)! So (henceforth), He (thus) suffices as a Witness between me and you (4/166)!
And He is --(henceforth, in this case; 6/54 thus always)-- the forgiver, the merciful.
9- Say: I am not different from (all) those (previous) Messengers (41/43). And so I cannot
perceive what will (today or tomorrow) be done with me, nor with you (7/188 & 17/54). So I am
only following what is (thus) inspired to me --(by my Lord here; 43/43-44)! And (henceforth),
I am only (thus) a clear Warner (34/46)!
10- Say: Do you see, if “It” (=this “Guidance;” 39/23) is (thus) from Al-lah (now), and you have
(still) disbelieved in it? And (though) a witness from among the Children of Israel has (thus)
born witness to a transcript of it, and --(henceforth; 6/92, 154)-- (thus) believed (4/162), but you
have (still) acted arrogantly? (Then) certainly, Al-lah --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23),
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-will not “guide” (such) unjust (39/23-24) people!
11- And those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27) said about those who have (thus)
believed (here; 2/25-26): If “It” (=this “Guidance;” 39/23) were anything “Good” --(thus sent
down by Al-lah here; 16/30)-- they could not have been ahead of us (in believing) in it (now)!
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And for they --(because of their own betrayal, arrogance and obduracy here; 2/26 & 45/8 &
41/5)-- have not been “guided” (39/23) therewith (now), they will say: This is (only) an old
invention --(fabricated by those Bahais, etc. 23/83)!
12- But (here), before “It” (=this “Guidance;” 39/23) (there is) the Written Document of Moses
(thus) as a Leader and a Mercy (please, see 6/154)! And (here), this is a “Written Document”
(=thus an exclusive reference here to this most specific “Written Document,” which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), thus
fulfilling (please, first of all, see again in this respect here: The Words of Moses 18/18-19 =
32/1-4 & 24/18 & 22), in an Arabic language (26/198-199), so that he may (henceforth thus)
warn those who have (thus) acted unjustly (here; 39/24-26), and as a Good News for (all) those
--by righteously working on this nicest Utterance (39/23), which consists of these 19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place-- (thus) nicely acting ones (39/34)!
13- Certainly, those who say: Our Lord (henceforth) is (thus only) Al-lah (42/10), then they
(thus) straightly go (in this right Way; 11/112); not a fear upon them, and they will not grieve
(35/34)!
14- Those are the community of the Garden, as eternal ones therein (35/33-35); as a reward for
what they are (thus) “working” on (2/25)!
15- And We have recommended the human (always) to be kind to his parents (17/23-24).
His mother bore him arduously, and gave birth to him arduously, and bearing of him and
weaning of him is --(after he was shaped as an all human in the womb, and thus blown into him
from His “spirit” therein; 32/8-9 thus six months, and then after he was born with this complete
nursing period here; 2/233 which is thus twenty four months, thus in total)-- thirty months!
** We can thus clearly infer here that to be deemed as an all “human” (=alinsaan) and thus as a
full “child” (=valad) of a parent (=valedayhe) must thus be beginning on 76th day (=19x4) in the womb
(77/21-23), wherein this “spirit” of Al-lah is thus specifically blown into it by Him herein (please,
see 32/8-9). And then here, till the end of full pregnancy in 266th day (=19x14), there thus remains 6.2
months in the womb in total therein. And because that our supreme Lord thus most Wisely and accurately
defines it as broadly “thirty months” in total therein, in the above Verse --(and not exactly and absolutely
“within thirty months” in total)-- we can thus lawfully and easily disregard that excess 0.2 months here.

Until when he (=male or female, every human again; 16/97) attains his maturity, and reaches
the (age of) forty years, he (should) say: My Lord, (please), direct me that I may appreciate
Your Blessing (16/18), which You have (thus) blessed upon me and upon my parents, and that
I may work for a “Righteous Deed” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables,
in the first place: 2/25-26) that You will (thus) be pleased with it (98/7-8)! And (please), also
grant righteousness for me in my progeny (52/21)! Certainly, I have --(also within the maturity
of the age of 40 years here)-- (thus absolutely) returned to You; and certainly, I am --(henceforth,
thus again absolutely)-- of these surrenderers (to You here; 3/84)!
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16- Those are the ones We will (henceforth) accept from them the nicest of what they have
(thus) “worked” on (2/25), and We will overlook (all) their --(inadvertently done)-- badnesses
(39/35); (they will thus be) among the community of the Garden. (This is) the truthful “promise,”
which they are (thus) being promised therewith --(by Al-lah here; 31/8-9)!
17- But the one who said to his parents (now): Woe to you; for do you (still) promise me that
I will --(immediately after this death here, thus in the other world, in that Hell, or in that
Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- be brought out --(to life again therein; 36/48-54), and
though (many) generations have already perished (in the graves) before me (45/25)? And they
would cry unto Al-lah (for help; and say to him): Woe to you; you should --(by thus rightfully
using your mind and heart here; 40/67)-- believe (in Al-lah)! (For) certainly, the “promise”
(9/111) of Al-lah is (thus) Truth! But he (still) says: This is nothing but usual fabrications of
those past ones (=past Bahais, etc. 23/83)!
18- So these are the ones against whom (this) “Saying” (henceforth) has (thus) truly occurred
(now; 27/84-85); (so here, in this case again; 4/18) --(immediately after this death here, thus
in the other world, in that Hell; 16/28-29 they will thus instantly be resurrected)-- among (those)
societies that have already (thus) passed away before them (here) of the jinns and the humans
(7/37-38)! Certainly, they have (thus) been losers (therein)!
19- And for each (of them) (there will be) degrees (of rank) of what they have (thus) “worked”
on --(here; 23/63 & 41/40 & 13/33 & 9/37 & …). And He will --(thus in a most equitable and
fair manner therein again; 40/40)-- repay them for their “works;” and they will not be treated
unjustly (40/17)!
20- And the day (when) those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27) will be brought
before the Fire, (it will be said to them): You --(by thus deliberately and ignorantly following in
the footsteps of satan here; 17/64)-- exhausted your clean (possessions) in your worldly life
(8/36), and you (thus) enjoyed in them (9/69). (But) today, you will be requited with a shameful
retribution, for that you were (thus) acting arrogantly (39/59) on the earth based on (those
sources) that are different than the Truth (45/6-7), and for that you were (thus) betraying
(2/26-27)!
21- And remember the brother (=Hood) of Aad (now), when he warned his nation at the dunes
-and definitely, (many) warners also came before him and after him- (saying): (Henceforth), you
shall serve none but (thus) only Al-lah (12/40)! Certainly, I fear upon you the retribution of a
great day!
22- They said: Did you (thus) come to us to divert us from our gods (71/23 & 41/14 & …)?
Then (immediately) bring to us (now) what you are (thus) threatening us with, if you are of the
truthful ones!
23- (Hood) said: The knowledge (thereof) is only with Al-lah; and I am (only) delivering to
you --(this Warning; 46/21)-- as I am sent with it. But in fact, I see that you are a nation who are
still (thus) acting ignorantly (41/14-15)!
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24- And when they saw it as a cloud approaching towards their valleys, they said: This is a
cloud that will give us rain! No, it is just what you have hastened for it; a (violent) wind wherein
(there is) a painful retribution!
25- It will (thus) annihilate every wanted thing by the command of its Lord! So by morning
(nothing) could be seen except (the ruins of) their residences. Like this, We reward (such) a
criminal (7/40) nation!
26- And definitely, We established them as We have established you herein, and We made
for them the hearing, and the eyes, and the minds. But their --on both sides-- hearing did not
avail them at all, and not their eyes, and not their minds (=brains). (This was) because they were
struggling --now, thus also here again, on those both sides-- against the “Signs” (29/47, 49)
of Al-lah! So what they were mocking at (eventually thus) haunted them (6/4-5)!
27- And definitely, We have annihilated (some of) the cities (near or far) around you (29/67)!
And We have (thus) circulated the “signs” (=thus also a reference here to each one of those
19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again, in the first place: 3/7) that they may (thus)
come back --(to Us, before it may thus be too late then; 6/158 & 63/10-11)!
28- Why (then) those whom they have (thus) taken (for themselves) other than Al-lah (here,
as if) to bring (them) nearer (towards Him here; 39/3 such false) gods (9/31 & 21/29 & …)
did not help them? No, they have (thus totally) gone away from them (2/166-167 & 35/14 & …).
(Because) this was (only) their own invention (here; 9/31), and what they were (thus) fabricating
(39/3)!
29- And when We directed towards you a group of the jinns, that they may hear the “Reading”
(=thus a reference here to that most specific “Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69)! So when they congregated
around it, they said: Be silent! And when it was thus (completely) recited (to them), they
(immediately) turned back to their nation as warners.
30- They said: O our nation, certainly, We have listened to a “Written Document” (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) which has (thus) been
sent down after Moses, (thus) fulfilling what is before it (please, see again in this respect now:
The Words of Moses 18/18-19 = 32/1-4 & 24/18, 22)! And it is (thus perfectly) guiding to
the “Truth” (39/41), and to a standing pathway (6/161)!
31- O our nation, so you shall (immediately) respond to the caller of Al-lah (=the Messenger of
the Covenant here; 7/158), and (thus) believe in Him (=Al-lah), that He may (thus) forgive you
(all) your wrong doings (39/53), and protect you from a painful retribution (52/26-28)!
32- And whoever does not respond to the caller of Al-lah (=the Messenger of the Covenant
here; 7/158), (should know that henceforth) they can never enfeeble (Al-lah) on the earth (34/5),
and (eventually) there will not be for them against Him any (guiding, protecting) masters
(18/102)! Those are (the ones who are thus) in a clear straying (39/23-26)!
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33- So do they not see that certainly Al-lah, the One who (thus) created the skies and the earth,
and was never wearied by their creation (2/117), (can also thus be) a Measurer upon giving life
to the dead --(with/in their new bodies that will thus exactly be in similar/same form therein,
even to their fingertips here; 75/4 in that new heaven and earth; 21/104 thus on that ultimate Day
of Resurrection; 39/67-68)? Yes indeed; certainly, He is (thus) upon every wanted thing a
best Measurer!
34- And the day (when) those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27) will be brought
before the Fire, (and it will be said to them): Is this not the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to
that most specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/41)? They said: Yes, and by our Lord! (Al-lah) will say: So taste
the retribution (now), for that you were --(thus in hostile, arrogant and obdurate manners; 22/72
& 45/8 & 41/5)-- disbelieving (3/90-91)!
35- So you shall (thus) remain steadfast (76/24) like (all) those Messengers who were possessors
of determination (thus) remained steadfast (therein; 3/146-147), and do not be in haste regarding
them (now). (Because) the day (when) they see what they are (thus) promised (44/10-16 & 17/7
& 3/56 & 9/98 & …) (16/28-29), they will (feel) as if they did not last (on this earth) but an hour
of the day!
(This is) a “Deliverance” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Deliverance,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 14/52)!
So none but the betraying (2/26-27) people --(here, in this case again; 4/18 thus eventually)-shall be annihilated (8/50-52)!

CHAPTER 47
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27), and (thereupon thus) repelled from
the Way of Al-lah (11/19), (consequently), He has (thus) made stray their “works” (41/40 &
13/33 & 9/37 & …)!
2- And those who have (thus) believed (here; 2/25-26) and worked for the “Righteous Deeds”
(=thus a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall
thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), and they have
believed in what is (thus) “sent down” (=39/23) upon the Praised one (=Messenger of the
Covenant here; 48/29), and it is (thus) the “Truth” (39/41) from their Lord, (consequently), He
has (thus) removed from them (all) their --(inadvertently done)-- badnesses (39/35), and (thus)
made righteous their deeds (33/70-71).
3- This is because certainly, those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27) are (thus)
following the “falsehood” (6/112-113), and those who have (thus) believed (here; 2/25-26) are
(thus) following the “Truth” (6/114) from their Lord! Like this, Al-lah is citing (here) for the
people (thus) their “allegories:”
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4- And when you meet (in battle) --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, in those upper
regions-- those who have disbelieved, you shall strike the necks --(therein)! And when you (thus)
capture them, you shall bind fast --in that lowest region-- the fetters! And (then you may release
them) only by a “favor” --on the left side-- after (this), or by a “ransom” --on the right side-until this (mathematical) “War” (9/111) thus puts down (all) its loads --(therein)! This is (so);
and had Al-lah willed, He (Himself) could have punished them (therein); but in fact, He will
--(thus by making all believers righteously “work” on this “Work” here; 17/84 thus)-- test some
of you with some --(therein)! And those who are killed in (this) Way (9/111) of Al-lah, He will
not make stray their works.
5- But He will (thus) “guide” (39/23) them, and will (thus) make righteous (all) their deeds
(39/33-35)!
6- And He will admit them into the Garden, which He has (already) thus described (44/52-56 &
47/15 & …) to them!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (47/4-6),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Glorious Miracle,” and then also “A Special
Miracle” document --(please, by especially paying attention and thus also clearly and certainly seeing
all those related most miraculous prophecies of prophet David, and Jesus, and Muhammad; peace be
upon each of them, therein)-- in this respect, here in the first place.

7- O those who have believed, if you (thus) help Al-lah (61/14), He will (thus) help you (40/51),
and will make stable your feet.
8- And those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27), misery (shall be) their (lot). And
(consequently), He has (thus) made stray their “works” (41/40 & 13/33 & 9/37 & …)!
9- This is because certainly, they have (thus) disliked (9/32-33) what Al-lah has “sent down”
(=thus a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” as it is “sent down” thus here again, in the first place:
39/23); so (consequently), He has (thus) nullified their “works” (23/63-67)!
10- Did they not roam the earth and see (now), how was the consequence of those before them?
Al-lah has (thus) destroyed them (29/40)! So for (these) disbelievers (2/26-27) (there will come)
the like thereof (44/10-16 & 8/50-52 & …)!
11- This is because certainly, Al-lah is (thus) the (one and only) Master (7/196) of (all) these
believers (here; 2/25-26); and certainly, these disbelievers (2/26-27), (henceforth, there is) no
master (18/102) for them!
12- Certainly, Al-lah will admit those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous
Deeds” (=thus a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers
shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26) into
Gardens beneath which the rivers flow (29/58-59)!
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And those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27), they will (thus) enjoy (for a while
here; 31/23-24) and will (freely) eat like the livestock are (freely) eating, but (then) --(here, in
this case; 22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-10 & …)-- the Fire will (eventually thus) be a (final) destination
for them.
13- And how many a city that was much stronger (in foundations) than your City, which
--(here, before your emigrating into this Town now; 27/91)-- sent you out, We annihilated them.
And so --(now, also here against such a natural disaster that will occur in this City, as it has
already thus been predetermined by Al-lah even from before the foundation of the world)-(there will) not (be) any helper --(who can prevent it now from happening therein)-- for them!
** There is thus a clear indication in the above Verse about a natural disaster that may thus come in near
future by the command of Al-lah --(which He has already thus predetermined for the reasons only known
to Him, even from before the foundation of the world)-- in this specific City (=Istanbul), wherein this
promised “Messenger of the Covenant” was born and lived, until he emigrated to this holy Town (27/91)
in the West, by the command of Al-lah here. And now before such a disaster, and then also thereafter,
all those people of this specific City, who will hearken to this most critical and important
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant” and wholeheartedly follow and fully support him here may
henceforth thus become a pious people and a significant City again --(also due to this here; 57/28-29)-in the sight of Al-lah, in this most critical Final Age here.

14- So is the one (=this “Messenger of the Covenant,” and all those righteous believers who will
thus wholeheartedly follow him here; 7/158) who is (thus) upon a “Clear Proof” (=thus an
exclusive reference here to that most specific “Clear Proof,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/157) from his Lord, like (the one)
to whom the badnesses of his “work” (23/63 & 41/40 & 13/33 & …) are (thus) adorned (in his
eyes), and (because) they have (thus) followed their own desires (28/50)?
15- Allegory of the Garden, that is (thus) promised (by Al-lah) to the pious (39/33-34), is (this):
In it (there are) rivers of water that are unpolluted, and rivers of milk whose taste never changes,
and rivers of wine that is delicious for the drinkers (52/23), and rivers of strained honey.
And for them in it (there will be) all (kinds of) fruits; and --(thus as a most important and greatest
reward)-- a forgiveness from their Lord (34/4)! Are they like (the one) who will --(here, in this
case again; 4/18 eventually thus)-- be eternal in the Fire (22/72), and he will (thus) be given
boiling water to drink (therein), and it will tear up his intestines (22/19-20)?
16- And from among them (there are those) who seem to listen to you (now). But as soon as
they go forth from your presence, they (immediately) say to those who are (thus) given
the “Knowledge” (34/6): What is that (nonsense) he has said just now? (For) those are the ones
Al-lah has --(because of this; 41/5)-- locked upon their hearts (now), for they have (thus)
followed their own desires (23/71).
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17- And those who are (thus) “guided” (13/27), He has augmented them --(by revealing each of
those “Chapters,” thus in “belief;” 9/124 and so)-- in “Guidance” (=thus an exclusive reference
here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), and He has (thus) granted them their piety
(39/33)!
18- But are they (still) waiting only for (this) Hour (33/63) (thus) to come upon them, suddenly?
And definitely, (all) the tokens thereof have thus (already) come (54/1-3 & 21/1-2)! So how
(will it be) for them, when it (thus) comes to them (6/158) of their “Commemorative” (here;
44/13-14)?
19- So you shall know: Certainly, (there is) no Ilah (=God) but thus (only) Al-lah (28/70)!
And you shall --(thus always, and especially at dawns; 51/18)-- seek forgiveness (3/147) for your
own wrong doings, and for (all) the believing men and for (all) the believing women. And Al-lah
--(from His majestic Throne; 25/59 by thus every moment Watching over everything and
everyone; 20/35)-- knows (all) your moving about places and (all) your resting places.
20- And those who believed were saying: Why has not a Chapter been sent down?
But when a decisive “Chapter” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Chapters,” --here, especially and first of all to the one presented within “A Glorious Miracle”
document-- which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 9/124) has (thus) been sent down, and the (mathematical) “Fighting” (=9/111) is
mentioned therein, you see those in whose hearts (there is such) an illness (74/31) looking
towards you, like the look of the one who is (almost) fainting from (fear of) the death (5/52)!
But it is more/most appropriate for them:
21- To (thus) obey (24/53-54), and (to say) a rightful saying! And when the “Command” (42/52)
is determined, if they --(by thus righteously working also on this “Chapter,” and thus augmenting
their “belief” therein again; 74/31)-- remained true to Al-lah, it would be better/best for them!
22- So perhaps you, if you turn away (now), you will (thus immediately) commit evil (2/27)
on the earth, and will sever your ties of kinship (33/6)?
23- Those are the ones --(because of this; 3/86-87)-- Al-lah has condemned them (now), and
--(because they themselves thus wilfully and deliberately preferred to remain deaf and blind to
His Message, in the first place; 41/17)-- has made them deaf, and blinded their eyes (18/57)!
24- So do they (still) not study (4/82) the “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 36/69), or upon the hearts (are there) locks --(thus they themselves placed therein
again in their own hearts, in the first place; 41/5)?
25- Certainly, those who (thus) turn their backs, (even) after the “Guidance” (=thus a reference
here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) has (thus) become manifest to them (3/86),
the satan has (thus) enticed them, and (thus) led them on (17/64 & 6/112-113 & …)!
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26- This is because certainly, they said to those who (thus) dislike (9/32-33) what Al-lah has
“sent down” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Written Document,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” as it is “sent down” thus here again, in the first
place: 39/23): We will surely obey you in some of the commands. And Al-lah knows their
secrets (43/80).
27- But how (will it be for them), when the Angels (thus) put them to death, beating (them)
on their faces and their backs (8/50-51)!
28- This is because certainly, they have (thus) followed what angered Al-lah (here; 45/6-7), and
(thus) disliked (9/32-33) (seeking) His pleasure (here; 48/29); so (consequently), He has (thus)
nullified their works (18/103-106)!
29- Or do those in whose hearts (there is such) an illness (74/31) think that Al-lah would never
bring out their evil thoughts?
30- And if We want, We can show them to you (right now), and you may recognize them by
their marks. And you (already) recognize them by (their) twisted sayings (3/183 & 38/6-7 & …)!
And (here), Al-lah knows (all) your works (2/25 X 23/63)!
31- And We will surely (thus) test you (here; 3/186), until We (thus) know the striving ones
(25/52) from among you, and the steadfast ones (3/146-147); and We will (thus) test (2/155-157)
your news.
32- Certainly, those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) and (thus) repelled from the Way
of Al-lah (11/19), and opposed the Messenger --(of the Covenant here; 7/158), after the
“Guidance” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) has (thus) become
manifest to them (3/86), they cannot harm Al-lah in the least! And (consequently), He will (thus)
nullify (all) their works (23/63-67)!
33- O those who have believed, so (henceforth), you shall (thus always) obey Al-lah, and obey
the Messenger (of the Covenant here; 5/92); and --(by bad behaviours such as taunting people,
or hurting them, or showing off in front of the people, etc.)-- do not make your works vain
(2/264)!
34- Certainly, those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27) and (thus) repelled from the
Way of Al-lah (11/19), then die as they are (thus) disbelievers (4/18), Al-lah --(because of this;
6/27-28)-- will never forgive them!
35- So you shall not waver; but (thus always) call to the “Surrender” (to Al-lah here; 3/84-85)!
And you are (thus) the victors (3/139-140), and Al-lah is with you. And He will not waste
(3/195) your “works” (2/25)!
36- The worldly life is only a play and vanity (57/20). But if you (thus) believe (here; 2/25-26)
and be pious (2/177), He will (thus) give you your payments (29/58), and He will not ask you
for your possessions.
37- If He were to ask you for (all of your possessions now), and pressure you, --(except such a
truly righteous and wholly devoted minority to Al-lah here again; 4/83)-- you might have
become stingy; and (thus) He would bring out your ill thoughts --(stemming from deep greed
for all possessions in the souls here; 57/20).
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38- Here you are, these (people); you are (thus) invited to distribute (2/215) in the Way of
Al-lah (2/261-262), but among you (there are those) who turn stingy. And whoever is stingy,
is (thus) only turning stingy against his own soul (3/180)! For Al-lah is the Rich, while you are
(thus always) the needy ones (towards Him; 35/15). And if you turn away, He will substitute
another people instead of you, then they will not be like you (5/54)!

CHAPTER 48
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Certainly, We have --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on those both sides-bestowed upon you a clear Victory (48/18-19)!
2- So that Al-lah will forgive you --now, thus also therein again-- whatever is already committed
(in the past) of your --(inadvertently done)-- wrong doings, and whatever may also (thus
inadvertently) be committed (therein again, in the future; 34/50); and (thus) He will complete
His “Blessing” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Blessing,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 93/11)
upon you, and He will (thus) “guide” you (39/23) to a (forever) standing Path (6/161)!
3- And Al-lah will help you --now, thus also therein again-- with (such) a great help (9/40)!
4- He is the One who has (thus) sent down the contentment into the hearts of the believers, so
that they may augment --(by the revelation of each of those “Chapters” herein)-- “belief” (9/124)
(in addition) to their belief! And to Al-lah belongs (all) the armies of the skies and the earth
(16/49-50). And (henceforth), Al-lah is --now, thus also on that left side therein-- Knower, --on
that right side-- Wise!
5- So He will surely admit (all) the believing men and the believing women (16/97) into the
Gardens beneath which the rivers flow, as eternal ones therein (44/56); and He will remove from
them (all) their --(inadvertently done)-- badnesses (39/35)! And this is, in the sight of Al-lah,
a great success!
6- And He will retribute (all) the hypocrite men and the hypocrite women (4/142-143), and (all)
the partner making men and the partner making women (42/21), the guessing ones about Al-lah
(with) guessing of the badnesses; (but) upon them (will thus come) the circle of the badnesses
(9/98)! For Al-lah is --(because of this; 3/86-87)-- angry with them (now), and condemned them,
and He has --(here, in this case again; 4/18)-- prepared for them Hell; and (what) an ugly
destination!
7- And to Al-lah belongs (all) the armies --(of Angels, jinns, etc. and birds, horses, etc. and
bacteria, viruses, etc. and all those other creatures thus only known to/by Him; 74/31)-- of the
skies and the earth (16/49-50)! And Al-lah is --now, thus also on that left side herein-- Mighty,
--on that right side-- Wise (46/2)!
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8- Certainly, We have sent you (thus) as a witness (22/78), and a bearer of good news and
a warner (19/97)!
9- So that you may (thus) believe in Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel here; 2/97). And you
will (thus) respect Him (=Al-lah), and reverence Him, and glorify Him in the early hours and
the late hours (33/41-42).
10- Certainly, those who pledge allegiance to you (now) are (in fact, thus) pledging allegiance
to Al-lah --(the One who has thus sent you with this “Message of the Covenant” here; 60/12),
so (henceforth), the hand (=aid, support) of Al-lah will be over their hands. But whoever violates
(his pledge), thus only violates (it) against his own soul (3/90-91). And whoever keeps what
Al-lah has (thus) “pledged” upon him (13/20), He will (eventually thus) give him a great
payment (29/58)!
11- Those who stay behind from among (these) Arabs (9/101) will say to you: Our possessions
and our families have kept us occupied; so (please), seek forgiveness for us! They are (thus)
saying with their tongues what is not in their hearts. Say: Then who can rule for you (now) at all
from Al-lah, if He intends for you any harm, or He intends for you any benefit? No, Al-lah is of
what you are (thus) working on (23/63-66) fully Cognizant!
12- No, (because) you guessed that the Messenger (of the Covenant here; 7/158) and (all) the
believers (with him; 7/196) would never come back to their families, forever (8/30), and this was
adorned in your (ill) hearts (74/31). And you (thus) guessed (with) guessing of the badness, and
(eventually thus) you became a spoiled people.
13- And (because) whoever does not believe (now) in Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel
here; 2/97), certainly, We have prepared for (these) disbelievers (22/72 & 60/2 & …) --(here, in
this case again; 4/18 thus eventually)-- a burner (8/51-52)!
14- And to Al-lah belongs (all) the Ruling Dominion (17/111) of the skies and the earth.
He forgives whomever He wants (20/82), and He retributes whomever He wants (88/23-24)!
And (henceforth), Al-lah is --now, thus also due to all of their righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the
left side thus-- Forgiver, --on the right side thus-- Merciful --(to all of His believing servants
here; 25/70)!
15- Those who stay behind will say, when you go forth (now) towards the “acquirements”
(48/19), to take them: Allow us, that we may follow you! (But) they are intending to change
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- the “Word” (6/115) of Al-lah! Say: (Then) you
will not follow us; (because) thus Al-lah said before (9/83-84)! And they will say: No, (because)
you are envious of us! No, (in fact) they are (still) not understanding (9/81-82), except a little!
16- Say to those who stay behind from among the Arabs: You will (soon) be called to (fight) an
(oppressive) “people,” possessors of a mighty force, (and) you will --now, thus on those
19 coded Tables here, in that lowest region, on the left side, thus in Mathematical respect-“kill” them, or they will --in that lowest region, on the right side, thus in Mathematical respect-“surrender!” And if you obey, Al-lah will (thus) give you a nice payment (=9/111)! But if you
turn away, as you turned away before (this), He will (eventually thus) retribute you with a
painful retribution (9/81-82)!
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17- There will not be upon the blind any hardship --(by burdening him with a responsibility,
duty, or command here beyond his capacity; 2/286)-- and there will not be upon the crippled any
(such) hardship, and there will not be upon the ill any (such) hardship (9/91)!
And (henceforth), whoever (thus) obeys Al-lah and His Messenger (of the Covenant here; 5/92),
He will admit him into the Gardens beneath which the rivers flow (31/8-9). And whoever (still)
turns away, He will (eventually thus) retribute him with a painful retribution (88/21-26)!
18- Definitely, Al-lah is well pleased with the believers, who (thus) pledged allegiance to you
(48/10) --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- under the “Tree” (=14/24-25)!
And He knew what was in their hearts, and (thus) sent down the contentment upon them, and
(thus) rewarded them --now, thus also therein again-- with an immediate Victory!
19- And with many “acquirements” that they will take them. And Al-lah is --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here again, on the left side-- Mighty, --on the right side-- Wise!
20- Al-lah has promised you many “acquirements” that you will take them (also in future),
and He (thus) advanced for you this one (now). And He has withheld the hands (of aggression)
of those people from you, that it may be a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to each one of those
most specific “Signs,” --here, especially and first of all to the one presented within “A Glittering
Miracle” document-- which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) for the believers, and (thus) He will guide you to a
(forever) standing Path (6/161)!
21- And (all) others (=21/37), that you have not --(by thus also righteously “working” on them
here; 2/25 Mathematically)-- measured upon them yet; (but) definitely, Al-lah --(thus even from
before the foundation of the world)-- has (already) encompassed (all of) them (43/4)! For Al-lah
is upon every wanted thing a best Measurer!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (48/18-21),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Festive Miracle,” and then also “A Glittering
Miracle” document, in these respects, here in the first place.

22- And if those disbelievers --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, thus-- “fought”
you, they would (eventually) turn their backs; then they will not find (for themselves) --now,
on that left side-- any master, and --on that right side-- any helper!
23- (For this is) the principle of Al-lah, that (also) definitely (always thus) occurred before this.
And you will not find in (this) “principle” of Al-lah any change (35/43)!
24- And He is the One who has (thus) withheld their hands --now, thus also on that left side-from you, and your hands --now, thus also on that right side-- from them, in the midst of
the “Desert-Land” (3/96), after He gave victory to you --in that upper region, on those both
sides-- over them! And (here), Al-lah is of (all) that you are (thus) “working” on (here; 47/4-6)
Seer!
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25- They are the ones who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 74/26-31) and (thus) repelled you from
the sacred “Prostration Place” (17/1), and the dedicated “sheeps” from reaching --now, thus
on those 19 coded Tables here, in those upper regions-- their lawful place! And if it were not for
--on the left side-- the believing “men” and --on the right side-- the believing “women,” that you
did not know them -(and) you might have (thus) hurt them, unknowingly, (therein), and (thus)
a deep remorse would have afflicted you because of them (therein)- (so) Al-lah will (thus) admit
into His “Mercy” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Mercy,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 10/58)
whomever He wants (13/27)! Had they (instantly) been separated from one another (therein),
We would have (immediately) retributed those who have disbelieved (74/31) from among them
with a painful retribution (therein)!
26- When those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 74/26-31) harbored in their hearts the pride,
the pride of the ignorance (6/111), and (thereupon) Al-lah has sent down His contentment upon
His Messenger (of the Covenant here; 7/158), and upon (all) those believers (with him; 7/196).
And He has (thus) directed them (to uphold) the “Word” of the piousness (39/33 & 6/115),
for they were --(due to this here again; 9/88)-- most entitled to it and worthy of it! And Al-lah is
(thus) of every wanted thing Knower!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (48/22-26),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Glorious Miracle 1 & 2,” and then also “A Joyful
Miracle” documents, in these respects, here in the first place.

27- Definitely, Al-lah has fulfilled --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- the
“Seeing” (=17/60) of His Messenger (of the Covenant here; 7/158) with/as the “Truth” (39/41)!
So you will enter the sacred “Prostration Place” (17/1), if/when Al-lah wants, as secure ones,
--for/on the left side-- “cutting” your hair, and --for/on the right side-- “shortening,” (therein),
without any fear! Since He knew what you did not know, He has (thus) made before this (also
such) an immediate Victory (here; 48/18-19)!
28- (For) He is the One who has (thus) sent His Messenger (of the Covenant here; 7/158) with
the “Guidance” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)
and the true “Religion” (3/84-85), so that He will (henceforth thus) establish it upon the
(previous) Religions, every of them (5/48)! And Al-lah suffices as a Witness (4/166)!
29- Praised one is (thus) the Messenger of Al-lah (61/6) and (all) those with him (7/196) are
firm against these (kind of unequitable, hostile) disbelievers (22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-9 & …),
and merciful among themselves --(to all those believing, and also unbelieving people, if/when
they are thus equitable, gentle; 60/8)!
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You see them --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- “bowing” (before
Him), and --on the right side-- “prostrating” (before Him), thus seeking a “Favor” (=thus an
exclusive reference here to that most specific “Favor,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 10/57-58) from Al-lah, and (His) pleasure!
Their marks are in their faces, because of --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again-(all those) “prostrations” (they have thus rightfully made before Him)!
This is their allegory in Torah (please, see in this respect now: Genesis 49/8-9 == The Words of
Patriarchs 15/8-9)!
And their allegory in Gospel is: Like a (plentiful) “crop,” --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, in that first region, on the left side-- that send forth its sprout, and --in that first
region, on the right side-- strengthen it; and (then) --in that second region, on the left side-it becomes stout, and --in that second region, on the right side-- stand firmly upon its stems
(please, see in this respect now: Mark 4/26-29 == The Words of Jesus 21/33-35)!
It (thus) pleases (all) those (believing) sowers (2/25-26); and He (thus) enrages (therewith) the
disbelievers (here; 2/26-27)!
Al-lah has promised to those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds”
(=thus a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall
thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26) from among
them (such) a forgiveness (34/4), and (thus) a great payment (29/58-59)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (48/29),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Joyful Miracle” document (please, by especially
paying attention and thus clearly noticing therein that “Lion” and his --on the left and the right side-most specific “stooping” and “crouching” actions therein in Torah, Genesis 49/9 == The Words of
Patriarchs 15/8-9);
and thereafter “A Festive Miracle” document (please, by especially paying attention and thus clearly
noticing therein that plentiful “Crop” and its --on the left and the right side-- “growing” thus
most specifically in four basic steps therein, in Gospel, Mark 4/26-29 == The Words of Jesus 21/33-35);
in these respects, here in the first place.
And thereafter, to witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet David and prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon both of them) by which they have already thus clearly foretold and
unmistakably informed about this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant”
who is thus specifically called as “Praised one” --(because he is thus also from the progeny of “Judah”
(=in hebrew: Praised one) who is thus the ancestor of prophet David in Torah again (Genesis 49/9),
and because he is thus also from the progeny of prophet “Muhammad” (=in arabic: Praised one),
and henceforth, thus also a “Mahdee” (=Guided one by Al-lah here; 39/23) and a “Muhammad” (=Praised
one by Al-lah here; 48/29) --(due to all of his righteous “works” in His cause here; 2/25-26 & 17/79 &
73/1-6 & …) and thus his paving the way for all sincere believers that they may also thus exactly follow
in his footsteps here; 7/196 & 73/20 & …) and henceforth thus all together give all PRAISE to one and
only AL-LAH here, forever; 18/1 & 28/70)-- in this most critical Final Age, we should certainly see again
“A Supernal Miracle” document, in this respect, here in the first place.
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CHAPTER 49
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- O those who have believed, do not assert (your own opinions, or choices) before Al-lah and
His Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97) (33/36), and (thus always) be pious with Al-lah (2/177)!
Certainly, Al-lah is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- Hearer,
--on the right side-- Knower (6/115)!
2- O those who have believed, (when you talk to him now) do not (unnecessarily) raise your
own voices above the voice of the Informer (=Messenger of the Covenant; 7/158). And (after his
passing away) never violate him in the “Saying” --(which are thus specifically taught to him
by Al-lah throughout this Quran Testament each and every time thus by the command “Say”
in the first place, here; 6/161-163 & 7/196 & 12/108 & …), like your violating one another (in
your casual “sayings”), lest your works (39/65) become nullified, and (while) you do not
perceive!
3- Certainly, those who (when they talk to him now) are (considerately) lowering their voices
in the presence of the Messenger (of the Covenant; 7/158) of Al-lah, those are the ones whose
hearts Al-lah has (thus) examined for/upon the “piety” (39/33)! So (consequently), for them
(there will thus come) a forgiveness (34/4) and a great payment (29/58-59)!
4- But certainly, those who are --(all the time, and unnecessarily)-- calling on you --(in person,
or via those electronic gadgets)-- from behind the rooms, many of them (still) do not comprehend
(this; 73/1-7).
5- And if they remain patient until you --(after thus fulfilling your daily work and thus your
glorifying Al-lah therein; 73/1-7)-- come out towards them --(in person, or via an electronic
gadget), it would be better/best for them. And Al-lah is (henceforth, in this case; 6/54) --now,
thus also on those 19 coded Tables, due to all of their righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the left side-Forgiver, --due to all of their righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the right side-- Merciful --(to all of
His believing servants here; 25/70)!
6- O those who have believed, if (such) a betrayer (2/26-27) comes to you with an information,
you shall (first) make clear --(by thoroughly investigating and thus clearly knowing if it is true or
not), lest you harm a people, out of ignorance --(based on such a false information brought by
such a betrayer; 2/26-27), and (then) become upon what you have (thus ignorantly) done
(totally) remorseful --(before Al-lah; 2/190)!
7- And know that certainly, (thus) among you is the Messenger (=Gabriel here; 2/97 & 41/30)
of Al-lah! And had he (=Messenger of the Covenant here; 7/158) obeyed you in many of the
commands, you would have gone awry (4/114). But in fact, Al-lah has --(thus because of their
own honesty and sincerity here again, in the first place; 13/27)-- made you love the belief (here;
2/25-26) and (thus) adorned it in your hearts. And He has (thus) made you abhor the disbelief,
and the betrayal (here; 2/26-27), and the disobedience (69/9-10)! (Henceforth), those them are
(thus) the correct ones (2/186)!
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8- (This) is a “Favor” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Favor,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 10/57-58) from
Al-lah, and a “Blessing” (93/11)! So Al-lah is --now, thus also on that left side here-- Knower,
--on that right side-- Wise (46/2)!
9- And if two groups of believers fight with each other, you shall (immediately) reconcile them.
And (thereafter), if one of them (still) aggresses against the other, you shall fight those who
(thus) aggress, until they return to the command (of peace) of Al-lah! And if they return, you
shall (immediately) reconcile them (again) with equity. And you shall act justly; certainly, Al-lah
loves the justly acting ones (5/42).
10- For (all) the believers are (thus) brothers/sisters; so you shall (thus always) reconcile your
brothers/sisters. And you shall (henceforth, thus always) be pious (2/177) with Al-lah, so that
you may attain mercy (4/175)!
11- O those who have believed (2/285), no people shall despise other people (among you), for
they may be better than they; and no women (shall despise) other women, for they may be better
than they --(in the sight of Al-lah)! And you shall not mock one another, and you shall not give
one another the nicknames --(of disbelief and betrayal); for (what) ugly indeed is the name of
the betrayal (2/26-27) after the belief (2/25-26)! And whoever --(after having thus inadvertently
or ignorantly committed some or all of these sins)-- does not (immediately thus) return (to Him
here; 4/17), those them are the unjust ones!
12- O those who have believed (3/84), you shall surely avoid the guessing, for certainly, some of
the guessing is (thus) a guilt (6/148 & 24/12-17 & 53/23 & …)! And do not spy on one another,
and do not backbite one another. (For) would any of you like to eat the flesh of his dead
brother/sister? You (utterly) abhor it. And (henceforth, thus always) be pious (2/177) with
Al-lah. Certainly, Al-lah is --(henceforth, in this case; 25/70-71 thus)-- returner, merciful.
13- O people, certainly, We have created you as male and female, and (thus) rendered you
distinct peoples and tribes, that you may --(thus always within these most equitable and peaceful
Heavenly principles; 2/256 & 60/8)-- recognize each other (here). Certainly, (henceforth)
most honorable of you in the sight of Al-lah is your “pious” one (2/177)! Certainly, --(to attain
this “piety;” 39/33)-- Al-lah is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, all of your
righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the left side-- Knower, --all of your righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the
right side-- Cognizant!
14- The Arabs (9/120) said: We have believed! Say: You have not believed. But in fact, you
should (only) say (now): We have surrendered! Because the “belief” has not yet (truly) entered
into your hearts (58/22). But if you --(here as surrenderers to Him now; 3/84 thus)-- obey Al-lah
and His Messenger (of the Covenant; 5/92), He will not waste anything (9/120) from your
“works” (2/25)! Certainly, Al-lah is --(henceforth, in this case; 6/54 thus always)-- forgiver,
merciful.
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15- The believers are only those who have (thus) believed in Al-lah and His Messenger
(=Gabriel here; 2/97), then they have not doubted, and they (thus) strive (25/52) with
their possessions and their souls in the Way (12/108 & 9/111) of Al-lah! Those them are the
truthful ones!
16- Say --(to these ignorant ones; 39/64): Are you still (thus) teaching Al-lah your religion
(6/148 & 7/28 & …)? And Al-lah knows whatever in the skies, and whatever on the earth
(10/61)! And Al-lah is of every wanted thing (thus) Knower (58/7).
17- They act as if they are doing a favor upon you (now) for that they have (thus) surrendered
(49/14). Say: Do not deem as a favor upon me (now) your surrender. No, (because you should
know that) Al-lah is (thus) doing a favor upon you --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23),
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-by (thus) “guiding” you to the belief (here; 39/23, 33-35), if you are truthful ones!
18- Certainly, Al-lah knows (all) the unseen of the skies and the earth (34/3). So Al-lah is
(also) Seer of what you are (thus) “working” on (2/25 X 23/63)!

CHAPTER 50
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Qaaf.
And the glorious “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Reading,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69)!
2- No, they wonder that (such) a Warner (36/70) from among them has (thus) come to them
--(with this “Reading” here; 36/69)-- and these disbelievers (74/26-31) said: This is a strange
thing!
3- (For) when we die and become dust (17/98)? This is --(to come true in this manner, thus
immediately after this death here; 16/28-29 X 32)-- an impossible return!
4- Definitely, We know what the earth decreases of them --(by their death and decease from
here; 30/25)-- and with Us (there is) a preserving Written Document --(in which everything they
have done now have already thus instantly been recorded here; 45/29)!
5- No, they have rejected the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Truth,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first
place: 39/41) when it (thus) came to them (now)! And (consequently), they are in a state of
confusion (here; 21/5-6)!
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6- So do they not look at the sky (=especially, our own galaxy here) above them, and how We
have constructed it --(thus in perfect Symmetry, with code “19” on both sides again)-- and (thus)
adorned it (=41/53)? And (there is) no flaw in it.
7- And the earth, We have spread it out, and placed therein rooted (mountains); and We have
(thus) grown therein of every kind of beautiful “couples/pairs” --(which are thus created by our
supreme Lord in perfect Symmetry again, and on both sides based on that unique Fibonacci
sequence, which is thus crowned by code 19 here again; 20/53)!
8- (Thus) as a (source of) “Visual Proof” and a “Commemorative” (=thus a reference here to
that most specific “Commemorative,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 74/30-31) for every obedient servant (of Al-lah here;
36/36)!
9- And We have sent down from the sky blessed water, and (thus) grown with it gardens and
“grains” to be harvested.
10- And the tall “date” palms, with clustered “fruits.”
11- (Thus) as --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- a “provision” (=2/25) for (all)
the servants (of Al-lah). And We have --now, thus also therein again-- given life with it to a dead
town; thus is the coming out (7/57)!
12- The nation of Noah rejected before them, and the community of the Russ, and Thamoud.
13- And Aad, and Pharaoh, and the brethren of Lot.
14- And the community of the Woods, and the nation of Tubba; every (of them) thus rejected
the Messengers (40/5). And (consequently), My promise (22/42-45 & 29/39-40) thus became
truth!
15- Were We then wearied (50/38) by the first creation (23/14)? No, (but) they are (still) in
confusion about the new creation (34/7)!
16- And definitely, We have created the human, so We know what his soul whispers to him
(12/53). And We are closer to him than (his) jugular vein!
** We should clearly know here that our supreme Lord is thus closer to every human here than his
jugular vein only in the respect that He thus knows whatever his soul whispers to him, and thus his every
thought and hidden or public utterance and action here (11/5 & 67/13 & …), and He is thus in this sense
with them at every moment, by seeing and hearing and watching over them (20/46 & 58/7 & …);
but “in actual sense” He is thus always on His Throne (25/59), which is beyond and above all
universe/universes, that His Angels can reach there only in fifty thousand years, after they ascend
beyond the boundaries of all these universe/universes, first of all (70/4)!
So henceforth, we should certainly avoid all those satanic doctrines which have thus falsely and
ignorantly claimed --(by misinterpreting again some Biblical and these kind of Quranic Verses above)-that “God is “in actual sense” everywhere at every moment, and so He is “actually” closer to every human
than his jugular vein here!” and thereby many mistaken and deceived people have come up and claimed
that they were physical manifestations of God, because God has thus “in actual sense” totally compassed
them here, in this respect. And again those “Anti Christ (=Messiah Dajjal) ideologies (9/30 & 43/15) have
thus falsely and ignorantly claimed that Ezra, and Jesus were also thus “physical manifestations of God,”
by following these kind of erroneous, crooked and mistaken satanic doctrines again, in the first place.
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So henceforth, we should thus clearly see this most basic and fundamental Truth (112/1-4 & 42/11)
in the above Verse, and definitely avoid all these kind of deeply erroneous, crooked and mistaken
“Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjal) ideologies (9/30 & 43/15) for our own eternal Salvation and benefits
here (5/73-75 & 5/83-85) in this most critical Final Age.

17- When two recording (Angels) are (thus constantly) recording, at the right side and at the
left side, sitting.
18- So he does not utter (herein) any saying but that (there is) by him (thus) a ready (to record)
watching (Angel).
19- And the intoxication of the death has (thus) come (now) as the truth; (and at that time,
it will be said to him by those Angels of death therein; 16/28-29): (Here), this is what you were
evading from it!
20- And the horn is blown (now); so this is the day of the promise (20/113)!
21- And --(thus immediately after this death here again; 16/28-29 X 32 in the other world,
thus instantly)-- every soul will (thus) come with a herder and a witness.
22- (And it will be said to him): Definitely, you were (totally) heedless of this (=23/63), so
We have removed from you your veil (now); so your vision today is (as strong as) steel!
23- And his (satan) companion (43/36) will say: (Here), this is (the one) that is with me (now),
ready!
24- (And Al-lah will say): So throw, (O Angels), into Hell (now) every (such) disbeliever,
stubborn one (74/16)!
25- Forbidder of the “Goodness” (=thus a reference here to this most specific “Goodness,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
16/30), (such) an aggressor, doubter (34/54)!
26- The one who (thus) set up beside Al-lah another ilah (=god) (here; 9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43 &
41/37 & …)! So throw him (now) --(because of these here again; 37/35-36 & 22/72 & …)-- into
the severe retribution!
27- His (satan) companion (43/36) will say: Our Lord, I did not lead him into (this)
transgression (7/185-186), but in fact, he (himself) was (already thus) in a far straying!
28- (Al-lah) will say: Do not feud in front of Me; for definitely, I have (already thus) delivered
to you the promise (20/113)!
29- So (henceforth), the saying can never be changed in front of Me. And I am never unjust to
the servants (40/17, 40)!
30- The day (when) We will say to Hell: Are you filled up? And it will --(via its most specific
strong gravitational property, and hence in such a figurative sense therein again; 41/11)-- say:
Are there any more?
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31- And the Garden will be brought near to the pious (39/33), not far off.
32- (And it will be said to them): This is what you were promised, for every --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- hearkener (to His commands), --on the right
side-- protector (of His commands)!
33- Who reverenced Al-lah (39/23) in the unseen (6/103), and he has (thus) come (to Him)
with an obedient heart (13/17).
34- (Then) enter (you) therein in peace (now; 13/23-24); this is the Day of Eternity!
35- For them (there will thus be) whatever they want therein (36/57-58), and with Us (there is
thus) even more (32/17)!
36- And how many a (hostile and arrogant) generation have We annihilated before them, who
were mightier than them in prowess, and they (even) made bunkers in the towns. (But) was there
(eventually) any escape (38/3 & 29/39-40 & 4/78)?
37- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Commemorative” (=thus an exclusive reference
here to that most specific “Commemorative,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 74/31) for (every) one who has a heart, or
he gives ear, and becomes (thus) a witness (here; 57/19)!
38- And definitely, We have created the skies (=all those galaxies, with all stars and planets etc.
therein) and the earth, and whatever between them (=all those nebulae, with all those gas and
dust particles, etc. therein) (thus) in six Days (41/9-12), and no fatigue touched Us.
39- So remain patient (now) in the face of what they are saying (21/5 & 68/51 & …); and
(henceforth, thus always) glorify with praise of your Lord before the rising of the sun, and before
the setting.
40- And of the night glorify Him, and (also and especially) after (those) “prostrations” (=48/29)!
41- And hearken to a day (when) the caller will call from a place that is near.
42- The day (when) they will hear the cry --(due to these disasters therein; 44/10-16)-- as
the truth; (here), this is the Day --(thus for many people therein; 37/177)-- of (thus) coming out
(of the earth; 30/25).
43- For certainly We, (here), We give life and cause death, and --(at that time, thus also
immediately therein again)-- to Us will be the (final) destination (16/28-29 X 32)!
44- The day (when) --(because of those disasters again; 44/10-16)-- the earth will crack under
them in a haste; (here), this is a summoning --(of all those people therein; 37/177 thus in the
other world; 36/48-52 by thus instantly awakening them therein; 36/53-54)-- for Us (that is)
easy!
45- We know best what they are (thus) saying (15/6 & 21/5 & …), and you are not to be a tyrant
over them. So you shall (only) commemorate (now) with the “Reading” (=thus an exclusive
reference here to that most specific “Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69) those who fear My promise
(20/113)!
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CHAPTER 51
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- And --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- those storming
(Angels) with a storm.
2- And --on the right side-- those carrying (Angels) of a load.
3- And --on the left side-- those flowing (Angels) with ease.
4- And --on the right side-- those distributing (Angels) by a command!
5- (Then) certainly, what you are (thus) promised (41/30 X 19/75) is surely True.
6- And certainly, the Religion (56/83-86…) will surely (thus) come to pass!
7- And the sky, full of (such orbital) pathways (=hobok) (36/40)!
8- Certainly, you are (still) in a contradictory saying (21/5).
9- So (consequently), those who are deviated by inventions (here; 45/6-7) will (thus) be deviated
from it (=this “Truth” herein; 45/6)!
10- Cursed be those blatherers;
11- Those who are (still) in (such) a heedlessness (23/54-56), thus (deliberately and ignorantly)
unmindful!
12- They are (still) asking: When will the Day of Religion (come to pass)?
13- The day (when) they will (thus) be upon the Fire, tormented.
14- (And it will be said to them): Taste (the like/equal of) your own torment (here; 85/4-10)
(=40/40); this is what you were hastening for it (38/16)!
15- Certainly, the pious (2/177) will be in Gardens and springs.
16- As takers of what their Lord has (thus) given to them (76/12-22)! (For) certainly, they were
before this --by righteously working on this nicest Utterance (39/23), which consists of these
19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place-- (thus) nicely acting ones
(39/34)!
17- They were, but a little of the night, not sleeping (39/9).
18- And at dawns they were (thus) seeking forgiveness (23/109).
19- And in their possessions (there was) a truthful share (2/219) for the beggar and the needy
--(who would thus refrain from asking for anything, due to their modesty; 2/273).
20- And on the earth (there are) “Signs” (=thus also a significant reference here to all of those
magnificent mountains, valleys, and trees, plants, and seas, waves etc. therein which are created
by our supreme Lord thus mainly in perfect Symmetry, and exact “pairs” again, by His most
precise “Mathematical Calculations” on both sides, based on that unique Fibonacci sequence,
which is thus essentially crowned by code 19 here again; 41/53) for those who will (henceforth
thus) attain certainty!
21- And also in your own souls (=thus a significant reference here again to all of those
magnificent body organs, eyes, and limbs, bones, and chromosomes, genes etc. therein which are
created by our supreme Lord thus in perfect Symmetry, and exact “pairs” again, by His most
precise “Mathematical Calculations” on both sides, based on that unique Fibonacci sequence,
which is thus essentially crowned by code 19 here again; 41/53); so will you (still) not see?
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22- And in the sky (there is) your provision (7/57), and (also thus) what you are promised
(44/10)!
23- So by the Lord of the sky and the earth, certainly, it is the “Truth” (=thus a reference here
to that most specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/41) just as you are --(thus clearly perceiving it here, and
thus)-- talking (53/3-4)!
24- Has the utterance of the honored (Angel) guests (21/26) of Abraham come to you?
25- When they entered upon him and said: Peace. And he said: Peace, O unfamiliar people!
26- Then he (immediately) went towards his family, and came back with a fat (roasted) calf.
27- And he (thus) offered it to them, and said: Would you not eat?
28- But (when he saw that they did not eat) he harbored fear of them. They said: Have no fear!
And (therein), they gave him good news of a knowledgeable boy (=Isaac).
29- And (thereupon) his wife (=Sarah) came forward --(from within her tent thus giving ear
more attentively therein)-- in astonishment. And she hit her face and said (therein to herself):
Can a barren old woman (conceive)? (please, also see now: Torah-Gns. 18/12-15)
30- (Thereupon) those (Angels) said: Thus said your Lord! Certainly He, (so), He is the Wise,
the Knower!
31- (Abraham) said: Then what is your mission (now), O (Angel) Messengers?
32- They said: Certainly, we have (thus) been sent (by Al-lah) to a criminal nation,
33- that we may send down upon them rocks of clay.
34- (As all of them are precisely) directed (to their targets), at your Lord, for (all such) excessive
ones (20/127)!
35- But (first of all) We delivered whomever therein of the believers.
36- But We did not find (any believer) therein other than one house of the surrenderers
(11/81-83).
37- And We left therein (such) a “Sign” (33-34) for those who may fear (now, and thus
immediately take heed and be pious; 2/177 and thus rightfully guard themselves; 66/6 against) a
painful retribution --(such as this here; 44/10-16)!
38- And in Moses; when We (thus) sent him to Pharaoh with a clear evidence (40/23-24).
39- But he (immediately) turned away with (all of) his forces, and said: (This is only) an
enchanter, or a possessed by jinns one!
40- So (consequently), We overtook him and his army --(for their deep hostility, constant
betrayal and arrogance; 28/4 & 43/49-54 & 29/39)-- and (thus) threw them into the sea (therein);
and he was to blame (10/90-91)!
41- And in Aad; when We (thus) sent upon them --(because of their deep hostility, constant
heedlessness and arrogance; 11/50-60)-- the disastrous wind.
42- It spared nothing whatever that it came upon (therein) but made it like ashes (41/15-16)!
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43- And in Thamoud; when it was said to them: (Then) enjoy until a while.
44- For they (thus hostilely and arrogantly) rebelled against the command of their Lord
(26/141-157), and (consequently), the lightning overtook them (therein) and (while) they were
looking.
45- And they were not able to rise up (again), nor could they defend themselves (41/17)!
46- And the nation of Noah before (this); (for) certainly, they were (thus) a betraying (71/21-27)
nation!
47- And the sky (=all universe), We have constructed it with (Our) “two hands” (=thus a clear
figurative indication again to that perfect Symmetry, and exact “pairs” therein, by His most
precise “Mathematical Calculations,” on both sides, based on that unique Fibonacci sequence,
which is thus essentially crowned by code 19 here again; 38/75), and certainly, We are (thus)
the expanding ones (=thus within a most specific and precise speed therein that may have thus
essentially been based on code 19 by Him here again, in the first place; 41/53)!
48- And the earth, We have spread it out (as plains, plateaus); and how excellently (We have
thus) made (it) as a cradle (20/53)!
49- And of every wanted thing We have (thus) created “couples/pairs” (=36/36), so that you
may (thereby) take “Commemoration” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific
“Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs/couples,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23)!
50- So you shall (thus immediately) flee towards Al-lah (46/31)! For certainly, I am to you
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- from Him (such) a clear warner
(34/46)!
51- And (henceforth), you shall never set up beside Al-lah another ilah (=god) (9/31 & 21/29 &
25/43 & 41/37 & …)! For certainly, I am to you --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the right side-- from Him (such) a clear warner (34/46)!
52- Like this, there never came a Messenger to those before them, but they (also) said: (This is)
only an enchanter, or a possessed (by jinns) one!
53- So did they make (such) an agreement with each other? No, (because) they are (again thus)
a transgressing people (here; 7/185-186)!
54- So you shall (thus) turn away from them (6/68); for (henceforth), you cannot be blamed.
55- But you shall (always thus) commemorate (6/69), for certainly the “Commemorative” (=thus
a reference here to that most specific “Commemorative,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 74/31) will benefit (all) these
believers (16/97)!
56- And (Al-lah said): I did not create the jinns and the humans except (thus) to serve Me alone
(12/40)!
57- I do not seek from them any provision, and I do not seek (from them) to feed Me (6/14)!
58- Certainly Al-lah, He is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on those both sides-the best “Provider” (=2/25), (and thereafter thus) Possessor of the formidable power!
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59- And certainly, for those who --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific
“Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here
again-- (thus) acted unjustly (39/24), (there will come) a punishment like the punishment of
their (previous) counterparts (29/40); so let them not be hasty (now).
60- So woe to those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 74/26-31) because of their day, that
they are --(here, in this case; 41/5 & 4/18)-- (thus) promised (44/10-16 & 16/28-29)!
** Our supreme Lord has thus specifically mentioned His superb Name: “Possessor of the formidable
power” (=Dhu alkuvvate almateen) in the above Verse (51/58) and then made those most critical and
serious warnings (51/59-60) to those disbelievers (74/26-31) thus in/for a most significant great Wisdom
here. So to clearly understand and witness this most significant great Wisdom and the related excellent
Miracle of our supreme Lord therein, we should exclusively see now “A Miraculous Seal” document, and
then also “A Unique Miracle” document --(in which this superb Name of our supreme Lord is thus
mentioned in a most Wise and perfect manner also therein again)-- in this respect, here in the first place.

CHAPTER 52
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- By the Mount (95/2)!
2- And the inscribed “Written Document” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/23)!
3- In papers (henceforth thus) presented --(for all humanity; 74/30-31)!
4- And the frequented House (3/96)!
5- And the elevated canopy (of the sky).
6- And the sea that is set aflame.
7- Certainly, the retribution (44/10-16 & 54/46) of your Lord will surely (thus) come to pass.
8- (There will be) none to avert it!
9- The day (when) the sky will thunder with (utter) thunder.
10- And the mountains will move with (utter) movement.
11- And woe on that day for (these) rejectors (68/44)!
12- Those who are in a blunder (now), playing (21/2).
13- The day (when) they will be thrust into the fire of Hell (16/28-29) with an (utter) thrust.
14- (It will be said to them): This is the Fire, that you were (always thus) rejecting it (16/62)!
15- So is this --(such an “illusory” and/or “deceitful”)-- enchantment (now), or do you (still) not
see --(that you have thus already been thrown into it “Truthfully” and for eternity here)?
16- So get into it (now)! And remain patient or do not remain patient, it is the same for you!
You are --(thus in a most equitable and fair manner therein; 40/40)-- requited (now) only for
what you were (thus) “working” on (10/27 & …)!
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17- Certainly, the pious (39/33) will be in Gardens and bliss.
18- Rejoicing with what their Lord has given to them (76/11-22); and their Lord has (thus)
guarded them against the retribution of the Blazing fire.
19- Eat and drink happily (now), for what you were (thus) “working” on (2/25)!
20- (They will thus) recline on the furnishings arranged in rows; and We have (thus) paired
them with --(dedicating their care only to them; 37/48 attending)-- companions with large eyes
(44/54-55).
21- And those who believe (here; 2/25-26), and their descendants who (thus) follow them
in belief (25/74), We will (thus) have their descendants join them (in Paradise), and We do not
diminish anything from their “works” (2/25)! (For) every soul is responsible for what it has
earned (74/38)!
22- And We will supply them with fruits, and meat as they desire.
23- They will offer to one another a cup therein, that (there is) no nonsense in it, and not a guilt.
24- And the young servants of them will (readily) wait upon them; they are (clean and brilliant)
like well protected pearls.
25- And some of them will come towards some (then), asking.
26- They will say: Certainly, we were before (this) trembling --(on earth, out of reverence for
our Lord here; 23/57)-- among our families.
27- So Al-lah has (thus) conferred a gift upon us (now), and He has guarded us (here) against
the retribution of the ill winds.
28- Certainly, we were before (this) thus only calling upon Him (40/14); certainly He, (so),
He is --(here, in this case; 6/54 thus always)-- the beneficent, the merciful!
29- So you shall (thus) give “Commemoration” (74/31); and with the “Blessing” (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “Blessing,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 93/11) of your Lord, you are neither a
soothsayer, nor a possessed (by jinns) one.
30- But are they (still) saying: He is a poet (21/5), so we are waiting for some calamity --(to fall
upon him by Al-lah, or as a natural occurrence)-- in time!
31- Say: (Go on and thus) wait (then); and certainly, I will be along with you of those who are
(thus) waiting (43/41-42 & 9/50-52 & 4/47 & 21/1-2)!
32- Or do their own predictions (34/53) command this to them (now), or are they (such) a
transgressing people (7/185-186)?
33- Or are they (still) saying: He has said it up? No, they --(because of this here again; 21/5-6)-still do not believe!
34- (Then) let them bring forth an “Utterance” like this (=thus an exclusive reference here to
that most specific nicest “Utterance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in
pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), if they are truthful ones! (=17/88)
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35- Or were they created from a different thing --(than that of “water” from which our supreme
Lord has thus created all living beings via His most Wise and wondrous “evolutionary creation”
technique here; 21/30)? Or are they the creators?
36- Or did they create the skies and the earth --(which our supreme Lord has thus created
from that “energy” via His most Wise and wondrous “big bang creation” technique here; 21/30)?
No, they (still) do not attain certainty --(about these “Signs” of Al-lah here; 27/82)!
** Our supreme Lord thus unmistakably points out again in the above Verse (52/35) that He has thus
created all living beings --(including human beings that He has thus created in the “nicest upright” posture
in the final stage here; 95/4)-- from the same “water” in the beginning and hence exactly same “genetic
material” (6/38) through His most Wise and wondrous “evolutionary creation” technique here (71/14)!
So henceforth, our supreme Lord thus once again totally invalidates and nullifies the most erroneous
claim of these “Anti Christ” (=Messiah Dajjal) ideologies which have thus falsely and ignorantly claimed
that “God created all human beings totally from a different thing (=men gayre shayen) thus instantly and
all distinctly from all other living beings in His own physical image as His own real “sons,” in the
beginning therein!” (5/17-18 & 9/30) So henceforth, all righteous believers from all Religions (first of all,
Christianity and Judaism here, in this respect) should thus immediaely refrain from these kind of satanic,
most erroneous and egotistic claims --(which have thus falsely and ignorantly deified all human beings
and especially thus Ezra and Jesus thereafter; 5/17-18 & 9/30)-- and thus sincerely and rightfully return to
Al-lah here as His --(definitely Not “sons”)-- but absolutely and only His humble and sincere “servants”
whom He has thus created via His most Wise and wondrous “evolutionary creation” technique and has
thus favored and crowned them (17/70) as His most precious “servants” and the “successors” on the earth
here, in the first place (please, see again in this respect now: 5/74 = 2/30-33, 37 & 32/7)!

37- Or is the treasure of your Lord with them (38/8-9)? Or are they the ascendant ones (here;
38/10-11)?
38- Or is there a ladder for them, upon which they are listening to --(the High Assemly; 37/8-9)?
(Then) let the listeners of them bring a clear evidence (now) --(that would be rival or equal to
this Evidence from Al-lah here; 17/80, 88)!
39- Or --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- are (those) “daughters” --on the right
side-- for Him, and for you --on the left side-- (those) “sons” (16/57)?
40- Or are you asking them for a payment (now), and they are because of the debt (thus)
overburdened (25/57)?
41- Or is the Unseen (of the future) with them, and they are (thus) writing (it) down (4/120)?
42- Or are they intending for a snare? But those who have (thus) disbelieved (now; 2/26-27),
they will (thus) be ensnared (86/15-17)!
43- Or is there a God (=Ilah) for them other than Al-lah (16/51)? Glorified is Al-lah, far above
what they are --(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “gods” outside/beside Him here)-thus (still) making partners (9/31 & 21/29 & 25/43 & 41/37 & …)!
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44- And if they --(thus in near, or a little bit distant future; 72/25)-- see (some) masses falling
down from the sky, they will (at first glance) say: (These must be) piled clouds!
45- So leave them (now) until they meet their day (44/15-16), wherein they will (thus) be struck.
46- The day (when) their snare will not avail them (86/15) at all, and they will not be helped
(86/16-17)!
47- And certainly, for those who --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific
“Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here
again-- (thus) acted unjustly (39/24) (there will also come such) a retribution (44/10-11 & 9/126)
before/other than this (52/44)! But in fact, many of them (still) do not know.
48- So you shall remain steadfast in (observing) the “Wise Judgement” (=thus a reference here
to that most specific “Wise Judgement,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 13/37) of your Lord; and certainly, you are (thus always)
before Our eyes (10/61). And (henceforth, thus always) glorify with praise of your Lord when
you get up.
49- And (also) during the night you shall (thus always) glorify Him, and (then) at the setting
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again-- of the “stars” (16/12)!

CHAPTER 53
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- By the star, when it collapses.
2- Your friend (=Messenger of the Covenant here; 34/46) has not gone astray, and not deviated.
3- For he is not talking out of a (personal) desire.
4- Because “It” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)
is only (thus) an inspired inspiration (43/43-44)!
5- (Possessor) of --(as granted unto him by Al-lah here; 81/19-21)-- mighty powers (=Gabriel)
has (thus brought it down and) taught him --(by the permission of Al-lah here again; 2/97)!
6- Possessor of the strength. And (here), he (=Gabriel again) immediately arose.
7- And (thus) he was at the highest horizon.
8- Then he (thus) drew near, and came down.
9- And --(the distance between Gabriel and this Messenger of the Covenant therein)-- thus
became as of the two bows, or (even) closer.
10- So he (=Gabriel again) thus inspired to His (=Al-lah’s) servant (=this Messenger of
the Covenant herein; 2/23) what He (=Al-lah) thus inspired --(to him therein, in the first place;
42/51-52)!
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11- And (then) the mind --(of the Messenger of the Covenant herein)-- did not reject what he
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on those both sides-- has (thus) seen!
12- So will you (still) argue with him (now) upon what he has (thus) seen?
13- And definitely, he has (already) seen him (=Gabriel again) in another descent.
14- At the --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, on the left side-- farthest
“cherry” tree (=14/24-25)!
15- And (then) near it --on the right side-- is the “garden” of (eternal) abode!
16- When that which covers has (thus) covered the “cherry” tree.
17- And the eye (thus) --on the left side-- never wavered, and --on the right side-- never
transgressed!
18- Definitely, he has (thus) seen of the greatest “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of
those most specific “Signs,” --here, especially and first of all to the ones that will thus
exclusively be referred to below-- which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of his Lord!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (53/11-18),
in this most critical Final Age, we should first of all see now “A Glorious Miracle,” and then “A Festive
Miracle,” and then also “A Redeeming Miracle” documents, in these respects, here in the first place.

19- But do you see (now) --(these so called daughter “Angels,” according to their such false
claims here; 37/149-153)-- the Laat and the Uzzah?
20- And Manaat, the third one?
21- So should (those) “males” (=a specific reference here to Gabriel and Michael, who are thus
specifically mentioned together and thus basically called by “masculine” names here; 2/98)
belong --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- to you, and (these) “females”
(=a specific reference here to that Laat and Uzzah, and Manaat who are thus specifically
mentioned together and thus called basically by “feminine” names here; 53/19-20) belong --on
the right side-- to Him?
22- This would be, then, a crooked distribution --(which is thus “two X three,” even in the
first place)!
23- So they (=Laat and Uzzah, and Manaat) are nothing but (null, invalid) names that you have
--now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, for/on the right side-- thus named them (=13/33),
you and your parents! (Here), Al-lah has not sent about them any (approving) evidence (16/86)!
So they are (thus) only following the conjecture, and what (their) souls desire (in vain). But
definitely, the “Guidance” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Guidance,”
--here, especially and first of all to the one presented within “A Glorious Miracle” document,
in which Gabriel and Michael are thus specifically placed side by side therein-- which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) has (thus)
come to them from their Lord!
24- Or (shall it be given) to the human whatever he longs for (53/39)?
25- And (thus only) to Al-lah belongs the last epoch and the present (28/70)!
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26- And how many an Angel (is there) in the skies that their intercession cannot avail (no
human) at all, except after Al-lah gives permission for whomever He wants, (thus when/if) He is
pleased --(with that human due to the “Saying” therein, in the first place; 20/109)!
27- Certainly, those who do not believe in the Last Epoch (=thus also a reference to this most
critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 here again, in the first place; 6/92) are (falsely)
naming --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- (those) “Angels”
--(here, especially and first of all within that “A Glorious Miracle” document again)-- with the
naming of the females --(also because that this word “Angels” (=alMalaekata) is thus basically
in “feminine” form in Arabic therein) (37/150)!
28- And there is not for them about it any knowledge. They are (thus) only following the
conjecture. And certainly, the conjecture (43/19) avails naught (53/23) against the “Truth”
(39/41)!
29- So you shall disregard (the one) who has (thus) turned away from Our “Commemoration”
(=thus a reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), and (because
actually) he does not seek except this nearest life (18/28).
30- This is their extent with regard to (this) “Knowledge” (4/166)! (Then) certainly your Lord,
He knows best (the one) who has (thus) strayed off His way (2/26-27), and He knows best
(those) who are (thus) guided (now; 2/25-26)!
31- And to Al-lah belongs whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth (16/49-50). So He
will surely reward those who are (thus) acting badly (29/4) for what they have worked (40/40);
and He will reward those who are (thus) acting nicely (39/34) with the nicest (39/35)!
32- Those who (always) keep away from the big guilts (45/6-7 & 2/219 & 2/275-276 & …) and
the extravagance (4/22 & 7/80 & 17/32 & …), except (unintentional) minor faults. Certainly,
your Lord is --(here, in this case; 4/17)-- (Possessor) of vast forgiveness (25/69-70)! He knows
you best since He initiated you from the earth (=all those elements present in earth crust), and
when you were embryos in the bellies of your mothers. So do not ascribe cleanliness to your
souls, for He knows best (the one) who is (thus) acting piously (2/177) --(thus to get cleansed
in real sense here)!
33- So do you see the one who has (thus) turned away --(from this “Commemoration;” 53/29)?
34- And he has donated a little (in the beginning), but (then totally) withheld (41/7).
35- Is the knowledge of the Unseen (of the future) with him (now), and he is (thus) seeing
(19/77-79)?
36- Or is he not (sufficiently) informed of what is (thus) in the pages of Moses (please, see
The Words of Moses 32/1-2)?
37- And (also) Abraham (please, see The Words of Patriarchs 8/5-7), who (thus perfectly)
fulfilled --(all his promises and obligations to Al-lah; 16/120-122)!
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38- (Then) certainly, no bearer of burden (of the sins) shall bear the burden of another (35/18).
39- And certainly, (there will) not (be given) to the human except what he labors for.
40- And certainly, his labor (21/94 X 34/5) will (thus) be seen;
41- Then he will be requited (for it) with the perfect requital (76/12-22 X 18/104-106)!
42- And certainly, to your Lord (will be) the ultimate destiny.
43- And certainly He, (here), He makes (them) laugh (80/39), and makes (them) weep (9/82).
44- And certainly He, (here), He causes death, and gives life (30/40).
45- And certainly, He has created (those) two spouses/pairs: (as) the male and the female.
46- From a tiny drop (=egg cell), when it is semened (with sperm).
47- And certainly, upon Him will be the second/final construction (56/61-62).
48- And certainly He, (here), He makes (them) rich, and makes (them) poor (34/36-37).
49- And certainly He, (so), He is the Lord of the she’raa (=thus must be a special reference here
to all those spiral galaxies in our universe, which are created in perfect Symmetry, in pairs,
thus signatured with code “19” by our supreme Lord on those each sides again; 50/6)!
50- And certainly, He annihilated the ancient Aad.
51- And Thamoud, and --(here, because of this again; 41/15-17)-- He did not let (them) last
(therein).
52- And the nation of Noah before (this); (for) certainly, they were (thus) the more/most unjust
and the more/most wicked ones (71/21-27)!
53- And those perverted ones, He made (them) collapse.
54- And there covered them that which (thus) covered (9/70)!
55- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (=thus a reference here to each one of His most specific
“Gifts,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 55/77-78) will you (still) harbor suspicions about?
56- So this is a warning (4/47) like the past warnings (please, see in this respect now:
The Words of Moses 31/15-16 & The Words of Jesus 4/22-27 & The Words of Muhammad
18/15-17)!
57- The nearing one has (thus) drawn near (44/10-11).
58- (Then there will) not (be) for it other than Al-lah any remover (44/15)!
59- So do you (still) wonder at this “Utterance” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
nicest “Utterance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 39/23)?
60- And you are (thus) laughing (at it; 43/47), and not weeping (19/58)?
61- And you are still (thus) resisting (against it; 68/51)?
62- (No), you shall --by thus righteously working on it; 2/25 thus-- “prostrate” before Al-lah
(48/29), and (thus) serve (Him) (22/77) --(for your own eternal Salvation and benefits, before
it may thus be too late then; 8/50-52)!
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CHAPTER 54
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- The Hour (=44/10-16) has drawn near, and the Moon has split!
** This must be a most critical and Miraculous reference to that historical event at October 9, 2009
when the Moon has been bombarded by two specific spacecrafts by Nasa and thus split (=anshaqqa), and
consequently, a “pair” of “smoke” has arisen therein; and henceforth this imminent Hour (=44/10-16)
which has thus been promised by our supreme Lord --(before that ultimate Hour that will thus come
in very distant future; 39/67-69)-- to come to pass thus in near future now, after the advent of this most
critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” in the beginning of this most critical
Final Age here! To witness a little bit more detailed and clear informations regarding this imminent Hour
above, we should also certainly see again now “An Awesome Miracle 2” document in this respect, here
in the first place.

2- But if they see a “Sign” (=thus a reference here to (each) one of those most specific “Signs,”
one after the other, which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), they are (still) turning away, and saying: (This is only) an ongoing
enchantment (21/1-3)!
3- And they have (thus) rejected, and followed their own desires (28/50); but every command
(of Al-lah) will (thus) settle in (40/78, 84-85)!
4- And definitely, there has (already thus) come to them the “Informations,” in which (there is
such) an alert (38/87-88)!
5- A perfect “Wisdom” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Wise Judgement,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 13/37);
but the “warnings” --on the left side & on the right side-- (still) do not benefit (them here;
51/50-51)!
6- So you shall turn away from them (now), till the day (when) the caller will (thus) call (them)
to a terrible thing.
7- With their eyes humiliated, they will --(immediately after this death here, in the other world,
in that Hell; 16/28-29 thus instantly)-- be coming out of (their) beds (therein; 36/48-53) like
scattered locusts.
8- Running towards that (Angel) caller (therein), these disbelievers (74/26-31) will be saying
(then): This is a difficult day (74/9-10)!
9- Nation of Noah rejected before them. And they rejected Our servant (Noah), and said: (He is
only) a possessed (by jinns) one! And he was also (thus) intimidated (26/116).
10- So (thereafter) he (thus immediately) called upon his Lord: Certainly, I am oppressed; so
(my Lord, please, come to my) help!
11- So (thereupon) We opened the gates of the sky, pouring water.
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12- And We caused the earth to burst forth with springs. And the waters (thus) met upon a
command that was definitely measured!
13- And We (thus) carried him upon a (watercraft) made of logs and ropes.
14- It was (thus) running before Our eyes; as a reward for (the one) who was (thus) mistreated
(71/21-24)!
15- And definitely, We left it --(now, also here thus)-- as a “Sign” (=23/27-30); so are there any
commemorators?
16- And (eventually) how was My retribution and My warnings (therein; 71/25)!
17- And definitely, We have made easy --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in that
first region, on the left side-- the “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 36/69) for (this) “Commemoration” (=39/23)! So are there any commemorators?
18- And Aad disbelieved; and (eventually) how was My retribution and My warnings!
19- (Here), certainly We (thus) sent upon them a violent wind, on a day of continuous misery.
20- It tossed the people around as if they were decayed palm tree trunks.
21- So (eventually) how was My retribution and My warnings (therein; 69/6-8)!
22- And definitely, We have made easy --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in that
first region, on the right side-- the “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 36/69) for (this) “Commemoration” (=39/23)! So are there any commemorators?
23- Thamoud rejected the warnings.
24- And they said: Shall we follow a single human among us (now)? Certainly, we would be,
then, in a straying and a madness!
25- Has the “Commemoration” (=39/23) been sent down upon him from among us (38/8-9)?
No, (then) he is (only) a flagrant liar!
26- (It was said from Heaven): (Then) they will know tomorrow who the flagrant liar is.
27- (Here), certainly We are sending --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left
side-- the “she camel” as a test for them! (=11/120) So you shall watch them, and remain
steadfast.
28- And inform them that the “water” is --now, thus also therein again-- shared between them
(25/48-49); every drinking time is regulated.
29- But they called their friend; and he (immediately) got up, and --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, into that lowest region-- dismembered (that “she camel”)! (=4/119)
30- And (eventually) how was My retribution and My warnings!
31- (For) certainly, We sent upon them a single cry, whereupon they became like harvested hay!
(=44/10-16)
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32- And definitely, We have made easy --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in that
second region, on the left side-- the “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 36/69) for (this) “Commemoration” (=39/23)! So are there any commemorators?
33- Nation of Lot rejected the warnings.
34- Consequently, We sent upon them --(because of their deep hostility, ingratitude and
obduracy therein; 11/77-81)-- a storm (of fiery rocks) except the family of Lot; We saved them
at dawn.
35- (Thus) as a blessing from Us. (For) like this, We reward (those) who are appreciative (76/3)!
36- And definitely, (Lot) had (sufficiently) warned them about Our punishment, but they
harbored suspicions about the warnings.
37- And (then) definitely, they --(thus brazenly and tyranically tried to)-- negotiate with him
about his guests, and We blinded their eyes (15/67-74). (And eventually, Al-lah said to them):
So taste My retribution and My warnings (now)!
38- And (thereupon) definitely, a devastating retribution (thus) struck them early in the morning
(therein; 11/81-83)!
39- (And Al-lah said to them): So taste My retribution and My warnings!
40- And definitely, We have made easy --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in that
second region, on the right side-- the “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 36/69) for (this) “Commemoration” (=39/23)! So are there any commemorators?
41- And definitely, the warnings (thus also) came to the people of Pharaoh.
42- But they rejected Our “Signs,” every of them (26/15-49). So (consequently), We overtook
them by (a tremendous) overtaking (26/60-66) of --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the left side-- the Mighty, --on the right side-- the Powerful (Al-lah)! (=11/120)
43- So are your disbelievers (here; 2/26-27) better than those (now)? Or is there for you an
(absolute) immunity --(against such Heavenly requitals, even if/when they have thus rebelled
against Al-lah here now)-- in those Scriptures (so please, certainly see in this respect now:
Torah-Deut. 32/1-6 & 22-25) (Gospel-Mtw. 4/4 & 7/22-27) (Quran-Naml 27/93 & Ibrahim
14/24-29 & Furqan 25/30)?
44- Or are they (still) saying: We are a host (who will be) victorious!
45- (No), their host will be routed, and --(here, in this case; 2/27 eventually)-- they will (also
thus) turn their backs (in flight) (21/1-2 & 17/7 & 3/56 & 9/98)!
46- No, (then) the Hour --(in the end of this world, thus on this ultimate Day of Resurrection
therein; 39/67-70)-- will also be their (final) promised time --(here, in this case again; 4/18);
and this Hour (39/71-72) will be --thus because of their hostile and unjust rejection of these
“Signs;” 29/47 on the left side herein-- more/most humiliating, and --because of their hostile and
unjust rejection of these “Signs;” 29/49 on the right side herein-- more/most devastating (22/72)!
(=40/46)
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47- Certainly, the criminals (7/40) are (thus) in a straying (2/16) and a madness (now).
48- The day (when) they will be dragged into the Fire upon their faces, (it will be said to them):
So taste (now) the touch (74/41-47) of this “Uprooter” (74/26-30)!
49- Certainly, We have created every wanted thing with --perfectly Symmetrical, in “pairs”-measure (51/49)!
50- And Our command is but a single one --(thus immediately to initiate the actual creation
therein after uttering that specific word “Be,” 36/82)-- within the blink of an eye.
51- And definitely, We annihilated --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in that
lowest region, on those both sides-- your (hostile) “factions!” So are there any commemorators
(74/26-31)?
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (54/17, 22,
32, 40 & 51), in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Glorious Miracle,” and then also
“A Special Miracle” document, in this respect, here in the first place.

52- And everything which they (thus actually) did it (here) are (already recorded) in the
scriptures.
53- And everything, small or large, (thus already) recorded --(for all previous generations,
and henceforth, will also be done so for all present and future generations here; 45/29 & 10/14 &
50/17-18).
54- Certainly, the “pious” (39/33) will be in Gardens and (day)light.
55- In a position of “truthfulness” (39/33) in the presence of --now, thus also on those both sides
here again, thus perfectly Symmetrical, in “pairs”-- the best measuring King (54/49)!

CHAPTER 55
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- The Gracious.
2- (Who has thus) taught the “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Reading,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
36/69)!
3- He has created the human being.
4- He has (thus) taught him the “making clear” (75/17-19)!
5- And --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- the “Sun,” and --on
the left side-- the “Moon” are by a (specific) “calculation!” (=41/37)
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6- And --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, on the left side-- the “stars,” and
--on the right side-- the “trees” are prostrating (before Al-lah)!
7- And the sky; He has raised it high, and established the balance.
8- So do not transgress --(by polluting the air and the environment therein, etc.)-- in the balance!
9- And observe the balance --(also when you thus buy and sell goods among yourselves)-- with
justice, and do not diminish the balance (83/1-6)!
10- And the earth; He has (thus) formed it for (all) organisms (24/45).
11- In it (there are) fruits, and the date palms with sheaths.
12- And the grains with (its) husk, and the fragrance.
13- So (O humans and jinns) which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now,
thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
14- He created the human from a (specific) material (15/26) like pottery (=i.e. thus in figurative
sense with the great skill of His “two hands” therein again; 38/75)!
15- And He created the jinns from a --(thus unseen to the human eye; 7/27 dark)-- energy of
an (unknown) fire!
16- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
17- (He is) the Lord of --now, thus also on that right side therein-- the “two easts,” and the Lord
of --on that left side-- the “two wests!”
18- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
19- He made the two seas (=one is thus “salty and bitter” and the other “tasty and sweet”) flow,
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again-- meeting together!
20- Between two of them is --now thus also therein-- a (mathematical) barrier, so they cannot
transgress (upon each other) (25/53)!
** The reason behind this intriguing fact that two such bodies of water (one is thus “salty and bitter” and
the other relatively “tasty and sweet”) is that there thus forms a natural barrier thus created by our
supreme Lord therein due to the different temperature and density values of these two bodies of water
therein, first of all. So the fact that now here also on that 19 coded magnificent Table of our supreme Lord
(within “A Redeeming Miracle” document) the mathematical values of these two bodies (one is thus
“salty and bitter” and the other “tasty and sweet”) is thus distinctly different again also therein --(in that
second region, on the left side, the total sum: 19x4 = 76, and in that second region, on the right side
the total sum: 19x7 = 133)-- is thus a meaningful fact here, also in this respect, we should thus clearly
notice, in the first place.

21- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
22- There come out from both of them --now, thus also on that left side therein-- the “pearls,”
and --on that right side-- the “coral!”
23- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
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24- And to Him belongs (all) those well built (ships) sailing in the sea like flags.
25- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
26- Everyone who is on (earth, sea, or sky) --(when their appointed time thus comes;
63/10-11)-- will (thus) pass away.
27- But the face (=sovereignty) of your Lord (28/88) will last --(on His majestic Throne
which is beyond and above all universe/universes; 25/59 from eternity to eternity), Possessor of
--now, thus also on the left side here-- the Majesty, and --on the right side-- the Honor (96/3)!
28- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
29- (All those) who are in the skies and the earth (always) ask (in their prayers, for all their
needs) Him. Every day He is in an activity (=such as creating whatever He wants; 36/82
ruling over them therein however He wants; 24/42-44 responding to all those prayers, as He
pleases; 2/186)!
30- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
31- We will also (thus) call you to account, O two masses (=humans and jinns; 6/128-130)!
32- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
33- O society of the jinns and the human beings, if you are able to penetrate the outer limits
of the skies and the earth (=our own galaxy here, and/or all universe), (then) penetrate. But you
cannot penetrate except with an evidence --(granted by Al-lah, if/when He wills so, in the
future).
34- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
35- (For) projectiles of fire (=fierce radioactive rays) and (dark and unknown) energy may be
sent upon you (now), and you cannot defend yourselves!
36- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
37- And when the sky splits, and thus becomes (Symmetrical) rose shaped --(on both sides
with 19 coded precise calculations, and hence most wonderful Signature of our supreme Lord
therein again; 41/53)-- like paint.
38- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
39- On that day, the human beings will not be asked about their wrong doings, nor the jinns;
40- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
41- (Because) the criminals (7/40) will (instantly) be recognized by their marks, and they will
(thus) be taken by the forelocks and the feet.
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42- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
43- This is Hell, that the criminals (7/40) were (always thus) rejecting it (16/62)!
44- So they will be --(here, in this case again; 22/72)-- wandering between it and the hot Boiling
water (now)!
45- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
46- And for (those) who reverence the majesty of their Lord (6/14-15) (there will be) two
gardens.
47- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
48- Full of provisions.
49- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
50- In them (there are) two springs, flowing.
51- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
52- In them --as a reward for their righteous “Works;” 2/25 here, on those “left & right” sides-from every (kind of) fruit (there will be given) in “pairs!”
53- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
54- While reclining on the furnishings lined with satin; and the edibles of the two gardens are
within reach.
55- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
56- In them are (attendants) dedicating (their) care (only to them), that no (other) human has
ever touched them before them, nor a jinn.
57- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
58- They look like rubies and coral.
59- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
60- Is the reward of (such) a nice action (=39/34) anything but (thus) a nice award (=39/35)?
61- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
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62- And below two of them (55/46) (there are) two (other) gardens.
63- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
64- Side by side.
65- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
66- In them (there are) two springs, gushing forth.
67- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
68- In them (there are) many fruits; and --now, thus also due to all of their righteous “Works”
here; 2/25 on the left side-- date palms, and --due to all of their righteous “Works” here; 2/25
on the right side-- pomegranate!
69- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
70- In them (there are) excellent (attendants) nice looking.
71- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
72- Companions, employed --(thus to dedicate their care only to them therein; 37/48-49)-- in
the villas.
73- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
74- No (other) human has ever touched them before them, nor a jinn.
75- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
76- Reclining on green cushions and nice carpets.
77- So which of your Lord’s “Gifts” (55/77-78) will two of you --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, on those two sides-- still reject?
78- Most exalted is the Name of your Lord, Possessor of --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on the left side-- the Majesty, and --on the right side-- the Honor (96/3)!

CHAPTER 56
*
1234-

In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
When the inevitable comes to pass.
(There will) not (be) any rejecting of its (thus) coming to pass (39/67-70)!
(It will thus be) lowering (some) and raising (some) (39/71-74)!
When the earth is shaken with (utter) shaking.
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5- And the mountains are crumbled with (utter) crumbling;
6- and it will (thus) become like scattered dust.
7- And you will (then) be (divided) into three (groups of/as) couples/pairs:
8- And the community of the Right side (90/18), how (happy) are the community of the
Right side!
9- And the community of the Down side (90/19), how (unhappy) are the community of the
Down side!
10- And the foremost (35/32) are (truly) the foremost!
11- Those are the (servants who will be) brought near (towards Al-lah).
12- In the Gardens of bliss.
13- Many are from the first ones (23/61) --(who have thus immediately responded to the call of
Al-lah and His Messenger here, and have thus righteously “worked;” 2/25-26 on all of those
Chapters; 9/124)!
14- And few are from the last ones (23/61) --(who have thus only a little bit later responded to
the call of Al-lah and His Messenger here, and have thus righteously “worked;” 2/25-26 on all of
those Chapters again; 9/124 and thus fully made up for their initial delay, in the first place!)
15- On decorated furnishings.
16- Reclining on them, facing each other.
17- Eternal kids --(who are thus created by our supreme Lord therein thus always to remain as
happy, healthy and joyful kids therein)-- will be running around them.
18- With cups and pitchers, and goblets (filled) out of a pure spring.
19- They do not suffer any intoxication therefrom, nor do they get exhausted.
20- And (many) fruits (55/52) as they choose.
21- And meat of birds as they desire.
22- And companions --(dedicating their care only to them, by the command of their Lord
therein; 37/48-49)-- with large eyes (44/54-55);
23- they are (clean and brilliant) like protected pearls.
24- As a reward for what they were “working” on (=thus a reference here to all of those
most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus “work” for, here again, on those
19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26)!
25- They will not hear therein any nonsense, and not a sinful (utterance).
26- But (always) a salutation: Peace, Peace!
27- And the community of the Right side (90/17-18), how (happy) are the community of the
Right side!
28- (They will be) amidst grown cherry trees.
29- And clustered bananas.
30- And extended shade.
31- And abundant water.
32- And many fruits (55/68);
33- that --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, due to all of their righteous
“Works;” 2/25 on the left side-- never ending (therein), and --due to all of their righteous
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“Works;” 2/25 on the right side-- never forbidden (therein)!
34- And luxurious furnishings.
35- Certainly, We have constructed them (=all those attendant companions therein; 55/70) with
(perfect) construct --(in their physical appearance and moral manners).
36- And We have (thus) made them (eternal) youths,
37- as loyal aides (55/74).
38- For the community of the Right side (therein)!
39- Many are from the first ones --(who have thus immediately responded to the call of Al-lah
and His Messenger here, and have thus righteously “worked;” 2/25-26 on some or many of those
Chapters; 9/124)!
40- And many are from the last ones --(who have thus only a little bit later responded to the
call of Al-lah and His Messenger here, and have thus righteously “worked;” 2/25-26 on some or
many of those Chapters again; 9/124 and thus fully made up for their initial delay, in the first
place!)
41- But the community of the Left side (90/19-20), how (unhappy) are the community of the
Left side!
42- (They will be in the midst of) ill winds and boiling waters.
43- And the shade of black fumes.
44- Never cool, and never tolerable.
45- (For) certainly, they were before this (thus) wealthy ones (23/53-56)!
46- And they were insisting on (this) great blasphemy (31/13);
47- And they were saying: When we die and become dust and bones (here), shall we --(thus
immediately after this death here, in the other world; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- be
awakened --(therein; 36/48-53)?
48- And (also) our forefathers?
49- Say: Certainly, the earlier ones and the later ones --(thus immediately after this death here,
50- in the other world, in that Hell, or in that Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- will be
summoned together (therein; 7/37-38) --(thus all together to remain therein)-- until an appointed
time of a known day --(when this Universe will totally be collapsed and then expanded again
by our supreme Lord therein; 21/104 on that ultimate Day of Resurrection; 39/67-69 when they
will thus all together be awakened on this new earth again therein; 23/99-101)!
51- Then certainly you, O straying rejectors (68/44),
52- will eat from the tree of bitterness (44/43-46)!
53- And you will fill with it the bellies.
54- And you will drink upon it from the boiling water.
55- And you will drink as thirsty camels drink!
56- So this will be --(here, in this case again; 4/18 & 22/72 thus as a most equitable and fair
requital therein again; 40/40)-- their welcome on the Day of Resurrection!
57- We have created you; so should you not (immediately) confirm (it) as true (now; 70/26)?
58- So do you see what you are emitting as semen (now)?
59- Do you create it, or are We the Creators (of it here; 75/37-39)?
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60- We have ordained among you the death; and (then) We cannot be hindered,
61- from bringing (in the herefater) the like of you (=i.e. with/in your new bodies that will be
exactly similar/same in form, even to the fingertips here; 75/3-4), and (thus) constructing you
(=not in the womb therein, but in a totally different place and manner) that you do not know
(now).
62- And definitely, you know the first construction --(thus in the womb here; 23/14); so should
you not (immediately) take “Commemoration” (=39/9)?
63- So do you see what you are sowing (now)?
64- Do you cause it to grow, or are We the Growers (of it here; 16/10-11)?
65- If We want, We can turn it into hay, and (then) you would lament:
66- Certainly, we are burdened with debt!
67- No, we are (totally) deprived (68/27-29)!
68- So do you see the water that you are drinking?
69- Do you send it down from the clouds, or are We the Senders (of it down here; 30/48-49)?
70- If We want, We can make it bitter; so should you not (immediately) appreciate (76/3)?
71- So do you see the fire that you are kindling?
72- Did you produce its trees, or are We the Producers (of it here; 27/60)?
73- We have made that (“fire”) --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-a “Commemorance,” and benefit for (all) the wayfarers!
74- So you shall glorify the Name of your Lord, --now, thus also on that left side here-the Great!
75- (Here, Al-lah said): So I swear by the positions of --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here, on the left side-- the “stars!”
76- And certainly, (henceforth) it is an oath, if you only knew, that is great!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (56/75-76),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Delivering Miracle” document --(and thus
the specific positions of all those “stars” therein)-- in this respect, here in the first place.
And thereafter, we should also clearly notice here again the specific positions of all those “stars” that
forms our Milky Way galaxy, first of all, and then within all of those other spiral galaxies as well,
which may thus clearly point out to us two number “19” if/when they are properly dissected in two parts,
on those both sides therein,
and also now on those both sides therein again those two unique spiral structures which are precisely
created based on that most specific Fibonacci sequence which is thus essentially crowned by code 19
again by our supreme Lord, here in the first place (41/53 = 56/75-76)!
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77- Certainly, it is an honorable “Reading” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most
specific “Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 36/69)!
78- In a well preserved “Written Document.”
79- So none can touch it (=its original perfect Record, thus in that “protected Tablet” in the sight
of Al-lah, in heaven; 85/21-22) except those purified (guarding Angels) -therein.
80- (So here, it is thus) a “sending down” --(now, in this manner here; 39/23, 33-35)-- from
the Lord of the multitudes!
81- So will you still (thus) be ignoring this “Utterance” (=thus a reference here to that most
specific nicest “Utterance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23)?
82- And you are still (thus) disregarding your --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on those both sides-- “provision” (=2/25), by certainly (thus) rejecting --(this nicest “Utterance”
here; 39/23)! (=68/44)
83- Why, then, when it (=that person’s life) reaches the throat,
84- and you will then be looking on.
85- And (here), We are closer to him (now) than you, but in fact, you cannot see --(those Angels
of death upon him therein; 32/11)! (=25/22)
86- Why, then, if you are not to be called to account about the Religion,
87- you should (immediately) bring it back (then), if you are truthful ones?
88- So --(right there, at the time of his death here; 16/28-29 X 32)-- if he is of those (servants
who will be) brought near (towards Al-lah) (56/10-11),
89- (for him will be) the joy, and happiness, and (he will thus immediately be admitted into) the
Gardens of bliss (16/32)!
90- And if he is of the community of the Right side (56/38-40),
91- (it will immediately be said to him): Peace be to you from the community of the Right side
--(who are thus already admitted into that Garden before him; 3/158)!
92- But if he is of those rejecting strayers (56/82),
93- (for him will be) an award of boiling water,
94- and --(thus immediately at the time of his death here again; 16/28-29 thus instantly)-- getting
into the Blazing fire!
95- Certainly, (henceforth) this is the certain “Truth” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that
most specific “Truth,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/41)!
96- So you shall glorify the Name of your Lord, --now, thus also on that right side here-the Great! (=56/74, 96)
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CHAPTER 57
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Glorifying Al-lah is whatever in the skies and the earth (17/44); and (here), He is --now, thus
also on the left side-- the Mighty, --on the right side-- the Wise (45/2)!
2- To Him belongs (all) the Ruling Dominion (17/111) of the skies and the earth; He gives life,
and causes death (2/28). And He is upon every wanted thing (thus) a best Measurer (54/49)!
3- He is the “First” --(who has always existed even before the foundation of the
universe/universes, all matter, energy, etc. therein; 6/101), and the “Last” --(who will always
exist even after the annihilation of the universe/universes, all matter, energy, etc. therein; 28/88);
and the “Manifest” --(through all of His creations in His book of Nature and His book of
Religion, thus essentially based on all of His 19 coded most accurate and precise “Mathematical
Calculations” therein; 74/30 & 41/53), and the “Hidden” --(in His Person, who is thus absolutely
incomparable and Superb, wholly beyond and above anyone and anything that exist in heavens
and on earth; 6/103 & 42/11)! And He is of every wanted thing (thus) Knower (58/7).
4- He is the One who created the skies and the earth (thus) in six Days (41/9-12), then has
dominated upon the Throne (25/59)! He knows whatever enters into the earth, and whatever
comes out of it, and whatever comes down from the sky, and whatever goes up into it.
And He is --(thus with His absolutely matchless and Superb powers such as fully hearing, seeing,
watching over everyone and everything at every moment here; 20/46 & 11/56)-- with you
wherever you may be. So Al-lah is of (all) what you are working on --(thus from His majestic
Throne again; 25/59 which is thus beyond and above all universe/universes here; 70/4)-Seer (10/61)!
5- To Him belongs (all) the Ruling Dominion (17/111) of the skies and the earth; and to Al-lah
(all) the commands are (thus) sent back (32/5).
6- He joins --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- the “night” --on the
right side-- into the “day;” and joins --on the right side-- the “day” --on the left side-- into the
“night!” And He is (thus) Knower of (all) contents of the chests (67/13-14)!
7- So (henceforth), you shall believe in Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel here; 2/97), and
distribute of what He has (thus) made you successors therein (2/261-262). And those who have
(thus) believed (2/25-26) among you and --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on those both sides-- distributed (16/75); for them (there will come such) a great payment
(29/58)!
8- Why should you not believe in Al-lah, when the Messenger (of the Covenant here; 7/158) is
calling you to (thus immediately) believe in your Lord (here; 3/84-85)! And definitely, He has
also (thus already) taken your “Covenant” (here; 2/25-27), if you are believers!
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9- He is the One who (thus) sends down upon His servant (=Messenger of the Covenant here;
2/23) clear “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
6/4 = 26/5), that he may (henceforth thus) bring you out of the “darknesses” (2/78-79 &
6/112-113 & …) into the “Light” (42/52-53)! And certainly, Al-lah is towards you --now, thus
also on those 19 coded Tables here, due to all of their righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the left side-Compassionate, --due to all of their righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the right side-- Merciful
--(henceforth, in this case; 6/54 towards all of His believing servants)!
10- And why should you not distribute in the Way (2/261-262) of Al-lah, and (though) to Al-lah
belongs (all) the inheritance of the skies and the earth (19/40)! (So here, you should first of all
clearly know that) those who have --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left &
right side-- distributed (16/75) before the Victory (=48/18-19) and --now, thus also therein again,
on the left & right side-- “fought” (9/111) among you, will not be equal, (because) those will
(thus) be greater in degree (of rank) than those who have --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on the left & right side-- distributed (16/75) after this (=48/18-19) and --now, thus
also therein again, on the left & right side-- “fought” (9/111)! (=56/13-14, 39-40)
And to every (of them) Al-lah has (thus) promised the nicest (rewards) (=9/111) --(in accordance
with their ranks that they will thus attain thereof; 3/163). So Al-lah is of (all) what you are
“working” on (17/84) fully Cognizant!
11- Who is the one who will lend to Al-lah (such) a nice loan (now; 8/41), and He will (thus)
multiply it for him manifold (6/160); and for him (there will eventually thus come) a great
payment (29/58)!
12- The day (when) you will see the believing men and the believing women (16/97) with their
“Light” (42/52) running --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- between their hands,
and (always) to their right sides. (It will be said to them): Your good news, today, are Gardens
beneath which the rivers flow, as eternal ones therein (44/56-57). This (fact), it is the great
success!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (57/12),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Redeeming Miracle” document --(please, by
especially paying attention and clearly noticing therein on that 19 coded magnificent Table of our
supreme Lord that “Light” (=Noor) placed on that right side, and then also all those other positive and
favorable terms thus always placed on the right sides therein)-- thus also in this specific respect again
(=41/44), here in the first place.

13- The day (when) the hypocrite men and the hypocrite women (4/142) will say to those who
have thus believed (57/12): (Please), wait for us, that we may obtain from your “Light” (42/52)!
But it will be said (to them): Go back behind you (=to the world) and search (therein now) for a
“Light” (42/52) X (6/27-28)!
And there will be set up between them (then) a wall, with a gate therein, inside of it, in it (is) the
mercy, and the outside of it, in front, (is) the retribution!
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14- Then they (=those hypocrites) will call out to them (=those believers): Were we not with
you? They will say: Yes indeed, but (then) you misled your own souls and hesitated, and
doubted! And the wishful thinkings (2/78-79) thus deceived you, until the command of Al-lah
came. And these deceivers (6/112-113) (thus) deceived you concerning Al-lah!
15- So today, no ransom --(because of this therein again; 6/27-28)-- will be taken from you, and
neither from those who (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27). And your abode is the Fire, it will be your
master; and (what) ugly indeed is that (final) destination!
16- So is it not time for those who have (thus) believed (here; 2/25-26), that their hearts should
deeply be reverent for the “Commemoration” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/23) of Al-lah, and what has (thus) come down of the “Truth” (39/41)?
And they should never be like those who were given the Written Document (=Torah, Gospel,
and Quran; 3/3-4) before (this), but because the time was prolonged upon them, their hearts
became hardened. And (consequently), many of them are (thus) betrayers (now; 2/26-27)!
17- So you should know that certainly, Al-lah --(now, here also thus)-- gives “life” to the earth,
after its death (7/57)! Definitely, We have (thus) made clear for you the “signs” (=thus also a
reference here to each one of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs, here again,
in the first place: 3/7) that you may (henceforth thus) comprehend (21/10)!
18- Certainly, the truthful men and the truthful women (39/33), and (those) who lend to Al-lah
(such) a nice loan (9/60), it will (thus) be multiplied for them manifold (6/160); and for them
(there will eventually thus come) an honorable payment (29/58)!
19- And those who have (thus) believed in Al-lah and His Messengers (here; 3/84-85), those
them are the truthful ones and (thus) the “witnesses” (3/18) in the sight of their Lord (please,
in this respect also certainly see now: Isaiah 43/10)! So for them (there will eventually thus
come) their payment (29/58) and their “Light” (57/12)! But those who have (thus) disbelieved
and rejected Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first
place: 6/4 = 26/5), those are --(here, in this case again; 4/18)-- the community of the Blazing fire
(22/72)!
20- You should know that this worldly life is only a play and vanity, and an adornment, and
boasting among yourselves, and rivalry in increasing the properties and the children (102/1-4)!
(But all these are only) like the allegory of a rain: (Here), its plants pleases the disbelievers;
but then it withers, and you see it turned yellow, then it (eventually) becomes worthless stubble!
And in the Last Epoch (there will thus come) a severe retribution (98/6), or (thus) a forgiveness
from Al-lah, and (His) pleasure (98/7-8)! So (you should first of all clearly know that) this
worldly life is naught but (thus temporary) goods of deception (here; 34/36-37).
21- So you shall race (now) towards a forgiveness from your Lord, and the Garden whose width
(will be) like the width of the sky and the earth (=all universe); it is (thus) prepared for those who
have believed in Al-lah and (all) His Messengers (here; 3/84-85)!
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(Here), this is a “Favor” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Favor,” which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 10/57-58) of
Al-lah, He gives it to whomever He wants (28/83)! And Al-lah is possessor of --now, thus also
on that left side-- the great “Favor!”
22- Whatever occurs of any affliction on the earth (=such as earthquakes, storms, floods, etc.),
or in your souls (=such as illnesses, injuries, or mutations, etc.) but (it will certainly be recorded)
in a Written Document before we (=Angels) make it happen --(by the permission of Al-lah, as
that will thus be commanded by Him and written by them therein, each and every time, in the
first place; 64/11 and in the manner He wills, either by means of all those natural, physical laws
and causes He has created in the very beginning, or by totally bypassing them by His permission
and thus instantly therein; 36/79)! Certainly, this is for Al-lah easy (to do).
23- So that you will not (despairingly) grieve (2/156-157) over what you miss, and you will not
(boastfully) rejoice (28/76-77) with what He gives you (=21/35)! And Al-lah does not love every
arrogant, boaster.
24- (These are) the ones who are stingy, and command the people (also) to be stingy (47/38).
And whoever (thus) turns away (47/38), certainly Al-lah, He is --(by never and absolutely being
in no need of anyone and anything; 14/8)-- the Rich, the Praiseworthy!
25- Definitely, We sent Our Messengers with the “Clear Proofs” (20/133); and We (thus) sent
down with them the Written Document and the balance, so that the people may uphold justice
(5/68)! And We --(after those giant stars used up all their fuel therein, and then by exploding
and emitting all those elements and “iron” in them to the space and to the planets)-- thus sent
down the iron, wherein (there is) much strength, and (many) benefits for the people (27/82);
and Al-lah will (thus) surely know (those) who will --(by thus using those “calculators,” which
are thus essentially made of “iron,” and by thus righteously working thereby on this “Guidance,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
39/23)-- thus help Him and His Messengers (here; 37/37) in the unseen (6/103)!
So certainly, Al-lah is --now, thus also on that left side therein-- Powerful, --on that right side-Mighty!
26- And definitely, We sent Noah and Abraham, and We made among their descendants the
Informing and the Written Document (19/58). From them (there were those who) were guided,
but many of them --(now, thus also here)-- are (such) betrayers (2/26-27)!
27- Then We sent in their tracks Our Messengers (2/87). And (then) We sent Jesus, the son of
Mary, and We gave him the Gospel. And We placed in the hearts of those who followed him
a compassion and mercy. But the monasticism that they initiated, We did not write it (as an
obligation) upon them, except --(whoever may afford to refrain from marriage only for a specific
period of time herein thus exclusively to) seek the “pleasure” of Al-lah (so please, see in this
respect now: The Words of Jesus 13/6-7)! But they did not comply with it (thus) with its true
compliance. And We --(now, thus also here)-- gave those who believed among them
their payments (2/62). But many of them --(now, thus also here again)-- are (such) betrayers
(2/26-27)!
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28- O those who have believed, so (henceforth), you shall (thus always) be pious with Al-lah
(2/177), and believe in His Messenger (=Gabriel here; 2/97), so that He may give you --thus
on the left & on the right side-- “two portion” of His “Mercy” (=thus a reference here to
His most specific “Mercy,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 10/57-58) and He may (thereby thus) make for you a “Light”
(57/12) that you will (thus always) walk with it, and He may (thus) forgive you! For Al-lah is
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, due to all of their righteous “Works;” 2/25
on the left side-- Forgiver, --due to all of their righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the right side-Merciful --(to all of His believing servants here; 25/70)!
29- Thus the followers of the Written Document (=Jews, Christians, Arabs; 3/3-4) shall know
that they cannot monopolize anything of the “Favor” of Al-lah. And (for) certainly, the “Favor”
(=thus a reference here to His most specific “Favor,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 10/57-58) is in the hand of Al-lah, He
gives it --(henceforth, thus all over the world)-- to whomever He wants (110/1-2)! And Al-lah is
possessor of --now, thus also on that right side-- the great “Favor!” (=57/21, 29)

CHAPTER 58
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Definitely, Al-lah has heard the saying of that (woman) who debated with you about --now,
thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, (because that his mathematical contribution was “nil”
therein) on the left side-- her (unfaithful) “spouse,” and (thus) complaining to Al-lah!
And Al-lah (always) hears (all) your mutual dialogues. (For) certainly, Al-lah is --now, thus also
on that left side-- Hearer, --on that right side-- Seer!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Reflections of the above Verse (58/1),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Glorious Miracle” document --(please, by
especially paying attention and clearly noticing therein on that second 19 coded magnificent Table of
our supreme Lord that “saehuun & saehaat” couple therein)-- in this respect, here in the first place.

2- Those who are --(because that they may have some dislike now in their marriage about their
spouses; 4/19)-- estranging their women --(by likening them to their mothers therein)-- from
among you (should know that) they are not their mothers --(who are thus strictly dislikable and
forbidden them in this respect, forever; 4/23)! Their mothers are only those who gave birth to
them! So certainly, they are (thus) saying the nonsensical utterances, and an absurdity.
But certainly, Al-lah is (still) --(henceforth, in this case; 4/17 thus always)-- pardoner, forgiver.
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3- So those who --(by acting in such a nonsensical and absurd manner and thus daring to liken
their wives in this respect to their mothers)-- estrange their women, but then --(by hearkening to
this serious warning of Al-lah above)-- going back on what they have said, (its atonement will
be) freeing a staff (=hireling, laborer, or worker), --(from his labor at least for two months by
paying him his two monthly wages thus immediately at once therein)-- before they (=that
husband and his wife) may touch each other (again, within their normal marital relation). (Here,
henceforth) with this you are (thus) being “Preached” (11/120)! And Al-lah is of (all) what you
are working on (thus always) Cognizant (10/61).
4- But whoever cannot afford (this), (then its atonement will be) fasting for two months,
consecutively, before they may touch each other (again, within their normal marital relation).
But whoever cannot do (this), (then its atonement will be) feeding sixty poor people. And (all)
these (Commandments) are for that you may (henceforth thus) believe in Al-lah and His
Messenger (=of the Covenant here; 5/92)!
And these (=thus also a reference here to all of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs,
here again, in the first place: 2/25) are the limits of Al-lah. So --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here-- for the disbelievers --of that left side-- (there will come) a painful retribution!
5- Certainly, those who are exceeding the limits against Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel
here; 2/97-98) are committed to defeat (now), like those before them were committed to defeat.
And definitely, We have (thus) sent down clear “Signs” (6/4 = 26/5)! So --now, thus also on
those 19 coded Tables here-- for the disbelievers --of that right side-- (there will come) a
shameful retribution!
6- The day (when) Al-lah --(immediately after this death here, in the other world, in that Hell;
16/28-29 thus with/in their new bodies that will exactly be similar/same in form, even to their
fingertips here; 75/4 thus instantly)-- will awaken them all together (36/48-53), and (then) He
will inform them of what they have worked on (here; 23/63 & 41/40 & 9/37 & …)! Al-lah has
numbered (and recorded) them (45/29), but they have (all) forgotten it (18/57)! And Al-lah is
upon every wanted thing (thus always) Witness (10/61).
7- Do you not see that certainly, Al-lah knows whatever in the skies, and whatever on the earth
(34/3)? So (also) there is no secret counsel of three (people here) but He is their fourth, and nor
five but He is their sixth. And nor less than this, and nor more, but He is --(from His majestic
Throne; 70/4 thus with His absolutely matchless and Superb powers such as fully hearing,
seeing, watching over everyone and everything at every moment here; 20/46 & 11/56 thus)-with them wherever they may be (57/4)! Then He will inform them of (all) what they have
worked on (here) on the Day of Resurrection (18/49)! Certainly, Al-lah is of every wanted thing
(thus) Knower.
8- Do you not see those who were enjoined from conspiring secretly, (but) then they are
(still) returning to what they were enjoined from it (now)? And they are (thus) still conspiring
for the guilt (45/6-7) and the hostility, and the disobedience (70/36-38) to the Messenger (of the
Covenant here; 9/33)!
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And when they come to you, they greet you with what Al-lah has not greeted you with it (52/30).
And they are saying in their souls: Why does not Al-lah (instantly) retribute us (then) for what
we were saying? So hell will be sufficient for them, they --(here, in this case; 4/18 thus
eventually)-- will get into it (33/64-67). And (what) ugly indeed is that (final) destination!
9- O those who have believed, when you confer together in private, you shall not confer (to
commit) the guilt (45/6-7) and the hostility (2/97-98), and the disobedience (4/41-42) to the
Messenger (of the Covenant; 7/158)! But you shall always confer (to do) the kindness (2/177)
and the piety (39/33). And (henceforth), you shall (thus always) be pious with Al-lah (2/177),
the One before Whom (all of) you will --(immediately after this death here; 16/28-29 X 32 thus
instantly)-- be summoned (56/83-94)!
10- The secret conspiracy (58/8) is only from the satan, that he may (thus) make grieve those
who have believed. But it cannot harm them in the least, except by the permission of Al-lah
(64/11). So --(here, also in this respect)-- (only) in Al-lah (all) the believers (2/285) shall (thus
always) trust (3/160).
11- O those who have believed, when it is said to you: “Make room,” in (your) assemblies,
you shall --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, for/on the left side-- “make room,” that
Al-lah may (thus) make room for you. And when it is said: “Move up,” you shall --for/on the
right side-- “move up,” that Al-lah may (thus) raise those who have (thus) believed (here;
2/25-26) from among you, and those who are (thus) given the “Knowledge” (herein; 4/166)
in degrees (of rank)! And Al-lah is of what you are “working” on (2/25-26) Cognizant.
12- O those who have believed, when you --(thus in order to find the most righteous and best
way to follow in any of your personal activities, pursuits)-- consult with the Messenger/Message
(of the Covenant here; 4/105), you shall offer before your consultation (such) a charity (9/60).
This will be better/best for you, and purer/purest. But if you cannot afford (this), then certainly,
Al-lah is --(henceforth, in this case; 6/54 thus always)-- forgiver, merciful.
13- But were you afraid of offering before your consultation (such) charities (9/60) (now), and
you have (still) not done (it) --(though/when you could afford it)? And Al-lah --(here, now
for this time)-- has (thus forgiven and) returned upon you (6/54). So you shall (always) observe
the Support prayer (2/238) and give the Cleansing rate (8/41); and (henceforth), you shall (thus
always) obey Al-lah and His Messenger (of the Covenant here; 5/92)! And Al-lah is fully
Cognizant of what you are “working” on (2/25-26).
14- Do you not see those who have befriended a people with whom Al-lah is (thus) angry
(60/2, 9)? They are neither of you, nor of them. But they (still) swear upon the lie, knowingly.
15- Al-lah has prepared for them --(because of this now; 4/141-145)-- a severe retribution
--(in this case; 4/18). For certainly they, ugly indeed is what they are (thus) “working” on (now;
23/63 & 41/40 & …)!
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16- They have used their oaths as a shield, and (thus) repelled from the Way of Al-lah (11/19).
So for them --(unless they immediately regret their hypocrisy and betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus
sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 4/146)-- (there will eventually thus come) a
shameful retribution.
17- Their possessions will not avail them, and not their children, at all against Al-lah. Those will
be --(here, in this case again; 4/18)-- the community of the Fire, they are --(because of this
again; 6/27-28)-- therein eternal ones!
18- The day (when) Al-lah --(immediately after this death here, in the other world, in that Hell;
16/28-29 thus with/in their new bodies that will exactly be similar/same in form, even to their
fingertips here; 75/4 thus instantly)-- will awaken them all together (36/48-53), and they will be
swearing to Him (therein), like they are swearing to you (here). And they will think that they are
(thus) upon a (righteous) thing (therein)! Pay heed, certainly they, (here), they are the liars!
19- The satan has possessed them, and (thus) made them forget the “Commemoration” (=thus a
reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) of Al-lah (here)!
Those are (thus) the party of the satan (6/112-113). Pay heed, certainly, the party of the satan,
they will --(here, in this case again; 4/18 thus eventually)-- be the losers (2/27)!
20- Certainly, those who are (thus) exceeding the limits (58/5) against Al-lah and His Messenger
(=Gabriel here; 2/97-98), those will be among the most abased.
21- (Here), Al-lah has decreed: I will surely prevail, I and (all) My Messengers (6/83-90)!
(For) certainly, Al-lah is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side thus-Powerful, --on the right side-- Mighty (57/25)!
22- You will not find any people (who) believe in Al-lah and the Last Day (=thus a reference to
this most critical Last Day, that is the Millennium; 22/47 here, and then of course, also to that
eternal Last Day in the hereafter; 2/62) befriending (those) who are exceeding the limits against
Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel here; 2/97-98), even if they were their parents, or their
children, or their siblings, or their kinspeople. Those are (the ones) He --(because of their own
truthfulness, honesty and sincerity here again, in the first place; 13/27)-- has written in their
hearts the “belief” (2/285), and strengthened them with a “Spirit” (=thus an exclusive reference
here to that most specific “Spirit,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 42/52) -sent- from Him!
And (hence), He will admit them into the Gardens beneath which the rivers flow, as eternal ones
therein (44/56-57). Al-lah is (thus) well pleased with them, and they are (all) well pleased with
Him (98/7-8)!
Those are (thus) the party of Al-lah (7/196). Pay heed, certainly, the party of Al-lah, they will
--(here, in this case; 49/15 thus eventually)-- be the prospered ones (23/1-11)!
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CHAPTER 59
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Glorifying Al-lah is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth (17/44)! And (here),
He is --now, thus also on the left side-- the Mighty, --on the right side-- the Wise (45/2)!
2- He is the One who evicted those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) among the followers
of the Written Document (=3/3-4) from their homes at (this) first summoning (=17/7 & …).
You did not think that they would (thus unexpectedly) go out, and they thought that their
fortresses would (forever) guard them against Al-lah. But (the requital of) Al-lah has (thus) come
upon them whence they could not calculate. And He has (thus) hurled into their hearts the terror;
so they were demolishing their houses --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in that
lowest region, on the left side-- with their own hands, and --in that upper region, on the right
side-- the hands of the believers! So --(now, here again thus)-- take “Lesson” (=12/111),
O possessors of the vision!
3- Had Al-lah not (already) written upon them (this) defeat (=17/7 & …), He would have
retributed them (in a different manner now) in this world. And for them in the Last Epoch
--(here, in this case again; 17/8-10 & …)-- (there will thus eventually come) the retribution of the
Fire!
4- This is because certainly, they have (thus hostilely and arrogantly) opposed Al-lah and His
Messenger (=Gabriel here; 2/97). And whoever (thus hostilely and arrogantly) opposes Al-lah
(2/98), then certainly, Al-lah is severe in the consequence (40/5)!
5- So --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in that lowest region, on the left side-whatever you cut down of any “branches” (=14/26), or you --in that upper region, on the right
side-- left them standing upon their “roots” (=14/25), is (thus) by the permission of Al-lah!
And so that He will (thereby thus) disgrace (these) betrayers (2/26-27)!
6- And --now, thus also therein again-- whatever Al-lah has restored to His Messenger (of the
Covenant; 7/158) from them, you have not ridden upon it of --on the left side-- any “horses,”
and --on the right side-- any “vehicles;” but in fact, Al-lah sends --now, thus also therein again,
in that upper region, on the left side-- His “Messengers” --in that lowest region, on the right
side-- upon whomever He wants. And Al-lah is (thus) upon every wanted thing a best Measurer!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (59/2-6),
in this most critical Final Age, we should first of all see now “A Festive Miracle,” and then “A Glittering
Miracle,” and then also “A Joyful Miracle,” and then “A Glorious Miracle” documents, in this respect,
here in the first place.
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7- So whatever Al-lah has restored (now) to His Messenger (of the Covenant; 7/158)
--(thus in the future, also worldwide; 110/1-2 thus as “four percent” Cleansing rate; 8/41)-from (all believing) people of the cities, --(here; 27/91 it shall thus be spent in the cause of)
(1) for Al-lah and for the -sent- Messenger (=i.e. to deliver to all humanity the -sent- Truth
here; 2/119),
(2) and for the close ones,
(3) and the orphans,
(4) and the poor,
(5) and son of the way (=homeless, or/and wayfarers),
so that it will never be circulated among those of you who are rich. And whatever the Messenger
(of the Covenant; 5/67) gives you, you shall take it, and whatever he (thus) enjoins you from it
(72/21-23), you shall (definitely) abstain (9/58-59). And (henceforth), you shall (thus always) be
pious with Al-lah (2/177); (for) certainly, Al-lah is --(here, in this case; 72/23 thus)-- Severe
in the consequence!
8- (And it shall also be given) to the needy of the emigrants (4/100), those who were (thus)
evicted from their homes and their properties, (while) seeking a “Favor” (10/57-58) from Al-lah
and (His) pleasure (48/29), and (thus) helping Al-lah and His Messenger (of the Covenant
here; 7/158)! Those them are (thus) the truthful ones (2/177)!
9- And those who settled in (this) homeTown (95/1-3) and (attained) the “belief” (2/25-26)
before them love (the ones) who have (thus) immigrated to them (4/100), and they do not find
in their souls any bitterness because of what they are given (here; 9/60). And they (thus always)
prefer (them) upon their own souls (now), even when they themselves are in need (of what they
thus give away therein; 9/60). For whoever guards (himself) against the greed of his own soul
(64/16), those them are the prospered ones (23/1-11)!
10- And those who have come (here; 28/57) after them will say: Our Lord, (please), forgive us
and our brethren, those who have (thus) preceded us to the belief (9/100)! And (please), do not
leave in our hearts any resentment against those who have (thus) believed (here; 2/25-26).
Our Lord, (for) certainly, You are --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, due to all of
their righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the left side-- the Compassionate, --due to all of their righteous
“Works;” 2/25 on the right side-- the Merciful (6/54)!
11- Do you not see those who are (thus) hypocrites (4/141-143), they are saying (now) to their
brethren, those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27) of the followers of the Written
Document: If you are evicted (from here; 28/57), we will go out with you, and we will not obey
against you anyone, forever! And if you are fought against (now), we will surely help you!
And Al-lah bears witness that certainly they are liars!
12- (Because) if they were --(because of this; 9/13)-- evicted (now), they would never go out
with them, and if they were --(because of this; 2/190)-- fought against, they would not help them!
And even if they (initially) helped them (a little bit), they would (immediately) turn (their) backs
(then); then they (themselves) would never be helped!
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13- (Because) you strike more trepidation in their chests (now) than (even their fear of) Al-lah!
This is because certainly, they are a people --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
regarding the left side-- who do not understand --(how severely they may be punished by Al-lah;
22/19-22 thus as a most equitable and fair requital here; 40/40 in return for their cruel and unjust
disbelief and tyranny here; 22/72)!
14- So they will not fight against you (in a body) except in (their) guarded cities, or from behind
the walls --(by thus continually lobbying and trying to incite whomever they may find against
you therein; 19/83-84). Their quarrel among themselves are severe. You think them to be united,
but their hearts are (thus) divided (23/53). This is because certainly, they are a people --now, thus
also on those 19 coded Tables here, regarding the right side-- who do not comprehend --(how
severely they may be punished by Al-lah; 22/19-22 thus as a most equitable and fair requital
here; 40/40 in return for their cruel and unjust disbelief and tyranny here; 22/72)!
15- Like the example of those before them, (who passed away only) a short (time) ago.
(Here), they (thus) tasted the offense of their affairs! And for them (there thus came) a painful
retribution (8/50-52)!
16- Like the example of the satan; when he said to the human: (You should thus immediately)
disbelieve (2/26-27)! And when he has (thus) disbelieved (now; 67/6-9), he said: Certainly,
I (totally) disown you! (For) certainly, I fear Al-lah, the Lord of the multitudes!
17- And their consequence is: Certainly, both of them --(here, in this case again; 4/18 will thus
end up)-- in the Fire, as eternal ones therein! (For) this is the --(most equitable and just; 40/17)-requital of those --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance”
(39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus)
unjust ones (39/24-26)!
18- O those who have believed, so (henceforth), you shall (thus always) be pious with Al-lah
(39/33)! And let (every) soul look (now) to what it may thus send forth (89/23-24) for tomorrow!
And you shall (thus always) be pious with Al-lah (2/177)! (For) certainly, Al-lah is Cognizant
of (all) what you are “working” on (2/25 X 23/63)!
19- And do not be like those who have forgotten Al-lah (58/19), and (consequently), He has
made them forget their own souls! (Because) those them are (thus) the betrayers (2/26-27)!
20- The community of the Fire (2/81) and the community of the Garden (2/82) will not be equal;
(for) the community of the Garden, (henceforth, thus only) they will be the successful ones
(78/31-36)!
21- If We sent down this “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Reading,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
36/69) upon a mountain, you would have seen it reverent, splitting asunder out of fear of
Al-lah! (=33/72)
And (here), these are the “allegories” (=2/25-26 & 14/24-26 & 74/26-31 & …) We are (thus)
citing them for (all) the people (here), that they may (henceforth thus) reflect!
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22- He is Al-lah, that (there is) no Ilah (=God) but thus (only) He (28/70)!
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- “Knower” of the unseen and
the witnessed. He is --now, thus also on that left side-- the Gracious, --on that right side-the Merciful!
23- He is Al-lah, that (there is) no Ilah (=God) but thus (only) He (28/70)!
--now, thus also on that left side-- the King, --on that right side-- the Holy;
--now, thus also on that left side-- the Peace, --on that right side-- the Faithful;
--now, thus also on that left side-- the Supreme, --on that right side-- the Mighty;
--now, thus also on that left side-- the Powerful, --on that right side-- the Dignified!
So glorified is Al-lah, far above what they are making partners (9/31 & 42/21 & 41/37 & …)!
24- He is Al-lah; --now, thus also on that right side-- the “Creator,”
--now, thus also on that left side-- the Evolver, --on that right side-- the Designer!
To Him belongs --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- (all) the nicest Names!
Glorifying Him is whatever in the skies and the earth.
And (henceforth), He is --now, thus also on that left side-- the Mighty, --on that right side-the Wise! (=45/2)
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (59/22-24),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Supernal Miracle” document --(please, by
especially paying attention and clearly seeing therein all these nicest Names of our supreme Lord above,
as they are thus again in such a Magnificent manner (=45/2) thus in a most Specific and most Unique way
sent down and taught by our supreme Lord therein)-- in this respect, here in the first place.

CHAPTER 60
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- O those who have believed, do not take My enemies and your enemies as friends (60/9)!
You are (still) extending towards them the love, and (though) they have --(thus in a deeply
hostile and despotic manners; 60/2, 9)-- disbelieved in what has (thus) come to you of
the “Truth” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Truth,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/41)! And (here),
they are still (planning to) evict the Messenger (of the Covenant here; 8/30), and you, for that
you have (thus) believed in Al-lah (3/84), (as) your (one and only) Lord (here; 42/10)! When you
go forth (now) to (thus) strive in My Way (9/111), and thus seeking My pleasure (48/29), will
you (still thus) hide towards them the love? And I know best (all) what you conceal and what
you declare. So whoever still does it from among you (60/9), he has definitely (thus) strayed off
(this) straight Way (12/108)!
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2- And (here), if/when they encounter you, they treat you as enemies, and stretch towards you
their hands and their tongues with badness! Because they want that you may --(betray Al-lah
like themselves here; 2/26-27 and thus)-- disbelieve (74/31)!
3- (So you should know that) your relatives cannot benefit you, nor your children, on the Day of
Resurrection, for He will (thus) separate between you. (For) Al-lah is of what you are (thus)
“working” on (now; 2/25-26 X 23/63-67) Seer!
4- So definitely, there is a nice example for you in Abraham and those with him. When they said
to their people: Certainly, we (totally) disown you and what you are (thus) serving other than
Al-lah (12/40); we have (absolutely) denounced you (in this respect here)! And between us and
you the enmity and the hatred has (thus) appeared --(because of those deeply hostile, arrogant
and despotic attitudes of those disbelievers therein again, in the first place; 37/35 = 22/72 & 9/10
& 85/8 & …)-- forever, until you believe in Al-lah alone --(under His most equitable, fair and
peaceful Heavenly Principles and Commandments for/among all people here, first of all; 28/70
= 2/256 & 109/6 & 60/8 & …)! Except the saying of Abraham to his (again thus despotic
natured; 19/46) father (therein): I will (still) seek forgiveness for you, but I cannot rule for you
against Al-lah anything (19/44-48)! Our Lord, so (henceforth), only in You we have trusted, and
to You we have turned obediently; and to You is the (final) destiny!
5- Our Lord, so (please), do not make us a (target of) persecution (now) for those who
disbelieved (4/101), and (thus always) forgive us, our Lord (3/135-136, 147)! Certainly, You are
the Mighty, the Wise (45/2)!
6- Definitely, there is in them (thus) a nice example for you (now), for (those) who are seeking
Al-lah and the Last Day (22/56)! But whoever still (thus) turns away (53/29), then certainly
Al-lah, He is --(by thus never and absolutely being in no need of anyone and anything; 14/8)-the Rich, the Praiseworthy (31/26)!
7- Perhaps, Al-lah will make between you and those with whom you --(because of this; 2/194)-are (thus) at enmity (now; 60/2-4) a love; for Al-lah is (thus) a Measurer (9/11 & 2/193)! And
Al-lah is --(then also here in this case again; 3/89 thus)-- forgiver, merciful (25/70)!
8- Al-lah does not forbid you from those who do not fight against you in the “Religion” (48/28),
and do not evict you from your homes, from (thus always) acting kindly to them, and being just
towards them. Certainly, Al-lah loves the doers of justice.
9- Al-lah only forbids you from those who fight against you in the “Religion” (48/28), and
evict you from your homes, or/and back up (others) in evicting you (22/40), from taking them as
friends. And whoever (still) takes them as friends (from among you), those them are the
unjust ones!
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10- O those who have believed, when the believing women come to you as immigrants, you
shall examine them --(to know if they are truly believers therein or not, in the first place). Al-lah
knows best their belief. And if you know them (truly) believers (therein), you shall not send them
back to the disbelievers. They are not lawful for them, and they will not be lawful for them
(24/26)! And you shall give them (=their former husbands) whatever they distributed (as dowry
for these believing women). And (there will) not (be) any sin upon you in marrying them (now),
when you give them their (dowry) payments (4/24). And you shall not keep the ties of marriage
of the disbelieving women --(who left you and fled). And you shall ask whatever you distributed
(as dowry for those disbelieving women), and they shall ask whatever they distributed (as dowry
for these believing women). This is the judgement of Al-lah, He (thus) judges among you (5/50)!
And Al-lah is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- Knower, --on the
right side-- Wise (46/2)!
11- And if you lose anything (herein) because that your spouses (thus left you and fled) to the
disbelievers, and (then) you have requited --(e.g. by filing a lawsuit against them and winning the
case therein), you shall give to those whose spouses have (thus) gone away (to the disbelievers)
the like of what they distributed (for them as dowry here in the first place). And you shall --(by
thus always and rightfully observing all of these most fair and just Heavenly Commandments
here; 5/49-50)-- be pious with Al-lah (2/177), the One in Whom you are (henceforth thus)
believers (2/136)!
12- O Informer --(of the Covenant; 7/158), when the believing women come to you, to give
pledge to you, (that) they will not make partner --(the “judgements” of anyone else; 42/21)-with Al-lah in no way (18/26); and they will not steal (5/38), and they will not commit adultery
(24/2), and they will not kill their children (17/31), and they will not bring any fraudulence, that
they might fabricate it between their hands and their feet (24/9), and they will not disobey you
in a recognized (by Al-lah) order (4/105), you shall accept their pledge, and you shall seek
forgiveness of Al-lah for them! For certainly, Al-lah is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here, due to all of their righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the left side-- Forgiver, --due to all of their
righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the right side-- Merciful (to them; 6/54)!
13- O those who have believed, so (henceforth), you shall not befriend a people with whom
Al-lah --(because of this; 60/1-2, 9)-- is (thus) angry!
Definitely, they have despaired of --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right
side-- the “Last Epoch” -(11/19), like the (other) disbelievers have (already) despaired of --on the
left side-- the “community of the graves” -(16/38-39)!
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CHAPTER 61
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Glorifying Al-lah is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth (17/44). And (here),
He is --now, thus also on the left side-- the Mighty, --on the right side-- the Wise (46/2)!
2- O those who have believed, why are you --(without even remembering and thus uttering
within yourselves this most specific utterance: “When/if Al-lah wants” here; 18/23-24)-- saying
what you can/will not do?
3- (Know that) it is most abominable in the sight of Al-lah that you --(thus without even
remembering and thus uttering within yourselves this most specific utterance: “When/if Al-lah
wants” here; 18/23-24)-- say what you can/will not do!
4- Certainly, Al-lah loves those who are (thus) “fighting” in His Way (=9/111) --now, thus on
those 19 coded Tables here-- arrayed in “ranks,” as though they were --on that left & right side-firmly cemented bricks (in one wall)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (61/4),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Glorious Miracle,” and then also “A Special
Miracle” document, in this respect, here in the first place.

5- And when Moses said to his nation: O my nation, why are you (still) hurting me, and
(though) definitely, you know that I am (thus) a Messenger of Al-lah to you? But when they still
(thus) diverted, Al-lah (consequently) diverted their hearts (therein)! For Al-lah (now, thus also
here) --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- does not “guide” (such) betraying
(2/26-27) people!
6- And when Jesus, the son of Mary, said: O Children of Israel, certainly I am (thus) a
Messenger of Al-lah to you, (thus) confirming what is before me of the (prophecies of) Torah,
and as a bearer of good news about a Messenger (=this “Messenger of the Covenant” here)
(who) will come after me, whose name will be praised (by Al-lah here; 48/29)!
But when he (=this “Messenger of the Covenant” here; 48/29) has (thus) come to them (now)
with (these) “Clear Proofs” (=thus a reference here to those most specific “Clear Proofs,” which
consist of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 20/133),
they (=now these betrayers here again; 2/26-27) said: This is (only) a clear enchantment!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Jesus above, and then also prophet David
and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon each of them) by which they have already thus clearly foretold
and evidently informed about this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the Covenant”
who has thus unmistakably been sent now by our supreme Lord here, in this most critical Final Age,
thus under/by these most specific names (=Judah, Jehudah & Ahmad, Muhammad: “Praised” Servant of
Al-lah) here due to all of his pioneering most fundamental and essential “works” in His Cause here
(48/29), we should certainly see again now “A Miraculous Seal,” and then also “An Awesome Miracle 1”
document, in this respect, here in the first place.
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7- Then who is more unjust than (the one) who has fabricated upon Al-lah the lie (3/78), while
he is (thus) being called to the Surrender (3/84)? So Al-lah --by that most specific “Guidance”
(39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place-- will not “guide” (such) unjust (39/24) people!
8- (Here), they are intending to put out the “Light” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Light,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 42/52) of Al-lah with their mouths --(through all of these kind of deliberate, crooked
and ill methods here; 13/33 & 5/41 & 9/37 & …)! But Al-lah will perfect His “Light” (42/52),
even if these disbelievers (74/31) --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left
side-- dislike (it)!
9- (For) He is the One who has (thus) sent His Messenger --(of the Covenant here; 7/158) with
the “Guidance” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) and (thus) the
true “Religion” (3/84), that He may (thus) establish it upon the Religions, every of them (5/48),
even if these partner makers (42/21) --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right
side-- dislike (it)!
10- (O Messenger of the Covenant; 7/158 then you shall say to them now): O those who have
believed, shall I point out to you a trade (now) that will --(thus eventually and forever)-save you (42/6) from (such) a painful retribution (16/28-29)?
11- You shall (thus) believe in Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel here; 2/97), and (thus) strive
in the Way (12/108 & 9/111) of Al-lah with your possessions and your souls. This is better/best
for you, if you (henceforth thus) know!
12- (Then) He will (thus) forgive you (all) your wrong doings (3/135-136), and will --(thus
eventually and forever)-- admit you into the Gardens beneath which the rivers flow (16/32), and
clean residences in the Gardens of Eden (29/58)! This is the great success!
13- And (also) another (blessing) that you will (truly) love it: A help from Al-lah, and (such) a
near Victory (here; 110/1-3)! So you shall give good news (now) to (all) these believers
(2/25-26, 285)!
14- O those who have believed, so (henceforth), you shall (thus) be helpers of Al-lah (47/7)!
As (when) Jesus, son of Mary, said to the disciples: Who are my helpers towards Al-lah (now)?
The disciples said: We are the helpers of Al-lah! And a party of the Children of Israel believed,
and a party disbelieved (therein). And --(now, thus also and essentially in this “Last Epoch”
here)-- We have aided those who believed (2/25-26) upon their enemies (2/26-27), until they
become --(now, thus also and essentially in the near future here)-- the prevailed ones (please,
certainly see in this respect now: 3/55-58)!
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CHAPTER 62
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Glorifying Al-lah is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth (17/44),
--now, thus also on that left side-- the King, --on that right side-- the Holy;
--again, thus also on that left side-- the Mighty, --on that right side-- the Wise (59/23-24)!
2- He is the One who has (thus) raised among --(because that they do not belong to neither of
those Jewish, Christian, Arab descent congregations before this, in this respect thus)-- the
foreigners (6/156) a Mesenger (of this Covenant; 27/91) from (among) themselves (now). He is
(thus) reciting to them His “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific
“Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 6/4 = 26/5) and (thus) cleansing them; and he is (thus) teaching them (this) “Written
Document” (39/23) and the “Wisdom” (13/37)! And they were before this in a clear straying.
3- And to others than them (=all humanity, henceforth thus as an absolute source of “Guidance”
for them; 39/23 from Al-lah worldwide here; 13/7), who have not joined them yet (110/1-2)!
And He is --now, thus also on that left side-- the Mighty, --on that right side-- the Wise (46/2)!
4- (Here), this is a “Favor” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Favor,” which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 10/57-58) of
Al-lah, (henceforth), He gives it (thus) to whomever He wants (57/29)! And Al-lah is possessor
of --now, thus also on that left & on that right side-- the great “Favor” (57/21, 29)!
5- Allegory of those who were obliged to carry the Torah, but do not carry out its --(most
specific and critical Commandments now here; Torah-Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-6)-- is like the
allegory of the donkeys carrying books --(which they can never understand one word of it therein
now)! Then ugly indeed is the allegory of the people, those who have thus (deliberately and
wilfully) rejected (these) “Signs” (2/23-27) of Al-lah --(which thus clearly and unmistakably
fulfills all those most specific and critical Prophecies of the Torah above)! So Al-lah --by that
most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- does not “guide” (such) unjust (39/24) people!
(=2/88-89)
6- Say: O those who Repented (=Jews; 7/156), if (some of) you (still) claim that certainly, only
you will be the friend (servants) of Al-lah, to the exclusion of all other peoples (please, also
certainly see now: Isaiah 42/6 & 49/6 thus to clearly witness the wrongfulness of their claim now
also therein, in the first place), then you should (immediately) long for death (here), if you are
truthful ones!
7- But they will not long for it, forever, because of what their hands have (thus) sent forth (here)
(please, also certainly see again in this respect now: Isaiah 30/8-14 & 50/10-11)!
For Al-lah is knower of those (among you) --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most
specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs”
here again-- (thus) unjust ones (39/24)! (=4/161 X 4/162) (Please, in this respect also certainly
see again now, in the first place: Torah-Deut. 31/29 = 32/1-6)
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8- Say: Certainly the death, that you are (thus always) fleeing from (now; 2/96), certainly, it will
catch up with you --(when their normal appointed time thus comes for every individual here;
63/11)! Then --(at the time of their death here; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- you will be sent
back to (Al-lah) the Knower of the unseen and the witnessed (10/61), and He will inform you of
what you are --(henceforth, thus either in rebelliousness; 2/26-27 or thus in righteousness;
2/25-26)-- “working” on (4/161 X 4/162)!
9- O those who have believed, when the call is announced for the Support prayer --(in the
middle of the day; 2/238)-- on the day of Assembly (=every Thursday), you shall (henceforth
thus) hasten to the “Commemoration” (39/23) of Al-lah, and drop all business! This is better/best
for you, if you (henceforth thus) know! (Please, in this respect also certainly see again now those
most important and specific explanations here; 2/185)
10- And when the Support prayer is --(in the middle of the day; 2/238 thus observed and)-completed --(by all of you therein, in that specific Place of Worship; 72/18), you may spread
(again) through the land and seek of the favor of Al-lah. And you shall (thus always)
commemorate Al-lah, frequently (33/41-42), so that you may --(here and eventually thus
always)-- prosper (23/1-11)!
11- Yet when (some of) them see a bargain or entertainment, they immediately rush to it, and
leave you standing! Say: What is with Al-lah --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on that left side & on that right side-- is far better than all entertainment and than all bargain;
and Al-lah is (thus) the Best of the “providing” ones --now, thus also therein again, on those both
sides (=2/25 X 16/73)!

CHAPTER 63
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- When the hypocrites come to you, they said: We bear witness that certainly, you are the
Messenger of Al-lah! And Al-lah knows that certainly, you are (thus) His Messenger (48/28),
and Al-lah (also) bears witness that certainly, those hypocrites are liars!
2- For they use their oaths as a shield (58/16-19), and thus repel from the Way of Al-lah (11/19)!
Certainly they, (here), ugly indeed is what they are (thus) “working” for (23/63 & 41/40 &
9/37 & …)!
3- This is because certainly, they have (thus) believed (2/25-26), then (thus) disbelieved
(2/26-27)! And (now) --(because of their own betrayal here; 4/141-143)-- their hearts are locked;
so they --(unless they immediately regret their betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully
return to Al-lah here; 4/145-146)-- do not understand!
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4- And when you see them, their looks may impress you, and if they speak, you listen to their
eloquence. They are like standing logs; they think that every call is (intended) against them.
They are (thus malevolent) enemies (4/141); so --(by thus always taking your necessary
precautions; 4/102)-- beware of them. May Al-lah curse them; (for) how they are still (thus
deliberately and wilfully) being deviated by (such) inventions (45/6-7)!
5- And when it is said to them: Come, that the Messenger (of the Covenant; 7/158) of Al-lah
may (thus) seek forgiveness for you (4/64), they have (mockingly) turned their heads. And you
see them repelling (others) and (while) they are (thus) acting arrogantly (45/31)!
6- So (henceforth), it is the same for them, (whether) you seek forgiveness for them, or not seek
forgiveness for them, --(here, in this case; 3/90-91)-- Al-lah will never forgive them! (For)
certainly, Al-lah --by that most specific “Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place-- does not “guide” (39/23-24) (such)
betraying (2/26-27) people!
7- They are the ones who say: Do not spend on those who are with the Messenger (of the
Covenant; 7/158) of Al-lah, until they (all) disperse (and abandon him)!
And to Al-lah belongs (all) the “treasures” of the skies and the earth, but in fact, these hypocrites
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- do not understand (it)!
8- And they say: If we go back to the (holy) City --(in the West; 27/91), these mighty ones will
surely evict therefrom those weak ones (now)! But to Al-lah belongs (all) Dignity, and to
His Messenger (=Gabriel; 2/97) and to (all) these believers (2/285), but in fact, these hypocrites
--now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- do not know (it)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (63/7-8),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Glittering Miracle,” and then also “A Glorious
Miracle” documents, in this respect, here in the first place.

9- O those who have believed, let not your possessions or your children distract you (now) from
the “Commemoration” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)
of Al-lah! For whoever does this, those them --(eventually thus)-- will be the losers (89/23-24)!
10- So you shall distribute --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on those both sides-of what We have (thus) “provided” for you (16/75) before the death comes to one of you, and
he says: My Lord, if only You could delay this for a short while, (then) I would (thus) give to
charity (9/60) and would (thus) be --by righteously working on this “Guidance” (2/25), which
consists of these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place-- of
the righteous (here; 2/25-26)!
11- But Al-lah will not delay any soul when its appointed time has (thus) come. So (henceforth,
you should know that) Al-lah is fully Cognizant of what you are (thus) “working” on (now;
2/25-26 X 23/63-67)!
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CHAPTER 64
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Glorifying Al-lah is whatever in the skies and whatever on the earth (17/44)!
To Him belongs --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- (all) the
“ruling” (25/2), and to Him belongs --on the right side-- (all) the “praise” (34/1)! And He is upon
every wanted thing (thus) a best Measurer (54/49)!
2- He is the One who has (thus) created you (23/12-14). And (henceforth), from among you
(some are thus) disbelievers (2/26-27), and from among you (some are thus) believers (2/25-26)!
So Al-lah is of what you are “working” on (29/4 X 34/4) Seer!
3- He has created the skies and the earth (thus) for/as the Truth (46/3)! And He has designed
you, and made nice your designs; and then --(immediately after this death here; 16/28-29 X 32
thus instantly)-- to Him is the (final) destination (56/83-94)!
4- He knows whatever in the skies and the earth (34/3), and He knows whatever you hide, and
whatever you make public. And Al-lah is (thus) Knower of (all) contents of the chests
(67/13-14)!
5- Has there not (already) come to you the informations of those who (thus) disbelieved before
(you) (22/42-44)? And (here), they (eventually thus) tasted the dreadful result of their (evil)
conduct (therein; 29/40); so for them --(now in that Hell; 16/28-29 wherein they still thus reside
since the time of their death herein; 71/25 & 40/46 & …)-- (there is such) a painful retribution.
6- This is because certainly, their Messengers came to them with the “Clear Proofs,” but they
said: Is it a (single) human (among us) that will (thus) guide us (54/24)? And they --(thus in a
deeply hostile, unjust and despotic manners therein; 40/5)-- disbelieved and turned away! And so
Al-lah had no need (of them); for Al-lah --(by never and absolutely being in no need of anyone
and anything; 14/8)-- is Rich, Praiseworthy.
7- Those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 74/31) claimed that they --(thus immediately after
their death here, in the other world, in that Hell; 16/28-29 thus instantly)-- will not be awakened!
Say: Yes, and (by) my Lord, you --(here, in this case again, first of all; 4/18 thus immediately
after this death here, in the other world, in that Hell; 16/28-29 thus instantly)-- will be awakened
(36/48-53), then you will be informed of what you have (thus) “worked” on (here; 23/63 &
41/40 & …)! And this is for Al-lah easy (to do).
8- So --(for your own eternal Salvation and benefits here)-- you shall (thus) believe in Al-lah
and His Messenger (of the Covenant now; 7/158), and the “Light” (=thus a reference here to that
most specific “Light,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 42/52) that We have (thus) “sent down” (here; 39/23)! So Al-lah is
of what you are “working” on (2/25 X 23/63) Cognizant!
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9- The day (when) He will gather them for the Day of Gathering, (and) this will be the Day of
Mutual Blaming (then). So whoever (thus) believes in Al-lah (3/84) and works for a “Righteous
Deed” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all
believers shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26),
He will (thus) remove from him (all) his badnesses (39/35), and will admit him into the Gardens
beneath which the rivers flow, as eternal ones therein (44/56-57)! This is the great success!
10- But those who have (thus) disbelieved and rejected Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to
each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5), those will be the community of the Fire,
--(because of this again; 6/27-28)-- as eternal ones therein (43/77-78)! And (what) ugly indeed
is the (final) destination!
11- No affliction can afflict except by the permission of Al-lah (57/22). So (henceforth),
whoever believes in Al-lah (3/84), He will (thus always) guide (4/175) his heart! And Al-lah is
of every wanted thing (thus) Knower (58/7).
12- So (henceforth), you shall (thus always) obey Al-lah and obey the Messenger (of the
Covenant here; 5/92)! But if you (still) turn away, (know that) the only (responsibility) upon Our
Messenger is (thus) the clear delivery (72/23).
13- Al-lah; there is no Ilah (=God) but thus (only) He (28/70)! So (henceforth, thus only) in
Al-lah (all) the believers shall (always) trust (13/30)!
14- O those who have believed, certainly, among your spouses and your children (some may
thus be) your enemies (46/17); so --(by thus always taking all your necessary precautions)-beware of them. And if you still --(thus in order to always maintain your family relations in civil,
amicable and peaceful manner with them under this main Principle; 31/15)-- pardon (them),
and forbear and forgive, (then) certainly, Al-lah is --(as long as you thus always carefully and
exactly observe this main Principle here; 31/15)-- forgiver, merciful.
15- (Know that) your possessions and your children are (thus) only a trial (34/37). And Al-lah,
(thus) with Him is the great payment (29/58)!
16- So (henceforth), you shall (thus always) be pious (2/177) with Al-lah, as best as you can;
and you shall (thus) listen and obey (5/92)! And you shall (thus) distribute (2/261-262) as a
goodness for your own souls (2/272-274). And whoever guards (himself) against the greed of
his own soul, those them are --(here and eventually thus)-- the prospered ones (23/1-11)!
17- If you lend to Al-lah (such) a nice loan (here; 9/60), He will (thus) multiply it for you
manifold (6/160), and He will forgive you (6/54)! And Al-lah is (thus) Appreciative (76/22),
Clement!
18- (He is) the Knower of (all) the unseen and the witnessed (13/9-10); --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here again, on the left side-- the Mighty, --on the right side-- the Wise (45/2)!
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CHAPTER 65
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- O Informer --(of the Covenant; 7/158), when you (people) divorce the women, you shall
divorce with them in their “counted” period, and you shall (fully) reckon the “count” (2/228);
and you shall (thus always) be pious with Al-lah, your (one and only) Lord (here; 42/10)!
--(After the divorce, especially within this “counting” period; 2/228, and if they are in need thus
also thereafter; 2/231)-- You shall never (forcibly) send them out from their houses, and they
shall not go out (65/6), except that -if- they bring forth (such) a clear extravagance (17/32).
And these (=thus also a reference here to all of those 19 coded, similar “words/letters,” in pairs,
here again, in the first place: 2/25) are the “limits” of Al-lah! And (henceforth), whoever acts
hostilely against these “limits” of Al-lah, he has definitely been unjust (39/24) to his own soul!
You do not perceive, perhaps, Al-lah will bring after this --(here, again especially also thus
19 coded, such a new; 21/2)-- “Command” (=42/52)!
2- And when they reach their appointed time (2/228), you may (still) retain them --(as guests
in your houses, if they are in need)-- in recognized attitude, or you may (immediately) part with
them --(if/when they are in no need)-- in recognized attitude (2/231). And you shall call to
witness two equitable (persons) from among yourselves; and you shall (thus) uprightly observe
(this and every kind of) witnessing (2/282 & 2/283 & …) for Al-lah! With this you are (here also
thus) being “Preached” (=11/120) those who (thus) believe in Al-lah and the Last Day (6/92)!
So (henceforth), whoever is (thus always) pious (2/177) with Al-lah, He will make for him an
exit.
3- And He will provide for him whence he never expected! And (henceforth), whoever (thus)
trusts in Al-lah (13/30), He will (thus always) be sufficient for him (4/45)! Certainly, Al-lah will
accomplish His “Command” (=thus also a reference here to that most specific “Command,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
42/52)! (For) definitely, Al-lah has (thus) made for every wanted thing a --Mathematical-measure (54/49)!
4- And those who have (already) despaired of the menstruation from among your women, if you
doubt, (then here), their “counted” period (65/1) will be three months. And those who do not
menstruate, for they are (now) possessors of a burden (=baby), their appointed time will be until
when they deliver their burdens (=babies). And (henceforth), whoever is (thus always) pious
(2/177) with Al-lah, He will make for him of his (every righteous) command an ease (92/5-7)!
5- (Here), this is the “Command” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Command,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
42/52) of Al-lah, that He has (thus) “sent It down” (herein; 39/23) to you! And (henceforth),
whoever is (thus always) pious (39/33) with Al-lah, He will (thus) remove from him (all) his
--(inadvertently done)-- badnesses (39/35), and He will (thus) make great for him (his) payment
(29/58)!
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6- You shall let them (=those divorced women) reside in (the place) where you (yourselves)
reside (65/1-2), according to your means. And you shall not harm them (in no way) to make
them feel uncomfortable --(in order thus to cause them to leave on their own; 2/231). And if they
are possessors of a burden (=baby), you shall spend (in extra manner) on them, until they deliver
their burdens (=babies). And if they nurse for you, you shall (also) give them their (extra)
payments (for this). And you shall (always) consult between yourselves with recognized attitude.
And if you sense a difficulty --(because of a health problem of the mother therein, or some other
reason)-- another (=hired nursing woman) may nurse (the baby) for him (2/233).
7- Let (the husband) who has abundance (of means) thus (always) spend --(on his former wife
and their children together)-- out of his abundance, and (the husband) whose provision is
measured upon him shall spend out of whatever Al-lah has given him (therein). For Al-lah does
not burden any soul beyond what He has given him. And Al-lah will bring after (every kind of)
difficulty (such) an ease (94/6-8)!
8- And how many a city (thus) rebelled against the command of their Lord (therein) and His
Messengers (14/9-13), We (consequently) punished them --now, thus also here again, due to the
rebellion of also these disbelievers on the left side here-- with a severe punishment, and We
retributed them --now, thus also here again, due to the rebellion of also these disbelievers on the
right side here-- with a disaster! (=7/97-98)
9- So they (thus) tasted the dreadful result of their (evil) conduct (therein; 29/40); and
(thereafter), the consequence of their (evil) conduct was thus an (eternal) loss (therein; 71/25 &
40/46 & …)!
10- Al-lah prepared for them --(and also for these disbelievers here again, now in this case;
22/72 thus eventually)-- a severe retribution (22/19-22)! So (henceforth), you shall (thus always)
be pious (2/177) with Al-lah, O those who have believed that are possessors of understanding,
for definitely, Al-lah has (thus) sent down to you a “Commemoration” (=thus an exclusive
reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)!
11- A Messenger --(of the Covenant here; 7/158) who is (thus) reciting to you the clear “Signs”
(=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) of Al-lah,
that He may (thus) bring those who have believed and (thus) worked for the “Righteous Deeds”
(2/25-26) out of the darknesses (2/78-79 & 6/112-113 & …) into the “Light” (42/52)!
So (henceforth), whoever (thus) believes in Al-lah (3/84) and works for a “Righteous Deed”
(=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers
shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), He will
admit him into the Gardens beneath which the rivers flow, as eternal ones therein, forever
(44/56-57)! Definitely, Al-lah has (thus) made nice for him (his) “provision” (=38/53-54)!
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12- Al-lah is the One who has created the “seven” skies (=thus also a significant reference here
to those “seven” layers of atmosphere), and of the earth the like of them (=thus also a significant
reference here to those “seven” layers of earth). Henceforth, the “Command” (=thus an exclusive
reference here to that most specific “Command” --which is thus most Wisely planned by our
supreme Lord as/in “seven” sections again, on those both sides-- which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 42/52 = 15/87) is coming
down between two of them (=those “seven” layered sky and “seven” layered earth), that you
may (henceforth) know that certainly, Al-lah is (thus) upon every wanted thing a best Measurer!
And certainly, Al-lah has (thus) definitely surrounded every wanted thing in (His) Knowledge!
(=22/70)
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (65/12),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “An Awesome Miracle 2” document, in this respect,
here in the first place!

CHAPTER 66
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- O Informer --(of the Covenant here; 7/158), why do you --(by thus totally refraining from
eating and drinking thus)-- forbid yourself what Al-lah has made lawful for you, (while working
and thus) seeking --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here-- to please your --mathematical-“spouses” (therein; 33/51)? And Al-lah is (henceforth, in this case; 6/54 thus) --now, thus also
due to that left side here again thus-- Forgiver, --due to that right side-- Merciful (here; 25/70)!
2- So definitely, Al-lah has decreed for you, that you may (thus) expiate your oaths (5/89).
And Al-lah is (thus) your (guiding, protecting) Master (7/196)! And He is --now, thus also on
that left side-- the Knower, --on that right side-- the Wise!
3- And when the Informer --(of the Covenant here; 7/158)-- confided --now, thus on those
19 coded Tables, in that lowest region-- unto some of his “spouses” an utterance. And when it
(=19 coded Table) thus informed of it, and Al-lah (thus) let him know (herein) upon it (=all that
Utterance; 39/23), he (immediately) made known --in those upper regions-- some of it, and
disregarded --in that lowest region-- some of it (=3/7)! So (then) when he (thus) informed her
with it, she said: Who has (thus) informed you of this (Utterance)? He said: (Here) --now, thus
also on that left side-- the Knower, and --on that right side-- the Cognizant (Al-lah) has (thus)
informed me --(of this Utterance; 39/23)!
4- So if the two of you --now, in that lowest region-- return to Al-lah, for definitely, your hearts
have (thus) deviated --therein! But if you (still) back up each other --in that lowest region, on
those both sides-- against him, (then) certainly Al-lah, He is --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here again, in that upper region, on those both sides-- his (guiding, protecting) Master;
and Gabriel, and the righteous Believers, and (all) the Angels are, after this, aiders --therein!
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5- Maybe, his Lord, if he --now, thus in that lowest region-- divorces you, will substitute for him
--in that upper region-- (some other) “spouses” (that may be) better than you;
--on the left side-- surrenderers (to Al-lah), --on the right side-- believers (in Al-lah),
--on the left side-- subservient (to Al-lah), --on the right side-- returner (to Al-lah),
--on the left side-- servants (of Al-lah), --on the right side-- adherents (to Al-lah),
--on the left side-- widows, and --on the right side-- virgins!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (66/3-5),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Glorious Miracle” document --(please,
certainly each of those 19 coded two magnificent Plannings of our supreme Lord therein)-- in this respect,
here in the first place!

6- O those who have believed, you shall (henceforth thus always) guard (61/10-12) your own
souls and your families against a Fire whose fuel is people and rocks. Upon it (there will be)
stern, strong Angels, (who) never disobey Al-lah in whatever He commands them (therein); and
they (exactly) do whatever they are commanded.
7- O those who have disbelieved, do not apologize today! (Because) you are (thus) only --(thus
in a most equitable and fair manner again; 40/17)-- requited (now) for what you were (thus)
“working” for (40/40 = 10/27 & …)!
8- O those who have believed, so you shall (henceforth thus immediately) return to Al-lah a firm
returning; that maybe, your Lord will (thus) remove from you (all) your badnesses (39/35), and
will admit you into the Gardens beneath which the rivers flow (31/8-9)! The day (when) Al-lah
will not dissapoint the Informer --(of the Covenant here; 7/158)-- and those who have (thus)
believed (2/285) with him. Their “Light” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Light,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
42/52) will be running between their hands and (always) to their right sides (=57/12)! (And) they
will be saying: Our Lord, so (please), perfect for us our “Lights” (42/52), and forgive us!
Certainly, You are upon every wanted thing (thus) a best Measurer (54/49)!
9- O Informer --(of the Covenant here; 7/158), so you shall strive against --now, thus on those
19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- the “disbelievers,” and --on the left side-- the
“hypocrites,” and --by thus sending both of them down into that lowest region therein-- be harsh
upon them (9/73, 88-89)!
And --(here, in this case; 4/18)-- their (=these disbelievers and hypocrites now; 22/72 & 63/1-3)
abode will (eventually thus) be Hell (4/140); and (what) ugly indeed is that (final) destination!
10- Al-lah (thus) strikes (for you) as an allegory (here) concerning those who disbelieved,
the wife of Noah, and the wife of Lot. They were thus (married) to two of Our righteous
servants, but (then) they acted treacherously against them --(by committing lewd acts, in deep
hostility, disbelief and arrogance therein). So (consequently), they could not avail them at all
against Al-lah (therein)!
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So --(immediately at the time of their death here; 32/11)-- it was also said (to two of them,
by those Angels of death therein again; 16/28-29): Enter the Fire (now) with (all) those who have
(thus already) entered --(therein before you; 7/37-38)!
11- And Al-lah (thus) strikes (for you) as an allegory (here) concerning those who believed,
the wife of Pharaoh. When she said: My Lord, so (please), build for me a house (now) at You,
in the Garden! And (please), thus save me from Pharaoh and (all) his (bad) works (28/4), and
(thus) save me from that unjust nation (43/48-54)!
12- And Mary, the daughter of Amram; who guarded her chastity, and (thereby), We blew
--(the genetic code of Adam therein; 3/59)-- into it by Our Spirit (=Gabriel therein; 19/17-21).
And she confirmed (all) the Words of her Lord and His Written Documents (3/84), and she was
thus (one) of the subservient (servants of Al-lah; 3/43)!

CHAPTER 67
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Most exalted is the One in Whose hand is (all) the Ruling Dominion (25/2), and He is upon
every wanted thing (thus) a best Measurer (54/49)!
2- The One who (thus) created --(before the foundation of this world, immediately after this
most critical Witnessing event therein; 7/172)-- the death, and (thereafter) the life (in this world
herein), so that He will test you (now) which of you will be the nicest in “working” (=henceforth,
thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers
shall thus “work” for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25 = 17/84)!
So He is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, on the left side-- the Mighty,
--on the right side-- the Forgiver!
3- The One who created the “seven” skies --(thus also in that atmosphere here)-- in (such) layers
(65/12)! You cannot see in that --(thus also especially perfectly Symmetrical, in “pairs”)-creation of Al-lah (here; 36/36) any discord! So turn (your) eye (and look); do you see any flaw?
4- Then turn (your) eye (now) two times (=once for those “seven” layers of the sky now, and
once for those “seven” layers of the earth therein; 65/12); the eye will come back to you --(by not
finding any discord and flaw therein)-- stumped, and (while) it is conquered!
5- And definitely, We have adorned the lowest sky (=our Milky Way galaxy here) with the
lamps (=stars); and We made them (=all those huge stars and black holes in whole universe)
thus (also) as a (means of) driving away the satans (of jinns therein; 37/6-9). And We have
prepared for them --(here, in this case again; 46/29-32 eventually thus)-- the retribution of the
burner (72/14-15).
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6- And for those who have (thus) disbelieved (3/90-91) in their Lord (there will eventually thus
come) the retribution of Hell. And (what) ugly indeed is that (final) destination!
7- When they get thrown into it, they will hear its furor as it fumes.
8- It almost explodes from rage. Whenever a crowd is thrown into it, its guards will ask them:
Did there not come to you a warner?
9- They will say: Yes, definitely a warner (=this Messenger of the Covenant here; 34/46) came
to us. But we rejected and said: Al-lah has not “sent down” (=thus an indication here to this most
specific “Written Document,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
as it is “sent down” thus here again, in the first place: 39/23) any (such) thing! So you are only
in a big straying!
10- And they will say: If we (really) listened and (thus) comprehended (21/10), we would not be
among this community of the burner (now)!
11- So they will (thus) confess their wrong doings (therein). (Then) let misery be --(here, in this
case again; 4/18 thus eventually)-- for the community of the burner (therein)!
12- (But) certainly, those who --by thus righteously working on this “Guidance” (39/23), which
consists of these 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first place-- (thus)
reverence their Lord (here; 39/23, 33-35) in the unseen (6/103), for them (there will eventually
thus come) a forgiveness (33/73) and a great payment (29/58)!
13- And (whether you) conceal your sayings (now), or declare them, certainly He is knower of
(all) contents of the chests.
14- Should He not know what He created? And He is (thus) the Sublime (31/16), the Cognizant
(13/9-10)!
15- He is the One who has made the earth smooth for you. So roam its corners (now), and eat
from His provisions (13/3-4)! And (eventually thus) towards Him will be (your) being scattered
(54/7-8).
16- Did you feel secure that (the One) who is in the sky (=i.e. on His majestic Throne; 25/59
which is thus beyond and above all universe/universes here; 70/4) will not sink you --now,
thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, because of their hostile and arrogant disbelief; 29/47
on that left side-- into the earth, and then it will (all) be shaking?
17- Or did you feel secure that (the One) who is in the sky (=i.e. on His majestic Throne; 25/59
which is thus beyond and above all universe/universes here; 70/4) will not send upon you --now,
thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, because of their hostile and arrogant disbelief; 29/49
on that right side-- a storm? So you will soon know how (serious) is My warning (14/44)!
18- And definitely, those before them (also thus) rejected; and (consequently), how was My
denial (22/42-45)!
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19- So do they not see the birds above them, lined up (in columns), and spreading (their wings)?
None holds them (in the air) but Al-lah --(by having thus bestowed them those “wings,” which
are created by Him thus in perfect Symmetry again, and on both sides, based on that unique
Fibonacci sequence, which is thus essentially crowned by code 19; 41/53 and also via all those
physical, natural laws again and the lifting force of the air therein which is thus ceated and
ordained by Him in the very beginning by all of His most precise and accurate “Mathematical
Calculations” here again; 7/185 & 55/7)! Certainly, He is of every wanted thing (thus) Seer.
20- But is this an army for you (now), who will help you against Al-lah (21/42-43)? So these
disbelievers (2/26-27) are only in (such) a deception (now; 4/120)!
21- Or is this the one who will provide for you, if He withholds His provision (16/73)?
No, they have (still) plunged into --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, against that left
side-- a rebellion, and --against that right side-- an aversion (17/41)!
22- So is (the one) who walks (while) slumped over on his face better guided (now), or (the one)
who walks straight on (such) a standing Path (43/43-44)?
23- Say: He is the One who has (thus) built you (23/14), and made for you --on two sides-the hearing, and the eyes, and the minds (=brains). (But) a little, you (still) do not --here,
especially by also thus adequately using them (now) for/on those two sides, on those 19 coded
Tables here again-- (duly) appreciate (35/12 & …)!
24- Say: He is the One who has (thus) multiplied you throughout the earth (42/11), and (then)
before Him (all of you) will --(thus immediately at the time of this death here; 16/28-29 X 32
thus instantly)-- be summoned (56/83-94)!
25- But they are (still) saying: When (will) this promise (44/10-16) (come to pass), if you are
truthful ones?
26- Say: The knowledge (thereof) is only with Al-lah (now); and (henceforth), I am only (thus)
a clear Warner (72/24-25)!
27- So when they see it happening, the faces of those who have (thus) disbelieved (here;
2/26-27) will be miserable (then). And --(thereupon, at the time of their death here; 16/28-29
by these Angels of death therein again)-- it will be said (to them): This is what you were --(here
also thus; 8/32 always)-- calling for!
28- Say: Do you see, if Al-lah (immediately) makes me vanish, and (all those) with me (now),
or He bestows mercy on us --(till the end of our normal lifespan here, and then in the hereafter),
who will protect these disbelievers (here; 2/26-27) from (such) a painful retribution --(here, and
then in the hereafter; 44/10-16 & 8/50-52)?
29- Say: He is The Gracious; we have (thus) believed in Him (3/84), and --(in either of these
cases; 3/158 thus always and only)-- in Him we have trusted (9/51)! And you will soon know
who is in a clear straying (34/24)!
30- Say: Do you see, if your water sinks away (9/98 & …), who will bring to you --now, thus
also on those 19 coded Tables here-- (such) a fresh “water” (25/48-50)?
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CHAPTER 68
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Nuun, Vaav, Nuun.
And the pen, and what they are (with it) --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the left & on the right side thus-- inscribing (52/2)!
2- So by the “Blessing” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Blessing,” which consists
of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 93/11) of
your Lord, you are definitely not a possessed (by jinns) one (68/51-52).
3- And certainly, for you --(due to all of your righteous “Works” here; 2/25-26 and so in this
case again; 43/43-44 thus eventually)-- (there will be given) a payment (17/79-81) that is
unending!
4- For certainly, you are on --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- a great design
--as it has thus specifically been ordained by Al-lah therein; 17/106).
5- So you will soon see, and they will see,
6- Which of you are (thus to be) brought to persecution --(before Al-lah here; 51/13-14)!
7- For certainly your Lord, He knows best (those) who have (thus) “strayed” off (2/26-27)
His Way, and He knows best the “guided” ones (now; 2/25-26)!
8- So you shall never obey (these) rejectors (56/82);
9- (Because) they wish that you ignore --(this most specific nicest “Utterance;” 39/23 which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again)-- and so they (too) can
(thus) ignore (it; 56/81-82)!
10- And (also) never obey every (such) lowly swearer (58/18).
11- Slanderer (104/1), one who goes about backbiting (15/6 & 21/5 & …) --(thus always trying
to repel the people from this nicest “Utterance;” 39/23)!
12- Forbidder of (this) “Goodness” (16/30); (thus deeply) hostile, guilty one (45/6-7).
13- A despot, in addition to this, a greedy one.
14- (Here), because that he is possessor of wealth and --(thus ardently supporting and following
him; 6/71)-- pupils,
15- When Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
6/4 = 26/5) are recited to him (now), he said: (These are only) usual fabrications of the past ones
(=Bahais, etc. 23/83)!
16- So We will soon mark (and humiliate) him on the hose (=thus also a hint here to his lustful
organ) (74/11-17)!
17- Certainly, We have tested them, like We tested the owners of the garden. When they swore
that they would (certainly) harvest (all its fruit therein) in the morning.
18- And they --(by thus saying: “when/if Al-lah wants;” 18/23-24)-- did not (even) make (such)
an exception!
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19- So a passing (storm) from your Lord passed upon it, and (while) they were sleeping.
20- And (thus) it became like (all of its fruits therein) harvested!
21- And they called on each other in the morning:
22- Go early upon your produce, if you are (going to be) harvesters!
23- So they went forth, and (on their way) they were (thus) confiding to each other:
24- Let not the poor enter (it) today upon you (for begging)!
25- And they (thus) went early with a determination (to avoid the beggars), as if (they would
thus certainly be) measurers.
26- But when they saw it, they said: Certainly, we are strayers!
27- No, we are (totally) deprived!
28- The most balanced (one) among them said: Did I not say to you that you should (first of all)
be glorifying (Al-lah)?
29- (Thereupon) they said: Glory be to our Lord; (for) certainly, we were unjust ones!
30- Then they confronted one another, blaming;
31- They said: O woe to us, (for) certainly, we were transgressors!
32- (But) maybe, our Lord will give us a better one than this (garden). For certainly, we are
(henceforth) only towards our Lord leaning!
33- Thus was the retribution. And --(unless they immediately regret all their such unjustness
and transgressions, and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here now; 25/70)-- the
retribution of the Last Epoch will be far worse, if they only knew.
34- (But) certainly, for the pious (2/177) (there will be), at their Lord, the Gardens of bliss!
35- So shall We treat (these) surrenderers (3/84) like (these) criminals (7/40)?
(=45/21)
36- (But) what (is wrong) with you (now), how do you (still) judge (like this)?
37- Or for you (is there) a Written Document wherein you (thus) find --(all these fabricated
false “judgements” now; 34/44)?
38- That certainly, for you (there is) therein whatever you (thus) choose (for yourselves)?
39- Or for you (are there) oaths upon Us, extending to the Day of Resurrection, that certainly
(would thus be approved) for you whatever you (thus) judge (therein)? (X 18/26)
40- Ask them, which of them will make (such) a claim herein? (X 6/150)
41- Or for them (are there) partners? So let them bring their partners (=42/21), if they are
truthful ones!
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42- The day when (the Truth) will be laid bare (before them), and they will be called to the
“prostrations” (=48/29); but (then) they will not be able to do so.
43- With their eyes subdued, the humiliation will cover them! For definitely, they were being
called to the “prostrations” (=48/29), and (while) they were able (to do so here; 61/7)!
44- So let Me deal with (those) who are rejecting this “Utterance” (=thus a reference here to that
most specific nicest “Utterance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23), We will draw them --(to their destination, in this
case; 22/72)-- by degrees, whence they do not know.
45- But (now) I am --(for this reason; 32/21)-- giving respite for them; (but) certainly, My snare
--(here, in this case; 41/5)-- will (eventually thus) be formidable! (=86/15-17)
46- Or are you asking them for a payment (42/23), and they are (thus) burdened by the debt?
47- Or is the Unseen (of the future) with them, and they are (thus) writing (it) down (34/53)?
48- So you shall remain steadfast in (observing) the “Wise Judgement” (=thus a reference here
to that most specific “Wise Judgement,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 13/37) of your Lord, and do not be like the companion of
the fish (=Jonah here; 37/140-141)! When he called (from inside that fish), and (while) he was
in sorrow (37/142-144).
49- If it were not for the blessing of his Lord (therein), he would have been ejected (as dead)
into the desert, and (while) he was debased.
50- But his Lord --(by thus accepting his repentance in a most generous and nice manner therein
again; 25/69-71)-- chose him (37/145-148), and (thus) made him (one) of the righteous ones
(6/84-86)!
51- But those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 2/26-27) would almost attack you (now) with
their eyes when they heard the “Commemoration” (=thus a reference here to this most specific
“Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/23)! For they are saying: Certainly, he is definitely a possessed (by
jinns) one (15/6)!
52- But it is only (such) a “Commemoration” (now here; 39/23) (henceforth thus) for the
multitudes (38/87-88)!

CHAPTER 69
*
1234-

In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
The incontestable (event)!
What is the incontestable (event)?
And what has made you perceive what the incontestable (event) is (10/50-53)!
Thamoud and Aad rejected the shocker.
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5- And Thamoud; they were annihilated by the devastation.
6- And Aad; they were annihilated by a persistent, violent storm.
7- He subjected it upon them for seven nights and eight days, constantly! And you see the
(disbelieving) people in it --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in that lowest region,
on the right side-- tossed around, as if they were decayed palm trunks!
8- So do you see for them any --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, in that
upper region, on the left side-- lasting one (now)? (=74/28)
9- And Pharaoh, and (all those) before him, and those Fabricators (all) came with the (same)
wrongfulness.
10- They (thus) disobeyed the Messenger of their Lord (therein; 40/5), and (consequently),
He overtook them with a vehement overtaking (65/8-9)!
11- Certainly We, when the water flooded, We (thus) carried you on the floating (ship).
12- So that We will make it for you --(now, here also thus)-- a “Commemorance” (=23/27),
and that (all) the retaining ears may (henceforth thus) retain it!
13- And when the horn is blown with a single blow.
14- And the earth and the mountains will be carried off, and (then) they will be crushed
in a single crush.
15- And on that day, the inevitable (event) will (thus) come to pass.
16- And the sky will crack, and it will be on that day frail.
17- And (all) the Angels will be around it; and on that day, those “eight” (=highest ranking
Angel servants of Al-lah; 40/7 & 4/172) will (thus) be carrying (again) your Lord’s Throne,
above (all of) those (other Angels)!
** Here, we may thus clearly perceive that these “eight” Angel servants of Al-lah who are thus
“carrying” the glorious Throne of our supreme Lord (=i.e. by carefully observing all His Commandments
therein around His glorious Dominion which is thus beyond and above all universe/universes here (70/4)
thus always by/under His permission and command therein, and also delivering all His Commandments
to all other Angels therein; 40/7), are thus His most loyal and obedient highest ranking “eight” Angel
servants, who henceforth thus also all belong to His “Highest Assembly” (=Malae Alaa) therein, in the
first place (37/8 = 69/17 & 40/7).
So henceforth, we should also hereby clearly understand that whenever our supreme Lord refers to
Himself as “I” throughout this Quran Testament, He is thus directly referring to His one and only Person,
and when He refers to Himself as “We,” He is thus also reminding us of the existence of His “eight”
highest ranking Angels (thus as His most loyal and obedient servants therein) together with Him.
And because that these “eight” Angels have no authority or power to create and rule over anything therein
by themselves, but they are thus only and always acting under the absolute authority, power and
command of one and only Al-lah therein, as long as He wants them to exist and thus serve Him forever
therein (28/88 & 4/172 & 21/27-29), whether our supreme Lord refers to Himself as “I,” or sometimes
as “We,” we should hereby clearly perceive that in both of these cases He is thus actually referring only to
Himself --(thus also totally beyond and above all His highest ranking Angel servants therein), thus as
absolutely the one and only God, and the Lord, and the Creator, and the Sustainer therein (35/3) who has
the absolute authority and power to create and rule over anything He wants therein, forever, throughout
this Quran Testament now (Please, in this respect e.g. first of all, see again 51/56 = 15/26-27 & …).
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18- On that day, you will be exposed, (and) none of your secrets will remain hidden.
19- And (the one) who is given his written document to his right hand will say: Here it is,
read my “written document” (=39/23)!
20- For certainly, I perceived that I would (thus) meet my “reckoning” (=39/34-35) --that he has
accomplished by righteously working on this most specific “Written Document” (=39/23) which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place)!
21- So he is (now) in a delightful residence.
22- In a lofty Garden.
23- Its edibles are within reach.
24- Eat and drink merrily for what you --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on those
both sides-- accomplished (thus) in the days past (here; 39/9)!
25- But (the one) who is given his written document to his left hand will be saying: Oh, (I wish)
I was never given my “written document” (=39/23)!
26- Because I never perceived what my “reckoning” (=39/58-59) --that he had to accomplish
by righteously working on this most specific “Written Document” (=39/23) which consists of
those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place)-- was!
27- Oh, (I wish) it (=the death) was eternal!
28- (Here), my possessions have not availed me (68/14-15);
29- My evidence (16/100) has gone away from me!
30- (Al-lah said): So take him (now) and shackle him;
31- Then, into the Blazing fire cast him!
32- Then, in a chain whose length is seventy arms long, tie him up!
33- (Because) certainly, he did not believe in Al-lah (67/6-9), the Great.
34- And he did not advocate the feeding of the poor (2/273).
35- So (there will) not (be) for him today, right here, any warm (friend).
36- And not any meal except of a bitter variety.
37- None but the wrongly acting ones (69/9-10) will eat it!
38- (Al-lah said): So I swear by what you see (=thus also a reference here to all those atomic
particles and rays; 10/61),
39- And (by) what you do not see (=thus also a reference here to all those subatomic particles
and rays; 10/61),
40- Certainly, it (=thus with its original perfect Record preserved in that “protected Tablet”
in the sight of Al-lah, in heaven; 85/21-22) is --(because that/in the respect that he has thus
brought it down here, by the permission of Al-lah)-- a Saying of an honorable Messenger
(=Gabriel here; 2/97).
41- And it is not a Saying of a poet; (but) a little, --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here, on the left side-- you do not believe!
42- And not a Saying of a soothsayer; (but) a little, --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here, on the right side-- you do not commemorate!
43- It is (thus) a “sending down” (=39/23) --(by His angel Messenger Gabriel here again; 2/97)-thus (only and absolutely) from the Lord of the multitudes! (=10/37)
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44- And had he (=Messenger of the Covenant here; 7/158) said --(of his own accord and
intentionally; 34/50)-- upon Us --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on those both
sides-- some (invalid or fabricated) Sayings,
45- We would have (immediately) taken away from him the right hand,
46- Then We would have cut off from him the (life) vein (10/16)!
47- But (henceforth), none of you can be preventers from it.
48- For certainly, it is a “Commemorance” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most
specific “Commemorance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 74/49) for the pious (39/33)!
49- And certainly, We know that from among you (there are still) rejectors (of it; 56/82).
50- For certainly, it is (henceforth thus) a (cause of) sorrow upon these disbelievers (60/2)!
51- But certainly, it is (thus) the certain “Truth” (39/41)!
52- So you shall glorify the Name of your Lord, --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on those both sides, thus-- the Great (=56/74, 96)!

CHAPTER 70
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- A questioner has (thus) questioned about (this) retribution (44/10-16 & 8/50-52) (that will
thus) befall.
2- (It is) for (these) disbelievers (2/26-27), --(here, in this case; 41/5 eventually there will be)-none to avert it!
3- From Al-lah; Possessor of the ascents.
4- The Angels and the Spirit (=Gabriel; 26/193) are (thus) ascending towards Him in a Day
whose measure is fifty thousand years!
** All these Angels with their leader “Spirit” (=Gabriel; 16/102) at the head of them may thus
all together ascend towards the Throne (=i.e. Ruling Dominion; 25/59) of our supreme Lord (85/15) thus
in fifty thousand years, only after/when they have gone beyond the borders of all these universe/universes
first of all --(thereafter wherein there is thus absolute darkness and nothingness, for fifty thousand years),
in the first place.

5- So you shall (thus) remain steadfast (76/24) with sound steadfastness.
6- For certainly, they see it far away.
7- But We see it very close!
8- The day (when) the sky will be like molten rocks.
9- And the mountains will be like fluffy wool.
10- And no warm (friend) will care about a warm (friend).
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11- (When) they see them, the criminal (7/40) will wish he could give as ransom, (thus to save
himself) from the retribution of that day, his own sons/daughters,
12- And his wife, and his brother/sister,
13- And (all) his kinspeople, that accommodated him,
14- And whomever on the earth all together; so that he could (thus) save himself!
15- Not indeed; (for) certainly, it is a flaming (Fire)!
16- Eager to consume.
17- It calls (the one) who (thus) turned (his) back (74/23-25) and ran away (53/29).
18- And (then) he hoarded (the wealth) and coffered (104/1-3)!
19- Certainly, the human is created impatient.
20- (Here), when the badness touches him, he is an (ardent) protester.
21- But when the goodness touches him, he is (thus) a (strict) forbidder (107/7).
22- Except for the Supporters (33/56) --(who also by thus always fighting against all badnesses
and stinginess commanded to them by their own souls here; 12/53 thus always cleanse their own
souls, first of all; 91/7-9).
23- Those who are in their Support prayer (2/238) thus constant (29/45).
24- And those in whose wealth (there is) a known truthful share (2/219).
25- For the beggars and the needy --(who would thus refrain due to their dignity from asking
for anything; 2/273).
26- And those who (thus) confirm the truthfulness of the Day of Religion (82/17-19)!
27- And those who are (thus always adequately) fearful of the retribution of their Lord.
28- (Because) certainly, the retribution of their Lord is not (to be) taken for granted --(by no one
here; 4/123)!
29- And those who (always) keep their chastity.
30- Only (their marital relations) with their spouses, or what their right hands have (thus)
accommodated (4/25). Certainly, they are not (to be) blamed --(for these kind of legitimate and
lawful marital relations; 4/24-25).
31- But whoever seeks (to go) beyond this (17/32), those them are the hostile ones!
32- And those who (always) comply with their trusts (2/283) and their pledges (3/75-76).
33- And those who are upright in their witnessing (4/135).
34- And those who protect their Support prayers (2/238) --(by always thus timely and rightfully
observing them).
35- Those will (eventually thus) be in the Gardens, as honored (servants) --(of/by Al-lah
therein; 37/40-49)!
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36- But what is (the matter) with those who have (thus) disbelieved (here; 74/30-31) that they
are towards you rushing?
37- (Here), --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- against that “right side,” and
against that “left side,” in (various) parties!
38- Does every person among them (really) hope that --(by showing such animosity against this
“Messenger/Message of the Covenant” here)-- he will (immediately) be admitted (by Al-lah)
into the Garden of bliss?
39- Not indeed (=33/64-68)!
Certainly, We have created them from what they know (77/20-24).
40- So I solemnly swear by the Lord of --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the
right side-- the “easts,” and --on the left side-- the “wests;” certainly, We are measurers41- to bring better ones than them, and We can never be defeated (47/38)!
42- So leave them alone (now), and let them (thus) blunder and play until they meet their day,
which they are (thus) being promised (44/10-16 & 16/28-29)!
43- On that day (when) they --(immediately after this death here, thus in the other world, in that
Hell; 16/28-29 thus instantly)-- will come out of their beds (therein) in a hurry, as if they were
rushing towards a signpost (therein).
44- With their eyes subdued, the humiliation will cover them. So this is the day, which --(here,
in this case again; 4/18)-- they are (thus) being promised (=36/48-53)!

CHAPTER 71
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Certainly, We sent Noah to his nation, (saying unto him): So you shall warn your nation
before there comes to them a painful retribution!
2- So he said: O my nation, certainly I am to you (thus) a clear warner.
3- So (henceforth), you shall (thus) serve (only) Al-lah (12/40), and be pious (2/177) with Him,
and (thus) obey me (5/92)!
4- That He may forgive you of your wrong doings (39/53), and respite you to a named appointed
time. For certainly, the appointed time of Al-lah cannot be delayed, once it comes, if you only
knew (63/10-11)!
5- Then (Noah) said: My Lord, certainly I have (thus) called my nation night and day.
6- But my call has not augmented them except in aversion.
7- And certainly, whenever I called them so that You may (thus) forgive them (61/11-12), they
have placed their fingers into their ears, and covered themselves with their garments, and they
have insisted, and they have (thus) acted arrogantly in (utter) arrogance!
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8- Then certainly, I have called them publicly.
9- Then certainly, I have proclaimed to them loudly, and also spoken to them privately in
(utter) privacy.
10- And I said: You shall (immediately) seek forgiveness of your Lord; (for) certainly, He is
the Forgiver (39/53).
11- He will (then) send the sky (=all its beneficial clouds and rain, etc.) upon you generously.
12- And He will supply you with (many) properties and sons/daughters. And He will make
for you --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- “gardens,” and will
make for you --on the right side-- “rivers!” (=11/120)
13- (But) what is (the matter) with you, that you (still) do not seek Al-lah humbly?
14- And (though here) definitely, He has (thus) created you (=including these most privileged
and favored humans in the final stage; 76/1 & 2/30 all of these living beings; 6/38) in “stages!”
15- Do you not see how Al-lah has also (thus) created seven skies (=stars) in “layers?”
** In these essential Verses above (71/14-15) our supreme Lord is thus in a most Miraculous and perfect
manner again also pointing out to us His most Wise and wondrous “evolutionary creation” technique,
by which He has thus created all those living beings (6/38), beginning with those simple prokaryotic cells,
and then more complex eukaryotic cells, and then multi cellular organisms, and then shell bearing
animals, and then vertebrates, etc. thus in “stages” (=atvaran) here (71/14),
and then again by His most Wise and wondrous “evolutionary creation” tecnique, by which He has thus
created all those stars (7/54), beginning in their cores with simple hydrogen, and then more complex
helium, and then lithium, and then beryllium, and then boron, and then carbon, etc. thus in “layers”
(=tebaqan) here (71/15) thus (in a broad but most fundamental and basic respect) in a perfectly parallel
most Marvelous “evolutionary creation” manner, in heaven and on earth here, thus in the first place.

16- And He has made the moon therein a light, and has (thus) made the sun (therein) an
(illuminating) lamp (10/5).
17- And Al-lah has germinated you from the earth (=of all those same basic elements present
therein) like plants --(thus especially in the respect of exactly same/similar genetic material
therein).
18- Then He will return you into it (here), and --(on that ultimate Day of Resurrection)-- He will
(thus) bring you forth (again) with (perfect) bringing forth (therein; 39/67-69)!
19- And Al-lah has made for you the earth a wide expanse,
20- that you may --(on all your vehicles; 16/8)-- travel thereof on broad ways (21/31)!
21- (Then) Noah said: My Lord, certainly, they have disobeyed me, and (instead) followed
(the one) whose wealth and children has not augmented him except in loss.
22- And they have schemed big schemes.
23- And they said: Do not abandon your gods; do not abandon neither Wadd (=Angel of love),
nor Suwaa (=Angel of honor), nor Yaghouth (=Angel of power), nor Yaooq (=Angel of
splendor), nor Nasr (=Angel of pride)!
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** We have already thus clearly perceived in these Verses before (23/23-25) that the people of Noah
rejected his Message and thus his being a Messenger of Al-lah therein firstly and fundamentally because
they believed that Al-lah would only sent “Angels” as His Messengers and never a “human,” first of all.
So henceforth, we should clearly see that their false “gods” mentioned in the above Verse must thus be
some “Angels” in their thinking --(like that of Laat, Uzzah, and Manaat here; 53/19-20)-- which they also
thus falsely deemed as “sons” or “daughters” of Al-lah again therein (37/125, 150-153) and carved out
those “idols” with their own hands to represent them therein, and thus to pray and seek their help and
intercesssion, by thus taking them as false “gods” therein hoping that they will thus bring them closer
towards Al-lah therein again (10/18 & 39/3), in the first place.

24- And definitely, they (thus) led astray many. So (please), do not augment for the unjust ones
--(as they themselves thus deliberately, wilfully and obdurately preferred, and consequently thus
well deserved it; 71/5-7, 21-23)-- except a straying!
25- So (eventually), because of their wrong actions (69/9-10) they were (thus) drowned and
--(immediately after their death here; 7/37-38 thus instantly)-- admitted to the Fire (therein)! And
they could not find for themselves against Al-lah no helpers!
26- Then Noah said: My Lord, (please), do not leave on the earth from these (kind of despotic,
willful and obdurate) disbelievers (71/5-7, 21-23) even a (single) dweller!
27- Certainly You, (here), if You leave them, they lead astray (again) Your servants, and they
do not give birth except to a wicked one (like themselves), disbeliever (43/23-24)!
28- My Lord, (please), forgive me and my parents, and whoever enters my house as a believer,
and --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, who thus righteously “work;” 39/35 on that
left side-- the believing men, and --who thus righteously “work;” 39/35 on that right side-- the
believing women! But do not augment for --(now, thus also here again all these kind of; 71/24)-the unjust ones (39/24) except (such) an annihilation (39/24-26)!

CHAPTER 72
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Say: It is inspired to me that certainly a group of jinns have listened (now), and said:
Certainly, We have heard a wonderful “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 36/69)!
2- It is guiding to the Correctness; so we have (thus) believed in it! And (henceforth), we will
--(by thus adopting other/partner false “lords” outside/beside Al-lah here)-- never make partner
with our Lord anyone (3/80 & 9/31 & 6/76-78)!
3- And certainly, exalted is the Majesty of our Lord; He has not taken (for Himself) a wife
(=Mary), nor a child (=Jesus; 19/88-93).
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4- And certainly, the foolish among us were saying upon Al-lah --(by thus adopting Mary and
Jesus in this manner; 72/3 thus as other/partner false “gods” outside/beside Al-lah here)-(this) nonsense (5/116-117)!
5- But certainly, we thought that the humans and the jinns could never say upon Al-lah (such)
lies (6/112-113)!
6- And certainly, there were folks among the humans (who) were seeking refuge with the folks
among the jinns (6/112-113), and they (thus) augmented them in deviation (6/128-129).
7- And certainly, they also thought, just like you thought (here), that Al-lah would not --(as
a new “Messenger/Message” here)-- raise anyone (38/7-8)!
8- And certainly, we have touched the sky (now), and found it filled with severe (radioactive)
particles and rays.
9- And certainly, we used to sit (therein) in some of its seats to listen to --(the High Assembly
therein; 37/8). But whoever (tries to) listen now, he finds himself (fiercely) pursued by
(radioactive) rays (therein; 37/8-10)!
10- And certainly, we do not perceive if a wickedness is (thus) intended for (those) who are
on the earth (now), or their Lord has (thus) intended for them a Correctness (72/2)?
11- And certainly, among us (there are) “righteous” (2/25), and among us (there are) “others”
(23/63)! We are (henceforth thus) in different paths! (=46/29-32)
12- And certainly, we (now) definitely perceive that we can never enfeeble Al-lah on the earth,
and --(here, in this case; 46/32 also thus eventually)-- we can never enfeeble Him by (trying to)
escape (34/5)!
13- And certainly we, (here), when we heard the “Guidance” (=thus a reference here to that
most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23), we have (thus) believed in it. And whoever (thus) believes
in his Lord (3/84) (henceforth) shall not fear --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
in return for all of his righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the left side-- any loss, and --in return for all
of his righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the right side-- any affliction (10/27)!
14- And certainly, among us (there are) the surrenderers (to Al-lah; 39/22), and among us (there
are) the deviators (39/22). And whoever (thus) surrenders (to Him here; 3/84), those (are the
ones who) have grasped the Correctness (72/2)!
15- But the deviators (3/85), they will be --(here, in this case; 46/32 thus eventually)-- fuel for
Hell (11/119)!
16- But if they straightly go on the (right) path, We will let them drink --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here-- abundant “water” (25/48-49)!
17- Thus We will “test” them therein (74/31)! But whoever (still) turns away from the
“Commemoration” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)
of his Lord, He will --(here, in this case; 41/5 consequently thus)-- direct him to ever increasing
retribution (20/124-127)!
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18- And certainly, (all) Prostration Places belong (only) to Al-lah; so you shall not call upon
--(by adopting them as other/partner false “gods” or “lords” or “intercessors” or “masters”
outside/beside Him here; 21/29 & 3/80 & 10/18 & 18/102)-- along with Al-lah anyone else
(therein)!
19- And certainly, when the servant (=this Messenger of the Covenant here; 2/23) of Al-lah
stands up (thus) calling upon Him (40/14), they almost swarmed around him (now) in
crowds.
20- Say: I am (thus) only calling upon my Lord (40/14), and never make partner with Him
--(by thus adopting them as other/partner false “gods” or “lords” or “intercessors” or “masters”
outside/beside Al-lah here)-- anyone else (13/30 & 42/10 & 39/44 & 7/196)!
21- Say: Certainly, I cannot rule for you with any harm, and not a Correctness (2/186)!
22- Say: Certainly, no one can defend me --(had I followed their lowly desires here; 13/37)-against (the punishment of) Al-lah, and I cannot find --(here, in this case again; 17/73-75)-against Him any refuge!
23- (My sole responsibility is) to deliver from Al-lah (thus) His messages (5/67)! So whoever
--(by thus hostilely, arrogantly and obdurately turning away now from His messages and
judgements; 5/92 thus)-- disobeys Al-lah and His Messenger (=Gabriel here; 2/97), certainly
for him --(here, in this case; 4/18 thus eventually)-- (there will come) the fire of Hell,
--(here, in this case again; 22/72 & 6/27-28 eventually thus)-- as eternal one therein, forever
(43/77-78)!
24- And when they see (in the future) what they are --(here, in this case; 18/57 thus)-- promised
(here now; 44/10-16 & 8/50-51), they will know (then) who is (really) weaker in power, and
fewer in number!
25- Say: (But) I do not perceive (now) if what you are --(here, in this case; 41/5 thus)-- promised
(here now; 44/10-16 & 16/28-29) is near, or if my Lord has appointed for it a distant time?
26- (He is) the Knower of (all) the unseen (34/3); and He does not reveal His “unseen” to
anyone,
27- except with whom He is pleased as a Messenger (from Him here; 81/24-27)! And certainly,
He --(now, thus also here again)-- sends from before him and from behind him (such) watchers
(13/11);
28- That He shall know that they (=all those Messengers) have (thus) definitely delivered the
Messages of their Lord (5/67)! And He has (also thus) surrounded (all) what is at them (10/61),
and He has counted every wanted thing --(thus; 19/94 and here especially also thus again;
74/30-31)-- in “number!”
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CHAPTER 73
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- O you cloaked one!
2- Stand the night except for a little.
3- Half of it, or reduce from it a little.
4- Or augment upon it. And concentrate on the “Reading” (=thus an exclusive reference here to
that most specific “Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 36/69) with (total) concentration.
5- (For) certainly, We will (thus) reveal to you (such) a heavy “Saying” (86/13-14) --(such as
that henceforth, no one in heaven and on earth will never be able to bring forth the like of it,
forever; 17/88)!
6- Certainly, the meditation at night, it is more/most efficient --now, thus also on the left side-in “stating,” and more/most effective --on the right side-- in “saying!”
7- Certainly, for you (also) in the day (there will thus be) long (periods of) glorifying (Him
herein; 20/130).
8- And you shall (thus) commemorate the Name of your Lord (87/14-15), and lean towards Him
with (total) leaning!
9- (He is) the Lord of --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- the
“east” and --on the left side-- the “west!” There is no Ilah (=God) but thus (only) He (28/70)!
And (henceforth), take Him (for yourself) thus as (one and only) Advocate (33/1-3, 48).
10- And remain steadfast in the face of what they are still (thus) saying (15/6 & 21/5 & …), and
disregard them in proper disregarding.
11- And leave Me (to deal with) these rejectors (56/81-82) (who are thus) possessors of the
blessing (23/55-56); and just give them a little time.
12- (For) certainly, with Us are the shackles and a blazing fire.
13- And a food that chokes, and (such) a painful retribution (14/16-17).
14- The day (when) the earth and the mountains will shake, and the mountains will become like
a weightless pile (70/5-9)!
15- Certainly, We have (thus) sent to you a Messenger --(of the Covenant here; 7/158) (thus) as
a witness over you (4/41-42), just as We (thus) sent to Pharaoh a Messenger (79/15-20).
16- But Pharaoh (thus) disobeyed the Messenger (=prophet Moses); and (consequently), We
(thus) overtook him with a dreadful overtaking (79/21-25)!
17- So how can you guard (yourselves), if you --(also thus hostilely and arrogantly; 22/72)-disbelieve (now; 39/59), against a day (so terrible) that it will make the infants gray haired!
18- The sky will shatter therefrom; His promise will (thus) be carried out (69/16-37)!
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19- Certainly, this is a “Commemorance” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Commemorance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 74/49); so (henceforth) whoever wants, let him take (now) towards his
Lord (such) a Way (here; 12/108 & 9/111)!
20- Certainly, your Lord knows that you stand up --(thus to concentrate on the Reading; 73/4)-for nearly two thirds of the night, and (sometimes) half of it, and (sometimes) one third of it
(73/2-5), and the group of those (believers) who are (thus) with you (48/29)!
And Al-lah measures the night and the day, (and) He knows that you cannot (each and every
night) thus exactly do it --(in this full measure here; 73/4), so He has returned upon you (now).
So you shall read whatever (amount; 73/2, or 73/3, or 73/4) is easy (for you) from the “Reading”
(=thus also an exclusive reference here to that most specific “Reading,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69)!
He knows that some of you may be ill, and others may be travelling on the earth, seeking from
favor of Al-lah, and others may (thus) be fighting --(thus to defend their Religion against all
kinds of hostility and aggression of such disbelievers here; 60/9)-- in the Way of Al-lah (2/190).
So you shall (each and every night always) read whatever (amount; 73/2, or 73/3, or 73/4) is easy
(for you) therefrom (36/69)! And you shall (thus always) observe the Support prayer (2/238) and
give the Cleansing rate (8/41), and you shall (thus) lend to Al-lah (such) a nice loan (57/18)!
And whatever you send forth for your own souls of any (such) “Goodness” (16/30), you will find
it with Al-lah as better/best, and greater/greatest in payment (29/58)! And you shall (thus always)
seek forgiveness of Al-lah (51/18); (for) certainly, Al-lah is --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, due to all of their righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the left side-- Forgiver, --due to all of
their righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the right side-- Merciful (to all of His believing servants
here; 6/54)!

CHAPTER 74
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- O you hidden one!
2- Stand and warn (74/36).
3- And extol your Lord (17/111).
4- And purify your garment.
5- And keep off the filthiness.
6- And do not want to be many (57/20).
7- And for your Lord remain steadfast (76/24)!
8- For when the trumpet is sounded;
9- And this will be, on that day, a difficult day (54/6-8).
10- Upon these disbelievers (74/30-31) not easy!
11- So leave Me (to deal with) the one whom I have (thus) created as an individual (19/80).
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12- And I have made for him an abundant wealth.
13- And watchful --(thus zealously supporting and following him; 6/71)-- pupils.
14- And I have (thus) made him comfortable in (utter) comfort (23/55-56).
15- Then he is --(because that he also thus sees himself as a guide (=mahdee) as if thus really
chosen and thus fully supported by Al-lah here; 6/71)-- expecting that I shall (even) augment (for
him)!
16- Not indeed; (for) certainly, he is against Our --19 coded-- “Signs” (=thus a reference here
to those most basic and primary “Signs,” such as this Quran Testament being composed of
in total 114 (=19x6) Chapters, and 6346 (=19x334) Verses, etc. in the first place) a stubborn one.
17- So I will draw him (now) to an increasing (trouble).
18- (Because) certainly, he has (thus) reflected and measured.
19- Woe to him, for --regarding/against those “Signs,” on the left side-- how he has (thus)
measured!
20- So woe to him, for --regarding/against those “Signs,” on the right side-- how he has (thus)
measured!
21- Then he has looked.
22- Then he has frowned and whined.
23- Then he has turned away and acted arrogantly.
24- And he said: This is nothing but a clever enchantment!
25- This is nothing but a (false) saying of a human being!
26- (Al-lah said): So I will get him into “Uprooter” (now).
27- And what makes you perceive what the “Uprooter” is?
28- (Here), it does not --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, in those upper regions, on the
left side-- let last; and it does not --in those upper regions, on the right side-- let stay!
29- (And thereupon, it presents thus in all of those upper, and also lower regions)-- Tables for
(all) humanity.
30- Over it is “19!”
31- And We have made the guardians of the Fire to be Angels, and We did not make their
number (=that “19” above) except as a “Test” for those who have disbelieved (here).
So that those who were given the Written Document (=Jews, Christians, and Arabs; 3/3-4)
--(by this “allegory” thus cited in these above Verses; 74/26-30)-- may attain certainty,
and those who have (thus already) believed (here; 2/25-26) may augment (their) belief!
And those who were given the Written Document (=Jews, Christians, and Arabs; 3/3-4) will not
doubt --(regarding the absolute Existence and most superb, magnificent and matchless Powers of
Al-lah here, and that this Religion; 3/84-85 is thus the absolute Truth, which has henceforth thus
been sent and ordained by Him for all humanity here)-- and the believers (2/25-26)!
But those in whose hearts (there is) an illness and the disbelievers will (again) say: What is it that
Al-lah has (really) intended by this “allegory” --(thus cited in these above Verses; 74/26-30)?
(Please, in this respect we should also certainly see here again: 2/26-27)
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Like this, Al-lah --(because of their own betrayal here again; 2/26)-- sends astray (with this)
whomever He wants, and He --(because of their own sincerity here; 13/27)-- guides whomever
He wants! And none knows the armies of your Lord except He.
And (henceforth), it (=Uprooter; 74/26-30) is thus a “Commemorative” for (all) humanity!
** To clearly witness these most essential and basic Verses above (74/26-31), in which our supreme Lord
has thus most Wisely and perfectly described this most critical and important “Message of the Covenant,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here, in the first place,
in connection with those most essential and basic these two other Verses (2/25-27 = 39/23 = 74/26-31),
as they have already thus unmistakably been revealed to, and hence clearly been presented by this long
awaited and anticipated “Messenger of the Covenant,” by our supreme Lord here, in this most critical
Final Age, thus for the eternal Salvation and everlasting benefits of all humanity,
and then also to witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet Moses, and David, and Jesus,
and Muhammad (peace be upon each of them) by which they have already thus unmistakably informed
about and fully supported again this “Messenger/Message of the Covenant,” we should certainly see now
“A Festive Miracle” document, (and then all those other most Miraculous subsequent documents therein
as well) here, in the first place.

32- Absolutely, (I swear) by the moon.
33- And the night as it passes.
34- And the morning as it shines.
35- Certainly, it (=Uprooter; 74/26-30) is one of the greatest (Miracles)!
36- (Henceforth, also thus) a Warning to (all) humanity.
37- For (those) who want among you --(by hearkening to this; 74/35 thus)-- advance, or
--(by ignoring this; 74/35 thus)-- regress!
38- Every soul will be held by what it has (thus) earned (here; 10/27).
39- Except for the community of the Right side (56/27-40)!
40- In the Gardens, they will be asking each other,
41- about/to the criminals:
42- What has led you into (disbelief here; 74/31 regarding) the “Uprooter” (74/26-30)?
43- They will say: (Because) we were not of (these) supporting ones (33/56)!
44- And we did not feed the poor (2/273).
45- But we were babbling --(against His “Signs” here; 6/68)-- with (those) babblers.
46- And we rejected --(by thus adopting for themselves other/partner false “intercessors”
outside/beside Al-lah here; 10/18)-- (this) Day of Religion (82/17-19).
47- Until the certainty (of death) thus came to us (50/19, 22)!
48- So the intercession of those intercessors (21/28) will never benefit them (therein; 20/109)!
49- But --(despite all these Warnings here)-- what is (the matter) with them, that they are (still)
turning away from (this) “Commemorance” (74/31)?
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50- As if they were frightened zebras,
51- fleeing from a Lion (48/29)!
52- No, every person among them is (still) demanding that (the “Messenger of the Covenant”
here) should (thus) be given spread pages --(directly from Heaven first of all, in this manner
here; 17/93)!
53- Not indeed, no, (because) they do not fear (this) Last Epoch (70/42-44)!
54- Not indeed, certainly it is a “Commemorance” (=thus an exclusive reference here again to
that most specific “Commemorative,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 74/31)!
55- So whoever wants, let him (henceforth thus) commemorate it.
56- But they cannot commemorate, except that Al-lah --(only when/if He sees in them real
honesty and sincerity, in the first place; 13/27 and thereby thus)-- wants --(to guide them here;
13/27)! For He is the Source of --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-the “piousness” (47/17), and the Source of --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the right side-- the “forgiveness” (34/4)!

CHAPTER 75
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- (Al-lah said): I swear by the Day of Resurrection (39/67-68)!
2- And I swear by the blaming soul --(who will therein thus blame satan and then himself
but too late and in vain; 14/22)!
3- Does the (disbelieving) human (96/4-8) think that We will not be able to reconstruct
his bones?
4- Yes indeed, We are measurers to perfectly make again --(thus exactly in the similar/same
form therein; 56/61 even)-- of his fingers/fingertips!
5- No, the (disbelieving) human (96/4-8) is (still) intending to spoil his own future --(by thus
rejecting this “Guidance;” 96/11 in such a spoiled wicked manner here; 80/40-42)!
6- He is (still) asking: When is (this) Day of Resurrection (36/48-54)?
7- And (here), when the sight is dazzled.
8- And the moon is eclipsed.
9- And --(in that lunar eclipse, when looking at the sky from here)-- the sun and the moon are
(thus) brought together (therein).
10- And --(at the time of or sometime after such an eclipse that will thus occur also in the near
future)-- the human will be saying on that day: Where is the escape (44/10-16)?
11- Not indeed, (there is) no refuge!
12- (Thus) to your Lord will be, (also) on that day, the (final) destiny (36/48-54)!
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13- The human will be informed, on that day (36/53-54), of what he has --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here, by thus righteously “working;” 2/25-- advanced, or --by thus
never “working;” 23/63-- regressed (here; 74/36-37)!
14- No, the (disbelieving and/or hypocritical) human is upon his own soul a seer.
15- Even if he --(in order thus to save himself and/or exonerate himself)-- puts forward (all of)
his --(false and/or insincere)-- excuses (6/27-28 & 48/11 & …)!
16- So do not move therewith your tongue (thus) to hasten “It” (=that most specific “Guidance,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here; 39/23).
17- For certainly, upon Us is the gathering of “It” (=that most specific “Guidance” again; 39/23,
with all of its similar “words/letters” therein), and the reading of “It.”
18- So when We read “It” (=each of its similar “words/letters” therein), you shall follow its
reading.
19- Then certainly, upon Us is the making clear of “It” (=thus how we should place each of its
similar “words/letters” onto those 19 coded Tables here, within such a straightforward, flawless
and perfect Heavenly Principle; 18/1-2 thus within their most adequate and perfect places
therein; 5/41)!
** To thoroughly perceive these most essential and basic Verses above (75/16-19) thus also in a more
detailed, perfectly clear and deeper sense, we should also certainly see again all those Verses and related
informations within that “A Celestial Miracle” document here, in the first place.

20- Not indeed, no, you are (still) loving the present life.
21- While disregarding the Last Epoch.
22- (Some) faces will be on that day happy.
23- Looking up to their Lord (=i.e. thus to the Light of their Lord; 39/68-69 in greatest awe and
deepest reverence before Him therein; 39/68-69)!
24- And (some) faces are on that day miserable.
25- Knowing that certainly a torment will befall them!
26- Not indeed, when it (=his life) reaches the throat (here),
27- And it is said: Who is (the one) that can prevent --(his departure now; 56/86-87)?
28- And he has (thus) perceived that certainly, it is the (time of) departure.
29- And (his) leg is buckled around his (other) leg.
30- (Thus) to your Lord will be, on that day, the (instant) summoning (56/83-94)!
31- But he has not confirmed (the Truth here), and not supported.
32- But in fact, he has (thus) rejected (56/81-82) and turned away.
33- Then he has gone back to his people, strutting.
34- So woe to you, --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, because of his hostile and
arrogant rejection of the left side therein-- woe (58/4)!
35- Then woe to you, --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, because of his hostile and
arrogant rejection of the right side therein-- woe (58/5)!
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36- Does the (disbelieving) human (still) think that he will be left alone --(without ever being
called to answer for all of his words and actions here; 50/17-22)?
37- Was he not a tiny drop (=fertilized egg cell, in his mother’s womb) by an ejected semen (of
his father)?
38- Then it became a hanging thing (=embryo); and He has (thus) created (it therein) and
perfected (32/8-9).
39- And (thereupon) He has (thus built it therein and thus) made therefrom the two
couples/pairs: the male and the female.
40- Is He (then) unable to be a Measurer upon --(immediately after this death here, thus in the
other world, in that Hell, or in that Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32 thus to answer for all of their words
and actions before Him therein, thus instantly)-- giving life to the dead (herein; 36/48-64)?

CHAPTER 76
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- There has, indeed, come upon the human being “the long period of time,” (and) he was not
a thing to be “mentioned” (by Al-lah) then!
** In this Verse above, our supreme Lord is thus in a most Miraculous and precise manner again also
thus pointing out to us His most Wise and wondrous “evolutionary creation” technique, by which He has
thus created all those living beings (6/38), thus in specific “stages” (71/14), thus beginning with those
simple prokaryotic cells, and then more complex eukaryotic cells, and then multi cellular organisms, and
then shell bearing animals, and then vertebrates, and then amphibians, and then reptiles, and then
mammals, and then primates, and then finally the human beings whom He has thus created in the “Nicest
and Upright stature” (95/4) and thus made them the most privileged “successors” on the earth (2/30-33)
and thus absolutely favored them over all His previous creatures by also granting them superb intellectual
and verbal capacities by which they have thus therein “mentioned” Al-lah (=adhkurooni; 2/152 = 2/37)
and so He has thus “mentioned” (=adhkurkum; 2/152 = 2/37) them, thus after a “long period of time”
(76/1) --(within about 3.5 billion years according to solid scientific findings) on this earth, in the first
place.
** Here, we should also certainly perceive that our supreme Lord may have thus principally and mostly
used all of His natural, physical laws and causes, that He has thus most accurately and precisely created
and ordained in the very beginning, thus to implement His most Wise and wondrous “evolutionary
creation” fact (21/30 & 29/20) throughout the history of living beings on earth, and also sometimes He
may have thus bypassed all these natural, physical laws and causes and directly implemented His
“evolutionary creation” will in many instances (e.g. the rapid and abrupt appearance of many new species
during the Cambrian period, which still amazes and bewilders all scientists in many aspects thereof) thus
whenever and wherever He wills, throughout the history of His most Wise and wondrous “evolutionary
creation” of all living beings on earth here.
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So perhaps, we may hereby thus also clearly conclude that under this most Wise and wondrous
“evolutionary creation” technique of our supreme Lord, all living beings and finally His most privileged
and favored creatures, these human beings (2/30-33 & 95/4) would thus inevitably come into existence
(71/14 & 76/1) through all those natural laws and causes He has thus created and ordained by His
most accurate and precise “Mathematical Computations” in the very beginning --(because after He has
thus decreed a command and thereafter says to it “Be,” it is thus absolutely impossible for it not to be
2/117 & 36/82 under His magnificent programming 20/50 and full control and supervision at every
moment herein; 10/61)-- e.g. in about 30 billion years, but by His such direct interventions in many
specific times, it has actually thus occurred only in about 3 billion years. For our supreme Lord may have
thus hereby clearly intended again to show us that He is never restricted or bound with none of those
natural laws and causes He Himself has thus most accurately and precisely created and ordained in the
very beginning (21/30 & 7/185), and He can thus bypass them altogether and also create in direct manners
without any such laws and causes herein (36/79) thus whenever and wherever He wills, here and
everywhere in all universe/universes throughout the history of His most Wise and wondrous “big bang
and evolutionary creation” method of all things and living beings here.

2- Certainly, We have created the human from a tiny drop that is a mixture (=egg cell fertilized
by semen here; 75/37). We are testing him (now); and (therefore) We have made him hearer
and seer.
3- Certainly, We have (thus) guided him to the --19 coded-- “Way” (here; 9/111), (then) he may
either be appreciative (for this), or he may be ungrateful/disbeliever (against this)!
4- (But) certainly, We have prepared for these disbelievers (2/26-27) chains and shackles, and
--(here, in this case again; 60/2 & 85/4-10 & … thus)-- a burner (22/72).
5- (And) certainly, the kindly acting ones (2/177) will (eventually thus) be drinking from a cup
spiced with nectar.
6- A spring whereof (these) servants of Al-lah (25/63-64) will be drinking; they make it gush
forth with (utter) gushing.
7- They are (the ones who thus) fulfill the vows (here; 2/270), and fear a day the evil of which
will be widespread (10/27).
8- And they donate the food, upon its love, to the poor, and the orphan, and the captive.
9- (And they say): We are (thus) only feeding you for the face (=pleasure, approval) of Al-lah;
(hence), we do not expect from you any reward, nor thanks.
10- Certainly, we fear from our Lord a frowning, terrible day (80/40-42).
11- So Al-lah will (thus) guard them against the evil of that day, and (thus) grant them a
happiness and joy.
12- And their reward, for that they have (thus) remained steadfast (here; 3/186 & 76/24) will be
Garden and silk.
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13- Reclining therein on (luxurious) furnishings; they will not see therein any (excessive heat
of) the sun, and not a (severe) cold.
14- And its shades will be cool over them, and its edibles are brought (within their reach) with
(utter) bringing.
15- And there will be offered to them (all kinds of fruits and drinks on) the trays of silver, and
the cups that are transparent.
16- Transparent, (their handles are) of silver; they have (thus) measured it with (perfect)
measuring.
17- And they will (also thus) be given to drink therein a cup the mixture of which is ginger.
18- (From) a spring that is named therein: “Tasteful.”
19- Eternal kids --(who will be created by our supreme Lord therein thus always to remain as
happy, healthy and joyful kids therein)-- will be running around them. When you see them, you
think them (to be) pearls scattered about.
20- And when you look, you will thus see therein (all) blessings, and a great ruling dominion!
21- On them will be (finest) clothes of green velvet and satin. And they shall be adorned with
the bracelets of silver; and their Lord will provide them with a pure drink.
22- (And it will be said to them): Certainly, (all of) these are (thus) a reward for you; and your
“labor” (=thus a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers
shall thus “labor” for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 21/94) is thus
appreciated!
23- Certainly, We have sent down to you the “Reading” (=thus an exclusive reference here to
that most specific “Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 36/69) with a (unique) sending down (17/106)!
24- So you shall remain steadfast in (observing) the “Wise Judgement” (=13/37) of your Lord,
and you shall never obey any guilty one (45/6-7) or (such) an ungrateful/disbeliever (76/3-4)
among them!
25- And (thus) commemorate the Name of your Lord (17/110) in early hours and late hours.
26- And during the night you shall (also thus) “prostrate” before Him (48/29), and glorify Him
many a long night.
27- Certainly, these (people) are loving (this) fleeting life, and disregarding just ahead of them
a heavy day (22/56-57)!
28- We have created them, and strengthened their make. And when We want, We may (thus)
bring the likes of them with (utter) bringing (70/41-42).
29- Certainly, this is a “Commemorance” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Commemorance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 74/49); so whoever wants, let him (henceforth thus) take towards his
Lord (such) a Way (here; 12/108 & 9/111)!
30- But you cannot want, except that Al-lah --(only when/if He sees in them real honesty and
sincerity, in the first place; 13/27 and thereby thus)-- wants --(to guide them here; 13/27)!
Certainly, Al-lah is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- Knower,
--on the right side-- Wise (46/2)!
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31- He admits --(due to this here again; 13/27 thus)-- whomever He wants into His Mercy
(4/175). But those --by having thus ungratefully rejected now this most specific “Guidance”
(39/23), which consists of these “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs” here again-- (thus)
unjust ones (39/24), He has prepared for them --(here, in this case again; 18/56 thus eventually)-a painful retribution (44/10-16 & 8/50-52)!

CHAPTER 77
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- By the (“Angels”) --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here-- dispatched
in succession:
2- So --in that first region, on the left side-- the driving ones with a “drive.”
3- And --in that first region, on the right side-- the spreading ones with a “spread.”
4- And --in that second region, on the left side-- the parting ones with a “parting.”
5- And --in that second region, on the right side-- the revealing ones of a “Commemoration”
(=74/31)!
6- To excuse (some) --(if they thus immediately repent and hereby sincerely and rightfully
return to Al-lah here; 3/89 before it may thus be too late then; 66/7)-- and (also such) a Warning
(=74/36-47)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (77/1-5),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Majestic Miracle” document --(please, each
of those 19 coded two magnificent Plannings of our supreme Lord therein)-- in this respect, here in the
first place!

7- Certainly, what you are (thus) promised (21/104) will surely come to pass.
8- And (then) when the stars are put out.
9- And when the sky is opened up.
10- And when the mountains are wiped out.
11- And when (all) the Messengers are gathered at the appointed time --(thus to be Witnesses
therein; 39/69)!
12- For which Day has it (thus) been appointed (by Al-lah)?
13- For the Day of Separation!
14- And what makes you perceive what the Day of Separation is?
15- Woe on that Day to the rejectors --(of this most specific “Utterance,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here; 56/81-82)!
16- Have We not annihilated the past ones?
17- Then We will make --(here, in this case; 8/38)-- the later ones (thus) follow them (7/38-39).
18- (For) thus We do to (all) these criminals (7/40)!
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19- Woe on that Day to the rejectors --(of this most specific “Utterance,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here; 56/81-82)!
20- Have We not created you from a lowly liquid (=semen)?
21- And (then) We have placed it in a well protected repository (=womb),
22- For a known measure of time.
23- So We have (thus) measured; and (We are) excellent Measurers!
** For an embryo thus to attain basic human form, since the fertilization in the womb, and then thus
to be blown into it from the “spirit” (=message) of our supreme Lord therein (32/8-9) takes place in
76th (=19 x4) day,
and thereafter, for that embryo thus to become an absolute human and thus ready to be delivered by
his/her mother therein normally takes place in
266th (=19 x14) day,
thus under these 19 coded (=74/30) perfect “Measurements” of our supreme Lord here again (77/22-23)
in accordance with His most clear and unmistakable promises here again (=41/53), in the first place!

24- Woe on that Day to the rejectors --(of this most specific “Utterance,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here; 56/81-82)!
25- Have We not made the earth an abode?
26- For the living (on it) and the dead (beneath it)! (39/68-69)
27- And We have placed therein high mountains, and (also) given you a fresh water to drink.
28- Woe on that Day to the rejectors --(of this most specific “Utterance,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here; 56/81-82)!
29- Go (now) into what you were rejecting it.
30- Go into a shade of three (different) densities.
31- It will not shade, and will not protect from the flames!
32- For certainly, it (=the Sun above that Hell) will (constantly) be throwing sparks like (huge)
mansions.
33- They are like (each second, as many as those lined up) yellow camels.
34- Woe on that Day to the rejectors --(of this most specific “Utterance,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here; 56/81-82)!
35- This is a Day they do not talk (27/85).
36- And --(because of this again; 6/28)-- they will not be given permission to apologize (66/7).
37- Woe on that Day to the rejectors --(of this most specific “Utterance,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here; 56/81-82)!
38- This is the Day of Separation; We have (thus) gathered you and the past ones (56/48-56)!
39- So if you have any snare, then (go ahead and) snare me (86/15-17)!
40- Woe on that Day to the rejectors --(of this most specific “Utterance,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here; 56/81-82)!
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41- Certainly, the pious (39/33) will be in (cool) shades and springs.
42- And (many) fruits that they desire.
43- Eat and drink happily (now) in return for what you were (thus) “working” on (2/25)!
44- For certainly, thus We reward (all) those --by righteously “working” on this nicest Utterance
(39/23), which consists of those 19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs, here again, in the first
place-- (thus) nicely acting ones (39/34)!
45- Woe on that Day to the rejectors --(of this most specific “Utterance,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here; 56/81-82)!
46- Eat and enjoy for a little while (now; 31/23-24); (but know that) certainly, you are (thus)
criminals (7/40)!
47- Woe on that Day to the rejectors --(of this most specific “Utterance,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here; 56/81-82)!
48- For when it is said to them (now): You should --by also thus righteously “working;” 2/25
on those 19 coded Tables here-- (thus) “bow” down (before Al-lah; 48/29), they do not
“bow” down!
49- Woe on that Day to the rejectors --(of this most specific “Utterance,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here; 56/81-82)!
50- So in which “utterance,” after this (19 coded, nicest “Utterance” here; 39/23), will they still
(thus) believe (2/78-79 & 6/112-113 & …)?

CHAPTER 78
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- About what they are asking each other?
2- About (that) great “Information” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Information,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
38/87-88)?
3- Concerning which they are (thus) contradicting (now; 2/176).
4- Not indeed, so they will --about that left side therein-- soon know (=7/40)!
5- Then, not indeed, so they will --about that right side therein-- soon know (=7/41)!
6- Have We not made the earth a cradle (20/53)?
7- And the mountains as stabilizers (16/15)?
8- And We have created you in pairs (42/11).
9- And We have made your sleep for rest.
10- And We have made the night as a covering.
11- And We have made the day for (your) seeking livelihood.
12- And We have (thus) built above you “seven” hefty ones (=65/12)!
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13- And We have made a shining lamp (71/16).
14- And We have sent down from the clouds pouring water,
15- that We may bring forth thereby grains and plants,
16- and gardens of thick growth.
17- Certainly, the Day of Separation (77/38-40) is an appointed time.
18- The day (when) the horn is blown, and you will come in throngs.
19- And the sky will be opened, and will be (divided as into many) gates.
20- And the mountains will be removed, and will be (as if they were) a mirage.
21- Certainly, the Hell is in wait.
22- For the transgressors (7/185-186), it will be an abode.
23- (They will be) staying therein for (all) ages (2/81)!
24- They will not taste therein any coolness, and not a drink.
25- Except a boiling water, and a bitter food.
26- A just requital (for them).
27- For certainly, they never expected (such) a “reckoning” (69/25-26)!
28- So they (thus) rejected Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of these most
specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5) with (utter) rejecting!
29- But every wanted thing, We have --(based on code 19 here again; 74/30)-- (thus) counted it
in (such) a “Written Document” (39/23)!
30- (O you rejectors; 39/24-26), then taste (now); for We will not augment for you --(because of
these here again; 22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-8 & …)-- except a retribution!
31- (But) certainly, for the pious (39/33) (there is) a success.
32- Orchards and grapes.
33- And upstanding aides (56/35-37).
34- And overflowing cups.
35- They will never hear therein any nonsense, and not a lie.
36- (As) a reward from your Lord; a generous gift!
37- (He is) the Lord of the skies and the earth, and whatever between them; The Gracious.
They do not possess any authority beside Him.
38- The day when the “Spirit” (=Gabriel; 16/102) and the “Angels” will be --now, thus also on
those 19 coded Tables here, thus-- standing in a row! None will speak except for whomever
The Gracious gives permission; and (each of those who are thus given permission) --now, thus
also therein again, in those upper regions, on those both sides-- says (what is) right!
39- This is the day of the “Truth” (=39/41); so whoever wants, let him (henceforth thus) take
towards his Lord (such) a resort (38/49-54)!
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** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (78/38-39),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Majestic Miracle” document, in this respect,
here in the first place!

40- Certainly, We have (thus) warned you of a retribution near at hand (44/10-16 & 8/50-52)!
The day (when) the person will see what his hands have sent forth, and the disbeliever
(74/30-31) will say: Oh, (I wish) I were dust (69/25-33)!

CHAPTER 79
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- By --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in that first region, on the left side-the pulling (Angels) with (utter) “force.”
2- And --in that first region, on the right side-- the releasing ones with (utter) “release.”
3- And --in that second region, on the left side-- the floating ones with (utter) “float.”
4- And --in that second region, on the right side-- the racing ones with (utter) “race.”
5- And (thus all together) carrying out the “Command” (=thus also an exclusive reference here
to that most specific “Command,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 42/52)! (=77/1-6)
6- The day (when) the quake will quake.
7- The second (quake) shall follow it.
8- The hearts will be on that day terrified.
9- The eyes will be (utterly) subdued (44/15-16)!
10- (But) they are (still) saying: Shall we (immediately) be returned --(in the other world, into
that Paradise, or Hell, when we are buried here)-- in the graves?
11- Though we (all) turn into rotten bones (herein)?
12- They said: This would be, then, a repetition with loss (for us)!
13- But it is (thus) only a single call.
14- Whereupon they will --(immediately after this death here, in the other world, in that Hell,
or in that Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- be (awakened) on the level area (therein;
36/49-64)!
15- Has the story of Moses reached you?
16- When his Lord (thus) called him at the holy valley of Tuwaa:
17- Go to Pharaoh; for certainly, he has transgressed!
18- And say (to him): Would you not cleanse yourself?
19- And (here), I will guide you to your Lord, that you may turn reverent!
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20- So (Moses) showed him (then) the greatest Sign (20/19-23).
21- But he (still) rejected and disobeyed.
22- Then he turned away in a hurry.
23- And he summoned (his people) and proclaimed;
24- And he said: I am your Lord, the great (43/51-54)!
25- So (consequently), Al-lah overtook him with the punishment of the Last Epoch and the
former life (therein; 40/45-46)!
26- Certainly, in this (narration style) there is a “Lesson” (=thus a reference here to that most
specific “Lesson,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again,
in the first place: 12/111) for (those) who may (henceforth thus) reverence (their Lord; 39/23)!
27- Are you more difficult to create than the sky (40/57); He constructed it.
28- (Then) He raised its masses (13/2), and perfected it.
29- And He made dark its night, and brought out its morning.
30- And the earth after this, He rounded it.
31- He brought forth from it its water and pasture.
32- And the mountains, He (firmly) rooted them.
33- As a supply for you and for (all) your livestock (20/53-54).
34- But when the great blow comes,
35- The day (when) the human will remember what he has “labored” for (21/94 X 34/5)!
36- And the Blazing fire will be made manifest to (those) who see.
37- So whoever has (thus) transgressed (here; 7/185-186),
38- and (thus) preferred this worldly life (10/7-8);
39- certainly the Blazing fire, it will be the abode!
40- But whoever has (thus) feared the majesty of his Lord (42/10), and enjoined the soul from
(lowly) desires (42/15);
41- certainly the Garden, it will be the abode!
42- They are (still) asking you about the Hour (33/63): When will it take place?
43- But what (is there) with you of its reminding (72/25)?
44- (Only) to your Lord (belongs) its ultimate decision.
45- And you are only a Warner for (those) who may (henceforth thus) fear it (42/17-18).
46- The day they see it, they will certainly (feel) as if they did not stay (on this earth) except
an evening or a morning thereof (36/48-54)!
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CHAPTER 80
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- He frowned and turned away;
2- When the blind (man) came to him!
3- But what makes you perceive, perhaps he would cleanse himself?
4- Or he would commemorate, and the “Commemorative” (=thus a reference here to that most
specific “Commemorative,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 74/31) would benefit him!
5- But (the one) who ignored (the “Commemorative”) in (his) richness,
6- and you are (still) giving to him (your) attention!
7- But what (is there) for you, if he has no intention to cleanse himself?
8- But (the one) who came to you eagerly,
9- and (while) he was (thus) reverent (of his Lord; 39/23),
10- and you are (still) diverting from him (your) attention! (=47/19)
11- Not indeed, certainly, it is a “Commemorance” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Commemorance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 74/54);
12- So whoever wants, let him (henceforth thus) “commemorate” it (74/55-56)!
13- It is --(with its original perfect Record in that “protected Tablet” in the sight of Al-lah,
in heaven; 85/21-22 thus)-- in the honored pages!
14- Exalted and pure.
15- (Thus always protected therein) with the hands of those (Angel) messengers (56/77-79);
16- (all of whom are) honorable and virtuous (37/164-166)!
17- But woe to (this) human (96/6-7); he is so ungrateful/disbeliever (2/26-27)!
18- From what thing has He created him?
19- From a tiny drop (=sperm) He has created him, and (thus) measured him (77/20-23).
20- Then the Way (76/3) He has (thus) made easy for him.
21- Then He puts him to death, and into the grave.
22- Then when He wants, He --(thus immediately in the other world, in that Hell, or in that
Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly)-- resurrects him (therein; 36/49-64)!
23- Not indeed, he (=that ungrateful/disbeliever; 2/26-27 human) has not fulfilled (yet) what He
(thus) commands him (2/25 X 23/63)!
24- (Then) let the human look to his food (now).
25- Certainly, We have poured down the water with (utter) pouring.
26- Then We have (thereby) split the earth with (utter) splitting.
27- And We have (thus) made grow in it grains.
28- And grapes and vegetables.
29- And olives and palms.
30- And a variety of orchards.
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31- And fruits and grasses.
32- As a supply for you and for your livestock.
33- But when the (deep) cry comes.
34- The day (when) the person will flee from his own brother/sister,
35- and his mother and his father,
36- and his wife and his sons/daughters.
37- (Because) for every person among them (there will be) on that day (enough) worry to keep
him distracted.
38- (Some) faces will be on that day bright.
39- Laughing and rejoicing (3/171)!
40- And (some) faces will have on that day dust upon them.
41- And gloom will be covering them (10/27)!
42- (For) those them are --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, against that left side-such disbelievers (29/47), --against that right side-- such wicked spoilers (29/49)!

CHAPTER 81
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- When the sun is rolled.
2- And when the stars are crashed into each other.
3- And when the mountains are wiped out.
4- And when the domestic ones are abandoned.
5- And when the wild ones are summoned.
6- And when the oceans are set aflame.
7- And when the souls are (thus) paired --(as bad ones among themselves; 37/22 X and
good ones among themselves; 36/56).
8- And when the buried (male or female soul) is questioned about,
9- For what crime was he or she (thus) killed (here; 3/21 & 85/8-10)?
10- And when the Pages (80/11-13) are spread forth.
11- And when the sky is removed.
12- And when the Blazing fire is ignited.
13- And when the Garden is brought near.
14- (Every) soul will know (then) what it has prepared (here; 59/18 X 89/24)!
15- (Al-lah said): So I solemnly swear by those --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the left side-- “sneaking ones.”
16- And those floaty --on the right side-- “hovering ones.”
17- And (by) --now, thus also therein again, on the left side-- the “night” when it falls.
18- And (by) --on the right side-- the “morning” when it breathes.
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19- Certainly, it (=thus its original perfect Record preserved in that “protected Tablet”
in the sight of Al-lah, in heaven; 85/21-22) is --(because that/in the respect that he has thus
brought it down here now, by the permission of Al-lah)-- a “Saying” (=thus a reference here to
that most specific “Saying,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 69/40-43) of an honorable Messenger (=Gabriel here; 2/97)!
20- Possessor of a power (53/5), in the sight of the Possessor of the Throne (=Al-lah; 85/15)
a prominent (servant).
21- (Thus to be) obeyed --(by all those righteous angels and humans herein; 70/4), and (thus
to be) trusted (33/36)!
22- So your friend (=Messenger of the Covenant here; 7/158) is not a possessed (by jinns) one.
23- For definitely, he has (thus) seen him in the clear horizon (53/7).
24- And he is not holding back any (information) of the “Unseen” (here).
25- And it is not a saying of a rejected satan (26/210-211)!
26- So where are you going?
27- (For) it is thus only a “Commemoration” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most
specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23) for the multitudes (13/7)!
28- For (those) among you who (henceforth thus) want to go straight.
29- But you cannot want, except that Al-lah --(only when/if He sees in them real honesty and
sincerity, in the first place again; 13/27 and thereby thus)-- wants --(to guide them here; 13/27),
the Lord of the multitudes!

CHAPTER 82
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- When the sky is shattered.
2- And when the planets are scattered.
3- And when the seas are exploded.
4- And when the graves are opened.
5- (Every) soul will know (then) what it has --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
by thus righteously “working;” 2/25-- advanced, or --by thus never “working;” 23/63-- regressed
(74/36-37)!
6- O you human being, what/who have (thus) deceived you (31/33 & 57/14 & 6/112-113 & …)
concerning your honorable Lord?
7- The One who has created you, and perfected you, and balanced you --(by thus creating
our ears, eyes, bones, chromosomes, dna, etc. thus always in perfect Symmetry, and in “pairs”
here again; 36/36 = 51/21)!
8- In whatever form He wanted, He has (thus) constructed you.
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9- Not indeed, no, you are (still) rejecting the “Religion” (107/1-2)!
10- But certainly, around you (there are) protectors;
11- Honorable recorders (50/17-18).
12- They (thus) know (and record) what you are doing (54/52-53)!
13- Certainly, the kindly acting ones (83/18) will be in bliss.
14- And certainly, the wicked ones (83/7) will be in blazing fire.
15- They will --(here, in this case again; 4/18 thus eventually)-- get into it on the Day of
Religion.
16- And then --(because of this therein again; 6/28)-- they will never be absent from it (32/20)!
17- And what makes you perceive what the Day of Religion is?
18- Then, what makes you perceive what the Day of Religion is?
19- (That is) the Day (when) no soul will be able to help another soul at all (2/123); for the
command will (thus) belong, on that day, (only) to Al-lah (22/56-57)!

CHAPTER 83
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Woe to the cheaters!
2- Those are (the ones), when they are taking by measure from the people, they are demanding
full amount.
3- But when they are giving by measure to them, or giving by weight to them, they are
diminishing.
4- Do not those (people) think that they will certainly be awakened?
5- On a great day?
6- The day when (all) people will (thus) stand before the Lord of the multitudes (36/51-54)!
7- Not indeed, certainly the written document of the wicked ones (80/42) will be in the bottom.
8- And what makes you perceive what the bottom is?
9- A numerical written document!
10- Woe on that day to the rejectors --(of this nicest “Utterance,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here; 56/81-82)!
11- Those are (the ones) who are (thus also) rejecting the Day of Religion (82/17-19).
12- And none rejects it except every (such) hostile, guilty one (45/6-7)!
13- When Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of those most specific “Signs,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place:
6/4 = 26/5) are recited to him (now), he said: (These are only) usual fabrications of the past ones
(=Bahais, etc. 23/83)!
14- Not indeed, no, (rather) what they are (thus) earning (10/27) is rust upon their hearts!
15- Not indeed, certainly, they will be --(also thus because of this here again; 3/77)-- isolated
from their Lord, on that day.
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16- Then certainly, they will --(because of these here again; 22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-10 & …)-get into the Blazing fire.
17- Then it will be said (to them): (Here), this is the (Blazing fire) you were (always thus)
rejecting it (16/62)!
18- Not indeed, certainly the written document of the kindly acting ones (2/177) will be in
the peak.
19- And what makes you perceive what the peak is?
20- A numerical written document!
21- Only (all) those (servants who are) brought near (towards Al-lah therein; 56/10-11) will
witness it.
22- Certainly, the kindly acting ones (2/177) will be in bliss.
23- On (luxurious) furnishings they watch.
24- You will recognize in their faces the joy of bliss.
25- They will be given a pure drink, sealed.
26- Its seal is of musk. So (henceforth), this is (=39/23, 33-35) what (all) the competitors should
compete for (23/61)!
27- And the mixture of it is of a fountain.
28- A spring that only those (servants who are) brought near (towards Al-lah therein; 56/10-11)
will be drinking from it.
29- (But) certainly, these criminals (7/40-41) used to laugh at (here) those who have (thus)
believed (2/25-26, 285).
30- And when they passed by them, they used to poke fun.
31- And when they went back to their followers, they went back exulting.
32- And when they saw them (again), they said: Certainly, these (people; 2/285) are surely
strayers!
33- But they were not sent over them as keepers.
34- So today, those who have (thus) believed (2/25-26, 285) will be laughing at (here) those
disbelievers (2/26-27).
35- On (luxurious) furnishings they watch.
36- So are not these disbelievers --(thus in a most equitable and fair manner therein again;
40/17)-- requited (then) for what they were --(thus hostilely, foolishly and arrogantly; 22/72)-doing (here; 23/108-111 & 40/40 & …)?
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CHAPTER 84
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- When the sky is ruptured.
2- And it will submit to its Lord and expire.
3- And when the earth is leveled.
4- And it will eject whatever in it and become empty.
5- And it will submit to its Lord and expire.
6- O you human being, certainly you are toiling on (here) towards your Lord in (constant) toil,
and (eventually) you will meet Him!
7- As for (the one) who is given his written document to his right hand,
8- he will be reckoned with by an easy reckoning.
9- And he will go back to his family joyfully (69/19-24)!
10- But as for (the one) who is given his written document behind his back,
11- he will immediately call for destruction (therein).
12- But he will --(here, in this case again; 22/72 thus eventually)-- get into the burner
(69/25-31)!
13- For certainly, he was among his family joyful.
14- And certainly, he thought that he will never (be called to) answer for --(his bad “works”
here; 41/40)!
15- But indeed, certainly, his Lord was (always thus) Seer of him (16/28-29)!
16- (Al-lah said): So I solemnly swear by --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the
left side-- the “dusk,”
17- And --now, thus also therein again, on the left side-- the “night,” and (all) that it envelops.
18- And --on the right side-- the “moon” when it is full!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (84/16-18),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see now “A Delivering Miracle” document, in this respect,
here in the first place!

19- You will surely move --(thus also to reach the “Moon” therein)-- from stage to stage (54/1).
20- But what is (the matter) with them (now) that they (still) do not believe (54/2)?
21- And when the “Reading” (=thus a reference here to that most specific “Reading,” which
consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69)
is read upon them, they (still) do not prostrate --(before Al-lah thus in great awe and deep
reverence here; 17/107-109)?
22- No, those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) are (still) rejecting!
23- And Al-lah knows best what they are hiding (11/5).
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24- So give them good news --(here, in this case again; 41/5 thus eventually)-- with a painful
retribution (44/10-16 & 8/50-51)!
25- Except those who (thus) believe and work for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference here
to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again,
on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), for them (there will thus be given) a
payment (29/58) that is unending!

CHAPTER 85
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- By the sky, full of (galactic) castles.
2- And the promised day (70/42-44)!
3- And the witness, and the witnessed.
4- Woe to the people of the dent!
5- (Because of) the fire, full of (chemical) fuel.
6- When they (=these kind of hostile, arrogant and despotic disbelievers; 22/72) were upon it,
sitting.
7- And they were upon what they were (thus) doing to the believers (60/2) witnesses!
8- And they hated them for no other reason than their (thus) believing in Al-lah (3/84), --now,
thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- the Mighty, --on the right side-the Praiseworthy (14/1)!
9- The One to Whom belongs (all) the Ruling Dominion (17/111) of the skies and the earth!
And Al-lah is upon every wanted thing (thus) Witness (10/61).
10- Certainly, those who (thus) persecute the believing men and the believing women (3/195),
then do not --(regret what they have thus done, and immediately repent and sincerely and
rightfully)-- return (to Al-lah here; 4/18), for them (there will come) --now, thus also
on those 19 coded Tables here again, because of their such hostile and arrogant rejection of
the left side therein; 58/4-- the retribution of Hell, and for them (there will come) --because of
their such hostile and arrogant rejection of the right side therein; 58/5-- the retribution of the
Burner!
11- Certainly, those who (thus) believe and work for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference
here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here
again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), for them (there will come) Gardens
beneath which the rivers flow. This is the great success!
12- Certainly, the punishment of your Lord (44/16) is severe.
13- Certainly He, (here), He initiates (the creation), and repeats (10/4)!
14- And He is --(henceforth, in this case; 6/54 & 19/96 thus)-- the Forgiving, the Loving!
15- Possessor of the Glorious Throne (25/59);
16- Doer of whatever/however He wills (36/82)!
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17- Has the story reached you of (those) armies;
18- Pharaoh and Thamoud (89/9-14)?
19- No, those who have disbelieved (here; 74/30-31) are (still) rejecting.
20- Then Al-lah will --(here, in this case; 68/44-45)-- from their behind (thus eventually) be
surrounding (29/54).
21- No, it (=thus its original perfect Record in heaven) is a glorious “Reading” (=thus an
exclusive reference here to that most specific “Reading,” which consists of those “19 coded,
similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 36/69)!
22- In a protected --(by those attendant Angels; 56/77-79 thus by the permission and under the
absolute supervision of Al-lah therein)-- Tablet!

CHAPTER 86
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- By the sky and the bright one!
2- And what makes you perceive what the bright one is?
3- (By those constant radioactive waves it emits therein)-- the piercing star (67/5)!
4- Every soul is but upon it --(there is, by the command of Al-lah, such)-- a (recording) protector
(82/10-11).
5- So let the human see of what he has been created.
6- He has been created from ejected liquid (=semen, of his father).
7- (Then at the time of his birth)-- he is coming out from (the organs that are) between the spine
and the ribs (of his mother).
8- Certainly, He is upon --(immediately after his death here; 16/28-29 thus instantly)-- bringing
him back --(in the other world before Him thus)-- a Measurer (therein; 56/83-94)!
9- The day when (all) secrets will be disclosed (43/80).
10- And (there will) not (be) for him (then) any power, and not a helper (therein; 69/25-30)!
11- By –now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- the “sky,” that returns
(the evaporated water to the earth, and/or the harmful particles and rays to the sky, etc.)!
12- By –now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- the “earth,” that cracks
(by those raindrops; 80/25-26, and/or because of those fault lines underneath, etc.)!
13- Certainly, it is a separating (the good and the bad) “Saying” (=thus an exclusive reference
here to that most specific “Saying,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 27/82-85)!
14- And it is not an idle talk (57/12-13)!
15- (But) certainly, they are (still) snaring --(against this “Messenger/Message of the Covenant”
here; 8/30)-- a snare.
16- So (therefore), I am (also) snaring --(against those disbelievers; 8/30)-- a snare (68/44-45).
17- So you shall respite those disbelievers (74/30-31); respite them for a short while (43/41-42)!
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CHAPTER 87
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Glorify the Name of your Lord, the Most High!
2- The One who has (thus) created, and perfected (32/9).
3- And the One who has (thus) measured, and guided (77/23).
4- And the One who has (thus) brought forth the pasture.
5- And (then) He has (eventually thus) turned it into light hay (39/21)!
6- So We will surely read to you --(thus also each and every of those similar “words/letters”
here again); so do not forget (75/17-18);
7- Except whatever Al-lah wants.
(For) certainly, He (thereupon) knows --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here, in those upper
regions, on those both sides-- the “evident ones,” and what will --in that lowest region, on those
both sides-- “remain hidden” (therein; 74/26-30)!
8- And We will (thus) direct you to the easiest (path; 22/78).
9- So you shall commemorate, if (this) “Commemorative” (=thus an exclusive reference here to
this most specific “Commemorative,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 74/31) benefits!
10- He who reverence (his Lord; 39/23) will (thus) commemorate!
11- But the tyrant (92/15-16) will avoid it.
12- He who will --(here, in this case; 22/72 thus eventually)-- get into the great Fire!
13- Then --(because of this again; 6/27-28)-- he will neither die therein, nor live (14/15-17)!
14- Definitely, the one who (thus) cleanses himself (20/75-76) will prosper.
15- And he commemorates the Name of his Lord (56/74, 96) and (thus) supports (33/56)!
16- No, (but) you are (still) preferring (this) worldly life.
17- But the Last Epoch is --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, as a reward for all of
their righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the left side therein-- better/best, and --as a reward for all of
their righteous “Works;” 2/25 on the right side therein-- more/most lasting (28/60)!
18- Certainly, this (=“Guidance” here; 2/23-26) is --(as it has already thus clearly and
unmistakably been foretold and described)-- in the pages of the past ones.
19- In the pages of Abraham and Moses! (so please, certainly see again in this respect now:
(Torah-Gns. 22/18 = 17/5-7 == The Words of Patriarchs 10/9 = 8/5-7)
(Torah-Deut. 18/18-19 = 32/1-3 == The Words of Moses 18/18-19 = 32/1-3)
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CHAPTER 88
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Has the utterance of the “Enveloping one” (44/10-11) come to you?
2- (Some) faces are on that day downcast.
3- For they have (thus) “worked” (23/63-67) but weary (now).
4- They will --(here, in this case again; 22/72 eventually thus)-- get into a flaming fire
(16/28-29)!
5- They will be given to drink from a boiling spring.
6- (There will) not (be) any food for them except of a useless variety.
7- It will never nourish, nor satisfy hunger!
8- (Some) faces are on that day joyful.
9- Satisfied with his “labor” (=thus a reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous
Deeds,” that all believers shall thus “labor” for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first
place: 21/94)!
10- In a lofty Garden.
11- You will not hear therein any vain talk (56/25).
12- In it (there is) an everflowing spring.
13- In it (there are) raised furnishings.
14- And cups set at hand.
15- And cushions arranged in rows.
16- And carpets (all) spread out!
17- So do they (still) not look at --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left
side-- the “flocks,” how they are created?
18- And --on the left side-- the “sky,” how it is raised?
19- And --on the right side-- the “mountains,” how they are erected?
20- And --on the right side-- the “earth,” how it is built?
21- So you shall give “Commemoration” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that most specific
“Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place: 39/23), for you are (henceforth thus only) a “Commemoration” giver!
22- You are not upon them an imposer (10/99-100).
23- But (henceforth), whoever --(thus hostilely and arrogantly)-- turns away and disbelieves
(22/72),
24- Al-lah will retribute him --(because of all these badnesses he would thus actually and/or
definitely commit whenever/ifever he had the opportunity here; 22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-8 & …
thus in a most equitable and fair manner therein again; 40/17)-- with the great retribution!
25- Certainly, to Us is their (ultimate) destination.
26- Then certainly, upon Us will be (thus) calling them to account (therein; 40/40 & 66/7 & …)!
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CHAPTER 89
*
12345-

In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
By --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- the “dawn.”
And --on the left side-- “ten” “evenings.”
And --on the left side-- the “even,” and --on the right side-- the “odd!”
And --on the left side-- the “night” as it passes.
So is there not in (all of) these (such) an oath for the possessors of a “mind?”

** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verses (89/1-5),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Delivering Miracle” document, in this
respect, here in the first place!

6- Have you not seen what your Lord did to Aad (69/6-8)?
7- Erum, possessors of the (lofty) pillars;
8- The like of which were not created in (no other) towns!
9- And Thamoud, those who carved the rocks in (their) valley (26/149-158)?
10- And Pharaoh, possessor of the pyramids (28/38-40)?
11- (These are) the ones who transgressed (7/185-186) in the towns.
12- And they spread therein the evil committing (2/204-205).
13- And (consequently), your Lord poured upon them a whipping retribution!
14- For certainly, your Lord is ever watchful (57/4)!
15- But as for the human being, when his Lord tests him (now), and honors him, and blesses
him, he says: My Lord has (thus) honored me!
16- But when He tests him, and measures upon him his provision, he says: My Lord has (thus)
humiliated me!
17- Not indeed, no, (because) you are (still) not (adequately) honoring the orphan (2/215).
18- And you are (still) not (sufficiently) urging one another to feed the poor (2/273).
19- But you are devouring the inheritance with utter devouring.
20- And you are loving the possessions with excessive loving.
21- Not indeed, when the earth is crushed, with crush (after) crush.
22- And your Lord comes, (together with all) Angels --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables
here, on the right side-- in row (after) row!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (89/22),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Majestic Miracle” document, in this respect,
here in the first place!
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23- And Hell will (thus) be brought forth on that day (36/48-53)! On that day, the human being
will commemorate; but how can the “Commemorative” (=thus a reference here to that most
specific “Commemorative,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 74/31) be (beneficial) for him (now; 44/13-14)?
24- He says: Oh, (I wish) I had --by thus righteously “working;” 2/25-26 on these 19 coded
Tables here, thus-- sent forth (74/36-37) for my (eternal) life (here)!
25- So on that day, none can retribute --now, thus also for their deeply hostile and arrogant
rejection again; 22/72 of the left side here; 58/4-- like His retribution!
26- And none can punish --now, thus also for their deeply hostile and arrogant rejection
again; 22/72 of the right side here; 58/5-- like His punishment!
27- (But as for you) O reassured soul --(thus by this “Commemoration” 39/23 of Al-lah
here; 13/28)!
28- Turn to your Lord (now); well pleased (with Him), and pleasing (Him) (98/7-8)!
29- (And Al-lah will also say to them then, thus also immediately at the time of their death
here): Enter among My servants;
30- And (thus) enter into My Garden (16/32)!

CHAPTER 90
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- (Al-lah said): I solemnly swear by this Town (95/3);
2- And (when) you are (thus) lawful to/in this Town (=27/91)!
3- And by the parent, and by what he has (thus) parented (46/15).
4- Definitely, We have created the human to eagerly toil --(to redeem himself).
5- (But) does he (now) think that no One will ever measure upon him (19/77-78)?
6- (For) he says: I have spent (in His cause, or in his own way) so much wealth (4/38)!
7- So (thereby) does he think that no One will ever see him --(with his hidden guilt; 40/56)-(13/9-10)?
8- Have We not made for him two eyes?
9- And a tongue and two lips?
10- And We have (thus) guided him to --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on those
both sides-- the “two heights” (74/27-31)!
11- But he has not committed himself to (this) ascent (74/43-47)!
12- And what makes you perceive what (this) ascent is?
13- (It is also thus) freeing a staff (2/177)!
14- Or feeding (the needy) in a day of hunger.
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15- An orphan who is related.
16- Or a poor who is in need (2/215)!
17- Then being (one) of those who (thus) believe (2/285), and exhort one another (thus) to be
steadfast (76/24 & 3/146-147 & …) and exhort one another (thus) to be compassionate (48/29 &
17/24 & …).
18- Those are the community of the gladness (56/8)!
19- But those who have (thus) disbelieved in Our “Signs” (=thus a reference here to each one of
those most specific “Signs,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 6/4 = 26/5); they are the community of the misery (56/9)!
20- Upon them will --(here, in this case again; 22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-10 & … thus eventually)-be a Fire closed over!

CHAPTER 91
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- By the sun, and its brightness.
2- And the moon, when it follows it.
3- And the day, when it reveals it.
4- And the night, when it covers it.
5- And the sky, and (Him) who has (thus) constructed it (79/27-29).
6- And the earth, and (Him) who has (thus) sustained it (79/30-32).
7- And a soul, and (Him) who has (thus) perfected it --(here in the womb; 32/8-9),
8- And (then) pointed out to it --(thus to see and examine, and then thus choose himself by his
own free will herein; 18/29)-- its wickedness (38/28), or its piety (47/17)!
9- So definitely, (the one) who has (thus) cleansed it (20/75-76) will prosper.
10- And definitely, (the one) who has (thus) corrupted it (20/74) will fail.
11- Thamoud rejected (the Message/Messenger of Al-lah) because of their transgressing.
12- When most tyrant of them got up.
13- When the Messenger of Al-lah said to them (therein): Here, --now, thus also on those
19 coded Tables here, in that upper region, on the left side-- the “she camel” of Al-lah, so let her
drink (54/27-28)! (=11/120)
14- But they rejected him and --now, thus also here again, into that lowest region-- dismembered
it (4/119)! And (consequently), their Lord requited them for their wrong doing, and He (thus
utterly) leveled it (therein)! (=44/10-16)
15- But --(thus also these disbelievers here again; 74/30-31)-- still do not fear the consequences
thereof (74/53)!
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CHAPTER 92
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- By the night as it covers.
2- And the day as it reveals.
3- And (Him) who has (thus) created the male and the female (53/45-46)!
4- Certainly, your labors are diverse (17/18-19).
5- So (the one) who (thus) donates (2/271), and be pious.
6- And confirms the Nicest one (=39/23);
7- We will (thus) direct him to the easiest (path; 84/8-9)!
8- But (the one) who (thus) withholds (4/37), and be callous.
9- And rejects the Nicest one (=39/23);
10- We will (thus) direct him to the difficult (path; 84/11-12)!
11- And his wealth will not avail him when he (thus) falls (69/25-35)!
12- Certainly, upon Us is the “Guidance” (=thus a reference here to that most specific
“Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the
first place: 39/23)!
13- And certainly, to Us (belongs) the Last Epoch and the present life.
14- (O Messenger of the Covenant here; 7/158 then say to them): So I have (thus) warned you of
a blazing Fire.
15- None will get into it but the tyrant.
16- The one who has (thus hostilely and arrogantly) rejected and turned away (75/31-35)!
17- But the pious will be kept away from it.
18- The one who (thus mercifully and generously) gives (from) his wealth (2/262) to be
cleansed.
19- And there is not anyone, at him, (so that) with any (kind of) blessing (he would thus be)
repaid (thereof; 76/9).
20- (Because he only does this) thus seeking the face (=pleasure, approval; 2/272) of his Lord
(therein), the Most High (87/1)!
21- So he will soon (thus) be well pleased (89/28-30)!
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CHAPTER 93
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- By the forenoon.
2- And the night as it falls.
3- (But) your Lord has not forsaken you, nor did He forget!
4- So the Last Epoch will be far better for you than the former time.
5- And your Lord will --(here, in this case; 73/1-10)-- give you; and (then) you will (thus) be
well pleased (89/27-30)!
6- Has He not found you --(here; 27/91 as)-- an orphan, and given (you) a home?
7- And He has found you a strayer (before this), and --now, exclusively by that most specific
“Guidance” (39/23), which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here
again, in the first place-- (thus) “guided” (39/23 & 6/161)!
8- And He has found you poor, and (thus) made (you) rich (10/58)!
9- So as for the orphan, you shall never forsake (2/220).
10- And the beggar, you shall never reprimand (70/24-25).
11- And the “Blessing” (=thus an exclusive reference here to this most specific “Blessing,”
which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place)
of your Lord, you shall “Utter” --(here on the left & on the right side, thus as the nicest
“Utterance” here: 39/23)!

CHAPTER 94
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Have We not relaxed for you your chest?
2- And We have removed from you your load.
3- Which --(thus also in the form of many such fabricated and false judgements and practices;
42/21 thus in the past; 93/7)-- burdened your back (40/66).
4- And We have (thus) raised for you your “Commemoration” (=thus an exclusive reference
here to that most specific “Commemoration,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar
words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23)!
5- So certainly, with the difficulty --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left
side-- (there will be) an ease!
6- Certainly, with the difficulty --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right
side-- (there will be) an ease!
7- So when you --(take a short break from your “Work;” 2/25 therein, and thus)-- rest a while,
you shall --(go back to “Work;” 2/25 again, and thus)-- strive (26/217-220).
8- And thus (only) towards your Lord you shall hearken (17/79)!
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CHAPTER 95
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- By --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- the “fig,” and --on the
left side-- the “olive,” -(28/57)2- And (these) beautiful mountains;
3- And this secure Town!
** To witness all those most miraculous prophecies of prophet David, and Jesus, and Muhammad (peace
be upon each of them) by which they have already thus clearly described and unmistakably informed
about this holy Town in the West (please, see again 27/91) which is thus surrounded by these “beautiful
mountains” (=toore seeneen) wherein this most critical and important “Messenger/Message of the
Covenant” will always reside by the command of our supreme Lord here, in this most critical Final Age,
we should see again now “A Miraculous Seal” document, also in this respect, here in the first place.

4- Definitely, We have created the human in the nicest standing posture.
5- Then We will --(here, in this case; 7/37-38 thus eventually)-- turn him (in that Hell thus) into
the lowliest of the lowly (41/29).
6- Except those who have believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference
here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here
again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26); for them (there will be given) a
payment (29/58) that is unending!
7- So what (is there that) could (still) make (them) reject you, after (this), regarding the
“Religion” (61/9)?
8- So is not Al-lah (then) the Most Wise, of all the wise ones?

CHAPTER 96
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- So --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side, thus-- “read” (17/106),
in the Name of your Lord; the One who has created.
2- He has created the human from a hanging (embryo).
3- So --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side, thus-- “read” (17/106),
and your Lord is (thus) the Most Honorable!
4- The One who has (thus) taught (This to you) by the pen (68/1)!
5- He has (thus) taught the human what he never knew (11/49)!
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6- Not indeed, (but) certainly, the (disbelieving) human (thus) transgresses (7/185-186).
7- Here, when he sees This (=96/1, 3), he has (immediately) ignored (it) in callousness (92/8-9)!
8- (But) certainly, to your Lord will be the (ultimate) destination (31/23-24)!
9- So have you seen the one who forbids
10- a servant (of Al-lah), when he (thus) supports --(this “Messenger/Message of the Covenant”
here; 33/56)?
11- Have you seen, if he is (thus) upon the “Guidance” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that
most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 39/23),
12- while he (thus also) advocates the piousness (here; 39/33)?
13- Have you seen, if he (still) rejects and turns away (75/31-35)?
14- Does he not know that certainly, Al-lah sees --(his deep hostility, arrogance and disbelief
here; 39/59)?
15- Not indeed, if he (still) does not refrain from (his tyranny and obduracy here; 68/10-15),
We will take (him) by the forelock.
16- A forelock that is (such) a liar --now, thus also against that left side here; 29/47-- (and)
sinful --against that right side here; 29/49!-17- So let him call on his cronies (6/71)!
18- (Then) We will call on the guardians (48/7)!
19- Not indeed, (then) you shall never obey him (18/28). (But) you shall (thus always)
“prostrate” (=48/29), and (thus) draw nearer (towards your Lord)!

CHAPTER 97
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Certainly, We have sent “It” down (=that most specific “Guidance,” which consists of those
“19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 39/23) in the night
of “measure.”
2- And what makes you perceive what the night of “measure” (65/3) is?
3- The night of “measure” is better than a thousand months!
4- (For) the “Angels” and the “Spirit” (=Gabriel; 16/102) are --now, thus also on those 19 coded
Tables here, on the left side-- descending therein, by the permission of their Lord, for --on the
left & on the right side-- every command (here; 44/4)!
** To witness all those most Miraculous mathematical Manifestations of the above Verse (97/1-4),
in this most critical Final Age, we should see again now “A Majestic Miracle” document, in this respect,
here in the first place!

5- Peaceful it is (thus) till the rising of the dawn (17/78)!
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CHAPTER 98
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Those who have disbelieved from among the followers of the Written Document (=Jews,
Christians, and Arabs; 3/3-4), and the partner makers (=Hindus, Buddhists, Atheists, Agnostics,
etc. 22/17) would not (thus) depart, until the “Clear Proof” (=thus an exclusive reference here
to that most specific “Clear Proof,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 20/133) has (thus) come to them!
2- A Messenger --(of the Covenant here; 7/158) from Al-lah, (thus) reciting “pure pages.”
3- In them (there are) “perfect writings!”
** To clearly witness these “pure pages” (=suhufan mutahharatan) and hence “perfect writings”
(=kutubun qayyematun) therein, which has thus perfectly been dictated and taught to this promised
“Messenger of the Covenant” directly by/from our supreme Lord, in this most critical Final Age, that
consists all of those present --(and Al-lah willing, also thus all of those future; 21/37)-- 19 coded
magnificent Plannings of our supreme Lord here, one after the other, and thus completely in it, we should
certainly see now “Quran Testament” (=i.e. its original modern Arabic Text: “AL-KHABARU”)
document in its entirety now, in this respect, here in the first place.

4- And those who were given the Written Document (=Jews, Christians, and Arabs; 3/3-4)
would not (thus) dispute, except after the “Clear Proof” (=thus an exclusive reference here to that
most specific “Clear Proof,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 20/133) has (thus) come to them!
5- And they are not commanded (here) except (thus) to serve (only) Al-lah, (totally) devoting
(only) to Him the Religion (39/2-3), as monotheists (6/161), and (henceforth, always thus) to
observe the Support duty (33/56) and give the Cleansing rate (8/41).
And this is the (forever) standing “Religion” (12/40 = 5/44 & 5/47 & 5/48 & 5/68)!
6- Certainly, those who have (thus) disbelieved (2/26-27) from among the followers of the
Written Document (=Jews, Christians, and Arabs; 3/3-4), and (from among) the partner makers
(=Hindus, Buddhists, Atheists, Agnostics, etc. 22/17) will be --(here, in this case again; 22/72 &
60/2 & 85/4-10 & … thus eventually)-- in fire of Hell, as eternal ones therein (43/77-78)!
(For) those them are --(unless they immediately regret their deep hostility, arrogance and
betrayal; 2/26-27 and thus sincerely and rightfully return to Al-lah here; 3/89)-- (thus) the most
despot creatures (here; 60/1-2, 9).
7- Certainly, those who have (thus) believed and worked for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a
reference here to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all these believers (29/47)
shall thus work for, here again, on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), those them
are (thus) the most benign creatures (here; 22/77 & 60/8)!
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8- Their reward at their Lord is the Gardens of Eden beneath which the rivers flow, as eternal
ones therein, forever (44/56-57)! Al-lah is (thus) well pleased with them, and they are (thus)
well pleased with Him (89/27-30)! This is for (those) who (will henceforth thus) reverence
their Lord (here; 39/23)!

CHAPTER 99
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- When the earth is shaken with her (utter) shaking.
2- And the earth will (then) eject its loads.
3- And the human will say: What is (wrong) with her?
4- On that day, it will (thus) be telling (all) its news (38/87-88);
5- For that your Lord has (thus) inspired to her!
6- On that day, (those) people --(now, thus also in the near future within these specific regions
then; 44/10-16)-- will --(thus immediately after their death therein, thus in the other world,
in that Hell, or in that Paradise; 16/28-29 X 32 thus instantly be awakened and)-- issue forth
in various groups, that they may be shown their works --(therein; 36/48-54)!
7- So whoever has worked (even) for an atom’s weight of a “Goodness” (=thus also a reference
here to that most specific “Goodness,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 16/30), he will (thus) see it (21/47)!
8- And whoever has worked (even) for an atom’s weight of a “wickedness” (16/24), he will
(thus) see it (21/47)!

CHAPTER 100
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- By --now, thus on those 19 coded Tables here-- the fast gallopers.
2- And --on the left side-- igniting of “spark.”
3- And --on the right side-- charging in “morning.”
4- And (thus) they expelled therewith (those hypocrites) --on the left side therein, into that
lowest region-- forcibly!
5- And they dispersed therewith (those disbelievers) --on the right side therein, into that
lowest region-- entirely!
6- Certainly, the (hypocrite and/or disbeliever) human is very deceitful to his Lord.
7- And certainly, he (himself) is upon this (such) a witness (75/14-15)!
8- And certainly, he is in the love of goodness (=wealth, possessions) severe (70/21).
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9- But does he not know, when (all those people) in the graves will be risen?
10- And (all those things) in the chests will be brought out?
11- Certainly, their Lord will be of them, on that day (39/68-70), (thus again) fully Cognizant
(6/73)!

CHAPTER 101
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- The shocker!
2- What a shocker!
3- And what makes you perceive what the Shocker is?
4- The day (when) the people will be like scattered butterflies.
5- And the mountains will be like fluffy wool.
6- And (the one) whose --19 coded-- “balances” (42/17) are (thus) heavy,
7- he will be in a pleasing environment (69/19-24)!
8- But (the one) whose --19 coded-- “balances” (42/17) are (thus) light,
9- his destiny will be the abyss (69/25-32)!
10- And what makes you perceive what it is?
11- A burning Fire (51/9-14)!

CHAPTER 102
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- The (lust for) increasing (in wealth, children) has diverted you;
2- Until you go to the graves (57/20)!
3- Not indeed, --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, regarding the left side;
29/47-- you will soon know!
4- Then, not indeed, --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, regarding the right side;
29/49-- you will soon know!
5- Not indeed, if only you knew with certain knowledge (now);
6- You would surely see the Blazing fire!
7- Then you will (all together thus) see it with the eye of certainty (19/71-72)!
8- Then you will be questioned --(whether you have thus sit and righteously “worked;” 2/25
or not; 23/63)-- on that day, about the “Blessings” (=thus an exclusive reference here to these
most specific “Blessings,” which consist of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 93/11)!
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CHAPTER 103
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- By the (Final) Age,
2- Certainly, the human being is --(henceforth, in this case; 23/63-67 eventually thus)-utterly lost (2/26-27)!
3- Except those who believe and work for the “Righteous Deeds” (=thus a reference here
to all of those most specific “Righteous Deeds,” that all believers shall thus work for, here again,
on those 19 coded Tables, in the first place: 2/25-26), and exhort one another to (uphold) the
“Truth” (39/41), and exhort one another to (remain) steadfast (76/24 & 3/146-148 & …)!

CHAPTER 104
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Woe to every --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, against that left side; 29/47-slanderer, --against that right side; 29/49-- backbiter!
2- Who amasses wealth, and counts it.
3- For he thinks that his wealth will --(as if he was thus absolutely approved by Al-lah and
fully supported by Him herein; 74/11-15)-- make him eternal (here and in the hereafter;
23/55-56)!
4- Not indeed, for he will --(because of this; 74/16-17 and here, in this case again; 4/18 thus
eventually)-- be thrown into the devastator!
5- And what makes you perceive what the devastator is?
6- The fire of Al-lah that is kindled (to a blaze)!
7- Which will rise upon the minds (14/42-43)!
8- Certainly, it will --(here, in this case again; 68/11-15 thus eventually)-- be upon them
enshrouded;
9- (They will therein, in this case again; 6/27-28 thus be confined forever)-- in extended
columns (32/20)!
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CHAPTER 105
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Do you not see how your Lord has done to (those) people of the elephantlike (vehicles)?
2- Has He not made their snare (86/15) into a straying?
3- And He has sent upon them swarms of birdlike (vehicles).
4- They were throwing to them hard rocks (6/65)!
5- And (thus) He has made them (=all those hostile, arrogant and despotic natured disbelievers
therein; 22/72 & 60/2 & 85/4-10 & …) like devoured hay.

CHAPTER 106
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- For reconciling the “kinsfolk.”
2- Reconciling them in the journey of --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left
side-- the “winter,” and --on the right side-- the “summer!”
3- So let them serve the Lord of this House --(in the West; 3/96-97)!
4- The One who has --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here again, on the left side-fed them from “hunger,” and --on the right side-- secured them from “fear!” -(28/57)-

CHAPTER 107
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Have you seen the one who is (thus) rejecting the “Religion” (=thus a reference here to this
most specific “Religion,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters, in pairs,”
here again, in the first place: 48/28)?
2- And this is the one who mistreats the orphan (93/6)!
3- And he does not advocate the feeding of the poor (2/273)!
4- So woe to those (who observe) the Support prayers.
5- (Because) they are totally heedless of their Support prayers!
6- They are only showing off (4/38)!
7- And they are (thus) forbidding the “Beneficence” (=50/25)!
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CHAPTER 108
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Certainly, We have blessed you with --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, in those
upper regions, on those both sides-- many a “bounty” (48/19)!
2- So (henceforth), you shall (thus always) support your Lord (42/10), and be resolute.
3- And certainly your opponent, he will be --now, thus also in that lowest region, on those both
sides-- the “ousted” (66/9)!

CHAPTER 109
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Say: O you disbelievers (74/30-31)!
2- I will not serve what you are (thus) serving (9/31 & 41/37 & …).
3- And --(here, in this case; 41/5), you will not be serving what I am --now, thus on those
19 coded Tables here, on the left side thus-- serving (=22/77)!
4- And I will never be serving what you have (thus) served (9/31 & 41/37 & …).
5- And --(here, in this case; 41/5), you will not be serving what I am --now, thus on those
19 coded Tables here, on the right side thus-- serving (=22/77)!
6- So (henceforth), to you is your “religion” (42/21); and to me is my “Religion” (=6/161)!

CHAPTER 110
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- When the help of Al-lah comes, and the Victory,
2- And (thus) you see the people embracing the “Religion” (=thus an exclusive reference here
to that most specific “Religion,” which consists of those “19 coded, similar words/letters,
in pairs,” here again, in the first place: 48/28) of Al-lah in throngs --(all over the world; 13/7)!
3- You shall glorify with praise of your Lord, and seek His forgiveness (47/19)!
(For) certainly, He is --(henceforth, in this case; 25/70-71 thus always in this most generous and
nicest manner)-- Returner!
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CHAPTER 111
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Withered are --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, against those two sides-the “two hands” --(which have thus wilfully intended to nullify those “two sides” by these kind
of all deliberate, crooked and ill methods here; 13/33 & 5/41 & 9/37 & …)-- of father of flame,
and he has (thus) withered!
2- His possessions, and what he has (thus) gained (74/11-17) cannot avail him.
3- So he --(here, in this case again; 22/72 thus eventually)-- will get into a flaming Fire.
4- And his wife --(who has fully aided and supported him all along)-- carrying the logs.
5- Around her neck with a rope of thorns! (=37/21-34).

CHAPTER 112
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Say: He is Al-lah, --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- the One!
2- Al-lah, --now, thus also here again, on the right side-- the Absolute!
3- Never did He beget (21/26-27), nor was He begotten (57/3).
4- And none is --(thus especially and also in this Mathematical respect here again; 17/88)-“equal” to Him!

CHAPTER 113
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Say: I seek refuge in the Lord of the crack (of Dawn here; 6/96)!
2- From the wickedness of (those) what He has --now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here,
on the left side, in that lowest region-- created! -(23/97)3- And from the wickedness of --on the right side, in that lowest region-- the darkness, when it
falls! -(17/78)4- And from the wickedness of --now, thus also therein again, on the left side, in that lowest
region-- the blowers into the knots! -(2/102)5- And from the wickedness of --on the right side, in that lowest region-- envious, when he
envies! -(2/109)-
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CHAPTER 114
* In the name of Al-lah, the gracious, the merciful.
1- Say: I seek refuge in the Lord (7/54) of the people;
2- (now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the left side-- “King” of the people!
3- (now, thus also on those 19 coded Tables here, on the right side-- “God” of the people!
4- From the wickedness of the sneaky whisperers;
5- Who (thus) whisper into the chests of the people (7/20),
6- from among --now, thus also on the left side therein, in that lowest region-- the “jinns,” and
--on the right side therein, in that lowest region-- the “people” --(of those whispering satans;
6/112)!
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